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NOTE

Part U (Licensing Requirements for Source Material Milling Facilities) and
the associated Rationale were not complete at the time of this mailing. We
are forwarding the remainder of the document now so that your access to this
revision of Volume I (Ionizing Radiation) of the Suggested State Regulations
for Control of Radiation will not be delayed. The revised draft of Part U
and the Rationale will be forwarded to you as soon as they are completed.
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FOREWORD
(8th Edition)

The Suggested State Regulations for Control of Radiation (SSRCR) were
initially published in 1962 by the Council of State Governments with the
advice and assistance of the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission (now the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission) and the U.S. Public Health Service. These
regulations were updated and revised in 1964, 1966,1970, 1974, 1978, 1982,
and 1984 (Interim Revision). The revisions incorporated changes resulting
from amendments to U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) regulations and
other changes to clarify various parts of the regulations. Those parts of
the 4th Edition (1970) of the regulations dealing with radiation machines
were revised to be consistent with the recommendations, of the National
Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements (NCRP) which were current
at that time.

The 5th Edition (1974) of the Suggested State Regulations for Control of
Radiation included certain provisions of the electronic product radiation
safety performance standards. It also included three new parts: Part H
(Radiation Safety Requirements for Analytical X-Ray Equipment); Part I
(Radiation Safety Requirements for Particle Accelerators); and Part J
(Notices, instructions, and Reports to Workers; Inspections). Part J is
based on requirements of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration
of the U.S. Department of Labor and incorporates provisions from Title 10 of
the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), Part 19.

The 6th Edition (1978) of the Suggested State Regulations for Control of
Radiation was prepared to reflect changes in the NCRP recommendations, new
amendments to the NRC regulations (10 CFR Chapter I), and amendments to the
electronic product radiation safety performance standards issued by the
Bureau of Radiological Health (now the Center for Devices and Radiological
Health - CDRH) of the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (21 CFR Chapter I,
Subchapter J).

The 7th Edition (1982) of the Suggested State Regulations for Control of
Radiation included recent U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
standards (Title 40 CFR), amendments to NRC regulations (10 CFR Chapter I),
and amendments to FDA regulations (21 CFR Chapter I), a new Part W
addressing requirements for wireline services and subsurface tracer studies,
and revision based on numerous substantive constructive comments received
since publication of the 6th Edition.

An Interim Revision to Volume I (Ionizing Radiation) of the Suggested State
Regulations for Control of Radiation (SSRCR) was published between the 7th
Edition and the 8th Edition of the SSRCR. The Interim Revision included
amendments to Part C (Licensing of Radioactive Material), Part D (Standards
for Protection Against Radiation), Part F (X Rays in the Healing Arts), and
Part G (Use of Sealed Radioactive Sources in the Healing Arts); and a
complete new Part M (Licensing Requirements for Land Disposal of Radioactive
Waste). The main purpose of the Interim Revision was to provide companion
regulations consistent and in conformity with certain amendments to federal
standards in 10 CFR Part 20, Part 35, and Part 61 and in 21 CFR Part 1020.
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The current 8th Edition of the Suggested State Regulations for Control of
Radiation includes a new Section F.11 on Computed Tomography X-Ray Systems,
a new Part T on Transportation of Radioactive Material, and a new Part U on
Licensing Requirements for Source Material Milling Facilities. Part G,
previously titled "Use of Sealed Radioactive Sources in the Healing Arts,"
has been extensively revised to incorporate the amendments to 10 CFR Parts
30, 31, 32, and 35 on Medical Use of Byproduct Material. The new Part G is
titled "Use of Radionuclides in the Healing Arts."

Applicable federal statutes require that certain state regulations be
compatible with, identical to, or as effective as, federal regulations
issued under authority of those statutes. Some of the provisions in this
edition were developed pr revised to reflect compatibility with current NRC
regulations for use by Agreement States and those states preparing for an
agreement with the NRC to assume regulatory responsibility over source,
byproduct, and certain special nuclear materials under Section 274b of the
Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as added by Public Law 86-373 (42 U.S.C.
2021(b)). Under Section 360F of the Public Health Service Act, as added by
Public Law 90-602 (42 U.S.C. 263n), no state or political subdivision of a
state shall have any authority either to establish, or to continue in
effect, any standard which is applicable to the same aspect of performance
of an electronic product for which there is a federal standard unless t1e

,state regulation is identical to the federal standard. The various parts of
the model regulations have been prepared so that, if adopted by the states,
there should be no conflict between their regulations and the federal
performance standards issued under Section 358 of the Public Health Service
Act (42 U.S.C. 263f).

As revision of the Suggested State Regulations for Control of Radiation is a
continuous process, the Federal Register will continue to be used as a
mechanism for publishing a notice of availability on the SSRCR inviting
interested persons to submit comments and suggestions on the latest
revision. Copies of the latest revision will also be provided to state and
local radiation control program directors, federal agencies, standards
setting groups, professional organizations, industrial associations, and
international organizations for their information and soliciting of comments
and suggestions for the next revision. In most cases where an extensive
revision is anticipated in certain sections or a particular part, a notice
is sent to those most directly affected in prder to obtain their ideas and
recommendations for the revision. The draft of a major revision is prepared
on the basis of all available resources, including standards and experts in
the field, and is sent out for review and comment to those groups indicated
above. The comments are analyzed by the working group for that part and a
revised draft is prepared on the basis of the analysis of comments. A
Technical Review Committee, composed of representatives of the Conference of
Radiation Control Program Directors and the participating federal agencies,
conducts the final review of each of the revised parts and rationale and the
analysis of comments. Each of the participating groups is then asked to
concur in the final draft.

These Suggested State Regulations for Control of Radiation require the
licensing of all radioactive material and the registration of all other
sources of ionizing radiation. In certain parts of the model regulations,
states are given an option as to their method of control for any specific
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source. Two types of footnotes are used throughout. Footnotes which are
designated by numbers are intended to be part of the regulations. Footnotes
which are designated by asterisk(s) provide information intended to assist
states in drafting their regulations and should not be incorporated as part
of such regulations. The regulations also contain expressions which have
been set off by brackets. The bracketed portions contain either optional
provisions or are used to indicate a need for states to add appropriate
language or reference to local codes.

A rationale report has been prepared and is included for each of the revised
parts of the 8th Edition of the Suggested State Regulations for Control of
Radiation to provide the states and others using and reviewing the model
regulations with background information on the bases and approaches of the
working group that prepared each part. The rationale for the 5th, 6th, and
7th editions and the Interim Revision are also included in order to provide
background information on the new parts added and other significant changes
made in the revisions and should be used in conjunction with the rationale
for the 8th Edition. Some of the proposed changes and concepts presented by
members of the working groups and others were not included in the model
regulations at this time because of need for further study or possible
conflict with current federal regulations. Some of these concepts were
recorded as Matters for Future Consideration (MFC) by appropriate federal
agencies and those working groups responsible for revision of that part at a
later date.

Part A (General Provisions) was amended by the addition or deletion of
certain definitions based on the new Part T on Transportation of Radioactive
Material being included in this edition of the SSRCR.. Also, Appendix A on
Transport Grouping of Radionuclides and Appendix B on Tests for Special Form
Licensed Material were removed from Part A because of the new Part T based
on amendments to federal regulations and consistency with international
transportation standards. Certain definitions from Part M (Licensing
Requirements for Land Disposal of Radioactive Waste) have been moved to Part
A as they are used outside of Part M in another part of the SSRCR. The
definition of Licensing State was revised to reflect the designation of a
state as a Licensing State by the Conference of Radiation Control Program
Directors, Inc.

In Part B (Registration of Radiation Machine Facilities and Services), there
are no significant changes for this edition of the Suggested State
Regulations for Control of Radiation. There are some Matters for Future
Consideration for Part B under review for the next revision of the SSRCR.

In Part C (Licensing of Radioactive Material), major changes were made for
this edition of the SSRCR to conform with requirements of the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission. The requirements for the use of radioactive material
in the healing arts were deleted and placed in the revised Part G consistent
with the provisions of 10 CFR Part 35. The requirements for uranium mills
were also deleted and placed in a new Part U (Licensing Requirements for
Source Material Milling Facilities) of the SSRCR. Changes were also brought
about because of the new Part T (Transportation of Radioactive Material).
Certain changes in terminology were made to Appendix A (Exempt
Concentrations) and with the elimination of the group license and the
revision of Part G, Appendix C (Groups of Medical Uses of Radioactive
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Material) was deleted. A new Agency Form T (Certificate-Disposition of
Radioactive Materials) has been included in the SSRCR and Agency Form U
(Certificate-Medical Use of Radioactive Material Under General License) has
been deleted. New paragraphs were added to Section C.31 on Specific Terms
and Conditions of Licenses that require the licensee to notify the Agency
following bankruptcy as a result of amendments to U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission regulations (52 FR 1292).

Part D (Standards for Protection Against Radiation) was updated to be
compatible with amendments to 10 CFR 20 and to reflect the addition of
Part T and Part U to this edition of the Suggested State Regulations for
Control of Radiation. Amendments to Part D include the requirements that
whole body film badges and thermoluminescent dosimeters be obtained from
suppliers accredited by the National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation
Program (NVLAP) of the National Institute of Standards and Technology.
Changes to the requirements for picking up, receiving, and opening packages
were also made as a result of the addition of Part T to the SSRCR. Appendix
A (Concentrations in Air and Water Above Natural Background) has been
amended by certain terminology changes and the addition of selected
radionuclides. Certain terminology changes were also made to Appendix B
(Quantities for Use with D.203 and D.303). There were other minor editorial
and reference changes, as well.

Part E (Radiation Safety Requirements for Industrial Radiographic
Operations) was revised significantly for this edition of the SSRCR.
Significant features relevant to improved radiation safety include the "two-
man" rule and the optional requirement for state or third party testing of
radiographers. Certain definitions were added because of their use within
the regulations and some of these are based on wording identical to the
American National Standards Institute definition. Other definitions were
revised or deleted to meet the needs of new or revised provisions within
Part E. The section on Training and Testing was changed to improve the
training that an individual receives prior to use of sources of radiation.
The requirements for a radiographer's assistant have been deleted and
replaced with requirements for a radiographer trainee. The U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission is currently reevaluating its position with regard to
licensing of industrial radiographic operations. Nothing in these suggested
regulations should be interpreted as reflecting current or future U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission policy with regard to industrial radiographic
operations.

Part F (X Rays in the Healing Arts) was revised most significantly by the
addition of a new Section F.11 on Computed Tomography X-Ray Systems, which
is based on amendments to the federal performance standard on diagnostic
x-ray systems (21 CFR 1020.33) published as a final rule in the Federal
Register on August 31, 1984 (49 FR 34698) and became effective on September
3, 1985, except for selected provisions which became effective on November
29, 1984. Definitions were added to Part F in support of the new Section
F.11. In addition, certain editorial and technical changes were made
throughout Part F for greater clarity and consistency with the federal
standard and to conform with amendments to FDA regulations. 0

Part G (Use of Radionuclides in the Healing Arts) was revised extensively
for this edition of the SSRCR for conformity with amendments to NRC



regulations on the Medical Use of Byproduct Material published as a Final
Rule in the Federal Register on October 16, 1986 (51 FR 36932) and effective
on April 1, 1987. Although Part G was included in the SSRCR before for
sealed radioactive sources, this revision of Part G merged the requirements
for sealed sources in therapy with nuclear medicine, which was originally
planned as a separate Part L. The basic purpose of the revision is to
clarify and consolidate all essential radiation safety requirements into a
single source of requirements related specifically to the medical use of
radioactive material. Section G.13 on Records and Reports of
Misadministrations in Part G is equivalent to 10 CFR 35.33 which the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission considers as a matter of compatibility for
adoption by all Agreement States.

Part H (Radiation Safety Requirements for Analytical X-Ray Equipment) was
amended for this edition of the SSRCR by incorporating H.3(f) on Warning
Lights into H.3(b) on Warning Devices and recodifying the previous
paragraphs (g) and (h) of Section H.3 accordingly.

Part I (Radiation Safety Requirments for Particle Accelerators) was not
revised significantly for this edition of the Suggested State Regulations
for Control of Radiation. Certain editorial changes were made for
consistency with regulatory language and with other parts of the SSRCR.

The changes to Part J (Notices, Instructions, and Reports to Workers;
Inspections) for this edition of the Suggested State Regulations for Control
of Radiation were mainly editorial for consistency with other parts of the
SSRCR.

Part ,M (Licensing Requirements for Land Disposal of Radioactive Waste), a
new part added to the SSRCR Interim Revision, was amended for this edition
by the transfer of certain definitions to Part A as those definitions are
used in other parts outside of Part M. New paragraphs were added to Section
M.12 on Conditions of Licenses that require the licensee to notify the
Agency following bankruptcy as a result of amendments to U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission regulations (52 FR 1292).

A new Part T (Transportation of Radioactive Material) was added to this
edition of the SSRCR. Part T covers the requirements for packaging,
preparation for shipment, and transportation of radioactive material and
applies to any person who transports radioactive material or delivers
radioactive material to a carrier for transport. With adoption of the
amendments of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission's regulations for the
transportation of radioactive material to make them compatible with those of
the U.S. Department of Transportation and the International Atomic Energy
Agency, it was deemed appropriate to consolidate all transportation
requirements, within the jursidiction of state and local governments, in a
separate part of the SSRCR.

A new Part U (Licensing Requirements for Source Material Milling Facilities)
was also added to this edition of the Suggested State Regulations for
Control of Radiation. As Part C which is to be generally applicable to all
NRC Agreement States and Naturally Occurring and Accelerator-Produced
Radioactive Material (NARM) Licensing States is already a very large part in
itself and only a few states are potentially involved with licensing
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facilities which would generate extensive uranium mill tailings and mill
wastes (byproduct material), a separate part of the SSRCR was deemed
appropriate for this topic. The contents of Sections U.23 through U.27 are
based on the requirements of 10 CFR 40, Appendix A. The format of Part U
and much of the basic wording in Sections U.1 through U.22 and Sections U.28
through U.30 are based on the equivalent provisions of Part M of the SSRCR.
Part U also includes the NRC bankruptcy notification provisions.

Part W (Radiation Safety Requirements for Wireline Service Operations and
Subsurface Tracer Studies) was revised for this edition of the SSRCR to
maintain compatibility with the new 10 CFR Part 39 of NRC regulations and to
address the Matters for Future Consideration from the Part W Rationale of
the last edition of the Suggested State Regulations for Control of
Radiation.

In preparation of this edition and the earlier Interim Revision of the

SSRCR, the assistance of the following individuals is greatly appreciated:

I. IONIZING RADIATION

PART A GENERAL PROVISIONS

PART B REGISTRATION OF RADIATION
MACHINE FACILITIES AND
SERVICES

PART C LICENSING OF RADIOACTIVE
MATERIAL

PART D STANDARDS FOR PROTECTION
AGAINST RADIATION

Joyce Davidson, NE
Curtis DeMaris, WA
Roger L. Burkhart, CDRH
Edgar C. Ashley, NRC
DeVaughn R. Nelson, EPA

John P. Lanham, FL
Grady M. Bowyer, WV
Marcia L. Howard, IN
Robert Funderburg, ID/LA/CA
Lois A. Miller, CDRH

Albert J. Hazle, CO
Charles R. Price, VA/CT
Paul Eastvold, IL
Allan C. Tapert, DE
Jeannine T. Lewis, CDRH
Edgar C. Ashley, NRC
Kathleen N. Schneider, NRC
DeVaughn R. Nelson, EPA

Francis J. Bradley, NY
Harold R. Borchert, NE
Beverly B. Patterson, SC
Gerald W. Allen, KS
Alfred J. Cabral, RI
William R. Kelley, AR
Gail D. Schmidt, CDRH
Edgar C. Ashley, NRC
Kathleen N. Schneider, NRC
DeVaughn R. Nelson, EPA
Anthony B. Wolbarst, EPA
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PART E RADIATION SAFETY REQUIREMENTS
FOR INDUSTRIAL RADIOGRAPHIC
OPERATIONS

PART F X RAYS IN THE HEALING ARTS

PART G USE OF RADIONUCLIDES IN THE
HEALING ARTS

PART H RADIATION SAFETY REQUIREMENTS
FOR ANALYTICAL X-RAY EQUIPMENT

PART I RADIATION SAFETY REQUIREMENTS
FOR PARTICLE ACCELERATORS

Ronald L. Wascom, LA
Edgar D. Bailey, TX
James L. McNees, AL
Kim S. Wong, CA
Vick L. Cooper, KS
Cynthia C. Weber, TX
Robert M. Gagne, CDRH
Frank Cerra, CDRH
Edgar C. Ashley, NRC
Kathleen N. Schneider, NRC

Michael A. Odlaug, WA
Robert Funderburg, ID/LA/CA
Beverly B. Patterson, SC
William P. Breitenstein, MN
Adrian C. Howe, MT
Alice T. Dolezal Hennigan, MN
Coleman H. Smith, OK
Michael H. Mobley, TN
David R. Snavely, CDRH
Charles K. Showalter, CDRH
John L. McCrohan, CDRH
Clifford D. Evans, CDRH
Tommy L. Mosely, CDRH
Wilbur F. Van Pelt, ORO/ORA
DeVaughn R. Nelson, EPA

Kirksey E. Whatley, AL
Michael J. Smith, MS
Terry C. Frazee, WA
Cheryl Rogers, NE
Andrew G. Welding, IN
Steven C. Collins, LA/IL
Stuart D. Rosenberg, CA
Lloyd Bolling, NRC
Donald R. Hamilton, CDRH

William J. Bell, MA
LeRoy F. Klotz, AZ
David P. Adams, NC
Kenneth L. Barat, AZ
Paul E. Koehn, IA
Thomas M. Moore, CDRH
Wilbur F. Van Pelt, ORO/ORA

Robert M. Quillin, OH/CO
Thomas A. Schumacher, IN
Clifford D. Evans, CDRH
David R. Snavely, CDRH
J. Michael Wisniewski, DOE
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PART J NOTICES, INSTRUCTIONS, AND REPORTS
TO WORKERS; INSPECTIONS

PART M LICENSING REQUIREMENTS FOR LAND
DISPOSAL OF RADIOACTIVE WASTE

PART T TRANSPORTATION OF RADIOACTIVE
MATERIAL

Francis J. Bradley, NY
Beverly B. Patterson, SC
Harold R. Borchert, NE
Gerald W. Allen, KS
Alfred J. Cabral, RI
William R. Kelley, AR
Charles P. Froom, CDRH
Edgar C. Ashley, NRC
Kathleen N. Schneider, NRC
DeVaughn R. Nelson, EPA
Anthony B. Wolbarst, EPA

Richard M. Fry, NC
Virgil R. Autry, SC
William P. Dornsife, PA
Nancy P. Kirner, WA
John D. Vaden, NV
Marc W. Lupien, NH
Kathleen N. Schneider, NRC
Gail D. Schmidt, CDRH
Jeff Smiley, DOE
James M. Gruhlke, EPA
Floyd L. Galpin, EPA

Mark C. Bunge, WI
Charles Scott, SC
Virgil R. Autry, SC
Allen Schubert, FL
Kelly Cameron, WA
Bruce W. Hokel, IA
Kathleen N. Schneider, NRC
Gail D. Schmidt, CDRH
Robert Philpott, DOE
Susan Denny, DOE
Theodore Wolff, DOE
Ed Wilmot, DOE
Richard R. Rawl, DOT
A. Wendell Carriker, DOT
Vernon Wingert, FEMA

Albert J. Hazle, CO
Joseph G. Klinger, TX
John F. Kendig, NRC
Jeannine T. Lewis, CDRH
Allan C.B. Richardson, EPA
John L. Russell, EPA
J. Michael Wisniewski, DOE

PART U LICENSING REQUIREMENTS FOR SOURCE
MATERIAL MILLING FACILITIES
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PART W RADIATION SAFETY REQUIREMENTS Ronaid L. Wascom, LA
FOR WIRELINE SERVICE OPERATIONS Edgar D. Bailey, TX
AND SUBSURFACE TRACER STUDIES James L. McNees, AL

Kim S. Wong, CA
Vick L. Cooper, KS
Cynthia C. Weber, TX
Robert M. Gagne, CDRH.
Frank Cerra, CDRH
Edgar C. Ashley, NRC
Kathleen N. Schneider, NRC

Coordination in preparation of this revision was carried out by Charles P.
Froom, Center for Devices and Radiological Health, FDA; Kathleen N.
Schneider and Cardelia H. Maupin for the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission;
and Floyd L. Galpin for the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.

The final review was conducted by the Technical Review Committee composed of
J. Dale McHard, Oklahoma (Chairman), Albert J. Hazle, Colorado (Vice-
Chairman), Edgar D. Bailey, Texas, and William H. Spell, Louisiana,
representing the Conference of Radiation Control Program Directors, Inc.;
and representatives of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, the Center
for Devices and Radiological Health, FDA, and the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency.

The 8th Edition of the Suggested State Regulations for Control of Radiation
has been endorsed by the Executive Board of the Conference of Radiation
Control Program Directors, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, the
Center for Devices and Radiological Health, FDA., and the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency.
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March 1988

Committee'on h Emergency Resp6nse Planiih

State Members Resource Persons

Aubrey V. Godwin (AL), Chairman
Bernard Bevill (AR)
Harold L. Spiker (KS)
Warren E. Jacobi (CO)
Gary W. McNutt (MO)

.. V

CDRH
DOE

EPA
FEMA
NBS
NRC
ORA

- Donald Thompson
- J. Michael Wisniewski

Gerald Combs
- Joe Logsdon
- Robert S. Wilkerson
- None
- David B. Matthews
- Bobby Dillard

Brad Eichorst

1988 Charge

1. To address the technical issues regarding any radiological
emergency planning or response. Included in these issues, but
not limited to, are such matters as instrumentation, dose
assessment or projections and/or calculations, protective drugs,
decontamination, environmental analysis, and radiological team
equipment in general. The Committee is to provide
recommendations on the technology and approaches to the various
technical problems in emergency response and planning.

NOTE: If difficulty in getting resource persons, contact the following
Federal Liaisons to the Executive Board for assistance.

CDRH -
DOE -
EPA -
FEMA -
NBS -
NRC -
ORA -

Richard Gross (301) 443-3446
J. Michael Wisniewski (202) 586-4817
Floyd Galpin (202) 475-9633
Vernon Adler (202) 646-2808
Elmer Eisenhower (301) 975-5526
Carlton C. Kammerer (301) 492-0318
LaVert Seabron (301) 443-3360



March 1988

E-7 C6mmittee on Clean Air ACA

State Members Resource Persons

George W. Bruchrnann (MI), Chairman CDRH - None
Jose A. Lopez (TX) DOE - None
J. Dale McHard (OK) EPA - Terrance A. McLaughlin
Robert R. Mooney (WA) Charles Wakamo

FEMA - None
NBS - Ronald Coll6
NRC - Bob Alexander
ORA - None

1988 Charge

1. To survey the states to determine interest of assuming delegation
for implementing the radionuclide emissions component of the
Clean Air Act.

Milestone: Survey to be completed and a report of results by the 1988
Annual Meeting.

2. The Committee should investigate the progress of NRC on the
update of 10 CFR 20 to determine the impact of contemplated
changes on current air standards.

Milestone: not applicable. I
3. To develop a draft document for guidance to states on procedures

to follow in applying for, and assuming delegation of, implernen-
ting provisions of the Clean Air Act relating to radio clide
emissions.

Milestone: 4th quarter of 1988.
4. The Committee shall assist EPA in the development of criteria forfT

state assumption of the Clean Air Act authority for the'-regu-
lation of radionuclides. Ok

Milestone: not applicable.

NOTE: If difficulty in getting resource persons, contact the follwing
Federal Liaisons to the Executive Board for assistance.

CDRH - Richard Gross (301) 443-3446
DOE - J. Michael Wisniewski (202) 586-4817
EPA - Floyd Galpin (202) 475-9633
FEMA - Vernon Adler (202) 646-2808
NBS - Elmer Eisenhower (301) 975-5526
NRC - Carlton C. Kammerer (301) 492-0318
ORA - LaVert Seabron (301) 443-3360



March 1988

E- 8 C ' fmitte&61 n, '-O a n 'dsr a eveium 'Tai in ifiý ±ia R - -ie - 6 -Activ' e- and- ~T frk iv
Impoundments

State Members Resource Persons

Albert J. Hazle (CO), Chairman CDRH - None
Larry F. Anderson (UT). DOE - J. Michael Wisniewski
Warren D. Snell (TX) EPA - Allan Richardson
Terry R. Strong (WA) FEMA - None

NBS - None
NRC - Ralph Wilde
ORA - None

1988 Charge

i:A To review EPA's final standards for the conduct of the Uranium
Mill Tailings Remedial Action Program for the inactive mill, the

J disposal and vicinity sites (40 CFR 192) upon their availability,
and provide technical comments and recommendations to the
Executive Board.

2. To review any NRC regulation and/or DOE implementation plan based
on an EPA standard, and provide comments and recommendations to
the Executive Board for their action.

NOTE: difficulty in getting resource persons, contact the following
Federal Liaisons to the Executive Board for assistance.

jiu
CDRH - Richard Gross (301) 443-3446
DOE - J. Michael Wisniewski (202) 586-4817
EPA - Floyd Galpin (202) 475-9633
FEMA - Vernon Adler (202) 646-2808
NBS - Elmer Eisenhower (301) 975-5526
NRC - Carlton C. Kammerer (301) 492-0318
.PQA - LaVert Seabron (301) 443-3360



March 1988

E-9 Committee, n- Hi ghE-leI'Paaioacive WastE

(TERMINATED)



March 1988

9- 10 ikk Force on Crniterina aor' amureilan-
Environmental Monitorincl and Surveillance

(TERMINATED)



March 1988

E-I Co'mmittee 66n -D e€ormiss i6 nihg ahd ied6 ht -amnina t i~n

(TERMINATED/Combined with E-4.)



February 1988

E-12 Comrmitteeo 6nTranspbrtationi Edufcati6of

State Members Resource Persons

William P. Dornsife (PA), Chairman CDRH - None
Charles Scott (SC) DOE - Ed Wilmot*
Richard Ratliff (TX) DOT - Wendall Carriker
Debra G. Shults (TN) EPA - None

FEMA - Vern Wingert
NBS - None
NRC - Kathy Schneider
ORA - None

*Alt. - Susan Denny

1988 Charge

i. To review applicable Federal transportation regulations and other
available literature as appropriate, for both high and low-level
radioactive shipments, and develop a document(s) or other
training packages to be utilized by state radiation control
programs and/or for training of others regarding transportation
regulations. The document(s) should include inspection
procedures and sample forms for data collection and evaluation.

2. To develop a guidance document on the risk of transporting
radioactive materials which can be used by state radiation
programs for informing the public and other interested parties of
such risks.

NOTE: If difficulty in getting resource persons, contact the following
Federal Liaisons to the Executive Board for assistance.

CDRH - Richard Gross (301) 443-3446 &N.

DOE - J. Michael Wisniewski (202) 586-4817
EPA - Floyd Galpin (202) 475-9.633
FEMA - Vernon Adler (202) 646-2808
NBS - Elmer Eisenhower (301) 975-5526
NRC - Carlton C. Kammerer (301) 492-0318
ORA - LaVert Seabron (301) 443-3360 \



U• Ik n0

Committee 6n Radon-P6liic'

State Members Resouirce Persons

Thomas M. Gerusky (PA), Chairman ASTHO- Ellen Shapiro
Albert J. Hazle (CO) CDRH - Don Thompson
Mary K. Cahill (NJ) DOE - Wayne Lowder
Paul Weeden (AZ) EPA - Steve Page
Harlan Keaton (FL) FEMA - None
Larry L. Lloyd (MT) NBS - None

NRC - None
ORA - None

1988 Charge

1. To recommend actions by the CRCPD to assist states in the radon
issues.

2. To develop criteria which can be used by states in assessing the
potential for radon in structures in their respective states.

3. To identify radon measurement needs in state programs, specify
kind of measurement equipment needed and recommend methods for
making radon measurements.

4. To develop criteria for guidelines for procedures to correct the
problems when radon is discovered in structures.

5. To develop recommended guidelines for dealing with the public on
the radon issue.

6. To develop regulation requirements versus non-regulatory
requirements as related to radon exposure.

7. Regarding radon issues, meet and/or communicate with ORP, and the
Office of Research and Development, CRCPD concerns, and to
determine the following:
a. what their specific products are that are on line,
b. what directions they are planning to go for the next 12-24

months, and
c. what problems they foresee.
The Committee is to communicate back to the Executive Board on a
quarterly basis results of the above communications.

NOTE: If difficulty in getting resource persons, contact the following
Federal Liaisons to the Executive Board for assistance.

CDRH - Richard Gross (301) 443-3446
DOE - J. Michael Wisniewski (202) 586-4817
EPA - Floyd Galpin (202) 475-9633
FEMA - Vernon Adler (202) 646-2808
NBS - Elmer Eisenhower (301) 975-5526
NRC - Carlton C. Kammerer (301) 492-0318
ORA - LaVert Seabron (301) 443-3360



March 1988

44 C6mimittee on" B6nding .and Surety

State Members Resource Persons

Greta J. Dicus (AR), Chairperson CDRH - None
Terry C. Frazee (WA) DOE - Jeff Smiley
Benito J. Garcia (NM) EPA - None

FEMA - None
NBS - None
NRC - Robert Wood
ORA - None

1988 Charge

1. To review the CRCPD document entitled "Task Force Report on
Bonding and Perpetual care of Nuclear Licensed Activities,"
January 20, 1975, and other appropriate documents, to determine
the need for current and update guidance to the states relative
to bonding and surety requirements.

2. If new guidance is needed on bonding and surety requirements, as
determined from charge #1, to develop such guidance for the
states.

E: If difficulty in getting resource persons, contact the following
[eral Liaisons to the Executive Board for assistance.

CDRH - Richard Gross (301) 443-3446
DOE - J. Michael Wisniewski (202) 586-4817
EPA - Floyd Galpin (202) 475-9633
FEMA - Vernon Adler (202) 646-2808
NBS - Elmer Eisenhower (301) 975-5526
NRC - Carlton C. Kammerer (301) 492-0318
ORA - LaVert Seabron (301) 443-3360



TENTATIVE March 1988

E-15 Task Force on Procedures ManiL - Radioactive Materialr

State Members Resource Persons

Martha Dibblee (OR), Chairperson
Torre Taylor (AR)
Jeffrey Burgess (ND)
William Wright (AZ)

CDRH
DOE
EPA
FEMA
NBS
NRC
ORA

- None
- None
- None
- None
- None
- Richard L. Woodruff
- None

1988 Charge

To be developed by Task Force.

NOTE: If difficulty in getting resource persons, contact the following
Federal Liaisons to the Executive Board for assistance.

CDRH
DOE
EPA
FEMA
NBS
NRC
ORA

Richard Gross (301) 443-3446
J. Michael Wisniewski (202) 586-4817
Floyd Galpin (202) 475-9633
Vernon Adler (202) 646-2808
Elmer Eisenhower (301) 975-5526
Carlton C. Kammerer (301) 492-0318
LaVert Seabron (301) 443-3360



March 1988

Cieiiera for,.Adequ~te Radiati6nContro1 Program Radon

State Members Resources Persons

Don Hoxie (ME), Chairperson N/A
Vladimer Dvorak (IN)
Robert Mooney (WA)
Paul Weeden (AZ)

1988 Charge

Develop a document on what constitutes an adequate radiation control
program for radon, to be paralleled to other criteria documents
currently published by CRCPD.

Milestone:the document be produced in first draft and be made
available at the 1988 Annual Meeting and final draft be produced no
later than the end of the 1988 year.

NOTE: If difficulty in getting resource persons, contact the following
Federal Liaisons to the Executive Board for assistance.

r CDRH - Richard Gross (301) 443-3446
DOE - J. Michael Wisniewski (202) 586-4817
EPA - Floyd Galpin (202) 475-9633
FEMA - Vernon Adler (202) 646-2808
NBS - Elmer Eisenhower (301) 975-5526
NRC - Carlton C. Kammerer (301) 492-0318
ORA - LaVert Seabron (301) 443-3360



March 1988

H14 Healing Arts c6 u'ncil

State Members Resource Persons

Robert M. Hallisey (MA), Chairman N/A
All Chairpersons of Working Groups

Under this Council.

1988 Charge

1. To assure that the concepts and ideas of the CRCPD membership are
being properly addressed by the various committees and task
forces.

2. To provide coordination and guidance to the committees/task
forces as liaison for the Executive Board.

NOTE: If difficulty in getting resource persons, contact the following
Federal Liaisons to the Executive Board for assistance.

CDRH - Richard Gross (301) 443-3446
DOE - J. Michael Wisniewski (202) 586-4817
EPA - Floyd Galpin (202) 475-9633
FEMA - Vernon Adler (202) 646-2808
NBS - Elmer Eisenhower (301) 975-5526
NRC - Carlton C. Kammerer (301) 492-0318
ORA - LaVert Seabron (301) 443-3360



March 1988

Task" F6rce onCriteria for Adeuat6e adia ti '•tlPogram -

Nonioniz Zing

(TERMINATED)



March 1988

C-3 Corhmit"te e' - n' MAe'd ic" al Pr' -c ti c e

State Members Resource Persons

Ruth E. McBurney (TX), Chairperson CDRH - Jay Rachlin*
Bernard E. Miller (OR) DOE - None
Robert T. Watkins (MA) EPA - None

FEMA - None
NBS - None
NRC - None
ORA - Dale Stevenson

*Alt. - Mary Ann W6llerton

1988 Charge

To promote the safe and efficacious use of medical and dental x-ray
procedures by:

1. updating a survey of state programs to determine the extent of
state, county, city, etc., required administrative and
occupational x-ray procedures;

2. eliciting support of the radiation control agencies in a national
program to reduce the number of unproductive administratively
required x-ray examinations;

3. encouraging the radiation control agencies to provide technicalI
support to groups promoting consumer/patient education in
radiological health;

4. to provide radiation control agencies with a CRCPD contact and
clearinghouse for problems related to the use of radiologic
procedures;

5. developing and disseminating to state radiation control programs,
an informational package on optimum techniques for conducting
radiographic scoliosis examinations and to promote dissemination
of that information to appropriate professional and consumer
groups;

6. investigating medical users of radium including nasopharyngeal
applicators; and

7. developing guidance in the area of efficacy of high-tech imaging
modalities.

NOTE: If difficulty in getting resource persons, contact the following
Federal Liaisons to the Executive Board for assistance.

CDRH - Richard Gross (301) 443-3446
DOE - J. Michael Wisniewski (202) 586-4817
EPA - Floyd Galpin (202) 475-9633
FEMA - Vernon Adler (202) 646-2808
NBS - Elmer Eisenhower (301) 975-5526
NRC - Carlton C. Kammerer (301) 492-0318
ORA - LaVert Seabron (301) 443-3360



March 1988

R-4 Comm~ittee'6 on- N ationwid e-g va'!u '"tion"6`of X-'R'a y 'Tred (T

State Members Resource Persons

Don Flater (IA), Chairman CDRH - Fred G. Rueter
June A. Hart (MN) DOE - None
Darrell L. Hocken (OR) EPA - None
Ernest Ranieri (ID) FEMA - None
John Ferrulo (RI) NBS - None

NRC - None
ORA - Ron Bernacki
OTHER - Thomas Ohlhaber

(as needed)

1988 Charge

1. To develop a system whereby states may collect survey data from
diagnostic radiological procedures consistent with their needs.

2. To encourage and assist states in analysis and use of that data.
3. To provide methods for determination of problem areas during

facility inspections.
4. To evaluate, on a continuing basis, the system and methods

developed, and to make modifications as appropriate to meet
changing states needs.

5. In coordination with the Task Force on Quality Assurance, review
and update a manual of survey procedures and protocol to be used
in the uniform evaluation of diagnostic x-ray facilities, that
can be used as a "standard" for such evaluation.

NOTE: If difficulty in getting resource persons, contact the following
Federal Liaisons to the Executive Board for assistance.

CDRH - Richard Gross (301) 443-3446
DOE - J. Michael Wisniewski (202) 586-4817
EPA - Floyd Galpin (202) 475-9633
FEMA - Vernon Adler (202) 646-2808
NBS - Elmer Eisenhower (301) 975-5526
NRC - Carlton C. Kammerer (301) 492-0318
ORA - LaVert Seabron (301) 443-3360



March 1988

1-5 Task- or e on credentialing-r6gram eor AII-ed .ealth Operat6rs

(TERMINATED)



March 1988

H-6 Committee6n T-rainin h and Communications

State Members Resource Persons

Joseph M. Nanus (TX), Chairman CDRH - Kelly Sauer
Grady M. Bowyer (WV) DOE - J. Michael Wisniewski
Kate Coleman (WA) EPA - None
Lawrence B. Czech (NY) FEMA - None
Donald A. Flater (IA) NBS - None
James E. Hickey (RI) NRC - John Kendig*

ORA - LaVert Seabron

*Alt. - Kathy Schneider

1988 Charge

The Committee on Training and Communications shall:
I. receive, evaluate and summarize reports from Regional Training

Committees and identify training needs that must be approached on
a national level;

2. evaluate whether training is an appropriate solution to the
stated problem, and if so, determine the most cost-effective mode
of training to be employed;

3. working with other agencies and organizations, develop and
catalogue a list of training options as well as a list of
resources for training or funding, and provide these to the
Regional Training Committees;

4. working with other agencies and organizations, develop necessary
training not otherwise provided;

5. evaluate the training proposed for the Regional Training
Meetings;

6. recommend to the Chairman of the CRCPD whether or not to approve
the Regional Training Meetings and the number of CRCPD-sponsored
attendees;

7. serve as a reviewing body for proposed training packages and
public information documents, as requested; and

8. make recommendations regarding the structure and function of the
Regional Training Committees.

9. to prepare a glossary of radiation protection principles and
terms which can be used by the states in communicating with the
news media.

NOTE: If difficulty in getting resource persons, contact the following
Federal Liaisons to the Executive Board for assistance.

CDRH - Richard Gross (301) 443-3446
DOE - J. Michael Wisniewski (202) 586-4817P EPA - Floyd Galpin (202) 475-9633
FEMA - Vernon Adler (202) 646-2808
NBS - Elmer Eisenhower (301) 975-5526
NRC - Carlton C. Kammerer (301) 492-0318
ORA - LaVert Seabron (301) 443-3360



March 1988

1'-7 Comitteeo6hi Q)ality-Assurancein Diago6stic. X-ry

State Members Resource Persons

Diane Tefft (NH), Chairperson CDRH - John McCrohan
Paul H. Brown (OK) DOE - None
Adrian Howe (MT) EPA - None
Kathleen Kaufman (CA) FEMA - None
Michael Odlaug (WA) NBS - Elmer Eisenhower

NRC - None
ORA - Wilbur Van Pelt

1988 Charge

1. Determine the elements of diagnostic x-ray technique that impact
image quality and patient exposure in adult and pediatric exams
to aid facilities in maintaining minimal patient exposure and
consistent high quality diagnostic images.

2. Recommend and develop information useful to states in
implementing a quality assurance program.

3. In coordination with the Committee on NEXT, review and update a
manual of survey procedures and protocol to be used in the
uniform evaluation of diagnostic x-ray facilities, that can be
used as a "standard" for such evaluation.

NOTE: If difficulty in getting resource persons, contact the following
Federal Liaisons to the Executive Board for assistance.

CDRH - Richard Gross (301) 443-3446
DOE - J. Michael Wisniewski (202) 586-4817
EPA - Floyd Galpin (202) 475-9633
FEMA - Vernon Adler (202) 646-2808
NBS - Elmer Eisenhower (301) 975-5526
NRC - Carlton C. Kammerer (301) 492-0318
ORA - LaVert Seabron (301) 443-3360



March 1988

H'8 C nfnitteo on •onion4iing Radiation

State Members Resource Persons

Suzie Kent (TX), Chairperson CDRH - Robert Handren, Jr.
Beverly Patterson (SC) DOE - None
John A. Eure (IA) EPA - Norbert Hankin
Samuel L. Finklea (SC) FEMA - None
Robert T. Watkins (MA) NBS - None

NIOSH- When needed
NRC - None
ORA - Wilbur Van Pelt

1988 Charge

i. To provide a mechanism for effective state/Federal control of
nonionizing radiation producing products and/or devices.

2. To define the role of Radiation Control Agencies in action
programs designed to adequately protect the public's health from
the use of these products or devices.

3. To devise and/or develop recommended procedures to insure timely
action, especially in the area of laser light shows and
suntanning products.

4. To develop recommended radiofrequency levels around specific
source environments (siting criteria).

5. Review proposed standards or changes in existing regulations for
effectiveness, practicality, and impact on state radiation
control programs.

6. Provide a focus for the exchange of information and a mechanism
for updating skills of state personnel through CRCPD-sponsored
seminars, meetings, etc., to insure the maximum efficient
utilization of resources.

NOTE: If difficulty in getting resource persons, contact the following
Federal Liaisons to the Executive Board for assistance.

CDRH - Richard Gross (301) 443-3446
DOE - J. Michael Wisniewski (202) 586-4817
EPA - Floyd Galpin (202) 475-9633
FEMA - Vernon Adler (202) 646-2808
NBS - Elmer Eisenhower (301) 975-5526
NRC - Carlton C. Kammerer (301) 492-0318
ORA - LaVert Seabron (301) 443-3360



March 1988

H-9 COmmitgee on-Ionizirig Radiation Therapy

State Members Resource Persons

Robert M. Quillin (OH), Chairman CDRH - Cliff Evans
Gary Robertson (WA) DOE - None
Gary A. Shull (SC) EPA - None

FEMA - None
NBS - None
NRC - Lloyd Bolling
ORA - None
OTHER - Robert Morton, National

Cancer Institute

1988 Charge

1. Identify radiological health issues that must be addressed to
assure safe, efficient operation of radiation therapy
installations. This includes calibration, quality assurance and
operation of units, as well as installation design.

2. Develop a recommended inspection program that is cost-effective
and appropriate for the average state radiological health
program, preferably placing demands on the facility to make tests
and keep records.

3. Provide recommendations to the CRCPD committees working on the
therapy aspects of the Suggested State Regulations, and other
committees or task forces as appropriate. Consideration should
be given to recommending consolidation of all radiation therapy
regulations in one part of the SSRCR.

4. Develop criteria that can be used to evaluate the adequacy of a
state radiation control program for therapy installations.
Consider mechanisms that will help to ensure compatibility among
Federal and state programs in the enforcement of radiation
protection standards and regulations.
NOTE: Charge #4 has not been implemented, but will be

implemented upon recommendation of the Committee
Chairperson.

5. Address "Site Specific Therapy" by the following activities:
a. Establish the purpose and scope of the project. Site-

specific therapy refers to radionuclides (often Iodine-
131) tagged to monoclonal antibodies in large quantities
(hundreds of millicuries per dose).

b. Identify the drug kits approved by FDA for production and
use for site-specific therapy.

c. Establish parameters for manufacturing kits including,
but not limited to, air flows, decontamination, filter
integrity, biochemical/radiochemical interactions.

d. Establish training criteria for physicians and techni-
cians.

e. Establish patient health physics (dose criteria) conside
rations. (Hospitals and/or clinics)

f. Project future use (kits, manufacturing, etc.).



p g. Establish rules for site-specific therapy.

NOTE: If difficulty in getting resource persons, contact the following
Federal Liaisons to the Executive Board for assistance.

CDRH - Richard Gross (301) 443-3446
DOE - J. Michael Wisniewski (202) 586-4817
EPA - Floyd Galpin (202) 475-9633
FEMA - Vernon Adler (202) 646-2808
NBS - Elmer Eisenhower (301) 975-5526
NRC - Carlton C. Kammerer (301) 492-0318
ORA - LaVert Seabron (301) 443-3360



March 1988

H-10 Co mmittke6"6ho Qu a lifications_ f6 r" N6n-State X-ray' inspect6or

State Members Resource Persons

Maryanne Harvey (NY), Chairperson CDRH - Burton Conway
Ed Johnson (UT-Emeritus) DOE - None
Charles P. West (TN) EPA - None

FEMA - None
NBS - None
NRC - None
ORA - Warren Church

1988 Charge

1. To develop a guide for state use in the implementation of the
criteria for non-state inspectors, as previously developed by the
Commi ttee.

NOTE: If difficulty in getting resource persons, contact the following
Federal Liaisons to the Executive Board for assistance. I

CDRH - Richard Gross (301) 443-3446
.DOE - J. Michael Wisniewski (202) 586-4817

EPA - Floyd Galpin (202) 475-9633
FEMA - Vernon Adler (202) 646-2808
NBS - Elmer Eisenhower (301) 975-5526
NRC - Carlton C. Kammerer (301) 492-0318
ORA - LaVert Seabron (301) 443-3360



March 1988

S1 Suggeýst-d' S f- at-e- Re-g u 1-at-i-n'-s' Co-undilc 1

State Members Resource Persons

James E. Hickey (RI), Chairman CDRH - Charles P. Froom
All Chairpersons of Working Groups DOE - None

Under this Council. EPA - Vacant
FEMA - None
NBS - None
NRC - Kathy Schneider
ORA - None

1988 Charge

i. To develop long range plans for the various working groups.
2. To assure that technical review is performed for the proposed

suggested regulations.
3. To assure that each part is properly coordinated, and does not

conflict, with other parts of the suggested regulations.

NOTE: If difficulty in getting resource persons, contact the following
Federal Liaisons to the Executive Board for assistance.

CDRH - Richard Gross (301) 443-3446
DOE - J. Michael Wisniewski (202) 586-4817
EPA - Floyd Galpin (202) 475-9633
FEMA - Vernon Adler (202) 646-2808
NBS - Elmer Eisenhower (301) 975-5526
NRC - Carlton C. Kamrnerer (301) 492-0318
ORA - LaVert Seabron (301) 443-3360



March 1988

SR-TR sSRCR- Technical Review 'C6fmittee

State Members Resource Persons

J. Dale McHard (OK), Chairman CDRH - Charles P. Froom
Albert J. Hazle (CO), DOE - J. Michael Wisniewski

Vice Chairman EPA - None
Edgar D. Bailey (TX) FEMA - None
William H. Spell (LA) NBS - None

NRC - Kathy Schneider
ORA - None

1988 Charge

1. To annually review and update existing CRCPD Suggested State
Regulations for Control of Radiation.

2. To recommend to the CRCPD, changes in the existing model
regulations.

3. To develop new regulations deemed necessary because of new
technical developments or Federal requirements.

4. To strive for compatibility with pertinent Federal regulations
during the processes of updating, changing, or developing new
regulations.

NOTE: If difficulty in getting resource persons, contact the following
Federal Liaisons to the Executive Board for assistance.

CDRH - Richard Gross (301) 443-3446
DOE - J. Michael Wisniewski (202) 586-4817
EPA - Floyd Galpin (202) 475-9633
FEMA - Vernon Adler (202) 646-2808
NBS - Elmer Eisenhower (301) 975-5526
NRC - Carlton C. Karmnerer (301) 492-0318
ORA - LaVert Seabron (301) 443-3360



March 1988

skn-A SSRCR -Par~t'A (Gene'-ral -Pr'o'viso1n' s

State Members Resource Persons

Joyce Davidson (NE), Chairperson CDRH - Roger L. Burkhart
DOE - None
EPA - None
FEMA - None
NBS - None
NRC - Kathy Schneider
ORA - None

1988 Charge

1. To annually review and update existing 'CRCPD Suggested State
Regulations for Control of Radiation.

2. To recommend to the CRCPD, changes in the existing model
regulations.

3. To develop new regulations deemed necessary because of new
technical developments or Federal requirements.

4. To strive for compatibility with pertinent Federal regulations
during the processes of updating, changing, or developing new

* regulations.

NOTE: If difficulty in getting resource persons, contact the following
Federal Liaisons to the Executive Board for assistance.

CDRH - Richard Gross (301) 443-3446
DOE - J. Michael Wisniewski (202) 586-4817
EPA - Floyd Galpin (202) 475-9633
FEMA - Vernon Adler (202) 646-2808
NBS - Elmer Eisenhower (301) 975-5526
NRC - Carlton C. Kammerer (301) 492-0318
ORA - LaVert Seabron (301) 443-3360



March 1988

S B SSRCR. .- Part B (Registration of Radiation Machjn.s,PFacilities and
Services)

State Members Resource Persons

John P. Lanham (FL), Chairman CDRH - Lois Miller
Grady M. Bowyer (WV) DOE - None

EPA - None
FEMA - None

SNBS - None
NRC - None
ORA - None

1988 Charge

1. To annually review and update existing CRCPD Suggested State
Regulations for Control of Radiation.

2. To recommend to the CRCPD, changes in the existing model
regulations.

3. To develop new regulations deemed necessary because of new
technical developments or Federal requirements.

4. To strive for compatibility with pertinent Federal regulations
during the processes of updating, changing, or developing new
regulations.

NOTE: If difficulty in getting resource persons, contact the following
Federal Liaisons to the Executive Board for assistance.

CDRH - Richard Gross (301) 443-3446
DOE - J. Michael Wisniewski (202) 586-4817
EPA - Floyd Galpin (202) 475-9633
FEMA - Vernon Adler (202) 646-2808
NBS - Elmer Eisenhower (301) 975-5526
NRC - Carlton C. Karmnerer (301) 492-0318
ORA - LaVert Seabron (301) 443-3360



March 1988

SR-C SSRCR- -Part C (Licensing of-Radioaýcti-ve'a-erial)

State Members Resource Persons

Albert J. Hazle (CO), Chairman CDRH - Jeannine T. Lewis
Charles R. Price (VA) DOE - None

EPA - None
FEMA - None
NBS - None
NRC - Kathy Schneider
ORA - None

1988 Charge

1. To annually review and update existing CRCPD Suggested State
Regulations for Control of Radiation.

2. To recommend to the CRCPD, changes in the existing model
regulations.

3. To develop new regulations deemed necessary because of new
technical developments or Federal requirements.

4. To strive for compatibility with pertinent Federal regulations
during the processes of updating, changing, or developing newp regulations.

NOTE: If difficulty in getting resource persons, contact the following
Federal Liaisons to the Executive Board for assistance.

CDRH - Richard Gross (301) 443-3446
DOE - J. Michael Wisniewski (202) 586-4817
EPA - Floyd Galpin (202) 475-9633
FEMA - Vernon Adler (202) 646-2808
NBS - Elmer Eisenhower (301) 975-5526
NRC - Carlton C. Kammerer (301) 492-0318
ORA - LaVert Seabron (301) 443-3360



March 1988

SR-D/ SSRCR-PartD (Standards ofor Prot ecion"A-ainst Radia~ioin)/.
SR-J Pa~rt J (Notices Instructions, and Reports to Workers:-Inspecti6os),

State Members Resource Persons

Frank J. Bradley (NY), Chairman CDRH - Gail Schmidt
William Kelley (AR) DOE - None
Beverly B. Patterson (SC) EPA - Tony Wolbarst

FEMA - None
NBS - None
NRC - Kathy Schneider
ORA - None

1988 Charge

1. To consider the addition of a new regulation which would require
the use of personnel dosimeters which have been certified under
the NVLAP criteria.

2. To annually review and update existing CRCPD Suggested State
Regulations for Control of Radiation.

3. To recommend to the CRCPD, changes in the existing model
regulations.

4. To develop new regulations deemed necessary because of new
technical developments or Federal requirements.

5. To strive for compatibility with pertinent Federal regulations
during the processes of updating, changing, or developing new
regulations.

6. To include the drafting of a regulation pertaining to removal of
warning labels from empty containers which formally contain
radioactive materials.

NOTE: If difficulty in getting resource persons, contact the following
Federal Liaisons to the Executive Board for assistance.

CDRH - Richard Gross (301) 443-3446
DOE - J. Michael Wisniewski (202) 586-4817
EPA - Floyd Galpin (202) 475-9633
FEMA - Vernon Adler (202) 646-2808
NBS - Elmer Eisenhower (301) 975-5526
NRC - Carlton C. Kammerer (301) 492-0318
ORA - LaVert Seabron (301) 443-3360



March 1988

-_/ SSRCR--" PartE (Radiation'Safet•'-Requirements for ndustria1
R-W, Operationis)/Part W (Well Logging)

State Members Resource Persons

Ronald L. Wascom (LA), Chairman
Cynthia Weber (TX)
James L. McNees (AL)
Kim S. Wong (CA)

C DRH
DOE
EPA
FEMA
NBS
NRC
ORA

- None
- None
- None
- None
- None
- kathy Schneider
- None

1988 Charge

1. The development of model regulations for "Radiation Safety
Requirements for Industrial Operations."

2. To develop model regulations for radiation safety requirements
for wireline service operations and subsurface tracer studies.

E: If difficulty in getting resource persons, contact the following
eral Liaisons to the Executive Board for assistance.

CDRH
DOE
EPA
FEMA
NBS
NRC
ORA

Richard Gross (301) 443-3446
J. Michael Wisniewski (202) 586-4817
Floyd Galpin (202) 475-9633
Vernon Adler (202) 646-2808
Elmer Eisenhower (301) 975-5526
Carlton C. Kammerer (301) 492-0318
LaVert Seabron (301) 443-3360



March 1988

SR-P SSR•CR--Part F (x-rays in the'Healing Art"s)

State Members Resource Persons

Michael Odlaug (WA), Chairman
William P. Breitenstein (MN)
Adrian C. Howe (MT)
Robert Funderburg (LA)

CDRH - *
DOE - None
EPA - None
FEMA - None
NBS - None
NRC - None
ORA - Wilbur Van Pelt
*Therapy - Cliff Evans
*User Aspects - John McCrohan
*Perf. Standards - Ira P.

Leggett

1988 Charge

1. To annually review and update existing CRCPD Suggested State
Regulations for Control of Radiation.

2. To recommend to the CRCPD, changes in the existing model
regulations.

3. To develop new regulations deemed necessary because of new
technical developments or Federal requirements.

4. To strive for compatibility with pertinent Federal regulations
during the processes of updating, changing, or developing new
regulations.

NOTE: If difficulty in getting resource persons, contact the following
Federal Liaisons to the Executive Board for assistance.

CDRH
DOE
EPA
FEMA
NBS
NRC
ORA

Richard Gross (301) 443-3446
J. Michael Wisniewski (202) 586-4817
Floyd Galpin (202) 475-9633
Vernon Adler (202) 646-2808
Elmer Eisenhower (301) 975-5526
Carlton C. Kammerer (301) 492-0318
LaVert Seabron (301) 443-3360



March 1988

SR-G! sSRCR -''Part G'(User 6f Seailed Radioactive Source-si'nthe .Heaiing
SR-L Arts)/Part L (Nuclear Medicine)

State Members Resource Persons

Kirksey E. Whatley (AL), Chairman CDRH - Don Thompson
Terry C. Frazee (WA) Don Hamilton
Cheryl Rogers (NE) DOE - None
Michael Smith (MS) EPA - None
Andrew Welding (IN) FEMA - None

NBS - None
NRC - Lloyd Bolling
ORA - None

1988 Charge

1. To annually review and update existing CRCPD Suggested State
Regulations for Control of Radiation.

2. To recommend to the CRCPD, changes in the existing model
regulations.

3. To develop new regulations deemed necessary because of new
technical developments or Federal requirements.

4. To strive for compatibility with pertinent Federal regulations
during the processes of updating, changing, or developing new
regulations.

5. To provide review and comment to NRC on proposed amendments to 10
CFR 35.

6. To participate and contribute in the development of NRC Program
for Regulation of Misadministration in Nuclear Medicine.

NOTE: If difficulty in getting resource persons, contact the following
Federal Liaisons to the Executive Board for assistance.

CDRH - Richard Gross (301) 443-3446
DOE - J. Michael Wisniewski (202) 586-4817
EPA - Floyd Galpin (202) 475-9633
FEMA - Vernon Adler (202) 646-2808
NBS - Elmer Eisenhower (301) 975-5526
NRC - Carlton C. Kammerer (301) 492-0318
ORA - LaVert Seabron (301) 443-3360



March 1988

S A-H SSRCR8A - P-art-H (Radiat iok Sa fe ty --R'ireneifitSs f6r Ana 1t icl X-ra-y
-'--- "EquiTpment )

State Members Resource Persons

William J. Bell, Chairman CDRH - Thomas M. Moore
David Adams (NC) DOE - None
Paul Koehn (IA) EPA - None

FEMA - None
NBS - None
NRC - None
ORA - None

1988 Charge

1. To annually review and update existing CRCPD Suggested State
Regulations for Control of Radiation.

2. To recommend to the CRCPD, changes in the existing model
regulations.

3. To develop new regulations deemed necessary because of new
technical developments or Federal requirements.

4. To strive for compatibility with pertinent Federal regulations
during the processes of updating, changing, or developing new
regulations.

NOTE: If difficulty in getting resource persons, contact the following
Federal Liaisons to the Executive Board for assistance.

CDRH - Richard Gross (301) 443-3446
DOE - J. Michael Wisniewski (202) 586-4817
EPA - Floyd Galpin (202) 475-9633
FEMA - Vernon Adler (202) 646-2808
NBS - Elmer Eisenhower (301) 975-5526
NRC - Carlton C. Kammerer (301) 492-0318
ORA - LaVert Seabron (301) 443-3360



March 1988

4
SR-I SSC-Part I (Radiaitionf Safety Reguiir6m-efitýs fo'r P-aiti61l6

Accelerators)

State Members Resource Persons

Robert M. Quillin (OH), Chairman CDRH - Cliff Evans
Thomas A. Schumacher (IN) DOE - J. Michael Wisniewski

EPA - None
FEMA - None
NBS - None
NRC - None
ORA - None

1988 Charge

1. To annually review and update existing CRCPD Suggested State
Regulations for Control of Radiation.

2. To recommend to the CRCPD, changes in the existing model
regulations.

3. To develop new regulations deemed necessary because of new
technical developments or Federal requirements.

4. To strive for compatibility with pertinent Federal regulations
during the processes of updating, changing, or developing new
regulations.

NOTE: If difficulty in getting resource persons, contact the following
Federal Liaisons to the Executive Board for assistance.

CDRH - Richard Gross (301) 443-3446
DOE - J. Michael Wisniewski (202) 586-4817
EPA - Floyd Galpin (202) 475-9633
FEMA - Vernon Adler (202) 646-2808
NBS - Elmer Eisenhower (30i) 975-5526
NRC - Carlton C. Kammerer (301) 492-0318
ORA - LaVert Seabron (301) 443-3360



March 1988

(Combined with SSRCR - Part D)



0March 1988

SR- K CoiRttee 6 Suggested state Re.iations or he 'ontr16 Rad it i6i
(Radiopharmac y)

(TERMINATED)



March 1988

S(TECR Part L (MuclDa/oMeditihSe

(TERMINATED/Combined with SSRCR -Part G)



March 1988

S-R-ýým s 8Rct- Part6 M- (Lýw-le v-el -Ra-aioac~ive- w-a'stýe-

State Members Resource Persons

Richard M. Fry (NC), Chairman CDRH - Gail Schmidt
Virgil R. Autry (SC) DOE - Jeff Smiley
William P. Dornsife (PA) EPA - James M. Gruhlke*
Marc Lupien (NH) FEMA - None

NBS - None
NRC - Kathy Schneider
ORA - None

*Alt. - Floyd Galpin

1988 Charge

1. To annually review and update existing CRCPD Suggested State
Regulations for Control of Radiation.

2. To recommend to the CRCPD, changes in the existing model
regulations as related to low-level waste, such regulations must
be compatible with 10 CFR 61.

3. To develop new regulations deemed necessary because of new
technical developments or Federal requirements.

4. To strive for compatibility with pertinent Federal regulatyions
during the processes of updating, changing, or developing new
regulations.
Comment: Where appropriate, the subcommittee should consult with

the CRCPD Committee on Radioactive Waste Management
(E-5) for assistance.

NOTE: If difficulty in getting resource persons, contact the following
Federal Liaisons to the Executive Board for assistance.

CDRH - Richard Gross (301) 443-3446
DOE - J. Michael Wisniewski (202) 586-4817
EPA - Floyd Galpin (202) 475-9633
FEMA - Vernon Adler (202) 646-2808
NBS - Elmer Eisenhower (301) 975-5526
NRC - Carlton C. Kammerer (301) 492-0318
ORA - LaVert Seabron (301) 443-3360



March 1988

SR N SSRCR - Part N (NORM Regulations)

State Members Resource Persons

Edgar D. Bailey (TX), Chairman CDRH - Gail Schmidt
Harlan Keaton (FL) DOE - None
Jeanette Eng (NJ) EPA - H. Michael Mardis
Ruth E. McBurney (TX) FEMA - None

NBS - None
NRC - Joel Lubenau
ORA - None

1988 Charge

i. To develop Suggested State Regulations for the Control of
Radiation in the area of "Naturally Occurring Radioactive
Materials." Where appropriate, the sub-committee should obtain
technical assistance from the CRCPD Committee on Natural
Radioactivity Contamination/Decontamination and Decommissioning
Problems (E-4), and the Committee on Evaluation and Distribution
of Radioactive Sources and Devices not Manufactured Under the
Atomic Energy Act (E-2). 0

NOTE: If difficulty in getting resource persons, contact the following
Federal Liaisons to the Executive Board for assistance.

CDRH - Richard Gross (301) 443-3446
DOE - J. Michael Wisniewski (202) 586-4817
EPA - Floyd Galpin (202) 475-9633
FEMA - Vernon Adler (202) 646-2808
NBS - Elmer Eisenhower (301) 975-5526
NRC - Carlton C. Kammerer (301) 492-0318
ORA - LaVert Seabron (301) 443-3360



March 1988

T- SSRCR - Part T (Transportatioh)

State Members Resource Persons

Mark C. Bunge (WI), Chairman CDRH - None
Charles Scott (SC) DOE - Ed Wilmot*
Bruce Hokel (IA) EPA - None

FEMA - None
NBS - None
NRC - Kathy Schneider
ORA - None

*Alt. - Susan Denny

1988 Charge

i. To review applicable Federal and state radioactive material
transportation regulations, including those for high-level waste
and low-level waste shipments.

2. To develop model regulations on transportation deemed necessary.
3. To strive for compatibility with pertinent Federal regulations

during the processes of updating, changing, or developing new
regulations.

4. To consider the new Colorado legislation on transportation, with
the suggestion that similar information be incorporated into
Suggested State Regulations.

NOTE: If difficulty in getting resource persons, contact the following
Federal Liaisons to the Executive Board for assistance.

CDRH - Richard Gross (301) 443-3446
DOE - J. Michael Wisniewski (202) 586-4817
EPA - Floyd Galpin (202) 475-9633
FEMA - Vernon Adler (202) 646-2808
NBS - Elmer Eisenhower (301) 975-5526
NRC - Carlton C. Kammerer (301) 492-0318
ORA - LaVert Seabron (301) 443-3360



March 1988

SRý-tJ SSRCR -Par-ýt U (Ui~a-iuinii~lls-a'n&-T-aýings)

State Members Resources Persons

Albert J. Hazle (CO), Chairman
Joseph G. Klinger (TX)

CDRH
DOE
EPA
FEMA
NBS
NRC
ORA

No ne
J. Michael Wisniewski
Jack Russell
No ne
No ne
John Kendig
None

1988 Charge

i. To develop Part U regulations relative to uranium mills and
tailings for inclusion in the SSRCR's.

NOTE: If difficulty in getting resource persons, contact the following
Federal Liaisons to the Executive Board for assistance.

C DRH
DOE
EPA
FEMA
NBS
NRC
ORA

Richard Gross (301) 443-3446
J. Michael Wisniewski (202) 586-4817
Floyd Galpin (202) 475-9633
Vernon Adler (202) 646-2808
Elmer Eisenhower (301) 975-5526
Carlton C. Kammerer (301) 492-0318
LaVert Seabron (301) 443-3360



March 1988

sR-_.___ sSRCR Part... (Well E.ging)

(Combined under SSRCR-Part E.)



March 1988

'SR-I suggested State Regulations-for theC6ntr'61-6f Radjti6n- (8SRCR)
Volume II "- Noftionizing

State Members Resource Persons

Robert T. Watkins (MA), Chairman
Samuel L. Finklea (SC)
Suzie Kent (TX)

CDRH
DOE
EPA
FEMA
NBS
NRC
ORA
OSHA

Robert Handren
No ne
None
None
None
No ne
John Galli
William Murray

1988 Charge

1. To review, expand, and update the
the Control of Radiation (SSRCR),
Radiation (ultraviolet radiation,
and mercury vapor lamps).

2. To review and comment on the ANSI

Suggested State Regulations for
Volume II, Nonionizing.
especially suntanning booths,

Laser Standard.

NOTE: If difficulty in getting resource persons, contact the following
Federal Liaisons to the Executive Board for assistance.

CDRH
DOE
EPA
FEMA
NBS
NRC
ORA

Richard Gross (301) 443-3446
J. Michael Wisniewski (202) 586-4817
Floyd Galpin (202) 475-9633
Vernon Adler (202) 646-2808
Elmer Eisenhower (301) 975-5526
Carlton C. Kammerer (301) 492-0318
LaVert Seabron (301) 443-3360



March 1988

GC Gene r'a'l" C6 unci1

state Members Resource Persons

Charles F. Tedford (AZ), Chairman N/A
All Chairpersons of Working Groups

Under this Council.

1988 Charge

1. To assure that the concepts and ideas of the CRCPD membership are
being properly addressed by the various committees and task
forces.

2. To provide coordination and guidance to the committees/task force
as liaison for the Executive Board.

NOTE: If difficulty in getting resource persons, contact the following
Federal Liaisons to the Executive Board for assistance.

S CDRH - Richard Gross (301) 443-3446
DOE - J. Michael Wisniewski (202) 586-4817
EPA - Floyd Galpin (202) 475-9633
FEMA - Vernon Adler (202) 646-2808
NBS - Elmer Eisenhower (301) 975-5526
NRC - Carlton C. Kammerer (301) 492-0318
ORA - LaVert Seabron (301) 443-3360



March 1988

G-1 IOAC

(TERMINATED)



March 1988

G_-_2 committee on Ionizing Measurements

State Members Resource Persons

Marshall W. Parrott (OR), Chairman CDRH - Thomas Ohlahber
(Charges A & D) DOE - Edward Vallario

John D. McGlohorn (SC) (Charge A) EPA - Charles R. Phillips
Robert L. Craig (OK) (Charges A & C) FEMA - None
Larry L. Lloyd (MT) (Charge B) NBS - Elmer Eisenhower
Apparao Devata (IL) (Charge C) NRC - Sean Soong
Paul J. Weeden (AZ)* (Charge A & C) ORA - Hank Kocol

(A is tentative)
(*Alternate only when it involves Illinois.)

1988 Charge

A. Ionizing Measurements

1. Publication of the revision of a report prepared under
previous contract to NBS, entitled "Ionizing Radiation
Measurement Criteria for Regulatory Purposes." Inclusion of
basic measurement assurance concepts in the revised report.

2. Revision of criteria for operation of the pilot regionalS calibration laboratories under development in Illinois, South
Carolina, and Washington. These criteria will include a
specific description of periodic interactions with NBS, and
will be applied to future additional laboratories for this
type.

3. Preparation of recommended terminology for the measurement of
ionizing radiation, for use in the next edition of the
Suggested State Regulations for Control of Radiation.

4. Revision of the "Directory of Commercial Calibration Services
for Ionizing Radiation Survey Instruments," which was
prepared under the previous contract to NBS.

5. To demonstrate and document the methods utilized in the
measurement process of ionizing radiation.

B. Liaison with Interagency Committee on Occupational Radiation
Protection Measurements

1. Represent and coordinate state concerns in the areas of
personnel monitoring, bioassay measurements, and survey
instrument performance, and liaison with an Interagency
Committee on Occupational Radiation Protection Measurements.

C. Calibration Labooratory Review

1. Review and evaluate regional ionizing radiation calibration
laboratories using established criteria for the operation of



such laboratories. If such evaluation indicates that the
laboratories meet the performance standards of. the 4
established criteria, then CRCPD will issue a letter of
accreditation to the laboratories.

D. Liaison with Health Physics Committee

i. To represent the CRCPD on the Health Physics Committee for
the purpose of establishing criteria for the accreditation of
calibration laboratories in the private sector.

NOTE: If difficulty in getting resource persons, contact the following
Federal Liaisons to the Executive Board for assistance.

CDRH - Richard Gross (301) 443-3446
DOE - J. Michael Wisniewski (202) 586-4817
EPA - Floyd Galpin (202) 475-9633
FEMA - Vernon Adler (202) 646-2808
NBS - Elmer Eisenhower (301) 975-5526
NRC - Carlton C. Kammerer (301) 492-0318
ORA - LaVert Seabron (301) 443-3360



p March 1988

G-3 Committee on NoionizingRadiati6n Measu,•ement

(TERMINATED)



March 1988

G-ý4 CominTEeMIT o 6D11 Measurementý

(TERMINATED)



March 1988

SPbr(somneld LuneisoG-to.) interagency PoliorCuiitee

(Combined under G-2.)



March 1988

G-6 Liaison' - NRC: 10 CFR 30, 40, and '70

State Members Resource Persons

William A. Wright (AZ) N/A

1988 Charge

1. To provide review and comment to NRC on proposed amendments to 10
CFR 30, 40, and 70.

NOTE: If difficulty in getting resource persons, contact the following
Federal Liaisons to the Executive Board for assistance.

CDRH - Richard Gross (301) 443-3446
DOE - J. Michael Wisniewski (202) 586-4817
EPA - Floyd Galpin (202) 475-9633
FEMA - Vernon Adler (202) 646-2808
NBS - Elmer Eisenhower (301) 975-5526
NRC - Carlton C. Kammerer (301) 492-0318
ORA - LaVert Seabron (301) 443-3360 I



March 1988

G'7 Lia'i so-n' -' A N8I Co m-mi tte e" 41

State Members Resource Persons

Edgar D. Bailey (TX) N/A

1988 Charge

1. To represent the CRCPD on all matters pertaining to the
development of standards addressed by the American National
Standards Institute, Committee 43 (equipment for non-medical
radiation applications).

NOTE: If difficulty in getting resource persons, contact the following
Federal Liaisons to the Executive Board for assistance.

CDRH - Richard Gross (301) 443-3446
DOE - J. Michael Wisniewski (202) 586-4817
EPA - Floyd Galpin (202) 475-9633
FEMA - Vernon Adler (202) 646-2808
NBS - Elmer Eisenhower (301) 975-5526
NRC - Carlton C. Kammerer (301) 492-0318
ORA - LaVert Seabron (301) 443-3360



March 1988

G-8 Liaisoin i - NRC: 10 " CPR 20

State Members Resource Persons

Albert J. Hazle (CO), Chairman N/A
Allan Tapert (DE)

1988 Charge

1. To actively participate in the development of, as well as the
review and comment to NRC on proposed amendments to 10 CFR 20.

NOTE: If difficulty in getting resource persons, contact the following
Federal Liaisons to the Executive Board for assistance.

CDRH - Richard Gross (301) 443-3446
DOE - J. Michael Wisniewski (202) 586-4817
EPA - Floyd Galpin (202) 475-9633
FEMA - Vernon Adler (202) 646-2808
NBS - Elmer Eisenhower (301) 975-5526
NRC - Carlton C. Kammerer (301) 492-0318
ORA - LaVert Seabron (301) 443-3360



March 1988

Cornmittee-o'n, Re:solution'ý

State Members Resource Persons

John Eure (IA)*, Chairman N/A
Eddie S. Fuente (MS)*

*Effective until next election of

CRCPD Chairperson.

1988 Charge

1. The Executive Board shall establish a Resolutions Committee
consisting of the two most immediate past CRCPD Chairpersons.
The Executive Board shall identify one of the members as a
Chairperson.

2. No proposed resolution will be considered by the Executive Board
unless such proposal has been reviewed by the Resolutions
Committee.

3. All proposed resolutions shall be submitted to the Resolutions
Committee which shall review the proposal for consistency with
the Constitution and By-laws of the CRCPD, and with established
policy of the Executive Board.

4. Any member desiring to propose a resolution for consideration
prior to the CRCPD Annual Business Meeting shall submit such
proposal, with a brief background statement as to the purpose
therefore, to the Chairperson of the Resolutions Committee not
later than 60 days prior to the Annual Meeting.

5. The Resolutions Committee shall review the format, content and
objectives of the proposed resolution for consistency with the
overall objectives of the CRCPD.

6. At least 30 days prior to the Annual Meeting, the Chairperson of
the Resolutions Committee shall provide comments and
recommendations to the member(s) proposing the resolution. A
copy of the proposal and committee comments and recommendations
shall also be sent to the Executive Board at least 30 days prior
to the Annual Meeting.

7. After consideration of the Resolutions Committee's
recommendations and comments, the originator(s) of the resolution
shall provide the Chairperson of the Resolutions Committee with
at least 60 copies of the final proposal not later than 15 days
prior to the Annual Meeting. The Chairperson of the Resolutions
Committee shall make the proposed resolution available to members
of the CRCPD prior to the Annual Meeting.

rE: If difficulty in getting resource persons, contact the following
eral Liaisons to the Executive Board for assistance.

CDRH - Richard Gross (301) 443-3446
DOE - J. Michael Wisniewski (202) 586-4817



EPA - Floyd Galpin (202) 475-9633
FEMA - Vernon Adler (202) 646-2808
NBS - Elmer Eisenhower (301) 975-5526
NRC - Carlton C. Kammerer (301) 492-0318
ORA - LaVert Seabron (301) 443-3360



March 1988

o c6~nittee on Award s electi6o

State Members Resource Persons

Alice Dolezal Hennigan (MN), N/A
Chairperson

Donald Flater (IA)
Terry R. Strong (WA)

1988 Charge

1. The Awards Selection Committee shall review nominations submitted
by any member of the CRCPD, its employees, or other interested
persons, and from such review make recommendations to the
Executive Board.
NOTE: The name(s) of any candidate as recommended by the Awards

Selection Committee shall be made to the Executive Board
prior to January 1 of each year in which an award is to be
presented.

E: If difficulty in getting resource persons, contact the following
eral Liaisons to the Executive Board for assistance.

CDRH - Richard Gross (301) 443-3446
DOE - J. Michael Wisniewski (202) 586-4817
EPA - Floyd Galpin (202) 475-9633
FEMA - Vernon Adler (202) 646-2808
NBS - Elmer Eisenhower (301) 975-5526
NRC - Carlton C. Kammerer (301) 492-0318
ORA - LaVert Seabron (301) 443-3360



March 1988

G-11 Ad--Hoc Committee on0 eview'6f-10 CFR 35

(TERMINATED)



March 1988

G1 Ad HoC CoTmMitteDe on Review of8ta' Stat),s uOstionnaire

(TERMINATED)



March 1988

G-13 Liaioh"7- Americ C0llege Of Radi6!6g6

State Members Resource Persons

Robert M. Quillin (OH) N/A

1988 Charge

1. To provide liaison for the CRCPD with the American College of
Radiology.

NOTE: If difficulty in getting resource persons, contact the following
Federal Liaisons to the Executive Board for assistance.

CDRH - Richard Gross (301) 443-3446
DOE - J. Michael Wisniewski (202) 586-4817
EPA - Floyd Galpin (202) 475-9633
FEMA - Vernon Adler (202) 646-2808
NBS - Elmer Eisenhower (301) 975-5526
NRC - Carlton C. Kammerer (301) 492-0318
ORA - LaVert Seabron (301) 443-3360



March 1988

* 4 Ad o- 6 " Comrittee on EPA occupati6onal Exp6sure St anidards

(TERMINATED)



March 1988

G-I5 Liaison - EPA: Nopionizing' Public Ekp6sue-

State Members Resource Persons

Robert M. Hallisey (MA) EPA - David E. Janes, Jr.
Robert T. Watkins (MA), Alternate

1988 Charge

1. To represent the CRCPD on the EPA working group on the
development of guidelines for public exposure to nonionizing
radiation.

NOTE: If difficulty in getting resource persons, contact the following

Federal Liaisons to the Executive Board for assistance.

CDRH - Richard Gross (301) 443-3446
DOE - J. Michael Wisniewski (202) 586-4817
EPA - Floyd Galpin (202) 475-9633
FEMA - Vernon Adler (202) 646-2808
NBS - Elmer Eisenhower (301) 975-5526
NRC - Carlton C. Kammerer (301) 492-0318
ORA - LaVert Seabron (301) 443-3360



3March 1988

'C16 curibr2tion Labo-ratoryReview' C6riiit.e

(Combined under G-2.)



March 1988

-7 Li a ison-'American' As''so'cia'tin 'ofPhyicists inAediin- (AAPM)

State Members Resource Persons

Maury Neuweg (IL) N/A

1988 Charge

1. To represent the CRCPD on the AAPM Task Force to develop
measurement and evaluation protocol for diagnostic medical
radiograph and fluoroscopic and dental radiographic systems.

NOTE: If difficulty in getting resource persons, contact the following
Federal Liaisons to the Executive Board for assistance.

CDRH - Richard Gross (301) 443-3446
DOE - J. Michael Wisniewski (202) 586-4817
EPA - Floyd Galpin (202) 475-9633
FEMA - Vernon Adler (202) 646-2808
NBS - Elmer Eisenhower (301) 975-5526
NRC - Carlton C. Kammnerer (301) 492-0318
ORA - LaVert Seabron (301) 443-3360

0



March 1988

C-18 Committee on Public Information

State Members Resource Persons

Terry R. Strong (WA), Chairman* N/A
Charles M. Hardin, (OES)*
Charles F. Tedford (AZ),

Chairman-Elect*

*The members are by virtue of their office.

1988 Charge

i. To provide guidance in the development of public information
programs for states, when requested, and to provide testimony to
state legislatures and others, also upon request.

NOTE: If difficulty in getting resource persons, contact the following
Federal Liaisons to the Executive Board for assistance.

CDRH - Richard Gross (301) 443-3446
DOE - J. Michael Wisniewski (202) 586-4817
EPA - Floyd Galpin (202) 475-9633
FEMA - Vernon Adler (202) 646-2808
NBS - Elmer Eisenhower (301) 975-5526
NRC - Carlton C. Kammerer (301) 492-0318
ORA - LaVert Seabron (301) 443-3360



March 1988

L Li a'iso-n - As s--c'i -týio-n'. 6f-State- a'n'd te-r'iiori a! fieafth Officers
(ASTHO): Food Irrad-iation

State Members Resource Persons

Don D. Honey (CA) N/A

1988 Charge

1. To represent the CRCPD on ASTHO's Committee on Food Irradiation.

NOTE: If difficulty in getting resource persons, contact the following
Federal Liaisons to the Executive Board for assistance.

CDRH - Richard Gross (301) 443-3446
DOE - J. Michael Wisniewski (202) 586-4817
EPA - Floyd Galpin (202) 475-9633
FEMA - Vernon Adler (202) 646-2808
NBS - Elmer Eisenhower (301) 975-5526
NRC - Carlton C. Kammerer (301) 492-0318
ORA - LaVert Seabron (301) 443-3360



March 1988

G-- 0Corpmite@e.i6n L-icenisingS.tate. Designatiofi

State Members Resource Persons

Charles M. Hardin, (OES), Chairman CDRH - Don Thompson
Diane Tefft (NH) DOE - None
Representative from New Jersey EPA - Regional Representative*

is recommended FEMA - None
NBS - None
NRC - Joel Lubenau
ORA - Regional Representative*

*For Site Visits only

1988 Charge

1. To develop criteria which can be used to make final determination
of a non-Agreement State's program for the control and regulation
of NARM, for designation as a "Licensing State."

2. To perform surveys, using the established criteria, of those non-
Agreement States which have requested final determination as a
"Licensing State" for the control and regulation of NARM.

3. For Agreement States, to review data and information, as required
by the adopted policy, for final designation as a "Licensing
State" for the control and regulation of NARM.

4. To recommend to the Executive Board, those states, either
Agreement or non-Agreement, which should be designated as
"Licensing State" for the control and regulation of NARM.

5. Quarterly update the Conference membership on the status of CRCPD
Recognized NARM Licensing States.

NOTE: If difficulty in getting resource persons, contact the following
Federal Liaisons to the Executive Board for assistance.

CDRH - Richard Gross (301) 443-3446
DOE - J. Michael Wisniewski (202) 586-4817
EPA - Floyd Galpin (202) 475-9633
FEMA - Vernon Adler (202) 646-2808
NBS - Elmer Eisenhower (301) 975-5526
NRC - Carlton C. Kammerer (301) 492-0318
ORA - LaVert Seabron (301) 443-3360



March 1988

G-21 Liaison'- jo'int Cdmmission o0iAc-creditation Of Hospitals (JCAH)

State Members Resource Persons

John R. Stanton (NH) N/A

1988 Charge

1. To serve as liaison with JCAH to review and develop comments on
proposed amendments to standards for radiological services.

NOTE: If difficulty in getting resource persons, contact the following
Federal Liaisons to the Executive Board for assistance.

CDRH - Richard Gross (301) 443-3446
DOE - J. Michael Wisniewski (202) 586-4817
EPA - Floyd Galpin (202) 475-9633
FEMA - Vernon Adler (202) 646-2808
NBS - Elmer Eisenhower (301) 975-5526
NRC - Carlton C. Kammerer (301) 492-0318
ORA - LaVert Seabron (301) 443-3360



March 1988

a Lison ANSI: C-5

State Members Resource Persons

Robert T. Watkins (MA) N/A

1988 Charge

1. To serve as the CRCPD liaison with the ANSI C-95 Committee which
is responsible for establishing safety standards and/or guides
for nonionizing radiation.

NOTE: If difficulty in getting resource persons, contact the following
Federal Liaisons to the Executive Board for assistance.

CDRH - Richard Gross (301) 443-3446
DOE - J. Michael Wisniewski (202) 586-4817
EPA - Floyd Galpin (202) 475-9633
FEMA - Vernon Adler (202) 646-2808
NBS - Elmer Eisenhower (301) 975-5526
NRC - Carlton C. Kammerer (301) 492-0318

.l., ORA - LaVert Seabron (301) 443-3360



March 1988

G-23 Co~mmittee 6n, Data" Manhagene'n-t

State Members Resource Persons

William Dundulis (RI), Chairman CDRH - Ron Jans
Susan T. Masih (KS) EPA - Phillip Cuny
John Haygood (TX) ORA - None

1988 Charge

1. To describe existing state and Federal computer resources by:
a. compiling an inventory of computer systems, including hardware

and software;
b. identifying software of general utility and interest; and
c. identifying system requirement.

2. To determine requirements for software exchange by:
a. determining compatibility of available public domain software;
b. suggesting standards to facilitate transfer ability of

programs and data; and
c. identifying alternate hardware and operating systems

compatible with suggested standard.
3. To serve as CRCPD clearinghouse for program exchange.

NOTE: If difficulty in getting resource persons, contact the following
Federal Liaisons to the Executive Board for assistance.

CDRH - Richard Gross (301) 443-3446
DOE - J. Michael Wisniewski (202) 586-4817
EPA - Floyd Galpin (202) 475-9633
FEMA - Vernon Adler (202) 646-2808
NBS - Elmer Eisenhower (301) 975-5526
NRC - Carlton C. Kammerer (301) 492-0318
ORA - LaVert Seabron (301) 443-3360



March 1988

qstt6 Po6i~amfiSa-ff Re-tentio-n

State Members Resource Persons

Aubrey Godwin (AL), Chairman CDRH - Richard Gross
Marcia Howard (IN) EPA - Carol Jordon
Dave Lacker (TX) NRC - Carlton Kammerer

1988 Charge

1. Determine the various costs to states as a result of elevated
staff turn-over rates, including monitoring and quality of staff
considerations.

2. Determine the reasonsl for such turn-over and suggested
adjustments or corrections, including the conduct of salary
surveys and instability of programs (administration and funding).

3. During development of: items one and two, input and participation
shall be sought through the General Council Chairman (the
CRCPD Chairman-Elect) from the National Conference of State
Legislatures, the National Governors' Association, and other
appropriate entities.

E: If difficulty in getting resource persons, contact the following
eral Liaisons to the Executive Board for assistance.

CDRH - Richard Gross (301) 443-3446
DOE - J. Michael Wisniewski (202) 586-4817
EPA - Floyd Galpin (202) 475-9633
FEMA - Vernon Adler (202) 646-2808
NBS - Elmer Eisenhower (301) 975-5526
NRC - Carlton C. Kammerer (301) 492-0318
ORA - LaVert Seabron (301) 443-3360



March 1988

G-25 By-laws Revision C-6rittee

(TERMINATED)



March 1988

G-26 Health PhysicsCo mmittee - Liais6n

(Combined under G-2.)



March 1988

G-27 Committee on NRC Agi-eemets tates

State Members Resource Persons

Larry F. Anderson (UT), Chairman* N/A
Frank J. Bradley (NY)*
Donald Hughes (KY)*

*By virtue of office with Agreement States Association.

1988 Charge

1. To provide liaision and communication between the CRCPD and the
Association of NRC Agreement States.

NOTE: If difficulty in getting resource persons, contact the following
Federal Liaisons to the Executive Board for assistance.

CDRH - Richard Gross (301) 443-3446
DOE - J. Michael Wisniewski (202) 586-4817
EPA - Floyd Galpin (202) 475-9633
FEMA - Vernon Adler (202) 646-2808
NBS - Elmer Eisenhower (301) 975-5526
NRC - Carlton C. Kammerer (301) 492-0318
ORA - LaVert Seabron (301) 443-3360



I

March 1988

Gý-28 Lia is'o'n '-:Ame-ric6an -College 'of 'Medical -Phys'i'c-s

State Members Resource Persons

Joseph M. Nanus (TX) N/A

1988 Charge

i. To represent the CRCPD as the liaison to the American College of
Medical Physics.

NOTE: If difficulty in getting resource persons, contact the following
Federal Liaisons to the Executive Board for assistance.

CDRH - Richard Gross (301) 443-3446
DOE - J. Michael Wisniewski (202) 586-4817
EPA - Floyd Galpin (202) 475-9633
FEMA - Vernon Adler (202) 646-2808
NBS - Elmer Eisenhower (301) 975-5526
NRC - Carlton C. Kammerer (301) 492-0318
ORA - LaVert Seabron (301) 443-3360
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PART A

GENERAL PROVISIONS

Sec. A.1 Scope. Except as otherwise specifically provided, these
regulations apply to all persons who receive, possess, use, transfer, own,
or acquire any source of radiation; provided, however, that nothing in these
regulations shall apply to any person to the extent such person is subject
to regulation by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.l/

Sec. A.2 Definitions. As used in these regulations, these terms have the
definitions set forth below. Additional definitions used only in a certain
part will be found in that part.

"A," means the maximum activity of special form radioactive material
permitted in a Type A package. "A 2 " means the maximum activity of
radioactive material, other than special form radioactive material,
permitted in a Type A package. These values are either listed in Appendix A
of Part T of these regulations, Table I, or may be derived in accordance
with the procedure prescribed in Appendix A of Part T of these regulations.

"Accelerator-produced material" means any material made radioactive by a

particle accelerator.

"Act" means (cite State Radiation Control Act].

"Agency" means [cite appropriate State agency].

"Agreement State" means any State with which the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission or the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission has entered into an
effective agreement under subsection 274b. of the Atomic Energy Act of 19 5 4 ,
as amended (73 Stat. 689).

"Airborne radioactive material" means any radioactive material dispersed in
the air in the form of dusts, fumes, mists, vapors, or gases.

"Airborne radioactivity area" means (1) any room, enclosure, or operating
area in which airborne radioactive material exists in concentrations in
excess of the amounts specified in Appendix A, Table I, Column 1 of Part D
of these regulations; or (2) any room, enclosure, or operating area in which
airborne radioactive material exists in concentrations which, averaged over
the number of hours in any week during which individuals are in the area,
exceed 25 percent of the amounts specified in Appendix A, Table I, Column 1

of Part D of these regulations.

1/ Attention is directed to the fact that regulation by the State of source
material, byproduct material, and special nuclear material in quantities not
sufficient to form a critical mass is subject to the provisions of the
agreement between the State and the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission and
to 10 CFR Part 150 of the Commission's regulations.
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A.2

"Byproduct material" means (1) any radioactive material, except special
nuclear material, yielded in or made radioactive by exposure to the
radiation incident to the process of producing or utilizing special nuclear
material, and (2) the tailings or wastes produced by the extraction or
concentration of uranium or thorium from any ore processed primarily for its
source material content.

"Calendar quarter" means not less than 12 consecutive weeks nor more than 14
consecutive weeks. The first calendar quarter of each year shall begin in
January and subsequent calendar quarters shall be so arranged such that no
day is included in more than one calendar quarter and no day in any one year
is omitted from inclusion within a calendar quarter. No licensee or
registrant shall change the method observed by him of determining calendar
quarters for purposes of these regulations except at the beginning of a
calendar year.

"Calibration" means the determination of (1) the response or reading of an
instrument relative to a series of known radiation values over the range of
the instrument, or (2) the strength of a source of radiation relative to a
standard.

"CFR" means Code of Federal Regulations.

"Chelating agent" means amine polycarboxylic acids, hydroxy-carboxylic
acids, gluconic acid, and polycarboxylic acids.

"Curie" means a unit of quantity of radioactivity. One curie (Ci) is that
quantity of radioactive material which decays at the rate of 3.7 x 1010

transformations per second (tps). Commonly used submultiples of the curie
are the millicurie and the microcurie. One millicurie (mCi) Z 04001 curie =
3.7 x 107 tps. One microcurie (pCi) = 0.000001 curie = 3.7 x 10 tps (See
A.12 for SI equivalent becquerel).

"Depleted uranium" means the source material uranium in which the isotope
uranium-235 is less than. 0.711 weight percent of the total uranium present.
Depleted uranium does not include special nuclear material.

"Dose" means absorbed dose or dose equivalent as appropriate.

"Absorbed dose" is the energy imparted to matter by ionizing radiation
per unit mass of irradiated material at the place of interest. The
special unit of absorbed dose is the rad (see "Rad") (See A.12 for SI
equivalent gray).

"Dose equivalent" is a quantity that expresses on a common scale for all
radiation a measure of the postulated effect on a given organ. It is
defined as the absorbed dose in rads times certain modifying factors.
The unit of dose equivalent is the rem (see "Rem"). (See A.12 for SI
equivalent sievert.)

"Dose commitment" means the total radiation dose to a part of the body that
will result from retention in the body of radioactive material. For pur-
poses of estimating the dose commitment, it is assumed that from the time of
intake the period of exposure to retained material will not exceed 50 years.



A.2

"Explosive material" means any chemical compound, mixture, or device which
produces a substantial instantaneous release of gas and heat spontaneously
or by contact with sparks or flame.

"Exposure" means the quotient of dQ by dm where "dQ" is the absolute value
of the total charge of the ions of one sign produced in air when all the
electrons (negatrons and positrons) liberated by photons in a volume element
of air having mass "dm" are completely stopped in air. (The special unit of
exposure is the roentgen (R).) (See A.12 for SI equivalent coulomb per
kilogram.)*

"Exposure rate" means the exposure per unit of time, such as roentgen per
minute and milliroentgen per hour.

"Former U.S. Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) or U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) licensed facilities" means nuclear reactors, nuclear fuel
reprocessing plants, uranium enrichment plants, or critical mass
experimental facilities where AEC or NRC licenses have been terminated.

"Hazardous waste" means those wastes designated as hazardous by U.S.

Environmental Protection Agency regulations in 40 CFR Part 261.

"Healing arts" means [cite appropriate State definition].

"High radiation area" means any area, accessible to individuals, in which
there exists radiation at such levels that a major portion of the body could
receive in any one hour a dose in excess of 100 millirems (1 millisievert).

"Human use" means the internal or external administration of radiation or
radioactive material to human beings.

"Individual" means any human being.

"Inspection" means an official examination or observation including but not
limited to, tests, surveys, and monitoring to determine compliance with
rules, regulations, orders, requirements, and conditions of the Agency.

"Interlock" means a device arranged or connected such that the occurrence of
an event or condition is required before a second event or condition can
occur or continue to occur.

"License" means a license issued by the Agency in accordance with the
regulations adopted by the Agency.

"Licensee" means any person who is licensed by the Agency in accordance with
these regulations and the Act.

*States may wish to distinguish throughout their regulations, and to include
a footnote here specifying a distinction, between the International Commis-
sion on Radiation Units and Measurements (ICRU) definition of exposure and
the general use of exposure. The footnote could be similar to the follow-
ing: "When not underlined as above [or indicated as 'exposure' (X)), the
term 'exposure' has a more general meaning in these regulations."
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A.2

"Licensing State" means any State with regulations equivalent to the
Suggested State Regulations for Control of Radiation relating to, and an
effective program for, the regulatory control of NARM and which has been
granted final designation by the Conference of Radiation Control Program
Directors, Inc.

"Major processor" means a user processing, handling, or manufacturing
radioactive material exceeding Type A quantities as unsealed sources or
material, or exceeding 4 times Type B quantities as sealed sources, but does
not include nuclear medicine programs, universities, industrial
radiographers, or small industrial programs. Type A and B quantities are
defined in Section 71.4 of 10 CFR Part 71.

"NARM" means any naturally occurring or accelerator-produced radioactive
material. It does not include byproduct, source, or special nuclear
material.*

"Natural radioactivity" means radioactivity of naturally occurring
nuclides.*

"Occupational dose" means exposure of an individual to radiation (1) in a
restricted area; or (2) in the course of employment in which the individ-
ual's duties involve exposure to radiation; provided, that occupational dose
shall not be deemed to include any exposure of an individual to radiation
for the purpose of diagnosis or therapy of such individual.

"Package" means the packaging together with its radioactive contents as
presented for transport.

"Particle accelerator" means any machine capable of accelerating electrons,
protons, deuterons, or other charged particles in a vacuum and of
discharging the resultant particulate or other radiation into a medium at
energies usually in excess of 1 MeV.

"Person" means any individual, corporation, partnership, firm, association,
trust, estate, public or private institution, group, agency, political
subdivision of this State, any other State or political subdivision or
agency thereof, and any legal successor, representative, agent, or agency of
the foregoing.

"Personnel monitoring equipment" means devices such as film badges, pocket
dosimeters, and-thermoluminescent dosimeters designed to be worn or carried
by an individual for the purpose of estimating the dose received by the
individual.

"Pharmacist" means [an individual licensed by this State to compound and
dispense drugs, prescriptions, and poisons].

"Physician" means [cite appropriate State definition].

*For the purpose of meeting the definition of a Licensing State by the

Conference of Radiation Control Program Directors, Inc. (CRCPD), NARM only
refers to discrete sources of NARM. Diffuse sources of NARM are excluded
from consideration by the CRCPD for Licensing State designation purposes.



A.2

"Pyrophoric liquid" means any liquid that ignites spontaneously in dry or
moist air at or below 130 IF (54.4 °C). A pyrophoric solid is any solid
material, other than one classed as an explosive, which under normal
conditions is liable to cause fires through friction, retained heat from
manufacturing or processing, or which can be ignited readily and, when
ignited, burns so vigorously and persistently as to create a serious
transportation, handling, or disposal hazard. Included are spontaneously
combustible and water-reactive materials.

"Rad" means the special unit of absorbed dose. One rad equals one hundredth
of a joule per kilogram of material; for example, if tissue is the material
of interest, then 1 rad equals 100 ergs per gram of tissue (10 milligrays).
(See A.12 for SI equivalent gray.)

"Radiation" means ionizing radiation which includes any or all of the
following: gamma and x rays, alpha and beta particles, high-speed
electrons, neutrons, high-speed protons, and other atomic particles.

"Radiation area" means any area, accessible to individuals, in which there
exists radiation at such levels that a major portion of the body could
receive in any one hour a dose in excess of 5 millirems (0.05 millisievert),
or in any 5 consecutive days a dose in excess of 100 millirems
(1 millisievert).

"Radiation machine" means any device capable of producing radiation except
those which produce radiation only from radioactive material.

"Radiation safety officer" means one who has the knowledge and
responsibility to apply appropriate radiation protection regulations.

"Radioactive material" means any solid, liquid, or gas which emits radiation
spontaneously.

"Radioactivity" means the transformation of unstable atomic nuclei by the
emission of radiation.

"Registrant" means any person who is registered with the Agency and is
legally obligated to register with the Agency pursuant to these regulations
and the Act.

"Registration" means registration with the Agency in accordance with the
regulations adopted by the Agency.

"Regulations of the U.S. Department of Transportation" means the regulations
in 49 CFR Parts 100-189.

"Rem" means a special unit of dose equivalent. One millirem (mrem)=
0.001 rem. For the purpose of these regulations, any of the following is
considered to be equal to one rem:

(1) An exposure of 1 roentgen of x or gamma radiation.
(2) An absorbed dose of 1 rad due to x, gamma, or beta radiation.
(3) An absorbed dose of 0.05 rad due to particles heavier than protons
and with sufficient energy to reach the lens of the eye.
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A.2

(4) An absorbed dose of 0.1 rad due to neutrons or high energy
protons.2/ (See A.12 for SI equivalent sievert.)

"Research and development" means (1) theoretical analysis, exploration, or
experimentation; or (2) the extension of investigative findings and theories
of a scientific or technical nature into practical application for
experimental and demonstration purposes, including the experimental
production and testing of models, devices, equipment, materials, and
processes. Research and development does not include the internal or
external administration of radiation or radioactive material to human
beings.

Restricted area" means any area access to which is controlled by the
licensee or registrant for purposes of protection of individuals from
exposure to radiation and radioactive material. A restricted area shall not
include any areas used for residential quarters, although a separate room or
rooms in a residential building may be set apart as a restricted area.

"Roentgen" means the special unit of exposure. One roentgen (R) equals 2.58
x 10- coulombs/kilogram of air (see "Exposure").

2/ If it is more convenient to measure the neutron flux, or equivalent, than
to determine the neutron absorbed dose in rads, one rem of neutron radiation
may, for purposes of these regulations, be assumed to be equivalent to 14
million neutrons per square centimeter incident upon the body; or, if there
exists sufficient information to estimate with reasonable accuracy the
approximate distribution in energy of the neutrons, the incident number of
neutrons per square centimeter equivalent to one rem may be estimated from
the following table:

Neutron Flux Dose Equivalents

Average flux density
Neutron Number of neutrons per square to deliver 100 milli-
energy centimeter for a dose equiva- rems (1 millisievert)

lent of 1 rem (10 millisieverts) in 40 hours (neutrons/
(MeV) (neutrons/cm2 ) cm2 per second)

Thermal ............ ... 970 x 106 . . .............. 670
0.0001 ... ......... ... 720 x 106 ......... .... . 5000.005 .......... 820 x 106 ......... .............. 570

0.02 .... ............ 4oo x 106 ..... .............. ... 280
0.1 .... ........... ... 120 x 106 . ............. 80
0.5 .............. .... 43 x 10 .............. 30
1.0 .............. .... 26 x 106 18...............
2.5 ........... 29 x 106 .. ... ................ 20
5.0 ................. 26 x 106 ....... .............. ... 18
7.5 .............. 2h4x 106 ......... 17
10.0 ....... .......... 24 x 106 17
10 to 3o ... .......... 14 x 10i6 . .. .i....... ......... ... 10
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A.2

"Sealed source" means radioactive material that is permanently bonded or
fixed in a capsule or matrix designed to prevent release and dispersal of
the radioactive material under the most severe conditions which are likely
to be encountered in normal use and handling.

"Source material" means (1) uranium or thorium, or any combination thereof,
in any physical or chemical form; or (2) ores which contain by weight
one-twentieth of one percent (0.05 percent) or more of (i) uranium,
(ii) thorium, or (iii) any combination thereof. Source material does not
include special nuclear material.

"Source material milling" means any activity that results in the production
of byproduct material as defined by definition (2) of byproduct material.

"Source of radiation" means any radioactive material or any device or
equipment emitting, or capable of producing, radiation.

"Special form radioactive material" means radioactive material which
satisfies the following conditions:

(1) It is either a single solid piece or is contained in a sealed
capsule that can be opened only by destroying the capsule;

(2) The piece or capsule has at least one dimension not less than
5 millimeters (0.197 inch); and

(3) It satisfies the test requirements specified by the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission. A special form encapsulation designed in
accordance with the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission requirements in
effect on June 30, 1983, and constructed prior to July 1, 1985, may
continue to be used. A special form encapsulation either designed or
constructed after June 30, 1985, must meet requirements of this
definition applicable at the time of its design or construction.

"Special nuclear material in quantities not sufficient to form a critical
mass" means uranium enriched in the isotope U-235 in quantities not
exceeding 350 grams of contained U-235; uranium-233 in quantities not
exceeding 200 grams; plutonium in quantities not exceeding 200 grams; or any
combination of them in accordance with the following formula: For each kind
of special nuclear material, determine the ratio between the quantity of
that special nuclear material and the quantity specified above for the same
kind of special nuclear material. The sum of such ratios for all of the
kinds of special nuclear material in combination shall not exceed 1. For
example, the following quantities in combination would not exceed the
limitation and are within the formula:

175 (grams contained U-235) + 50 (grams U-233) + 50 (grams Pu) : I
350 200 200
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A.2

"Survey" means an evaluation of the production, use, release, disposal,
and/or presence of sources of radiation under a specific set of conditions
to determine actual or potential radiation hazards. When appropriate, such
evaluation includes, but is not limited to, tests, physical examinations,
and measurements of levels of radiation or concentrations of radioactive
material present.

"Test" means the process of verifying compliance with an applicable
regulation.

"These regulations" mean all parts of (cite appropriate rules or
regulations].

"U.S. Department of Energy" means the Department of Energy established by
Public Law 95-91, August 4, 1977, 91 Stat. 565, 42 U.S.C. 7101 et seq., to
the extent that the Department exercises functions formerly vested in the
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, its Chairman, members, officers and
components and transferred to the U.S. Energy Research and Development
Administration and to the Administrator thereof pursuant to sections 104(b),
(c) and (d) of the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 (Public Law 93-438,
October 11, 1974, 88 Stat. 1233 at 1237, effective 'January 19, 1975) and
retransferred to the Secretary of Energy pursuant to section 301(a) of the
Department of Energy Organization Act (Public Law 95-91, August 4, 1977, 91
Stat. 565 at 577-578, 42 U.S.C. 7151, effective October 1, 1977.)

"Unrefined and unprocessed ore" means ore in its natural form prior to any
processing, such as grinding, roasting, beneficiating, or refining.

"Unrestricted area" means any area access to which is not controlled by the
licensee or registrant for purposes of protection of individuals from
exposure to radiation and radioactive material, and any area used for
residential quarters.

"Waste" means those low-level radioactive wastes that are acceptable for
disposal in a land disposal facility. For the purposes of this definition,
low-level waste has the same meaning as in the Low-Level Radioactive Waste
Policy Act, P.L. 96-573, as amended by P.L. 99-240, effective January 15,
1986; that is, radioactive waste (a) not classified as high-level
radioactive waste, spent nuclear fuel, or byproduct material as defined in
Section 11e.(2) of the Atomic Energy Act (uranium or thorium tailings and
waste) and (b) classified as low-level radioactive waste consistent with
existing law and in accordance with (a) by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission.

"Waste handling licensees" mean persons licensed to receive and store
radioactive wastes prior to disposal and/or persons licensed to dispose of
radioactive waste.

"Worker" means an individual engaged in work under a license or registration
issued by the Agency and controlled by a licensee or registrant, but does
not include the licensee or registrant.
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A.3-A.5

Exemptions from the Regulatory Requirements

Sec. A.3 Exemptions.

(a) General Provision. The Agency may, upon application therefor or upon
its own initiative, grant such exemptions or exceptions from the
requirements of these regulations as it determines are authorized bylaw and
will not result in undue hazard to public health and safety or property.

(b) U.S. Department of Energy Contractors and U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission Contractors. Any U.S. Department of Energy contractor or
subcontractor and any U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission contractor or
subcontractor of the following categories operating within this State is
exempt from these regulations to the extent that such contractor or
subcontractor under his contract receives, possesses, uses, transfers or
acquires sources of radiation:

(1) prime contractors performing work for the U.S. Department of Energy
at U.S. Government-owned or -controlled sites, including the
transportation of sources of radiation to or from such sites and the
performance of contract services during temporary interruptions of such
transportation;

(2) prime contractors of the U.S. Department of Energy performing
research in, or development, manufacture, storage, testing, or
transportation of, atomic weapons or components thereof;

(3) prime contractors of the U.S. Department of Energy using or
operating nuclear reactors or other nuclear devices in a United States
Government-owned vehicle or vessel; and

(4) any other prime contractor or subcontractor of the U.S. Department
of Energy or of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission when the State
and the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission jointly determine:

(i) that the exemption of the prime contractor or subcontractor is
authorized by law; and

(ii) that under the terms of the contract or subcontract, there is
adequate assurance that the work thereunder can be accomplished
without undue risk to the public health and safety.

General Regulatory Requirements

Sec. A.4 Records. Each licensee and registrant shall maintain records
showing the receipt, transfer, and disposal of all sources of radiation.
Additional record requirements are specified elsewhere in these regulations.

Sec. A.5 Inspections.

(a) Each licensee and registrant shall afford the Agency at all reasonable
times opportunity to inspect sources of radiation and the premises and
facilities wherein such sources of radiation are used or stored.
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A.5-A. 11

(b) Each licensee and registrant shall make available to the Agency for
inspection, upon reasonable notice, records maintained pursuant to these
regulations.

Sec. A.6 Tests. Each licensee and registrant shall perform upon
instructions from the Agency, or shall permit the Agency to perform, such
reasonable tests as the Agency deems appropriate or necessary including, but
not limited to, tests of:

(a) sources of radiation;

(b) facilities wherein sources of radiation are used or stored;

(c) radiation detection and monitoring instruments; and

(d) other equipment and devices used in connection with utilization or
storage of licensed or registered sources of radiation.

Additional Regulatory Requirements

Sec. A.7 Additional Requirements. The Agency may, by rule, regulation, or
order, impose upon any licensee or registrant such requirements in addition
to those established in these regulations as it deems appropriate or
necessary to minimize danger to public health and safety or property.

Enforcement Requirements

Sec. A.8 Violations. An injunction or other court order may be obtained
prohibiting any violation of any provision of the Act or any regulation or
order issued thereunder. Any person who willfully violates any provision of
the Act or any regulation or order issued thereunder may be guilty of a
[felony, misdemeanor or crime] and, upon conviction, may be punished by fine
or imprisonment or both, as provided by law.

Sec. A.9 Impounding. Sources of radiation shall be subject to impounding
pursuant to Section of the Act.

Sec. A.1O Prohibited Uses.

(a) Hand-held fluoroscopic screens shall not be used.

(b) Shoe-fitting fluoroscopic devices shall not be used.

Communications

Sec. A.11 Communications. All communications and reports concerning these
regulations, and applications filed thereunder, should be addressed to the
Agency at its office located at __
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A. 12

Informational Provisions

[Sec. A.12 The International System of Units (SI). The Metric Conversion
Act of 1975 (PL 94-168) urged the increasing awareness and use of the
International System of Units (SI). The generally accepted regulatcry
values in the narrative portions of this document are followed by the SI
equivalents in parentheses. Where appropriate, schedules and appendices are
provided with notes concerning conversion factors. The inclusion of the SI
equivalent is for informational purposes only.

(a) absorbed dose

The unit of absorbed dose is the gray (Gy)t which is equal to 1 joule
per kilogram. One rad is equal to 1 x 10- gray. Submultiples included
in this document are the milligray (mGy) and the microgray (viGy).

(b) dose equivalent

The unit of dose equivalent is the sievert (Sv) which is equal to
1 joule per kilogram. One rem is equal to 1 x 10-2 sievert.
Submultiples included in this document are the millisievert (mSv) and
the microsievert (pSv).

(c) exposure

The unit of exposure i4 the coulomb per kilogram (C/kg). One roentgen
is equal to 2.58 x 10- coulomb per kilogram. Submultiples of this unit
are the millicoulomb per kilogram (mC/kg) and the microcoulomb per
kilogram (pC/kg).

(d) radioactivity

The unit of measurement of radioactivity is the becquerel (Bq) and is
equal to one transformation per second. One curie is equal to 3.7 x
1010 becquerels. Multiples included in this document are kilobecquerel
(kBq), megabecquerel (MBq), gigabecquerel (GBq), and petabecquerel
(PBq).]
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1988
Rationale for Revisions

Part A
General Provisions

Additional definitions have been added, or deleted with the addition of
Part T. Certain definitions from Part M have been moved to Part A as the
terms are used outside Part M. Changes in Part A of the Suggested State
Regulations for Control of Radiation for this 8th Edition are as follows:

A.2 Definitions

"A," and "A2 ' (new). These definitions are new terms to replace transport
groups. The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission revised 10 CFR Part 71, the
regulations for the transportation of radioactive material, to make the
regulations compatible with those of the International Atomic Energy Agency
and thus with those of most major nuclear nations of the world. These
regulations were published as a final rule in the Federal Register on August
5, 1983 (48 FR 35600) and became effective September 6, 1983. The proposed
rule for these revised regulations was published in the Federal Register on
August 17, 1979 (44 FR 48234).

"Chelating agent" (new). This definition is being moved from Part M to
Part A as the term is used in Sec. D.311 of Part D.

"Expldsive material" (new). This definition is being moved from Part M to
Part A as the term is used in Sec. D.311 of Part D.

"Hazardous waste" (new). This definition is being moved from Part M to
Part A as the term is used in Sec. D.311 of Part D.

"Licensing State" (rev.). The definition of Licensing State was revised to
reflect the designation of a State as a Licensing State by the Conference of
Radiation Control Program Directors, Inc.

"NARM" and "Natural radioactivity" (clarification). A footnote was added
for these definitions because "NARM" and "Natural radioactivity" as defined
would include both discrete and diffused radioactive material. For the
purpose of being recognized by the Conference of Radiation Control Program
Directors, Inc. (CRCPD) as a Licensing State, it is the policy of the CRCPD
to only address discrete sources of NARM.

"Package" (new). The definition of package is consistent with the
definition in 10 CFR Part 71 and is used in both Part D and Part T. The
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission revised 10 CFR Part 71, the regulations
for the transportation of radioactive material, to make the regulations
compatible with those of the International Atomic Energy Agency and thus
with those of most major nuclear nations of the world.

"Pyrophoric liquid" (new). This definition is moved from Part M to Part A
of the SSRCR as the term applies to the provisions of Sec. D.311, and all of
the definitions for Part D are included in Part A.
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1988 Rationale for Part A

"Special form radioactive material" (new). The definition of "Special
form" in the previous edition of the SSRCR has been deleted and this
definition added to maintain compatibility with the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 0
Commission's regulations for the transportation of radioactive material in
10 CFR Part 71, as revised by the final rule published in the Federal
Register on August 5, 1983 (48 FR 35600).

"Transport group" (deleted). The definition of transport group has been
deleted to maintain compatibility with the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission's regulations for transportation. The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission revised 10 CFR Part 71, the regulations for the transportation of
radioactive material, to make the regulations compatible with those of the
International Atomic Energy Agency and thus with those of most major nuclear
nations of the world. These regulations were published as a final rule in
the Federal Register on August 5, 1983 (48 FR 35600) and became effective
September 6, 1983.

"Waste" (new). This definition is being moved from Part M to Part A as the
term is used in Sec. D.311 of Part D and in Part M. In addition, the
definition has been revised to reflect the change with the passage of Public
Law 99-240, the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act which
became effective on January 15, 1986.

Appendix A (deleted). Same as rationale for "Transport group."

Appendix B (deleted). Same as rationale for "Transport group."

Matters for Future Consideration

1. There are several terms which need to be defined in Part A because they
are used in more than one part of the SSRCR. The terms are as follows:

(a) Traceable to national standards
(b) Qualified expert
(c) Patient

2. Develop a list of abbreviations used in the Suggested State Regulations
for Control of Radiation.

3. Consider revising Section A.10 on Prohibited Uses for clarification and
consistency with current technology, including the licensing of lixiscopes
and the need for more description in prohibitions.

0
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1982
Rationale for Revisions

Part A
General Provisions

Changes in Part A of the 1978 Edition of the Suggested State Regulations for

Control of Radiation for this 1982 Edition are as follows:

A.2 Definitions

General. The alpha designation for each definition has been eliminated. It
is difficult to keep alphabetical designators current and correct with the
frequent additions and deletions of definitions. In addition, the
references to definitions elsewhere in the SSRCR is by A.2 and not the
specific paragraph, such as A.2(a).

"Byproduct material" (rev.). The definition of byproduct material has been

revised at the suggestion of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission to be

consistent with the Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act of 1978.

"Calibration" (new). A generic definition of calibration has been added as

suggested by the National Bureau of Standards.

"Curie" (rev.). The definition of curie was revised by replacing the word
''measurement" with "quantity" and the word "disintegration" with
"transformation."

"Interlock" (new). A new definition for interlock has been added as
suggested by the Part F and Part H working groups of the SSRCR.

"NARM" (rev.). The definition of NARM has been revised by including a
statement on what materials are not included for clarification purposes.

"Ore refineries" (deleted). The definition of ore refineries was deleted as
suggested by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission to be consistent with
the Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act of 1978.

"Radioactivity" (rev.). The definition of radioactivity has been revised by
replacing the word "disintegration" with "transformation."

"Rem" (rev.). The definition of rem has been revised in response to a
comment from the National Bureau of Standards.

"Source material milling" (new). The definition of source material milling
has been added at the suggestion of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
to be consistent with the Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act of
1978.

"Test" (rev.). The definition of test has been revised to be more generic
in nature.

1



1982 Rationale for Part A

A.3 Exemptions

A.3(b) of the 1978 Edition. Carriers. The exemption for carriers has been
deleted from A.3(b) in Part A and placed in C.1O1. This change was made so
that all regulations pertaining to transportation are located in one part.
A.3(c) is renumbered as A.3(b).

A.12 The International System of Units (SI). A new section on the
International System of Units (SI) has been added for informational
purposes. In the narrative portion of the SSRCR, the SI units are placed in
parentheses following the English units.

Appendix A. Transoort Grouping of Radionuclides. A new note has been added
to Appendix A concerning radionuclides not listed or mixtures of
radionuclides for clarification purposes.

Matters for Future Consideration

i. There are several terms which need to be defined in Part A because they
are used in more than one part of the SSRCR. The terms are as follows:

(a) Traceable to national standards
(b) Qualified expert
(c) Patient

2. Develop a list of abbreviations used in the Suggested State Regulations
for Control of Radiation.

2



1978
Rationale for Revisions

Part A
General Provisions

Introduction

The changes made to Part A in this revision of the Suggested State
Regulations for Control of Radiation (SSRCR) were mainly based on amendments
to Federal standards; suggestions from the Conference of Radiation Control
Program Directors (CRCPD) Task Force; comments received; and editorial,
format, and other changes made by the Technical Review Committee for
clarification and consistency with other parts of the SSRCR. The "U.S.
Atomic Energy Commission" throughout Part A was changed to the "U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission" and/or the "U.S. Department of Energy," as
appropriate, to conform to the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 (Public Law
93-438) and the Department of Energy Organization Act (Public Law 95-91).

In addition, definitions have been included in Part A to support the
Licensing State concept for Naturally Occurring and Accelerator-Produced
Radioactive Materials (NARM) incorporated into Part C, and the provisions on
bonding and perpetual care of nuclear licensed activities developed by a
CRCPD task force and incorporated into C.25(e) and (f). The specific
changes from Part A of the 1974 SSRCR and their rationale are as indicated
below.

Specific Provisions

A.1 Scope and Footnote. "U.S. Atomic Energy Commission" was changed to
"U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission" in Sec. A.i and in footnote 1/ in
conformance with the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 (Public Law 93-438).
The information in parentheses in the footnote was deleted and "10 CFR" was
inserted before "Part 150" so that the footnote now reads as follows:

"1/ Attention is directed to the fact that regulation by the State of source
material, byproduct material, and special nuclear material in quantities not
sufficient to form a critical mass is subject to the provisions of the
agreement between the State and the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission and
to 10 CFR Part 150 of the Commission's regulations."

A.2 Definitions

A.2(a) "Accelerated-produced material." The definition of "Accelerator-
produced material" was revised in.response to a comment received on the 1974
revision of the Suggested State Regulations for Control of Radiation
suggesting that the definition should be modified to include any material
made radioactive by exposure to an external beam from a particle
accelerator. Some members of the Technical Review Committee felt that
"accelerator-produced material" included more than that made radioactive by
exposure to the beam of a particle accelerator. The definition was thus
revised by deleting "exposing it in" and now reads as follows:
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1978 Rationale for Part A

(a) "Accelerator-produced material" means any material made radioactive by a
particle accelerator.

A.2(d) "Agreement State." The definition of "Agreement State" was revised
by adding "U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission" for those States signing an
agreement after that agency came into being through the Energy
Reorganization Act of 1974, effective January 19, 1975. The revised
definition is compatible with that in 10 CFR 30.4(c), 10 CFR 40.4(m), and 10
CFR 150.3(b). It presently reads as follows in the current revision of the
SSRCR:

(d) "Agreement State" means any State with which the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission or the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission has entered into an
effective agreement under subsection 274b. of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954,
as amended (73 Stat. 689).

A.2(i) "CFR." As "CFR" is used repeatedly throughout the SSRCR, it was
decided that its meaning should be stated in the definitions as follows:

(i) "CFR" means Code of Federal Regulations.

A.2(k) "Depleted uranium." In September 1971, NL Industries, Inc., of
Albany, New York, filed a petition for rule making with NRC (then AEC) to
amend Part 40, "Licensing of Source Material," to exempt from licensing
uranium contained in shielding for medical x-ray units, tool holders for
vibration damping, and commercial products for mass volume applications. On
January 10, 1975, the NRC published a notice of proposed rule making in the
Federal Register. The proposed amendments to Part 40 established a general
license for the possession and use of depleted uranium in industrial
products for the purpose of providing a concentrated mass in a small volume.
The amendments also set out requirements concerning the manufacture of such
products. Because of the fact that in recent times there has been
increasing demand for information on the distribution of radioactive
material in widely distributed commercial, industrial, or consumer products,
the NRC proposed to institute a registration program for these general
licensees. The objectives of the registration requirement are: (1) to
provide a means of identifying the general licensee, (2) to provide the
Commission an opportunity to inform the general licensee of the terms and
conditions of the general license upon first receipt of depleted uranium,
and (3) to facilitate subsequent communication with the general licensee.
In a July 11, 1975 letter to all Agreement States the NRC provided specific
details on the registration program to the States. The NRC felt that for
the registration program to be comprehensive, it would be desirable to have
the States participate. No adverse comments were received from the States.
The proposed amendments to the SSRCR, A.2, C.21(d), and C.28(m) therefore
incorporate the equivalent to the NRC effective rule, dated January 3, 1977,
including the terms and conditions of the general license, registration
requirements, and manufacturing requirements. Because of the previous lack
of adverse comments, it is expected that the Agreement States will adopt
these amendments in their entirety. The definition of "Depleted uranium" in
this revision of the SSRCR is identical with that in 10 CFR 40.4(o).
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1978 Rationale for Part A

A.2(m) "Dose commitment." A new definition, "Dose commitment," was added
in this revision of the SSRCR, as the term is used in C28(d)(1)(ii)(c). The
definition is identical with that in 10 CFR 32.2(a).

A.2(p) "Former U.S. Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) or U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) licensed facilities." This definition was added
to complement the new provisions in C.25(e) and (f) of this revision of the
SSRCR on "Bonding Requirements" and "Perpetual Care Requirements" developed
by a CRCPD Task Force on Bonding and Perpetual Care of Nuclear Licensed
Activities. See the "Report of the Task Force on Bonding and Perpetual Care
of Nuclear Licensed Activities," pages 252-271, especially Appendix C
(Suggested Changes to the Suggested State Regulations) on page 268, of the
proceedings of the Seventh Annual National Conference on Radiation Control,
held April 27 - May 2, 1975, in Hyannis, Massachusetts. The U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) is currently reevaluating its position with
regard to decommissioning of nuclear facilities and radioactive residue
disposal and as part of this reevaluation is considering various bonding
proposals. Nothing in these suggested regulations should be interpreted as
reflecting current or future NRC policy with regard to bonding and/or
decommissioning.

A.2(x) "Licensing State." A new definition, "Licensing State," was added
in this revision of the SSRCR. It was developed by the Part C (Licensing of
Radioactive Material) Working Group as a basis for including the new
Licensing State Concept regarding regulatory provisions for the manufacture,
assembly, and distribution of Naturally Occurring and Accelerator-Produced
Radioactive Materials (NARM) in that part.

A.2(y) "Major processor." A new definition, "Major processor," was added
to this revision of the SSRCR, as suggested by the CRCPD Task Force on
Bonding and Perpetual Care of Nuclear Licensed Activities. (See the
rationale for A.2(p)).

A.2(z) "NARM." A new definition, "NARM," was added as an acronym for the
longer "Naturally Occurring or Accelerator-Produced Radioactive Material,",
and to exclude source material. The use of "NARM" complements the inclusion
of the Licensing State Concept in Part C and provides a more direct meaning
when substituted for "radioactive material other than source, byproduct, or
special nuclear material."

A.2(ac) "Ore refineries." A new definition, "Ore refineries," was added to
this revision of the SSRCR, as suggested by the CRCPD Task Force on Bonding
and Perpetual Care of Nuclear Licensed Activities. (See the rationale for
A.2(p).)

A.2(ag) "Pharmacist." The definition of "Pharmacist" was bracketed to
indicate that States may add appropriate language based upon the codes
within their State. The definition now reads as follows:

(ag) "Pharmacist" means [an individual licensed by this State to compound
and dispense drugs, prescriptions, and poisons.]
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A.2(ar) "Regulations of the U.S. Department of Transportation." This
definition was revised by deleting "114 CFR Part 103 and 46 CFR Part 146" and
changing "149 CFR Parts 170-189" to "49 CFR Parts 100-189." The Department
of Transportation has consolidated the air, water, and surface
transportation of hazardous materials regulations of the Department into one
volume of the Code of Federal Regulations, 49 CFR Parts 100 - 189. In Part
II of the Federal Register of April 15, 1976 (41 FR 15972), the Department
of Transportation published a recodification of their regulations resulting
from incorporation of the U. S. Coast Guard Regulations, 46 CFR Part 146,
and Federal Aviation Administration Regulations, 14 CFR Part 103, into 49
CFR Parts 170 - 177. This definition was revised to reflect this new
codification. The definition in this revision of the SSRCR now reads as
follows:

(ar) "Regulations of the U.S. Department of Transportation" means the
regulations in 49 CFR Parts 100-189.

A.2(bf) "U.S. Department of Energy." A definition for the "U.S. Department
of Energy" was added in this revision of the SSRCR to reflect certain
functions transferred to this agency by the Department of Energy
Organization Act (Public Law 95-91). As the Department of Energy has broad
responsibilities, this definition is intended to specify that when "U.S.
Department of Energy" is used in these regulations it refers only to the
exercise of those functions formerly vested in the U.S. Atomic Energy
Commission and transferred to the U.S. Energy Research and Development
Administration by the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 (Public Law 93-438)
and later retransferred to the U.S. Department of Energy by the Department
of Energy Organization Act (Public Law 95-91).

A.2(bi) "Waste handling licensees." A new definition, "Waste handling
licensees" was added to this revision of the SSRCR, as suggested by the
CRCPD Task Force on Bonding and Perpetual Care of Nuclear Licensed
Activities. (See the rationale for A.2(p).)

A.3 Exemptions

A.3(c) U.S. Department of Energy Contractors and U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission Contractors. This paragraph was revised in April 1975 by
changing U.S. Atomic Energy Commission to. the U.S. Energy Research and
Development Administration (ERDA) and/or the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) in view of the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 (Public
Law 93-438). Since then, the Department of Energy Organization Act (Public
Law 95-91) has transferred the functions of ERDA to the Department of Energy
and A.3(c) has been revised to reflect that new organization.

A.8 Violations

In the second sentence of Section A.8 on Violations, the words "felony,
misdemeanor or crime" were bracketed in this revision of the SSRCR in order
to indicate that the States may add appropriate language based upon the
codes within their State.
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Matters for Future Consideration

1. It was suggested that Section A.1 on Scope should be modified to
indicate that the scope of these regulations is limited to sources of
ionizing radiation.

2. In the next revision of the Suggested State Regulations for Control of
Radiation (SSRCR), it is suggested that definitions be included for
"brachytherapy," "brachytherapy sourcei" and "teletherapy," especially for

use in conjunction with Part G on Use of Sealed Radioactive Sources in the
Healing Arts.

3. It is suggested that the working groups for Part A and Part I consider
the possibility of defining "calibration" as used in 1.11(h) and other
provisions for inclusion in the next revision of the SSRCR.

4. The working groups for Part A, Part F, and Part I should consider
developing a definition of "interlock" related to its use in Part F, Part I,
and in other parts for the next revision of the SSRCR (note definition of
"interlock" in Section F.2 of the SSRCR).

5. The definition in A.2(be) on "Transport group" indicates in subparagraph
(1) that any radionuclide not specifically listed in one of the groups in
Appendix A shall be assigned to one of the groups in accordance with the
table shown there. It was suggested that a footnote should be included on
each page of the Part A Appendix A (Transport Grouping of Radionuclides)
stating that if a radionuclide is not listed in the appendix above, one
should refer to the table in A.2(be) for determining the transport group to
which the radionuclide belongs.

6. The Technical Review Committee indicated that a system whereby the
actual names of the tables would be different for the various parts should
be considered (e.g., appendix would be unique to a given part).
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1 974I
Rationale for Revisions

Part A
General Provisions

Changes from Part A of the 1970 Suggested State Regulations for Control of

Radiation are as follows:

Sec. A.2 Definitions

An additional sentence has been added to the introduction of this section:
"Additional definitions used only in a certain part will be found in that
part." This reference will now apply to the definitions in the new Part H
and to any other definitions that may be added later to other parts as well
as to those in Part E and Part F.

(a) "Accelerator-produced material" (New). Most states prefer to make an
overall requirement in their regulations to license all radioactive
material, but this definition may be needed in those states originally
authorized by their enabling legislation to license only source, byproduct,
and special nuclear material or in non-agreement states where they do not
have authority to control all radioactive material.

(i) "Curie" (Rev). The definition of millicurie (mCi) and the definition
of microcurie (IiCi) have been specified along with the definition of the
special unit, "Curie." The presently accepted symbols for the Curie (Ci)-
and its submultiples (mCi and liCi) have been used in the definition (as
recommended in S.U.N. Commission Report on Symbols, Units, and Nomenclature
in Physics of the International Union of Pure and Applied Physics). In
addition, the definition was changed to reflect the revision of the curie of
natural uranium and thorium as published in effective form on June 28, 1974
(39 FR 23990), including the correction published July 11, 1974
(39 FR 25463).

(1) "Dose" (Rev). This was expanded to include and distinguish between
absorbed dose and dose equivalent.

(k) "Exposure" (New). The definition of "exposure" is consistent with that
in ICRU Report 19 (Radiation Quantities and Units). The same definition is
used in Part F and in the Federal Standard on Diagnostic X-Ray Systems and
Their Major Components. A footnote has been included suggesting a method
for distinguishing between the ICRU definition of exposure and its use in a
more general sense throughout the regulations.

(1) "Exposure Rate" (New). Refer to comments for A.2(k) on "Exposure."

(q) "Inspection" (New). This definition was included to distinguish
between surveys, including tests and measurements, conducted officially to
determine compliance with the Agency requirements, etc., and those conducted
on a nonofficial basis.

I



1974 Rationale for Part A

(r) "License" (Rev). This was revised to be consistent with the
definition of registration and to provide flexibility in the licensing of
sources of radiation.

(s) "Licensee" (New). This term is used throughout the regulations and
because of its significance in placing responsibility for compliance with
appropriate provisions of the regulations, it has been defined.

(t) "Natural radioactivity" (New). Refers to comments under definition
A.2(a), "Accelerator-produced material."

(w) "Particle accelerator" (New). The term "particle accelerator" has
been defined broadly in order to include all of those radiation machines
normally considered as particle accelerators and which the State Agency may
wish to regulate, while excluding those radiation machines - e.g., medical
diagnostic x-ray units - which would be covered in another part of the
regulations.

(y) "Personnel monitoring equioment" (Rev). Thermoluminescent-dosimeters-
were added to the examples of types of devices categorized as personnel
monitoring equipment and "measuring the dose received" was changed to
"estimating the dose received" in order to be more complete and accurate.

(z) "Pharmacist" (New). It was suggested that the term "pharmacist" be
added to the list of definitions. This particular definition has been used
by some states, but may need to be revised in certain states to be
consistent with other acts and regulations in the State.

(aa) "Physician" (Rev). Some states and some organizations do not want a
physician to dispense drugs. If a State wishes to include dispensing drugs
as part of the practice of medicine, then prescribing drugs should also be
included in their definition of a physician. Therefore, let each State cite
its definition of a licensed physician.

(ab) "Rad" (Rev). This change in the definition of the "rad" was an
attempt to clarify and eliminate the implication that the special unit, rad,
applies only to tissue.

(af) "Radiation safety officer" (New). A definition of "Radiation safety
officer" has been added since it is referred to in other parts of the
Suggested State Regulations.

(ag) "Radioactive material" (Rev). As suggested, the words "solid,
liquid, or gas" were placed in parentheses as examples to the definition.

(ah) "Radioactivity" (New). This word was added to the definitions so
that its meaning would be clear to all those who have need to use these
regulations when adopted by a State.

(ai) "Registrant" (New). This word and the word "registration" were added
to the regulations since it is the basis for regulatory control of
radiation, especially machine-produced radiation, in many states.
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(a-) "Registration" (New). Refer to comments under definition A.2(ai) on
"Registrant."

(ak) "Regulations of the U.S. Department of Transportation" (New). This
was included in the definitions so that the applicable parts of the DOT
regulations would be specified when reference is made to them.

(ao) "Roentgen" (New). A definition of "Roentgen" has been added, so that
the special unit for the quantity, "exposure," would be specified.

(as) "Special form" (New). This term is used in the Table of Exempt and
Type A Quantities in the new Sec. D.207 of the revised Suggested State
Regulations for Control of Radiation, and, therefore, needs to be defined.
This definition, including Appendix B of this part, is identical to that in
10 CFR Part 71.

(au) "Survey" (Rev). This is meant to clarify use of the word and to make
a distinction between survey and inspection. Also, the fact that a pre- or
post-operational survey can be made whereas an inspection can be conducted
only in an operational status; and that any change in equipment,
orientation, and operation would change the resulting interpretation of the
survey. A survey is designed to determine potential as well as actual
radiation hazards rather than evaluating radiation hazards.

(av) "Test" (New). This word is used in this part and other parts of
these model State regulations and, therefore, needed to be defined. A test
could be a part of a survey or an inspection, but in itself was not always
complete.

(aw) "These regulations" (Rev). The words "mean all parts" and the words
in brackets, "cite appropriate rules or regulations," were included as part
of the definition of "these regulations" in place of listing each part
separately.

(ax) "Transport group" (New). This term is used in the Table of Exempt
and Type A Quantities in the new Sec. D.207 of the revised model State
regulations and a definition needs to be specified. This definition
including Appendix A of this part is similar to that in 10 CFR Part 71.

(ba) "Worker" (New). This word is used throughout the new Part J, the
provisions of which are comparable with those provided by the Department of
Labor for inspections pursuant to the Occupational Safety and Health Act.
Therefore, the word is defined here to make its meaning clear as used in
Part J, the basic purpose of which is to provide options to workers
concerning inspections of working conditions regulated by the states
comparable to those afforded for working conditions regulated by the
Department of Labor.

3
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Sec. A.3 Exemptions

(b) "Carriers" (Rev). This paragraph was revised to show that freight
forwarders, warehousemen, and private carriers are also included in the
exemption, as well as common and contract carriers. The exemption from
"these regulations" for the transport and storage of sources of radiation is
dependent upon their being subject to the Department of Transportation's or
U.S. Postal Service's regulations. Those common, contract, and private
carriers not subject to DOT or U.S. Postal Service regulations are made
subject to applicable provisions of "these regulations." These changes are
based on amendments to Title 10 CFR Parts 20, 30, 40, 70, and 71 which
became effective on March 26, 1972 (FEDERAL REGISTER, Vol. 37, No. 38,
Feb. 25, 1972, pages 3985-3986).

Sec. A.8 Violations

The word "crime" in this section has been enlarged to include "felony,
misdemeanor, or crime" in brackets so the State Agency can choose the
appropriate word for their regulations depending upon the laws in that
State.

Matters for Future Consideration

1. The de-finitions, A.2(n) "High radiation area" and A.2(ad) "Radiation
area," should be considered for revision. The present wording regarding "a
major portion of the body" may exclude relatively small radiation beams,
some of very high intensity or exposure rate as in analytical x-ray
equipment, from being classified as a "radiation area" or "high radiation
area."

2. The definition, A.2(u) "Occupational dose," should be considered for
revision and the term, "occupational exposure" should be considered for
inclusion in the definitions in order to make the proper distinction between
exposure and dose.

3. The definition, A.2(al) "Rem," should be considered for revision and
could include an indication that the rem is the special unit for the
quantity, dose equivalent.



PART B

REGISTRATION OF RADIATION MACHINE FACILITIES [AND SERVICES]*

Sec. B.1 Purpose and Scooe.

(a) This part provides for the registration of radiation machine facilities
[and for the registration of persons providing radiation machine
installation, servicing, and/or services].

(b) In addition to the requirements of this part, all registrants are
subject to the applicable provisions of other parts of these regulations.

Sec. B.2 Definitions. As used in this part, "facility" means the location
at which one or more devices or sources are installed and/or located within
one building, vehicle, or under one roof and are under the same
administrative control.

Exemptions from the Regulatory Requirements

Sec. B.3 Exemptions.

(a) Electronic equipment that produces radiation incidental to its
operation for other purposes is exempt from the registration and
notification requirements of this part, provided that the dose equivalent
rate averaged over an area of 10 square centimeters does not exceed
0.5 millirem (5 4Sv) per hour at 5 centimeters from any accessible surface
of such equipment. The production, testing, or factory servicing of such
equipment shall not be exempt.

(b) Radiation machines while in transit or storage incident thereto are
exempt from the requirements of this part.

(c) Domestic television receivers are exempt from the requirements of this
part.

General Regulatory Provisions

Sec. B.4 Application for Registration of Radiation Machine Facilities.
Each person having a radiation machine facility shall:

(a) Apply for registration of such facility with the Agency within 30 days
following the effective date of these regulations or thereafter prior to the
operation of a radiation machine facility. Application for registration
shall be completed on forms furnished by the Agency and shall

*States should be aware that there may be a question of' legal authority to

register services as contrasted to radiation sources. If the State's
enabling legislation does not provide such authority, the State should
either amend the legislation to obtain the proper legal base or consider
revising B.1(a) and eliminating B.4(c) and B.5 of these model regulations.
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contain all the information required by the form and accompanying
instructions.*

(b) Designate on the application form an individual to be responsible for
radiation protection.

[(c) Each registrant shall prohibit any person from furnishing radiation
machine servicing or services as described in B.5(d) to his radiation
machine facility until such person provides evidence that he has been
registered with the Agency as a provider of services in accordance with
B.5.1

(Sec. B.5 Application for Registration of Servicing and Services.]

[(a) Each person who is engaged in the business of installing or offering
to install radiation machines or is engaged in the business of furnishing or
offering to furnish radiation machine servicing or services in this State
shall apply for registration of such services with the Agency within 30 days
following the effective date of this regulation or thereafter prior to
furnishing or offering to furnish any such services.]

[(b) Application for registration shall be completed on forms furnished by
the Agency and shall contain all information required by the Agency as
indicated on the forms and accompanying instructions.**]

*The Agency may wish to require at least the following information on the
Application for Registration of Radiation Machine Facilities form:
1. Name, address, and telephone number of the following:

a. The radiation machine facility.
b. The owner of the radiation machine facility.
c. The individual responsible for the use of the facility.
d. The individual designated under B.4(b).

2. The manufacturer, model number, and type of each radiation machine
located within the facility.
3. If the facility is mobile, the geographic areas within the State to be
covered.
4. The signature of the individual designated under B.4(b).
5. Name of the radiation machine supplier, installer, and service agent.
6. The date of application and signature of the individual responsible for
the use of the facility.

[**The Agency may wish to require at least the following information on the
Application for Registration of Servicing and Services form:
1. Name, address, and telephone number of the following:

a. The individual or the company to be registered.
b. The owner(s) of the company.

2. The services which are to be provided.
3. The area of the State and: other states to be covered.
4. A list of the individuals qualified to provide these services.
5. The date of application and signature of the individual responsible for
the company, beneath a statement of the items specified in B.5(c).]
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[(c) Each person applying for registration under this part shall specify:

(1) that he has read and understands the requirements of these
regulations;

(2) the services for which he is applying for registration;

(3) the training and experience that qualify him to discharge the
services for which he is applying for registration;

(4) the type of measurement instrument to be used, frequency of
calibration, and source of calibration; and

(5) the type of personnel dosimeters supplied, frequency of reading,
and replacement or exchange schedule.]

[(d) For the purpose of B.5, services may include but shall not be limited
to:

(1) installation and/or servicing of radiation machines and
associated radiation machine components,

(2) calibration of radiation machines or radiation measurement
instruments or devices,
(3) radiation protection or health physics consultations or surveys,

and

(4) personnel dosimetry services.]

[(e) No individual shall perform services which are not specifically stated
for that individual on the notice of registration issued by the Agency.]

Sec. B.6 Issuance of Notice of Registration.

(a) Upon a determination that an applicant meets the requirements of the
regulations, the Agency shall issue a notice of registration.

(b) The Agency may incorporate in the notice of registration at the time of
issuance or thereafter by appropriate rule, regulation, or order, such
additional requirements and conditions with respect to the registrant's
receipt, possession, use, and transfer of radiation machines as it deems
appropriate or necessary.

See. B.7 Expiration of Notice of Registration. Except as provided by
B.8(b), each notice of registration shall expire at the end of the specified
day in the month and year stated therein.
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Sec. B.8 Renewal of Notice of Registration.

(a) Application for renewal of registration shall be filed in accordance
with B.4 [or B.5].

(b) In any case in which a registrant not less than 30 days prior to the
expiration of his existing notice of registration has filed an application
in proper form for renewal, such existing notice of registration shall not
expire until the application status has been finally determined by the
Agency.

Sec. B.9 Report of Changes. The registrant shall notify the Agency in
writing before making any change which would render the information
contained in the application for registration and/or the notice of
registration no longer accurate.

Disclaimer

Sec. B.10 Approval Not Implied. No person, in any advertisement, shall
refer to the fact that he or his facility is registered with the Agency
pursuant to the provisions of B.4 [or B.5], and no person shall state or
imply that any activity under such registration has been approved by the
Agency.

Assembler and Transferor Obligations

Sec. B.11 Assembler and/or Transfer Obligation.*

(a) Any person who sells, leases, transfers, lends, disposes, assembles, or
installs radiation machines in this State shall notify the Agency within 15
days of:

(1) the name and address of persons who have received these machines;

(2) the manufacturer, model, and serial number of each radiation
machine transferred; and

(3) the date of transfer of each radiation machine.

(b) No person shall make, sell, lease, transfer, lend, assemble, or install
radiation machines or the supplies used in connection with such machines
unless such supplies and equipment when properly placed in operation and
used shall meet the requirements of these regulations.

*Note: Some states may wish to include a provision regarding assembler's

reports, similar to the following: "In the case of diagnostic x-ray systems
which contain certified components, a copy of the assembler's report
prepared in compliance with requirements of the Federal diagnostic x-ray
standard (21 CFR 1020.30(d)) shall be submitted to the Agency within 15 days
following completion of the assembly. Such report shall suffice in lieu of
any other report by the assembler."
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Reciprocity

Sec. B.12 Out-of-State Radiation Machines.

(a) Whenever any radiation machine is to be brought into the State, for any
temporary use, the person proposing to bring such machine into the State
shall give written notice to the Agency [at least 2 working days] before
such machine is to be used in the State. The notice shall include:

(1) the type of radiation machine;

(2) the nature, duration, and scope of use;

(3) the exact location(s) where the radiation machine is to be
used; and

(4) States in which this machine is registered.

(b) If, for a specific case, the [two working-day] period would impose an
undue hardship on the person, upon application to the Agency, permission to
proceed sooner may be granted.

(c) The person referred to in B.12(a) shall:

(1) comply with all applicable regulations of the Agency;

(2) supply the Agency with such other information as the Agency may
reasonably request; and

(3) not operate within the State on a temporary basis in excess of 180
calendar days per year.
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1988
Rationale for Revisions

Part B
Registration of Radiation Machine Facilities and Services

There are no amendments to Part B for this edition of Volume I (Ionizing
Radiation) of the Suggested State Regulations for Control of Radiation
(SSRCR). However, it is suggested that high priority be given to a thorough
re-examination of Part B for the next revision of the SSRCR.

The Part B Working Group sent a request to the state radiation control
programs for comments on and suggested changes to Part B, and received a
number of responses. The comments and suggested changes received were
considered by the Working Group and selected comments were further evaluated
by the SSRCR Technical Review Committee (TRC). For those selected comments
that were presented to the TRC, an Analysis of Comments document has been
prepared or they are included below in the Matters for Future Consideration
(MFC). Other proposals discussed by the Technical Review Committee are also
included in the MFC.

Matters for Future Consideration

1. A recommendation was made to add a Sec. B.13 on Inspection of Radiation
Machines and Facilities.

2. A recommendation was made to exempt inoperable radiation machines with
definitive criteria for such exemption.

3. The SSRCR Technical Review Committee recommends that the issue of
preregistration (registration prior to acquisition of the machine) be
considered for the next edition of the SSRCR.

4. It was suggested that the 2 working days notice in Section B.12 for
out-of-state radiation machines be changed to 3 working days for consistency
with NARM in C.90(b).
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1982
Rationale for Revisions

Part B
Registration of Radiation Machine Facilities and Services

B.3(a) Exemptions. The SI unit of microsievert is added. This is
self-explanatory and does not change the dose rate.

B.5(c)(4) and (5) Application for Registration of Servicing and Services.
B.5(c)(4) and (5) are added: (4) the type of measurement instrument to be
used, frequency of calibration, and source of calibration; and (5) the type
of personnel dosimeters supplied, frequency of reading, and replacement or
exchange schedule. This addition requires the registrant of services to
provide more technical information and that properly calibrated instruments
and personnel dosimeters are used.

B.7 Expiration of Notice of Registration. The term "on the date" has been
changed to read "in the month and year" to clarify the date.

B.12(a)(4) Out-of-State Radiation Machines. A new subparagraph (4) is
added, "States in which this machine is registered." This will assure the
State that a machine is registered with some regulatory authority. It can
also eliminate extra work if another State has already evaluated the health
and safety program of the x-ray user.

Matters for Future Consideration

1. A recommendation was made to add a new section on "Quarterly Reports"
between the sections on "Issuance of Notice of Registration" and "Expiration
of Notice of Registration" to read as follows:

"Each person registered with the Agency as a supplier of services shall
file a report with the Agency within 15 days of the end of each calendar
quarter. This report shall contain the following information for the
preceding quarter.

a. Names of licensees or registrants to whom a service was supplied.

b. Location and date of service.

c. Nature of service.

d. If more than one individual is listed on the notice of
registration, the name of the individual supplying the service shall
be stated for each service supplied."

The proposed section was not included in Part B of the 1982 Edition,. but it
will be considered by the Part B Working Group during the next revision of
the SSRCR.
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1978
Rationale for Revisions

Part B
Registration of Radiation Machine Facilities and Services

Introduction

As Part B of the Suggested State Regulations for Control of Radiation
(SSRCR) was thoroughly revised for the 1974 SSRCR, the changes made in this
revision were based on comments received plus editorial, format, and other
changes made by the Technical Review Committee for clarification and
consistency with other parts of the SSRCR. The general and specific changes
from Part B of the 1974 SSRCR and their rationale are as indicated below.

General

The word "person" was changed to "individual" for this revision of Part B in
the asterisked footnote to BA4(a) in items Ic, Id, 4 and 6 and in the
asterisked footnote to B.5(b) in items 4 and 5. The rationale for these
changes is based on the definitions for "person" and "individual" in Part A.
"Person" is defined in Sec. A.2 as follows: "means any individual,
corporation, partnership, firm, association, trust, estate, public or
private institution, group, agency, political subdivision of this State, any
other State or political subdivision or agency thereof, and any legal
successor, representative, agent or agency of the foregoing." "Individual"
is defined in Sec. A.2 as follows: "means any human being." Therefore, in
the footnote items referred to above, the use of the word "person" gave a
much broader meaning than was intended and use of the word "individual" is
more accurate terminology.

Specific Provisions

B.2 Definitions. The definition of "facility," as used in Part B, was
transferred from paragraph (b) of Sec. B.1 to a new Sec. B.2 as more
appropriate organization for this provision. As a result of this change,
B.1(c) of the 1974 SSRCR was recodified as B.1(b) in this revision and
Sections B.2 - B.11 were recodified to Sections B.3 - B.12.

B.5(a) Application for Registration of Servicing and Services. In
paragraph (a) of Section B.5, the term "to an Agency licensee or registrant"
was deleted and the term "these regulations" was changed to "Part B" to now
read as follows: "[(a) Each person who is engaged in the business of
installing or offering to install radiation machines or is engaged in the
business of furnishing or offering to furnish radiation machine servicing or
services in this State shall apply for registration of such services with
the Agency within 30 days following the effective date of Part B or
thereafter prior to furnishing or offering to furnish any such services.]"
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1978 Rationale for Part B

The rationale for the one change is to help clarify that the requirement to
apply for registration to provide services is not limited to those services
offered to an Agency licensee or registrant (e.g., certain electronic
equipment is exempt from registration but.the servicing of this equipment
should not necessarily be exempted from registration). The change from
"these regulations" to "Part B" is intended to provide for those cases where
the registration requirements of this part may be revised but not the entire
regulations.

B.5(c)(2) Application for Registration of Servicing and Services. A new
subparagraph (2) was included in paragraph (c) of Section B.5 in this
revision to read as follows: "(2) the services for which he is applying for
registration; and". The rationale for this change is that an individual
should be registered to supply specific services. As a result of this
addition, subparagraph (2) of this paragraph was renumbered as subparagraph
(3) in this revision.

B.5(e) Application for Registration of Servicing and Services. A new
paragraph (e) was included in Section B.5 in this revision to read as
follows: '[(e) No individual shall perform services which are not
specifically stated for that individual on the notice of registration issued
by the Agency.]" The rationale for this added paragraph is to further
clarify the intent of Section B.5, including the new B.5(c)(2), and to help
assure that the registered individual is limited to providing those services
for which he is qualified.

B.12(a) Out-of-State Radiation Machines. The format of this paragraph was
changed by dividing it into two subparagraphs and by including indented
subdivisions in subparagraph (1) for greater ease of reading.

B.12(b) Out-of-State Radiation Machines. The first line of this paragraph
was changed from "In addition, the out-of-state person shall" to "The person
referred to in B.12(a) shall" in order to be more specific and for greater
clarity.

Matters for Future Consideration

1. In B.5(d)(2), "calibration of radiation machines or radiation
measurement instruments or devices," is included as one of the services for
which an application for registration is required. Reference is made to the
suggestion for the working groups of Part I and Part A to consider defining
the term "calibration" for inclusion in the next revision of the Suggested
State Regulations for Control of Radiation (see Matters for Future
Consideration in the rationale of Part A and Part I).
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2. A recommendation was made to add a new section on Quarterly Reports
between the sections on "Issuance of Notice of Registration" and "Expiration
of Notice of Registration" to read as follows:

"Each person registered with the Agency as a supplier of services shall file
a report with the Agency within 15 days of the end of each calendar quarter.
This report shall contain the following information for the preceding
quarter.

a. Names of licensees or registrants to whom a service was supplied.

b. Location and date of service.

c. Nature of service.

d. If more than one individual is listed on the notice of
registration, the name of the individual supplying the service shall
be stated for each service supplied."

The proposed section was not included in this Part B, but it was suggested
that it be considered by the Part B Working Group during the next revision
of the SSRCR.
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1974
Rationale for Revisions

Part B
Registration of Radiation Machine Facilities and Services*

General Approach

The main features of the revised draft of Part B include the following:

1. Registration is provided for facilities rather than individual tubes in
keeping with current practice of many States.

2. Registration is also provided for persons in the business of servicing
or offering services relating to x-ray equipment and other radiation-
producing equipment. These services include installation and/or servicing,
calibration of radiation machines or radiation measurement instruments or
devices, radiation protection or health physics surveys or consultations,
and personnel dosimetry services.*

3. There is no longer included a grace period for registration of
facilities or services after the fact. In other words, 30 days after the
regulations are in effect, individuals must register their x-ray facilities
or services prior to engaging in their use. This is contrasted with the
15-, 30-, or 60-day grace periods which currently exist in many State
regulations. While this goal is optimistic, a number of States may wish to
reinstitute a grace period.

4. The registration process in this revised version consists of an

applicant submitting a form called "Application for Registration" and the
State Agency in turn issuing a "Notice of Registration" if the application
is in order. This additional step not contained in previous Council of
State Governments Suggested State Regulations for Control of Radiation
(SSRCR) is in fact what many States do; however, it has not been spelled out
in detail in previous versions.

*It has been suggested that there might be a legal question regarding the

registration of persons providing services, unless those persons actually
possess the radioactive material or sources of radiation involved.
Therefore, an asterisk has been included at the title to Part B with a
footnote at the bottom of the page to alert the States to that possibility.
If the State's enabling legislation does not provide such authority or the
State does not wish to register services, Sec.B.4 and B.3(c) should be
deleted and B.1(a) should be revised accordingly.
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Specific Provisions

B.1 Purpose and Scope. This section was revised to reflect the approach of
registering radiation machine facilities and services.* The meaning of
"facility" is specified here as used in this part, rather than with the
Part A definitions, as "facility" or facilities" may be used somewhat
differently in other parts of the model regulations. Paragraph (c) was
revised to indicate that registrants are subject to applicable provisions of
other parts rather than specifying the parts in order to allow for
flexibility in use of the model regulations by the States.

B.2 Exemptions

(a) An exemption is provided for the registration and notification
requirements for electronic equipment that produces radiation incidental to
its operation for other purposes, provided it meets the dose equivalent rate
limits specified.

(b) and (c) Radiation machines while in transit or storage and domestic
television receivers are exempted from the requirements of Part B.

B.3 Application for Registration of Radiation Machine Facilities

(a) This paragraph allows 30 days following the effective date of these
regulations for applying for registration, but after this date it is
required prior to operation of a radiation machine facility. Information
that the State Agency may wish to include on the application form for the
facility is included in a footnote.

(b) An individual to be responsible for radiation protection shall be
designated on the application form, but the specific requirements for the
individual are not included in the regulations.

(c) This paragraph places a requirement on the radiation machine facility
registrant to allow only registered service persons to install equipment or
service his facility.*

B.4 Application for Registration of Servicing and Services*

(a) The time requirement in paragraph (a) for making application for
registration of services is similar to the registration application
requirement for the radiation machine facility in B.3(a).

(b) Information that the State Agency may wish to include on the
application form for the service person is included in a footnote to this
paragraph.
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B.4 (Continued)

(c) The person applying for registration under this part shall specify the
training and experience that qualify him to discharge the services rather
than just specifying that he is qualified.

(d) The types of services to which this section applies are provided in
this paragraph, but need not be limited to those listed.

B.5 Issuance of Notice of Registration. This section is included in order
that the registrant will receive an official notification that action has
been taken on his application. This also presents a means for issuing
instructions to help assure safe radiation protection practices or to impose
additional conditions or requirements, at the time of issuance of the Notice
of Registration or later, that are deemed appropriate or necessary to
minimize danger to public health and safety or property, as provided by
Sec. A.7.

B.6 Expiration of Notice of Registration. This section states the specific
time that a Notice of Registration will expire, but leaves the period of
time that a Notice of Registration will be in effect up to the State Agency.

B.7 Renewal of Notice of Registration

(a) The procedure for filing an application for renewal of the Notice of
Registration is the same as that given in Sec. B.3 or B.4.

(b) This paragraph provides a means whereby the registrant may keep the
existing Notice of Registration in effect until the Agency has taken action
on the application for renewal.

B.8 Report of Changes. This section is intended to provide the Agency with
current information on the registrants' facilities or services in order to
conduct a timely and effective radiation control program.

B.9 Approval Not Implied. This section is similar to that in the 1970
SSRCR, and is meant, in part, to prevent the registration process from being
used, by implication or otherwise, as an approval of a radiation machine
facility or service by the Agency.

B.10 Assembler and/or Transfer Obligation

(a) This paragraph is aimed at keeping the State Agency informed of any
installation, assembly, transfer, sale, lease, loan, or disposal of
radiation machines. The relatively short period of time (15 days) for
notification is intended to assist the State Agency in keeping its records
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B.10 (Continued)

current so as to provide any necessary follow-ups by the State radiation
control personnel. This time period is also consistent with the assembler's
reporting requirements of the Federal Diagnostic X-Ray Standard (21 CFR
1020.30(d)). The footnote to this section suggests a provision whereby the
State could use the assembler's report required by 21 CFR 1020.30(d) in
place of any other report by the assembler.

(b) This provision is designed to assure that the manufacture, sale, lease,
transfer, loan, assembly or installation of radiation machines or supplies
will result in operational equipment that meets the requirements of these
regulations.

B.11 Out-of-State Radiation Machines

(a) This requirement is intended to provide information essential to the
Agency for the proper surveillance and control of radiation machines that
operate within the State, but are from outside of the State. Written notice
is to be given a selected period of time before such machine "is to be used
in the State," rather than "before such machine enters the State." The
amount of advance notice required before using the machine in the State, on
any temporary basis, is left up to the option of the Agency, as indicated by
the brackets. Provision is made for obtaining permission to proceed sooner,
if the situation warrants.

(b) The out-of-state radiation machines are limited to 180 calendar days
per year of operation within the State on a temporary basis and must comply
with the applicable regulations of the Agency.

0
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PART C

LICENSING OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL

Sec. C.1 Purpose and Scope.

(a) This part, and Parts G, M, T. and U of these regulations, provide for
the licensing of radioactive material. No person shall receive, possess,
use, transfer, own, or acquire radioactive material except as authorized
pursuant to this part or Parts G, M, T, or U of these regulations, or as
otherwise provided in these parts.*

(b) In addition to the requirements of this part, all licensees are subject
to the requirements of Parts A, D, J, and T of these regulations.
Furthermore, licensees engaged in industrial radiographic operations are
subject to the requirements of Part E of these regulations, licensees using
radionuclides in the healing arts are subject to the requirements of Part G
of these regulations, [licensees engaged in land disposal of radioactive
material are subject to the requirements of Part M of these regulations.
licensees engaged in source material milling facilities are subject to the
requirements of Part U of these regulations,] and licensees engaged in
wireline and subsurface tracer studies are subject to the requirements of
Part W of these regulations.

Exemptions from the Regulatory Requirements

Sec. C.3 Source Material.

(a) Any person is exempt from this part to the extent that such person
receives, possesses, uses, owns, or transfers source material in any
chemical mixture, compound, solution, or alloy in which the source material
is by weight less than 1/20 of 1 percent (0.05 percent) of the mixture,
compound, solution, or alloy.

(b) Any person is exempt from this part to the extent that such person
receives, possesses, uses, or transfers unrefined and unprocessed ore
containing source material; provided that, except as authorized in a
specific license, such person shall not refine or process such ore.

(c) Any person is exempt from this part to the extent that such person
receives, possesses, uses, or transfers:

(1) any quantities of thorium contained in

(i) incandescent gas mantles,

*If State law does not require the licensing of ownership of radioactive
material, the word "own" may be deleted from: A.1, C.1(a), C.4(a)(1),C.4(c)(I), C.4(c)(2), C.4(c)(3)(i), C.4(c)(4), C.22(a), C.22(d)(I),

C.22(d)(3), C.22(e)(1), C.22(e)(2), C.22(e)(4), -- ownership -- , C.22(g)(1),
C.22(g)(2), C.22(g)(3), C.22(g)(5), C.22(j)(1), C.22(j)(2), C.27(a)(1), (2),
and (3) -- ownership -- , and C.28(a) -- owned --. Also, the general license
to receive title to source material (C.21(c)) and the general license for
ownership of radioactive material (C.22(f)) may be deleted.
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(ii) vacuum tubes,

(iii) welding rods,

(iv) electric lamps for illuminating purposes provided that each
lamp does not contain more than 50 milligrams of thorium,

(v) germicidal lamps, sunlamps, and lamps for outdoor or
industrial lighting provided that each lamp does not contain more
than 2 grams of thorium,

(vi) rare earth metals and compounds, mixtures, and products
containing not more than 0.25 percent by weight thorium, uranium,
or any combination of these, or

(vii) personnel neutron dosimeters, provided that each dosimeter
does not contain more than 50 milligrams of thorium;

(2) source material contained in the following products:

(i) glazed ceramic tableware, provided that the glaze contains not
more than 20 percent by weight source material,

(ii) glassware containing not more than 10 percent by weight
source material, but not including commercially manufactured glass
brick, pane glass, ceramic tile, or other glass or ceramic used in
construction,

(iii) glass enamel or glass enamel frit containing not more than
10 percent by weight source material imported or ordered for
importation into the United States, or initially distributed by
manufacturers in the United States, before July 25, 1983, or

(iv) piezoelectric ceramic containing not more than 2 percent by
weight source material;

(3) photographic film, negatives, and prints containing uranium or
thorium;

(4) any finished product or part fabricated of, or containing,
tungsten-thorium or magnesium-thorium alloys, provided that the thorium
content of the alloy does not exceed 4 percent by weight and that this
exemption shall not be deemed to authorize the chemical, physical, or
metallurgical treatment or processing of any such product or part;

(5) uranium contained in counterweights installed in aircraft,
rockets, projectiles, and missiles, or stored or handled in connection
with installation or removal of such counterweights, provided that

(i) the counterweights are manufactured in accordance with a
specific license issued by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
authorizing distribution by the licensee pursuant to 10 CFR
Part 40,
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(ii) each counterweight has been impressed with the following
legend clearly legible through any plating or other covering:
"DEPLETED URANIUM",1/

(iii) each counterweight is durably and legibly labeled or marked
with the identification of the manufacturer and the statement:
"UNAUTHORIZED ALTERATIONS PROHIBITED".1/ and

(iv) this exemption shall not be deemed to authorize the
chemical, physical, or metallurgical treatment or processing of
any such counterweights other than repair or restoration of any
plating or other covering;

(6) natural or depleted uranium metal used as shielding constituting
part of any shipping container, provided that:

(i) the shipping container is conspicuously and legibly impressed
with the legend "CAUTION - RADIOACTIVE SHIELDING - URANIUM", and

(ii) the uranium metal is encased in mild steel or equally fire
resistant metal of minimum wall thickness of 1/8 inch (3.2 mm).

(7) thorium contained in finished optical lenses, provided that each
lens does not contain more than 30 percent by weight of thorium, and
that this exemption shall not be deemed to authorize either

(i) the shaping, grinding, or polishing of such lens or
manufacturing processes other than the assembly of such lens into
optical systems and devices without any alteration of the lens, or

(ii) the receipt, possession, use, or transfer of thorium
contained in contact lenses, or in spectacles, or in eyepieces in
binoculars or other optical instruments;

(8) uranium contained in detector heads for use in fire detection
units, provided that each detector head contains not more than
0.005 microcurie of uranium; or

(9) thorium contained in any finished aircraft engine part containing
nickel-thoria alloy, provided that

(i) the thorium is dispersed in the nickel-thoria alloy in the
form of finely divided thoria (thorium dioxide), and

(ii) the thorium content in the nickel-thoria alloy does not
exceed 4 percent by weight.

1/ The requirements specified in C.3(c)(5)ii) and (iii) need not be met by
counterweights manufactured prior to December 31, 1969; provided, that such
counterweights are impressed with the legend, "CAUTION - RADIOACTIVE
MATERIAL - URANIUM", as previously required by the regulations.
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(d) The exemptions in C.3(c) do not authorize the manufacture of any of the
products described.

Sec. C.4 Radioactive Material Other Than Source Material.

(a) Exemot Concentrations.

(1) Except as provided in C.4(a)(2), any person is exempt from this
part to the extent that such person receives, possesses, uses,
transfers, owns or acquires products containing radioactive material
introduced in concentrations not in excess of those listed in Appendix
A of this part.

(2) No person may introduce radioactive material into a product or
material knowing or having reason to believe that it will be
transferred to persons exempt under C.4(a)(1) or equivalent regulations
of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, any Agreement State or
Licensing State, except in accordance with a specific license issued
pursuant to C.28(a) or the general license provided in C.90.

(b) Exempt Quantities.

(1) Except as provided in C.4(b)(3) and (4), any person is exempt from
these regulations to the extent that such person receives, possesses,
uses, transfers, owns, or acquires radioactive material in individual
quantities each of which does not exceed the applicable quantity set
forth in Appendix B of this part.

(2) Any person who possesses radioactive material received or acquired
under the general license formerly provided in C.22(b) is exempt from
the requirements for a license set forth in this part to the extent
that such person possesses, uses, transfers or owns such radioactive
material. Such exemption does not apply for radium-226.*

(3) This paragraph (C.4(b)) does not authorize the production,
packaging or repackaging of radioactive material for purposes of
commercial distribution, or the incorporation of radioactive material
into products intended for commercial distribution.

(4) No person may, for purposes of commercial distribution, transfer
radioactive material in the individual quantities set forth in
Apppendix B of this part, knowing or having reason to believe that such
quantities of radioactive material will be transferred to persons
exempt under C.4(b) or equivalent regulations of the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, any Agreement State or Licensing State, except
in accordance with a specific license issued by the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission pursuant to Section 32.18 of 10 CFR Part 32 or by
the Agency pursuant to C.28(b) which license states that the
radioactive material may be transferred by the licensee to persons

*For use by Agreement States whose regulations formerly contained a General Is

License for small quantities of radioactive material.
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exempt under C.4(b) or the equivalent regulations of the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, an Agreement State, or Licensing State. 2/

(c) Exempt Items.

(1) Certain Items Containing Radioactive Material. Except for persons
who apply radioactive material to, or persons who incorporate
radioactive material into the following products, any person is exempt
from these regulations to the extent that he receives, possesses, uses,
transfers, owns, or acquires the following products:2/

(i) Timepieces or hands or dials containing not more than the
following specified quantities of radioactive material and not
exceeding the following specified radiation dose rate:

(a) 25 millicuries (925 MBq) of tritium per timepiece.
(b) 5 millicuries (185 MBq) of tritium per hand.
(a) 15 millicuries (555 MBq) of tritium per dial (bezels when
used shall be considered as part of the dial).
(d) 100 microcuries (3.7 MBq) of promethium-147 per watch or
200 microcuries (7.4 MBq) of promethium-147 per any other
timepiece.
(e) 20 microcuries (0.74 MBq) of promethium-147 per watch
hand or 40 microcuries (1.48 MBq) of promethium-147 per other
timepiece hand.
(f) 60 microcuries (2.22 MBq) of promethium-147 per watch
dial or 120 microcuries (4.44 MBq) of promethium-147 per other
timepiece dial (bezels when used shall be considered as part
of the dial).
(g) The radiation dose rate from hands and dials containing
promethium-147 will not exceed, when measured through
50 milligrams per square centimeter of absorber:

(1) For wrist watches, 0.1 millirad (1 pGy) per hour at
10 centimeters from any surface.

(2) For pocket watches, 0.1 millirad (1 pGy) per hour
at 1 centimeter from any surface.

(a) For any other timepiece, 0.2 millirad (2 j.Gy) per
hour at 10 centimeters from any surface.

2/ Authority to transfer possession or control by the manufacturer,
processor, or producer of any equipment, device, commodity, or other product
containing byproduct material whose subsequent possession, use, transfer,
and disposal by all other persons are exempted from regulatory requirements
may be obtained only from the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
Washington, D.C. 20555
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(h) One microcurie (37 kBq) of radium-226 per timepiece in
timepieces acquired prior to [the effective date of this
regulation].

(ii) Lock illuminators containing not more than 15 millicuries
(555 MBq) of tritium or not more than 2 millicuries (74 MBq) of
promethium-147 installed in automobile locks. The radiation dose
rate from each lock illuminator containing promethium-147 will not
exceed 1 millirad (10 pGy) per hour at I centimeter from any
surface when measured through 50 milligrams per square centimeter
of absorber.

(iii) Precision balances containing not more than 1 millicurie
(37 MBq) of tritium per balance or not more than 0.5 millicurie
(18.5 MBq) of tritium per balance part.

(iv) Automobile shift quadrants containing not more than
25 millicuries (925 MBq) of tritium.

(v) Marine compasses containing not more than 750 millicuries
(27.8 GBq) of tritium gas and other marine navigational instruments
containing not more than 250 millicuries (9.25 GBq) of tritium gas.

(vi) Thermostat dials and pointers containing not more than
25 millicuries (925 MBq) of tritium per thermostat.

(vii) Electron tubes; provided, that each tube does not contain
more than one of the following specified quantities of radioactive
material:

(a) 150 millicuries (5.55 GBq) of tritium per microwave
receiver protector tube or 10 millicuries (370 MBq) of tritium
per any other electron tube.
(b) 1 microcurie (37 kBq) of cobalt-60.
(c) 5 microcuries (185 kBq) of nickel-63.
(d) 30 microcuries (1.11 MBq) of krypton-85.
(e) 5 microcuries (185 kBq) of cesium-137.
(f) 30 microcuries (1.11 MBq) of promethium-147.

And provided further, that the radiation dose rate from each
electron tube containing radioactive material will not exceed
1 millirad (10 pGy) per hour at 1 centimeter from any surface when
measured through 7 milligrams per square centimeter of absorber.a/

a/ For purposes of C.4(c)(1)(vii), "electron tubes" include spark gap tubes,
power tubes, gas tubes including glow lamps, receiving tubes, microwave
tubes, indicator tubes, pick-up tubes, radiation detection tubes, and any
other completely sealed tube that is designed to conduct or control
electrical currents.

S
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(viii) Ionizing radiation measuring instruments containing, for
purposes of internal calibration or standardization, one or more
sources of radioactive material, provided that:

(a) Each source contains no more than one exempt quantity set
forth in Appendix B of this part, and

(b) Each instrument contains no more than 10 exempt
quantities. For purposes of this requirement, an instrument's
source(s) may contain either one or different types of
radionuclides and an individual exempt quantity may be
composed of fractional parts of one or more of the exempt
quantities in Appendix B of this part, provided that the sum
of such fractions shall not exceed unity.

(c) For americium-241, 0.05 microcurie (1.85 kBq) is
considered an exempt quantity under C.4(c)(1)(viii).

(ix) Spark gap irradiators containing not more than 1 microcurie
(37 kBq) of cobalt-60 per spark gap irradiator for use in
electrically ignited fuel oil burners having a firing rate of at
least 3 gallons (11.4 1) per hour.

(2) Self-Luminous Products Containing Radioactive Material.

(i) Tritium, Krypton-85, or Promethium-147. Except for persons
who manufacture, process, or produce self-luminous products
containing tritium, krypton-85, or promethium-147, any person is
exempt from these regulations to the extent that such person
receives, possesses, uses, transfers, owns, or acquires tritium,
krypton-85 or promethium-147 in self-luminous products
manufactured, processed, produced, imported, or transferred in
accordance with a specific license issued by the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission pursuant to Section 32.22 of 10 CFR Part 32,
which license authorizes the transfer of the product to persons who
are exempt from regulatory requirements. The exemption in
C.4(c)(2) does not apply to tritium, krypton-85, or promethium-1i47
used in products primarily for frivolous purposes or in toys or
adornments.

(ii) Radium-226. Any person is exempt from these regulations to
the extent that such person receives, possesses, uses, transfers,
or owns articles containing less than 0.1 microcurie (3.7 kBq) of
radium-226 which were acquired prior to (the effective date of this
regulation].

(3) Gas and Aerosol Detectors Containing Radioactive Material.

(i) Except for persons who manufacture, process, or produce gas
and aerosol detectors containing radioactive material, any person
is exempt from these regulations to the extent that such person
receives, possesses, uses, transfers, owns, or acquires radioactive
material in gas and aerosol detectors designed to protect life
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or property from fires and airborne hazards provided that detectors
containing radioactive material shall have been manufactured,
imported, or transferred in accordance with a specific license 0
i.ssued by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 2/ pursuant to
Section 32.26 of 10 CFR Part 32; or a Licensing State pursuant to
C.28(c), which authorizes the transfer of the detectors to persons
uho. are exempt from regulatory requirements.

(ii) Gas and aerosol detectors previously manufactured and
distributed to general licensees in accordance with a specific
license issued by an Agreement State shall be considered exempt
under C.4(c)(3)(i), provided that the device is labeled in
accordance with the specific license authorizing distribution of
the generally licensed device, and provided further that they meet
the requirements of C.28(c).

(iii) Gas and aerosol detectors containing NARM previously
manufactured and distributed in accordance with a specific license
issued by a Licensing State shall be considered exempt under
C.4(c)(3)(i), provided that the device is labeled in accordance
with the specific license authorizing distribution, and provided
further that they meet the requirements of C.28(c).

(4) Resins Containing Scandium-46 and Designed for Sand Consolidation
in Oil Wells. Any person is exempt from these regulations to the
extent that such person receives, possesses, uses, transfers, owns or
acquires synthetic plastic resins containing scandium-46 which are
designed for sand consolidation in oil wells. Such resins shall have
been manufactured or imported in accordance with a specific license
issued by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, or shall have been
manufactured in accordance with the specifications contained in a
specific license issued by the Agency or any Agreement State to the
manufacturer of such resins pursuant to licensing requirements
equivalent to those in Sections 32.16 and 32.17 of 10 CFR Part 32 of
the regulations of the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. This
exemption does not authorize the manufacture of any resins containing
scandium-46.

2/ Authority to transfer possession or control by the manufacturer,
processor or producer of any equipment, device, commodity, or other product
containing byproduct material whose subsequent possession, use, transfer,
and disposal by all other persons are exempted from regulatory requirements
may be obtained only from the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
Washington, D.C. 20555.
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Licenses

Sec. C.20 Types of Licenses. Licenses for radioactive materials are of two
types: general and specific.

(a) General licenses provided in this part are effective without the filing
of applications with the Agency or the issuance of licensing documents to
the particular persons, although the filing of a certificate with the Agency
may be required by the particular general license. The general licensee is
subject to all other applicable portions of these regulations and any
limitations of the general license.

(b) Specific licenses require the submission of an application to the
Agency and the issuance of a licensing document by the Agency. The licensee
is subject to all applicable portions of these regulations as well as any
limitations specified in the licensing document.

General Licenses

Sec. C.21 General Licenses - Source Material.

(a) A general license is hereby issued authorizing commercial and
industrial firms, research, educational and medical institutions, and state
and local government agencies to use and transfer not more than 15 pounds
(6.82 kg) of source material at any one time for research, development,
educational, commercial, or operational purposes. A person authorized to
use or transfer source material, pursuant to this general license, may not
receive more than a total of 150 pounds (68.2 kg) of source material in any
one calendar year.

(b) Persons who receive, possess, use, or transfer source material pursuant
to the general license issued in C.21(a) are exempt from the provisions of
Parts D and J of these regulations to the extent that such receipt,
possession, use, or transfer is within the terms of such general license;
provided, however, that this exemption shall not be deemed to apply to any
such person who is also in possession of source material under a specific
license issued pursuant to this part.

(c) Persons who receive, possess, use, or transfer source material pursuant
to the general license in C.21(a) are prohibited from administering source
material, or the radiation therefrom, either externally or internally, to
human beings except as may be authorized by the Agency in a specific
license.

(d) A general license is hereby issued authorizing the receipt of title to
source material without regard to quantity. This general license does not
authorize any person to receive, possess, use, or transfer source material.

(e) Depleted Uranium in Industrial Products and Devices.

(1) A general license is hereby issued to receive, acquire, possess,
use, or transfer, in accordance with the provisions of C.21(e)(2), (3),
(4), and (5), depleted uranium contained in industrial products or
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devices Cor the purpose of providing a concentrated mass in a small
volume of the product or device.

(2) The general license in C.21(e)(1) applies only to industrial 0
products or devices which have been manufactured either in accordance
with a specific license issued to the manufacturer of the products or
devices pursuant to C.28(m) or in accordance with a specific license
issued to the manufacturer by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission or
an Agreement State Which authorizes manufacture of the products or
devices for distribution to persons generally licensed by the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission or an Agreement State.

(3) (i Persons who receive, acquire, possess, or use depleted uranium
pursuant to the general license established by C.21(e)(1) shall
file Agency Form W "Certificate - Use of Depleted Uranium Under
General License," with the Agency. The form shall be submitted
within 30 days after the first recdipt or acquisition of such
depleted uranium. The general licensee shall furnish on Agency
Form W the following information and such other information as may
be required by that form:

(a) name and address of the general licensee;

(b) a statement that the general licensee has developed and
will maintain procedures designed to establish physical
control over the depleted uranium described in C.21(e)(1) and
designed to prevent transfer of such depleted uranium in any
form, including metal scrap, to persons not authorized to
receive the depleted uranium; and

(c) name and title, address, and telephone number of the ind-
ividual duly authorized to act for and on behalf of the
general licensee in supervising the procedures identified in
C.21(e)(3)(i)(b).

(ii) The general licensee possessing or using depleted uranium
under the general license established by C.21(e).(1) shall report in
writing to the Agency any changes in information furnished by him
in Agency Form W "Certificate - Use of Depleted Uranium Under
General License." The report shall be submitted within 30 days
after the effective date of such change.

(4) *A person who receives, acquires, possesses, or uses depleted
uranium pursuant to the general license established by C.21(e)(1):

(i) shall not introduce such depleted uranium, in any form, into a
chemical, physical, or metallurgical treatment or process, except a
treatment or process for repair or restoration of any plating or
other covering of the depleted uranium;

(ii) shall not abandon such depleted uranium;

(iii) shall transfer or dispose of such depleted uranium only by
transfer in accordance with the provisions of C.40. In the case
where the transferee receives the depleted uranium pursuant to the
general license established by C.21(e)(1), the transferor shall
furnish the transferee a copy of this regulation and a copy
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of Agency Form W. In the case where the transferee receives the
depleted uranium pursuant to a general license contained in the
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission's or Agreement State's
regulation equivalent to C.21(e)(i), the transferor Thall furnish
the transferee a copy of this regulation and a copy of Agency Form
W accompanied by a note explaining that use of the product or
device is regulated by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission or
Agreement State under requirements substantially the same as those
in this regulation;

(iv) within 30 days of any transfer, shall report in writing to
the Agency the name and address of the person receiving the
depleted uranium pursuant to such transfer; and

Wv) shall not export such depleted uranium except in accordance
with a license issued by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
pursuant to 10 CFR Part 110.

(5) Any person receiving, acquiring, possessing, using, or
transferring depleted uranium pursuant to the general license
established by C.21(e)(1) is exempt from the requirements of Parts D
and J of these regulations with respect to the depleted uranium covered
by that general license.

Sec. C.22 General Licenses* - Radioactive Material Other Than Source
Material.

(a) Certain Devices and Eauipment. A general license is hereby issued to
transfer, receive, acquire, own, possess, and use radioactive material
incorporated in the following devices or equipment which have been manu-
factured, tested and labeled by the manufacturer in accordance with a
specific license issued to the manufacturer by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission for use pursuant to Section 31.3 of 10 CFR Part 31. This general
license is subject to the provisions of A.4 through A.9, C.4(a)(2), C.31,
C.40, C.50 and Parts D 4/, J, and T of these regulations.

(1) Static Elimination Device. Devices designed for use as static
eliminators which contain, as a sealed source or sources, radioactive
material consisting of a total of not more than 500 microcuries (18.5
MBq) of polonium-210 per device.

(2) Ion Generating Tube. Devices designed for ionization of air which
contain, as a sealed source or sources, radioactive material consisting
of a total of not more than 500 microcuries (18.5 MBq) of polonium-210
per device or a total of not more than 50 millicuries (1.85 GBq) of
hydrogen-3 (tritium) per device.

*Note: Different general licenses are issued in this section, each of which
has its own specific conditions and requirements.

4/ Attention is directed particularly to the provisions of Part D of these
regulations which relate to the labeling of containers.
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(b) Reserved

(c) Reserved

(d) Certain Measuring, Gauging or Controlling Devices.

(1) A general license is hereby issued to commercial and industrial
firms and.to research, educational and medical institutions,
individuals in the conduct of their business, and State or local
government agencies to own, receive, acquire, possess, use or transfer
in accordance with the provisions of C.22(d)(2), (3), and (4),
radioactive material, excluding special nuclear material, contained in
devices designed and manufactured for the purpose of detecting,
measuring, gauging or controlling thickness, density, level, interface
location, radiation, leakage, or qualitative or quantitative chemical
composition, or for producing light or an ionized atmosphere.

(2) The general license in C.22(d)(1) applies only to radioactive
material contained in devices which have been manufactured and labeled
in accordance with the specifications contained in a specific license
issued by the Agency pursuant to C.28(d) or in accordance with the
specifications contained in a specific license issued by the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, an Agreement State or a Licensing State,
which authorizes distribution of devices to persons generally licensed
by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, an Agreement State or a
Licensing State.5/

(3) Any person who owns, receives, acquires, possesses, uses, or
transfers radioactive material in a device pursuant to the general
license in C.22(d)(1):

(i) shall assure that all labels affixed to the device at the time
of receipt, and bearing a statement that removal of the label is
prohibited, are maintained thereon and shall comply with all
instructions and precautions provided by such labels;

(ii) shall assure that the device is tested for leakage of
radioactive material and proper operation of the "on-off" mechanism

and indicator, if any, at no longer than 6-month intervals or at
such other intervals as are specified in the label, however,

(a) devices containing only krypton need not be tested for
leakage of radioactive material, and

(b) devices containing only tritium or not more than 100
microcuries (3.7 MBq) of other beta- and/or gamma-emitting
material or 10 microcuries (0.37 MBq) of alpha-emitting

5/ Regulations under the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act authorizing
the use of radioactive control devices in food production require certain

additional labeling thereon which is found in 21 CFR 179.21. s
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material and devices held in storage in the original shipping
container prior to initial installation need not be tested for
any purpose;

(iii) shall assure that other testing, installation, servicing, and
removal from installation involving the radioactive material, its
shielding or containment, are performed:

(a) in accordance with the instructions provided by the
labels, or

(b) by a person holding an applicable specific license from
the Agency, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, an
Agreement State or a Licensing State to perform such
activities;

(iv) shall maintain records showing compliance with the
requirements of C.22(d)(3)(ii) and (iii). The records shall show
the results of tests. The records also shall show the dates of
performance of, and the names of persons performing, testing,
installation, servicing, and removal from installation concerning
the radioactive material, its shielding or containment. Records of
tests for leakage of radioactive material required by
C.22(d)(3)(ii) shall be maintained for 1 year after the next
required leak test is performed or until the sealed source is
transferred or disposed of. Records of tests of the "on-off"
mechanism and indicator required by C.22(d)(3)(ii) shall be
maintained for 1 year after the next required test of the "on-off"
mechanism and indicator is performed or until the sealed source is
transferred or disposed of. Records which are required by
C.22(d)(3)(iii) shall be maintained for a period of 2 years from
the date of the recorded event or until the device is transferred
or disposed of;

(v) upon the occurrence of a failure of or damage to, or any
indication of a possible failure of or damage to, the shielding of
the radioactive material or the "on-off" mechanism or indicator, or
upon the detection of 0.005 microcurie (185 Bq) or more removable
radioactive material, shall immediately suspend operation of the
device until it has been repaired by the manufacturer or other
person holding an applicable specific license from the Agency, the
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, an Agreement State or a
Licensing State to repair such devices, or disposed of by transfer
to a person authorized by an applicable specific license to receive
the radioactive material contained in the device and, within 30
days, furnish to the Agency a report containing a brief description
of the event and the remedial action taken;

(vi) shall not abandon the device containing radioactive material;

(vii) except as provided in C.22(d)(3)(viii), shall transfer or
dispose of the device containing radioactive material only by
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transfer to a specific licensee of the Agency, the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, an Agreement State or a Licensing State
whose specific license authorizes him to receive the device and
within 30 days after transfer of a device to a specific licensee
shall furnish to the Agency a report containing identification of
the device by manufacturer's name and model number and the name and
address of the person receiving the device. No report is required
if the device is transferred to the specific licensee in order to
obtain a replacement device;

(viii) shall transfer the device to another general licensee only:

(a) where the device remains in use at a particular location.
In such case the transferor shall give the transferee a copy
of this regulation and any safety documents identified in the
label on the device and within 30 days of the transfer, report
to the Agency the manufacturer's name and model number of
device transferred, the name and address of the transferee,
and the name and/or position of an individual who may
constitute a point of contact between the Agency and the
transferee; or

(b) where the device is held in storage in the original
shipping container at its intended location of use prior to
initial use by a general licensee; and

(ix) shall comply with the provisions of D.402 and D.403 of these
regulations for reporting radiation incidents, theft, or loss of
licensed material, but shall be exempt from the other requirements
of Parts D and J of these regulations.

(4) The general license in C.22(d)(1) does not authorize the
manufacture of devices containing radioactive material.

(5) The general license provided in C.22(d)(1) is subject to the
provisions of A.4 through A.9, C.31, C.40, C.50, and Part T of these
regulations.

(e) Luminous Safety Devices for Aircraft.

(1) A general license is hereby issued to own, receive, acquire,
possess, and use tritium or promethium-147 contained in luminous safety
devices for use in aircraft, provided:

(i) each device contains not more than 10 curies (370 GBq) of
tritium, or 300 millicuries (11.1 GBq) of promethium-147; and

(ii) each device has been manufactured, assembled or imported in
accordance with a specific license issued by the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, or each device has been manufactured or
assembled in accordance with the specifications contained in a
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specific license issued by the Agency or any Agreement State to the
manufacturer or assembler of such device pursuant to licensing
requirements equivalent to those in Section 32.53 of 10 CFR Part
32.

(2) Persons who own, receive, acquire, possess, or use luminous safety
devices pursuant to the general license in C.22(e)(I) are exempt from
the requirements of Parts D and J of these regulations except that they
shall comply with the provisions of D.402 and D.403.

(3) This general license does not authorize the manufacture, assembly,
or repair of luminous safety devices containing tritium or
promethium-147.

(4) This general license does not authorize the ownership, receipt,
acquisition, possession or use of promethium-147 contained in
instrument dials.

(5) This general license is subject to the provisions of A.4 through
A.9, C.31, C.40, C.50, and Part T of these regulations.

(f) Ownership of Radioactive Material. A general license is hereby issued
to own radioactive material without regard to quantity. Notwithstanding any
other provisions of this part, this general license does not authorize the
manufacture, production, transfer, receipt, possession or use of radioactive
material.

(g) Calibration and Reference Sources.

(1) A.general license is hereby issued to those persons listed below
to own, receive, acquire, possess, use, and transfer, in accordance
with the provisions of C.22(g)(4) and (5), americium-241 in the form of
calibration or reference sources:

(i) any person who holds a specific license issued by the Agency
which authorizes him to receive, possess, use, and transfer
radioactive material; and

(ii) any person who holds a specific license issued by the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission which authorizes him to receive,
possess, use, and transfer special nuclear material.

(2) A general license is hereby issued to own, receive, possess, use,
and transfer plutonium in the form of calibration or reference sources
in accordance with the provisions of C.22(g)(4) and (5) to any person
who holds a specific license issued by the Agency which authorizes him
to receive, possess, use, and transfer radioactive material.

(3) A general license is hereby issued to own, receive, possess, use,
and transfer radium-226 in the form of calibration or reference sources
in accordance with the provisions of C.22(g)(4) and (5) to any person
who holds a specific license issued by the Agency which authorizes him
to receive, possess, use, and transfer radioactive material.
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(4) The general licenses in C.22(g)(1), (2) and (3) apply only to
calibration or reference sources which have been manufactured in
accordance with the specifications contained in a specific license
issued to the manufacturer or importer of the sources by the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission pursuant to Section 32.57 of 10 CFR Part
32 or Section 70.39 of 10 CFR Part 70 or which have been manufactured
in accordance with the specifications contained in a specific license
issued to the manufacturer by the Agency, any Agreement State or
Licensing State pursuant to licensing requirements equivalent to those
contained in Section 32.57 of 10 CFR Part 32 or Section 70.39 of 10 CFR
Part 70.

(5) The general licenses provided in C.22(g)(1), (2), and (3) are
subject to the provisions of A.4 through A.9, C.31, C.40, C.50 and
Parts D, J, and T of these regulations. In addition, persons who own,
receive, acquire, possess, use, or transfer one or more calibration or
reference sources pursuant to these general licenses:

(i) shall not possess at any one time, at any one location of
storage or use, more than 5 microcuries (185 kBq) of americium-
241, 5 microcuries (185 kBq) of plutonium, or 5 microcuries
(185 kBq) of radium-226 in such sources;

(ii) shall not receive, possess, use, or transfer such source
unless the source, or the storage container, bears a label which
includes one of the following statements, as appropriate, or a
substantially similar statement which contains the information
called for in one of the following statements, as appropriate:

(a) The receipt, possession, use and transfer of this source,
Model __ , Serial No. __ , are subject to a general
license and the regulations of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission or of a State with which the Commission has entered
into an agreement for the exercise of regulatory authority.
Do not remove this label.

CAUTION - RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL - THIS SOURCE CONTAINS (AMERICIUM-
241). (PLUTONIUM)6/ DO NOT TOUCH RADIOACTIVE PORTION OF THIS

SOURCE.

Name of manufacturer or importer

6/ Showing only the name of the appropriate material.
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(b) The receipt, possession, use and transfer of this source,
Model _ _, Serial No. __ , are subject to a general
license and the regulations of a Licensing State. Do not
remove this label.

CAUTION - RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL - THIS SOURCE CONTAINS RADIUM-226.
DO NOT TOUCH RADIOACTIVE PORTION OF THIS SOURCE.

Name of manufacturer or importer

(iii) shall not transfer, abandon, or dispose of such source
except by transfer to a person authorized by a license from the
Agency, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, an Agreement State
or a Licensing State to receive the source;

(iv) shall store such source, except when the source is being
used, in a closed container adequately designed and constructed to
contain americium-241, plutonium, or radium-226 which might
otherwise escape during storage; and

(v) shall not use such source for any purpose other than the
calibration of radiation detectors or the standardization of other
sources.

(6) These general licenses do not authorize the manufacture of
calibration or reference sources containing americium-241, plutonium,
or radium-226.

(h) Reserved.

(i) General License for Use of Radioactive Material for Certain in Vitro

Clinical or Laboratory Testing.7/

(1) A general license is hereby issued to any physician, veterinarian,
clinical laboratory or hospital to receive, acquire, possess, transfer
or use, for any of the following stated tests, in accordance with the
provisions of C.22(i)(2), (3), (4), (5), and (6), the following
radioactive materials in prepackaged units for use in in vitro clinical
or laboratory tests not involving internal or external administration
of radioactive material, or the radiation therefrom, to human beings or
animals:

(i) Carbon-14, in units not exceeding 10 microcuries (370 kBq)
each.

7/ The New Drug provisions of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act also
govern the availability and use of any specific diagnostic drugs in
interstate commerce.
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(ii) Cobalt-57, in units not exceeding 10 mnicrocuries (370 kBq)
each.

(iii) Hydrogen-3 (tritium), in units not exceeding 50 microcuries
(1.85 MBq) each.

(iv) Iodine-125, in units not exceeding 10 microcuries (370 kBq)
each.

(v) Mock Iodine-125 reference or calibration sources, in units not
exceeding 0.05 microcurie (1.85 kBq) of iodine-129 and 0.005
microcurie (1.85 Bq) of americium-241 each.

(vi) Iodine-131, in units not exceeding 10 microcuries (370 kBq)
each.

(vii) Iron-59, in units not exceeding 20 microcuries (740 kBq)
each.

(viii) Selenium-75, in units not exceeding 10 microcuries
(370 kBq) each.

(2) No person shall receive, acquire, possess, use or transfer
radioactive material pursuant to the general license established by
C.22(i)(1) until he has filed Agency Form V, "Certificate - In Vitro
Testing with Radioactive Material Under General License", with the
Agency and received from the Agency a validated copy of Agency Form V
with certification number assigned. The physician, veterinarian,
clinical laboratory or hospital shall furnish on Agency Form V the
following information and such other information as may be required by
that form:

(i) Name and address of the physician, veterinarian, clinical

laboratory or hospital;

(ii) the location of use; and

(iii) a statement that the physician, veterinarian, clinical
laboratory or hospital has appropriate radiation measuring
instruments to carry out in vitro clinical or laboratory tests with
radioctive material as authorized under the general license in
C.22(i)(1) and that such tests will be performed only by personnel
competent in the use of such instruments and in the handling of the
radioactive material.

(3) A person who receives, acquires, possesses or uses radioactive
material pursuant to the general license established by C.22(i)(1)
shall comply with the following:
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(i) The general licensee shall not possess at any one time,
pursuant to the general license in C.22(i)(1), at any one location
of storage or use, a total amount of iodine-125, iodine-131,
selenium-75, iron-59, and/or cobalt-57 in excess of 200 microcuries
(7.4 MBq).

(ii) The general licensee shall store the radioactive material,
until used, in the original shipping container or in a container
providing equivalent radiation protection.

(iii) The general licensee shall use the radioactive material only
for the uses authorized by C.22(i)(1).

(iv) The general licensee shall not transfer the radioactive
material to a person who is not authorized to receive it pursuant
to a license issued by the Agency, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, any Agreement State or Licensing State, nor transfer
the radioactive material in any manner other than in the unopened,
labeled shipping container as received from the supplier.

(v) The general licensee shall dispose of the Mock Iodine-125
reference or calibration sources described in C.22(i)(1)(viii) as
required by D.301 of these regulations.

(4) The general licensee shall not receive, acquire, possess, or use
radioactive material pursuant to C.22(i)(1):

(i) Except as prepackaged units which are labeled in accordance
with the provisions of an applicable specific license issued
pursuant to C.28(h) or in accordance with the provisions of a
specific license issued by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
any Agreement State or Licensing State which authorizes the
manufacture and distribution of iodine-125, iodine-131, carbon-14,
hydrogen-3 (tritium), iron-59, selenium-75, cobalt-57, or Mock
Iodine-125 to persons generally licensed under C.22(i) or its
equivalent, and

(ii) unless one of the following statements, as appropriate, or a
substantially similar statement which contains the information
called for in one of the following statements, appears on a label
affixed to each prepackaged unit or appears in a leaflet or
brochure which accompanies the package:

(a) This radioactive material shall be received, acquired,
possessed, and used only by physicians, veterinarians,
clinical laboratories or hospitals and only for in vitro
clinical or laboratory tests not involving internal or
external administration of the material, or the radiation
therefrom, to human beings or animals. Its receipt,
acquisition, possession, use, and transfer are subject to the
regulations and a general license of the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission or of a State with which the
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Commission has entered into an agreement for the exercise of
regulatory authority.

Name of manufacturer

(b) This radioactive material shall be received, acquired,
possessed, and used only by physicians, veterinarians,
clinical laboratories or hospitals and only for in vitro
clinical or laboratory tests not involving internal or
external administration of the material, or the radiation
therefrom, to human beings or animals. Its receipt,
acquisition, possession, use and transfer are subject to the
regulations and a general license of a Licensing State.

Name of manufacturer

(5) The physician, veterinarian, clinical laboratory or hospital
possessing or using radioactive material under the general license of
C.22(i)(1) shall report in writing to the Agency, any changes in the
information furnished by him in the "Certificate - In Vitro Testing
with Radioactive Material Under General License", Agency Form V. The
report shall be furnished within 30 days after the effective date of
such change.

(6) Any person using radioactive material pursuant to the general
license of C.22(i)(1) is exempt from the requirements of Parts D and J
of these regulations with respect to radioactive material covered by
that general license, except that such persons using the Mock Iodine-
125 described in C.22(i)(1)(viii) shall comply with the provisions of
D.301, D.402 and D.403 of these regulations.

(j) Ice Detection Devices.

(1) A general license is hereby issued to own, receive, acquire,
possess, use, and transfer strontium-90 contained in ice detection
devices, provided each device contains not more than 50 microcuries
(1.85 MBq) of strontium-90 and each device has been manufactured or
imported in accordance with a specific license issued by the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission or each device has been manufactured in
accordance with the specifications contained in a specific license
issued by the Agency or an Agreement State to the manufacturer of such
device pursuant to licensing requirements equivalent to those in
Section 32.61 of 10 CFR Part 32.

(2) Persons who own, receive, acquire, possess, use, or transfer
strontium-90 contained in ice detection devices pursuant to the general
license in C.22(j)(1),

(i) shall, upon occurrence of visually observable damage, such as
a bend or crack or discoloration from overheating to the device,
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discontinue use of the device until it has been inspected, tested
for leakage and repaired by a person holding a specific license
from the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission or an Agreement State
to manufacture or service such devices; or shall dispose of the
device pursuant to the provisions of D.301 of these regulations;

(ii) shall assure that all labels affixed to the device at the
time of receipt, and which bear a statement which prohibits removal
of the labels, are maintained thereon; and

(iii) are exempt from the requirements of Parts D and J of these
regulations except that such persons shall comply with the
provisions of D.301, D.402, and D.403.

(3) This general license does not authorize the manufacture, assembly,
disassembly or repair of strontium-90 in ice detection devices.

(4) This general license is subject to the provisions of A.4 through
A.9, C.31, C.40, C.50, and Part T of these regulations.

Sec. C.23 Reserved
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Specific Licenses

Sec. C.24 Filing Application for Specific Licenses.

(a) Applications for specific licenses shall be filed [in triplicate] on a
form prescribed by the Agency.

(b) The Agency may at any time after the filing of the original
application, and before the expiration of the license, require further
statements in order to enable the Agency to determine whether the
application should be granted or denied or whether a license should be
modified or revoked.

(c) Each application shall be signed by the applicant or licensee or a
person duly authorized to act for and on his behalf.

(d) An application for a license may include a request for a license
authorizing one or more activities.

(e) In his application, the applicant may incorporate by reference
information contained in previous applications, statements, or reports filed
with the Agency provided such references are clear and specific.

(f) Applications and documents submitted to the Agency may be made
available for public inspection except that the Agency may withhold any
document or part thereof from public inspection if disclosure of its content
is not required in the public interest and would adversely affect the
interest of a person concerned.

Sec. C.25 General Requirements for the Issuance of Specific Licenses. A
license application will be approved if the Agency determines that:

(a) the applicant is qualified by reason of training and experience to use
the material in question for the purpose requested in accordance with these
regulations in such a manner as to minimize danger to public health and
safety or property;

(b) the applicant's proposed equipment, facilities, and procedures are
adequate to minimize danger to public health and safety or property;

(c) the issuance of the license will not be inimical to the health and
safety of the public; and

(d) the applicant satisfies any applicable special requirements in C.26,
C.27, C.28, Part E, Part G, Part M, Part U, or Part W of these regulations.
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(e) Environmental Report, Commencement of Construction. In the case of an
application for a license to receive and possess radioactive material for
commercial waste disposal by land burial, or for the conduct of any other
activity which the Agency determines will significantly affect the quality
of the environment, the Agency, before commencement of construction of the
plant or facility in which the activity will be conducted, has concluded,
after weighing the environmental, economic, technical and other benefits
against environmental costs and considering available alternatives, that the
action called for is the issuance of the proposed license, with any
appropriate conditions to protect environmental values. [Source material
milling facilities are addressed in Part U of these regulations.]
Commencement of construction prior to such conclusion shall be grounds for
denial of a license to receive and possess radioactive material in such
plant or facility. As used in this paragraph the term "commencement of
construction" means any clearing of land, excavation, or other substantial
action that would adversely affect the environment of a site. The term does
not mean site exploration, necessary roads for site exploration, borings to
determine foundation conditions, or other preconstruction monitoring or
testing to establish background information related to the suitability of
the site or the protection of environmental values.

(f) Financial Surety Arrangements for Site Reclamation.

(1) Pursuant to [cite applicable State statutes], and as otherwise
provided, financial surety arrangements for site reclamation which may
consist of surety bonds, cash deposits, certificates of deposit,
deposits of government securities, letters or lines of credit, or any
combination of the above for the categories of licensees listed in
C.25(f)(4) shall be established to ensure the protection of the public
health and safety in the event of abandonment, default, or other
inability of the licensee to meet the requirements of the Act and these
regulations.

Mi) The amount of funds to be ensured by such surety arrangements
shall be based on Agency-approved cost estimates.

(ii) Self insurance, or any arrangement which essentially
constitutes self insurance, will not satisfy the surety requirement
since this provides no additional assurance other than that which
already exists through license requirements.

(2) The arrangements required in C.25(f)(1) shall be established prior
to issuance of the license to assure that sufficient funds will be
available to carry out the decontamination and decommissioning of the
facility.

(3) Amendments to licenses in effect on [the effective date of this
regulation] may be issued providing that the required surety
arrangements are established within 90 days after [the effective date of
C.25(f)].
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(4) The following specific licensees are required to make financial
surety arrangements:

(i) major processors;

(ii) waste handling licensees;

(iii) former U.S. Atomic Energy Commission or U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission licensed facilities; and

(iv) all others except persons exempt pursuant to C.25(f)(5).

(5) The following persons are exempt from the requirements of
C.25(f)( 1):

(i) all State, local, or other government agencies, unless they
are subject to C.25(f)(4)(ii);

(ii) persons authorized to possess no more than 1,000 times the
quantity specified in Appendix B of this part or combination of
radioactive material listed therein as given in Appendix B, Note 1,
of this part;

(iii) persons authorized to possess hydrogen-3 contained as hydro-
gen gas in a sealed source; or

(iv) persons authorized to possess radioactive noble gases in
sealed sources with no radioactive daughter product with half life
greater than 30 days.

(g) Reserved.

Sec. C.26 Special Requirements for Issuance of Certain Specific Licenses
for Radioactive Material.

(a) Reserved.

(b) Reserved.

(c) Reserved.

(d) Reserved.

(e) Use of Sealed Sources in Industrial Radiography. In addition to the
requirements set forth in C.25, a specific license for use of sealed sources
in industrial radiography will be issued if:

(1) the applicant will have an adequate program for training
radiographic personnel and submits to the Agency a schedule or
description of such program which specifies the:

(i) initial training,

(ii) periodic training,

(iii) on-the-job training, and
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('£v) means to be used by the licensee to determine the radiographic
personnel's knowledge and understanding of and ability to comply
with Agency regulations and licensing requirements, and the
operating and emergency procedures of the applicant.

(2) the applicant has established and submits to the Agency
satisfactory written operating and emergency procedures described in
E.202 of these regulations;

(3) the applicant will have an internal inspection system adequate to
assure that these regulations, license provisions, and the applicant's
operating and emergency procedures are followed by radiographic
personnel; the inspection system shall include the performance of
internal inspections at intervals not to exceed 3 months and the
retention of records of such inspections for 2 years;

(4) the applicant submits to the Agency a description of the overall
organizational structure pertaining to the industrial radiography
program, including specified delegations of authority and
responsibility for operation of the program;

(5) the applicant who desires to conduct his own leak tests has
established adequate procedures to be followed in testing sealed
sources for possible leakage and contamination and submits to the
Agency a description of such procedures including:

(i) instrumentation to be used,

(ii) method of performing tests, and

(iii) pertinent experience of the individual who will perform the
test; and

(6) the licensee shall conduct a program for inspection and maintenance
of radiographic exposure devices and storage containers to assure
proper functioning of components important to safety.

Sec. C.27 Special Requirements for Specific Licenses of Broad Scope. This
section prescribes requirements for the issuance of specific licenses of
broad scope for radioactive material and certain regulations governing
holders of such licenses.8/

(a) The different types of broad scope licenses are set forth below:

(1) A "Type A specific license of broad scope" is a specific license
authorizing receipt, acquisition, ownership, possession, use and
transfer of any chemical or physical form of the radioactive material
specified in the license, but not exceeding quantities specified in the
license, for any authorized purpose. The quantities specified are
usually in the multicurie range.

8/ Authority to transfer possession or control by the manufacturer,
processor, or producer of any equipment, device, commodity, or other product
containing byproduct material whose subsequent possession, use, transfer,
and disposal by all other persons are exempted from regulatory requirements
may be obtained only from the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
Washington, D.C. 20555.
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(2) A "Type B specific license of broad scope" is a specific license
authorizing receipt, acquisition, ownership, possession, use and
transfer of any chemical or physical form of radioactive material
specified in Appendix D of this part, for any authorized purpose. The
possession limit for a Type B license of broad scope, if only one
radionuclide is possessed thereunder, is the quantity specified for
that radionuclide in Appendix D, Column I. If two or more
radionuclides are possessed thereunder, the possession limit for each
is determined as follows: For each radionuclide, determine the ratio
of the quantity possessed to the applicable quantity specified in
Appendix D, Column I, for that radionuclide. The sum of the ratios for
all radionuclides possessed under the license shall not exceed unity.

(3) A "Type C specific license of broad scope" is a specific license
authorizing receipt, acquisition, ownership, possession, use, and
transfer of any chemical or physical form of radioactive material
specified in Appendix D of this part, for any authorized purpose. The
possession limit for a Type C license of broad scope, if only one
radionuclide is possessed thereunder, is the quantity specified for
that radionuclide in Appendix D, Column II. If two or more
radionuclides are possessed thereunder, the possession limit is
determined for each as follows: For each radionuclide, determine the
ratio of the quantity possessed to the applicable quantity specified in
Appendix D, Column II, for that radionuclide. The sum of the ratios
for all radionuclides possessed under the license shall not exceed
unity.

(b) An application for a Type A specific license of broad scope will be

approved if:

(1) the applicant satisfies the general requirements specified in C.25;

(2) the applicant has engaged in a reasonable number of activities
involving the use of radioactive material; and

(3) the applicant has established administrative controls and
provisions relating to organization and management, procedures, record
keeping, material control and accounting, and management review that
are necessary to assure safe operations, including:

(i) the establishment of a radiation safety committee composed of
such persons as a radiation safety officer, a representative of
management, and persons trained and experienced in the safe use of
radioactive material;

(ii) the appointment of a radiation safety officer who is
qualified by training and experience in radiation protection, and
who is available for advice and assistance on radiation safety
matters; and

(iii) the establishment of appropriate administrative procedures
to assure:

(a) control of procurement and use of radioactive material;
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(b) completion of safety evaluations of proposed uses of
radioactive material which take into consideration such
matters as the adequacy of facilities and equipment, training
and experience of the user, and the operating or handling
procedures; and

(c) review, approval, and recording by the radiation safety
committee of safety evaluations of proposed uses prepared in
accordance with C.27(b)(3)(iii)(b) prior to use of the
radioactive material.

(c) An application for a Type B specific license of broad scope will be
approved if:

(1) the applicant satisfies the general requirements specified in
C.25; and

(2) the applicant has established administrative controls and
provisions relating to organization and management, procedures, record
keeping, material control and accounting, and management review that
are necessary to assure safe operations, including:

(i) the appointment of a radiation safety officer who is qualified
by training and experience in radiation protection, and who is
available for advice and assistance on radiation safety matters,
and

(ii) the establishment of appropriate administrative procedures to
assure,

(a) control of procurement and use of radioactive material,

(b) completion of safety evaluations of proposed uses of
radioactive material which take into consideration such
matters as the adequacy of facilities and equipment, training
and experience of the user, and the operating or handling
procedures, and

(c) review, approval, and recording by the radiation safety
officer of safety evaluations of proposed uses prepared in
accordance with C.27(c)(2)(ii)(b) prior to use of the
radioactive material.

(d) An application for a Type C specific license of broad scope will be
approved if:

(1) the applicant satisfies the general requirements specified in
C.25;

(2) the applicant submits a statement that radioactive material will
be used only by, or under the direct supervision of, individuals who
have received:
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(i) a college degree at the bachelor level, or equivalent training
and experience, in the physical or biological sciences or in
engineering, and

(ii) at least 40 hours of training and experience in the safe
handling of radioactive material, and in the characteristics of
ionizing radiation, units of radiation dose and quantities,
radiation detection instrumentation, and biological hazards of
exposure to radiation appropriate to the type and forms of
radioactive material to be used; and

(3) the applicant has established administrative controls and
provisions relating to procurement of radioactive material, procedures,
record keeping, material control and accounting, and management review
necessary to assure safe operations.

(e) Specific licenses of broad scope are subject to the following
conditions:

(1) Unless specifically authorized, persons licensed pursuant to C.27
shall not:,

(i) conduct tracer studies in the environment involving direct
release of radioactive material;

(ii) receive, acquire, own, possess, use, or transfer devices
containing 100,000 curies (3.7 PBq) or more of radioactive material
in sealed sources used for irradiation of materials;

(iii) conduct activities for which a specific license issued by
the Agency under C.26, C.28 or Parts G, M, and U of these
regulations is required; or

(iv) add or cause the addition of radioactive material to any
food, beverage, cosmetic, drug, or other product designed for
ingestion or inhalation by, or application to, a human being.

(2) Each Type A specific license of broad scope issued under this part
shall be subject to the condition that radioactive material possessed
under the license may only be used by, or under the direct supervision
of, individuals approved by the licensee's radiation safety committee.

(3) Each Type B specific license of broad scope issued under this part
shall be subject to the condition that radioactive material possessed
under the license may only be used by, or under the direct supervision
of, individuals approved by the licensee's radiation safety officer.

( 4 ) Each Type C specific license of broad scope issued under this part
shall be subject to the condition that radioactive material possessed
under the license may only be used by, or under the direct supervision
of, individuals who satisfy the requirements of C.27(d).
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Sec. C.28 Special Requirements for a Specific License to Manufacture,
Assemble, Repair, or Distribute Commodities, Products, or Devices which
Contain Radioactive Material.

(a) Licensing the Introduction of Radioactive Material into Products in
Exemot Concentrations.

(1) In addition to the requirements set forth in C.25, a specific
license authorizing the introduction of radioactive material into a
product or material owned by or in the possession of the licensee or
another to be transferred to persons exempt under C.4(a)(1) will be
issued if:

(i) the applicant submits a description of the product or material
into which the radioactive material will be introduced, intended
use of the radioactive material and the product or material into
which it is introduced, method of introduction, initial
concentration of the radioactive material in the product or
material, control methods to assure that no more than the specified
concentration is introduced into the product or material, estimated
time interval between introduction and transfer of the product or
material, and estimated concentration of the radioactive material
in the product or material at the time of transfer; and

(ii) the applicant provides reasonable assurance that the
concentrations of radioactive material at the time of transfer will
not exceed the concentrations in Appendix A of this part, that
reconcentration of the radioactive material in concentrations
exceeding those in Appendix A is not likely, that use of lower
concentrations is not feasible, and that the product or material is
not likely to be incorporated in any food, beverage, cosmetic, drug
or other commodity or product designed for ingestion or inhalation
by, or application to, a human being.

(2) Each person licensed under C.28(a) shall file an annual report
with the Agency which shall identify the type and quantity of each
product or material into which radioactive material has been introduced
during the reporting period; name and address of the person who owned
or possessed the product or material, into which radioactive material
has been introduced, at the time of introduction; the type and quantity
of radionuclide introduced into each such product or material; and the
initial concentrations of the radionuclide in the product or material
at time of transfer of the radioactive material by the licensee. If no
transfers of radioactive material have been made pursuant to C.28(a)
during the reporting period, the report shall so indicate. The report
shall cover the year ending June 30, and shall be filed within 30 days
thereafter.
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(b) Licensing the Distribution of Radioactive Material in Exempt
Quantities.8/

(1) An application for a specific license to distribute NARM to
persons exempted from these regulations pursuant to C.4(b) will be
approved if:

(i) the radioactive material is not contained in any food,
beverage, cosmetic, drug, or other commodity designed for ingestion
or inhalation by, or application to, a human being;

(ii) the radioactive material is in the form of processed chemical
elements, compounds, or mixtures, tissue samples, bioassay samples,
counting standards, plated or encapsulated sources, or similar
substances, identified as radioactive and to be used for its
radioactive properties, but is not incorporated into any
manufactured or assembled commodity, product, or device intended
for commercial distribution; and

(iii) the applicant submits copies of prototype labels and
brochures and the Agency approves such labels and brochures.

(2) The license issued under C.28(b)(1) is subject to the following
conditions:

(i) No more than 10 exempt quantities shall be sold or transferred
in any single transaction. However, an exempt quantity may be
composed of fractional parts of one or more of the exempt quantity
provided the sum of the fractions shall not exceed unity.

(ii) Each exempt quantity shall be separately and individually
packaged. No more than 10 such packaged exempt quantities shall be
contained in any outer package for transfer to persons exempt
pursuant to C.4(b). The outer package shall be such that the dose
rate at the external surface of the package does not exceed
0.5 millirem (5 pSv) per hour.

(iii) The immediate container of each quantity or separately
packaged fractional quantity of radioactive material shall bear a
durable, legible label which:

(a) identifies the radionuclide and the quantity of
radioactivity, and

(b) bears the words "Radioactive Material".

8/ Authority to transfer possession or control by the manufacturer,
processor, or producer of any equipment, device, commodity, or other product
containing byproduct material whose subsequent possession, use, transfer,
and disposal by all other persons are exempted from regulatory requirements
may be obtained only from the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
Washington, D.C. 20555.
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(iv) In addition to the labeling information required by
C.28(b)(2)(iii), the label affixed to the immediate container, or
an accompanying brochure, shall:

(a) state that the contents are exempt from Licensing State
requirements,

(b) bear the words "Radioactive Material - Not for Human Use -

Introduction into Foods, Beverages, Cosmetics, Drugs, or
Medicinals, or into Products Manufactured for Commercial
Distribution is Prohibited--Exempt Quantities Should Not Be
Combined", and

(g) set forth appropriate additional radiation safety
precautions and instructions relating to the handling, use,
storage, and disposal of the radioactive material.

(3) Each person licensed under C.28(b) shall maintain records
identifying, by name and address, each person to whom radioactive
material is transferred for use under C.4(b) or the equivalent
regulations of a Licensing State, and stating the kinds and quantities
of radioactive material transferred. An annual summary report stating
the total quantity of each radionuclide transferred under the specific
license shall be filed with the Agency. Each report shall cover the
year ending June 30, and shall be filed within 30 days thereafter. If
no transfers of radioactive material have been made pursuant to C.28(b)
during the reporting period, the report shall so indicate.

(c) Licensing the Incorporation of Naturally Occurring and Accelerator-
Produced Radioactive Material into Gas and Aerosol Detectors. An
application for a specific license authorizing the incorporation of NARM
into gas and aerosol detectors to be distributed to persons exempt under
C.4(c)(3) will be approved if the application satisfies requirements
equivalent to those contained in Section 32.26 of 10 CFR Part 32. The
maximum quantity of radium-226 in each device shall not exceed
0.1 microcurie (3.7 kBq).

(d) Licensing the Manufacture and Distribution of Devices to Persons
Generally Licensed Under C.22(d).

(1) An application for a specific license to manufacture or distribute
devices containing radioactive material, excluding special nuclear
material, to persons generally licensed under C.22(d) or equivalent
regulations of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, an Agreement
State, or a Licensing State will be approved if:

(i) the applicant satisfies the general requirements of C.25;

(ii) the applicant submits sufficient information relating to the
design, manufacture, prototype testing, quality control, labels,
proposed uses, installation, servicing, leak testing, operating and
safety instructions, and potential hazards of the device to provide
reasonable assurance that:
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(a) the device can be safely operated by persons not having
training in radiological protection,

(b) under ordinary conditions of handling, storage, and use
of the device, the radioactive material contained in the
device will not be released or inadvertently removed from the
device, and it is unlikely that any person will receive in any
period of 1 calender quarter a dose in excess of 10 percent of
the limits specified in the table in D.101(a) of these
regulations, and

(c) under accident conditions such as fire and explosion
associated with handling, storage, and use of the device, it
is unlikely that any person would receive an external
radiation dose or dose commitment in excess of the following
organ doses:

Whole body; head and trunk; active blood-forming
organs; gonads; or lens
of eye ..... ............. .. 15 rems (150 mSv)

Hands and forearms; feet and ankles; localized
areas of skin averaged
over areas no larger
than 1 square centimeter . . . 200 rems (2 Sv)

Other organs ...... ........... 50 rems (500 mSv); and

(iii) each device bears a durable, legible, clearly visible label
or labels approved by the Agency, which contain in a clearly
identified and separate statement:

(a) instructions and precautions necessary to assure safe
installation, operation, and servicing of the device;
documents such as operating and service manuals may be
identified in the label and used to provide this information,

(t) the requirement, or lack of requirement, for leak
testing, or for testing any "on-off" mechanism and indicator,
including the maximum time interval for such testing, and the
identification of radioactive material by isotope, quantity of
radioactivity, and date of determination of the quantity, and

(c) the information called for in one of the following
statements, as appropriate, in the same or substantially
similar form:
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(1) The receipt, possession, use, and transfer of this
device, Model , Serial No. _ 2/, are subject to
a general license or the equivalent and the regulations
of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission or a State with
which the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission has entered
into an afreement for the exercise of regulatory
authority. This label shall ?.e maintained on the-device
in a legible condition. Removal of this label is
prohibited.

CAUTION - RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL

Name of manufacturer or distributor

(2) The receipt, possession, use, and transfer of this
device, Model __ , Serial No. 1 /, are subject
to a general license or the equivalent, and the
regulations of a Licensing State. This label shall be
maintained on the device in a legible condition. Removal
of this label is prohibited.

CAUTION - RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL

Name of manufacturer or distributor

(2) In the event the applicant desires that the device be required to
be tested at intervals longer than 6 months, either for proper
operation of the "on-off" mechanism and indicator, if any, or for
leakage of radioactive material or for both, the applicant shall
include in the application sufficient information to demonstrate that
such longer interval is justified by performance characteristics of the
device or similar devices and by design features which have a
significant bearing on the probability or consequences of leakage of
radioactive material from the device or failure of the "on-off"
mechanism and indicator. In determining the acceptable interval for
the test for leakage of radioactive material, the Agency will consider
information which includes, but is not limited to:

(i) primary containment or source capsule;

(ii) protection of primary containment;

(iii) method of sealing containment;

2/ The model, serial number, and name of the manufacturer or distributor may
be omitted from this label provided the information is elsewhere specified
in labeling affixed to the device.
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(iv) containment construction materials;

(v) form of contained radioactive material;

(vi) maximum temperature withstood during prototype tests;

(vii) maximum pressure withstood during prototype tests;

(viii) maximum quantity of contained radioactive material;

(ix) radiotoxicity of contained radioactive material; and

(x) operating exoerience with identical devices or similarly
designed and constructed devices.

(3) In the event the applicant desires that the general licensee under
C.22(d), or under equivalent regulations of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, an Agreement State, or a Licensing State be authorized to
install the device, collect the sample to be analyzed by a specific
licensee for leakage of radioactive material, service the device, test
the "on-off" mechanism and indicator, or remove the device from
installation, the applicant shall include in the application written
instructions to be followed by the general licensee, estimated calendar
quarter doses associated with such activity or activities, and bases
for such estimates. The submitted information shall demonstrate that
performance of such activity or activities by an individual untrained
in radiological protection, in addition to other handling, storage, and
use of devices under the general license, is unlikely to cause that
individual to receive a calendar quarter dose in excess of 10 percent
of the limits specified in the table in D.101(a) of these regulations.

(4) Each person licensed under C.28(d) to distribute devices to
generally licensed persons shall:

(i) furnish a copy of the general license contained in C.22(d) to
each person to whom he directly or through an intermediate person
transfers radioactive material in a device for use pursuant to the
general license contained in C.22(d);

(ii) furnish a copy of the general license contained in the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission's, Agreement State's, or Licensing
State's regulation equivalent to C.22(d), or alternatively, furnish
a copy of the general license contained in C.22(d) to each person
to whom he directly or through an intermediate person transfers
radioactive material in a device for use pursuant to the general
license of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, the Agreement
State, or the Licensing State. If a copy of the general license in
C.22(d) is furnished to such a person, it shall be accompanied by a
note explaining that the use of the device is regulated by the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Agreement State, or Licensing State
under requirements substantially the same as those in C.22(d);
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(iii) report to the Agency all transfers of such devices to
persons for use under the general license in C.22(d). Such report
shall identify each general licensee by name and address, an
individual by name and/or position who may constitute a point of
contact between the Agency and the general licensee, the type and
model number of device transferred, and the quantity and type of
radioactive material contained in the device. If one or more
intermediate persons will temporarily possess the device at the
intended place of use prior to its possession by the user, the
report shall include identification of each intermediate person by
name, address, contact, and relationship to the intended user. If
no transfers have been made to persons generally licensed under
C.22(d) during the reporting period, the report shall so indicate.
The report shall cover each calender quarter and shall be filed
within 30 days thereafter;

(iv) furnish reports to other agencies.

(a) Report to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission all
transfers of such devices to persons for use under the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission general license in Section 31.5
of 10 CFR Part 31.

(b) Report to the responsible State agency all transfers of
devices manufactured and distributed pursuant to C.28(d) for
use under a general license in that State's regulations
equivalent to C.22(d).

(c) Such reports shall identify each general licensee by name
and address, an individual by name and/or position who may
constitute a point of contact between the agency and the
general licensee, the type and model of the device
transferred, and the quantity and type of radioactive material
contained in the device. If one or more intermediate persons
will temporarily possess the device at the intended place of
use prior to its possession by the user, the report shall
include identification of each intermediate person by name,
address, contact, and relationship to the intended user. The
report shall be submitted within 30 days after the end of each
calendar quarter in which such a device is transferred to the
generally licensed person.

(d) If no transfers have been made to U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission licensees during the reporting period, this
information shall be reported to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission.

(e) If no transfers have been made to general licensees
within a particular State during the reporting period, this
information shall be reported to the responsible State agency
upon request of that agency; and
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(v) keep records showing the name, address, and the point of
contact for each general licensee to whom he directly or through an
intermediate person transfers radioactive material in devices for 6
use pursuant to the general license provided in C.22(d), or
equivalent regulations of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
an Agreement State, or a Licensing State. The records shall show
the date of each transfer, the radionuclide and the quantity of
radioactivity in each device transferred, the identity of any
intermediate person, and compliance with the report requirements of
C.28(d)(4).

(e) Soecial Requirements for the Manufacture, Assembly, or Repair of
Luminous Safety Devices for Use in Aircraft. An application for a specific
license to manufacture, assemble, or repair luminous safety devices
containing tritium or promethium-147 for use in aircraft, for distribution
to persons generally licensed under C.22(e) will be approved if:

(1) the applicant satisfies the general requirements specified in
C.25; and

(2) the applicant satisfies the requirements of Sections 32.53, 32.54,
32.55, 32.56, and 32.101 of 10 CFR Part 32, or their equivalent.

(f) Special Requirements for License to Manufacture Calibration Sources
Containing Americium-241, Plutonium or Radium-226 for Distribution to
Persons Generally Licensed Under C.22(g). An application for a specific
license to manufacture calibration and reference sources containing
americium-241, plutonium or radium-226 to persons generally licensed under
C.22(g) will be approved if:

(1) the applicant satisfies the general requirement of C.25; and

(2) the applicant satisfies the requirements of Sections 32.57, 32.58,
32.59, and 32.102 of 10 CFR Part 32 and Section 70.39 of 10 CFR Part 70
or their equivalent.

(g) Reserved.

(h) Manufacture and Distribution of Radioactive Material for Certain In
Vitro Clinical or Laboratory Testing Under General License. An application
for a specific license to manufacture or distribute radioactive material for
use under the general license of C.22(i) will be approved if:

(1) the applicant satisfies the general requirements specified in
C.25.

(2) the radioactive material is to be prepared for distribution in
prepackaged units of:

(i) carbon-14 in units not exceeding 10 microcuries (370 kBq)
each.

(ii) cobalt-57 in units not exceeding 10 microcuries (370 kBq)
each.
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(iii) hydrogen-3 (tritium) in units not exceeding 50 microcuries
(1.85 MBq) each.

(iv) iodine-125 in units not exceeding 10 microcuries (370 kBq)
each.

(v) Mock Iodine-125 in units not exceeding 0.05 microcurie (1.85
kBq) of iodine-129 and 0.005 microcurie (185 Bq) of americium-241L
each.

(vi) iodine-131 in units not exceeding 10 microcuries (370 kBq)
each.

(vii) iron-59 in units not exceeding 20 microcuries (740 kBq)
each.

(viii) selenium-75 in units not exceeding 10 microcuries (370 kBq)
each.

(3) each prepackaged unit bears a durable, clearly visible label:

(i) identifying the radioactive contents as to chemical form and
radionuclide, and indicating that the amount of radioactivity does
not exceed 10 microcuries (370 kBq) of iodine-125, iodine-131,
carbon-14, cobalt-57, or selenium-75; 50 microcuries (1.85 MBq) of
hydrogen-3 (tritium); 20 microcuries (740 kBq) of iron-59; or Mock
Iodine-125 in units not exceeding 0.05 microcurie (1.85 kBq) of
iodine-129 and 0.005 microcurie (185 Bq) of americium-241 each; and

(ii) displaying the radiation caution symbol described in
D.203(a)(1) and the words, "CAUTION, RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL", and
"Not for Internal or External Use in Humans or Animals".

(4) one of the following statements, as appropriate, or a
substantially similar statement which contains the information called
for in one of the following statements, appears on a label affixed to
each prepackaged unit or appears in a leaflet or brochure which
accompanies the package:

(i) This radioactive material may be received, acquired,
possessed, and used only by physicians, veterinarians, clinical
laboratories or hospitals and only for in vitro clinical or
laboratory tests not involving internal or external administration
of the material, or the radiation therefrom, to human beings or
animals. Its receipt, acquisition, possession, use, and transfer
are subject to the regulations and a general license of the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission or of a State with which the
Commission has entered into an agreement for the exercise of
regulatory authority.

Name of manufacturer
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(ii) This radioactive material may be received, acquired,
possessed, and used only by physicians, veterinarians, clinical
laboratories or hospitals and only for in vitro clinical or
laboratory tests not involving internal or external administration
of the material, or the radiation therefrom, to human beings or
animals. Its receipt, acquisition, possession, use, and transfer
are subject to the regulations and a general license of a Licensing
State.

Name of manufacturer

(5) the label affixed to the unit, or the leaflet or brochure which
accompanies the package, contains adequate information as to the
precautions to be observed in handling and storing such radioactive
material. In the case of the Mock Iodine-125 reference or calibration
source, the information accompanying the source must also contain
directions to the licensee regarding the waste disposal requirements
set out in D.301 of these regulations.

(i) Licensing the Manufacture and Distribution of Ice Detection Devices. An
application for a specific license to manufacture and distribute ice
detection devices to persons generally licensed under C.22(j) will be
approved if:

(1) the applicant satisfies the general requirements of C.25; and

(2) the criteria of Sections 32.61, 32.62, and 3.2.103 of 10 CFR Part 32
are met.

(j) Manufacture and Distribution of Radiopharmaceuticals Containing
Radioactive Material for Medical Use Under Group Licenses. An application
for a specific license to manufacture and distribute radiopharmaceuticals
containing radioactive material for use by persons licensed pursuant to this
part for the uses listed in G.30, G.32, and G.36 of these regulations will
be approved if:

(1) the applicant satisfies the general requirements specified in C.25
of this part;

(2) the applicant submits evidence that:

(i) the radiopharmaceutical containing radioactive material will
be manufactured, labeled, and packaged in accordance with the
Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act or the Public Health Service
Act, such as a new drug application (NDA) approved by the Food and
Drug Administration (FDA), or a "Notice of Claimed Investigational
Exemption for a New Drug" (IND) that has been accepted by the FDA,
or

(ii) the manufacture and distribution of the radiopharmaceutical
containing radioactive material is not subject to the Federal Food,
Drug and Cosmetic Act and the Public Health Service Act;
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(3) the applicant submits information on the radionuclide, chemical
and physical form, packaging including maximum activity per package,
and shielding provided by the packaging of the radioactive material
which is appropriate for safe handling and storage of
radiopharmaceuticals by group licensees; and

(4) (i) the label affixed to each package of the radiopharmaceutical
contains information on the radionuclide, quantity, and date of
assay and the label affixedto each package, or the leaflet or
brochure which accompanies each package, contains a statement that
the radiopharmaceutical is licensed by the Agency for distribution
to persons licensed pursuant to this part for the uses listed in
G.30, G.32, and G.36 of these regulations or under equivalent'
licenses of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, an Agreement
State, or a Licensing State.

(ii) the labels, leaflets, or brochures required by C.28(j)(4)(i)
are in addition to the labeling required by the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) and they may be separate from or, with the
approval of FDA, may be combined with the labeling required by FDA.

(k) Manufacture and Distribution of Generators or Reagent Kits for
Preparation of Radiopharmaceuticals Containing Radioactive Material.10/ An
application for a specific license to manufacture and distribute generators
or reagent kits containing radioactive material for preparation of
radiopharmaceuticals by persons licensed pursuant to this part for the uses
listed in G.32 of these regulations will be approved if:

(1) the applicant satisfies the general requirements specified in

C.25;

(2) the applicant submits evidence that:

(i) the generator or reagent kit is to be manufactured, labeled
and packaged in accordance with the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic
Act or the Public Health Service Act, such as a new drug
application (NDA) approved by the Food and Drug Administration
(FDA), or a "Notice of Claimed Investigational Exemption for a New
Drug" (IND) that has been accepted by the FDA, or

(ii) the manufacture and distribution of the generator or reagent
kit are not subject to the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act and
the Public Health Service Act;

10/ Although the Agency does not regulate the manufacture and distribution
of reagent kits that do not contain radioactive material, it does regulate
the use of such reagent kits for the preparation of radiopharmaceuticals
containing radioactive material as part of its licensing and regulation of
the users of radioactive material. Any manufacturer of reagent kits that do
not contain radioactive material who desires to have his reagent kits
approved by the Agency for use by persons licensed pursuant to G.32 of these
regulations may submit the pertinent information specified in C.28(k).
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(3) the applicant submits information on the radionuclide, chemical
and physical form, packaging including maximLu activity per package,
and shielding provided by the packaging of the radioactive material
contained in the generator or reagent kit;

(4) the label affixed to the generator or reagent kit contains
information on the radionuclide, quantity, and date of assay; and

(5) the label affixed to the generator or reagent kit, or the leaflet
or brochure which accompanies the generator or reagent kit, contains:

(i) adequate information, from a radiation safety standpoint, on
the procedures to be followed and the equipment and shielding to be
used in eluting the generator or processing radioactive material
with the reagent kit, and

(ii) a statement that this generator or reagent kit, as
appropriate, is approved for use by persons licensed by the Agency
pursuant to G.32 of these regulations or under equivalent licenses
of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, an Agreement State, or a
Licensing State. The labels, leaflets, or brochures required by
C.28(k) are in addition to the labeling required by the Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) and they may be separate from or, with
the approval of FDA, may be combined with the labeling required by
FDA.

(1) Manufacture and Distribution of Sources or Devices Containing
Radioactive Material for Medical Use. An application for a specific license
to manufacture and distribute sources and devices containing radioactive
material to persons licensed pursuant to Part G for use as a calibration or
reference source or for the uses listed in G.40 and G.42 of these
regulations will be approved if:

(1) the applicant satisfies the general requirements in C.25 of this
part;

(2) the applicant submits sufficient information regarding each type of
source or device pertinent to an evaluation of its radiation safety,
including:

(i) the radioactive material contained, its chemical and physical

form, and amount,

(ii) details of design and construction of the source or device,

(iii) procedures for, and results of, prototype tests to
demonstrate that the source or device will maintain its integrity
under stresses likely to be encountered in normal use and
accidents,

(iv) for devices containing radioactive material, the radiation
profile of a prototype device,
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(v) details of quality control procedures to assure that production
sources and devices meet the standards of the design and prototype
tests,

(vi) procedures and standards for calibrating sources and devices,

(vii) legend and methods for labeling sources and devices as to
their radioactive content, and

(viii) instructions for handling and storing the source or device
from the radiation safety standpoint; these instructions are to be
included on a durable label attached to the source or device or
attached to a permanent storage container for the source or device;
provided, that instructions which are too lengthy for such label
may be summarized on the label and printed in detail on a brochure
which is referenced on the label;

(3) the label affixed to the source or device, or to the permanent
storage container for the source or device, contains information on the
radionuclide, quantity, and date of assay, and a statement that the
source or device is licensed by the Agency for distribution to persons
licensed pursuant to Part G and G.40 and G.42 of these regulations or
under equivalent licenses of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, an
Agreement State, or a Licensing State, provided that such labeling for
sources which do not require long term storage may be on a leaflet or
brochure which accompanies the source;

(4) in the event the applicant desires that the source or device be
required to be tested for leakage of radioactive material at intervals
longer than 6 months, he shall include in his application sufficient
information to demonstrate that such longer interval is justified by
performance characteristics of the source or device or similar sources
or devices and by design features that have a significant bearing on
the probability or consequences of leakage of radioactive material from
the source; and

(5) in determining the acceptable interval for test of leakage of
radioactive material, the Agency will consider information that
includes, but is not limited to:

(i) primary containment or source capsule,

(ii) protection of primary containment,

(iii) method of sealing containment,

(iv) containment construction materials,

(v) form of contained radioactive material,

(vi) maximum temperature withstood during prototype tests,
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(vii) maximum pressure withstood during prototype tests,

(viii) maximum quantity of contained radioactive material,

(ix) radiotoxicity of contained radioactive material, and

(x) operating experience with identical sources or devices or
similarly designed and constructed sources or devices.

(m) Requirements for License to Manufacture and Distribute Industrial
Products Containing Depleted Uranium for Mass-Volume Applications.

(1) An application for a specific license to manufacture industrial
products and devices containing depleted uranium for use pursuant to
C.21(d) or equivalent regulations of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission or an Agreement State will be approved if:

(i) the applicant satisfies the general requirements specified in
C.25;

(ii) the applicant submits sufficient information relating to the
design, manufacture, prototype testing, quality control procedures,
labeling or marking, proposed uses, and potential hazards of the
industrial product or device to provide reasonable assurance that
possession, use, or transfer of the depleted uranium in the product
or device is not likely to cause any individual to receive in any
period of 1 calender quarter a. radiation dose in excess of
10 percent of the limits specified in D.101(a) of these
regulations; and

(iii) the applicant submits sufficient information regarding the
industrial product or device and the presence of depleted uranium
for a mass-volume application in the product or device to provide
reasonable assurance that unique benefits will accrue to the public
because of the usefulness of the product or device.

(2) In the case of an industrial product or device whose unique
benefits are questionable, the Agency will approve an application for a
specific license under C.28(m) only if the product or device is found
to combine a high degree of utility and low probability of uncontrolled
disposal and dispersal of significant quantities of depleted uranium
into the environment.

(3) The Agency may deny any application for a specific license under
C.28(m) if the end use(s) of the industrial product or device cannot be
reasonably foreseen.

(4) Each person licensed pursuant to C.28(m)(1) shall:

(i) maintain the level of quality control required by the license
in the manufacture of the industrial product or device, and in the
installation of the depleted uranium into the product or device;
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(ii) label or mark each unit to:

(a) identify the manufacturer of the product or device and
the number of the license under which the product or device
was manufactured, the fact that the product or device contains
depleted uranium, and the quantity of depleted uranium in each
product or device; and

(b) state that the receipt, possession, use, and transfer of
the product or device are subject to a general license or the
equivalent and the regulations of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission or an Agreement State;

(iii) assure that the depleted uranium before being installed in
each product or device has been impressed with the following legend
clearly legible through any plating or other covering: "Depleted
Uranium";

(iv) (a) furnish a copy of the general license contained in C.21(d)
and a copy of Agency Form W to each person to whom he
transfers depleted uranium in a product or device for use
pursuant to the general license contained in C.21(d), or

(b) furnish a copy of the general license contained in the
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission's or Agreement State's
regulation equivalent to C.21(d) and a copy of the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission's or Agreement State's
certificate, or alternatively, furnish a copy of the general
license contained in C.21(d) and a copy of Agency Form W to
each person to whom he transfers depleted uranium in a product
or device for use pursuant to the general license of the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission or an Agreement State, with a
note explaining that use of the product or device is regulated
by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission or an Agreement
State under requirements substantially the same as those in
C.21(d);

(v) report to the Agency all transfers of industrial products or
devices to persons for use under the general license in C.21(d).
Such report shall identify each general licensee by name and
address, an individual by name and/or position who may constitute a
point of contact between the Agency and the general licensee, the
type and model number of device transferred, and the quantity of
depleted uranium contained in the product or device. The report
shall be submitted within 30 days after the end of each calendar
quarter in which such a product or device is transferred to the
generally licensed person. If no transfers have been made to
persons generally licensed under C.21(d) during the reporting
period, the report shall so indicate;

(vi) (a) report to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission all
transfers of industrial products or devices to persons for use
under the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission general license
in Section 40.25 of 10 CFR Part 40,
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(b) reoort to the responsible State agency all transfers of
devices manufactured and distributed pursuant to C.28(m) for
use under a general license in that State's regulations
equivalent to C.21(d),

(c) such report shall identify each general licensee by name
and address, an individual by name and/or position who may
constitute a-point of contact between the agency and the
general licensee, the type and model number of the device
transferred, and the quantity of depleted uranium contained in
the product or device. The report shall be submitted within
30 days after the end of each calendar quarter in which such
product or device is transferred to the generally licensed
person,

(d) if no transfers have been made to U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission licensees during the reporting period, this
information shall be reported to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, and

(e) if no transfers have been made to general licensees within
a particular Agreement State during the reporting period, this
information shall be reported to the responsible Agreement
State agency upon the request of that agency; and

(vii) keep records showing the name, address, and point of contact
for each general licensee to whom he transfers depleted uranium in
industrial products or devices for use pursuant to the general
license provided in C.21(d) or equivalent regulations of the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission or an Agreement State. The records
shall be maintained for a period of 2 years and shall show the date
of each transfer, the quantity of depleted uranium in each product
or device transferred, and compliance with the report requirements
of this section.

Sec. C.29 Reserved.

Sec. C.30 Issuance of Specific Licenses.

(a) Upon a determination that an application meets the requirements of the
Act and the regulations of the Agency, the Agency will issue a specific
license authorizing the proposed activity in such form and containing such
conditions and limitations as it deems appropriate or necessary.

(b) The Agency may incorporate in any license at the time of issuance, or
thereafter by appropriate rule, regulation, or order, such additional
requirements and conditions with respect to the licensee's receipt,
possession, use, and transfer of radioactive material subject to this part
as it deems appropriate or necessary in order to:

(1) minimize danger to public health and safety or property;

(2) require such reports and the keeping of such records, and to
provide for such inspections of activities under the license as may be
appropriate or necessary; and

(3) prevent loss or theft of material subject to this part.
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See. C.31 Soecific Terms and Conditions of Licenses.

(a) Each license issued pursuant to this part shall be subject to all the
provisions of the Act, now or hereafter in effect, and to all rules,
regulations, and orders of the Agency.

(b) No license issued or granted under this part and no right to possess or
utilize radioactive material granted by any license issued pursuant to this
part shall be transferred, assigned, or in any manner disposed of, either
voluntarily or involuntarily, directly or indirectly, through transfer of
control of any license to any person unless the Agency shall, after securing
full information find that the transfer is in accordance with the provisions
of the Act, now or hereafter in effect, and to all valid rules, regulations,
and orders of the Agency, and shall give its consent in writing.

(c) Each person licensed by the Agency pursuant to this part shall confine
use and possession of the material licensed to the locations and purposes
authorized in the license.

(d) Each licensee shall notify the Agency in writing when the licensee
decides to permanently discontinue all activities involving materials
authorized under the license.

(e) Each licensee shall notify the Agency in writing immediately following
the filing of a voluntary or involuntary petition for bankruptcy under any
Chapter of Title 11 (Bankruptcy) of the United States Code by or against:

(1) the licensee;

(2) an entity (as that term is defined in 11 U.S.C. 101(14))
controlling the licensee or listing the license or licensee as property
of the estate; or

(3) an affiliate (as that term is defined in 11 U.S.C. 101(2)) of the
licensee.

(f) The notification specified in C.31(e) shall indicate the bankruptcy
court in which the petition for bankruptcy was filed and the date of the
filing of the petition.

Sec. C.32 Expiration and Termination of Licenses.

(a) Except as provided in C.33(b), each specific license shall expire at
the end of the specified day in the month and year stated therein.

(b) Each licensee shall notify the Agency [immediately], in writing, and
request termination of the license when the licensee decides to terminate
all activities involving radioactive material authorized under the license.
This notification and request for termination of the license must include
the reports and information specified in C.32(d)(1)(iv) and (v).

(c) No less than 30 days before the expiration date specified in the

license, the licensee shall either:

(1) submit an application for license renewal under C.33; or

(2) notify the Agency, in writing, if the licensee decides not to
renew the license.
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(d) (1) If a licensee does not submit an application for license renewal
under C.33, the licensee shall, on or before the expiration date
specified in the license:

(i) terminate use of radioactive material;

(ii) remove radioactive contamination to the extent practicable;

(iii) properly dispose of radioactive material;

(iv) submit a completed Agency Form T; and

(v) submit a radiation survey report to confirm the absence of
radioactive material or to establish the levels of residual
radioactive contamination, unless the licensee demonstrates the
absence of residual radioactive contamination in some other manner.
The licensee shall, as appropriate:

(a) report levels of radiation in units of microrads per hour
of beta and gamma radiation at 1 centimeter and gamma
radiation at 1 meter from surfaces and report levels of
radioactivity, including alpha, in units of transformations
per minute (or microcuries) per 100 square centimeters
removable and fixed on surfaces, microcuries per milliliter in
water, and picocuries per gram in contaminated solids such as
soils or concrete; and

(b) specify the instrumentation used and certify that each
instrument was properly calibrated and tested.

(2) If no residual radioactive contamination attributable to
activities conducted under the license is detected, the licensee shall
submit a certification that no detectable radioactive contamination was
found. The Agency will notify the licensee, in writing, of the
termination of the license.

(3) (i) If detectable levels of residual radioactive contamination
attributable to activities conducted under the license are found,
the license continues in effect beyond the expiration date, if
necessary, with respect to possession of residual radioactive
material present as contamination until the Agency notifies the
licensee in writing that the license is terminated. During this
time the licensee is subject to the provisions of C.32(e).

(ii) In addition to the information submitted under C.32(d)(1)(iv)
and (v), the licensee shall submit a plan for decontamination, if
required, as regards residual radioactive contamination remaining
at the time the license expires.

(e) Each licensee who possesses residual radioactive material under
C.32(d)(3), following the expiration date specified in the license shall:

(1) limit actions involving radioactive material to those related to
decontamination and other activities related to preparation for release
for unrestricted use; and

(2) continue to control entry to restricted areas until they are
suitable for release for unrestricted use and the Agency notifies the
licensee in writing that the license is terminated.
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Sec. C.33 Renewal of Licenses.

(a) Applications for renewal of specific licenses shall be filed in
accordance with C.24.

(b) In any case in which a licensee, not less than 30 days prior to
expiration of his existing license, has filed an application in proper form
for renewal or for a new license authorizing the same activities, such
existing license shall not expire until final action by the Agency.

Sec. C.34 Amendment of Licenses at Request of Licensee. Applications for
amendment of a license shall be filed in accordance with C.24 and shall
specify the respects in which the licensee desires the license to be amended
and the grounds for such amendment.

Sec. C.35 Agency Action on Applications to Renew or Amend. In considering
an application by a licensee to renew or amend the license, the Agency will
apply the criteria set forth in C.25, C.26, C.27, and C.28 and in Parts E,
G, M, U, or W of these regulations, as applicable.

Licenses Held at the Time of the Effective Date of These Regulations

Sec. C.36 Persons Possessing a License for Source, Byproduct, or Special
Nuclear Material in Quantities Not Sufficient to Form a Critical Mass on
Effective Date of These Regulations.* Any person who, on the effective date
of these regulations, possesses a general or specific license for source,
byproduct, or special nuclear material in quantities not sufficient to form
a critical mass, issued by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, shall be
deemed to possess a like license issued under this part and the Act, such
license to expire either 90 days after receipt from the Agency of a notice
of expiration of such license, or on the date or expiration specified in the
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission license, whichever is earlier.

Sec. C.37 Persons Possessing Naturally Occurring and Accelerator-Produced
Radioactive Material on Effective Date of These Regulations.* Any person
who, on the effective date of these regulations, possesses NARM for which a
specific license is required by the Act or this part shall be deemed to
possess such a license issued under the Act and this part. Such license
shall expire 90 days after the effective date of these regulations;
provided, however, that if within the 90 days the person possessing such
material files an application in proper form for a license, such existing
license shall not expire until the application has been finally determined
by the Agency.

Transfer of Material

Sec. C.40 Transfer of Material.

(a) No licensee shall transfer radioactive material except as authorized
pursuant to C.40.

(b) Except as otherwise provided in his license and subject to the provi-
sions of C.40(c) and (d), any licensee may transfer radioactive material:

*Upon subsequent revision of the State's regulations, these sections may be
deleted.
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(1) to the Agency;t1/

(2) to the U.S. Department of Energy; O

(3) to any person exempt from these regulations to the extent
permitted under such exemption;

(4) to any person authorized to receive such material under terms of a

general license or its equivalent, or a specific license or equivalent
licensing document, issued by the Agency, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, any Agreement State or any Licensing State, or to any
person otherwise authorized to receive such material by the Federal
Government or any agency thereof, the Agency, an Agreement State, or a
Licensing State; or

(5) as otherwise authorized by the Agency in writing.

(c) Before transferring radioactive material to a specific licensee of the
Agency, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, an Agreement State or a
Licensing State, or to a general licensee who is required to register with
the Agency, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, an Agreement State or a
Licensing State prior to receipt of the radioactive material, the licensee
transferring the material shall verify that the transferee's license
authorizes the receipt of the type, form, and quantity of radioactive
material to be transferred.

(d) Any of the following methods for the verification required by C.40(c)
is acceptable:

(1) The transferor may possess and read a current copy of the
transferee's specific license or registration certificate.

(2) The transferor may possess a written certification by the
transferee that the transferee is authorized by license or registration
certificate to receive the type, form, and quantity of radioactive
material to be transferred, specifying the license or registration
certificate number, issuing agency, and expiration date.

(3) For emergency shipments, the transferor may accept oral
certification by the transferee that the transferee is authorized by
license or registration certificate to receive the type, form, and
quantity of radioactive material to be transferred, specifying the
license or registration certificate number, issuing agency, and
expiration date; provided, that the oral certification is confirmed in
writing within 10 days.

(4) The transferor may obtain other information compiled by a reporting
service from official records of the Agency, the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, an Agreement State, or a Licensing State
regarding the identity of licensees and the scope and expiration dates
of licenses and registration.

11/ A licensee may transfer material to the Agency only after receiving
prior approval from the Agency.
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(5) When none of the methods of verification described in C.40(d)(1)
through (4) are readily available or when a transferor desires to
verify that information received by one of such methods is correct or
up-to-date, the transferor may obtain and record confirmation from the
Agency, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, or an Agreement State,
or a Licensing State that the transferee is licensed to receive the
radioactive material.

(e) Shipment and transport of radioactive material shall be in accordance
with the provisions of Part T of these regulations.

Modification and Revocation of Licenses

Sec. C.50 Modification and Revocation of Licenses.

(a) The terms and conditions of all licenses shall be subject to amendment,
revision, or modification or the license may be suspended or revoked by
reason of amendments to the Act, or by reason of rules, regulations, and
orders issued by the Agency.

(b) Any license may be revoked, suspended, or modified, in whole or in part,
for any material false statement in the application or any statement of fact
required under provisions of the Act, or because of conditions revealed by
such application or statement of fact or any report, record, or inspection
or other means which would warrant the Agency to refuse to grant a license
on an original application, or for violation of, or failure to observe any
of the terms and conditions of the Act, or of the license, or of any rule,
regulation, or order of the Agency.

(c) Except in cases of willfulness or those in which the public health,
interest or safety requires otherwise, no license shall be modified,
suspended, or revoked unless, prior to the institution of proceedings
therefor, facts or conduct which may warrant such action shall have been
called to the attention of the licensee in writing and the licensee shall
have been accorded an opportunity to demonstrate or achieve compliance with
all lawful requirements.
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Reciprocity

Sec. C.90 Reciprocal Recognition of Licenses.

(a) Licenses of Byproduct, Source, and Special Nuclear Material in
Quantities Not Sufficient to Form a Critical Mass.

(1) Subject to these regulations, any person who holds a specific
license from the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission or an Agreement
State, and issued by the agency having jurisdiction where the licensee
maintains an office for directing the licensed activity and at which
radiation safety records are normally maintained, is hereby granted a
general license to conduct the activities authorized in such licensing
document within this State for a period not in excess of 180 days in
any calendar year provided that:

(i) the licensing document does not limit the activity authorized
by such document to specified installations or locations;

(ii) the out-of-state licensee notifies the Agency in writing at
least 3 days prior to engaging in such activity. Such notification
shall indicate the location, period, and type of proposed
possession and use within the State, and shall be accompanied by a
copy of the pertinent licensing document. If, for a specific case,
the 3 day period would impose an undue hardship on the out-of-state
licensee, the licensee may, upon application to the Agency, obtain
permission to proceed sooner. The Agency may waive the requirement
for filing additional written notifications during the remainder of
the calendar year following the receipt of the initial notification
from a person engaging in activities under the general license
provided in C.90(a)(1);

(iii) the out-of-state licensee complies with all applicable
regulations of the Agency and with all the terms and conditions of
the licensing document, except any such terms and conditions.which
may be inconsistent with applicable regulations of the Agency;

(iv) the out-of-state licensee supplies such other information as
the Agency may request; and

(v) the out-of-state licensee shall not transfer or dispose of
radioactive material possessed or used under the general license
provided in C.90(a)(1) except by transfer to a person:

(a) specifically licensed by the Agency or by the U. S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission to receive such material, or
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(b) exempt from the requirements for a licehse for such
material under C.4(a).

(2) Notwithstanding the provisions of C.90(a)(1), any person who holds
a specific license issued by the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission or
an Agreement State authorizing the holder to manufacture, transfer,
install, or service a device described in C.22(d)(1) within areas
subject to the jurisdiction of the licensing body is hereby granted a
general license to install, transfer, demonstrate, or service such a
device in this State provided that:

(i) such person shall file a report with the Agency within 30 days
after the end of each calendar quarter in which any device is
transferred to or installed in this State. Each such report shall
identify each general licensee to whom such device is transferred
by name and address, the type of device transferred, and the
quantity and type of radioactive material contained in the device;

(ii) the device has been manufactured, labeled, installed, and
serviced in accordance with applicable provisions of the specific
license issued to such person by the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission or an Agreement State;

(iii) such person shall assure that any labels required to be
affixed to the device under regulations of the authority which
licensed manufacture of the device bear a statement that "Removal
of this label is prohibited"; and

(iv) the holder of the specific license shall furnish to each
general licensee to whom he transfers such device or on whose
premises he installs such device a copy of the general license
contained in C.22(d) or in equivalent regulations of the agency
having jurisdiction over the manufacture and distribution of the
device.

(3) The Agency may withdraw, limit, or qualify its acceptance of any
specific license or equivalent licensing document issued by the U. S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission or an Agreement State, or any product
distributed pursuant to such licensing document, upon determining that
such action is necessary in order to prevent undue hazard to public
health and safety or property.

(b) Licenses of Naturally Occurring and Accelerator-Produced Radioactive
Material.

(1) Subject to these regulations, any person who holds a specific
license from a Licensing State, and issued by the agency having
jurisdiction where the licensee maintains an office for directing the
licensed activity and at which radiation safety records are normally
maintained, is hereby granted a general license to conduct the
activities authorized in such licensing document within this State for
a period not in excess of 180 days in any calendar year provided that:
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(i) the licensing document does not limit the activity authorized
by such document to specified installations or locations;

(ii) the out-of-state licensee notifies the Agency in writing at
least 3 days prior to engaging in such activity. Such notification
shall indicate the location, period, and type of proposed
possession and use within the State, and shall be accompanied by a
copy of the pertinent licensing document. If, for a specific case,
the 3 day period would impose an undue hardship on the out-of-state
licensee, the licensee may, upon application to the Agency, obtain
permission to proceed sooner. The Agency may waive the requirement
for filing additional written notifications during the remainder of
the calendar year following the receipt of the initial notification
from a person engaging in activities under the general license
provided in C.90(b)(1);

(iii) the out-of-state licensee complies with all applicable
regulations of the Agency and with all the terms and conditions of
the licensing document, except any such terms and conditions which
may be inconsistent with applicable regulations of the Agency;

(iv) the out-of-state licensee supplies such other information as
the Agency may request; and

(v) the out-of-state licensee shall not transfer or dispose of
radioactive material possessed or used under the general license
provided in C.90(b)(1) except by transfer to a person:

(a) specifically licensed by the Agency or by another
Licensing State to receive such material, or

(b) exempt from the requirements for a license for such
material under C.4.

(2) Notwithstanding the provisions of C.90(b)(1), any person who holds
a specific license issued by a Licensing State authorizing the holder
to manufacture, transfer, install, or service a device described in
C.22(d)(1) within areas subject to the jurisdiction of the licensing
body is hereby granted a general license to install, transfer,
demonstrate or service such a device in this State provided that:

(i) Such person shall file a report with the Agency within 30 days
after the end of each calendar quarter in which any device is
transferred to or installed in this State. Each such report shall
identify each general licensee to whom such device is transferred
by name and address, the type of device transferred, and the
quantity and type of radioactive material contained in the device;

0
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(ii) The device has been manufactured, labeled, installed, and'
serviced in accordance with applicable provisions of the specific
license issued to such person by a Licensing State;

(iii) Such person shall assure that any labels required to be
affixed to the device under regulations of the authority which
licensed manufacture of the device bear a statement that "Removal
of this label is prohibited"; and

(iv) The holder of the specific license shall furnish to each
general licensee to whom he transfers such device or on whose
premises he installs such device a copy of the general license
contained in C.22(d) or in equivalent regulations of the agency
having jurisdiction over the manufacture and distribution of the
device.

(3) The Agency may withdraw, limit, or qualify its acceptance of any
specific license or equivalent licensing document issued by a Licensing
State, or any product distributed pursuant to such licensing document,
upon determining that such action is necessary in order to prevent
undue hazard to public health and safety or property.

Sec. C.100 Reserved.

See. C.101 Reserved.

Sec. C.102 Reserved.

Sec. C.103 Reserved.

Sec. C.104 Reserved.
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Part C

APPENDIX A

EXEMPT CONCENTRATIONS

Column
I

Gas con-
centration

pCi/ml 1/

Column
II

Liquid
and solid
concen-
tration
ijCi/ml 2/

Element (atomic
number) Radionuclide

Antimony (51)

Argon (18)

Arsenic (33)

Barium (56)

Beryllium (4)
Bismuth (83)
Bromine (35)
Cadmium (48)

Calcium (20)

Carbon (6)
Cerium (58)

Cesium (55)

Chlorine (17)
Chromium (24)
Cobalt (27)

Sb-122
Sb-124
Sb- 125
Ar-37
Ar-41
As-73
As-74
As-76
As-77
Ba- 131
Ba- 140
Be-7
Bi-206
Br-82
Cd-I09
Cd-i 15m
Cd-1 15
Ca-45
Ca-47
C-14
Ce- 141
Ce- 143
Ce-144
Cs-131
Cs- 134m
Cs-134
Cl-38
Cr-51
Co-57
Co-58
Co-60

iXi0- 3

4X 10-7

4X10-7

1Xi0-6

9XIO-7

3X 1-4
2X10-41X10-3

5X10- 3

5Xi0-4
2X10-4
8X 10-4
2X 1-3
3X I0-4
2XIO-2
4X 10-4
3X 10-3
2X10-3
3X10-4
3X10-4
9XI0-5
5XI0 - 4

8X10-
9X 10-
IXI0-4

2X I0-2
6X 10-2
9X 10-5
4Xi1o-3
2Xi0-2
5X10-3
IX10-3
5Xi10-4

1/ Values are given in Column I only for those materials
gases.

normally used as

a/ pCi/g for solids.
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Column

Column
I

Liquid
and solid

concen-
tration
,pCi/ml 2/

Element (atomic
number)

Gas con-
centration

P Ci/m. 1/Radionuclide

Copper (29)

Copper (29)
Dysprosium (66)

Erbium (68)

Europium (63)

Fluorine (9)
Gadolinium (6 4 )

Gallium (31)
Germanium (32)
Gold (79)

Hafnium (72)
Hydrogen (1)
Indium (49)

Iodine (53)

Iridium (77)

Iron (26)

Krypton (36)

Lanthanum (57)
Lead (82)
Lutetium (71)

I/ Values are given
gases.

Cu-64 3X10-3
Dy-165 4X1O-3
Dy-166 4XIO-4
Er-169 9XIO-4
Er-171 IXO-3
Eu-152(9.2 h) 6XIO-4
Eu-155 2X10-3
F-18 2X10- 6  8X10-3
Gd-153 2X10-3
Gd-159 8XIO-4
Ga-72 4XIO-4
Ge-71 2X10-2
Au-196 2X1O-3
Au-198 5X10-4
Au-199 2X10-3
Hf-181 7X1O-4
H-3 5XI0- 6  3X10-2
In-113m IX10- 2

In-114m 2X1O-4

1-126 3X10- 9  2X10-5
1-131 3XI0- 9  2X1I-5
1-132 8X10- 8  6xIo-4
1-133 1X10-8  7X10-5
I-134 2X10- 7  IX10-3
Ir-190 2XIO-3
Ir-192 4 XI0-4
Ir-194 3X10-4
Fe-55 8X10-3
Fe-59 6X1O-4
Kr-85m IXIO 6

Kr-85 3X10" 6

La-140 2XIO-4
Pb-203 4X10-3
Lu-177 IX10-3

in Column I only for those materials normally used as

a/ pCi/g for solids.
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Column
I

Gas con-
centration

llCi/ml I/

Column
II

Liquid
and solid

concen-
tration

ICi/ml 2/
Element (atomic

number) Radionucl ide

Manganese (25)

Mercury (80)

Molybdenum (42)
Neodymium (60)

Nickel (28)
Niobium (Columbium) (41)

Osmium (76)

Palladium (46)

Phosphorus (15)
Platinum (78)

Potassium (19)

Praseodymium (59)

Promethium (61)

Rhenium (75)

Rhodium (45)

Mn-52
Mn-54
Mn-56
Hg- 197m
Hg-197
Hg-203
Mo-99
Nd-147
Nd-149
Ni-65
Nb-95
Nb-97
Os- 185
Os-191m
Os-191
Os- 193
Pd-103
Pd- 109
P-32
Pt-i191
Pt-1 93m
Pt-197m
Pt-197
K-42
Pr- 142
Pr-143
Pm- 147
Pm-149
Re- 183
Re- 186
Re- 188
Rh- 1 03m
Rh- 105

3XI0
- 4

jXI0-3
IXI0-3

2XI0-3
3XI- 3

2X 1-4
2X10-3
6XIo-4
3X10-3
1X I0- 3
IXI0-3

9XIO-3
7X10 - 4

3XIO-2
2X10-3
6xio-4
3XI0-3
9X10-4
2X10

- 4

1XI0-3
x I 10-2
Ix I0-2

1XI0-3

3XIO-3
3X 70-4
5X10 - 4

2X 10-3

4X 1-4
6XI0-39XI0-4

6X 10-4
1XI0-I1XO-3

1/ Values are given in Column I only for those materials normally used as
gases.

2/ pCi/g for solids.
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Column
I

Gas con-
centration
pCi/ml 1/

Column
II

Liquid
and solid

concen-
tration
pCi/ml 2/

Element (atomic
number) Radionuclide

Rubidium. (37) Rb-86 7X10-4

Ruthenium (44) Ru-97 4X10-3
Ru-103 8X10- 4

Ru-105 IX10-3
Ru-106 1XIO-4

Samarium (62) Sm-153 8X10-4

Scandium (21) Sc-46 4X10-4

Sc-47 9X10-4

Sc-48 3X10-4
Selenium (34) Se-75 3X10-3
Silicon (14) Si-31 9X10-3
Silver (47) Ag-105 IX10-3

Ag-110m 3 XI0 -4

Ag-111 4X10-4

Sodium (11) Na-24 2X10-3
Strontium (38) Sr-85 XI0-3

Sr-89 1X10-4

Sr-91 7X10-4
Sr-92 7XI0-4

Sulfur (16) S-35 9X10- 8  6XMO4

Tantalum (73) Ta-182 4X10-4

Technetium (43) Tc-96m 1X10-1

Tc-96 IX10-3
Tellurium (52) Te-125m 2X10-3

Te-127m 6X10-4
Te-127 3X10-3
Te-129m 3X10-4

Te-131m 6X10-4
Te-132 3X10-4

Terbium (65) Tb-160 4X10-4

Thallium (81) Tl-200 4X10-3
Tl-201 3X10-3
Tl-202 IX10-3
TI-204 1XI0-3

Thulium (69) Tm-170 5X10-4
Tm-171 5X10-3

1/ Values are given in Column I only for those materials normally used as

gases.

2/ pCi/g for solids.
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Column
I

Gas con-
centration

PCi/ml 1/

Column
II

Liquid
and solid
concen-
tration
ýiCi/m-. 2/

Element (atomic
number) Radionuclide

Tin (50)

Tungsten (Wolfram) (74)

Vanadium (23)
Xenon (54)

Ytterbium (70)
Yttrium (39)

Zinc (30)

Zirconium (40)

Beta- and/or gamma-
emitting radioactive
material not listed
above with half-life
of less than 3 years.

1/ Values are given in
gases.

Sn-l 13
Sn- 125
W-181
W-187
V-48
Xe-131m
Xe- 133
Xe- 135
Yb-175
Y-90
Y-91m
Y-91
Y-92
Y-93
Zn-65
Zn-69m
Zn-69
Zr-95
Zr-97

4X10-6
3X10-6
IX10-6

9X 104
2X10-4
)4X10-3

7X 10
3X10-4

iX i0-3

2X 10-4
3X10-2

3X 10-
6x 10-
3X 10-4

jX 10-3
7X10-4
2X10-2

6x10-
4

2X 10-
4

1X10- 10 X10-6

Column I only for those materials normally used as

a/ jiCi/g for solids.

Note 1: Many radionuclides transform into other radionuclides. In

expressing the concentrations in Appendix A, the activity stated is that of
the parent radionuclide and takes into account the radioactive decay
products.
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Note 2: For purposes of Section C.4 where there is involved a combination
of radionuclides, the limit for the combination should be derived as
follows: Determine for each radionuclide in the product the ratio between
the radioactivity concentration present in the product and the exempt
radioactivity concentration established in Appendix A for the specific
radionuclide when not in combination. The sum of such ratios may not
exceed "1".

Example: Concentration of Radionuclide A in Product +
Exempt concentration of Radionuclide A

Concentration of Radionuclide B in Product <1
Exempt concentration of Radionuclide B

Note 3: To convert pCi/ml to SI units of megabecquerels per liter multiply
the above values by 37.

Example: Zirconium (40) Zr-97 (2xi0- 4 pCi/ml multiplied by 37 is equivalent
to 74 x 10-4 MBq/I)
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Part C

APPENDIX B

EXEMPT QUANTITIES

Radioactive Micro-
Material curies

Antimony-122 (Sb 122) 100
Antimony-124 (Sb 124) 10
Antimony-125 (Sb 125) 10
Arsenic-73 (As 73) 100
Arsenic-74 (As 74) 10
Arsenic-76 (As 76) 10
Arsenic-77 (As 77) 100
Barium-131 (Ba 131) 10
Barium-133 (Ba 133) 10
Barium-140 (Ba 140) 10
Bismuth-210 (Bi 210) 1
Bromine-82 (Br 82) 10
Cadmium-109 (Cd 109) 10
Cadmium-115m (Cd 115m) 10
Cadmium-115 (Cd 115) 100
Calcium-45 (Ca 45) 10
Calcium-47 (Ca 47) 10
Carbon-14 (C 14) 100
Cerium-141 (Ce 141) 100
Cerium-143 (Ce 143) 100
Cerium-144 (Ce 144) 1
Cesium-129 (Cs 129) 100
Cesium-131 (Cs 131) 1,000
Cesium-134m (Cs 134m) 100
Cesium-134 (Cs 134) 1
Cesium-135 (Cs 135) 10
Cesium-136 (Cs 136) 10
Cesium-137 (Cs 137) 10
Chlorine-36 (Cl 36) 10
Chlorine-38 (Cl 38) 10
Chromium-51 (Cr 51) 1,000
Cobalt-57 (Co 57) 100
Cobalt-58m (Co 58m) 10
Cobalt-58 (Co 58) 10
Cobalt-60 (Co 60) 1
Copper-64 (Cu 64) 100
Dysprosium-165 (Dy 165) 10
Dysprosium-166 (Dy 166) 100
Erbium-169 (Er 169) 100
Erbium-!71 (Er 171) 100
Europium-152 (Eu 152)9.2h 100
Europium-152 (Eu 152)13 yr 1
Europium-154 (Eu 154) 1
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Radioactive Micro-
Material curies

Europium-155 (Eu 155) 10
Fluorine-18 (F 18) 1,000
Gadolinium-153 (Gd 153) 10
Gadolinium-159 (Gd 159) 100
Gallium-67 (Ga 67) 100
Gallium-72 (Ga 72) 10
Germanium-68 (Ge 68) 10
Germanium-71 (Ge 71) 100
Gold-195 (Au 195) 10
Gold-198 (Au 198) 100
Gold-199 (Au 199) 100
Hafnium-181 (Hf 181) 10
Holmium-166 (Ho 166) 100
Hydrogen-3 (H 3) 1,000
Indium-111 (In 111) 100
Indium-113m (In 113m) 100
Indium-114m (In 114m) 10
Indium-115m (In 115m) 100
Indium-115 (In 115) 10
Iodine-123 (I 123) 100
Iodine-125 (I 125) 1
Iodine-126 (I 126) 1
Iodine-129 (I 129) 0.1
Iodine-131 (I 131) 1
Iodine-132 (I 132) 10
Iodine-133 (I 133) 1
Iodine-134 (I 134) 10
Iodine-135 (I 135) 10
Iridium-192 (Ir 192) 10
Iridium-194 (Ir 194 ) 100
Iron-52 (Fe 52) 10
Iron-55 (Fe 55) 100
Iron-59 (Fe 59) 10
Krypton-85 (Kr 85) 100
Krypton-87 (Kr 87) 10
Lanthanum-140 (La 140) 10
Lutetium-177 (Lu 177) 100
Manganese-52 (Mn 52) 10
Manganese-54 (Mn 54) 10
Manganese-56 (Mn 56) 10
Mercury-197m (Hg 197m) 100
Mercury-197 (Hg 197) 100
Mercury-203 (Hg 203) 10
Molybdenum-99 (Mo 99) 100
Neodymium-147 (Nd 147) 100
Neodymium-149 (Nd 1 4 9 ) 100
Nickel-59 (Ni 59) 100
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Radioactive Micro-
Material curies

Nickel-63 (Mi 63) 10
Nickel-65 (Ni 65) 100
Niobium.-93m (Nb 93m) 10
Niobium-95 (Nb 95) 10
Miobium-97 (Nb 97) 10
Osmium-185 (Os 185) 10
Osmium-191m (Os 191m) 100
Osmium-191 (Os 191) 100
Osmium-193 (Os 193) 100
Palladium-103 (Pd 103) 100
Palladium-109 (Pd 109) 100
Phosphorus-32 (P 32) 10
Platinum-191 (Pt 191) 100
Platinum-193m (Pt 193m) 100
Platinum-193 (Pt 193) 100
Platinum-197m (Pt 197m) 100
Platinum-197 (Pt 197) 100
Polonium-210 (Po 210) 0.1
Potassium-42 (K 42) 10
Potassium-43 (K 43) 10
Praseodymium-142 (Pr 142) 100
Praseodymium-143 (Pr 143) 100
Promethium-147 (Pm 147) 10
Promethium-149 (Pm 149) 10
Rhenium-186 (Re 186) 100
Rhenium-188 (Re 188) 100
Rhodium-103m (Rh 103m) 100
Rhodium-lOS (Rh 105) 100
Rubidium-81 (Rb 81) 10
Rubidium-86 (Rb 86) 10
Rubidium-87 (Rb 87) 10
Ruthenium-97 (Ru 97) 100
Ruthenium-103 (Ru 103) 10
Ruthenium-105 (Ru 105) 10
Ruthenium-106 (Ru 106) 1
Samarium-151 (Sm 151) 10
Samarium-153 (Sm 153) 100
Scandium-46 (Sc 46) 10
Scandium-47 (Sc 47) 100
Scandium-48 (Sc 48) 10
Selenium-75 (Se 75) 10
Silicon-31 (Si 31) 100
Silver-105 (Ag 105) 10
Silver-11Om (Ag 110m) 1
Silver-ll1 (Ag 111) 100
Sodium-22 (Na 22) 10
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Radioactive Micro-
Material curies

Sodium-24 (Na 24) 10
Strontium-85 (Sr 85) 10
Strontium-89 (Sr 89) 1
Strontium-90 (Sr 90) 0.1
Strontium-91 (Sr 91) 10
Strontium-92 (Sr 92) 10
Sulphur-35 (S 35) 100
Tantalum-182 (Ta 182) 10
Technetium-96 (Tc 96) 10
Technetium-97m (Tc 97m) 100
Technetium-97 (Tc 97) 100
Technetium-99m (Tc 99m) 100
Technetium-99 (Tc 99) 10
Tellurium-125m (Te 125m) 10
Tellurium-127m (Te 127m) 10
Tellurium-127 (Te 127) 100
Tellurium-129m (Te 129m) 10
Tellurium-129 (Te 129) 100
Tellurium-131m (Te 131m) 10
Tellurium-132 (Te 132) 10
Terbium-160 (Tb 160) 10
Thallium-200 (Ti 200) 100
Thallium-201 (Ti 201) 100
Thallium-202 (Ti 202) 100
Thallium-204 (Ti 204) 10
Thulium-170 (Tm 170) 10
Thulium-171 (Tm 171) 10
Tin-113 (Sn 113) 10
Tin-125 (Sn 125) 10
Tungsten-181 (W 181) 10
Tungsten-185 (W 185) 10
Tungsten-187 (W 187) 100
Vanadium-48 (V 48) 10
Xenon-131m (Xe 131m) 1,000
Xenon-133 (Xe 133) 100
Xenon-135 (Xe 135) 100
Ytterbium-175 (Yb 175) 100
Yttrium-87 (Y 87) 10
Yttrium-88 (Y 88) 10
Yttrium-90 (Y 90) 10
Yttrium-91 (Y 91) 10
Yttrium-92 (Y 92) 100
Yttrium-93 (Y 93) 100
Zinc-65 (Zn 65) 10
Zinc-69m (Zn 69m) 100
Zinc-69 (Zn 69) 1,000
Zirconium-93 (Zr 93) 10
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Radioactive Micro-
Material curies

Zirconium-95 (Zr 95) 10
Zirconium-97 (Zr 97) 10

Any radioactive material
not listed above other than
alpha-emitting radioactive
material 0.1

Note 1: For purposes of C.25(f)(5)(ii) where there is involved a
combination of radionuclides, the limit for the combination should be
derived as follows:

Determine the amount of each radionuclide possessed and 1,000 times
the amount in Appendix B for each of those radionuclides when not in
combination. The sum of the ratios of those quantities may not
exceed 1.

Example:

Amt. of Radionuclide A possessed + Amt. of Radionuclide B possessed : 1
1000 x Appendix B quantity 1000 x Appendix B quantity

for Radionuclide A for Radionuclide B

Note 2: To convert microcuries (.Ci) to SI units of kilobecquerels (kBq),
multiply the above values by 37.

Example: Zirconium-97 (10 pCi multiplied by 37 is equivalent to 370 kBq).
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APPENDIX C
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Part C

APPENDIX D

LIMITS FOR BROAD LICENSES (C.27)

Col. I Col. II
Radioactive Material curies curies

Antimony-122 1 0.01
Antimony-124 * 0.01
Antimony-125 1 0.01
Arsenic-73 10 0.1
Arsenic-74 1 0.01
Arsenic-76 1 0.01
Arsenic-77 10 0.1
Barium-131 10 0.1
Barium-140 1 0.01
Beryllium-7 10 0.1
Bismuth-210 0.1 0.001
Bromine-82 10 0.1
Cadmium-109 1 0.01
Cadmium-115m 1 0.01
Cadmium-115 10 0.1
Calcium-45 1 0.01
Calciumi-47 10 0.1
Carbon-14 100 1.
Cerium-141 10 0.1
Cerium-143 10 0.1
Cerium-144 0.1 0.001
Cesium-131 100 1.
Cesium-134m 100 1.
Cesium-134 0.1 0.001
Cesium-135 1 0.01
Cesium-136 10 0.1
Cesium-137 0.1 0.001
Chlorine-36 1 0.01
Chlorine-38 100 1.
Chromium-51 100 1.
Cobalt-57 10 0.1
Cobalt-58rn 100 1.
Cobalt-58 1 0.01
Cobalt-60 0.1 0.001
Copper-64 10 0.1
Dysprosium-165 100 1.
Dysprosium-166 10 0.1
Erbium-169 10 0.1
Erbium-171 10 0.1
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Col. I Col. II
Radioactive Material curies curies

Europium-152 (9.2 h) 10 0.1
Eur'opium-152 (13 y) 0.1 0.001
Europium-154 0.1 0.001
Europium-155 1 0.01
Fluorine-18 100 1.
Gadolinium-153 1 0.01
Gadolinium-159 10 0.1
Gallium-72 10 0.1
Germanium-71 100 1.
Gold-198 10 0.1
Gold-199 10 0.1
Hafnium-181 1 0.01
Holmium-166 10 0.1
Hydrogen-3 100 1.
Indium-113m 100 1.
Indium-114m 1 0.01
Indium-115m 100 1.
Indium-115 1 0.01
Iodine-125 0.1 0.001
Iodine-126 0.1 0.001
Iodine-129 0.1 0.001
Iodine-131 0.1 0.001
Iodine-132 10 0.1
Iodine-133 1 0.01
Iodine-134 10 0.1
Iodine-135 1 0.01
Iridium-192 1 0.01
Iridium-194 10 0.1
Iron-55 10 0.1
Iron-59 1 0.01
Krypton-85 100 1.
Krypton-87 10 0.1
Lanthanum-140 1 0.01
Lutetium-177 10 0.1
Manganese-52 1 0.01
Manganese-54 1 0.01
Manganese-56 10 0.1
Mercury-197m 10 0.1
Mercury-197 10 0.1
Mercury-203 1 0.01
Molybdenum-99 10 0.1
Neodymium-147 10 0.1
Neodymium-149 10 0.1
Nickel-59 10 0.1
Nickel-63 1 0.01
Nickel-65 10 0.1
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Col. I Col. II
Radioactive Material curies curies

Niobiu•r-93m 1 0.01
Niobium-95 1 0.01
Niobium-97 100 1.
Osmium-185 1 0.01
Osmium-191m 100 1.
Osmium-191 10 0.1
Osmium-193 10 0.1
Palladium-103 10 0.1
Palladium-109 10 0.1
Phosphorus-32 1 0.01
Platinum-191 10 0.1
Platinum-193m 100 1.
Platinum-193 10 0.1
Platinum-197m 100 1.
Platinum-197 10 0.1
Polonium-210 0.01 0.0001
Potassium-42 1 0.01
Praseodymium-142 10 0.1
Praseodymium-143 10 0.1
Promethium-147 1 0.01
Promethium-149 10 0.1
Radium-226 0.01 0.0001
Rhenium-186 10 0.1
Rhenium-188 10 0.1
Rhodium-103m 1,000 10.
Rhodium-105 10 0.1
Rubidium-86 1 0.01
Rubidium-87 1 0.01
Ruthenium-97 100 1.
Ruthenium-103 1 0.01
Ruthenium-105 10 0.1
Ruthenium-106 0.1 0.001
Samarium-151 0.01
Samarium-153 10 0.1
Scandium-46 1 0.01
Scandium-47 10 0.1
Scandium-48 1 0.01
Selenium-75 1 0.01
Silicon-31 10 0.1
Silver-105 1 0.01
Silver-110m 0.1 0.001
Silver-111 10 0.1
Sodium-22 0.1 0.001
Sodium-24 1 0.01
Strontium-85m 1,000 10.
Strontium-85 1 0.01
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Col. I Col. II
Radioactive Material curies curies

Strontium-89 1 0.01
Strontium-90 0.01 0.0001
Strontiurn-91 10 0.1
Strontium-92 10 0.1
Sulphur-35 10 0.1
Tantalum-182 1 0.01
Technetium-96 10 0.1
Technetium-97m 10 0.1
Technetium-97 10 0.1
Technetium-99m 100 1.
Technetium-99 1 0.01
Tellurium-125m 1 0.01
Tellurium-127m 1 0.01
Tellurium-127 10 0.1
Tellurium-129m 1 0.01
Tellurium-129 100 1.
Tellurium-131m 10 0.1
Tellurium-132 1 0.01
Terbium-160 1 0.01
Thallium-200 10 0.1
Thallium-201 10 0.1
Thallium-202 10 0.1
Thallium-204 1 0.01
Thulium-170 1 0.01
Thulium-171 1 0.01
Tin-113 1 0.01
Tin-125 1 0.01
Tungsten-181 1 0.01
Tungsten-185 1 0.01
Tungsten-187 10 0.1
Vanadium-48 1 0.01
Xenon-131m 1,000 10.
Xenon-133 100 1.
Xenon-135 100 1.
Ytterbium-175 10 0.1
Yttrium-90 1 0.01
Yttrium-91 1 0.01
Yttrium-92 10 0.1
Yttrium-93 1 0.01
Zinc-65 1 0.01
Zinc-69m 10 0.1
Zinc-69 100 1.
Zirconium-93 1 0.01
Zirconium-95 1 0.01
Zirconium-97 1 0.01
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Col. I Col. II
Radioactive Material curies curies

Any radioactive material
other than source material,
special nuclear material,
or alpha emitting radio-
active material not listed
above. 0.1 0.001

Note 1: To convert curies (Ci) to SI units of gigabecquerels (GBq),
multiply the above values by 37.

Example: Zirconium-97 (Col. ii) (0.01 Ci multiplied by 37 is equivalent
to 0.37 GBq)

S
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Rationale for Revisions

Part C
Licensing of Radioactive Material

Introduction

Major changes have been made to Part C for this edition of the Suggested
State Regulations for Control of Radiation (SSRCR) with the revision of
Part G, Use of Radionuclides in the Healing Arts, and the addition of two
new parts, Part T, Transportation of Radioactive Material, and Part U,
Licensing Requirements for Source Material Milling Facilities. Those
provisions in Part C that pertain to these subjects have been deleted from
Part C and placed in the appropriate parts. In addition, the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) has made several changes in their regulations
that are considered a matter of compatibility for the Agreement States.

Specific Provisions

C.1 Purpose and Scope. C.1(a) and (b) have been changed to reflect the
revision to Part G and the addition of Parts M, T, and U to the SSRCR. In
C.l(b), the reference to Parts M and U is set off by optional brackets to
denote that only those Agreement States with the authority to regulate mill
tailings and commercial low-level waste disposal need to include those parts
in their regulations as matters of compatibility.

C.3(c)(2)(ii)-(iv) Source Material. C.3(c)(2)(ii) is modified and a new
C.3(c)(2)(iii) is added to delete an exemption from licensing requirements
applicable to the possession and use of glass enamel and glass enamel frit
containing small amounts of source material. This change is intended to
prevent unnecessary radiation exposure that may be received by artists or
consumers who use the material containing these products. On July 25, 1983
(48 FR 33697) the NRC suspended the subject exemption until a rulemaking
action was completed. The final rule was published in the Federal Register
and became effective on September 11, 1984 (49 FR 35611). The existing
(iii) is renumbered to (iv).

C.3(c)(6) Source Material (Labeling of Uranium Shielding). The entire
provision on labeling of uranium shielding was reworded in accord with
amendments to NRC regulations (46 FR 62396).

C.4(c)(2)(i) Self-Luminous Products Containing Radioactive Material. The
last sentence of C.4(c)(2)(i) was revised by adding the word "primarily" to
now read as follows: "The exemption in C.4(c)(2) does not apply to tritium,
krypton-85, or promethium-147 used in products primarily for frivolous
purposes or in toys or adornments." The omission of the word "primarily"
from this sentence changes the scope of the exemption as established by the
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) which has exclusive authority over
commercial distribution.
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1988 Rationale for Part C

C.21(c)-(e) General Licenses - Source Material. The existing C.21(c) and
(d) are renumbered to C.21(d) and (e), respectively. A new C.21(c) on
prohibition of a general license for source material in pharmaceuticals is
added to the SSRCR for consistency with amendments to NRC regulations (45 FR
55419) and with 10 CFR 40.22(c).

C.22(a) Certain Devices and Equipment. The reference to C.100 has been
deleted and Part T substituted to indicate the new reference for
transportation requirements.

C.22(d)(5) Certain Measuring, Gauging or Controlling Devices. The
reference to C.100 has been deleted and Part T substituted to indicate the
new reference for transportation requirements.

C.22(e)(5) Luminous Safety Devices for Aircraft. The reference to C.100
has been deleted and Part T substituted to indicate the new reference for
transportation requirements.

C.22(g)(5) Calibration and Reference Sources. The reference to C.100 has
been deleted and Part T substituted to indicate the new reference for
transportation requirements.

C.22(h) Medical Diagnostic Uses (Previous Edition of SSRCR). C.22(h) from
the previous edition of the SSRCR has been deleted in its entirety. With
the revision of Part G, this general license is no longer necessary.

C.22(i)(2) General License for Use of Radioactive Material for Certain In
Vitro Clinical or Laboratory Testing. C.22(i)(2) has been revised to
eliminate the reference to C.26(c)(3), which has been deleted with the
revision to Part G.

C.22(i)(4) Ice Detection Devices. The reference to C.100 has been deleted
and Part T substituted to indicate the new reference for transportation
requirements.

C.25(d) General Requirements for the Issuance of Specific Licenses. The
reference to C.29 is deleted as the requirements are now included in Part U
on Licensing Requirements for Source Material Milling Facilities. Also,
paragraph (d) was revised by including specific references to Parts E, G, M,
U, and W.

C.25(e) Environmental Report. Commencement of Construction. The phrase
"source material milling" is deleted from C.25(e) as the topic is now fully
addressed in Part U of the SSRCR. The optional language in brackets is
provided for the case where a state does not have the potential for uranium
recovery operations. Also, the last sentence of C.25(e) was revised to read
as follows: "The term does not mean site exploration, necessary roads for
site exploration, borings to determine foundation conditions, or other
preconstruction monitoring or testing to establish background information
related to the suitability of the site or the protection of environmental
values."
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1988 Rationale for Part C

C.25(f)(4) and (5) Financial Surety Arrangements for Site Reclamation.
C.25(f)(4)(iv) was deleted and C.25(f)(4)(v) was renumbered to (iv). In
C.25(f)(5)(i), "or (iv)" was deleted at the end of that subdivision due to
the changes in C.25(f)(4).

C.25(g) Long-Term Care Requirements (Previous Edition of SSRCR). These
requirements from the previous edition of the SSRCR are deleted from Part C
and are now in Parts M and U.

C.26(a)-(d) (Previous Edition of SSRCR) Special Requirements for Issuance
of Certain Specific Licenses for Radioactive Material. Paragraphs (a)
through (d) are deleted in their entirety, and the revised requirements are
now in Part G.

C.26(e) Use of Sealed Sources in Industrial Radiography. The terminology
in C.26(e) was revised to be consistent with that of the amended Part E.

C.27(e)(1)(iii) Special Requirements for Specific Licenses of Broad Scope.
The reference to C.29 has been deleted because of the removal of Sec. C.29
from Part C. A reference to parts G, M, and U was substituted to be all-
inclusive.

C.28(g) Manufacture and Distribution of Radioactive Material for Medical
Use Under General License (Previous Edition of SSRCR). C.28(g) has been
deleted as a result of the elimination of the general license under C.22.

C.28(1) Manufacture and Distribution of Radiopharmaceuticals Containing
Radioactive Material for Medical Use Under Group Licenses. C.28(j) has been
revised as a result of the elimination of the group license under C.26 and
the revision of Part G.

C.28(k) Manufacture and Distribution of Generators or Reagent Kits for
Preparation of Radiopharmaceuticals Containing Radioactive Material.
C.28(k) has been revised as a result of the elimination of the group license
under Sec. C.26 and the revision of Part G.

C.28(l) Manufacture and Distribution of Sources or Devices Containing
Radioactive Material for Medical Use. C.28(l) has been revised as a result
of the elimination of the group license under Sec. C.26 and the revision of
Part G.

C.29 Special Requirements for Issuance of Specific Licenses for Source
Material Milling (Previous Edition of SSRCR). Sec. C.29 has been deleted in
its entirety as a result of the addition of Part U which now contains these
requirements.

C.31(b) Specific Terms and Conditions of License. C.31(b) was amended to
include future amendments to the Act and to all valid rules, regulations,
and orders of the Agency.
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1988 Rationale for Part C

C.31(e) and (f) Specific Terms and Conditions of License. New paragraphs
(e) and (f) have been added that require the licensee to notify the Agency
following bankruptcy as a result of amendments to NRC regulations published
in the Federal Register on January 12, 1987 (52 FR 1292) and which became
effective on February 11,1987.

C.32 Expiration and Termination of Licenses. Sec. C.32 from the previous
edition of the SSRCR is revised significantly in accord with amendments to
NRC regulations (48 FR 32324).

C.35 Agency Action on Applications to Renew or Amend. Sec. C.35 is revised
to delete reference to C.29 and to include references to Parts E, G, M, U,
and W.

C.40(e) Transfer of Material. The reference to C.100 has been deleted and
Part T substituted to indicate the new reference for transportation
requirements.

C.50 Modification and Revocation of Licenses. The word "termination" is
removed from the title of Sec. C.50. Paragraph (d) of Sec. C.50 is deleted
as "termination" is now addressed in Sec. C.32.

C.100 Transportation of Radioactive Material (Previous Edition of SSRCR).
Sec. C.100 has been deleted in its entirety as a result of the addition of
Part T which now contains these requirements.

C.1O1 Exemptions (Previous Edition of SSRCR). Sec. C.101 has been deleted
in its entirety as a result of the addition of Part T which now contains
these requirements.

C.102 General Licenses for Carriers (Previous Edition of SSRCR).
Sec. C.102 has been deleted in its entirety as a result of the addition of
Part T which now contains these requirements.

C.103 General License for Delivery of Radioactive Material to a Carrier for
Transport (Previous Edition of SSRCR). Sec. C.103 has been deleted in its
entirety as a result of the addition of Part T which now contains these
requirements.

C.104 Advance Notification of Transport of Nuclear Waste (Previous Edition
of SSRCR). Sec. C.104 has been deleted in its entirety as a result of the
addition of Part T which now contains these requirements.

Appendix A. Appendix A has been revised to replace the words "isotope" and
"radioisotope" with the word "radionuclide."

Appendix C (Previous Edition of SSRCR). Appendix C has been deleted with
the elimination of the group license and the revision of Part G.
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1988 Rationale for Part C

Agency Form T: Certificate-Disposition of Radioactive Materials. A new
form has been included for use in certifying certain licensee actions with
regard to the disposition of radioactive material.

Agency Form U: Certificate-Medical Use of Radioactive Material Under
General License (Previous Edition of SSRCR). Agency Form U, and references
to it, have been deleted due to the removal of C.22(h) from the SSRCR.

Matters for Future Consideration

1. It is suggested that C.28(j)(2)(ii) and C.28(k)(2)(ii) be revised for
consistency with FDA regulations. This provision should be revised in
conjunction with revision of 10 CFR 32.72(a)(2)(ii) and 32.73(a)(2)(ii) and
in cooperation with the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission and the Center
for Drug Evaluation and Research, FDA, for compatibility with the
regulations of these agencies (e.g., substitute ". . . is to be exclusively
intrastate and has been reviewed and approved by the Agency for its
acceptability" for ". . . is not subject to the Federal Food, Drug and
Cosmetic Act and the Public Health Service Act").

2. It is suggested that consideration be given to adding data for a number
of NARM nuclides already appearing in Appendix B, Exempt Quantities, to the
Appendix A, Exempt Concentrations listing (i.e., gallium-67, indium-111,
iodine-123, iron-52, potassium-43, sodium-22, and yttrium-87).

3. Consider the possibility of including data for certain short-lived
radionuclides in Appendix B, Exempt Quantities (e.g., carbon-11,
nitrogen-13, and oxygen-15).

4. The regulation of NORM is to be accomplished by what mechanism -

specific and/or general licenses, exemptions and/or de minimus levels.

5. Accelerator-produced radioactivity in recyclables need an exemption, a
general license, or a de minimus level.

6. The inclusion of lead-210 into exempt items in C.4(c) and their
manufacture and distribution in C.28.

7. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission has amended its regulations to set
forth technical and financial criteria for decommissioning licensed nuclear
facilities. These amendments apply to the decommissioning of nonfuel-cycle
nuclear facilities and are considered a matter of compatibility for
Agreement States. These amendments were published in the Federal Register
on June 27, 1988 (53 FR 24018) and became effective on July 27, 1988.
However, there is a provision in the regulations for specific licenses
presently issued that delays implementation until July 27, 1990. These
amendments will be added to the next revision to Part C but should be
considered by states amending their regulations presently.
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1988 Rationale for Part C 0
8. In Section C.20 on Types of Licenses,.the Suggested State Regulations
omit the material covered in NRC's regulations in Section 31.6 (General
license to install devices generally licensed in Section 31.5). Should this
material be included in the next revision of Part C of the SSRCR?

9. Because of the problems the NRC has had with processing material under
the comparable paragraph to C.21(b) (General Licenses - Source Material),
the states might want to prohibit processing of source material under the
general license.

10. In C.22(a) (Certain Devices and Equipment), consider deleting the words,
"for use" during the next revision of Part C of the SSRCR.

11. In C.22(g)(1)(ii) under Calibration and Reference Sources, NRC questions
the value of this provision as they believe it would apply to few, if any,
licensees.

12. Because licensees are required to notify the Agency of bankruptcy in
C.31(e) under Specific Terms and Conditions of Licenses, consideration
should be given to adding references to state insolvency laws in this
section. This would assure that the regulatory agency will be notified of
insolvency proceedings under state law as well as bankruptcy proceedings
under federal law. 0

0
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1984
Added Rationale for Revisions

Part C
Licensing of Radioactive Material

Introduction

The changes made to Part C from the 1982 Edition of the Suggested State
Regulations for Control of Radiation (SSRCR) for this revision are based on
amendments to U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) standards in Title 10
of the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR).

Specific Provisions

C.4(c)(1)(viii)(c) Certain Items Containing Radioactive Material.
Americium-241 as an exempt quantity of 0.05 microcurie is added under
C.4(c)(1)(viii) for use in internal calibration or standardization of
ionizing radiation measuring instruments. This addition to the SSRCR is
based on an amendment to 10 CFR 30.15(a)(9) of NRC regulations which was
published as a final rule in the Federal Register on September 23, 1981
(46 FR 46875) and became effective on the same date. A notice of proposed

amendment to 10 CFR Part 30 was published in the Federal Register on July 9,
1981 (46 FR 35523).

C.26(a)(1) Human Use of Radioactive Material in Institutions. A Radiation
Safety Committee with a simplified membership to focus on the radiation
safety of workers and the general public is an amended requirement of
C.26(a)(1) to replace the previous requirement for hospitals licensed to use
radioactive material for human applications to have a Medical Isotopes
Committee to review clinical aspects of the use of radioactive material
within the hospital. This change, which includes the hospital management
and nursing staff as members of the new Radiation Safety Committee, as well
as an authorized user for each type of use permitted by the license and the
Radiation Safety Officer, is based on an amendment to 10 CFR 35.11(b)
published as a final rule in the Federal Register on September 13, 1982
(47 FR 40149) and became effective on October 12, 1982. The proposed
amendment to NRC regulations was published in the Federal Register on
April 9, 1979 (44 FR 21023).

C.26(c)(2)(v)-(vii) Specific Licenses for Certain Groups of Medical Uses of
Radioactive Material. C.26(c)(2)(v) is modified and C.26(c)(2)(vi) is added
to provide an exception from certain regulatory requirements for the
technetium-99m pentetate used for lung function studies. Because in the
lung function studies, technetium-99m is used as an aerosol and administered
by inhalation, a new C.26(c)(2)(vii) is included to provide requirements for
the administration of radioactive aerosols. These new or modified
subdivisions are based on amendments to NRC regulations reflected in 10 CFR
35. 14(b)(6)-(8) which were published as a final rule in the Federal Register
on February 4, 1983 (48 FR 5217) and became effective on March 7, 1982. The
proposed rule was published by NRC in the Federal Register on April 13, 1982
(47 FR 15798).
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1984 Rationaie for Part C

0
C.26(c)(2)(vi) Specific Licenses for Certain Groups of Medical Uses of
Radioactive Material. C.26(c)(2)(vi)(b)-(e) is added to authorize
additional clinical procedures for an exemption from certain regulatory
requirements. These additions are based on amendment to 10 CFR 35.14(b)(7)
which was published as a final rule in the Federal Register on September 10,
1985 (50 FR 36366) and became effective on the same date.

Apoendix C, Group III. Use of Generators and Reagent Kits for the
Preparation and Use of Radiopharmaceuticals Containing Radioactive Material
for Certain Diagnostic Uses.

(3)(xiii) Disofenin. A new reagent kit used to prepare. the
radiopharmaceutical, techetium-99m labeled disofenin, is being added to the
list of authorized reagent kits in Group III of Appendix C. This addition
is based on an amendment to Section 35.100 of 10 CFR Part 35 published as a
final rule in the Federal Register on March 26, 1982 (47 FR 12939).

(3)(xiii) Succimer. A reagent kit for preparation of the renal imaging
radiopharmaceucical, techetium-99m labeled succimer (also known as DMSA), is
added to Group III, Appendix C. An amendment to NRC's regulations, "Human
Uses of Byproduct Material," 10 CFR Part 35, was published as a final rule
in the Federal Register on June 29, 1982 (47 FR 28087) and provides the
basis for this addition.

(3)(xiv) Albumin Colloid. A new reagent kit to prepare the
radiopharmaceutical, technetium-99m labeled albumin colloid, for imaging the
liver, spleen, and bone marrow by licensed and appropriately trained
physicians is being added to group III of Appendix C. This addition to
Part C of the SSRCR is based on an amendment to 10 CFR 35.100(c)(4) of NRC
regulations published as a final rule in the Federal Register on June 22,
1983 (48 FR 28431).

Due to the minor procedural nature of the three above amendments to NRC
regulations, the customary notice of proposed rulemaking was not published
prior to the final rule. Also, the final rules were effective immediately
upon publication as the amendments relieved licensees from restrictions
under regulations then in effect.

Appendix C. Group 111(6). Appendix C, Group 111(6) is modified to allow a
drug that has passed all its trials and has been approved for sale to be
used in the interim time until the drug is added to the list. This
modification will eliminate ambiguity present in Appendix C.

Appendix C. Group IV. Use of Prepared Radiopharmaceuticals for Certain
Therapeutic Uses That Do Not Normally Require Hospitalization for Purposes
of Radiation Safety.

Appendix C, Group IV(4). Appendix C, Group IV(4) is modified to reflect the
actual practice by FDA. FDA accepts INDs and it approves NDAs.
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Appendix C, Group VI. Use of Sources and Devices Containing Radioactive
Material for Certain Medical Uses. A portable hand-held device using low
energy radiation from an iodine-125 sealed source to produce instantaneous
imaging of bones or foreign bodies is added to Group V! of Appendix C. The
addition of this device is based on an amendment to 10 CFR 35.100(f) of NRC
regulations published as a final rule in the Federal Register on June 28,
1983 (48 FR 29677) and became effective on the same date. The proposed rule
was published in the Federal Register on March 30, 1983 (48 FR 13189).

.3.



1982
Rationale for Revisions

Part C
Licensing of Radioactive Material

Introduction

Part C of the Suggested State Regulations for Control of radiation (SSRCR)
was last revised in October 1978. There have been several discussions by
committees of the Conference of Radiation Control Program Directors (CRCPD)
since then regarding regulatory provisions for the manufacture, assembly,
and distribution of Naturally Occurring and Accelerator-Produced Radioactive
Materials (NARM) and the Licensing State concept (for NARM). The U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has made several changes in their
regulations regarding byproduct material and uranium milling procedures.
Primarily, the major revisions from the 1978 Edition of the SSRCR concern
NARM provisions and NRC regulation changes. The specific changes to Part C
of this revision and their rationale are as given below. (The headings and
other references are to this revision of the SSRCR, except where noted
otherwise and for the information in parentheses following the specified
revision relating it to the 1978 SSRCR.)

Specific Provisions

C.1(b) Purpose and Scope. Reference to the new part W has been added (Page
CI, line 11, of 1978 SSRCR).

C.4(a) Exempt Concentrations. The term "or materials" has been deleted and
"introduced" added as editorial updating to preclude misinterpretation (Page
C4, lines 7 and 8 of 1978 SSRCR).

C.4(c)(1)(i),(ii), and (vii) Certain Items Containing Radioactive Material.
The term "levels of radiation" has been changed to read "radiation dose
rate" for purpose of clarity and editorial updating (Page C5, lines 12 and
24 and page C6 lines 3 and 28 of 1978 SSRCR).

C.4(c)(1)(viii) Certain Items Containina Radioactive Material. This
subdivision has been amended to reflect changes to 10 CFR 30.15(a)(9), 46 FR
26471 (Page C6, lines 35-38 of 1978 SSRCR).

C.21(a) General Licenses - Source Material. Specific reference to
"pharmacists" and "physicians" was deleted and the expression for persons in
"commercial and industrial firms, research, educational and medical
institutions, and state and local government agencies" has been reemphasized
effective September 19, 1980 due to changes in NRC regulations, 45 FR 55419
(Page C9, lines 16-26 of 1978 SSRCR).

1
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C.22(d)(3)(iii) Certain Measuring. Gauging or Controlling Devices. The phrase
"the tests required by C.22(d)(3)(ii) and" has been deleted for reasons of
clarity and editorial updating (Page C13, line 28 of 1978 SSRCR)

C.22(i)(1),(2), (2)(i), (2)(iii); (4)(ii)(a) and (b), and (5). The term
"Veterinarian" [,as been inserted in accord with recent changes in NRC
regulations, 44 FR 50324 (Pages C20, C21, C22 and C23 of 1978 SSRCR).

C.23 of the 1978 Edition. "Intrastate Transportation of Radioactive Material"
has been relocated in the revised C.100 on "Transportation of Radioactive
Material" as consistent with NRC rule changes effective December 12, 1979.
Section C.23 is now reserved (Page C24 and C25 of 1978 SSRCR).

C.25(e) Environmental Report, Commencement of Construction. "Bonding
Requirements" has been included in the new C.25(f) and replaced by
"Environmental Report, Commencement of Construction" in accordance with
implementation of P.L.95-604 (UMTRCA) (Pages C27 and C28 of 1978 SSRCR).

C.25(f) Financial Surety Arrangements for Site Reclamation. "Perpetual Care
Requirements" has been deleted and replaced by "Financial Surety Arrangements
for Site Reclamation" in accordance with implementation of P.L.95-604 (UMTRCA)
(Page C28 of 1978 SSRCR).

C.25(g) "Long-Term Care Requirements" has been added to provide regulations for
"waste handling licensees" and "source material milling licensees" in accordance
with implementation of P.L.95-604 (UMTRCA) (Page C28 of 1978 SSRCR).

C.26(c)(2)(iv) Soecific Licenses for Certain Groups of Medical Uses of
Radioactive Material. The first sentence was revised and (a) through (d) added
in accordance with recent NRC regulation changes, 45 FR 41393 (Page C31 of 1978
SSRCR).

C.26(c)(2)(v) of the 1978 Edition. Specific Licenses for Certain Groups of
Medical Uses of Radioactive Material. Entire subdivision (v) of the 1978 SSRCR
was deleted and moved to Part G in order to locate all medical sealed source
aspects within the same part of the model regulations, 44 FR 10358 (Pages C31
and C32 of 1978 SSRCR).

C.26(e)(3) Use of Sealed Sources in Industrial Radiography. This subparagraph
has been amended to include user performance aspects of agency regulations and
record retention in accordance with NRC changes effective March 3, 1980 (Page
C35 of 1978 SSRCR).

C._28(c) Licensing the Incorporation of Naturally Occurring and Accelerator-
Produced Radioactive Material into Gas and Aerosol Detectors. A sentence was
added to limit the maximum quantity of radium-226 in exemptable gas and aerosol
detectors that are manufactured in compliance with NARM Guide No. 3 (Page C42 of
1978 SSRCR).

C.28(h)(4)(i) and (ii) Manufacture and Distribution of Radioactive Material for
Certain In Vitro Clinical or Laboratory Testing Under General License. The term

S
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"Veterinarian" has been inserted in accord with recent changes in NRC
regulations, 44 FR 50329 (Pages C48 and C49 of 1978 SSRCR).

C.28(i)(2)(i) Manufacture and Distribution of Radiopharmaceuticals Containing
Radioactive Material for Medical Use Under Group Licenses and C.28(k)(2)(i)
Manufacture and Distribution of Generators or Reagent Kits for Preparation of
Radiopharmaceuticals Containing Radioactive Material. The phrase "a biologic
product license issued by FDA" was deleted due to biologic product changes by
FDA (Pages C49 and C50 of 1978 SSRCR).

C.29 Special Requirements for Issuance of Specific Licenses for Source Material
Milling. A new section, including paragraphs (a) through (f), has been added
for states to maintain equivalency with NRC as required by P.L.95-604 (UMTRCA)
(Page C55 of 1978 SSRCR).

C.31 Specific Terms and Conditions of License. New paragraph (d) has been
added that requires the licensee to notify the Agency that all licensed
activities are being permanently discontinued (Page C56 of the 1978 SSRCR).

C.32 Expiration of Licenses. The phrase "end of the day" has been amended to
read "end of the specified day" in order to preclude misinterpretation (Page C56
of the 1978 SSRCR).

C.100 Transportation of Radioactive Material. C.100 was revised and expanded
in C.101, C.102, C.103, and C.104 as a result of amendments to NRC regulations
published November 2, 1979 (44 FR 63083).

Apoendix A. The units of concentration were corrected to read "pCi/ml" in
columns I and II (page C66 of the 1978 SSRCR). Note 3 was added to convert
customary units to SI units and an example for performing a typical conversion
was also presented (Page C69 of 1978 SSRCR).

Appendix B. Appendix B was amended to include Ge-68, Y-88, and Au-195, which
are accelerator-produced materials, due to their use in the medical and research
communities. Note 2 was added to convert customary units to SI units and an
example for performing a typical conversion was also presented (Page C74 of 1978
SSRCR).

Appendix D. Note 1 was added to convert customary units to SI units and an
example for performing a typical conversion was also presented (Page C85 of 1978
SSRCR).

Matters for Future Consideration

1. It is suggested that C.28(j)(2)(ii) and C.28(k)(2)(ii) be revised for
consistency with FDA regulations. This provision should be revised in
conjunction with revision of 10 CFR 32.72(a)(2)(ii) and 32.73(a)(2)(ii) and in
cooperation with the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission and the National Center
for Drugs and Biologics, FDA, for compatibility with the regulations of those
agencies (e.g., substitute "is to be exclusively intrastate and has been
reviewed and approved by the Agency for its acceptability" for "are

3
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not subject to the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act and the Public
Health Service Act)." i

2. In C.28(g)(1), the phrase "or in accordance with a license for a biologic
product issued by the Secretary, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services"
should be revised for consistency with FDA regulations. This revision should be
completed in conjunction with a revision of 10 CFR 32.70(b) and with the
cooperation of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Conmission and the National Center for
Drugs and Biologics, FDA, for compatibility with the regulations of those
agencies.

3. It is suggested that consideration be given to adding data for a number of
NARM nuclides already appearing in Appendix B, Exempt Quantities, to the Appendix
A, Exempt Concentrations listing (i.e., gallium-67, indium-111, iodine-123,
iron-52, potassium-43, sodium-22, and yttrium-87).

4. Consider the possibility of including data for certain short-lived
radionuclides in Appendix.B, Exempt Quantities (e.g., carbon-11, nitrogen-13, and
oxygen-15).

5. The regulation of NORM is to be accomplished by what mechanism - specific
and/or general licenses, exemptions and/or de minimus levels?

6. Question the 30-day timely renewal period provision of C.33(b) for uranium
mill and radioactive waste disposal licenses.

7. Accelerator-produced radioactivity in recyclables needs an exemption, a
general license, or a de minimus level.

8. Look into the inconsistencies between the calibration sources allowed for
medical specific licensees Versus other specific licenses (C.26(c)(4)(iv) and
C.22(g)) with regard to alpha-emitting sources.

9. Use of the word "radionuclide" instead of "isotope" in the Appendices notes
throughout the SSRCR, as appropriate.

10. The inclusion of lead-210 into exempt items in C.4(c) and their manufacture
and distribution in C.28.

14
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Rationale for Revisions

Part C
Licensing of Radioactive Material

Introduction

Part C of the Suggested State Regulations for Control of Radiation (SSRCR)
was last revised in October 1974. There have been several discussions by
committees of the Conference of Radiation Control Program Directors (CRCPD)
since then regarding regulatory provisions for the manufacture, assembly,
and distribution of Naturally Occurring and Accelerator-Produced
Radioactive Materials (NARM) and the Licensing State concept (for NARM).
Also, the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) was reorganized into the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) and the U.S. Energy Research and
Development Administration (ERDA) by the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974,
and ERDA later became part of the U.S. Department of Energy. Primarily,
the revisions from the 1974 edition of the SSRCR concern NARM provisions
and NRC regulation changes. The specific changes to Part C of this
revision and their rationale are as indicated below. (The headings
and other references are to this revision of the SSRCR, except for the
information in parentheses following the specified revision relating it to
the 1974 SSRCR.)

Specific Provisions

Sec. C.3 Source Material

C.3(c)(1)(vii) Source Material. Subdivision (vii) has been added per
amendment to NRC regulations. (Page C2, line 63 of 1974 SSRCR)

C.3(c)(5)(i) Source Material. Reference to "Agency" and "Agreement
State" deleted; "U.S. Atomic Energy Commission" changed to read "U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission;" and "10 CFR Part 40" cited to indicate
that only the NRC can authorize the manufacture and distribution of
uranium in counterweights installed in aircraft, rockets, projectiles,
and missiles and does not delegate that authority to the Agreement
States. (Page C2, lines 95-100 of 1974 SSRCR)

C.3(c)(6) Source Material. Revised for consistency with more recent
recodification of Department of Transportation regulations. (Page C3,
lines 116-122 of 1974 SSRCR)

Sec. C.4 Radioactive Material Other Than Source Material

C.4(a)(2) Exempt Concentrations. "U.S. Atomic Energy Commission"
changed to read "U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission" due to
reorganization of AEC. "Licensing State" was added in recognition of
those states licensing NARM. (Page C4, lines 172-173 of 1974 SSRCR)

- 1 -
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Definitions for both "NARM" and "Licensing State" have been included in
Part A of the SSRCR.

C.4(b)(2) Exempt Quantities. A statement excepting radium-226 from
exemption has been added due to its long physical half-life,
radiotoxicity, and other health physics considerations: "Such exemption
does not apply for radium-226." When generally licensed quantities were
transferred to exempt quantities, radium-226 was included with the exempt
quantities; however, the working group did not feel that any long-lived
alpha emitters should be considered an exempt quantity, which is
consistent with Schedule B of Part C. (Page C4, line 191 of 1974 SSRCR)

C.4(b)(4) Exempt Quantities. "U.S. Atomic Energy Commission" changed to
read "U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission." (Page C4, line 203 and Page
C5, lines 204, 205, and 209 of 1974 SSRCR)

C.4(c)(1)(i) Exempt Items. The term, "byproduct material," changed to
read "radioactive material" because formerly distributed radium watches
are exempt and radium is not byproduct material. (Page C5, line 224 of
1974 SSRCR)

C.4(c)(1) footnote 2/. "Source material" has been deleted, as "source
material" is not contained in any of the "certain items" given. "U.S.
Atomic Energy Commission" changed to read "U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission." See item on "Part C Footnote Changes." (Page C5 of 1974
SSRCR)

C.4(c)(1)(i)(h) Exempt Items. Subdivision (h) has been added. This
exempts radium timepiece dials containing a maximum of 1 microcurie of
activity providing the timepiece was acquired before the effective date
of the regulation, in recognition that radium dial timepieces are in
existence and the need to include a "grandfather" clause rather than
issue a specific license to each owner. (Page C6, line 259 of 1974
SSRCR)

C.4(c)(1)(iii) Exempt Items - Certain Items Containing Radioactive
Material. "Balances of precision" has been changed to read "Precision
balances" as the latter was determined to be a preferable term and is the
usual terminology for these devices. (Page C6, line 268 of 1974 SSRCR)

C.4(c)(1)(viii) Exempt Items - Certain Items Containing Radioasctive
Material. "Byproduct material" changed to read "radioactive material" as
some calibration standards contain radium and Schedule B referred to
includes both byproduct material and NARM. (Page C7, line 310 of 1974
SSRCR)

C.4(c)(2) Exempt Items - Self-Luminous Products Containing Radioactive
Material. The title, "Self-luminous products containing tritium,
krypton-85, or promethium-147," was changed to "Self-Luminous Products
Containing Radioactive Material" and the subparagraph now consists of
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two subdivisions (i) and (ii). Some self-luminous products contain
radium-226 and this provision (i.e., C.4(c)(2)(ii)) was added to exempt
those radium products containing less than 0.1 microcurie of radium and
acquired prior to the effective date of the regulations. (Page C7, lines
314-326 of 1974 SSRCR)

C.4(c)(3)(i) Exempt items - Gas and Aerosol Detectors Containing
Radioactive Material. "Atomic Energy Commission" has been changed to
read "Nuclear Regulatory Commission" and "Agreement State" was deleted.
Also, "Licensing State" was inserted and "C.28(c)" substituted for
"equivalent." These latter two revisions were made to providea basis of
authorization for Licensing States to better control NARM. This
subdivision has been restructured to provide authorization to
manufacturers in Licensing States to manufacture gas and aerosol
detectors pursuant to C.28(c) and to distribute these detectors to
persons exempt from regulatory requirements. (Page C7, lines 331-344 of
1974 SSRCR)

C.4(c)(3)(iii) Exempt Items - Gas and Aerosol Detectors Containing
Radioactive Material. Subdivision (iii) has been added. This provides a
basis for recognizing the exemption of previously manufactured gas and
aerosol detectors which contain radium-226 - i.e. authorizing possession
of detectors manufactured in Licensing States prior to licensure of the
manufacturers. (Page C7, line 353 of 1974 SSRCR)

C.4(c)(4) Exempt Items - Resins Containing Scandiun-46 and Designed for
Sand Consolidation in Oil Wells. "Atomic Energy Commission" has been
changed to read "Nuclear Regulatory Commission." (Page C8, lines 362 and
366 of 1974 SSRCR)

Sec. C.21 General Licenses - Source Material

C.21(d) Depleted Uranium in Industrial Products and Devices. In
September 1971, NL Industries, Inc. of Albany, New York filed a petition
for rule making with NRC (then AEC) to amend Part 40, "Licensing of
Source Material," to exempt from licensing uranium contained in shielding
for medical x-ray units, tool holders for vibration damping, and
commercial products for mass volume applications. On January 10, 1975,
the NRC published a notice of proposed rule making in the Federal
Register. The proposed amendments to Part 40 established a general
license for the possession and use of depleted uranium in industrial
products for the purpose of providing a concentrated mass in a small
volume. The amendments also set out requirements concerning the
manufacture of such products.

Because of the fact that in recent times there has been increasing
demand for information on the distribution of radioactive material in
widely distributed commercial, industrial or consumer products, the
NRC proposed to institute a registration program for these general
licensees. The objectives of the registration requirement are: (1)

to provide a means of identifying the general licensee, (2) to provide
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the Commission an opportunity to inform the general licensee of the terms
and conditions of the general license upon first receipt of depleted
uranium, and (3) to facilitate subsequent communication with the general
licensee.

In a July 11, 1975 letter to all Agreement States the NRC provided
specific details on the registration program to the states. The NRC felt
that for the registration program to be comprehensive, it would be
desirable to have the states participate. No adverse comments were
received from the states.

The proposed amendments to the SSRCR, A.2, C.21(d) and C.28(m) therefore
incorporate the equivalent to the NRC effective rule, dated January 3,
1977, including the terms and conditions of the general license,
registration requirements, and manufacturing requirements. Because of
the previous lack of adverse comments, it is expected that the Agreement
States will adopt these amendments in their entirety.

Sec. C.22 General Licenses - Radioactive Material Other Than Source Material

C.22(a) Certain Devices and Equipment. References to "C.28(f),"
"Agency," and "Agreement State" have been deleted and "Atomic Energy
Commission" changed to "Nuclear Regulatory Commission." Presently only
the NRC can authorize the manufacture of these static elimination and ion
generating devices containing byproduct material. (Page C9, lines 443-
447 of 1974 SSRCR)

C.22(d) Certain Measuring, Gauging, or Controlling Devices. Paragraph
C.22(d) has been revised to reflect amendments to NRC regulations and the
Licensing State concept. Subparagraph (1) specifies to whom the general
license applies; subparagraph (2) specifies what material and devices are
relevant to the general license; subparagraph (3) specifies the
responsibilities of persons who possess or transfer radioactive material
pursuant to the general license; subparagraph (4) specifies that
C.22(d)(1) does not authorize the manufacture; subparagraph (5) specifies
the other sections that apply to the general license given in C.22(d)(1).
These revisions were made to provide Licensing States with regulations
for controlling NARM, present the matter in straightforward manner,
accommodate limits for record retention as required by the NRC and to
change "Atomic Energy Commission" to read "Nuclear Regulatory
Commission." (Pages CI0, C11, and C12 of 1974 SSRCR)

C.22(e) Luminous Safety Devices for Aircraft. "Atomic Energy
Commission" has been changed to read "Nuclear Regulatory Commission."
(Page C12, lines 595-596 and lines 601-602 of 1974 SSRCR)

C.22(g) Calibration and Reference Sources. Paragraph C.22(g) has been
reorganized. C.22(g)(3) of this revision of the SSRCR has been added
to provide a basis for general licensing of radium-226 calibration
sources and has been inserted after C.22(g)(2), thereby changing
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C.22(g)(3) - (5) in the 1974 SSRCR to C.22(g)(4) - (6) in this revision.
(The old exempt radium sources previously covered under C.4 and the
radium sources under C.22(k) of the 1974 SSRCR that were for calibration
and reference sources were included in C.22(g) of this revision of the
SSRCR along with the americium-241 and plutonium calibration and
reference sources, and the general license is applicable only to those
who already have a specific license.) In C.22(g)(1)(ii), "A.tomic Energy
Commission" has been changed to read "Nuclear Regulatory Commission." in
C.22(g)(2), "C.22(g)(3) and (4)" has been changed to read "C.22(g)(4) and
(5)." In C.22(g)(4), "(3)" and "Licensing State" have been added and
"Atomic Energy Commission" changed to read "Nuclear Regulatory
Commission." In C.22(g)(5), "(3)" has been added and subdivision (i)
specifies that "...5 microcuries of radium-226.. ." is the possession
limit. Further, in C.22(g)(5), separate labels are specified for
reference sources containing americium-241 or plutonium
(C.22(g)(5)(ii)(a)) and radium-226 (C.22(g)(5)(ii)(b)); "Licensing State"
has been added in (iii); and the storage conditions in (iv) are also
applied to radium-226. In C.22(g)(6), the manufacture of "radium-226"
reference sources is not authorized by the general license. These
revisions were made to provide Licensing States with regulations for
controlling NARM, particularly as radium-226 reference sources are
commonly used. Also, "Atomic Energy Commission" has been changed to read
"Nuclear Regulatory Commission" where indicated due to the Energy
Reorganization Act of 1974. (Pages C14 - C15 of the 1974 SSRCR)

C.22(h)(1) Medical Diagnostic Uses. "Atomic Energy Commission" has been
changed to read "Nuclear Regulatory Commission." "Licensing State" has
been included as only a Licensing State can grant a general license for
the use of cobalt-57 as given in C.22(h)(1)(iv) - cobalt-57 is NARM,
i.e., accelerator-produced. (Page C16, lines 107-108 of the 1974 SSRCR)

C.22(h)(3)(v) Medical Diagnostic Uses. "Atomic Energy Commission" has
been changed to read "Nuclear Regulatory Commission." "Licensing State"
has been included for reasons given for C.22(h)(1) above. (Page C17,
lines 190-191 of the 1974 SSRCR)

C.22(i)(1)(vi) General License for Use of Radioactive Material for
Certain In Vitro Clinical or Laboratory Testing. Subdivision "(vi)" has
been added to extend the general license to cobalt-57 in vitro kits which
are commonly available. Page C19, line 248 of the 1974 SSRCR)

C.22(i)(3)(i) General License for Use of Radioactive Material for
Certain In Vitro Clinical or Laboratory Testing. The radionuclide
"cobalt-57" has been added to place a "total amount" storage limit of 200
microcuries on cobalt-57. (Page C19, line 280 of the 1974 SSRCR)

C.22(i)(3)(iv) General License for Use of Radioactive Material for
Certain In Vitro Clinical or Laboratory Testing. "Atomic Energy
Conumission" has been changed to read "Nuclear Regulatory Commission."
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"Licensing State" has been included as only a Licensing State can
authorize the receipt of cobalt-57, i.e., NARM. (Page C19, lines 292-293
of the 1974 SSRCR)

C.22(i)(4)(i) General License for Use of Radioactive Material for
Certain In Vitro Clinical or Laboratory Testing. "Atomic Energy
Commission" has been changed to read "Nuclear Regulatory Commission."
Also, "Licensing State" and "cobalt-57" have been included since a
Licensing State can authorize the possession or use of NARM. (Page C20,
lines 303-305 of the 1974 SSRCR)

C.22(i)(4)(ii) General License for Use of Radioactive Material for
Certain In Vitro Clinical or Laboratory Testing. The label in the 1974
SSRCR applies only to byproduct material; in this revision of the SSRCR,
it is denoted by "(a)" and "Atomic Energy Commission" has been changed to
read "Nuclear Regulatory Commission." A separate label "(b)" has been
added for NARM (e.g., Co-57) which is controlled by a Licensing State.
(Page C20, lines 309-329 of the 1974 SSRCR)

C.22(.)(1) and (2)(i) Ice Detection Devices. "Atomic Energy Commission"
has been changed to read "Nuclear Regulatory Commission." (Page C21,
lines 353, 358, and 368 - 369 of the 1974 SSRCR)

The 1974 SSRCR C.22(k) entitled "General Licensed Quantities for Radium-
226" has been eliminated in its entirety. Radium sources should not be
exempt nor generally licensed without specific applications and
requirements placed upon their use. The only radium products formerly
covered by C.22(k) were calibration and reference sources and are
presently covered in this SSRCR by the reorganized C.22(g), particularly
C.22(g)(3). (Pages C21 - C23, lines 389 - 456 of the 1974 SSRCR)

Sec. C.25 General Requirements for the Issuance of Specific Licenses

C.25(e) and (f) Bonding and Perpetual Care Requirements. C.25 "(e)"
and "(f)" have been added for "Bonding Requirements" and "Perpetual
Care Requirements" respectively. The bonding and perpetual care
requirements and definitions A.2(p), (y), (ac), and (bi) were
developed by the Conference of Radiation Control Program Director's
Task Force on Bonding and Perpetual Care of Licensed Nuclear Activities.
These proposed changes to the Suggested State Regulations for Control of
Radiation appeared as Appendix C of the Task Force Report dated April 5,
1976. (See "Report of the Task Force on Bonding and Perpetual Care of
Nuclear Licensed Activities," pages 252-271, especially Appendix C on
pages 268 - 269, of the proceedings of the Seventh Annual National
Conference on Radiation Control, held April 27 - May 2, 1975 in Hyannis,
Massachusetts.) The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission is currently
reevaluating its position with regard to decommissioning of nuclear
facilities and radioactive residue disposal, and as part of the
reevaluation is considering various bonding proposals. Nothing in these
suggested regulations
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should be interpreted as reflecting current or future Nuclear Regu-
latory Commission policy with regard to bonding and/or decommissioning.
(Page C24, lines 546 of the 1974 SSRCR)

Sec. C.26 Special Requirements for Issuance of Certain Specific Licenses
for Radioactive Material

C.26(c) Specific Licenses for Certain Groups of Medical Uses of
Radioactive Material. C.26(c) "Groups of diagnostic uses' of the 1974
SSRCR has been retitled and has been extensively amended, including an
expansion from two to six groups. These revisions have been made to
update Part C in accordance with recent changes in NRC regulations (10
CFR Part 35) and provide a regulatory basis for Licensing State control
of those NARM products applicable to certain groups of medical uses. An
insert has been made in the criteria for Group VI to reflect that the
leak test for radium-226 sources is a gas emanation test which must
satisfy the criteria of Part G, SSRCR, rather than the standard wipe of
0.005 microcurie. (Page C25, lines 598-616 of the 1974 SSRCR)

Sec. C.27 Special Requirements for Specific Licenses of Broad Scope

C.27(e)(1) Specific Licenses of Broad Scope. The words, "Unless
specifically authorized," have been added to clarify the statement
given in C.27(e)(1) and for consistency with 10 CFR 33.17. (Page C30,
line 843 of the 1974 SSRCR)

Sec. C.28 Special Requirements for a Specific License to Manufacture,
Assemble, Repair, or Distribute Commodities, Products, or Devices which
Contain Radioactive Material

C.28(a) Licensing the Introduction of Radioactive Material into
Products in Exempt Concentrations. As a matter of maintaining
consistent format, C.28(a) has been recodified into 2 subparagraphs
and 2 subdivisions within the new C.28(a)(1). (Page C31, lines 882-
922 of the 1974 SSRCR)

C.28(b)(1) Licensing the Distribution of Radioactive Material in
Exempt Quantities. The acronym "NARM" has been substituted for
"radioactive material other than source or byproduct material" as a
point of clarification. (Page C32, lines 928-929 of the 1974 SSRCR)

C.28(b)(2)(iv) and (3) Licensing the Distribution of Radioactive'
Material in Exempt Quantities. "Licensing State" has been substituted
for "U.S. Atomic Energy Commission" and/or "Agreement State" as only
a Licensing State has authority to permit the distribution of NARM in
exempt quantities. Reporting requirements of the manufacturer were
expanded to include reporting the distribution of generally licensed
devices containing NARM to the appropriate regulatory agency of each
individual state to which a device is transferred. (Page C33, lines
972-995 of the 1974 SSRCR)
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C.28(c) Licensing the Incorporation of Naturally Occurring and
Accelerator-Produced Radioactive Material into Gas and Aerosol
Detectors. "NARM" or its extended form has been substituted for
"radioactive material other than source or byproduct material" as a
point of clarification. (Page C33, lines 998 - 1004 of the 1974
SSRCR)

C.28(d) Licensing the Manufacture and Distribution of Devices to
Persons Generally Licensed Under C.22(d). The heading of C.28(d).has
been amended and the content of C.28(d) has been extensively reorganized
and revised in accord with changes in NRC regulations (10 CFR 32.51,
32.51a, and 32.52) on this matter and to provide similar regulatory
authority for control by Licensing States and Agreement States.
Particularly, dose limits under accident conditions, further labeling
information, and record keeping aspects have been added. (Page C33 -
C35, lines 1010 - 1091 of the 1974 SSRCR)

C.28(f) Soecial Requirements for License to Manufacture Calibration
Sources Containing Americium-241, Plutonium or Radium-226 for
Distribution to Persons Generally Licensed Under C.22(g). "Radium-226"
has been added to provide for the control of calibration sources
containing radium-226. (Page C35, lines 1110 and 1115 of the
1974 SSRCR)

C.28(g)(2) Manufacture and Distribution of Radioactive Material for
Medical Use Under General License. In C.28(g)(2) the words, "The
following statement" were changed to "one of the following statements,
as appropriate" and labels (i) and (ii) for byproduct material and NARM
(e.g., Co-57) respectively have been included. Since derivation of the
NARM authority is legally distinct from the original byproduct material
authority, different labels need to be applied according to the
radioactive content of the drug. (Page C36, lines 15-29 of the 1974
SSRCR)

C.28(h)(2)(vi) Manufacture and Distribution of Radioactive Material
for Certain In Vitro Clinical or Laboratory Testing Under General
License. "Cobalt-57" has been added as C.28(h)(2)(vi) as it is commonly
available in prepackaged units. (Page C37, line 52 of the 1974 SSRCR)

C.28(h)(3) and (4) Manufacture and Distribution of Radioactive Material
for Certain in Vitro Clinical or Laboratory Testing Under General
License. "Cobalt-57" has been added to C.28(h)(3)(i). In C.28(h)(4),
the words "The following statement" were changed to "One of the
following statements, as appropriate." Labels for byproduct material
and NARM have been included as C.28(h)(4)(i) and (ii) for similar
reasons as those given for C.28(g)(2) above. (Pages C37, lines 56-86 of
the 1974 SSRCR)

C.28(0) Manufacture and Distribution of Radiopharmaceuticals
Containing Radioactive Material for Medical Use Under Group Licenses
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C.28(k) Manufacture and Distribution of Generators or Reagent Kits for
Preparation of Radiopharmaceuticals Containing Radioactive Material

C.28(l) Manufacture and Distribution of Sources or Devices Containing
Radioactive Material for Medical Use. Paragraphs "(j)," "(k)," and
"(!)" of Section C.28 have been added for the manufacture and
distribution of radiopharmaceuticals, generators or reagent kits, and
medical sources or devices, respectively, and provide consistency with
amendments to NRC regulations (10 CFR 32.72, 32.73 and 32.74). These
revisions have been made to provide regulatory language for licensing
the manufacture and distribution of the products described in "(j),"
"(k)", and "(1)" which heretofore had not been incorporated in Part C,
but whose possession and use is permitted by C.26(c) as presently
revised. (Page C37, line 98 of the 1974 SSRCR)

Sec. C.36 Persons Possessing a License for Source, Byproduct. or Special
Nuclear Material in Quantities Not Sufficient to Form a Critical Mass on
Effective Date of These Regulations. "Atomic Energy Commission" has been
changed to "Nuclear Regulatory Commission." (Page C39, lines 168-169 and
172 of the 1974 SSRCR)

Sec. C.37 Persons Possessing Naturally Occurring and Accelerator-Produced
Radioactive Material on Effective Date of These Regulations. "Naturally
Occurring and Accelerator-Produced Radioactive Material" has been
substituted for "Radioactive Material other than Source, Byproduct, or
Special Nuclear Material" in the title and the acronym "NARM" has been used
in the text of C.37 as a point of clarification. (Page C39, lines 174 -
175 and line 177 of the 1974 SSRCR)

Sec. C.40 Transfer of Material

C.40(b)(2) Transfer of Material. "Atomic Energy Commission" has been
changed to read "U.S. Department of Energy" due to the Energy
Reorganization Act of 1974 and the Department of Energy Organization
Act. (Page C40, line 196 of the 1974 SSRCR)

C.40(b)(4) Transfer of Material. "Atomic Energy Commission" changed
to read "Nuclear Regulatory Commission" and "Licensing State" has been
included. Some of the transferable radioactive material is NARM,
hence is authorized by a Licensing State. (Page C40, lines 204 and
207 of the 1974 SSRCR)

C.40(c) Transfer of Material. "Atomic Energy Commission" has been
changed to read "Nuclear Regulatory Commission" and "Licensing State"
has been included for similar reasons as those given for the preceding
C.40(b)(4). (Page C40, lines 212 - 214 of the 1974 SSRCR)

C.40(d)(4) and (5) Transfer of Material. "Atomic Energy Commission"
has been changed to read "Nuclear Regulatory Commission" and
"Licensing State" has been included for similar reasons as those given
for C.40(b)(4) above. (Page C41, lines :240-241 and lines 248-249 of
the 1974 SSRCR)

-9-
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Sec. C.90 Reciprocal Recognition of Licenses. Sec. C.90 has been
reorganized to accommodate the reciprocal recognition of both byproduct
material and NARM licenses. Hence, paragraphs (a) and (b) now read
"Licenses of Byproduct, Source, and Special Nuclear Material in Quantities
Not Sufficient to Form a Critical Mass" and "Licenses of Naturally
Occurring and Accelerator-Produced Radioactive Material," respectively.
The substance of both paragraph (a) and paragraph (b) is essentially the
sa.me as the 1974 Edition of the SSRCR and only minor changes regarding
"Nuclear Regulatory Commission," "Licensing State," and the elimination of
the word "section" have been made. The NRC and Agreement States have
jurisdiction for licensing byproduct, source and special nuclear material
whereas, Licensing States have jurisdiction for licensing NARM. (Page C42
- C43 of the 1974 SSRCR)

Part C Footnote Changes: No significant changes have been made to
footnotes 1, 3, 4 and 5. Footnote 2 has been revised as noted in the
rationale for C.4(c)(1). Former footnote 6 of the 1974 SSRCR has been
revised and renumbered 12 in this revision of the SSRCR. Former footnotes
7, 8, 9 and 9a in the 1974 SSRCR have been renumbered 6, 7, 8 and 9
respectively in this SSRCR. A new footnote 10 has been added regarding
perpetual care. Former footnote 10 has been renumbered 11 and revised by
deleting "source material." Former footnotes 11 and 12 have been
renumbered 13 and 14, respectively, in this revision of the SSRCR.

Schedule A of Part C. Polonium-210, radium-226, and radium-228 have been
deleted. These are alpha emitting radionuclides and are not permitted
exemption under the intent of C.4(a)(2). (Page C47, lines 130 and 136-137
of the 1974 SSRCR)

Schedule C of Part C. Groups I and II have been amended by several new
procedures and new Groups III, IV, V and VI have been added to accommodate
new medical uses and procedures using radioactive material. These
revisions incorporate changes to NRC regulations and provide a regulatory
basis for controlling NARM such as iodine-123, fluorine-18, cobalt-57,
radon-222, radium-226, and strontium-87m.

NOTE: Under the wording submitted by NRC, any Investigational New Drug
material is automatically covered under the appropriate group. For states
where this requires specific action by the state (such as verifying the
submission of FDA forms 1571 or 1573), such inclusion in this schedule may
be inappropriate and should be deleted.

Matters for Future Consideration

1. In C.28(j)(2)(i) and in C.28(k)(2)(i), it is suggested that the phrase,
"a biologic product license issued by FDA," be deleted for consistency with
FDA regulations. This action should be taken in concert with the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission's deletion of the same phrase from 10 CFR
32.72(a)(2)(i) and 32.73(a)(2)(i) in order to maintain compatibility with
those regulations.
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2. It is suggested that C.28(j)(2)(ii) and C.28(k)(2)(ii) be revised for
consistency with FDA regulations. This provision should be revised in
conjunction with revision of 10 CFR 32.72(a)(2)(ii) and 32.73 (a)(2)(ii)
and in cooperation with the U.S. Muclear Regulatory Commission and the
Bureau of Drugs, FDA for compatibility with the regulations of those
agencies (e.g., substitute "is to be exclusively intrastate and has been
reviewed and approved by the [Agency for its acceptability" for "are not
subject to the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act and the Public Health
Service Act)."

3. In C.28(g)(I), the phrase "or in accordance with a license for a
biologic product issued by the Secretary, Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare" should be revised for consistency with FDA regulations. This
revision should be completed in conjunction with a revision of 10 CFR
32.70(b) and with the cooperation of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
and the Bureau of Drugs, FDA for compatibility with the regulations of
those agencies.

4. It is suggested that consideration be given to adding data for a number

of NARM nuclides already appearing in Schedule B, Exempt Quantities, to the
Schedule A, Exempt Concentrations listing (i.e. gallium-67, indium-111,
iodine-123, iron-52, potassium-43, sodium-22, and yttrium-87).

5. Consider the possibility of including data for certain short-lived
radionuclides in Schedule B, Exempt Quantities (e.g. carbon-11,
nitrogen-13, and oxygen-15).

6. In C.22(i)(I)(i) - (viii), it is suggested that rather than repeating
subdivisions (i) through (viii), which are essentially similar except for
radionuclide and quantity, a listing of these radionuclides and their
quantities, and a single sentence describing their use, would suffice.

7. It is suggested that consideration be given to revising the definition
of "NARM" to clearly exclude "special nuclear material in quantities not
sufficient to form a critical mass" similar to the exclusion of "source
material" in the present definition of NARM (e.g. "'NARM' means any
naturally occurring or accelerator-produced radioactive material except
source material and special nuclear material" or "'NARM' means naturally
occurring or accelerator-produced radioactive material. It does not
include byproduct, source, or special nuclear material").

8. In C.4(c) on Exempt Items of Radioactive Material Other than Source
Material, it is suggested that further consideration be given to the
following: The quantities of radioactivity on manufactured items should be
circumscribed by limits on accessible emitted radiation to insure the
integrity of the item, and instructions for disposal or other action of
defective items should be incorporated.
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9. Paragraph (c) of C.28 on Licensing the Incorporation of Naturally
Occurring and Accelerator-Produced Radioactive Material into Gas and
Aerosol Detectors raises a question with respect to the relationship
between the NARM Guides and Part C of the SSRCR. The NARM Guides for such
detectors (NARM Guide 3) contain a requirement providing a limit on the
amount of radioactive material in the detector, which is not included in
C.28(c). This paragraph or NARM Guide 3 should be revised to obtain
consistency between the guides and the SSRCR.

10. In Schedule C, Groups of Medical Uses of Radioactive Material, it is
suggested that the radionuclides within each group (i.e., Groups (1) - (6))
be organized alphabetically for the next revision of the SSRCR (i.e. in a
manner consistent with those in Schedules A and B).

11. In C.21(a)(1) - (3), a general license is issued to pharmacists to use
source material. The question was raised as to whether it is current
practice for pharmacists and physicians to use source material in medicines
or whether it is a carry-over from an earlier period. If it is
unnecessary, consideration should be given to omitting these provisions.

12. It was suggested that consideration be given to adding to the
definition of Licensing State, a statement indicating that the effective
program for the regulatory control of NARM has been reviewed and certified
by some group - e.g., "...an effective program as reviewed and certified by
the Conference of Radiation Control Program Directors."

13. It was requested that consideration be given to including something in
the SSRCR to accommodate byproduct, source and special nuclear material 0
until a state becomes an agreement State. The following proposed sectionwas suggested for consideration.

Sec. C.2 Agency Licensing Activities.

(a) Until this state becomes an Agreement State, the Agency will not
issue licenses authorizing the possession or use of byproduct, source,
or special nuclear material. This paragraph shall take precedence
over other requirements of this part.

(b) Persons possessing or using radioactive material in this state,
unless exempted by these regulations, are required to be in possession
of a current U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission or Agency issued
license.

(c) Persons possessing or using radioactive material in this state
under the authority of a U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission issued
license shall also register such possession or use of radioactive
material with the Agency.
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14. In C.28(b)(1)(ii) and C.28(c), consider aspects for improving language
and discuss means of implementing the Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA) standard
on ionization chamber smoke detectors, particularly labeling requirements.

13 -



1974
Rationale for Revisions

Part C
Licensing of Radioactive Material

I. Reorganization

Two major reorganizations have been made to Part C in order to improve the
clarity and to facilitate the location of appropriately relevant material
under section or subsection titles. Where substantive changes have been
made in the text of sections involved in these reorganizations, they will be
covered under the specific topic below.

A. Exempt Radioactive Material

The first reorganization involves Section C.4 where exempt concentrations,
quantities and items are now located under subsections of the same title.
The revised organization of Section C.4 is as follows with notation of the
existing organization in the right-hand margin:

Revised Present

C.4(a) Exempt Concentrations C.4(a)

C.4(b) Exempt Quantities CA4(f)

C.4(c) Exempt Items

(1) Certain items containing radioactive material. C.4(b)

(2) Self-luminous products containing tritium, C.4(e)
krypton-85, or promethium-147.

(3) Gas and aerosol detectors containing radioactive CA(d)
material

(4) Resins containing scandium-46 and designed for C.4(c)
sand consolidation in oil wells.

B. Specific License Requirements

The reorganization of specific license requirements was designed to provide
a more logical arrangement and to incorporate material covering the
licensure of individuals to manufacture or to distribute products containing
radioactive material. The Technical Review Committee which met in March
1974, recommended the addition of material to cover the uniform control of
manufacture and distribution and the creation of a new Section C.28. As
noted in the following outline, the new C.28 includes several new sections
which have been patterned after or refer to requirements of the AEC
regulations.

1
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Revised Present

C.26 Special Requirements for Issuance of Certain C.26
Specific Licenses for Radioactive Material

C.26(a) Human Use of Radioactive Material in C.26(a)
institutions.

C.26(b) Licensing of Individual Physicians for Human C.26(b)
Use of Radioactive Material.

C.26(c) Groups of Diagnostic Uses. C.26(c)

C.26(d) Human Use cf Sealed Sources. C.26(d)

C.26(e) Use of Sealed Sources in Industrial Radiography C.26(f)

C.27 Special Requirements for Specific Licenses of C.27
Broad Scope.

(unchanged)

C.28 Special Requirements for a Specific License to new
Manufacture, Assemble, Repair, or Distribute
Commodities, Products, or Devices which Contain
Radioactive Material

C.28(a) Licensing the Introduction of Radioactive C.26(g)
Material into Products in Exempt Concentrations.
This is essentially "present" C.26(g) and relates
to C.4(a).

C.28(b) Licensing the Distribution of Radioactive Material new

In Exempt Quantities

This relates to C.4(b).

C.28(c) Licensing the Incorporation of Radioactive Material new
other than Source or Byproduct Material into Gas and
Aerosol Detectors. This relates to C.4(c)(3).

C.28(d) Distribution of Devices to Persons Generally C.26(e)
Licensed Under C.22(d). This relates to C.22(d).

C.28(e) Special Requirements for the Manufacture, Assembly, new
or Repair of Luminous Safety Devices for Use in
Aircraft. This relates primarily to C.22(e).

C.28(f) Special Requirements for License to Manufacture new
Calibration Sources Containing Americum-241 or

2
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Revised

Plutonium for Distribution to Persons Generally
Licensed Under C.22(g). This relates primarily to
C.22(g).

C.28(g) Manufacture and Distribution of Radioactive Material
for Medical Use Under General License. This is C.26(h)
essentially "present" C.26(h) and relates primarily
to C.22(h).

C.28(h) Manufacture and Distribution of Radioactive C.26(i)
Material for Certain In Vitro Clinical or
LaboratorV Testing Under General License. This
relates to C.22(i).

C.28(i) Licensing the Manufacture and Distribution of Ice new
Detection Devices. This relates to C.22(j).

II. Part J References

As noted below, Part J has been added to maintain compatibility with the new
10 CFR Part 19 of AEC regulations, the provisions of which are comparable to
those provided by the Department of Labor for inspections pursuant to the
Occupational Safety and Health Act. In order to fully incorporate Part J
into the regulations, it is necessary to transfer some material from Part D
and to incorporate a reference to Part J in the following sections of Part
C:

C.21(b)
C.22(a)
C.22(e) (2)
C.22(h) (5)
C.22(i) (6)
C.22(j) (2) (iii)

III. Editorial Updating

Revisions have been made in order to maintain consistent terminology within
Part C when referring to applicable provisions. The terms, "of this
paragraph, subdivision," etc., have been eliminated and applicable
provisions are referenced by the specific numeral designations, e.g.
C.28(a)(2).

IV. Specific Changes

C.4(c)(1)

Rationale: C.4(c)(1) The specific reference to radium in the present
C.4(b) has been deleted in the new C.4(c)(1).
Formerly, the receipt, possession, use, transfer,
ownership, or acquisition of radium timepieces were exempt

3
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from these regulations. Since neither the kind of
timepiece nor the quantity of radium contained on its
hands or dial was specified, any kind of timepiece
with any quantity of radium was exempt. The Working Group
felt that the continuance of this is unacceptable;
furthermore, the relative hazards of radium indicate
that it is imprudent to specify the kinds of timepieces
and quantities of radium on their hands and dials which
should be exempt from these regulations.

C.4(c)(3)

Present C.4(d) Gas and aerosol detectors containing byproduct
material. Except for persons who manufacture, process, or
produce gas and aerosol detectors containing byproduct
material, any person is exempt from these regulations to the
extent that such person receives, possesses, uses, transfers,
owns, or acquires byproduct material in gas and aerosol
detectors designed to protect life or property from fires and
airborne hazards provided that detectors containing byproduct
material shall have been manufactured, imported, or transferred
in accordance With a specific license issued by the U.S. Atomic
Energy Commission pursuant to Section 32.26 of 10 CFR Part 32
which license authorizes the transfer of the detectors to
persons who are exempt from regulatory requirements.

Revised C.4(c)(3) Gas and aerosol detectors containing radioactive
-material

(i) Except for persons who manufacture, process, or
produce gas and aerosol detectors containing radioactive
material, any person is exempt from these regulations to
the extent that such person receives, possesses, uses,
transfers, owns, or acquires radioactive material in gas
and aerosol detectors designed to protect life or property
from fires and airborne hazards provided that detectors
containing radioactive material shall have been
manufactured, imported, or transferred in accordance with
a specific license issued by the U.S. Atomic Energy
Commission2/ or an Agreement State, pursuant to Section
32.26 of 10 CFR Part 32, or equivalent, which authorizes
the transfer of the detectors to persons who are exempt
from regulatory requirements.

(ii) Gas and aerosol detectors previously manufactured and
distributed to general licensees in accordance with a
specific license issued by an Agreement State shall be
considered exempt under C.4(c)(3)(i), provided that the
device is labeled in accordance with the specific license
authorizing distribution of the general licensed device,
and provided further that they meet the requirements of
C.28(c).
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Rationale: C.4(c)(3) Amended to accommodate the receipt, possession, use,
transfer, ownership, or acquisition of other radioactive
material, in addition to byproduct material which is contained
in gas and aerosol detectors. This change, in effect, permits
the receipt, possession, use, transfer, ownership, or
acquisition of any and all radioactive material contained in
gas and aerosol detectors which were manufactured, imported, or
transferred in accordance with requirements equivalent to those
specified in Section 32.26 of 10 CFR 32. Subdivision (i)
provides for all radioactive material and subdivision (ii)
provides for the radioactive material contained in devices
which have been previously distributed.

C.20

Present

Revised

Sec. C.20 Types of Licenses. Licenses for radioactive
materials are of two types: general and specific. General
licenses provided in this part are effective without the filing
of applications with the Agency or the issuance of licensing
documents to particular persons. Specific licenses are issued
to named persons upon application filed pursuant to this part.

Sec. C.20 Types of Licenses. Licenses for radioactive
materials are of two types: general and specific.

(a) General licenses provided in this part are effective
without the filing of applications with the Agency or the
issuance of licensing documents to the particular persons,
although the filing of a certificate with the Agency may be
required by the particular general license. The general
licensee is subject to all other applicable portions of these
regulations and any limitations of the general license.

(b) Specific licenses require the submission of an application
to the Agency and the issuance of a licensing document by the
Agency. The licensee is subject to all applicable portions of
these regulations as well as any limitations specified in the
licensing document.

C.20 Reorganized into (a) and (b) and each explanation
expanded for clarity.

Rationale:

C.22(i)

Present

Revised

C.22(i) General License for Use of Iodine 125 or Iodine 131
for In Vitro Clinical or Laboratory Testing 2/

C.22(i) General License for Use of Radioactive Material for
Certain In Vitro Clinical or Laboratory Testing 9/

C.22(i)( 1)

5
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Addition (iii) Carbon-14, in units not exceeding 10 microcuries each
for use in in vitro clinical or laboratory tests not involving
internal or external administration of radioactive material, or
the radiation therefrom, to human beings or animals.

Addition (iv) Hydrogen-3 (tritum), in units not exceeding 50
microcuries each for use in in vitro clinical or laboratory
tests not involving internal or external administration of
radioactive material, or the radiation, therefrom, to human
beings or animals.

Addition (y) Iron-59, in units not exceeding 20 microcuries each for use
in in vitro clinical or laboratory tests not involving internal
or external administration of radioactive material, or the
radiation therefrom, to human beings or animals.

Rationale: C.22(i)(1) In vitro procedures for carbon-14, hydrogen-3, and
iron-59 are being added within C.22(i)(1) to accommodate recent
ammendments to Parts 31 and 32 of AEC regulations.

C.22(i)(3)(i)

Present (i) The general licensee shall not possess at any one time
pursuant to the general license in subparagraph (1) of this
paragraph, at any one location of storage or use a total amount
of iodine 125 and/or iodine 131 in excess of 200 microcuries.

Revised (i) The general licensee shall not possess at any one time,
pursuant to the general license in C.22(i)(1) at any one
location of storage or use a total amount of iodine-125,
iodine-131, and/or iron-59 in excess of 200 microcuries.

Rationale: C.22(i)(3)(i) A maximum possession limit for the new addition
of iron-59 is specified in keeping with amendment to Parts 31
and 32 of AEC regulations.

C.22(i)(4)(i)

Present (Li Except as prepackaged units which are labeled in accord-
ance with the provisions of a specific license issued under
paragraph C.26(i) of this part or in accordance with the
provisions of a specific license issued by the U. S. Atomic

Energy Commission, or any Agreement State which authorizes the
manufacture of iodine 125 or iodine 131 for distribution to

persons generally licensed under Paragraph C.22(i) or its

equivalent.

Revised (i) Except as prepackaged units which are labeled in
accordance with the provisions of a specific license issued by
the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission, or any Agreement State

which authorizes the manufacture and distribution of iodine-
125, iodine-131, carbon-14, hydrogen-3 (tritum), or iron-59 for
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distribution to persons generally licensed under C.22(i) or its
equivalent, and

C.22(i)(4)(i) Accommodate carbon-14, hydrogen-3,
and iron-59 in accordance with recent amendments to Parts 31
and 32 of AEC regulations.

Rationale:

C.22(k)

(k) General Licensed Quantities for Radium-226

Addition See revised Part C (pages C21-C23).

Rationale: C.22(k) This paragraph provides a general license for radium-
226. Previously these regulations did not provide for the
adequate control of small quanties of radium-226 which were not
specifically licensed nor exempt under these regulations.
Inasmuch as these regulations tend to promote the uniform
control of radioactive material, the Technical Review Committee
recommended that this inadequacy should not be permitted to
continue. Consequently, C.22(k) was developed as the measure
which provides for the adequate control of these small
quantities of radium-226.

C. .23

Addition Sec. C.23 Intrastate Transportation of Radioactive Material

(a) A general license is hereby issued to any common or
contract carrier to transport and store radioactive material in
the regular course of their carriage for another or storage
incident thereto, provided the transportation and storage is in
accordance with the applicable requirements of the regulations,
appropriate to the mode of transport, of the U.S. Department of
Transportation insofar as such regulations relate to the
loading and storage of packages, placarding of the transporting
vehicle, and incident reporting. Persons who transport and
store radioactive material pursuant to the general license in
this paragraph are exempt from the requirements of Part D and
Part J of these regulations.

(b) A general license is hereby issued to any private carrier
to transport radioactive material, provided the transportation
is in accordance with the applicable requirements of the
regulations, appropriate to the mode of transport, of the U.S.
Department of Transportation insofar as such regulations relate
to the loading and storage of packages, placarding of the
transporting vehicle, and incident reporting.

(1) Persons who transport radioactive material pursuant to
the general license in C.23(b) are exempt from the
requirements of Part D and Part J of these regulations
to the extent that they transport radioactive material.

7
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Rationale:

(2) Physicians, as defined in A.2(aa), are exempt from
the requirements of C.23(b) to the extent that
they transport radioactive material for use in
the practice of medicine.

On March 26, 1972, the AEC amended 10 CFR 20, 30, 40, 70, and
71 to provide that AEC licensees not subject to DOT, Postal
Service, or Agreement State Regulations applicable to shippers
and carriers of radioactive materials would be required to
follow provisions set forth in the DOT requirements. The rule
also clarifies who is exempt from these requirements, and
includes in the exemption physicians who carry radioactive
materials in their own vehicles for use in the practice of
medicine. Section C.23 has been added to the Suggested State
Regulations to provide for regulatory control over intrastate
transportation of radioactive material.

C.24(a)

Present Sec. C.24 Filing Application for Specific Licenses.

(a) Applications for specific licenses shall be filed
triplicate on a form prescribed by the Agency.

Section C.24 Filing ADolication for Specific Licenses

in

Revised

(a) Applications for specific licenses shall be filed
triplicate on a form prescribed by the Agency.

in 0
Rationale: C.24(a) The bracketing of "in triplicate" is in recognition

that it is the state's option as to the number of copies it
needs to have filed for its use.

C.26(a)(I)

Present

Revised

Rationale:

(1) The applicant has'appointed a medical isotopes committee
of at least three members to evaluate all proposals for
research, diagnostic, and therapeutic use of radioisotopes
within that institution. Membership of the committee should
include physicians expert in internal medicine, hematology,
therapeutic radiology, and a person experienced in assay of
radioisotopes and protection against radiation; and,

(1) The applicant has appointed a medical isotopes committee
of at least three members to evaluate all proposals for
research, diagnostic, and therapeutic use of radioactive
material within that institution. Membership of the committee
should include physicians expert in internal medicine,
hematology, therapeutic radiology, and a person experienced in
assay of radioactive material and protection against radiation;

C.26(a)(1) The Technical Review Committee recommended that the I
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words "radioactive material" be substituted for "radionuclides"
or "radioisotopes" as this is more consistent with the
remainder of the model regulations.

C.26(d)

Present (d) Human Use of Sealed Sources. In addition to the
requirements set forth in Section C.25 above, a specific
license for human use of sealed sources will be issued only if
the applicant, or if the application is made by an institution,
the individual user (1) has specialized training in the
therapeutic use of the sealed source considered (teletherapy
unit, beta applicator, etc.) or has experience equivalent to
such training, and (2) is a physician.

Revised (d) Human Use of Sealed Sources. In addition to the
requirements set forth in C.25, a specific license for human
use of sealed sources will be issued only if the applicant or,
if the application is made by an institution, the individual
user (1) has specialized training in the diagnostic or
therapeutic use of the sealed source considered, or has
experience equivalent to such training, and (2) is a physician.

Rationale: C.26(d) The Technical Review Committee recommended that the
material in parentheses be deleted as unnecessary since the
words "diagnostic or" were added for completeness and accuracy.

C.26(e)(2)

Present C.26(f) Use of Sealed Sources in Industrial Radiography.

(2) The applicant has established and submits to the Agency
satisfactory written operating and emergency procedures as
described in Section E.202 and,

Revised (e) Use of Sealed Sources In Industrial Radiography.

(2) The applicant has established and submits to the
Agency satisfactory written operating and emergency
procedures described in E.202 ;

Rationale: C.26(e)(2) The phrase "described in E.202" was placed in
brackets for ease in changing the section and paragraph
designation, upon revision of Part E.

C.26(e)(6)

Addition (6) The licensee shall conduct a program for inspection and
maintenance of radiographic exposure devices and storage
containers to assure proper functioning of components important
to safety.

9
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Rationale: C.26(e)(6) Revised to maintain compatability with amendments
to 10 CFR Part 34 of AEC regulations. 0

C.27(c)(2)(i)

Present

Revised

Rationale:

(i) The appointment of a radiological safety officer who is
qualified by training and experience in radiation protection,
and who is available for advice and assistance on radiological
safety matters; and

(i) The appointment of a radiation safety officer who is
qualified by training and experience in radiation protection,
and who is available for advice and assistance on radiation
safety matters, and

C.27(c)(2)(i) The Technical Review Committee recommended that
the word "radiological" read "radiation" as this is more in
keeping with "control of radiation" of the rest of the model.

C.28

Addition Sec. C.28 Special Requirements for a Specific License to
Manufacture, Assemble, Repair, or Distribute Commodities,
Products, or Devices which contain Radioactive Material

See revised Part C (pages C31-C37).

Rationale: C.28 The Technical Review Committee recommended the addition
of C.28 to the SSRCR on the basis of developing a model which
provides for the uniform control of all radioactive material,
and to develop a more consistent grouping of the various
special requirements for licensing in this part.

Paragraphs (a), (d), (g), and (h) are essentially paragraphs
published previously which existed in different numbered
sections of Part C. These paragraphs are now all grouped
together within a single section, new C.28.

Paragraphs (b), (c), (e), (f), and (i) are new developments
within the regulations as regards special requirements for the
manufacture and distribution of commodities which contain
radioactive material. The contents of C.28(c) are patterned
after 10 CFR Part 32 requirements, in order to maintain
uniformity in the control of radioactive material.

Present Sec. C.37 Persons Possessing Radioactive Material Other Than
Agreement Material on Effective Date of These Regulations.

10
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Revised Sec. C.37 Persons Possessing Radioactive Material Other Than
Source, Byproduct, or Special Nuclear Material on Effective
Date of These Regulations

Rationale: C.37 The Technical Review Committee recommended that the words
"Agreement Material" be amended to read "Source, Byproduct, or
Special Nuclear Material" as this is more in keeping with the
rest of model regulations.

C.40

Sec. C.40 Transfer of Material

Present (a) No change

Present (b)(1)-(5) No change

Addition (c) Before transferring radioactive material to a specific
licensee of the Agency, the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, or
an Agreement State, or to a general licensee who is required to
register with the Agency, the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, or
an Agreement State prior to receipt of the radioactive
material, the licensee transferring the material shall verify
that the transferee's license authorizes the receipt of the
type, form, and quantity of radioactive material to be
transferred.

Addition (d) The following methods for the verification required by
C.40(c) are acceptable:

(1) The transferor may have in his possession, and read,
a current copy of the transferee's specific license or
registration certificate;

(2) The transferor may have in his possession a written
certification by the transferee that he is authorized by
license or registration certificate to receive the type,
form, and quantity of radioactive material to be
transferred, specifying the license or registration
certificate number, issuing agency, and expiration date;

(3) For emergency shipments the transferor may accept oral
certification by the transferee that he is authorized by
license or registration certificate to receive the type,
form, and quantity of radioactive material to be
transferred, specifying the license or registration
certificate number, issuing agency, and expiration date;
provided, that the oral certification is confirmed in
writing within ten (10) days;

(4) The transferor may obtain other sources of information
compiled by a reporting service from official records of

11
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the Agency, the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, or the
licensing agency of an Agreement State as to the identity
of licensees and the scope and expiration dates of licenses
and registration; or

(5) When none of the methods of verification described in
C.40(d)(1) to (4) are readily available or when a
transferor desires to verify that information received by
one of such methods is correct or up to date, the
transferor may obtain and record confirmation from the
Agency, the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, or the licensing
agency of an Agreement State that the transferee is
licensed to receive the radioactive material.

Addition (e) Preparation for shipment and transport of radioactive
material shall be in accordance with the provisions of C.100.

Rationale: C.40(c), (d), and (e) Revised to reflect amendments to 10 CFR
Part 71 and maintain compatability with AEC regulations.

C.90(b)

Present (b) Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (a) of this
Section C.90, any person who holds a specific license issued by
the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission or an Agreement State
authorizing the holder to manufacture, transfer, install, or
service a device described in subparagraph C.22(d)(1) within
areas subject to -the jurisdiction of the licensing body is
hereby granted a general license to install, transfer, or
service such a device in this State provided that:

Revised (b) Notwithstanding the provisions of C.90(a), any person who
holds a specific license issued by the U.S. Atomic Energy
Commission or an Agreement State authorizing the holder to
manufacture, transfer, install, or service a device described
in C.22(d)(1) within areas subject to the jurisdiction of the
licensing body is hereby granted a general license to install,
transfer, demonstrate, or service such a device in this State
provided that:

Rationale: C.90(b) As it is generally understood that a general
license is issued to cover the demonstration of a portable
gauge, the Working Group recommended that C.90(b) be amended to
indicate this practice.

C.100

Present Sec. C.100 Intrastate Transportation of Radioactive Materials

Revised As C.23
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Addition Sec. C.100 Preparation of Radioactive Material for Transport

(a) No licensee shall deliver any radioactive material to a
carrier 12/ for transport, unless:

(1) The licensee complies with the applicable requirements of
the regulations, appropriate to the mode of transport, of
the U.S. Department of Transportation insofar as such
regulations relate to the packing of radioactive material,
and to the monitoring, marking and labeling of those
packages;

(2) The licensee has established procedures for opening and
closing packages in which radioactive material is
transported to provide safety and to assure that, prior to
the delivery to a carrier for transport, each package is
properly closed for transport; and

(3) Prior to delivery of a package to a carrier for transport,
the licensee shall assure that any special instructions
needed to safely open the package are sent to, or have
been available to the consignee.

(b) Paragraph (a) of C.100 shall not apply to the
transportation of licensed material, or to the delivery of
licensed material to a carrier for transport, where such
transportation is subject to the regulations of the Department
of Transportation or the U.S. Postal Service.

Rationale: C.100 The Working Group recommended that C.100 should be
reserved pursuant to recent AEC developments pertaining to
transportation of radioactive material and revised to maintain
compatibility with AEC regulations.

12/ For the purpose of this regulation, a licensee who
transports his own licensed material as a private carrier is
considered to have delivered such material to a carrier for
transport.
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Schedule B Amended by including the following radioactive materials and
quantities:

Cesium-129
Cobalt-57
Gallium-67
Indium-111
Iodine-123
Iron-52
Potassium-43
Rubidium-81
Sodium-22
Yttrium-87

I100

100
100
100
100

10
10
10
10
10

1Ci
1iCi
uCi

1 C i

VCi
pCi
ýICi
VCi

IC i

Rationale:

Schedule D

Rationale:

Schedule B The Working Group recommended that since these
radioactive materials are receiving greater use in science and
industry, they should be included in Schedule B.

Title amended to read Limits for Broad Licenses (C.27).
The Working Group recommended that the following values for
radium-226 be included in Schedule D: 0.01 Ci and 0.0001 Ci
for Columns I and II respectively.

Schedule D This title relates Schedule D to the proper section
of Part C. The radium values are the same as the values for
polonium-210 and stronium-90 which are also "bone seekers."

0
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Matters for Future Consideration

It was decided that the following items require further Working Group
investigation:

1. The proposal to include definitions for "AEC Material" and "Licensing
State." This relates to certain labeling problems, e.g., accelerator-
produced Co-57.

2. The Proposal that radon concentrations be included in Schedule A.

3. The proposal that carbon-11, nitrogen-13 and oxygen-15, even though
short half-lived, be included in Schedule B (Exempt Quantities) of Part C.

4. The Working Group anticipates that Schedule C will be amended as "new
diagnostic uses are developed in the future."

5. Subdivisions (i) through (v) of C.22(i)(1). Rather than repeat
subdivisions (i)-(v), which are essentially similar except for radionuclide
and quantity, a listing of these radionuclides and their quantities, and a
single sentence describing their use, would suffice.

6. C.4(c) Radioactive Material Other Than Source Material - Exempt Items.
The quantities of radioactivity on manufactured items should be
circumscribed by limits on accessible emitted radiation to insure the
integrity of the item, and instructions for disposal or other action of
defective items should be incorporated.

7. Proposal to clarify C.27(e)(1) by addition of introductory sentence as
follows: "Unless specifically authorized elsewhere in Part C, persons
licensed pursuant to C.27 shall not:"
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PART D

STANDARDS FOR PROTECTION AGAINST RADIATION

Sec. D.1 Purpose and Scope.

(a) This part establishes standards for protection against radiation
hazards. Except as otherwise specifically provided, this part applies to
all licensees and registrants. It is the purpose of the regulations in this
part to control the possession, use, and transfer of sources of radiation by
any licensee or registrant in such a manner that the total dose to an
individual does not exceed the standards of radiation protection prescribed
in this part. Nothing in this part shall be interpreted as limiting the
intentional exposure of patients to radiation for the purpose of medical
diagnosis or therapy.

(b) In addition to complying with the requirements set forth in this part,
every reasonable effort should be made to maintain radiation exposures, and
releases of radioactive material in effluents to unrestricted areas, as low
as is reasonably achievable. The term "as low as is reasonably achievable"
means as low as is reasonably achievable taking into account the state of
technology, and the economics of improvements in relation to benefits to the
public health and safety, and other societal and socioeconomic
considerations, and in relation to the utilization of ionizing radiation in
the public interest.

Permissible Doses, Levels, and Concentrations

Sec. D.101 Radiation Dose Standards for Individuals in Restricted Areas. 1/

(a) In accordance with the provisions of D.102(a), and except as provided
in D.101(b), no licensee or registrant shall possess, use, receive, or
transfer sources of radiation in such a manner as to cause any individual in
a restricted area to receive in any period of 1 calendar quarter from all
sources of radiation a total occupational dose in excess of the standards
specified in the following table:

Rems (Sv) per Calendar Quarter
Whole body; head and trunk; active
blood-forming organs; lens of eyes;
or gonads ................. .... 1 1/4 (12.5 mSv)

Hands and forearms; feet and ankles. 18 3/4 (187.5 mSv)

Skin of whole body ................. 7 1/2 ( 75 mSv)

1/ irdtermining the doses specified in D.101, a dose from x or gaimma rays
uP to 10MeV may be assumed to be equivalent to the exposure measured by a
properly calibrated appropriate instrument in air at or near the body
surface in the region of the highest dose rate.
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(b) A licensee or registrant may permit an individual in a restricted area
to receive a total occupational dose to the whole body greater than that
permitted under D.101(a), provided:

(1) during any calendar quarter, the total occupational dose to the
whole body shall not exceed 3 rems (30 mSv);

(2) the dose to the whole body, when added to the accumulated
occupational dose to the whole body, shall not exceed 5(N-18) rems
(50(N-18) mSv) where "N" equals the individual's age in years at his
last birthday; and

(3) the licensee or registrant has determined the individual's
accumulated occupational dose to the whole body on Agency Form Y or on
a clear and legible record containing all the information required in
that form and has otherwise complied with the requirements of D.102.
As used in D.101(b), "dose to the whole body" shall be deemed to
include any dose to the whole body, gonads, active blood-forming
organs, head and trunk, or lens of eye.

Sec. D.102 Determination of Accumulated Dose.

(a) (1) Each licensee or registrant shall require any individual, prior to
first entry of the individual into the licensee's or registrant's
restricted area during each employment or work assignment under such
circumstances that the individual will receive or is likely to receive
in any period of I calendar quarter an occupational dose in excess of
25 percent of the applicable standards specified in D.101(a) and
D.104(a), to disclose in a written, signed statement, either

(i) that the individual had no prior occupational dose during the
current calendar quarter, or

(ii) the nature and amount of any occupational dose which the
individual may have received during the specifically identified
current calendar quarter, from sources of radiation possessed or
controlled by other persons.

(2) Each licensee or registrant shall maintain records of such
statements until the Agency authorizes disposition.

(b) Before permitting, pursuant to D.101(b), any individual in a restricted
area to receive an occupational radiation dose in excess of the standards
specified in D.101(a), each licensee or registrant shall:

(1) obtain a certificate on Agency Form Y or on a clear and legible
record containing all the information required in that form, signed by
the individual, showing each period of time after the individual
attained the age of 18 in which the individual received an occupational
dose of radiation; and
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(2) calculate on Agency Form Y, in accordance with the instructions
appearing therein, or on a clear and legible record containing all the
information required in that form, the previously accumulated
occupational dose received by the individual and the additional dose
allowed for that individual under D.101(b).

(c) (1) In the preparation of Agency Form Y, or a clear and legible record
containing all the information required in that form, the licensee or
registrant shall make a reasonable effort to obtain reports of the
individual's previously accumulated occupational dose. For each period
for which the licensee or registrant obtains such reports, he shall use
the dose shown in the report in preparing the form. In any case where
a licensee or registrant is unable to obtain reports of the
individual's occupational dose for a previous complete calendar
quarter, it shall be assumed that the individual has received the
occupational dose specified in whichever of the following columns
apply:

Column 1 Column 2
Assumed Dose in Assumed Dose in Rems (mSv)

Rems (mSv) for Calendar For Calendar Quarters
Quarters Prior to Beginning on or After

Part of Body January 1, 1961 January 1, 1961

Whole body, gonads, active 3 3/4 (37.5 mSv) 1 1/4 (12.5 mSv)
blood-forming organs, head
and trunk, lens of eye

(2) The licensee or registrant shall retain and preserve records used
in preparing Agency Form Y until the Agency authorizes their
disposition. If calculation of the individual's accumulated
occupational dose for all periods prior to January 1, 1961, yields a
result higher than the applicable accumulated dose value for the
individual as of that date, as specified in D.101(b)(2), the excess may
be disregarded.

Sec. D.103 Exposure of Individuals to Concentrations of Radioactive
Material in Air in Restricted Areas.

(a) (1) No licensee shall possess, use, or transfer radioactive material
in such a manner as to permit any individual in a restricted area to
inhale a quantity of radioactive material in any period of 1 calendar
quarter greater than the quantity which would result from
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inhalation for 40 hours per week for 13 weeks at uniform concentrations
of radioactive material in air specified in Appendix A, Table I,
Column 1 of this part.2/,a/,4/ If the radioactive material is of such 40
form that intake by absorption through the skin is likely, individual
exposures to radioactive material shall be controlled so that the
uptake of radioactive material by any organ from either inhalation or
absorption or both routes of intake 5/,6/ in any calendar quarter does
not exceed that which would result from inhaling such radioactive
material for 40 hours per week for 13 weeks at uniform concentrations
specified in Appendix A, Table I, Column 1 of this part.

(2) No licensee shall possess, use, or transfer mixtures of U-234,
U-235, and U-238 in soluble form in such a manner as to permit any
individual in a restricted area to inhale a quantity of such material
in excess of the intake limits specified in Appendix A, Table I, Column
1 of this part. If such soluble uranium is of a form such that

2/ Since the concentration specified for tritium oxide vapor assumes equal
intakes by skin absorption and inhalation, the total intake permitted is
twice that which would result from inhalation alone at the concentration
specified for H-3(S) in Appendix A, Table I, Column I of this part for 40
hours per week for 13 weeks.

a/ For radon-222, the limiting quantity is that inhaled in a period of one
calendar year. For radioactive material designated "Sub" in the
"Radionuclide" column of the table, the concentration value specified is
based upon exposure to the material as an external radiation source.
Individual exposures to these materials may be accounted for as part of the
limitation on individual dose in D.101. These nuclides shall be subject to
the precautionary procedures required by D.103(b)(1).

4/ Multiply the concentration valges specified in Appendix A, Table I,
Column 1 of this part by 6.3 x 10 milliliters to obtain the quarterly
quantity limit. Multiply the concentration value specified in Appendix A,
Table I, Column 1 of this part by 2.5 x 109 milliliters to obtain the annual
quantity limit for Rn-222.

5/ Significant intake by ingestion or injection is presumed to occur only as
a result of circumstances such as accident, inadvertence, poor procedure, or
similar special conditions. Such intakes must be evaluated and accounted
for by techniques and procedures as may be appropriate to the circumstances
of the occurrence. Exposures so evaluated shall be included in determining
whether the limitation on individual exposures in D.103(a)(1) has been
exceeded.

6/ Regulatory guidance on assessment of individual intakes of radioactive
material is given in U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Regulatory Guide
8.9, "Acceptable Concepts, Models, Equations and Assumptions for a Bioassay
Program." Single copies of Regulatory Guide 8.9 are available from the
Office of Standards Development, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
Washington, D.C. 20555, upon written request.
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absorption through the skin is likely, individual exposures to such
material shall-be controlled so that the uptake of such material by any
organ from either inhalation or absorption or both routes of intake 5/
does not exceed that which would result from inhaling such material at
the limits specified in Appendix A, Table I, Column I of this part and
footnote 4 thereto.

(3) For purposes of determining compliance with the requirements of
D.103, the licensee shall use suitable measurements of concentrations
of radioactive material in air for detecting and evaluating airborne
radioactivity in restricted areas and in addition, as appropriate,
shall use measurements of radioactivity in the body, measurements of
radioactivity excreted from the body, or any combination of such
measurements as may be necessary for timely detection and assessment of
individual intakes of radioactivity by exposed individuals. It is
assumed that an individual inhales radioactive material at the airborne
concentration in which he is present unless he uses respiratory
protective equipment pursuant to D.103(c). When assessment of a
particular individual's intake of radioactive material is necessary,
intakes less than those which would-result from inhalation for 2 hours
in any one day or for 10 hours in any one week at uniform
concentrations specified in Appendix A, Table I, Column 1 of this part
need not be included in such assessment, provided that for any
assessment in excess of these amounts the entire amount is included.

(b) (1) The licensee shall, as a precautionary procedure, use process or
other engineering controls, to the extent practicable, to limit
concentrations of radioactive material in air to levels below those
which delimit an airborne radioactivity area as defined in A.2 of these
regulations.

(2) When it is impracticable to apply process or other engineering
controls to limit concentrations of radioactive material in air below
those defined in A.2 of these regulations, other precautionary
procedures, such as increased surveillance, limitation of working
times, or provision of respiratory protective equipment, shall be used
to maintain intake of radioactive material by any individual within any
period of 7 consecutive days as far below that intake of radioactive
material which would result from inhalation of such material for 40
hours at the uniform concentrations specified in Appendix A, Table I,
Column 1 of this part as is reasonably achievable. Whenever the intake
of radioactive material by any individual exceeds this 40-hour control
measure, the licensee shall make such evaluations and take such actions

5/ Significant intake by ingestion or injection is presumed to occur only as
a result of circumstances such as accident, inadvertence, poor procedure, or
similar special conditions. Such intakes must be evaluated and accounted
for by techniques and procedures as may be appropriate to the circumstances
of the occurrence. Exposures so evaluated shall be included in determining
whether the limitation on individual exposures in D.103(a)(1) has been
exceeded.
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as are necessary to assure against recurrence. The licensee shall
maintain records of such occurrences, evaluations, and actions taken in
a clear and readily identifiable form suitable for summary review and
evaluation.

(c) IWThen respiratory protective equipment is used to limit the inhalation
of airborne radioactive mate-rial pursuant to D.103(b)(2), the licensee may
make allowance for such use in estimating exposures of individuals to such
material provided that such equipment is used as stipulated in U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission Regulatory Guide 8.15, "Acceptable Programs for
Respiratory Protection."17,/

(d) Notwithstanding the provisions of D.103(b) and (c), the Agency may
impose further restrictions:

(1) on the extent to which a licensee may make allowance for use of
respirators in lieu of provision of process, containment, ventilation,
or other engineering controls, if application of such controls is found
to be practicable; and

(2) as might be necessary to assure that the respiratory protective
program of the licensee is adequate in limiting exposures of personnel
to airborne radioactive material.

(e) The licensee shall notify, in writing, the Agency at least 30 days
before the date that respiratory protective equipment is first used under
the provisions of D.103.

(f) A licensee who was authorized to make allowance for use of respiratory
protective equipment prior to [the effective date of this regulation] shall
bring his respiratory protective program into conformance with the
requirements of D.103(c) within 1 year of that date, and is exempt from the
requirements of D.103(e).

Sec. D.104 Exposure of Minors. 8/

(a) No licensee or registrant shall possess, use, or transfer sources of
radiation in such a manner as to cause any individual within a restricted
area, who is under 18 years of age, to receive in any period of 1 calendar
quarter from all sources of radiation in such licensee's or registrant's
possession a dose in excess of 10 percent of the standards specified in the
table in D.101(a).

Z/ Single copies of U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Regulatory Guide 8.15
are available from the Office of Standards Development, U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555, upon written request.

8/ For determining the doses specified in D.104, a dose from x or gamma rays
up to 10 MeV may be assumed to be equivalent to the exposure measured by a
properly calibrated appropriate instrument in air at or near the body
surface in the region of the highest dose rate.
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(b) No licensee shall possess, use, or transfer radioactive material in
such a manner as to cause any individual within a restricted area, who is
under 18 years of age, to be exposed to airborne radioactive material in an
average concentration in excess of the limits specified in Appendix A, Table
II, of this part. For purposes of this paragraph, concentrations may be
averaged over periods not greater than a week.

(c) The provisions of D.103(b)(2) and D.103(c) shall apply to exposures
subject to D.104(b) except that the references in D.103(b)(2) and D.103(c)
to Appendix A, Table I, Column 1 of this part shall be deemed to be
references to Appendix A, Table II, Column 1 of this part.

Sec. D.105 Permissible Levels of Radiation From External Sources in
Unrestricted Areas. 9/

(a) Except as authorized by the Agency pursuant to D.105(b), no licensee or
registrant shall possess, use, or transfer sources of radiation in such a
manner as to create in any unrestricted area from such sources of radiation
in his possession:

(1) radiation levels which, if an individual were continuously present
in the area, could result in his receiving a dose in excess of 2
millirems (0.02 mSv) in any one hour; or

(2) radiation levels which, if an individual were continuously present
in the area, could result in his receiving a dose in excess of 100
millirems (1.0 mSv) in any seven consecutive days.

(b) Any person may apply to the Agency for proposed limits upon levels of
radiation in unrestricted areas in excess of those specified in D.105(a)
resulting from the applicant's possession or use of sources of radiation.
Such applications should include information as to anticipated average
radiation levels and anticipated occupancy times for each unrestricted area
involved. The Agency will approve the proposed limits if the applicant
demonstrates to the satisfaction of the Agency that the proposed limits are
not likely to cause any individual to receive a dose to the whole body in
any period of 1 calendar year in excess of 0.5 rem (5.0 mSv).

9/ It is the intent of D.105 to limit radiation levels so that it is
unlikely that individuals in unrestricted areas would receive a dose to the
whole body in excess of 0.5 rem (5.0 mSv) in any one year. If in specific
instances, it is determined by the Agency that this intent is not met, the
Agency may, pursuant to A.7, impose such additional requirements on the
licensee or registrant as may be necessary to meet the intent.
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Sec. D.106 Concentration of Radioactivity in Effluents to Unrestricted
Areas.

(a) A licensee shall not possess, use, or transfer licensed material so as
to release to an unrestricted area radioactive material in concentrations
which exceed the limits specified in Appendix A, Table II of this part,
except as authorized pursuant to D.302 or D.106(b). For purposes of D.106,
concentrations may be averaged over a period not greater than 1 year.

(b) An application for a license or amendment may include proposed limits
higher than those specified in D.106(a). The Agency will approve the
proposed limits if the applicant demonstrates:

(1) that the applicant has made a reasonable effort to minimize the
radioactivity contained in effluents to unrestricted areas; and

(2) that it is not likely that radioactive material discharged in the
effluent would result in the exposure of an individual to
concentrations of radioactive material in air or water exceeding the
limits specified in Appendix A, Table II of this part.

(c) An application for higher limits pursuant to D.106(b) shall include
information demonstrating that the applicant has made a reasonable effort to
minimize the radioactivity discharged in effluents to unrestricted areas,
and shall include, as pertinent:

(1) information as to flow rates, total volume of effluent, peak
concentration of each radionuclide in the effluent, and concentration
of each radionuclide in the effluent averaged over a period of 1 year
at the point where the effluent leaves a stack, tube, pipe, or similar
conduit;

(2) a description of the properties of the effluents, including:

(i) chemical composition,

(ii) physical characteristics, including suspended solids content
in liquid effluents, and nature of gas or aerosol for air
effluents,

(iii) the hydrogen ion concentrations (pH) of liquid effluents,
and

(iv) the size range of particulates in effluents released into
air;

(3) a description of the anticipated human occupancy in the
unrestricted area where the highest concentration of radioactive
material from the effluent is expected, and, in the case of a river or
stream, a description of water uses downstream from the point of
release of the effluent; 40
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(4) information as to the highest concentration of each radionuclide
in an unrestricted area, including anticipated concentrations averaged
over a period of 1 year:

(i) in air at any point of human occupancy, or

(ii) in water at points of use downstream from the point of
release of the effluent;

(5) the background concentration of radionuclides in the receiving
river or stream prior to the release of liquid effluent;

(6) a description of the environmental monitoring equipment, including
sensitivity of the system, and procedures and calculations to determine
concentrations of radionuclides in the unrestricted area and possible
reconcentrations of radionuclides; and

(7) a description of the waste treatment facilities and procedures
used to reduce the concentration of radionuclides in effluents prior to
their release.

(d) For the purposes of D.106, the concentration limits in Appendix A,
Table II of this part shall apply at the boundary of the restricted area.
The concentration of radioactive material discharged through a stack, pipe,
or similar conduit may be determined with respect to the point where the
material leaves the conduit. If the conduit discharges within the
restricted area, the concentration at the boundary may be determined by
applying appropriate factors for dilution, dispersion, or decay between the
point of discharge and the boundary.

(e) In addition to limiting concentrations in effluent streams, the Agency
may limit quantities of radioactive material released in air or water during
a specified period of time if it appears that the daily intake of
radioactive material from air, water, or food by a suitable sample of an
exposed population group, averaged over a period not exceeding 1 year, would
otherwise exceed the daily intake resulting from continuous exposure to air
or water containing one-third (1/3) the concentration of radioactive
material specified in Appendix A, Table II of this part.

(f) The provisions of D.106 do not apply to disposal of radioactive
material into sanitary sewage systems, which is governed by D.303.

(g) In addition to other requirements of this part, licensees engaged in
uranium fuel cycle operations shall comply with the provisions of 40 CFR
Part 190, "Environmental Radiation Protection Standards for Nuclear Power
Operations."

Sec. D.1O7 Orders Requiring Furnishing of Bioassay Services. Where
necessary or desirable in order to aid in determining the extent of an
individual's exposure to concentrations of radioactive material, the Agency
may incorporate license provisions or issue an order requiring a licensee
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or registrant to make available to the individual appropriate bioassay
services and to furnish a copy of the reports of such services to the
Agency.

Precautionary Procedures

Sec. D.201 Surveys. Each licensee or registrant shall make or cause to be
made such surveys as may be necessary for him to establish compliance with
these regulations and are reasonable under the circumstances to evaluate the
extent of radiation hazards that nay be present.

Sec. D.202 Personnel Monitoring.

(a) Each licensee or registrant shall supply appropriate personnel
monitoring equipment to and require its use by:

(1) Each individual who enters a restricted area under such
circumstances that he receives, or is likely to receive, a dose in any
calendar quarter in excess of 25 percent of the applicable value
specified in D.101(a).

(2) Each individual under 18 years of age who enters a restricted area
under such circumstances that he receives, or is likely to receive, a
dose in any calendar quarter in excess of 5 percent of the applicable
value specified in D.101(a).

(3) Each individual who enters a high radiation area.

(b) Except as noted in D.202(c), all personnel dosimeters that require
processing to determine the radiation dose and are utilized by licensees or
registrants to comply with D.202(a), with other applicable parts of these
regulations, or with conditions specified in a license or a certificate of
registration shall be processed and evaluated by a dosimetry processor
currently accredited by the National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation
Program of the National Institute of Standards and Technology and approved
in this accreditation process for the type of radiation or radiations that
most closely approximate the type of radiation or radiations for which the
individual wearing the dosimeter is monitored.

(c) The requirements of D.202(b) do not apply to personnel dosimeters used
to measure the dose to hand and forearms and feet and ankles.

Sec. D.203 Caution Signs, Labels, and Signals.

(a) General

(1) Except as otherwise authorized by the Agency, symbols prescribed
by D.203 shall use the conventional radiacion caution colors (magenta
or purple on yellow background). The symbol prescribed by this sec-
tion is the conventional three-blade design:
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RADIATION SYMBOL

1. Cross-hatch area is to be magenta or purple.
2. Background is to be yellow.

/

L~I

SA

(2) In addition to the contents of signs and labels prescribed in
this section, a licensee or registrant may provide on or near such
signs and labels any additional information which may be appropriate
in aiding individuals to minimize exposure to radiation.

(b) Radiation Areas. Each radiation area shall be conspicuously posted
with a sign or signs bearing the radiation caution symbol and the words:

CAUTION 10/

RADIATION AREA

(c) High Radiation Areas.

(1) Each high radiation area shall be conspicuously posted with a sign
or signs bearing the radiation caution symbol and the words:

CAUTION 10/

HIGH RADIATION AREA

(2) Each entrance or access point to a high radiation area shall be:

(i) equipped with a control device which shall cause the level of
radiation to be reduced below that at which an individual might
receive a dose of 100 millirems (1.0 mSv) in 1 hour upon entry into
the area; or

10/ Or "Danger."
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(ii) equipped with a control device which shall energize a
conspicuous visible or audible alarm signal in such a manner that
the individual entering the high radiation area and the licensee or
a supervisor of the activity are made aware of the entry; or

(iii) maintained locl.ed except during periods when access to the
area is requi•red, positive control over each individual entry.

(3) The controls required by D.203(c)(2) shall be established in such
a way that no individual will be prevented from leaving a high
radiation area.

(4) In the case of a high radiation area established for a period of
30 days or less, direct surveillance to prevent unauthorized entry may
be substituted for the controls required by D.203(c)(2).

(5) Any licensee or registrant may apply to the Agency for approval of
methods not included in D.203(c)(2) and (4) for controlling access to
high radiation areas. The Agency will approve the proposed
alternatives if the licensee or registrant demonstrates that the
alternative methods of control will prevent unauthorized entry into a
high radiation area, and that the requirement of D.203(c)(3) is met.

(6) Each area in which there may exist radiation levels in excess of
500 rems (5.0 Sv) in 1 hour at 1 meter from a sealed radioactive source
that is used to irradiate materials shall have entry control devices
and alarms meeting the criteria specified in 20.203(c)(6) of 10 CFR
Part 20.

(7) The requirements of D.203(c)(6) shall not apply to radioactive
sources that are used in teletherapy, industrial radiography, or in
completely self-contained irradiators. In the case of open field
irradiators in which certain of the criteria specified in D.203(c)(6)
are impracticable, equivalent protection shall be provided by license
conditions. At least one of the alternative measures must include an
entry-preventing interlock control based on a physical measurement of
radiation that assures the absence of high radiation levels before an
individual can gain access to an area where such sources are used.

(d) Airborne Radioactivity Areas. Each airborne radioactivity area shall
be conspicuously posted with a sign or signs bearing the radiation caution
symbol and the words:

CAUTION 10/

AIRBORNE RADIOACTIVITY AREA

(e) Additional Requirements.

(1) Each area or room in which any radioactive material, other than
natural uranium or thorium, is used or stored in an amount exceeding 10
times the quantity of radioactive material specified in Appendix B of
this part shall be conspicuously posted with a sign or signs bearing
the radiation caution symbol and the words:

10/ Or "Danger."
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CAUTION 10/

RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL

(2) Each area or room in which natural uranium or thorium is used or
stored in an -amount exceeding 100 times the quantity specified in
Appendix B of this part shall be conspicuously posted with a sign or
signs bearing the radiation caution symbol and the words:

CAUTION 10/

RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL

(f) Containers.

(1) Except as provided in D.203(f)(3), each container of radioactive
material shall bear a durable, clearly visible label identifying the
radioactive contents.

(2) A label required pursuant to D.203(f)(1) shall bear the radiation
caution symbol and the words:

CAUTION 10/

RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL

It shall also provide sufficient information 11/ to permit individuals
handling or using the containers, or working in the vicinity thereof,
to take precautions to avoid or minimize exposures.

(3) Notwithstanding the provisions of D.203(f)(1), labeling is not
required:

(i) for containers that do not contain radioactive material in
quantities greater than the applicable quantities listed in
Appendix B of this part;

(ii) for containers containing only natural uranium or thorium in
quantities no greater than 10 times the applicable quantities
listed in Appendix B of this part;

(iii) for containers that do not contain radioactive material in
concentrations greater than the applicable concentrations listed in
Appendix A, Table I, Column 2 of this part;

(iv) for containers when they are attended by an individual who
takes the precautions necessary to prevent the exposure of any
individual to radiation or radioactive material in excess of the
limits established by the regulations in this part;

(v) for containers when they are in transport and packaged and
labeled in accordance with regulations published by the U.S.
Department of Transportation;

10/ Or "Danger."
11/ As appropriate, the information will include radiation levels, kinds of
material, estimate of activity, date for which activity is estimated, etc.
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(vi) for containers which are accessible only to individuals
authorized to handle or use them 12/ or to work in the vicinity
thereof, provided that the contents are identified to such
individuals by a readily available written record; and

(vii) for manufacturing and process equipment such as piping and
tanks.

(4) Each licensee shall, prior to disposal of an empty uncontaminated
container to unrestricted areas, remove or deface the radioactive
material label or otherwise clearly indicate that the container no
longer contains radioactive material.

(g) All radiation machines shall be labeled in a manner which cautions
individuals that radiation is produced when the machine is being operated.

Sec. D.204 Exceptions from Posting and Labeling Requirements.
Notwithstanding the provisions of D.203:

(a) A room or area is not required to be posted with a caution sign because
of the presence of a sealed source, provided the radiation level 12 inches
(30.5 cm) from the surface of the source container or housing does not
exceed 5 millirems per hour (0.05 mSv/h).

(b) Rooms or other areas in hospitals are not required to be posted with
caution signs, and control of entrance or access thereto pursuant to
D.203(c) is not required, because of the presence of patients containing
radioactive material provided that there are personnel in attendance who
will take the precautions necessary to prevent the exposure of any
individual to radiation or radioactive material in excess of the limits
established in the regulations in this part.

(c) Caution signs are not required to be posted in areas or rooms con-
taining radioactive material for periods of less than 8 hours provided that:

(1) the material is constantly attended during such periods by an
individual who shall take the precautions necessary to prevent the
exposure of any individual to radiation or radioactive material in
excess of the limits established in this part, and

(2) such area or room is subject to the licensee's or registrant's
control.

(d) A room or other area is not required to be posted with a caution sign,
and control is not required for each entrance or access point to a room or
other area which is a high radiation area solely because of the presence of
radioactive material prepared for transport and packaged and labeled in
accordance with regulations of the U.S. Department of Transportation.

Sec. D.205 Instruction of Personnel. Instructions required for individuals
working in or frequenting any portion of a restricted area are specified in
J.12 of these regulations.

12/ For example, containers in locations such as water-filled canals,
storage vaults, or hot cells.
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Sec. D.206 Storage and Control of Sources of Radiation.

(a) Sources of radiation shall be secured against unauthorized removal from
the place of storage.

(b) Sources of radiation in an unrestricted area and not in storage shall
be tended under the constant surveillance and iimmediate control of the
licensee or registrant.

Sec. D.207 Procedures for Picking Up. Receiving, and Opening Packages.

(a) (1) Each licensee or registrant who expects to receive a package
containing quantities of radioactive material in excess of the A, or A2
quantities specified in Appendix A of Part T of these regulations
shall:

(i) if the package is to be delivered to the licensee's or
registrant's facility by the carrier, make arrangements to receive
the package when it is offered for delivery by the carrier; or

(ii) if the package is to be picked up by the licensee or
registrant at the carrier's terminal, make prior arrangements to
receive notification from the carrier of the arrival of the
package, at the time of arrival.

(2) Each licensee or registrant who picks up a package of radioactive
material from a carrier's terminal shall pick up the package
expeditiously upon receipt of notification from the carrier of its
arrival.

(b) (1) Each licensee or registrant, upon receipt of a package of
radioactive material, shall monitor the external surfaces of the
package for radioactive contamination caused by leakage of the
radioactive contents. The monitoring shall be performed as soon as
practicable after receipt, but no later than 3 hours after the package
is received at the licensee's facility if received during the
licensee's normal working hours or 18 hours if received after normal
working hours. Such monitoring need not be performed on:

(i) packages containing no more than 10 microcuries (370 kBq) of
alpha-emitting radioactive material or no more than 1 millicurie
(37 MBq) of other radioactive material;

(ii) packages containing no more than 10 millicuries (370 MBq) of
radioactive material consisting solely of tritium, carbon-14,
sulfur-35, or iodine-125;

(iii) packages containing only special form radioactive material
or gases;

(iv) packages containing only radioactive material in other than
liquid form, including Mo-99/Tc-99m generators, and no more than
the A2 quantity specified in Appendix A of Part T of these
regulations; and
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(v) nackages containing only radionuclides with half-lives of less
than 30 days and a total quantity of no more than 100 miliicuries
(3.7 GBq).

(2) If removable radioactive contamination in excess of 0.01
microcurie (370 Bq) per 100 square centimeters of package surface is
found on the external surfaces of the package, the licensee or
registrant shall immediately notify, by telephone and telegraph, the
final delivering carrier and the Agency.

(c) (1) Each licensee or registrant, upon receipt of a package containing
quantities of radioactive material in excess of the A1 or A2 quantities
specified in Appendix A of Part T of these regulations, other than
those transported by exclusive use vehicle, shall monitor the radiation
levels external to the package. The package shall be monitored as soon
as practidable after receipt, but no later than 3 hours after the
package is received at the licensee's facility if received during the
licensee's normal working hours, or 18 hours if received after normal
working hours.

(2) If radiation levels are found on the external surface of the
package in excess of 200 millirems per hour (2.0 mSv/h), or in excess
of 10 millirems per hour (0.1 mSv/h) at 3 feet (0.9 m) from the
external surface of the package, the licensee or registrant shall
immediately notify, by telephone and telegraph, the final delivering
carrier and the Agency.

(d) Each licensee or registrant shall establish and maintain procedures for
safely opening packages in which radioactive material is received and shall
assure that such procedures are followed and that due consideration is given S
to special instructions for the type of package being opened.

Waste Disposal

Sec. D.301 General Requirement. No licensee shall dispose of any
radioactive material except:

(a) by transfer to an authorized recipient as provided in C.40 of these

regulations, or

(b) as authorized pursuant to D.106, D.302, D.303, or D.304.

Sec. D.302 Method of Obtaining Approval of Proposed Disposal Procedures.

(a) Any person may apply to the Agency for approval of proposed procedures
to dispose of radioactive material in a manner not otherwise authorized in
this part. Each application shall include a description of the radioactive
material, including the quantities and kinds of radioactive material and
levels of radioactivity involved, and the proposed manner and conditions of
disposal. The application, where appropriate, should also include an
analysis and evaluation of pertinent information as to the nature of the
environment, including topographical, geological, meteorological, and
hydrological characteristics; usage of ground and surface waters in the
general area; the nature and location of other potentially affected
facilities; and procedures to be observed to minimize the risk of unexpected
or hazardous exposures.
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(b) The Agency will not approve any application for a license to receive
radioactive material from other persons for disposal on land not owned by a
state or the federal government.

Sec. D.303 Disposal by Release Into Sanitary Sewage Systems.

(a) No licensee shall discharge radioactive material into a sanitary sewal'e
system unless:

(1) it is readily soluble or dispersible in water;

(2) the quantity of any radioactive material released into the system
by the licensee in any one day does not exceed the larger of:

(i) the quantity which, if diluted by the average daily quantity
of sewage released into the sewer by the licensee, will result in
an average concentration equal to the limits specified in
Appendix A, Table I, Column 2, of this part, or

(ii) 10 times the quantity of such material specified in
Appendix B of this part;

(3) the quantity of any radioactive material released in any one
month, if diluted by the average monthly quantity of water released by
the licensee, will not result in an average concentration exceeding the
limits specified in Appendix A, Table I, Column 2, of this part; and

(4) the gross quantity of radioactive material, excluding hydrogen-3
and carbon-14, released into the sewage system by the licensee does not
exceed 1 curie (37 GBq) per year. The quantities of hydrogen-3 and
carbon-14 released into the sanitary sewage system may not exceed
5 curies (185 GBq) per year for hydrogen-3 and 1 curie (37 GBq) per
year for carbon-14.

(b) No licensee shall discharge radioactive material into an individual
sewage disposal system used for the treatment of wastewater serving only a
single dwelling, office building, industrial plant, or institution except as
specifically approved by the Agency pursuant to D.106 and D.302.

(c) Excreta from individuals undergoing medical diagnosis or therapy with
radioactive material shall be exempt from any limitations contained in
D.303.

Sec. D.304 Disposal by Burial in Soil. No licensee shall dispose of
radioactive material by burial in soil except as specifically approved by
the Agency pursuant to D.302.

Sec. D.305 Disposal by Incineration. No licensee shall incinerate
radioactive material for the purpose of disposal or preparation for disposal
except as specifically approved by the Agency pursuant to D.106 and D.302.
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Sec. Q.306 Disposal of Specific Wastes.

(a) Any licensee may dispose of the following radioactive material without
regard to its radioactivity:

(1) 0.05 microcurie (1.850 kBq) or less of hydrogen-3 or carbon-14 per
grin of medium used for liquid scintillation counting, and

(2) 0.05 microcurie (1.850 kBq) or less of hydrogen-3 or carbon-14 per
gram of animal tissue averaged over the weight of the entire animal;
provided, however, tissue may not be disposed of under D.306 in a
manner that would permit its use either as food for humans or as animal
feed.

(b) Nothing in D.306(a), however, relieves the licensee of maintaining
records showing the receipt, transfer and disposal of such radioactive
material as specified in A.4 of these regulations.

(c) Nothing in D.306(a) relieves the licensee from complying with other
applicable federal, state, and local regulations governing any other toxic
or hazardous property of these materials.

Sec. D.307 Classification of Radioactive Waste for Near-Surface Disposal.

(a) Considerations. Determination of the classification of waste involves
two considerations. First, consideration must be given to the concentration
of long-lived radionuclides (and their shorter-lived precursors) whose
potential hazard will persist long after such precautions as institutional
controls, improved waste form, and deeper disposal have ceased to be
effective. These precautions delay the time when long-lived radionuclides
could cause exposures. In addition, the magnitude of the potential dose is
limited by the concentration and availability of the radionuclide at the
time of exposure. Second, consideration must be given to the concentration
of shorter-lived radionuclides for which requirements on institutional
controls, waste form, and disposal methods are effective.

(b) Classes of Waste.

(1) Class A waste is waste that is usually segregated from other waste
classes at the disposal site. The physical form and characteristics of
Class A waste must meet the minimum requirements set forth in D.308(a).
If Class A waste also meets the stability requirements set forth in
D.308(b), it is not necessary to segregate the waste for disposal.

(2) Class B waste is waste that must meet more rigorous requirements
on waste form to ensure stability after disposal. The physical form
and characteristics of Class B waste must meet both the minimum and
stability requirements set forth in D.308.

(3) Class C waste is waste that not only must meet more rigorous
requirements on waste form to ensure stability but also requires
additional measures at the disposal facility to protect against
inadvertent intrusion. The physical form and characteristics of
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Class C waste must meet both the minimum, and stability requirements set
forth in D.308.

(c) Classification Determined by Long-Lived Radionuclides. If the waste
contains only radionuclides listed in Table 1, classification shall be
determined as follows:

(1) If the concentration does not exceed 0.1 times the value in
Table 1, the waste is Class A.

(2) If the concentration exceeds 0.1 times the value in Table 1 but
does not exceed the value in Table 1, the waste is Class C.

(3) If the concentration exceeds the value in Table 1, the waste is
not generally acceptable for near-surface disposal.

(4) For wastes containing mixtures of radionuclides listed in Table 1,

the total concentration shall be determined by the sum of fractions
rule described in D.307(g).

Table 1

Concentration
Radionuclide (curies/cubic meter)*

C-14 8
C-14 in activated metal 80
Ni-59 in activated metal 220
Nb-94 in activated metal 0.2
Tc-99 3
1-129 0.08
Alpha-emitting transuranic
radionuclides with half-life
greater than five years 100 13/

Pu-241 3,500 13/
Cm-242 20,000 j3/
Ra-226 100 13/

(d) Classification Determined by Short-Lived Radionuclides. If the waste
does not contain any of the radionuclides listed in Table 1, classification
shall be determined based on the concentrations shown in Table 2. If the
waste does not contain any nuclides listed in either Table 1 or 2, it is
Class A.

13/ Units are nanocuries per gram. *To convert nanocuries to becquerels
(Bq), multiply by 37. To convert curies to gigabecquerels (GBq), multiply
by 37.
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(1) If the concentration does not exceed the value in Column 1, the
waste is Class A.

(2) if the concentration exceeds the value in Column 1, but does not
exceed the value in Column 2, the waste is Class B.

(3) If the concentration e;ceeds the value in Column 2, but does not
exceed the value in Column 3, the waste is Class C.

(4) If the concentration exceeds the value in Column 3, the waste is

not generally acceptable for near-surface disposal.

(5) For wastes containing mixtures of the radionuclides listed in
Table 2, the total concentration shall be determined by the sum of
fractions rule described in D.307(g).

Table 2

Concentration (curies/cubic meter)*

Radionuclide Column 1 Column 2 Column 3

Total of all radionuclides
with less than 5-year
half-life 700 14/ 14/

H-3 40 14/ 14/
Co-60 700 14/ I74/
Ni-63 3.5 70 700
Ni-63 in activated metal 35 700 7000
Sr-90 0.04 150 7000
Cs-137 1 44 4600

(e) Classification Determined bV Both Long- and Short-Lived Radionuclides.
If the waste contains a mixture of radionuclides, some of which are listed
in Table 1, and some of which are listed in Table 2, classification shall be
determined as follows:

(1) If the concentration of a radionuclide listed in Table 1 does not
exceed 0.1 times the value listed in Table 1, the class shall be that
determined by the concentration of radionuclides listed in Table 2.

14/ There are no limits established for these radionuclides in Class B or C
wastes. Practical considerations such as the effects of external radiation
and internal heat generation on transportation, handling, and disposal will
limit the concentrations for these wastes. These wastes shall be Class B
unless the concentrations of other radionuclides in Table 2 determine the
waste to be Class C independent of these radionuclides. *To convert
nanocuries to becquerels (Bq), multiply by 37. To convert curies to
gigabecquerels (GBq), multiply by 37.

0
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(2) If the concentration of a radionuclide listed in Table 1 exceeds
0.1 times the value listed in Table 1, but does not exceed the value in
Table 1, the waste shall be Class C, provided the concentration of
radionuclides listed in Table 2 does not exceed the value shown in
Column 3 of Table 2.

(f) Classification of Wastes with Radionuclides Other Than Those Listed in
Tables 1 and 2. If the waste does not contain any radionuclides listed in
either Table 1 or 2, it is Class A.

(g) The Sum of the Fractions Rule for Mixtures of Radionuclides. For
determining classification for waste that contains a mixture of
radionuclides, it is necessary to determine the sum of fractions by dividing
each radionuclide's concentration by the appropriate limit and adding the
resulting values. The appropriate limits must all be taken from the same
column of the same table. The sum of the fractions for the column must be
less than, or equal to, 1.0 if the waste class is to be determined by that
column. Example: A waste contains Sr-90 in a concentration of 50 Ci/m'
(1.85 TBq/m3) and Cs-137 in a concentration of 22 Ci/m3 (814 GBq/m3). Since
the concentrations both exceed the values in Table 2, Column 1, they must be
compared to Column 2 values. For Sr-90 fraction, 50/150 = 0.33; for Cs-137
fraction, 22/44 = 0.5; the sum of the fractions = 0.83. Since the sum is
less than 1.0, the waste is Class B.

(h) Determination of Concentrations in Wastes. The concentration of a
radionuclide may be determined by indirect methods such as use of scaling
factors which relate the inferred concentration of one radionuclide to
another that is measured, or radionuclide material accountability, if there
is reasonable assurance that the indirect methods can be correlated with
actual measurements. The concentration of a radionuclide may be averaged
over the volume of the waste, or weight of the waste if the units are
expressed as nanocuries per gram.

Sec. D.308 Radioactive Waste Characteristics.

(a) The following are minimum requirements for all classes of waste and are
intended to facilitate handling and provide protection of health and safety
of personnel at the disposal site.

(1) Wastes shall be packaged in conformance with the conditions of the
license issued to the site operator to which the waste will be shipped.
Where the conditions of the site license are more restrictive than the
provisions of these regulations, the site license conditions shall
govern.

(2) Wastes shall not be packaged for disposal in cardboard or
fiberboard boxes.

(3) Liquid waste shall be solidified or packaged in sufficient
absorbent material to absorb twice the volume of the liquid.

(4) Solid wastes containing liquid shall contain as little free-
standing and non-corrosive liquid as is reasonably achievable, but in
no case shall the liquid exceed 1 percent of the volume.
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(5) Waste shall not be readily capable of detonation or of explosive
decomposition or reaction at normal pressures and temperatures, or of
explosive reaction with water.

(6) Waste shall not contain, or be capable of generating, quantities
of toxic gases, vapors, or fumes harmful to persons transporting,
handling, or disposing of the waste. This does not apply to
radioactive gaseous waste packaged in accordance with D.308(a)(8).

(7) Waste shall not be pyrophoric. Pyrophoric materials contained in
wastes shall be treated, prepared, and packaged to be nonflammable.

(8) Wastes in gaseous form shall be packaged at a gauge pressure that
does not exceed 1.5 atmospheres at 20 degrees celsius. Total activity
shall not exceed 100 curies (3.7 TBq) per container.

(9) Wastes containing hazardous, biological, pathogenic, or infectious
material shall be treated to reduce to the maximum extent practicable
the potential hazard from the non-radiological materials.

(b) The following are minimum requirements intended to provide stability of
the waste. Stability is intended to ensure that the waste does not degrade
and affect overall stability of the site through slumping, collapse, or
other failure of the disposal unit and thereby lead to water infiltration.
Stability is also a factor in limiting exposure to an inadvertent intruder,
since it provides a recognizable and nondispersible waste.

(1) Waste shall have structural stability. A structurally stable 0
waste form will generally maintain its physical dimensions and its
form, under the expected disposal conditions such as weight of
overburden and compaction equipment, the presence of moisture, and
microbial activity, and internal factors such as radiation effects and
chemical changes. Structural stability can be provided by the waste
form itself, processing the waste to a stable form, or placing the
waste in a disposal container or structure that provides stability
after disposal.

(2) Notwithstanding the provisions in D.308(a)(3) and (4), liquid
wastes, or wastes containing liquid, shall be converted into a form
that contains as little freestanding and noncorrosive liquid as is
reasonably achievable, but in no case shall the liquid exceed 1 percent
of the volume of the waste when the waste is in a disposal container
designed to ensure stability, or 0.5 percent of the volume of the waste
for waste processed to a stable form.

(3) Void spaces within the waste and between the waste and its package
shall be reduced to the extent practicable.

Sec. D.309 Labeling. Each package of waste shall be clearly labeled to
identify whether it is Class A, Class B, or Class C waste, in accordance
with D.307.

Sec. D.310 Reserved.
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Sec. D.311 Transfer for Disposal and Manifests.

(a) Each shipment of waste to a licensed land disposal facility shall be
accompanied by a shipment manifest that contains the name, address, and
telephone number of the person generating the waste. The manifest shall
also include the name, address, and telephone number of the person
transporting the waste to the land disposal facility. The manifest ihall
also indicate as completely as practicable: a physical description (-f the
waste; the waste volume; radionuclide identity and quantity; the total
radioactivity; and the principal chemical form. The solidification agent
shall be specified. Wastes containing more than 0.1 percent chelating
agents by weight shall be identified and the weight percentage of the
chelating agent estimated. Wastes classified as Class A, Class B, or
Class C in D.307 shall be clearly identified as such in the manifest unless
transferred to a waste processor who treats or repackages wastes. The total
quantity of the radionuclides H-3, C-14, Tc-99, and 1-129 shall be shown.

(b) The manifest required in D.311(a) may be shipping papers used to meet
U.S. Department of Transportation or U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
regulations or requirements of the receiver, provided all the required
information is included.

(c) Each manifest shall include a certification by the waste generator that
the transported materials are properly classified, described, packaged,
marked, and labeled and are in proper condition for transportation according
to the applicable regulations of the U.S. Department of Transportation and
the Agency. An authorized representative of the waste generator shall sign
and date the manifest.

(d) Any generating licensee who transfers waste to a land disposal facility
or a licensed waste collector shall comply with the following requirements.
Any generating licensee who transfers waste to a licensed waste processor
who treats or repackages waste shall comply with the requirements of
D.311(d)(4) through (8). A licensee shall:

(1) Prepare all wastes so that the waste is classified according to
D.307 and meets the waste characteristics requirements in D.308;

(2) Label each package of waste to identify whether it is Class A,
Class B, or Class C waste, in accordance with D.307;

(3) Conduct a quality control program to assure compliance with D.307
and D.308; the program must include management evaluation of audits.;

(4) Prepare shipping manifests to meet the requirements of D.311(a)

and (c);

(5) Forward a copy of the manifest to the intended recipient, at the
time of shipment; or, deliver to a collector at the time the waste is
collected, obtaining acknowledgment of receipt in the form of a signed
copy of the manifest from the collector;

(6) Include one copy of the manifest with the shipment;
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(7) Retain a copy of the manifest with documentation of acknowledgment
of receipt as the record of transfer of licensed material as required
by these regulations; and

(8) For any shipments or any part of a shipment for which
acknowledgment of receipt has not been received within the times set
forth in D.311, conduct an investigation in accordance with D.311(h).

(e) Any waste collector licensee who handles only prepackaged waste shall:

(1) Acknowledge receipt of the waste from the generator within one
week of receipt by returning a signed copy of the manifest;

(2) Prepare a new manifest to reflect consolidated shipments; the new
manifest shall serve as a listing or index for the detailed generator
manifests. Copies of the generator manifests shall be a part of the
new manifest. The waste collector may prepare a new manifest without
attaching the generator manifests, provided the new manifest contains
for each package the information specified in D.311(a). The collector
licensee shall certify that nothing has been done to the waste which
would invalidate the generator's certification;
(3) Forward a copy of the new manifest to the land disposal facility

operator at the time of shipment;

(4) Include the new manifest with the shipment to the disposal site;

(5) Retain a copy of the manifest with documentation of acknowledgment
of receipt as the record of transfer of licensed material as required
by these regulations, and retain information from generator manifests
until disposition is authorized by the Agency; and

(6) For any shipments or any part of a shipment for which
acknowledgment of receipt is not received within the times set forth in
D.311, conduct an investigation in accordance with D.311(h).

(f) Any licensed waste processor who treats or repackages wastes shall:

(1) Acknowledge receipt of the waste from the generator within one
week of receipt by returning a signed copy of the manifest;

(2) Prepare a new manifest that meets the requirements of D.311(a) and
(c). Preparation of the new manifest reflects that the processor is
responsible for the waste;

(3) Prepare all wastes so that the waste is classified according to
D.307 and meets the waste characteristics requirement in D.308;

(4) Label each package of waste to identify whether it is Class A,
Class B, or Class C waste, in accordance with D.307 and D.309;

(5) A quality control program shall be conducted to assure compliance
with D.307 and D.308. The program shall include management evaluation
of audits;
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(6) Forward a copy of the new manifest to the disposal site operator,
or waste collector at the time of shipment, or deliver to a collector
at the time the waste is collected, obtaining acknowledgment of receipt
in the form of a signed copy of the manifest by the collector;

(7) Include the new manifest with the shipment;

(8) Retain copies of original manifests and new manifests with
documentation of acknowledgment of receipt as the record of transfer of
licensed material required by these regulations; and

(9) For any shipment or part of a shipment for which acknowledgment is
not received within the times set forth in D.311, conduct an
investigation in accordance with D.311(h).

[(g) The land disposal facility operator shall:

(1) Acknowledge receipt of the waste within one week of receipt by
returning a signed copy of the manifest to the shipper. The shipper to
be notified is the licensee who last possessed the waste and
transferred the waste to the operator. The returned copy of the
manifest shall indicate any discrepancies between materials listed on
the manifest and materials received;

(2) Maintain copies of all completed manifests until the Agency
authorizes their disposition; and

(3) Notify the shipper and the Agency when any shipment or part of a
shipment has not arrived within 60 days after the advance manifest was
received.]*

(h) Any shipment or part of a shipment for which acknowledgment is not
received within the times set forth in D.311 shall;

(1) Be investigated by the shipper if the shipper has not received
notification of receipt within 20 days after transfer; and

(2) Be traced and reported. The investigation shall include tracing
the shipment and filing a report with the Agency. Each licensee who
conducts a trace investigation shall file a written report with the
Agency within 2 weeks of completion of the investigation.

*D.311(g) is intended for use only by those states that have a licensed land
disposal facility under their jurisdiction.
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Records, Reports, and Notifications

Sec. D.401 Records of Surveys, Radiation Monitoring, and Disposal.

(a) Each licensee or registrant shall maintain records showing the
radiation exposures of all individuals for whom personnel monitoring is
required under D.202. Such records shall be kept on Agency Form Z, in
accordance with the instructions contained in that form, or on clear and
legible records containing all the information required by Agency Form Z.
The doses entered on the forms or records shall be for periods of time not
exceeding 1 calendar quarter.

(b) Each licensee or registrant shall maintain records in the same units
used in this part, showing the results of surveys required by D.201,
monitoring required by D.207(b) and D.207(c), and disposal made under D.302,
Do303, D.304, D.305, D.306, and Part M of these regulations.

(c) (1) Records of individual exposure to radiation and to radioactive
material which must be maintained pursuant to the provisions of
D.401(a) and records of bioassays, including results of whole body
counting examinations, made pursuant to D.107 shall be preserved until
the Agency authorizes disposition.

(2) Records of the results of surveys and monitoring which must be
maintained pursuant to D.401(b) shall be preserved for 2 years after
completion of the survey except that the following records shall be
maintained until the Agency authorizes their disposition:

(i) records of the results of surveys to determine compliance with
D.103(a);

(ii) in the absence of personnel monitoring data, records of the
results of surveys to determine external radiation dose; and

(iii) records of the results of surveys used to evaluate the
release of radioactive effluents to the environment.

(3) Records of disposal of licensed material made pursuant to D.302,
D.303, D.304, D.305, D.306, and Part M of these regulations are to be
maintained until the Agency authorizes their disposition.

(4) Records which must be maintained pursuant to this part may be the
original or a reproduced copy or microform if such reproduced copy or
microform is duly authenticated by authorized personnel and the
microform is capable of producing a clear and legible copy after
storage for the period specified by Agency regulations.

(5) If there is a conflict between the Agency's regulations in this
part, license condition, or other written Agency approval or
authorization pertaining to the retention period for the same type of
record, the retention period specified in the regulations in this part
for such records shall apply unless the Agency, pursuant to A.3(a) of
these regulations, has granted a specific exemption from the record
retention requirements specified in the regulations in this part.
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(d) The discontinuance of, or curtailment of, activities does not relieve
the licensee or registrant of responsibility for retaining all records
required by D.401. A licensee or registrant may, however, request the
Agency to accept such records. The acceptance of the records by the Agency
relieves the licensee or registrant of subsequent responsibility only in
respect to their preservation as required by D.401.

Sec. D.402 Recorts of Theft or Loss of Sources of Radiation. Each licensee
or registrant shall report by telephone and telegraph to the Agency the
theft or loss of any source of radiation immediately after such occurrence
becomes known.

Sec. D.403 Notification of Incidents.

(a) Immediate Notification. Each licensee or registrant shall immediately
report any events involving any source of radiation possessed by the
licensee or registrant that may have caused or threatens to cause:

(1) a dose to the whole body of any individual of 25 rems (250 mSv) or
more of radiation; a dose to the skin of the whole body of any
individual of 150 rems (1.50 Sv) or more of radiation; or a dose to the
feet, ankles, hands, or forearms of any individual of 375 rems
(3.75 Sv) or more of radiation; or

(2) the release of radioactive material in concentrations which, if
averaged over a period of 24 hours, would exceed 5,000 times the limits
specified for such materials in Appendix A, Table II of this part; or

(3) a loss of 1 working week or more of the operation of any

facilities affected; or

(4) damage to property in excess of $200,000.

(b) Twenty-Four Hour Notification. Each licensee or registrant shall
within 24 hours notify the Agency by telephone and telegraph of any incident
involving any source of radiation possessed by him and which may have caused
or threatens to cause:

(1) a dose to the whole body of any individual of 5 rems (50 mSv) or
more of radiation; a dose to the skin of the whole body of any
individual of 30 rems (300 mSv) or more of radiation; or a dose to the
feet, ankles, hands, or forearms of 75 rems (750 mSv) or more of
radiation; or

(2) the release of radioactive material in concentrations which, if
averaged over a period of 24 hours, would exceed 500 times the limits
specified for such materials in Appendix A, Table II of this part; or

(3) a loss of 1 day or more of the operation of any facilities

affected; or

(4) damage to property in excess of $2,000.
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(c) Any report filed with the Agency pursuant to D.403 shall be prepared in
such a manner that names of individuals who have received excessive doses
will be stated in a separate part of the report.*

Sec. D.404 Reserved.

Sec. D.405 Reports of' Overexoosures and Excessive Levels and
Concentrations.

(a) In addition to any notification required by D.403, each licensee or
registrant shall make a report in writing within 30 days to the Agency of:

(1) each exposure of an individual to radiation in excess of the
applicable standards in D.101, D.104(a), or the license;

(2) each exposure of an individual to radioactive material in excess
of the applicable limits in D.103(a)(1), D.103(a)(2), D.104(b), or the
license;

(3) levels of radiation or concentrations of radioactive material in a

restricted area in excess of any other applicable limit in the license;

(4) any incident for which notification is required by D.403; and

(5) levels of radiation or concentrations of radioactive material,
whether or not involving excessive exposure of any individual, in an
unrestricted area in excess of 10 times any applicable limit set forth
in this part or in the license..

(b) Each report required under D.405(a) shall describe the extent of
exposure of individuals to radiation or to radioactive material, including
estimates of each individual's exposure as required by D.405(c); levels of
radiation and concentrations of radioactive material involved; the cause of
the exposure, levels, or concentrations; and corrective steps taken or
planned to assure against a recurrence.

(c) Any report filed with the Agency pursuant to D.405 shall include for
each individual exposed the name, social security number, and date of birth,
and an estimate of the individual's dose. The report shall be prepared so
that this information is stated in a separate part of the report.*

Sec. D.406 Reserved.

Sec. D.407 Vacating Premises. Each specific licensee shall, no less than
30 days before vacating or relinquishing possession or control of premises
which may have been contaminated with radioactive material as a result of
his activities, notify the Agency in writing of intent to vacate. When
deemed necessary by the Agency, the licensee shall decontaminate the
premises in such a manner as the Agency may specify.

*This paragraph is suggested for use by states which have the authority to

maintain the names of individuals as confidential information.
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Sec. D.408 Notifications and Reports to Individuals.

(a) Requirements for notification and reports to individuals of exposure to
radiation or radioactive material are specified in J.13 of these
regulations.

(b) When a licensee or registrant is required pursuant to D.1405 to report
to the Agency any exposure of an individual to radiation or radioactive
material, the licensee or registrant shall also notify the individual. Such
notice shall be transmitted at a time not later than the transmittal to the
Agency, and shall comply with the provisions of J.13(a) of these
regulations.
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Part D

APPENDIX A

CONCENTRATIONS IN AIR AND WATER ABOVENATURAL BACKGROUND

(See notes at end of Appendix)

Table I Table II

Element Radio- Column 1 Column 2 Column 1 Column 2
(atomic nuclide I/ Air Water Air Water
number) (pCi/ml) (1iCi/ml) (I±Ci/ml) (PCi/m1)

Actinium (89)

Americium (95)

Antimony (51)

Ac-227 S
I

Ac-228 S
I

Am-241 S
T

Am-242m S
I

Am-242 S
I

Am-243 S
I

Am-244 S
I

Sb-122 S
I

Sb-124 S
I

Sb-125 S
T

Ar-37 Sub
Ar-41 Sub

As-73 S
I

As-74 S
I

As-76 S
I

As-77 S
I

At-211 S
T

Ba-131 S
I

Ba-1140 S
I

2X10-
12

3X10-1 1
8X 10-8
2X10-8

6X10-12
IX10-10
6X10-

12

3X10-
1 0

4X10-8
5X 10-8
6Xi0-

12

1X10-
1 0

4X10-6
2XIO-5

6X10-5
9X 1-3
3X 10-3
3X10-3
IXI0-4

8X 10-4
IXI0-4

3X10-3
4X1O-3
4X 10-3
X 10-4

8X10-4

iX 10-1
1X10-

1

8X 104
8X 104
7X 10-4
7X10-4
3X 10-3
3X10-3

8X10-14
9X10- 13

3X 10-9
6X10-

1 0

2XI0-
13

4X10-
12

2X10-
1 3

9X10-
12

iX10-9
2X10-9
2X10- 13

4X10-
12

IXI0- 7

8X10- 7

6X10-9
5X10-9
5X10-9
7X10-

10

2X10-8
9X10-

10

Argon (18)

2X10-6
3X 1-4
9X1O-5
9X10-5

4X10-6
3X10-5
4X10-6
9X 10-5
1X10-4IXIO-4

4X10-6
3X10-5
5X 10-3
5x 1-3

3X 1-5
3X 10-5
2X10-5
2X1O-5IXI0-4
IX10-4

Arsenic (33)

Astatine (85)

Barium (56)

2X10-7
IX10-7
2X10-7
2X10-8
5X10-

7

3X1O-8

2/ 6X10-3
2X10

6

2X10-6
4X1O-7
3X10-7IXIO-7
IXI0-7

jX10- 7

5X10-7
4X10-7

7X 10-
3X10-8

IXI0-6
4X10-7
4iX0- 7

)4X 10

1Xi0-2
ixi0-2

2X10-3
2X10-36X10-4
6x10-4
2X 10-3
2X10-3

5X10- 5

2X 10-3

5X10-3
5X 1-3
8X 10-
7X 10-4

7X10-8
1X10-8
IX10-8
4X10-9
4X10-9
3XIO-9
2X 1O-8
lXI0-8

2X10-
1 0

lXI0-9

4X10-8
1XIO-8
4X 10-9
1X10-9

5X 104
5X 10-4
5X10- 5

5X10- 5

2X 10-5
2X10-5
8X 10-5
8X 105

2X10-6
7X10-5

2X10
- 4

2X 1i-4
3X10-5
2X10-5

ixio--I414xo- 8

S
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Table I Table II

Element Radio- Column 1 Column 2 Column 1 Column 2
(atomic nuclide 1/ Air Water Air Water

numboer) I(uC i /ml) (lCiciml) (•C~i/ml) (;IC'i/Ml)

Berkelium (97)

Beryllium (4)

Bismuth (83)

Bromine (35)

Cadmium (48)

Calcium (20)

Californium (98)

Bk-249 3
T

Bk-250 S

Be-7 S
I

Bi-206 S
I

Bi-207 S
I

Bi-210 S
I

Bi-212 S
I

Br-82 S
I

Cd-109 S
I

Cd-115m S
I

Cd-115 S
I

Ca-45 S
I

Ca-47 S
I

Cf -249 S
I

Cf -250 S
I

Cf-251 S
I

Cf -252 S
I

Cf-253 S
I

Cf-254 S
I

9XI0-I0
IX IO- 7
IXI0-7
IXI0-6

6XIO0-6
IXIO-6

2XIO0-7
IXIO-7
2X I0- 7

IXa0-8
6X10-9
6Xi0-9
IX10-7
2XI0-7

IXI0-62X10-7

5X10-8
7X10-8
4X 1-8

4X10-82X10-7
2X 1O- 7

3X10-8
IX10-7
2X 10-7
2X10-7

2X1O-12
IX10-0

5X10-
12

IX10-10
2X10-

12

X 10-10
6XIO-

12

3X10-1 1
8X10-

1 0

8X10-
1 0

5X10-12
5X10-

12

2X10-
2

2X10-2
6XIO-

3

6X10-3

5X10-2
5X 1-2

lXI0- 3

IX10-3

2X10-3
2X 10-3
1X10- 3
1X10-3

1X10-
2

1X10-2

8X 10- 3
1X10-3

5X10-3
5X 10-3
7X10-4
7X10-4
iX i0- 3

IXI0- 3

3X10-4
5X10-3
1Xl0- 3
IXI0-3

IXI0-47X 1O-4

4X10-47X10-4
1X10-4

8X10-42X 10-4

2X 1-4

4X10-34X 10-3

4xio-6
4X10-6

3XI0-1 1
4X iO- 9

5X 10-4X10-8

2X10-1
4X 10-8.

6X10-9
5X10-9
6X 1-9
5X10-

10

2X10-
1 0

2X10-
10

3X 10-9
7X10-9

4xio-8

6x10- 9

2X10-9
3X10-9
1Xi0- 9

IX10-9
8X1O-9
6X10-9

iXi0-94X10-9

6X 1O-9
6X 1O-9

5X10-
14

3X10-
12

2X10-
13

3X10-
12

6X10-
14

3X1O-12
2X10- 13

iXi0-12
3X10-1 1
3X10-1 1
2XIO- 13

2X10-13

6Xi0-4
6xi1-4
2X10-4
2Xi0-4

2X10-3
2X10-3

4X 10-5
4X 10-5
6x ia- 5

6x10-5
4X 10-5
IX 10- 5

4x 10-44Xi0-4

3X10-4
4X 10-5

2X10
- 4

2X10-4
3X10-53X1O-5
3X 1-5
4X10-5

9X 10-6
2X10

- 4

5XIO0-5

3X10-5
4XIO-6
2X10-5
IXI0-5

3XIO0-5
4XIO-6
3X1O-5
7XIO-6

7X 10-lxio-

IXI0-4IX10-4
IX10-7
IX10-7
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Table I Table II

Element Radio- Column 1 Column 2 Column 1 Column 2
(atomic nuclide 1/ Air Water Air Water
number) (1Ci,/m.) (4Ci/ml) (iICi/ml) (ýCi/m!)

Carbon (6) C-11* Sub 2/ 4XI0-6
C-14 S -4X10-6
(CO2 ) Sub 21 5X10-5

Cerium (58)

Cesium (55)

Chlorine (17)

Chromium (24)

Cobalt (27)

Copper (29)

Ce-1 141 S
I

Ce-i143 S
I

Ce- 144 S
I

Cs-131 S
I

Cs-134m S
I

Cs-134 S
I

Cs-135 S
I

Cs-136 S
I

Cs-137 S
I

Cl-36 S
I

Co-38 S
I

Cr-51 S
I

Co-57 S
I

Co-58m S
I

Co-58 S
I

Co-60 S
I

Cu-614 S
I

4X 10-7
2X10-7

3X10-7
2X 1-7IXI0-8

6X I0-9

IXI0-5

3X 10- 6

4X10-5
6X10-6
4X 10-8
IXI0-8

5X10-7
9X I0-8
4X10-7
2X 10-7
6X10-8

IXi0-8

4XI10-7

2X 10-8
3X10-6
2X10-6

IXI0-5

2X1o-6

3X10-
6

2X 10-7
2X10-5
9Xi1-6
8XI0-7
5X10-

8

3X 10-7
9X10-9

2XIo-6IXI0-6

2X10-2

3X I0- 3

3X107 3
IXI0-3

1X I0- 3

3X 10-4
3X10-4

7X10-2
3X10-2
2 XI0-I
3X10-2
3X10-4
ix i0- 3

3X10-3
7X10-3
2X10-3
2X10-3
4Xi0-4

iXi0- 3

2X10-3
2X10-3
iX i0-2
ixi0-2

5XI0-2
5X 1-2

2X I0- 2

iXiO-2
8X 1-2

6XiO-
2

4XI0- 3

3X10-3
ixio-3
IXI0-3

iXIO-
2

6X10-3

IXi0-7
IXiO-6

2X 10-8

5X 10-99XIO-9
7X 1-9

3X1i-
10

2Xi0-1 0

4XI a-71X10-7

iX10- 6

2X10-7lX10-9

4X10-
10

2X10-8
3X10-9
iX10-

8

6X10-9

2X1O-9
5XIa-

10

IX I0- 8

8X10-I0

9X 10-8
7X10-8

4XI0- 7

8X 1-8

IXI0- 7
6X10-9

6X 10-7
3X10-7
3XI0-

8

2X10-9
IXIa-

8

3XI0- 10

7XIO-8
4X10-

8

9X 10-5
9X10-59X I0- 5

4X I0- 5

4XI0-5
IX10-5
IX10-5

2X10-3
9X10-4
6X 10-3IXIO-3

9X10-6
4X10-5IXI0-4

2X10-4
9X10-5
6XIa-

5

2X10-5
4X10-

5

8X10-5
6XIO0-5
4XiO0-4
4Xi10-4

2X1O-3
2XIO0-3

5X10-4
4XIO0-4
3X1O-3
2X10-3
iXi0-4
9XIO0-5
5XI10-5
3XIO0-5

3X10-4
2X10-4

8Xi0-4
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Table I Table II

Element Radio- Column 1 Column 2 Column I Column 2
(atomic nuclide 1/ Air Water Air Water
number) (uCi/mM) (PCi/ml) (PCi/ml) (PiiC/ml)

Curium (96)

Dysprosium (66)

Einsteinium (99)

Erbium (68)

Europium (63)

Cm-242 S
I

Cm-243 S
I

Cm-244 S
I

Cm-245 S
I

Cm-2 146 S
I

Cm-247 S
I

Cm-248 S
I

Cm-2549 S
I

Dy-165 S
I

Dy-166 S
I

Es-253 S
I

Es-251 4m S
I

Es-251 4 S
I

Es-255 S

Er-169 S
I

Er-171 S
I

1X10-
10

2X10-
1 0

6X10-
12

1X 10-10
9X10-

12

IXI0-IO

5X10-
12

1X 10-10
5X10-

12

IXI0-IO

5XI0-
12

1XI0-10
6X10- 13

1XI0-11
1XI0-5
IXI0-5

3X10-6
2X10-6
2X10-7
2X10-7

8X10-
10

6X10- 10

5X10-9
6X10-9

2X10-1 1
1X10-

1 0

5X10-
1 0

4X10-
10

6X10-7
4X10-.7

7X10-7
6X10-7

4X1O-7

3X 10-7
IX10-8
2X 10-8
4X10-9

7X 10o 9

9X 10-8
7X10-8

7X10-4
7Xi0 4
iXi0-4

7X10-4
2X10-4
8X10-4
1X10 4
8X10-4

1X10-
8X10-4
iX10-4
6X 10-4
iX10-5
4X10-5
6xI0-2
6xiO-2

iXI0-2
1iXI0-2
iXi0-3
IXIO-3

7X 10-4

7X1O-4
5X10-4
5XI0-44X10-4

4XIO0-4
8X 10-4
8XiO0-4

3X1O-3
3XIO-3
3XI10-3
3XI10-3

2XIO-3
2XIO0-3
2XIO0-3
2XI0-3
6XI10-4
6Xi10-46X10-3
6X 10-3

4X10- 12

6X10
12

2X10- 13

3X10-
12

3X10- 13

3X1O-
12

2X10- 13

4X10- 12

2X10- 13

4X10- 12

2X10- 13

4X10-
12

2X10-
14

4X10- 13

4X I0-7
4X10-7

9X10-8
7X10-8
8X10-9
7X10-9

3XIO-1 1
2X10-1 1
2X10-

1 0

2X10-
1 0

6xIO- 13

4X10- 12

2X10-1 1

XI0-1 1

2X 10-8
IX10-8
2X10-8
2XI 0-8

1X10-8IXIO-8

4X10-10
6X10- 1 0

IXI0-IO

2X10-
1 0

3X1O-9
3X10-9

2X10- 5

2X10-55XI0-6

2X10-5
7X 10-6
3X10-5
4X10-6
3X 10-5
4X10-6

3X10-5
4X 10-6
2X10-5
4XI0-7

IX10-6
2X1O-3
2X10-3

4XI0-44X10-4

4X10-5
4X 10-5

2X10-5
2X10-5
2X1O-5
2X10-5
IX10-5
IXIO- 5

3X1O-5
3X 1-5

9X10-5
9X10-5
X 10-4

IXIO-4

6X10- 5
6X10-58X 1O-5
8X 10-5

2XI,0-52X 10- 5

2X10-4
2X 10-4

Eu- 152
(Tr: 9 . 2 hrs)

Eu- 152
(Tr:1 3 yrs)

Eu-1 54

S
I
S
I
S
I

Eu-155 S
I
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Table I Table II

Element Radio- Column 1 Column 2 Column 1 Column 2
(atomic nuclide 1/ Air Water Air Water
number) " PCi/ml). (,,Ci/ml) (iiCi/ml) (Ci/m!)

0

Fermium (100)

Fluorine (9)

Gadolinium (64)

Gallium (31)

Germanium (32)

Gold (79)

Hafnium (72)

Holmium (67)

Hydrogen (1)

Indium (49)

Fm-254 S
I

Fm-255 S
i

Fm-256 S
I

F-18 S
I

Gd-153 S
I

Gd-159 S
I

Ga-67* S
I

Ga-72 S
I

Ge-68* S
I

Ge-71 S
I

Au-195* S
I

Au-196 S
I

Au-198 S
I

Au-199 S
I

Hf-181 S
I

Ho-166 S
I

6X10-8
7X10-8
2X10-8IXI0-8

3X1O-9
2X 10-9

5X10-6
3X10-6

2X10-7
9X10

8

5X10-7
4X,0-7

9XI0-6
6X10-6
2X10-7
2X10-7

4X10-6IXI0-8
IX 10-5

6xi0-6

8X 10-6
6X10-8
IX10-6
6X10-7
3X 10-7
2X10-7
IX10-6
8X10-7

4XI0-8
7X10-8

2XI0-7
2X10-7

4X10-3
4X10-3
IX I0- 3

IX10-3
3X10-5
3X 10-5

2X 10-2
IX10-2
6X10-3

6XIO- 3

2X10-3
2X10-3

3XI0-2
6xI0-2IXI0-3
1X10-3

2XI0-
2

5XI10-2
5X10- 2

4X10- 2

6X10-3
5X10-3
4X I0- 3

2X10-3IXI0-3
5X10-3
4XI0- 3

2X10-3
2X10-3

9XI0i4
9Xi0-4
IXI0-I

lXI0- 1

5X10-2

3X Ia- 2

4x I-24X10-2

2XI0-9
2X 1-9
6X10-

10

4XI0-1 0

IX10-
10

6X10-11

2XIa-
7

9X10-8

8X10-9
3XI0-9

2X10-8
IX10-8

3X Ia- 7

2X10-7
8x10-9
6x10-9

IX10-7
5X10-i0
4X10-7

2X10-7

3X 10-7
2X10-9
4X10-8
2X10-8iXiO-8
8Xi10-9
4X 10-8.
3X10-8
lxi0-9
3X I0-9

7X1o-96X 10-9

2xio-7

2X 10-2X10-7
4X10-5

SX 10-7

3X10-7
3X10-7
2XI0-7

ixio-4IXIO-4

3X10-5
3X10-5
9X10-7
9XIO-7

8X10-4

5XIO0-4

2XI10-4
2X 10-4
8Xi10-5
8XIO0-5

IXIO-3

2XIO0-3
4XI10-5
4XIO-5

8Xi10-4

2X10-3
2XIO0-3

iXi0-3
2X10-4
2Xi10-4
iXi0-4
5XI10-5
5X10-52X10-4
2X 10-4

7X1O-5
7X 10-5

3X 10-5
3X 10-5

3X10-3
3X10-3

IXI0-3
IXI0-3ix10-3
ix10-3

H-3 S 5X10-6
I 5XIa-6

Sub 2/ 2X1a-3

In-111* S
I

In-113m S
I

5XI0-
6

8XIa-
6

8Xi0-
6

7X10-6
0
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Table I Table II

Element Radio- Column I Column 2 Column 1 Column 2
(atomic nuclide 1/ Air Water Air Water
number) (ICi/ml) (iCiiml) (uCiLi,) (i•Ci/ml)

Iodine (53)

In-114m S
I

In-115m S
I

In-115 S
I

1-123* S
I

1-125 S
I

1-126 S
I

1-129 S
I

1-131 S
I

1-132 S
I

1-133 S
I

1-134 S
I

1-135 S
I

Ir-190 S
I

Ir-192 S
I

Ir-194 S
I

Fe-52* S
I

Fe-55 S
I

Fe-59 S
I

IXI0-7

2X10-8
2X10-6
2X10-6
2X10-7
3X1o-8

2X10-5

5X10-9
2XI0-7
8XI0-9
3X10-7
2X10-9
7X10-8
9X10-9
3X10-7
2X10-7
9X 10-7
3X10-8
2X10-7
5X10- 7

3X 10- 6

IX10-7
4X 10-7

IX 10-6
4X 10-7
IX10-7
3X10-8
2X10-7
2X 1-7

4x10-6
2X10-6
9X10- 7

IXI0-6
lXI0-7
5X 10-8

6X10-6IXIO-5
IXI0-6

iXiO-6

2X10-7
iXiO-7

5X 10-4
5X 10-4
iX10-2
iX10-2
3XI0-3
3X 10- 3

3X1I- 3 8X1O-7

4X10-9
7Xi0-I

0

8X10-8
6X10-8
9X 10-9
IX I0-9

4X10-5
6xi0-3
5X10-5
3XI0-3IXI0-5

6X 10-3
6XI10-5
2X10-32X 10- 3

5X 10-3
2X10-4
ixi0- 3

4X10-3
2X10-2
7X10-4
2X10-3

6X 10-3
5X10-3
1i i0- 3

IXI0- 3

IXI0- 3

9X10-4

8x10-3
IXI0-2

2X10-
2

7X 10-2
2X10-3
2X10-3

Iridium (77)

Iron (26)

8XI0-1 1
6XI0-99X10-1I

IX 10-8
2X10-1 1

2X10-9
IXI0-I0
IXI0-8
3XI10-9
3XI10-8
4XI0-10
7X10-9
6X10-9
IXI0-7
1X10-9
IXI0-8

4X10-8
IXI0-8
4X10-9
9XiO-I0
8X10-95xi0-9

ixi0-7

9Xi0-83X1o-8
3X 10-8
5X10-9
2X10-9

ixI0-7

3XI0-7
2Xl0-82XI0-8

5X10-9
4X10-9

2X10-5
2X10-5
4X 10-4
4Xi0-4
9XI0-5
9XI0-5

2X10-7
2XI10-4
3X10-7
9XI10-56Xi0-8
2X10-4

3X I0- 7

6X10-5
8X10-6
2Xi0-4
IX 10-6
4X 10-5
2Xi10-5
6Xi10-4
4XI10-6
7X10-5

2XI10-4
2XI10-4
4Xi0-5
4Xi10-5
3XI10-5
3XI0-5

2XI10-4
4X10-4
8X10-42X10-3

6XI10-55X 10-5

Krypton (36) Kr-85m
Kr-85
Kr-87
Kr-88

Sub2/
Sub
Sub
Sub

Lanthanum (57) La-140 S
I

7X10-4
7X10-4

2X 10-5
2X 10-5
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Table I Table II

Element Radio- Column 1 Column 2 Column 1 Column 2
(atomic nuclide I/ Air Water Air Water
number) (uCi/ml) ('Ci/m" I (4Ci/m1) (%PCi/ml)

Lead (82)

Lutetium (71)

Manganese (25)

Mercury (80)

Molybdenum (42)

Neodymium (60)

Neptunium (93)

Nickel (28)

Pb-203 S
I

Pb-210 S
I

Pb-212 S
I

Lu-177 S
I

Mn-52 S
I

Mn-54 S
I

Mn-56 S
I

Hg-I97m S
I

Hg-197 S
I

Hg-203 S
I

Mo-99 S
I

Nd- 144 S
I

Nd- 147 S
I

Nd- 149 S
I

Np-237 S
I

Np-239 S
I

Ni-59 S
I

Ni-63 S
I

3Xi0-6
2X10-6IXI0-10

2XI0-8
2X10-8

6X 1-7
5X10-7

2X 1a- 7
IXI0-7

'4X10-74X 10-8

8XI0-7
5XI0- 7

7X 1-7
8x10-

7
IXI0-6ix i-

IX l0-6

7X 10'8
1 l 7

7XI0-7
2X10-7

8X10-1 1
3X10-I0

4X10-7
2X10-7
2X10-6
5X10-6

4X10-12
IXI0-I0
8X 10-7
7X10-7

5X 10-7
8xIo-

6X10-8
3X10-7

IX 10-2
IXI0-

2

4XiO-
6

5x o-3

6xi-45X1O-4

3XI0-3
3X10-3

1XiO- 3

9XI0-4
4XIa- 3

3X10-34XIO-3

3X10-3

6X 10-3
5X10-39XI0-3
IXI0-2

5XI10-4
3X10-3

5X 10-3
IXIO- 3

2X 1-3
2XIO-3
2X10-3
2X10-3
8X10-3

8X 1-3

9X 10-5
9X 10-4
4Xi0-3
4X10-3

6Xi0- 3
6X10-2

8X 10-4
2X10-2

9X10-86X1O-8

4X10-
12

8xio-
12

6Xi0-
1 0

7X10-I0

2XiO-82X10-8

7X I-9

5X1O-9
iXi0-8

ix1i- 9

3X10-8
2X10-8

3X10-83XiO-8

4X10-8

2X I-9

4X10-9

3XiO0-8
7Xio0-9

3x1o-12

ixio-1 1
IXi0-8

8XI0-96x ia- 8

5X 10- 8

IXI0-134X10-12
3XI0-8

2XI10-8

2XI10-83X i0- 8

2X 10-9
IXIa- 8

4Xi0-4
4xiO-4
IX Ia- 7

2XI10-4
2X1O-5
2X1O-5

IX10-4
IXIO-4

3XI0(-5
3XIO-5
IX 10-4
IXIO-4
IXIO-4
IXIO-4

2XI10-4
2XI10-4
3XIO0-4
5X 10-4
2XI10-5
IXIO-4

2XIO0-4
4X1O-5

7X1O-5
8XI10-5
6X10-5
6X10-5
3XI10-4
3XI10-4

3X10-6
3XI10-5
IXIO-4
IXI0-4

2X1O-4
2XIO0-3
3XI10-5
7XI10-4

S

S
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Table I Table II

Element
(atomic

number)

Radio-
nuclide 1/

Column I
Air

(i1Ci/Lml)

Column 2
Water
ýIC i"mIl)

Column I
Air
.PCi /r I

Column 2
Water

(ýICi/ml)

Niobium (41)

Nitrogen (7)

Osmium (76)

Oxygen (8)

Palladium (46)

Phosphorus (15)

Platinum (78)

Ni-65 S 9XI0-7
I 5X10-7

Nb-93m S IXI0-7
I 2X10-7

Nb-95 S 5X10-7
I IXI0-7

Nb-97 S 6X10-6
I 5XI0- 6

N-13* Sub 2/ 4X10-6

Os-185 S
I

Os-191m S
I

Os-191 S
I

Os-193 S. I

5X10-7
5X10-

8

2X10-5
9X10-6
1X10-6
4X10-7

4XI- 7

3X 10-7

C-15* Sub 2/ 4X10- 6

Pd-103 S
I

Pd-109 S
I

P-32 S
I

Pt-191 S
I

Pt-193m S
I

Pt-193 S
I

Pt-197m S
I

Pt-197 S
I

Pu-238 S
I

Pu-239 S
I

Pu-240 S
I

1X10- 6

7X10-7
6XI0-7
4XI10-7

7XI10-8
8X10-8

8X 10-7
6X10-7
7XI10-6
5XI10-6
IXI0-6
3X10-7
6X10-6
5XI10-6
8XI10-7
6X10-7

2X10-12
3X10-1 1

2X10-12
4X10-1 1

2X10-12
4X10-1 1

4X10-3
3X10-3

1X10-2

3X10- 3
3X10-33X 10-2
3X 10-2

2X10-3
2X 1c0 3

7X10-2

7XK0-
2

5XI0-3
5X10-3
2Xi10-3
2XI10-3

IXI0-2
8XI10-3
3XI10-32X 10- 3

5X I0-4
7X 10-4

4X10-3
3XI0-33X 10-2
3X10-2
3X 10-2
5X 10-2

3X10-23X I0-2

4X 10- 3

3X10- 3

IXI0-4

8X 10-4
1 X0-4
8X10-4iXi0-4

8Xi10-4

3,vi 0-8
2Xi10-8

4X10-9
5XI0-9

2Xi10-8
3X10-9
2X 10-7
2X10-7

2X 10-8

2XI10-9
6XI0-73X 10-7

4X10-8
IXi0-

8

IXI0-
8

9XI10-9

5Xi10-8

3X10-82XI10-8
IXI0-8

2X10-9
3X10-9

3Xio-8
2XI0-82X10-7

2X10-74X 10-8

IXI0-8
2X10-7
2X10-73X I0-8
2X10-8

7X10-14
IXI0-12
6XI0-14
IXI0-126X10-14
IX10-12

IXI0-4
IX I0- 4

4X 1 o-4
4XI10-4
IX I0- 4

9X 10-4
9XI0-4

7X 10-5
7X10-5

3X1I0-3
2XI10-3
2Xi10-4
2Xi10-4
6XI0-55X10-5

3X10-
4

3X 10- 4

9x i0-5

7Xio0-5

2XIO0-52X 10-5

IX10-4

iXI0-3
IXIO-3
9xio-42X10-3

IXI0-3
9XI0-4
IXI0-4
IXI0-4

5XI10-6
3X I0-5D
5Xi10-63xi0-5
5xio-6
3X 10-5

Plutonium (94)
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Table I Table II

Element Radio- Column 1 Column 2 Column 1 Column 2
(atomic nuclide 1/ Air Water Air Water
number) (pjCi/ml) (4Ci/ml) (•Ci/ml) (ýICi/ml)

Pu-241 S
I

Pu-242 S
I

Pu-243 S
I

Pu-244 S
I

Po-2 10 S
I

K-42 S
I

K-43* S
I

Polonium (84)

Potassium (19)

Praseodymium (59) Pr- 142 S
I

Pr-143 S
I

Promethium (61) Pm-147 S
I

Pm-149 S
I

9X10-1i
4X10-8
2X10-

12

4X10-
1 1

2X10-6
2X10-6
2X10-

12

3X10-1 1

5XI0-1
0

2X10-
1 0

2XIO-6
IX10-7
5X1O-

6

9XI016

2X10-7
2X10-7
3X10-7
2X10-7

6X10-8IXI0-7

3X10-7
2X10-7

2X10-9
8X10-

1 0

IXI0-12

IX10-10
6X10- 7

2X10-7

2X10-9
2X10-

1 0

5X10- 9

7X10-
10

3X0-1 1
5X10-1 1

7X10-1 1

4X0-1
1

3X10-7
3X10-8

7X10-3
4X10-2iXiO-4

9X 104
iXi0-2
iX 10-2

1X10-
4

3X 10-4

2Xi0-5
8X 104

9X10-3
6X 10-4
3X10-2
IX10-3

9XI0-4
9X 104
iX10-3
iXi0-3

6X10-3
6X10-3
iXi0-3
iXio-3

7X10-3
7X10-3
3X 10-5
8X 1-4
4XI0-3
3X10-3

2XI0-5
xii0-4

7Xio-5
2X10-4
4X10-7
9XI014
8X10-7
7X 104

3XI0-12
1xI0- 9
6X10-14

1X10-
12

6x o-8
8XlO-8

6X10-
14

1XI0-
12

2X10-1 1
7X10-

12

7X 10-8
4XI0-9
2X10-7
3X 10-7

7X10-9
5X10-9

IX10-8
6X10-9

2X10-9
3X10-9
1X 10-8
8X10- 9

6X10-1 1
3X10-1 1
4X10- 14

4X10-12
2X 10-8
6X10-9

6X0-1 1
8X10-

12

2X10-
10

2X10-1 1
3X10-

12

2X10-12
2X10-

12

1X10-
12

2XI0-4
IX10-3
5X10-

6

3X10-5
3X10-4
3X 1-4
4xi1-61iXI10-5

7X10-7
3X 10-5

3X10-4
2X10-5IXi0-3

6X 10-5

3X 10-5
3X10-5
5Xi0- 5

5X10-5

2X10-4
2X10-4
4XI0- 5
4X1O-5

2Xi10-4
2Xi0-4

9X 10-7
2X10-5
9X10-4
2X10-4

7X10- 7

4X10-6
2X 10-6
5XI0-6

3X i0-8
3X10-5
3X 1i-8
3X10-5

Protactinium (91) Pa-230 S
I

Pa-231 S
I

Pa-233 S
I

Radium (88) Ra-223 S
I

Ra-224 S
I

Ra-226 S
I

Ra-228 S
I

Rn-220 S
Rn-2221/S

Radon (86) iXi0- 8

3XI0-9 S
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Table I Table II

Element Radio- Column 1 Column 2 Column 1 Column 2
(atomic nuclide 1/ Air Water Air Water
number) (p iCiI/mI) C iCi/m!) ( ;Ci/ml) (,Cii)

Rhenium (75)

Rhodium (45)

Rubidium (37)

Ruthenium (44)

Samarium (62)

Scandium (21)

Selenium (34)

Re-183 S
I

Re-186 S
I

Re-187 S
I

Re-188 S
I

Rh-103m S
I

Rh-105 S
I

Rb-86 S
I

Rb-87 S
I

Ru-97 S
I

Ru-103 S
I

Ru-106 S
I

Ru-106 S
I

Sm-147 S
I

Sm-151 S
I

Sm-153 S
I

Sc- 46 S
I

Sc-47 S
I

Sc-48 S
I

Se-75 S
I

3X10-0
2X10-7
6X10-7
2X10- 7

9X10-6
5X10-7
4XI0-7
2X10-7

8X10-5

6x 1-58XI10-7

5X10-7

3X10- 7

7Xi0-8
5X 10-7
7X 10-8

2Xi0-6
2X10-6
5X10-

7

8X10-8
7X10-7
5X10-7
8X10-8
6X 10-9

7X10-1 1
3X10-

10

6x10-8
IXl0-7
5X 10-7
4XI0-7

2X10- 7

2X10-8
6X10-7
5X10-7
2X10-7
1Xi0-7

1X10-6
IXi0-7

2X10-2
8X 10-3
3X10-3
1X10-3

7X 10-2
4X10-2

2X 10-3
9X 10-4

4X10- 1

3X10-
1

4X10-3
,X10-3

2X10-
3

7X 10-4
3XI1-3
5XI0-3

IXI0-2
IXI0-2
2XI10-3
2XI10-3
3XI10-3
3XI10-3
4X10-4
3XI10-4

2XI10-3
2XI10-3
IXI0-2
IXI0-2
2X10-3
2XI10-3

IXI0-3
IXI0-3

3XI10-33X10- 3

8XI10-42X10-4

9X 10-3
8X 10-3

9xi10-8

2X 10-8
8X10-9
3X 10-7
2X10-8
iX10-8
6X10-9

3X10-6
2X 0-1
3X 10-8
2X 10-8

IXI0-8
2XI0-9

2X 10-8
2X 10-9

9X 10-12

6xio-8
2X 10-83X1o-9
2X10-8

2X 10-8
3X10-9
2XI0-

1 0

2X10-129XI0-12

2X10-95xIo-9
2X 10-
IXI0-8

8X 10-9
8X10-102XI10-8
2XI10-8
6X10-9
5Xi10-9

4X10-8
4X10-9

6x10-4
3X10-4
9X 10-5
5XIO-5
3X 1i-3
2X10-3
6x 10-5
3X 10-5

iX 10-2
ixio-2
1iX 10-2ixio-4

IXi0-4

7X 1 0-t
2Xi0-5
1X10-4
2X10-4

4X 1-4

3X 1-4
8X10-5
8X10-5
iXi0-4
1IOi-4
iXI10-5
IXI0-5

6X10-5
7X10-5
4X10-4ix10-4
8X 10- 5

8X 10-5

4XI0-5
4X10-5
9XI0-5X 10-5
3X 10-5
3X10-5

3X 10-4
3X 10-4
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Table I Table II

Element Radio- Column I Column 2 Column 1 Column 2
(atomic nuclide 1/ Air Water Air Water
number) (PiCi/ml) (PCCi/ml) (PCi/mil) (11Ci/ml)

Silicon (14)

Silver (47)

Sodium (11)

Strontium (38)

Sulfur (16)

Tantalum (73)

Technetium (43)

Si-31 S
I

Ag-105 S
I

Ag-110m S
I

Ag-111 S
I

Na-22 S
I

Na-24 S
I

Sr-85m S
I

Sr-85 S
I

Sr-89 S
I

Sr-90 S
I

Sr-91 S
I

Sr-92 S
I

S-35 S
I

Ta-182 S
I

Tc-96m S
I

Tc-96 S
I

Tc-97m S
I

Tc-97 S

Tc-99m S
I

6xio-6
lxi0-6

6XI10-7
8xio-8

2X10-7
iX10-8
3XI0-7
2X10-7

2X10-7
9X10-9
IX10-6
IX I0- 7

4XI0-5
3X10-5
2X10-7
IXI0- 7

3X 1o-8
4X10-8
1X10- 9

5X10- 9

4X10-7
3X 10-7
4xi0-

7

3Xi0-7

3X 10-7
3X10-7

4x10-8
2X10-8

8X 10-5
3X10-56Xi0-7
2X10- 7
2X10-6
2X 10-7
'X10-5

3X10-7
4X 10-5
1 X 10-5

3X10-2
6X 10-3

3X10-33XI10-3
9XI0-4
9X 10-4
IX10-3
IX10- 3

IXI0- 3

9XI0-46X10-3

8x10-4

2X10-I

2X10-
1

3X 10-3
5X 10-3
3X10-4
8X 10-4
iXi0- 5

iXi0- 3

2X1O-31iX10-3

2X10-3
2X10-3

2X 10-3
8X10-3

ixio- 3
iXi0-3

4X10-I

3X10-1

3X 1o- 3

lxi0-3
IXI0-

2

5X 10-3
5X 10- 2

2X10-2
2X10-1
8X 1O-2

2XIO-
7

3X10-
8

2X10-8
3X 10-9
7X10-9
3X10-101XI0-8

8X1O- 9

6XI0-9

3X10-
10

4X10-8
5X10-9

IXI0-6
iX10-68X10-9
4X10-9
3X10-10
1X10-93X10-11
2X10-10

2X10-8
9X10-9
2X 10-8

1X10-8

9X 10-99XI0-9

IX I0-9
7X10-10

3X10-6
IXi 0-6
2X10-8
8X10- 9

8X10-8
5X10-9
4X 10-7
IXI0-8
IXI0-6

5X 10-7

9X10-
4

2XIO- 4

iX 10-4
IXI0-4
IXI0-4

3X I0- 5

3X10-5
4XI10-54Xi0-5

4X10-5

3X10-5
2X10-4
3X 10-5

7X10-3
7X 10- 3

ix10-4
2Xi0-4
3X10-6
3Xio-5
3Xio-7
4Xi0-5
7Xi0-5
5X 10-5
7X 10-5
6X10-5

6X 10-5
3X 10-4

4X10-5
4XI10-5

IXI0-2

IXI0-2
IXI0-4
5X10-5
4XI10-4
2X10-4
2X10-3
8XI10-46x1o-3
3xio-3
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Table I Table II

Element Radio- Column 1 Column 2 Column 1 Column 2
(atomic nuclide 1/ Air Water Air Water

n -Lm b e r ) ( IC ii ,m l ) ( ,C i/m ! ) ( 4C i/ /m i ) ( PC i /m ! )

Tc-99 S 2X10-
6

6X10-8

Tellurium (52)

Terbium (65)

Thallium (81)

Thorium (90)

Te-125m S
I

Te-127m S
I

Te-127 S
I

Te-129m S
I

Te-129 S
I

Te-131m S
I

Te-132 S
I

Tb-160 S
I

Tl-200 S
I

T1-201 S
I

TI-202 S
I

T1-204 S
I

Th-227 S
I

Th-228 S
I

Th-230 S
I

Th-231 S
I

Th-232 S
I

4X10-7IXI0-7
IXI0-7

4X 10-8
2X10-6
9X10-

7

8X10-8
3X10-8
5X10-6
4X10-6
4X10-7
2X10-7
2X10-7IXI0-7

IXI0- 7

3Xi 0-8

3X10-6
IX 10-6
2X10-6
9X10-7
8X10-7
2X10-76X10-7

3X10-8

3X10-10

2X10-
10

9XI0-12

6X10-
12

2X10- 12
IXI0-1 1
IXI0-6

IX10-6
3X10-1 1
3X10-1 1

6X10-1 1
6X10-1 1

IX 10-2
5X10- 3

5X 10-3
3X 10-3
2X 10-3
2X10-3
8X10-3
5X10- 3

1x10-3
6X10-4

2X10-2
2X10-2
2X10-3
IXI0- 3

9XI0-4
6X 10-4

1XI0-3
1X10-3

1X10-2
7X10-3
9X10-3
5X10-3
4X10-3
2X10-3
3X 10-3
2X10-3

5X10-4
5X10-

4

2X10-4
4X10-4
5X10-5
9X10-4
7X10-3
7X10-3
5X10-5

iXiO-3

6X10-5
6x10-4

7X10-8
2X10-9

iX10-8
4X10-94xi1o- 9

5xio-91X10-9

6x10-8
3Xi0-8
3X10-91X10-9

2X10-7
ix io- 7

ix10-86X10-9

7X10-9
4x 1-9

3X1o-9
1X10-9
9XI10-8

14X 10-8
7X10-8
3X10-83X 10-8
8X10-9

2X10-8
9X10-

10

IXI0-1 1

6XI0-
12

3X10-1 3

2X10- 13

8X10-14
3X10-1

3

5X 10-
4X10-

8

lXI0-12
lXI0-12

2X10-12
2X10-12

3XI10-42Xi 0-4

2X10-4
IXi0-4
6X10- 5

5X 10-5
3X10-4
2X10-4
3X 10-5
2XI10-5

8X10-4
8X 10-4
6X10-5
4Xi0-5
3XI10-5
2XI10-5

4X 10-5
4XI0-5

4X10-42XI10-4

3XI0-4
2XI0-4
IX 10-4
7XI0-5IXI0-4

6XI0-5

2XI10-5

2X10-5
7XI0-6IXI0-5

2X10-6
3X10-5
2XI0-4
2X10-4
2X10-6
4X10-5

2XI0-6
2X10-5

Th-nat-
ural S

I
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Table I Table II

Element Radio- Column 1 Column 2 Column I Column 2
(atomic nuclide 1/ Air Water Air Water
.number) (4Ci/ml) (11Ci/lml) (lICi/ml) (ýICi/ml)

Thulium (69)

Tin (50)

Tungsten (74)

Th-234 S
I

Tm-170 S
I

Tm-171 S
I

Sn-113 S
I

Sn-125 S
I

W-181 S
I

W-185 S
I

W-187 S
I

Uranium (92) U-230 S
I

U-232 S
I

U-233 S
I

U-234 S 4/
I

U-235 S 4/
I

U-236 S
I

U-238 S 4/
I

U-240 S
I

6xIO-8
3X 10-8

4X10-8
3X 10-8
1IXI-7
2X10-7

5X 10-8
IX10-7
8X10-8

2X10-6

IX10- 7

8XI0- 7
IXI0-7
4XI0-7

3XI0-7

3X10-1
0

1XI0-1
0

1X10-1
0

3X10-1 1
5X10-10

IX10-10
6X10-1

0

1X10-1
0

5X10-10

IX10-10
6X10-10
1XI0-10
7X10-1 1
IXI0-10
2X10-7
2X 10-7

IX10-10
1 Xl0-10

2X10- 7

6X10-8

5Xi10'
5X 10-4

lXI0- 3
IXI0-3
IXi0-2
IXI0-2

2XIO0-3
2XI10-3
5Xi0-4
5XI10-4

XIOi-2
IXI0-2
4X 10-3
3XI10-3
2XI10-3
2X 10-3

1Xi10-4iX 10-4
8xi0-4

8XI0-4
9XI10-4
9XI10-49X10-4
9X10-4
8xiI-4
8xi0-4

lxio-3

iX 10-3
2X10-3

1XI0-3IX10-3

i X 10-3I

IX10-3

9X 10LI
9X10 43

9X 1 (-

8xio-4

8X 1O-4

2X10-9
1x1i- 9

IX10-91X10-9

4x10-9
8X10-9
ixi0-8

2X10-9
4X10-9
3X10-9

8X 1O-8
4X10-9

3X1o-84X10-9

2X 10-8
IX10-8

4X10- 12

3X10- 12

9X10- 13

2X0-1 1
4X10- 12

2X10-1 1
4X10-12
2X10-1I
LIX10-12
2X10-1 1
4XI0-12
3X10- 12

5X10- 12

8X 10-9
6X10-9

5X10- 12

5X10-12

6X10-9
2X10-9

2X10-5
2X10-5

5X10- 5

5X10-5
5X 10-4
5X 10-4

9X 10-58Xi0-5
2X10-5
2X 10-5

4X10-4
3X 10-4

IXI0-4IX10-4

7X10-5
6XI0-5

5X10-6
5X10- 6

3X10-5
3X 10-5
3X10-5
3X10- 5

3X10-5
3X10-5
3X10- 5

3X i0- 5

3X 10-5
3X10-5
4X I0-5
4X10-5

3XI1- 5

3X 10-5

3X 10-5
3X 10-5

3X 10-5
3X10-5

U-nat-
ural S LI!

I

Vanadium (23) V-48 S
I

0
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Table I Table II

Element Radio- Column I Column 2 Column I Column 2
(atomic nuclide 1/ Air Water Air Water
number) (pCi/mi) (,4Ci/ml) (ýICi/ml) (PCi/ml)

Xenon (54)

Ytterbium (70)

Yttrium (39)

Zinc (30)

Zirconium (40)

Xe-131mSub2/
Xe-133mSub
Xe-133 Sub
Xe-135 Sub

Yb-175 S
I

Y-87* S
I

Y-88* S
I

Y-90 S
I

Y-91m S
I

Y-91 S
I

Y-92 S
I

Y-93 S
I

Zn-65 S
I

Zn-69m S
I

Zn-69 S
I

Zr-93 S
I

Zr-95 S
I

Zr-97 S.
I

2X10-5
IX10-5
IXI0-5

4X10-6

7X10-7
6X 10-7

4X 10-6
IXI0-6

3X 10-7
5X10-8IXI0-7
IXI0-7

2X10-
5

2X10-5
4X 10-8
3X 10-8
4X10-7
3X10-7
2X10-7
IX10-7

IXI0-7
6X10-8
4X10-7
3XI10-7
7XI10-69X 0-6

IXI0-73X10-7
IX10-7

3XI10-8
9X10-7
9X 10-8

3X1o-3
3Xi0-3
7Xio0-3
3X1o-2

2X10-3
3X10-3
6X 10-4
6x 1-4

8XI0-4

8X10-42XI10-3
2X10-3

8x o-4
8X10-4

3X I0-3
5X10-3
2X10-32XI0-3
5X10-2
5X 10-2

2XI10-22X10-2

2X10-3
2X 10-3
5X 10-4
5X10-4

4XI10-7

3XI0-
7

3X10-7
IX10-7

2X I0-8
2X 10-8

IXI0- 7

4XI0-8
6X10-9
2X10-9
4X10-9
3X10-9
8X10-7
6X10-7
1X10-9IXI0-9IX10-8

IXI0-8
6X 10-9
5X10-9

4X1079
2XI10-9
IXI0-8
IXI0-8
2X10-7
3XI10-7

4X10-9
1XI0-8
4XI10-9i XI0-9
4X 10-9
3X10-9

IXI0-4
IXI0-4

2X10-4
7XI0-4
7X i0-5
9XI0-52XI0-5
2X 10-5

3X 10-3
3X10-3
3X I0-5
3X 10-5
6X10-5
6X10-5
3X10-5
3XI0-5
IXI0-4

2X10-4

7X10-56X10-5
2X 10-3
2X 10-3

8X 10-4
8XI10-46XI10-5
6X10-5

2X 10-5
2X10-5
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Table I Table II

Element Radio-i/ Column 1 Column 2 Column 1 Column 2
(atomic nuclide 1/ Air Water Air Water
number) (1Ci/ml) (OCi/ml) (4Ci/ml) (PCi/ml)

Any single radio- Sub 2/ IX10- 6  3X10- 8

nuclide not listed
above with decay
mode other than
alpha emission or
spontaneous fission
and with radioactive
half-life less than
2 hours.

Any single radio- 3X10- 9  9X10- 5  1X10-1 0  3X10- 6

nuclide not listed
above with decay
mode other than
alpha emission or
spontaneous fission
and with radioactive
half-life greater
than 2 hours.

Any single radio- 6XiO- 1 3  4XI0-7 2XIO- 14  3X10-8

nuclide not listed
above, which decays
by alpha emission or
spontaneous fission.

*The values for C-11, Ga-67, Ge-68, Au-195, In-111, 1-123, Fe-52, N-13,
0-15, K-43, Y-87, and Y-88 have been calculated using the committed dose
equivalent values of ICRP Publication 30 for the controlling organ.

1/ Soluble (S); Insoluble (I).
2/ "Sub" means that values given are for submersion in a semi-spherical
infinite cloud of airborne material.
a/ These radon concentrations are appropriate for protection from radon-222
combined with its short-lived radioactive decay products. Alternatively,
the value in Table I may be replaced by one-third (1/3) "working level." (A
"working level" is defined as any combination of short-lived radon-222
radioactive decay products, polonium-218, lead-214, bismuth-214, and
polonium-214, in 1 liter of air, without regard to the degree of
equilibrium, that will result in the ultimate emission of 1.3 X 105 MeV of
alpha particle energy.) The Table II value may be replaced by one-thirtieth
(1/30) of a "working level." The limit on radon-222 concentrations in
restricted areas may be based on an annual average.
4/ For soluble mixtures of U-238, U-234 and U-235 in air, chemical toxicity
may be the limiting factor. If the percent by weight (enrichment) of U-235
is less than 5, the concentration value for a 4O-hour workweek, Table I, is
0.2 milligrams uranium per cubic meter of air average. For any enrichment,
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the product of the average concentration nnd time of exposure during a
40-hour workweek shall not exceed 8 X 10-1 SA IiCi-hr/ml, where SA is the
specific activity of the uranium inhaled. The concentration value for Table
II is 0.007 milligrams uranium per cubic meter of air. The specific
activity for natural uranium is 6.77 X 10-7 curies per gram uranium. The
specific activity for other mixtures of U-238, U-235 and U-234, if not
known, shall be:

SA= 3.6 X 10-7 curies/gram U U-depleted
SA= (0.4 + 0.38 E + 0.0034 E2 ) 10-6 E > 0.72

where E is the percentage by weight of U-235, expressed as percent.

Note: In any case where there is a mixture in air or water of more than one
radionuclide, the limiting values for purposes of this Appendix should be
determined as follows:

1. If the identity and concentration of each radionuclide in the mixture
are known, the limiting values should be derived as follows: Determine, for
each radionuclide in the mixture, the ratio between the quantity present in
the mixture and the limit otherwise established in Appendix A for the
specific radionuclide when not in a mixture. The sum of such ratios for all
the radionuclides in the mixture may not exceed 1 (i.e., unity).

Example: If radionuclides a, b, and c are present in concentrations Cat Cb,
and Cc, and if the applicable maximum permissible concentrations (MPC's) are
MPCa, MPCb, and MPCc, respectively, then the concentrations shall be limited
so that the following relationship exists:

Ca + Cb +Cc <I

MPCa MPCb MPCc

2. If either the identity or the concentration of any radionuclide in the
mixture is not known, the limiting values for purposes of Appendix "A" shall
be:

a. For purposes of Table I, Col. 1 ..... ........ 6 X 10-13
b. For purposes of Table I, Col. 2 ......... ... 4 X 10-7
c. For purposes of Table II, Col. 1 .... ....... 2 X 10-14
d. For purposes of Table II, Col. 2 .... ....... 3 X 10-8
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3. If any of the conditions specified below are met, the corresponding
values specified below may be used in lieu of those specified in paragraph 2
above.

a. If the identity of each radionuclide in the mixture is known but the
concentration of one or more of the radionuclides in the mixture is not
known, the concentration limit for the mixture is the limit specified
in Appendix A for the radionuclide in the mixture having the lowest
concentration limit; or-

b. If the identity of each radionuclide in the mixture is not known,
but it is known that certain radionuclides specified in Appendix A are
not present in the mixture, the concentration limit for the mixture is
the lowest concentration limit specified in Appendix A for any
radionuclide which is not known to be absent from the mixture; or

S
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Table I Table II

c. Radionuclide Column 1 Column 2 Column 1 Column 2
Air Water Air Water

(ICicimi) (IlCi/mi) (ýLCi/ml) (1CUi/m)

If it is known that Sr-90,
1-125, 1-126, 1-129, 1-131,
(1-133 Table II only), Pb-210,
Po-210, At-211, Ra-223,
Ra-224, Ra-226, Ac-227, Ra-228,
Th-230, Pa-231, Th-232, Th-nat,
Cm-248, Cf-254, and Fm-256 are
not present-----------------------

If it is known that Sr-90,
1-125, 1-126, 1-129, (1-131,
1-133, Table II only),
Pb-210, Po-210, Ra-223, Ra-226,
Ra-228, Pa-231, Th-nat, Cm-248,
Cf-254, and Fm-256 are not
present---------------------------

If it is know that Sr-90,
1-129, (1-125, 1-126, 1-131,
Table II only), Pb-210, Ra-226,
Ra-228, Cm-248, and Cf-254
are not present-------------------

If it is known that (1-129,
Table II only), Ra-226, and
Ra-228 are not present------------

9X 10-5

6X10-5

2X10-5

3X10-6

--- -- 3X10-6

--- -- 2X10-6

--- -- 6X10- 7

------ 1X10- 7

If it is known that alpha-
emitters and Sr-90, 1-129,
Pb-210, Ac-227, Ra-228,
Pa-230, Pu-241, and Bk-249
are not present------------

If it is known that alpha-
emitters and Pb-210, Ac-227,
Ra-228, and Pu-241 are not
present--------------------

If it is known that alpha-
emitters and Ac-227 are not
present--------------------

If it is known that Ac-227,
Th-230, Pa-231, Pu-238,
Pu-239, Pu-240, Pu-242, Pu-244,
Cm-248, Cf-249 and Cf-251 are
not present-------------

3X10- 9 ------ 1X10- 10

3X10-10

3X10-1 1

lX10-1 1

lXI0-12

3X10- 12 ------ 1X10- 13
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4. If a mixture of radionuclides consists of uranium and its daughters in
ore dust prior to chemical separation of the uranium from the ore, the
values specified below may be used for uranium and its daughters through
radium-226, instead of those from paragraph 1, 2, or 3 above.

a. For purposes of Table T, Column 1, 1 x 10 -10 pCi/ml gross alpha
activity; or 5 x 0-1i iCi/-ml natural uranium; or 75 micrograms per
cubic meter of air natural uranium.

b. For purposes of Table II, Column 1, 3 x 10-12 pCi/ml gross alpha
activity; 2 x 10- 12 pCi/ml natural uranium; or 3 micrograms per cubic
meter of air natural uranium.

5. For purposes of this note, a radionuclide may be considered as not
present in a mixture if (a) the ratio of the concentration of that
radionuclide in the mixture (Ca) to the concentration limit for that
radionuclide specified in Table II of Appendix A (MPCa) does not exceed
1/10, (i.e., Ca/MPCa < 1/10) and (b) the sum of such ratios for all
radionuclides considered as not present in the mixture does not exceed 1/4,
(i.e.. Ca/MPCa + Cb/MPCb +........< 1/4).

Note: To convert ýiCi/ml to SI units of megabecquerels per liter multiply
the above values by 37.

Example: Zirconium (40) Zr-97 S (Table I, Column 1-Air) (xi0- 7 VCi/ml
multiplied by 37 is equivalent to 37 x 10-7 MBq/i.)
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Part D

APPENDIX B

QUANTITIES FOR USE WITH D.203 AND D.303

Material Microcuries

Americium-241 0.01
Antimony-122 100
Antimony-124 10
Antimony-125 10
Arsenic-73 100
Arsenic-74 10
Arsenic-76 10
Arsenic-77 100
Barium-131 10
Barium-133 10
Barium-140 10
Bismuth-210 1
Bromine-82 10
Cadmium-109 10
Cadmium-115m 10
Cadmium-115 100
Calcium-45 10
Calcium-47 10
Carbon-14 100
Cerium- 1 41 100
Cerium-143 100
Cerium-144 1
Cesium-131 1,000
Cesium-134m 100
Cesium-134 1
Cesium-135 10
Cesium-136 10
Cesium-137 10
Chlorine-36 10
Chlorine-38 10
Chromium-51 1,000
Cobalt-58m 10
Cobalt-58 10
Cobalt-60 T
Copper-64 100
Dysprosium-165 10
Dysprosium-166 100
Erbium-169 100
Erbium-171 100
Europium-152 (9.2 h) 100
Europium-152 (13 yr) 1
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Europium-154 1
Europium-155 10
Fluorine-18 1,000
Gadolinium-153 10
Gadcoiiniurn-159 100
Gallium-72 10
Germanium-71 100
Gold-198 100
Gold-199 100
Hafnium-181 10
Holmium-166 100
Hydrogen-3 1,000
Indium-113m 100
Indium-114m 10
Indium-115m 100
Indium-115 10
Iodine-125 1
Iodine-126 I
Iodine-129 0.1
Iodine-131 1
Iodine-132 10
Iodine-133 I
Iodine-134 10
Iodine-135 10
Iridium-192 10
Iridium-194 100
Iron-55 100
Iron-59 10
Krypton-85 100
Krypton-87 10
Lanthanum-140 10
Lutetium-177 100
Manganese-52 10
Manganese-54 10
Manganese-56 10
Mercury-197m 100
Mercury-197 100
Mercury-203 10
Molybdenum-99 100
Neodymium-147 100
Neodymium-149 100
Nickel-59 100
Nickel-63 10
Nickel-65 100
Niobium-93m 10
Niobium-95 10
Niobium-97 10
Osmium-185 10 S
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Osmium-191m 100
Osmium-191 100
Osmium-193 100
Palladium-103 100
Palladium-109 100

Phosphorus-32 10
Platinum-191 100
Platinum-193m 100
Platinum-193 100
Platinum-197m 100
Platinum-197 100
Plutonium-239 0.01
Polonium-210 0.1
Potassium-42 10
Praseodymium-142 100
Praseodymium-143 100
Promethium-147 10
Promethium-149 10
Radium-226 0.01
Rhenium-186 100
Rhenium-188 100
Rhodium-103m 100
Rhodium-105 100
Rubidium-86 10
Rubidium-87 10
Ruthenium-97 100
Ruthenium-103 10
Ruthenium-105 10
Ruthenium-106 1
Samarium-151 10
Samarium-153 100
Scandium-46 10
Scandium-47 100
Scandium-48 10
Selenium-75 10
Silicon-31 100
Silver-105 10
Silver-110m 1
Silver-111 100
Sodium-22 1
Sodium-24 10
Strontium-85 10
Strontium-89 1
Strontium-90 0.1
Strontium-91 10
Strontium-92 10
Sulphur-35 100
Tantalum-182 10
Technetium-96 10
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Technetium-97m 100
Technetium-97 100
Technetium-99m 100
Technetium-99 10
Tellurium-125m 10
Tell.urium-127m 10
Tellurium-127 100
Tellurium-129m 10
Tellurium-129 100
Tellurium-131m 10
Tellurium-132 10
Terbium-160 10
Thallium-200 100
Thallium-201 100
Thallium-202 100
Thallium-204 10
Thorium (natural) 1/ 100
Thulium-170 10
Thulium-171 10
Tin-113 10
Tin-125 10
Tungsten-181 10
Tungsten-185 10
Tungsten-187 100
Uranium (natural) 2/ 100
Uranium-233 0.01
Uranium-234/235 0.01
Vanadium-4 8  10
Xenon-131m 1,000
Xenon-133 100
Xenon-135 100
Ytterbium-175 100
Yttrium-90 10
Yttrium-91 10
Yttrium-92 100
Yttrium-93 100
Zinc-65 10
Zinc-69m 100
Zinc-69 1,000
Zirconium-93 10
Zirconium-95 10
Zirconium-97 10

1/ Based on alpha disintegration rate of Th-232, Th-230 and their
radioactive decay products.
2/ Based on alpha disintegration rate of U--238, U-234, and U-235.
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Any alpha emitting
radionuclide not listed
above or mixturesof
alpha emitters of'
unknown composition 0.01

Any radionuclide other
than alpha emitting
radionuclides, not
listed above or
mixtures of beta
emitters of unknown
composition O.1

Note: For purposes of D.203 and D.303, where there is involved a
combination of radionuclides in known amounts, the limit for the combination
should be derived as follows: Determine, for each radionuclide in the
combination, the ratio between the quantity present in the combination and
the limit otherwise established for the specific radionuclide when not in
combination. The sum of such ratios for all the radionuclides in the
combination may not exceed "1" (i.e., "unity").

Note: To convert microcuries (4Ci) to SI units of kilobecquerels (kBq),
multiply the above values by 37.

Example: Zirconium-97 (10 •ICi) (37) = 370 kBq.
(10 pCi multiplied by 37 is equivalent to 370 kBq)
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1988
Rationale for Revisions

Part D
Standards for Protection Against Radiation

introduction

The changes included in this revision of Part D are based on amendments to
10 CFR Part 20 and the addition of Parts T and U to Volume I (Ionizing
Radiation) of the Suggested State Regulations for Control of Radiation
(SSRCR).

Specific Provisions

D.106(g) Concentration of Radioactivity in Effluents to Unrestricted Areas.
D.106(g) has been revised by the deletion of the statement "subject to the
provisions of C.29 of these regulations." Section C.29 has been deleted
from Part C with the addition of Part U to the SSRCR. The requirement
applies to all uranium fuel cycle facilities, not just to those regulated by
Part U.

D.202 Personnel Monitoring. The provisions of Section D.202 have been
recodified and a new D.202(b) has been added for compatibility with an
amendment to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission's regulations in 10 CFR
Part 20. The amendment requires all licensees to have personnel dosimetry
that has been accredited by the National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation
Program (NVLAP) of the National Institute of Standards and Technology. This
requirement has been made applicable to registrants in this revision of Part
D. The proposed rule for the amendment was published in the Federal
Register on January 10, 1984 (49 FR 1205). The final rule was published on
February 13, 1987 and became effective on February 12, 1988 (52 FR 4601).

D.207 Procedures for Picking Up, Receiving, and Opening Packages. Section
D.207 has been revised to reflect deletion of the transport groups and the
addition of new transportation requirements in Part T of the SSRCR. The
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission revised 10 CFR Part 71, the regulations
for the transportation of radioactive material, to make the regulations
compatible with those of the International Atomic Energy Agency and, thus,
with those of most major nuclear nations of the world. These regulations
were published as a final rule in the Federal Register on August 5, 1983
(48 FR 35600) and became effective September 6, 1983.

D.1403(a) Immediate Notification. The Part D Working Group and the SSRCR
Technical Review Committee were informed by a state radiation control agency
of a problem created by the wording of D.403(a). Because a small generally
licensed calibration source of thorium-230 was stolen, the licensee was
required to send a telegram to, as well as telephone, the radiation control
agency. Although the telegram cost a significant amount of money, it served
no useful purpose to the radiation control agency beyond what could have
been accomplished by another form of written communication. D.403(a) was
revised based on 10 CFR 20.403(a).
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1988 Rationale for Part D

Appendix A Concentrations in Air and Water Above Natural Background.
Appendix A has been revised to replace the word "isotope" with the word
"radionuclide." The following radionuclides have been added to Appendix A:
carbon-11, galliur-67, indiu-I11., iodine-123, iron-52, nitrogen-13,
oxygen-15, potassium-43, and yttrium-87.

Appendix B Quantities for Use with D.203 and D.303. Appendix B has been
revised to replace the word "isotope" with the word "radionuclide."

Matters for Future Consideration

1. Consideration should be given to providing a definition of wastes that
includes naturally occurring and accelerator-produced radioactive material
(NARM). The difficulty is that the responsibility for NARM waste was not
specified in the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act (Public
Law 99-240).

2. Provisions related to the National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air
Pollutants (40 CFR 61) were published as a final rule in the Federal
Register on February 6, 1985 (50 FR 5190) by the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, pursuant to Section 112 of the Clean Air Act (CAA). The
Part D Working Group should review these CAA standards for consideration in
the next revision of the SSRCR.

3. in reference to D.202(b) on accreditation of dosimetry processors by the
National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation Program (NVLAP), consider the
matter regarding accident-level accreditation.

4. It is proposed to strengthen D.407 "Vacating Premises" as follows:

See. D.407 Vacating Premises and Equipment

(a) Premises. Each licensee before vacating any premise, or transferring
the premise shall permanently decontaminate such premise below or equal to
the standards specified in Appendix C of this part. A survey shall be made
after such decontamination and the Director [name of Agency] and the
landlord or subsequent tenant or transferee shall be provided with a copy of
such survey no less than 30 days before vacating or relinquishing possession
or control of premise. No such premise shall be vacated, sold, or
transferred until the decontamination survey has been verified and accepted
by the Director [name of Agency].

(b) Equipment. No machinery, instruments, laboratory equipment or any
other property used in contact with, or close proximity to radioactive
material at a licensed premise shall be assigned, sold, leased, or
transferred to an unlicensed person unless such property has been
permanently decontaminated below or equal to the standards specified in
Appendix C of this part. A survey shall be made after such decontamination
and the Director [name of Agency] and subsequent transferee or owner shall
be provided with a copy of such survey. No such equipment shall be
assigned, sold, leased or transferred until such decontamination survey has
been verified and accepted by the Director [name of Agency].
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APPENDIX C

Standards for Unrestricted Areas

(a) Surface contamination limits.

(1) Alpha emitters.

(i) Removable: 15 pCi
100 cm2

33 dpm
100 cm,:ý

average over any
one surface

45 DCi
100 cm

: 100 dpm
100 cm,

maximum

(ii) Total (fixed) 450 pCi
100 cmz

1000 dom
100 cm2

average over any
one surface

2250 Pci 5000 dpm
100 cm2 100 cm"

0.25 mrem at 1 cm
hr

maximum

(2) Beta-Gamma emitters.

(i) Removable:
(all beta-gamma
emitters except
hydrogen-3)

100 pCi
100 cm

500 01i
100 cm

average over any
one surface

maximum

Removable: 1000 pCi average over any
(hydrogen-3) 100 cm one surface

5000 pCi maximum
100 cm-

(ii) Total (fixed): 0.25 mrem
hr

at 1 cm from surface

(b) Concentration in air and water: Appendix A, Table II of Part D.
(c) Concentrations in soil and other materials except water:

(1) Radioactive material except source materials: Schedule A,
Column II of Part C.
(2) Source material: 0.05 per cent by weight.
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5. It was suggested that the dose equivalent limits for fertile women (with W
respect to fetus) shown in Table 6 of the National Council on Radiation
Protection and Measurements (NCRP) Report No. 39 (Page 106) be considered
for inclusion in the table of Section D.101 of the SSRCR. As a supplement
or alternative approach to this suggestion, consideration might be given to
including reference to available recommendations or regulatory guidance
(e.g., NRC Regulatory Guide 8.13 on Instruction Concerning Prenatal
Radiation Exposure relative to 10 CFR 19.12 and paragraphs 240 and 241 on
Occupational Exposure to Fertile Women (pages 92-93) of the NCRP Report No.
39 on Basic Radiation Protection Criteria). It was also suggested that the
limits for occasionally exposed individuals shown in Table 6 of NCRP Report
No. 39 be considered for inclusion in the table of D.1O1 of the SSRCR. Both
topics are under consideration in connection with proposed revision of
10 CFR Part 20 and will be considered after promulgation of the revision.

6. It was suggested that pertinent portions of the D.105 referenced
footnote 9 be incorporated into the text of the regulations so ". .. that
individuals in unrestricted areas would [not] receive a dose to the whole
body in excess of 0.5 rem in any one year." At present, D.105(a)(2) would
allow "radiation levels which, if an individual were continuously present in
the (unrestricted] area could result in his receiving a dose... of
100 millirems in any 7 consecutive days." Therefore, any licensee or
registrant could conceivably possess, use, or transfer sources of radiation
in such a manner as to create in any unrestricted area radiation levels
resulting in a dose of approximately 5 rem over a period of a year.
Footnote 9 indicates that "it is the intent of D.105 to limit radiation
levels so that it is unlikely that individuals in unrestricted areas would
receive a dose to the whole body in excess of 0.5 rem in any one year";
however, it was felt that this dose equivalent limit should be a requirement
in the body of the regulations. The Part D Committee agrees that from an
enforcement standpoint it would be preferable to place footnote 9 into the
body of the SSRCR, but will not recommend a change until after the
promulgation of a revised 10 CFR Part 20.

7. Add additional radionuclides to Appendix A, "Concentrations in Air and
Water Above Natural Background," and to Appendix B, "Quantities for Use with
D.203 and D.303."

8. A comment was received suggesting that additional accelerator-produced
material should be included in Appendix B. Appendix B is for use in: (a)
posting with signs - CAUTION - RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL - when greater than
10 times the quantity of radioactive material in Appendix B is used or
stored in an area or room (or an amount of natural uranium or thorium
greater than 100 times the quantity in Appendix B) and labeling containers
with the radiation caution symbol and identifying the radioactive contents
when the quantity is greater than the applicable quantity in Appendix B (or
for natural uranium and thorium, 10 times the quantity in Appendix B) - see
D.203(e) and (f); and (b) determining the amount of one method (i.e.,
between D.303(a)(2)(i) or (ii) of disposal by release into a sanitary sewage
system by a licensee in any one day of a quantity or radioactive material 9
which does not exceed 10 times the quantity specified in Appendix B - see
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D.303(a)(2)(ii). For the above purposes (D.203 and D.303), Appendix B
should be expanded to include additional accelerator-produced radioactive
material.

9. In reference to D.204(a), a suggestion was received recommending that
"radiation level" be replaced with "dose rate" or "dose equivalent rate" in
order for the quantity "dose equivalent," or in a general sense "dose" as
defined in Section A.2 of the SSRCR, to be consistent with "millirem," the
unit for dose equivalent, used in the same sentence.

10. It was suggested that reference be made to the forthcoming major
revision of 10 CFR 20 and to the Radiation Protection Guidance to Federal
Activities for Occupational Exposure of 1987 and the need for consideration
of these regulations and guidance in future revisions of the Suggested State
Regulations for Control of Radiation.
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1984
Added Rationale for Revisions

Part D
Standards for Protection Against Radiation

Introduction

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has promulgated 10 CFR Part 61,
requirements for licensing of radioactive waste disposal sites, which are in
Part M. Part 61 also contains sections on waste classification, waste
characteristics and labeling which are in the changes to Part D of Volume I
(Ionizing Radiation) of the Suggested State Regulations for Control of
Radiation (SSRCR). NRC has adopted regulations requiring a manifest system
which has been incorporated as Section 20.311 in 10 CFR Part 20. This
manifest system regulation is included as D.311 in the revised Part D.
These NRC regulations were published as a final rule in the Federal Register
on December 27, 1982 (47 FR 57446) and became effective December 27, 1983.
Further background information on these amendments is contained in the
proposed rule published in the Federal Register on July 24, 1981 (46 FR
38081). The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission considers the adoption of a
regulation equivalent to 10 CFR 20.311, 61.55, 61.56, and 61.57 a matter of
compatibility for all Agreement States. Further, any Agreement State that
plans to license a radioactive waste disposal site will be expected to adopt
regulations equivalent to 10 CFR Part 61. States with existing sites will
be handled on a case by case basis. Part M and related changes to Part D
are compatible with 10 CFR Part 61 and 10 CFR Part 20.

Specific Provisions

D.201 Surveys. Section D.201 of the SSRCR was revised on the basis of an

amendment to Part 20 of Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR).
This clarifying amendment to the radiation protection survey requirement of
10 CFR 20.201(b) was published as a final rule in the Federal Register on
October 30, 1981 (46 FR 53647) and became effective November 30, 1981. The
proposed rule on this and associated amendments to NRC regulations were
published in the Federal Register on July 3, 1980 (45 FR 45302).

D.203 Caution Signs, Labels and Signals. In the 1982 revisions to Part D,
new subparagraphs (6) and (7) were added to D.203(c) to maintain
compatibility with amendments to NRC's regulations in 10 CFR Part 20 which

were published as a final rule in the Federal Register on December 27, 1977

(42 FR 64619) (see 1982 Rationale). On further examination of D.203(c)(7)
by the NRC, the addition of a requirement for at least one of the
alternative measures to include an entry-preventing interlock control is
necessary to maintain compatibility with NRC regulations in 10 CFR
20.203(c)(7).
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Matters for Future Consideration

1. The amendments to Part D contain the terms: "waste generator," "waste
collector," and "waste processor," which are not defined in the Suggested

State Regulations (SSRCR). These terms appear to be fairly clear,
especially to those familiar with the business of radioactive waste
handling. However, if the use of these terms is found to be confusing after
the regulations are in effect, the terms should be defined in the SSRCR.

2. Consideration should also be given to including a definition of wastes
exceeding Class C in the regulations.

3. Provisions related to the National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air
Pollutants (40 CFR 61) were published as a final rule in the Federal
Register on February 6, 1985 (50 FR 5190) by the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, pursuant to Section 112 of the Clean Air Act (CAA). The
Part D Working Group should review these CAA standards for consideration in
the next revision of the SSRCR.
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1982
Rationale for Revisions

Part D
Standards for Protection Against Radiation

Introduction

The changes included in this revision of Part D are based on amendments to 10
CFR Part 20; in response to certain of the Matters for Future Consideration in
the 1978 Rationale for Revisions to Part D; in response to comments received as
a result of the Notice of Availability published in the Federal Register on the
1978 Suggested State Regulations for Control of Radiation (SSRCR); editorial,
format, and other changes made by the Technical Review Committee of the SSRCR..
In addition, the equivalent SI units are placed in parentheses following the
radiation and conventional units in the narrative portion of Part D and in
footnotes to tables and appendices. The SI unit is for informational purposes
only as described in A.12 of the 1982 SSRCR. The specific provisions which
were revised from Part D of the 1978 SSRCR and their rationale are as indicated
below. New material added to the 1982 SSRCR is underlined.

Specific Provisions

D.1(a) Purpose and Scope. D.1(a) was revised for compatibility with an
amendment to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission's (NRC's) regulations in
10 CFR Part 20, "Standards for Protection Against Radiation," published as a
final rule in the Federal Register on June 6, 1979 (44 FR 32349). The proposed
rule for the NRC amendment was published in the Federal Register on February 6,
1978 (43 FR 4865). A new sentence was added to D.1(a) as follows: " It is the
purpose of the regulations in this part to control the possession, use, and
transfer of sources of radiation by any licensee or registrant in such a manner
that the total dose to an individual does not exceed the standards of radiation
orotection prescribed in this part." See the rationale to D.102 for
information on the purpose of the NRC amendments.

D.101 Radiation Dose Standards for Individuals in Restricted Areas. D.101 was
revised for compatibility with 10 CFR 20.101 as amended by a final rule
published in the Federal Register on June 6, 1979 (44 FR 32349). The proposed
rule for the amendment to 10 CFR 20.101 was published in the Federal Register
on February 6, 1978 (43 FR 4865). Changes to D.101 include adding the word,
"Standards," in the section title; adding "In accordance with the provisions of
D.102(a).. ." and substituting "standards" for "limits" in D.101(a); and
modifying "dose"l in three places, by indicating that it means the "total
occupational dose," and by deleting the restrictive phrase, "... in the
licensee's or registrant's possession," in two places in D.101(a) and (b). See
the rationale to D.102 for information on the purpose of the NRC amendments.

D.102 Determination of Accumulated Dose. D.102(a) and (b) were revised for
compatibility with an amendment to 10 CFR 20.102 published as a final rule in
the Federal Register on June 6, 1979 (44 FR 32349). These amendments to the
standards for protection against radiation require control of the total
occupational radiation dose of an individual from all sources of occupational

1
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exposure, whether the sources are in the possession of the licensee or
registrant or any other person, and are intended to minimize the possibility of
overexposure of (1) short-term workers who may work for more than one employer
within a single calendar quarter and (2) those working for more than one
employer at a time. The entire D.102(a) was replaced with a new paragraph. In
D.102(b), the changes include adding "pursuant to D.I01(b•"; substituting
"...receive an occucationa' radiation dose...' in place of "...be exposed to
radiation...'; and substituting "standards" for "limits." Additional
background information on this revision can be found in the proposed rule
published in the Federal Register on February 6, 1978 (43 FR 4865).

D.106 Concentration of Radioactivity in Effluents to Unrestricted Areas.
A new paragraph (g) is added to Sec. D.106 for compatibility with amendments to
10 CFR Part 20 published in the Federal Register as a final rule by NRC on
March 25, 1981 (46 FR 18525) as follows: (g) In addition to other
requirements of this part, licensees engaged in uranium fuel cycle operations
subject to the provisions of C.29 of these regulations shall also comply with
the provisions of 40 CFR Part 190, "Environmental Radiation Protection
Standards for Nuclear Power Operations."

This amendment incorporates the requirement for certain uranium fuel cycle
licensees to comply with 40 CFR Part 190, "Environmental Radiation Protection
Standards for Nuclear Power Operations," published in the Federal Register on
January 13, 1977 (42 FR 2858) by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).
Title 40 CFR Part 190 requires certain uranium fuel cycle facilities to be
operated such that releases of radioactive material and resulting radiation
doses to the public are below specified limits. For background information in
addition to the Federal Register publications referred to above (46 FR 18525
and 42 FR 2858), see the proposed rule on "Environmental Radiation Protection
Standards for Nuclear Power Operation" published by NRC in the Federal Register
on April 17, 1980 (45 FR 26072), the advance notice of intent to propose
environmental radiation protection standards for the uranium fuel cycle
published in the Federal Register on May 10, 1974 (39 FR 16906), and the
proposed rule published by EPA on May 29, 1975 (40 FR 23420).

D.203 Caution Signs, Labels, and Signals. New subparagraphs (6) and (7) were
added to D.203(c) to maintain compatibility with amendments to NRC's
regulations in 10 CFR Part 20 which were published as a final rule in the
Federal Register on December 27, 1977 (42 FR 64619). These amendments require
additional controls to reduce the probability of accidental exposure of workers
to sealed radioactive sources (in areas where radiation levels in excess of
500 rems in one hour at one meter from the source may exist), which are used in
devices to irradiate materials for various purposes such as sterilization of
medical products, and studies of radiation effects on materials. D.203(c)(6)
makes reference to 10 CFR 20.203(c)(6) for the criteria to be met for the
required entry control devices and alarms. The new requirements apply to
irradiator sources and not to teletherapy, industrial radiography, or
completely self-contained irradiators. Several incidents have occurred over
the past several years in which individuals have inadvertently entered
irradiator rooms with the source still exposed. This has happened in spite of
interlocks that should have functioned to warn the individual that the source
was still exposed. The failure of the interlocks to prevent exposures has led
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to additional entry requirements to high radiation areas tc. reduce the
probability of this type of exposure in the future. Due tc the detailed
specifications necessary to make the requirement effective, exceptions to the
requirement are necessary, and are included as noted. For further background
information, one can consult the NRC proposed rule published in the Federal
Register on May 3, 1976 (41 FR 18320).

D.203 Caution Signs, Labels, and Signals. A new subparagraph (4) was added to
D.203(f) in order to maintain compatibility with 10 CFR 20.203f)(14) as added
by a final rule published in the Federal Register on May 24, 1978 (43 FR
22171). This added provision to the regulations requires the removal or
defacing of radioactive symbols or labels on empty, uncontaminated containers
prior to disposal, or clearly indicate that the container no longer contains
radioactive material. This new provision is designed to reduce the number of
required investigations concerning former radioactive material containers
disposed of improperly and which do not present any hazard to the public. For
further background information, see the Notice of a Petition (from the Alaska
Disaster Office, Department of Military Affairs, State of Alaska) for
Rulemaking to Remove Radioactive Symbols from Empty Containers published in the
Federal Register on February 22, 1977 (42 FR 10377) and the proposed rule
published July 14, 1977 (42 FR 36268).

D.303 Disoosal by Release Into Sanitary Sewage Systems. In response to a
suggestion by the Technical Review Committee recorded in Matters for Future
Consideration of the 1978 Rationale for Revisions for Part D, the word
"sewerage" was replaced with "sewage" in the title of Sec. D.303, in D.303(a),
and in D.303(a)(4) to eliminate redundancy as "sewerage" was used in
conjunction with "system(s)." D.303(a)(4) was revised further for
compatibility with amendments on Biomedical Waste Disposal to 10 CFR 20.303(d)
published in the Federal Register on March 11, 1981 (46 FR 16230). These
amendments, which will primarily affect licensed hospitals and medical research
institutions, raise the annual limits for disposal by release into sanitary
sewage systems to 5 curies per year for hydrogen-3 (tritium), 1 curie per year
for carbon-14, and retain the 1 curie per year for all other radionuclides.
The proposed rule for these amendments was published in the Federal Register on
October 8, 1980 (45 FR 67018), but contains essentially the same background
information as provided in the final rule of the Biomedical Waste Disposal
amendments (46 FR 16230, published March 11, 1981). A new D.303(b) was added
to clarify the intent that individual sewage disposal systems are not an
acceptable device for the disposal of radioactive material. The previous
D.303(b) in the 1978 SSRCR was recodified as D.303(c).

D.304 Disposal by Burial in Soil. D.304 of Part D is revised as follows: "No
licensee shall dispose of radioactive material by burial in soil except as
specifically approved by the Agency pursuant to D.302." The former exemptions
for burial in D.304 are deleted in accordance with amendments to 10 CFR Part 20
published as a final rule (Standards for Protection Against Radiation; Burial
of Small Quantities of Radionuclides) in the Federal Register on October 30,
1980 (45 FR 71761). The amendment will provide greater as3urance that buried
radioactive material will not present a health hazard by requiring licensees to
obtain specific approval to bury small quantities of radionuclides. Several
State representatives have suggested that the risk from burials of radioactive
waste allowed by the deleted D.304 may be unacceptable (i.e., 1000 times
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greater than exempt quantities). Such quantities pose a small risk if they are
properly buried and left undisturbed, particularly if they are dispersed
through a large volume of waste material; however, the deleted D.304 imposed no
concentration limits, and the quantities as concentrated "point sources" are
potentially large enough to cause excessive radiation exposures if the
radioactive material is mishandled, improperly buried, or disturbed after
burial. State officials have consistently supported revision of 10 CFR 20.304
(D.304 of the SSRCR). In addition, Item No. 9 of the Matters for Future
Consideration in the Rationale for Revisions of the 1978 Part D, SSRCR
suggested that Section D.304 be changed to read substantially the same as
Section D.305 (i.e., the disposal of radioactive material by burial in soil be
allowed only as specifically approved by the Agency). Because of the proposed
amendments to NRC regulations with this issue being under development, action
on this issue was delayed pending NRC review and proposals. The action taken
in revising Section D.304, therefore, now resolves this item of the Matters for
Future Consideration. The rationale for revising D.304 authorizing burial
onsite also arises from the increased concern for the potential of increased
exposures to construction workers and the public. This could arise as the old
burial sites, records of which become lost over a period of years, become
construction sites for homes, office buildings or industrial plants. There is
also the remote possibility that the buried radioactive materials could
contaminate public water supplies and increase population exposures based on
this exposure route. For further background information, one can consult the
NRC notice of proposed rulemaking published in the Federal Register on
December 4, 1978 (43 FR 56677).

D.306 Disposal of Specific Wastes. A new D.306 was added to maintain
compatibility with 10 CFR 20.306 which was added to 10 CFR Part 20 with the
Biomedical Waste Disposal amendments published as a final rule in the Federal
Register on March 11, 1981 (46 FR 16230). These amendments permit licensees
greater leeway in disposing of liquid scintillation media and animal carcasses
containing tracer levels of hydrogen-3 (tritium) or carbon-14 (0.05 microcurie
or less of tritium or carbon-14 per gram without regard to their
radioactivity), and will help to conserve the capacity of radioactive waste
burial grounds (as liquid scintillation media and animal carcasses containing
tracer quantities of tritium and carbon-14 constitute the largest volume of
radioactive biomedical waste). Due to scarcity of low level waste burial sites
and the low radiotoxicity of hydrogen-3 and carbon-14, many users, especially
in the medical research community, have complained about the restrictions on
disposal of these two radionuclides. An analysis of the increased population
exposure arising from the proposed changes was made by the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission and indicates that the potential increased population
exposures resulting from this amendment would be insignificant. The proposed
rule for these amendments was published in the Federal Register on October 8,
1980 (45 FR 67018), but contains essentially the same background information
provided in the final rule of the Biomedical Waste Disposal amendments (46 FR
16230, published March 11, 1981).

Appendix A. Concentrations in Air and Water Above Natural Background.
Appendix A was amended to include Ge-68, Y-88, and Au-195 due to their
production and use in the medical and research communities.

Appendix B. A title was added to Appendix B as follows: "Quantities for Use
with D.203 and D.303."
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Matters for Future Consideration

1. It is proposed to strengthen D.407 "Vacating Premises" as follows:

Sec. D.407 Vacating Premises and Equipment

(a) Premises. Each licensee before vacating any premise, or transferring the
premise shall permanently decontaminate such premise below or equal to the
standards specified in Appendix C of this part. A survey shall be made after
such decontamination and the Director [name of Agency] and the landlord or
subsequent tenant or transferee shall be provided with a copy of such survey no
less than 30 days before vacating or relinquishing possession or control of
premise. No such premise shall be vacated, sold, or transferred until the
decontamination survey has been verified and accepted by the Director [name of
Agency].

(b) Equioment. No machinery, instruments, laboratory equipment or any other
property used in contact with, or close proximity to radioactive material at a
licensed premise shall be assigned, sold, leased, or transferred to an
unlicensed person unless such property has been permanently decontaminated
below or equal to the standards specified in Appendix C of this part. A survey
shall be made after such decontamination and the Director [name of Agency] and
subsequent transferee or owner shall be provided with a copy of such survey.
No such equipment shall be assigned, sold, leased or transferred until such
decontamination survey has been verified and accepted by the Director [name of
Agency].
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APPENDIX C

Standards for Unrestricted Areas

(a) Surface contamination limits.

(1) Alpha emitters.

(i) Removable: 15 Oci 2
100 cm2 =

33 dpm100 cm,: average over any
one surface

45 Pci100 cmL
100 dpm
100 cm__ maximum

(ii) Total (fixed) 450 Oci
100 cm`ý

Q1000 dm average over any
100 cm4 one surface

2250 pCi 5000 dDm
100 cm2 100 cm,

0.25 mrem at 1 cm
hr

maximum

(2) Beta-Gamma emitters.

(i) Removable:
(all beta-gamma
emitters except
hydrogen-3)

100 pCi
100 cm

500 PCi
100 cm

average over any
one surface

maximum

Removable: 1000 pCi average over any
(hydrogen-3) 100 cm one surface

5000 pCi maximum
100 cm

(ii) Total (fixed): 0.25 mrem at 1 cm from surface
hr

(b) Concentration in air and water: Appendix A, Table II of Part D.
(c) Concentrations in soil and other materials except water:

(1) Radioactive material except source materials: Schedule A,
Column II of Part C.
(2) Source material: 0.05 per cent by weight.
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2. It was suggested that the dose equivalent limits for fertile women (with
respect to fetus) shown in Table 6 of the National Council on Radiation
Protection and Measurements (NCRP) Report No. 39 (Page 106) be considered for
inclusion in the table of Section D.101 of the SSRCR. As a supplement or
alternative approach to this suggestion, consideration might be given to
including reference to available recommendations or regulatory guidance (e.g.,
NRC Regulatory Guide 8.13 on Instruction Concerning Prenatal Radiation Exposure
relative to 10 CFR 19.12 and paragraphs 240 and 241 on Occupational Exposure to
Fertile Women (pages 92-93) of the NCRP Report No. 39 on Basic Radiation
Protection Criteria). It was also suggested that the limits for occasionally
exposed individuals shown in Table 6 of NCRP Report No. 39 be considered for
inclusion in the table of D.101 of the SSRCR. Both topics are under
consideration in connection with proposed revision of 10 CFR Part 20 and will
be considered after promulgation of the revision.

3. It was suggested that pertinent portions of the D.105 referenced footnote 9
be incorporated into the text of the regulations so "...that individuals in
unrestricted areas would [not] receive a dose to the whole body in excess of
0.5 rem in any one year." At present, D.105(a)(2) would allow "radiation
levels which, if an individual were continuously present in the [unrestricted]
area could result in his receiving a dose.., of 100 millirems in any
7 consecutive days." Therefore, any licensee or registrant could conceivably
possess, use, or transfer sources of radiation in such a manner as to create in
any unrestricted area radiation levels resulting in a dose of approximately
5 rem over a period of a year. Footnote 9 indicates that "it is the intent of
D.105 to limit radiation levels so that it is unlikely that individuals in
unrestricted areas would receive a dose to the whole body in excess of 0.5 rem
in any one year"; however, it was felt that this dose equivalent limit should
be a requirement in the body of the regulations. The Part D Working Group
agrees that from an enforcement standpoint it would be preferable to place
footnote 9 into the body of the SSRCR, but will not recommend a change until
after the promulgation of a revised 10 CFR Part 20.

4. Add additional radionuclides to Appendix A "Concentrations in Air and Water
above Natural Background" and to Appendix B "Quantities for Use with D.203 and
D.303."

5. A comment was received suggesting that additional accelerator-produced
material should be included in Appendix B. Appendix B is for use in: (a)
posting with signs - CAUTION - RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL - when greater than 10
times the quantity of radioactive material in Appendix B is used or stored in
an area or room (or an amount of natural uranium or thorium greater than 100
times the quantity in Appendix B) and labeling containers with the radiation
caution symbol and identifying the radioactive contents when the quantity is
greater than the applicable quantity in Appendix B (or for natural uranium and
thorium, 10 times the quantity in Appendix B) - see D.203(e) and (f); and (b)
determining the amount of one method (i.e., between D.303(a)(2)(i) or (ii) of
disposal by release into a sanitary sewage system by a licensee in any one day
of a quantity or radioactive material which does not exceed 10 times the
quantity specified in Appendix B - see D.303(a)(2)(ii). For the above purposes
(D.203 and D.303), Appendix B should be expanded to include additional
accelerator-produced radioactive material.
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6. In reference to D.204(a), a suggestion was received recommending that
"radiation level" be replaced with "dose rate" or "dose equivalent rate" in
order for the quantity "dose equivalent," or in a general sense "dose" as
defined in Section A.2 of the SSRCR, to be consistent with "millirem," the unit
for dose equivalent, used in the same sentence.

0

0
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1978
Rationale for Revisions

Part D
Standards for Protection Against Radiation

Introduction

The changes made in this revision of Part D were mainly in response to
amendments to 10 CFR Part 20 of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission's
regulations; comments received in response to the Notice of Availability
published in the Federal Register on the 1974 Suggested State Regulations
for Control of Radiation (SSRCR); and editorial, format, and other changes
made by the Technical Review Committee of the SSRCR. Many of the editorial
and format changes were made for consistency with other parts of the SSRCR.
The specific provisions which were revised from Part D of the 1974 SSRCR and
their rationale are as indicated below.

Specific Provisions

D.1(b) Purpose and Scope. Paragraph (b) of Section D.1 was revised for
compatibility with an amendment (10 CFR 20.1(c)) to regulations of the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) published as a final rule in the Federal
Register on December 19, 1975 (40 FR 58847), and became effective on January
19, 1976. The International Commission on Radiological Protection in ICRP
Publication No. 22 has replaced the phrase "as low as practicable" with "as
low as is reasonably achievable" in its recommendation on dose limitation.
The NRC endorsed the. attempt to make this basic concept of radiation
protection more understandable by substituting the currently accepted
phrasing "as low as is reasonably achievable" for the older, less precise
terminology and amended their regulations accordingly. Revised D.1(b) of the
SSRCR reflects current ICRP and NRC policy. For further background
information, see the NRC notice of proposed rule making published in the
Federal Register on August 6, 1975 (40 FR 33029), and ICRP Publication 22 on
"Implications of Commission Recommendations that Doses be kept as Low as
Readily Achievable."

D.102(c)(2) Determination of Accumulated Dose. In subparagraph (2) of
D.102(c), the words "until the Agency authorizes their disposition" was
added at the end of the first sentence to now read as follows: "The
licensee or registrant shall retain and preserve records used in preparing
Agency Form 'Y' until the Agency authorizes their disposition." The NRC
amended a number of parts of their regulations, as published in the Federal
Register on May 3, 1976 (41 FR 18300), to prescribe time periods for
licensee retention of certain records and provide that if a retention period
is not otherwise provided such records shall be maintained until the NRC
authorizes their disposition. D.102(c)(2) was therefore revised to maintain
compatibility with the amended 10 CFR 20.102(c)(2). For further background
information, see the notice of proposed rule making published in the Federal
Register (39 FR 36871) on October 15, 1974, by the Atomic Energy Commission.
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D.103 Exposure of Individuals to Concentrations of Radioactive Material in
Air in Restricted Areas. The NRC has amended its regulations in 10 CFR Part
20 concerning the control on internal occupational exposures to radioactive
material. The changes would permit licensees to allow for use of
respiratory protective equipment, in accordance with an associated
regulatory guide, without specific authorization by the NRC which was
formerly required. Othee significant provisions of the amendments included
a quarterly limit on exposures to concentrations of radioactive material
instead of the previous weekly limit and the rewording of 10 CFR 20.103(a)
to clarify that the regulation would apply to intakes of radioactive
material whether by inhalation, absorption, ingestion, or injection.
Guidance as to acceptable methods of implementing this rule change is given
in NRC's Regulatory Guide 8.9, "Acceptable Concepts, Models, Equations and
Assumptions for a Bioassay Program" and an associated document WASH-1287,
"Manual of Respiratory Protection Against Airborne Radioactive Materials."
Section D.103 of the SSRCR is amended to reflect these changes. Since the
Regulatory Guide and accompanying Manual are quite large, it is impractical
to draft an SSRCR version. Section D.103 therefore references the NRC
documents and indicates that copies are available from the NRC. For further
background information, see the notice of proposed rule making published in
the Federal Register on August 21, 1974 (39 FR 30164); a final rule
published in the Federal Register on November 29, 1976 (41 FR 52300); and
43 FR 29270.

D.104(c) Exposure of Minors. Paragraph (c) of Section D.104 was revisd to
reflect changes made to Section D.103 of the SSRCR and to maintain
compatibility with amendments to 10 CFR 20.104 as published in the Federal
Register on November 29, 1976 (41 FR 52300).

D.206 Storage and Control of Sources of Radiation. The provision in
Section D.206 of the 1974 SSRCR was recodified in the current revision as
follows: "(a) Sources of radiation shall be secured against unauthorized
removal from the place of storage." Since the use of the word "storage"
might not clearly convey the intention that controls will be maintained over
sources of radiation in unrestricted areas at all times, a second paragraph
was added to assure unequivocal understanding of the requirement as follows:
"(b) Sources of radiation in an unrestricted area and not in storage shall
be tended under the constant surveillance and immediate control of the
licensee." D.206(b) is compatible with 10 CFR 20.207(b) as added through
publication in the Federal Register of June 25, 1975 (40 FR 26679).

D.207(a)(1) Procedures for Picking Up. Receiving, and Opening Packages. In
an effort to clarify the specific location of the Type A quantities, the
words "the table following" were added to subparagraph (1) of D.207(a) to
now read as follows: "Each licensee or registrant who expects to receive a
package containing quantities of radioactive material in excess of the Type
A quantities specified in the table following D.207(b) shall:"
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D.207(b)(1) Procedures for Picking Up, Receiving, and Opening Packages. The
second sentence of D.207(b)(1)(v) in the 1974 SSRCR was transferred to
D.207(b)(1) in this revision as the second sentence in the introduction to
that subparagraph. Since this sentence refers to monitoring requirements
rather than exceptions to monitoring given in subdivisions (i) - (v), it is
logical that it be included in the introduction of the subparagraph with the
other sentence on required monitoring of packages for radioactive
contamination. This portion of D.207(b)(1) now reads as follows: "(b)(1)
Each licensee or registrant, upon receipt of a package of radioactive
material, shall monitor the external surfaces of the package for radioactive
contamination caused by leakage of the radioactive contents. The monitoring
shall be performed as soon as practicable after receipt, but no later than 3
hours after the package is received at the licensee's facility if received
during the licensee's normal working hours or 18 hours if received after
normal working hours. Such monitoring need not be performed on:"

D.207(b)(1)(i) and (iv) Procedures for Picking Up, Receiving, and Opening
Packages. In order to be more specific as to the location of the table of
exempt and Type A quantities, the words "following D.207(b)" were added to
D.207(b)(1)(i) and (iv) to now read as follows respectively: "(i) Packages
containing no more than the exempt quantity specified in the table following
D.207(b);" and "(iv) Packages containing only radioactive material in other
than liquid form (including Mo-99/Tc-99m generators) and not exceeding the
Type A quantity limit specified in the table following D.207(b); and."

D.207(b)(2) Procedures for Picking Up, Receiving, and Opening Packages.
Subparagraph (2) of D.207(b) was reworded for greater clarity and for
consistency with the wording in the latter part of D.207(c)(2) to now read
as follows: "(2) If removable radioactive contamination in excess of
0.01 microcurie (22,200 disintegrations per minute) per 100 square
centimeters of package surface is found on the external surfaces of the
package, the licensee or registrant shall immediately notify, by telephone
and telegraph, the final delivering carrier and the Agency."

D.207(c)(1) and (2) Procedures for Picking Up, Receiving, and Opening
Packages. In subparagraph (1) of D.207(c), the words "the table following"
were added in the third line prior to "D.207(b)" in order to be more
specific as to the location of the table of exempt and Type A quantities
such that the first sentence of that subparagraph now reads as follows:
"Each licensee or registrant, upon receipt of a package containing
quantities of radioactive material in excess of the type A quantities
specified in the table following D.207(b), other than those transported by
exclusive use vehicle, shall monitor the radiation levels external to the
package." In subparagraph (2) of D.207(c), the sentence was reworded for
greater clarity by relocating the words "in excess of 10 millirems per hour"
to now read as follows: "(2) If radiation levels are found on the external
surface of the package in excess of 200 millirems per hour, or in excess of
10 millirems per hour at 3 feet from the external surface of the package,
the licensee or registrant shall immediately notify, by telephone and
telegraph, the final delivering carrier and the Agency."
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D.302 Method of Obtaining Approval of Proposed Disposal Procedures. Section
D.302 was codified in this revision of the SSRCR into paragraphs (a) and (b)
for ease of reference to these provisions.

D.303 Disposal by Release into Sanitary Sewerage Systems. Section D.303
was recodified in this revision into a format such that the introductory
portion of the first sentence (now paragraph (a)) and the last sentence of
Section D.303 (now paragraph (b)), which were uncodified in the 1974 SSRCR,
would have a code for ease of reference. The intervening provisions of
D.303 were recodified into subparagraphs and subdivisions as appropriate.

D.401(c) Records of Surveys, Radiation Monitoring, and Disposal. The NRC
amended a number of parts to its regulations to prescribe time periods for
licensee retention of certain records and provide that if a retention period
is not otherwise provided such records shall be maintained by the licensee
until the NRC authorizes their disposition. D.401(c) of the SSRCR was
therefore revised to maintain compatibility with amendments to 10 CFR
20.401(c), as published in the Federal Register on May 3, 1976 (41 FR
18300). For further background information, see the notice of proposed rule
making published in the Federal Register on October 15, 1974 (39 FR 36871),
by the Atomic Energy Commission.

D.403(a)(4) and (b)(4) Notification of Incidents. By publication of a
final rule in the Federal Register (42 FR 43965) on September 1, 1977 (see
also 43 FR 2719, January 19, 1978), the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
amended two reporting requirements to increase the threshold from reporting
damage to property by substituting $200,000 for $100,000 in 10 CFR
20.403(a)(4) and by substituting $2,000 for $1,000 in 10 CFR 20.403(b)(4).
In order to maintain compatibility with these NRC amendments to Title 10 of
the Code of Federal Regulations, D.403(a)(4) and (b)(4) were revised,
respectively, as follows: (a)(4) "Damage to property in excess of $200,000"
and (b)(4) "Damage to property in excess of $2,000."

D.405 Reports of Overexposures and Excessive Levels and Concentrations.
The NRC amended its regulations in 10 CFR Part 20 (20.103, 20.104, and
20.405) concerning the control of internal occupational exposures to
radioactive material by publication of a final rule in the Federal Register
on November 29, 1976 (41 FR 52300). Section D.405 of the SSRCR was revised
to maintain compatibility with amendments to 10 CFR 20.405, which became
effective on December 29, 1976. For further background information, see the
rationale for amendments to Section D.103 of this document; the notice of
proposed rule making published in the Federal Register on August 21, 1974
(39 FR 30164) by the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission; and 43 FR 29270.

0
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Appendix A - Table I, Column 1 Value for Radon-222: Footnote 3/ of Appendix
A: and Paragraph 4 of the Note to Appendix A. In accordance with the
recommendations of ICRP and NCRP and with the guidance issued to Federal
agencies by EPA, the NRC amended its regulations to lower the limit on
occupational exposure to airborne radon-222 and its daughters to one-third
of that currently permitted. The limits on exposure to radon are expressed
in two ways, the licensee using whatever method he prefers. In Part D of
this revision of the SSRCR, the -ppendix A, Table I, Column 1 value for
radon-222 was changed to 3 x 10 , one-third of the former value, and
footnote a/ to Appendix A was changed to give an alternative limit of one-
third "working level" for radon daughters. A change was also made to the
uranium ore dust provision in paragraph 4 of the Note to Appendix A of Part
D in this revision of the SSRCR. The applicability of paragraph 4 of the
Note was ended at radium-226 instead of extending down the decay chain to
lead-210 and its daughters. Because of its diffusivity, radon is likely to
escape the ore dust; therefore, its decay products are not likely to be
bound to the uranium ore particles. For further background information, see
the proposed amendments to 10 CFR Part 20 published in the Federal Register
on June 24, 1974 (39 FR 22428), by the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission and the
final rule published in the Federal Register on October 31, 1975 (40 FR
50704), by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

Appendix B - Addition of Sodium-22. In response to a comment received in
regard to the addition of sodium-22 to Appendix B with the appropriate
10 microcurie limit, the Part D Working Group decided that this addition
would have some merit. The proposed value appeared to be consistent with
other radionuclide limits in Appendix B. Therefore, the Working Group
decided to accept the proposed value for sodium-22 unless NRC rationale
criteria for Appendix B of Part D (Appendix C of 10 CFR Part 20) indicates a
different value.

Matters for Future Consideration

1. It was suggested that the dose equivalent limits for fertile women (with
respect to fetus) shown in Table 6 of the National Council on Radiation
Protection and Measurements (NCRP) Report No. 39 (page 106) be considered
for inclusion in the table of Section D.101 of the SSRCR. As a supplement
or alternative approach to this suggestion, consideration might be given to
including reference to available recommendations or regulatory quidance
(e.g., NRC Regulatory Guide 8.13 on Instruction Concerning Prenatal
Radiation Exposure relative to 10 CFR 19.12 and paragraphs 240 and 241 on
Occupational Exposure to Fertile Women (pages 92-93) of the NCRP Report No.

39 on Basic Radiation Protection Criteria). It was also suggested that the
limits for occasionally exposed individuals shown in Table 6 of NCRP Report
No. 39 be considered for inclusion in the table of Section D.101 of the
SSRCR.

2. The suggestion was made that the title to Section D.104 be changed from
"Exposure of Minors" to "Dose to Minors" since reference is made in
paragraph (a) of Section D.104 to "the limits specified in the table in
D.101(a)" and the terminology "dose" and "rems" is used in D.101(a).
"Radiation dose" is also used in the title of Section D.101. It was
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also suggested that dose be used, as appropriate, in the text of Section
D.104.

3. It was suggested that pertinent portions of the Section D.105 referenced
footnote 9/ be incorporated into the text of the regulations so "... that
individuals in unrestricted areas would [not] receive a dose to the whole
body in excess of 0.5 rem in any one year." At present, D.105(a)(2) would
allow "radiation levels which, if an individual were continuously present in
the [unrestricted] area could result in his receiving a dose ... of 100
millirems in any 7 consecutive days." Therefore, any licensee or registrant
could conceivably possess, use, or transfer sources of radiation in such a
manner as to create in any unrestricted area radiation levels resulting in a
dose of approximately 5 rem over a period of a year. Footnote 9/ indicates
that "it is the intent of D.105 to limit radiation levels so that it is
unlikely that individuals in unrestricted areas would receive a dose to the
whole body in excess of 0.5 rem in any one year;" however, it was felt that
this dose equivalent limit should be a requirement in the body of the
regulations.

4. In response to the Notice of Availability .published in the Federal
Register on the 1974 SSRCR, one commenter suggested that a posting
requirement should be made in Section D.203 as follows:

"Each area or room in which the only source of radiation is a
permanently installed x-ray machine or machines shall be
conspicuously posted with a sign or signs bearing the radiation
caution symbol and the words:

CAUTION
X RAYS

The Part D Working Group on this revision of the SSRCR decided that this
suggestion should be held for further consideration, which was concurred in
by the Technical Review Committee.

5. In reference to D.204(a), a suggestion was received recommending that
"radiation level" be replaced with "dose rate" or "dose equivalent rate" in
order for the quantity "dose equivalent," or in a general sense "dose" as
defined in Section A.2 of the SSRCR, to be consistent with millirem, the
unit for dose equivalent, used in the same sentence.

6. In reference to D.204(b), it was suggested that consideration be given
to adding diagnostic x-ray suites to the exception from posting and control
of entrance requirements pursuant to D.203(c) now provided in D.204(b) for
"patients containing radioactive material." The addition of diagnostic
x-ray rooms to the exception provided in D.204(b) would help to alleviate
problems that might be created through literal interpretation and
enforcement of D.203, especially D.203(c)(2), relative to diagnostic x-ray
rooms. Radiation control of the diagnostic x-ray room should be adequate
with this exception "provided that there are personnel in attendance who
will take the precautions necessary to
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prevent the exposure of any individual to radiation ... in excess of the
limits established in the regulations in this part," as is now indicated in
D.204(b) for "patients containing radioactive material."

7. Some of the commenters on the 1974 SSRCR indicated that the time
requirement given for the wipe teýting and survey of incoming shipments of
radioactive material is too restrictive. The 18-hour requirement for
shipments received during off-duty time would require special personnel call
arrangements for weekend receipts. It is likely, in actual practice, that
personnel available for call may not be qualified to perform the procedures
properly or to manage contamination, if found. It was suggested that the
sentence following D.207(b)(1)(v) in the 1974 SSRCR (the second sentence of
D.207(b)(1) in this revision of the SSRCR) be revised by deleting "or
eighteen hours if received after normal working hours" and including instead
"or at the start of the next working day if received after normal working
hours." The Part D Working Group believed that the 18-hour requirement was
unrealistic for shipments delivered on weekends and felt that enforcement of
this regulation could lead to even greater health hazards since it would
force unsupervised individuals to monitor radioactive material on weekends.
One of the commenters also indicated that the specifications as regards the
types of packages to be wipe tested and/or surveyed are confusing and that
users may misinterpret the requirements and fail to take proper action
(e.g., due to differences in exemption statements, some packages - such as
150 mCi of TC-99m - will require wipe testing, but need not be surveyed).
One commenter made the following suggestion: (a) Relax the time limit for
packages received during off-duty hours to require wipe testing and survey
with 3 hours of the next workday. (b) Rewrite the requirements to call for
both wipe test and survey of all packages as specified in D.207(b)(1), but
with the deletion of the exemption condition in D.207(b)(1)(v). This would
mean that almost every shipment of radioactive material to a nuclear
medicine laboratory would require both procedures, a practice that is in the
best interest of radiation safety. In response to the latter suggestion,
the Part D Working Group indicated that, in general, it appeared that these
provisions are unduly complex and difficult to understand and that the
working group needs additional input and clarification from NRC relative to
the intent of D.207(b)(1) before preparing the revision. The Technical
Review Committee concurred in the need to consider these suggested changes
in future revision of Part D.

8. The Technical Review Committee suggested that in the title of Section
D.303' the word "Sewerage" be replaced with "Sewage" as follows: "Section
D.303 Disposal by Release into Sanitary Sewage Systems." "Sewerage" is
redundant as used, and changing to "Sewage" would eliminate this redundancy.
The Technical Review Committee decided to include this suggestion in Matters
for Future Consideration, since it would create a problem of
noncompatibility with NRC regulations if it were changed at this time.
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9. It was suggested that Section D.304 be changed to read substantially the
same as Section.D.305 - i.e., the disposal of radioactive material by burial
in soil be allowed only as specifically approved by the Agency. Since
proposed changes to NRC regulations dealing with this issue were under
review, the Part D Working Group suggested that changes to the SSRCR await
the outcome of these deliberations. The Technical Review Committee
concurred in the analysis of the working group and their recommendation to
hold pending NRC review and further proposals.

10. In Section D.402, it was suggested by a commenter that the phrase ...

theft or loss of any source of radiation ... " be changed to read "... theft
or loss of any quantity of radioactive material in excess of a quantity
generally licensed under Schedule B ... " The Part D Working Group indicated
that this proposal appears to have some merit in designating a quantity
which is insignificant with regard to reporting the loss or theft. The
limitations of such reports to quantities greater than generally licensed
quantities requires more support and specific rationale. The Technical
Review Committee concurred in this analysis by the working group and their
recommendation to defer for further work group assessment.

11. A comment was received suggesting that additional accelerator-produced
material should be included in Appendix B of Part D. Appendix B of Part D
of the SSRCR is for use in: (a) posting with signs - CAUTION - RADIOACTIVE
MATERIAL - when greater than 10 times the quantity of radioactive material
in Appendix B is used or stored in an area or room (or an amount of natural
uranium or thorium greater than 100 times the quantity in Appendix B) and
labeling containers with the radiation caution symbol and identifying the
radioactive contents when the quantity is greater than the applicable

quantity in Appendix B (or for natural uranium and thorium, 10 times the
quantity in Appendix B) - see D.203(e) and (f); (b) determining the amount
of one method (i.e., between D.303(a)(2)(i) or (ii) of disposal by release
into a sanitary sewage system by a licensee in any one day of a quantity of
radioactive material which does not exceed 10 times the quantity specified
in Appendix B - see D.303(a)(2)(ii);; and (c) determining the total quantity
of radioactive material not exceeding 1,000 times the applicable amount
specified in Appendix B that may be disposed of at any one location and time
by burial in soil - see D.304(a). For the above purposes (D.203, D.303, and
D.304), Appendix B should be expanded to include additional
accelerator-produced radioactive material.
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Rationale for Revisions

Part D
Standards for Protection Against Radiation

D._ 1

Present (b) In addition to complying with the requirements set forth in
this part, every reasonable effort should be made to maintain
radiation exposures, and releases of radioactive materials in
effluents to unrestricted areas, as far below the limits specified
in this part as practicable. The term "as far below the limits
specified in this part as practicable" means as low as is
practicably achievable taking into account the state of
technology, and the economics of improvements in relation to
benefits to the public health and safety and in relation to the
utilization of atomic energy in the public interest.

Revised (b) In addition to complying with the requirements set forth in
this part, every reasonable effort should be made to maintain
radiation exposures, and releases of radioactive materials in
effluents to unrestricted areas, as far below the limits specified
in this part as practicable. The term "as far below the limits
specified in this part as practicable" means as low as is

.practicably achievable taking into account the state of
technology, and the economics of improvements in relation to
benefits to the public health and safety and in relation to the
utilization of ionizing radiation in the public interest.

Rationale Amending the words "atomic energy" of present line 8 to read
"ionizing radiation" per revised is appropriate updating as
"radiation" is defined as "ionizing radiation" in Part A
definitions.

Note: Editorial updating in the way of deleting subsection
reference words - e.g., paragraph, subparagraph, and substituting
"numerical" references, e.g., D.101(a) - has been made in Part D.

D.101 Title

Present Sec. D.101 Exposure of Individuals to Radiation in Restricted
Areas. 1/

Revised Sec. D.101 Radiation Dose to Individuals in Restricted Areas 1/

Rationale The word "dose" is clearly expressed within D.101 as "Dose" is
defined in Part A definitions.

1



1974 Rationale for Part D

D.101 Footnote 1

Present 1/ For determining the doses specified in this section, a dose from
X- or gamma rays up to 3 Mev may be assumed to be equivalent to the
exposure measured by a properly calibrated appropriate instrument in
air at or near the body surface in the region of the highest dose
rate.

Revised 1/ For determining the doses specified in D.101 a dose from x or
gamma rays up to 10 MeV may be assumed to be equivalent to the
exposure measured by a properly calibratd appropriate instrument in
air at or near the body surface in the region of the highest dose
rate.

Rationale The change in the footnote from 3 MeV to 10 MeV is consistent with
the change reflected in NCRP Reports No. 33 and No. 34 as compared
with NBS Handbooks No. 73 and No. 76. Attenuation of a beam of
x rays above 10 MeV may be modified by nuclear reactions for some
elements. Also, there is the possibility of activation of material
with x-ray energies above 10 MeV. (During the period of development
of NBS Handbook No. 76 and the period when NBS Handbook No. 41 was in
effect, x and gamma ray equipment did not operate at energies above 3
MeV. But now with equipment operating at higher energies, it is
important to make this distinction because of the different
characteristics of interaction of x radiation above 10 MeV.)

D.104 Footnote 2

Footnote 2 reads "10 MeV." See revised footnote 1 and rationale for
D.101.

D.105 Footnote 3

Revision The word "being" was deleted.

Rationale Deletion of "being" is appropriate editorial updating.

D.IO6(c)(2)(iii)

Revision

Rationale

The hydrogen ion concentration designation was corrected to read
(pH).

Correcting the hydrogen ion concentration designation is appropriate
editorial updating.

2
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D.204 (c)

Revision

Rationale

The words "or registrant's" have been added.

The words "or registrant's" were added as some states register
sources of radiation.

D.205

Revision The previously published Section D.205 has been deleted in its
entirety.

Rationale A new Part J which has been added to the SSRCR covers these aspects.
The addition of Part J to the SSRCR was necessitated by the
promulgation of 10 CFR Part 19, which is comparable to certain
provisions provided pursuant to the Occupational Safety and Health
Act.

Procedures for Picking Un. Receiving. and Ooenin• Packages5~e' fl 5A7
Sec D ýn7 Procedures for Picking Un Receivina and Opening Packaaes

This D.207 is a new addition to Part D.

Rationale

D. 401(c)

Revision

Rationale

D.403(c)

Revision

On May 22, 1974, the AEC adopted an amendment to Section 20.205 of
10 CFR Part 20 which requires that licensees pick up packages from
carriers expeditiously upon notification of arrival and, if the
package is delivered, make arrangements to receive it. The amendment
also requires that packages containing more than certain quantities
of material be monitored upon receipt. It also requires the licensee
to establish procedures for opening the packages. Section D.207 of
the Suggested State Regulations for Control of Radiation is amended
to reflect these changes. Since definitions for "transport group"
and "special form" did not previously appear in the Suggested State
Regulations, these are added to Part A.

The following words have been added in brackets: Records which must
be maintained pursuant to this part may be maintained in the form of
microfilms.

Addition of bracketed sentence provides the same option as provided
in 10 CFR 20.401(c)

The words "exposure to radiation" have been amended to read
"excessive doses".
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Rationale

D. 404

Revision

Rationale

D.4o5(a)

Revision

Rationale

D. 405(b)

Revision

Rationale

D.405(c)

Revision

Rationale

Amending the words to read "excessive doses" is appropriate editorial
updating.

The previously published section D.404 has been deleted in its
entirety.

Same as rationale for D.205.

The word "exposure" in line 12 of this previously published paragraph
was amended to read "dose".

The word "dose" is clearly implied in this sentence as "dose" is
defined in Part A.

The previously published paragraph D.405(b) has been deleted in its
ent'irety.

Same as rationale for D.205.

The previously published paragraph D.405(c) was renumbered D.405(b)
and the word "exposure" amended to read "dose".

The previously published paragraph D.405(b) was deleted. Also the
word "dose" is clearly implied in this sentence.

D. 406

Revision The previously published D.406 has been deleted in its entirety.

Rationale Same as rationale for D.205.

Sec. D.408 Notifications and Reports to Individuals

Addition This D.408 is a new addition to part D.

Rationale See rationale for D.205. Also, the new D.408 gives information
relative to J.13 regarding notification and reports.



1974 Rationale for Part D

Appendix A and Appendix B - Changes reflecting the revision of "curie"
definition

The following changes in Appendix A and Appendix B of Part D reflect the
revision of the "curie" definiton in regard to natural thorium and natural
uranium, as published in the Federal Register on June 28, 1974 (39 F.R. 23990)
and corrected on July 11, 1974 (39 F.R. 25463):

(1) In Appendix A of Part D, the associated concentration values in
air and water for natural thorium and natural uranium have been
amended as follows:

Th-natural S 6xi0-11 6xi0-5 2x10- 12  2xi0- 6

I 6xi0- 1 1  6xi0-4 2x10- 12  2xi0-5

U-natural SV/ Ixi0- 1 0 Ixio- 3  5x10- 12  3xi0-5
I 1x10- 10  1xiO- 3  5x10- 12  3xiO-5

(2) A new footnote 4/ has been added to Appendix A of Part D to
provide a warning that the chemically toxic properties of uranium
should be considered for certain mixtures of the naturally occurring
uranium isotopes, establish 0.2 milligrams uranium per cubic meter of
air as the appropriate concentration value for occupational exposure,
and establish a weekly intake limit for any mixture of uranium-238,
uranium-234 and uranium-235, as follows (reference to footnote 4/ is
indicated at U-234 S, U-235 S, U-238 S, and U-natural S):

4/ For soluble mixtures of U-238, U-234, and U-235 in air chemical
toxicity may be the limiting factor. If the percent by weight
(enrichment) of U-235 is less than 5, the concentration value for a
40-hour workweek, Table I, is 0.2 milligrams uranium per cubic meter
of air average. For any enrichment, the product of the average
concentration anj time of exposure during a 40-hour workweek shall
not exceed 8xi0-• SA pCi-hr/ml, where SA is the specific activity of
the uranium inhaled. The concentration value for Table II is 0.007
milligrams uranium per cubic meter of air. The specific activity for
natural uranium is 6.77xi0- 7 curies per gram U. The specific
activity for other mixtures of U-238, U-235 and U-234, if not known,
shall be:

SA=3.6x10-7 curies/gram U U-depleted
SA=(0.4+0.38 E+0.0O34E 2 ) 1o-6 EŽ0.72

Where E is the percentage by weight of U-235, expressed as percent.

(3) In Appendix A, Part D, the following changes were made in paragraphs a and
b of note 4:
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Note 4.a: 2.5x10- 1 1 pCi/ml changed to 5x10- 1 1 pCi/ml
Natural uranium

Note 4.b: 8xi0- 1 3 pCi/mi changed to 2x10- 1 2 jCi/ml

natural uranium

(4) In appendix B of Part D. the associated quantity values in
microcuries for natural thorium and natural uranium have been amended
and footnotes added, as follows:

Thorium(natural)1/ 100
Uranium(natural)2/ 100

1/ Based on alpha disintegration rate of Th-232, Th-230 and their daughter

products.

2/ Based on alpha disintegration rate of U-238, U-234, and U-235.
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Matters for Future Consideration

It was determined that the following items require further Working Group
investigation:

1. Proposed limits for fertile women (with respect to fetus) and for
Occasionally Exposed Individuals in Table I.

2. Proposal for revising the use of "exposure" in the title and text in D.104.

3. Proposal that D.304 read substantially similar as D.305.

4. Proposals for Appendix A of Part D, that the Table I, Column 1 radon-222
value should be changed to 3 x 10-8 and the Table II, Column 1 radon-222 value
should be changed to 1 x 10-9. Also for footnote a/ of Appendix A, the proposal
that the value of 1o-7 microcurie radon-222 should be changed to 10-8 and that
the following concentration, microcuries/ml and dpm/ml, values should be reduced
by a factor of 10. The present Table I, Column 1 radon-222 value of 1 x 10-7
pCi/ml is considered a "working level" and should not be permitted for the MPCa.
Accepting the value of 10-8 within footnote I/ requires that the concentration
values be reduced by a factor of 10. The AEC has published a proposed rule,
Concentration Value for Radon-222 Daughters and Its Use When Uranium Ore Dust Is
Present, in the Federal Register, Vol. 39, No. 122 (June 24, 1974).

5. Sec D.105 footnote a/ be incorporated into the text of the regulations.

6. The value of 0.5 rem given in footnote I/ of D.105 be amended to 0.17 rem.
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PART E

RADIATION SAFETY REQUIREMENTS FOR
INDUSTRIAL RADIOGRAPHIC OPERATIONS

Sec. E.1 Purpose. The regulations in this part establish radiation safety
requirements for using sources of radiation for industrial radiography. The
requirements of this part are in addition to, and not in substitution for,
other applicable requirements of these regulations.

Sec. E.2 Scope. The regulations in this part apply to all licensees or
registrants who use sources of radiation for industrial radiography. Except
for those regulations of this part clearly applicable only to sealed
radioactive sources, both radiation machines and sealed radioactive sources
are covered by this part.

Sec. E.3 Definitions. As used in this part, the following definitions
apply:

"Cabinet radiography" means industrial radiography conducted in an enclosure
or cabinet shielded so that radiation levels at every location on the
exterior meet the limitations specified in D.105 of these regulations.

"Cabinet x-ray system" means an x-ray system with the x-ray tube installed
in an enclosure independent of existing architectural structures except the
floor on which it may be placed. The cabinet x-ray system is intended to
contain at least that portion of a material being irradiated, provide
radiation attenuation, and exclude personnel from its interior during
generation of radiation. Included are all x-ray systems designed primarily
for the inspection of carry-on baggage at airline, railroad, and bus
terminals, and in similar facilities. An x-ray tube used within a shielded
part of a building, or x-ray equipment which may temporarily or occasionally
incorporate portable shielding, is not considered a cabinet x-ray system.

"Certified cabinet x-ray system" means an x-ray system which has been
certified in accordance with 21 CFR 1010.2 as being manufactured and
assembled pursuant to the provisions of 21 CFR 1020.40.

"Collimator" means a device used to limit the size, shape, and direction of
the primary radiation beam.

"Industrial radiography" means the examination of the macroscopic structure
of materials by nondestructive methods using sources of ionizing radiation
to produce radiographic images.

"Lixiscope" means a portable light-intensified imaging device using a sealed
source.

"Permanent radiographic installation" means an installation or structure
designed or intended for radiography and in which radiography is regularly
performed.

El
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"Personal supervision" means guidance and instruction provided to a
radiographer trainee by a radiographer instructor who is present at the
site, in visual contact with the trainee while the trainee is using sources
of radiation, and in such proximity that immediate assistance can be given
if required.

"Radiographer" means any individual who performs or personally supervises
industrial radiographic operations and who is responsible to the licensee or
registrant for assuring compliance with the requirements of these
regulations and all license and/or certificate of registration conditions.

"Radiographer instructor" means any radiographer who has been authorized by
the Agency to provide on-the-job training to radiographer trainees in
accordance with E.201(b)(2).

"Radiographer trainee" means any individual who, under the personal
supervision of a radiographer instructor, uses sources of radiation, related
handling tools, or radiation survey instruments during the course of his
instruction.

"Radiographic exposure device" means any instrument containing a sealed
source fastened or contained therein, in which the sealed source or
shielding thereof may be moved, or otherwise changed, from a shielded to
unshielded position for purposes of making a radiographic exposure.

"Radiographic personnel" means any radiographer, radiographer instructor, or
radiographer trainee.

"Residential location" means any area where structures in which people lodge
or live are located, and the grounds on which such structures are located
including, but not limited to, houses, apartments, condominiums, and
garages.

"Shielded position" means the location within the radiographic exposure
device or storage container which, by manufacturer's design, is the proper
location for storage of the sealed source.

"Shielded-room radiography" means industrial radiography conducted in a room
shielded so that radiation levels at every location on the exterior meet the
limitations specified in D.105 of these regulations.

"Source changer" means a device designed and used for replacement of sealed
sources in radiographic exposure devices, including those source changers
also used for transporting and storage of sealed sources.

"Storage area" means any location, facility, or vehicle which is used to
store, to transport, or to secure a radiographic exposure device, a storage
container, or a sealed source when it is not in use and which is locked or
has a physical barrier to prevent accidental exposure, tampering with, or
unauthorized removal of the device, container, or source.

"Storage container" means a shielded device in which sealed sources are
secured and stored.
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"Temporary job site" means any location where industrial radiography is
performed other than the location(s) listed in a specific license or
certificate of registration.

"Transport container" means a package that is designed to provide radiation
safety and security when sealed sources are transported and which meets all
applicable requirements of the U.S. Department of Transportation.

Sec. E.4 Exemptions.

(a) Except for the requirements of E.306(b) and (c), certified cabinet
x-ray systems designed to exclude individuals from the interior of the
cabinet are exempt from the requirements of this part.

(b) Industrial uses of lixiscopes are exempt from the requirements in this
part.

Equipment Control

Sec. E.1O1 Limits on Levels of Radiation for Radiographic Exposure Devices
and Storage Containers. Radiographic exposure devices measuring less than
4 inches (10 cm) from the sealed source storage position to any exterior
surface of the device shall have no radiation level in excess of
50 milliroentgens (1.29 x 10-5 C/kg) per hour at 6 inches (15 cm) from any
exterior surface of the device. Radiographic exposure devices measuring a
minimum of 4 inches (10 cm) from the sealed source storage position to any
exterior surface of the device, and all storage containers for sealed
sources or outer containers for radiographic exposure devices, shall have no
radiation level in excess of 200 milliroentgens (5.16 x I0-5 C/kg) per hour
at any exterior surface, and 10 milliroentgens (2.58 x 10-6 C/kg) per hour
at 39.4 inches (1 m) from any exterior surface. The radiation levels
specified are with the sealed source in the shielded position.

Sec. E.102 Locking of Sources of Radiation.

(a) Each source of radiation shall be provided with a lock or lockable
outer container designed to prevent unauthorized or accidental production of
radiation or removal or exposure of a sealed source and shall be kept locked
at all times except when under the direct surveillance of a radiographer or
radiographer trainee, or as may be otherwise authorized pursuant to E.301.
Each storage container and source changer likewise shall be provided with a
lock and shall be kept locked when containing sealed sources except when the
container is under the direct surveillance of a radiographer or radiographer
trainee.

(b) Radiographic exposure devices, source changers, and storage containers,
prior to being moved from one location to another and also prior to being
secured at a given location, shall be locked and surveyed to assure that the
sealed source is in the shielded position.
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(c) The sealed source shall be secured in its shielded position by locking
the exposure device or securing the remote control each time the sealed
source is returned to. its shielded position. Then a survey shall be
performed to determine that the sealed source is in the shielded position
pursuant to E.303(b).

Sec. E.103 Storage Precautions.

(a) Locked radiographic exposure devices, source changers, storage
containers, and radiation machines shall be physically secured to prevent
tampering or removal by unauthorized personnel.

(b) Radiographic exposure devices, source changers, or transport containers
that contain radioactive material shall not be stored in residential
locations. This requirement does not apply to storage of radioactive
material in a vehicle in transit for use at temporary job sites, if the
licensee complies with E.103(c), and if the vehicle does not constitute a
permanent storage location as described in E.103(d).

*(c) If a vehicle is to be used for storage of radioactive material, a
vehicle survey shall be performed after securing radioactive material in the
vehicle and before transport to ensure that radiation levels do not exceed
the limits specified in D.105(a) of these regulations at the exterior
surface of the vehicle.

(d) A storage or use location is permanent if radioactive material is
stored at the location for more than 90 days and any one or more of the
following applies to the location:

(1) Telephone service is established by the licensee;

(2) Industrial radiographic services are advertised for or from the
location;

(3) Industrial radiographic operations are conducted at other sites
due to arrangements made from the location.

Sec. E.104 Radiation Survey Instruments.

(a) The licensee or registrant shall maintain sufficient calibrated and
operable radiation survey instruments to make physical radiation surveys as
required by this part and D.201 of these regulations. Instrumentation
required by this section shall have a range such that 2 miliroentgens
(5.16 x 10-7 C/kg) per hour through 1 roentgen (2.58 x 10- C/kg) per hour
can be measured.

(b) Each radiation survey instrument shall be calibrated:

(1) at energies appropriate for use and at intervals not to exceed
3 months and after each instrument servicing;

(2) such that accuracy within plus or minus 20 percent can be
demonstrated; and
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(3) at 2 points located approximately 1- and 4 of full-scale on each
scale for linear scale instruments; at midrange of each decade, and at
2 points of at least 1 decade for logarithmic scale instruments; and at
appropriate points for digital instruments.

(c) Records of these calibrations shall be maintained for 2 years after the
calibration date for inspection by the Agency.

(d) Each radiation survey instrument shall be checked with a radiation
source at the beginning of each day of use and at the beginning of each work
shift to ensure it is operating properly.

Sec. E.105 Leak Testing, Repair, Tagging, Opening, Modification, and
Replacement of Sealed Sources.

(a) The replacement of any sealed source fastened to or contained in a
radiographic exposure device and leak testing, repair, tagging, opening, or
any other modification of any sealed source shall be performed only by
persons specifically authorized to do so by the Agency, the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, or an Agreement State.

(b) Each sealed source shall be tested for leakage at intervals not to
exceed 6 months. In the absence of a certificate from a transferor
indicating that a test has been made within the 6-month period prior to the
transfer, the sealed source shall not be put into use until tested.

(c) The leak test shall be capable of detecting the presence of
0.005 microcurie (185 Bq) of removable contamination on the sealed source.
An acceptable leak test for sealed sources in the possession of a
radiography licensee would be to test at the nearest accessible point to the
sealed source storage position, or other appropriate measuring point, by a
procedure to be approved pursuant to C.26(e)(5) of these regulations.
Records of leak test results shall be kept in units of microcuries
(becquerels) and maintained for inspection by the Agency for 6 months after
the next required leak test is performed or until the sealed source is
transferred or disposed.

(d) Any test conducted pursuant to E.105(b) and (c) which reveals the
presence of 0.005 microcurie (185 Bq) or more of removable radioactive
material shall be considered evidence that the sealed source is leaking.
The licensee shall immediately withdraw the equipment involved from use and
shall cause it to be decontaminated and repaired or to be disposed of in
accordance with regulations of the Agency. Within 5 days after obtaining
results of the test, the licensee shall file a report with the Agency
describing the equipment involved, the test results, and the corrective
action taken.

(e) Each radiographic exposure device shall have permanently attached to it
a durable label which has, as a minimum, the instruction: "Danger -
Radioactive Material - Do Not Handle - Notify Civil Authorities if Found."

Sec. E.106 Quarterly Inventory. Each licensee shall conduct a quarterly
physical inventory to account for all sealed sources and radiography
exposure devices received or possessed by him. The records of the
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inventories shall be maintained for 2 years from the date of the inventory
for inspection by the Agency and shall include the quantities and kinds of
radioactive material, the location of sealed sources, the date of the
inventory, the name of the individual making the inventory, the
manufacturer, the model number, and the serial number.

Sec. E.107 Utilization Logs. Each licensee or registrant shall maintain
current logs which shall be kept available for inspection by the Agency for
2 years from the date of the recorded event, showing for each source of
radiation the following information:

(a) a unique identification, such as a serial number, of each radiation
machine, each radiographic exposure device in which a sealed source is
located, and each sealed source;

(b) the identity of the radiographer to whom assigned;

(c) locations where used and dates of use; and

(d) the date(s) each source of radiation is removed from storage and
returned to storage.

Sec. E.108 Inspection and Maintenance.

(a) Each licensee or registrant shall ensure that checks for obvious
defects in radiation machines, radiographic exposure devices, storage
containers, and source changers are performed prior to each day or shift of
use.

(b) Each licensee or registrant shall conduct a program of at least
quarterly inspection and maintenance of radiation machines, radiographic
exposure devices, storage containers, and source changers to assure proper
functioning of components important to safety. All appropriate parts shall
be maintained in accordance with manufacturer's specifications. Records of
inspection and maintenance shall be maintained for inspection by the Agency
for 2 years from the date of the recorded event.

(c) If any inspection conducted pursuant to E.108(a) or (b) reveals damage
to components critical to radiation safety, the device shall be removed from
service and labeled as defective until repairs have been made.

Sec. E.109 Permanent Radiographic Installations. Permanent radiographic
installations having high radiation area entrance controls of the type
described in D.203(c)(2)(ii) and (iii) of these regulations shall also meet
the following requirements:

(a) Each entrance that is used for personnel access to the high radiation
area shall have both visible and audible warning signals to warn of the
presence of radiation. The visible signal shall be activated by radiation.
The audible signal shall be activated when an attempt is made to enter the
installation while the source is exposed.

(b) The control device or alarm system shall be tested for proper operation
at the beginning of each day of equipment use. If a control device or alarm
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system is operating improperly, it shall be immediately labeled as defective
and repaired before industrial radiographic operations are resumed. Records
of these tests shall be maintained for inspection by the Agency for 2 years
from the date of the event.

Personal Radiation Safety Requirements for

Radiographic Personnel

Sec. E.201 Training and Testing.

(a) No licensee or registrant shall permit any individual to act as a
radiographer trainee unless such individual has received copies of,
instructions in, and has demonstrated an understanding of:

(1) the subjects outlined in Appendix A of this part;

(2) the regulations contained in this part and the applicable sections
of Parts D, J, and T of these regulations;

(3) the appropriate license or certificate of registration; and

(4) the licensee's or registrant's operating and emergency procedures.

(b) No licensee or registrant shall permit any individual to act as a
radiographer, as defined in this part, until such individual:

(1) has met the requirements of E.201(a);

(2) has provided the Agency with documentation on Agency Form R or
equivalent showing completion of at least 30 days of on-the-job
training by a radiographer instructor as a radiographer trainee
following completion of the requirements of E.201(a);*

(3) has demonstrated competence in the use of sources of radiation,
radiographic exposure devices, related handling tools, and radiation
survey instruments which may be employed in industrial radiographic
assignments; and

(4) has demonstrated an understanding of the instructions in E.201(a)
by successful completion of a written test and a field examination on
the subjects covered.

[(5) has successfully completed an examination administered by the
Agency or its agent.*]

(c) Records of the above training, including copies of written tests and
dates of oral tests and field examinations, shall be maintained by the
licensee or registrant for inspection by the Agency for 3 years following
termination of employment.

*This requirement does not apply to individuals designated as radiographers

prior to [insert date].
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(d) Each licensee or registrant shall conduct an internal audit program to
ensure that the Agency's radioactive material license conditions and the
licensee's or registrant's operating and emergency procedures are followed
by each radiographer. These internal audits shall be performed at least
quarterly, and each radiographer shall be audited at least quarterly.
Records of internal audits shall be maintained for inspection by the Agency
for 2 years from the date of the audit.

Sec. E.202 Operating and Emergency Procedures. The licensee's or
registrant's operating and emergency procedures shall include instructions
in at least the following:

(a) handling and use of sources of radiation to be employed such that no
individual is likely to be exposed to radiation doses in excess of the
limits established in Part D of these regulations;

(b) methods and occasions for conducting radiation surveys;

(c) methods for controlling access to radiographic areas;

(d) methods and occasions for locking and securing sources of radiation;

(e) personnel monitoring and the use of personnel monitoring equipment,
including steps that must be taken immediately by radiography personnel in
the event a pocket dosimeter is found to be off-scale;

(f) transportation to field locations, including packing of sources of
radiation in the vehicles, posting of vehicles, and control of sources of
radiation during transportation;

(g) minimizing exposure of individuals in the event of an accident;

(h) the procedure for notifying proper personnel in the event of an
accident;

(i) maintenance of records; and

(j) the inspection and maintenance of radiographic exposure devices, source
changers, storage containers, and radiation machines.

Sec. E.203 Personnel Monitoring Control.

(a) The licensee or registrant shall not permit any individual to act as a
radiographer or as a radiographer trainee unless, at all times during
radiographic operations, each such individual wears a direct reading pocket
dosimeter and either a film badge or a thermoluminescent dosimeter (TLD).
Pocket dosimeters shall have a range from zero to 200 milliroentgens
(5.16 x 10-5 C/kg) and shall be recharged daily or at the start of each
shift. Each film badge or TLD shall be assigned to and worn by only one
individual.

(b) Pocket dosimeters shall be read and exposures recorded at least once
daily.
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(c) Pocket dosimeters shall be checked for correct response to radiation at
periods not to exceed 1 year. Acceptable dosimeters shall read within plus
or minus 30 percent of the true radiation exposure. Records of this check
shall be maintained for inspection by the Agency for 2 years from the date
of the event.

(d) If an individual's pocket dosimeter is discharged beyond its range,
industrial radiographic operations by that individual shall cease and the
individual's film badge or TLD shall be processed immediately. The
individual shall not return to work with sources of radiation until a
determination of the radiation exposure has been made.

(e) Reports received from the film badge or TLD processor and records of
daily pocket dosimeter readings shall be kept for inspection by the Agency
until the Agency authorizes disposition.

(f) If a film badge or TLD is lost or damaged, the worker shall cease work
immediately until a replacement film badge or TLD is provided and the-
exposure is calculated for the time period from issuance to loss or damage
of the film badge or TLD.

Sec. E.204 Supervision of Radiographer Trainee. Whenever a radiographer
trainee uses radiographic exposure devices, sealed sources or related source
handling tools, or conducts radiation surveys required by E.303(b) and (c)
to determine that the sealed source has returned to the shielded position
after an exposure, the radiographer trainee shall be under the personal
supervision of a radiographer instructor.

Precautionary Procedures in Radiographic Operations

Sec. E.301 Security. During each radiographic operation, the radiographer,
radiographer instructor or radiographer trainee shall maintain a direct
surveillance of the operation to protect against unauthorized entry into a
high radiation area, as defined in Part A of these regulations, except:

(a) where the high radiation area is equipped with a control device or
alarm system as described in D.203(c)(2) of these regulations, or

(b) where the high radiation area is locked to protect against unauthorized
or accidental entry.

Sec. E.302 Posting. Notwithstanding any provisions in D.204(c) of these
regulations, areas in which radiography is being performed shall be
conspicuously posted as required by D.203(b) and (c)(1) of these
regulations.

Sec. E.303 Radiation Surveys and Survey Records.

(a) No radiographic operation shall be conducted unless calibrated and
operable radiation survey instrumentation, as described in E.104, is
available and used at each site where radiographic exposures are made.

(b) A survey with a radiation survey instrument shall be made after each
radiographic exposure to determine that the sealed source has been returned
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to its shielded position. The entire circumference of the radiographic
exposure device shall be surveyed. If the radiographic exposure device has
a source guide tube, the survey shall also include the entire length of the
guide tube.

(c) A survey shall be made of the storage area as defined in E.3 whenever a
radiographic exposure device is being placed in storage.

(d) A physical radiation survey, as specified in E.102, shall be made to
determine that each sealed source is in its shielded position prior to
securing the radiographic exposure device, storage container, or source
changer in a storage area as defined in E.3.

(e) A physical radiation survey shall be made after each radiographic
exposure using radiation machines to determine that the machine is "off".

(f) Records shall be kept of the surveys required by E.303(c) and (d).
Such records shall be maintained for inspection by the Agency for 2 years
after completion of the survey. If the survey was used to determine an
individual's exposure, however, the records of the survey shall be
maintained until the Agency authorizes their disposition.

See. E.304 Documents and Records Required at Temporary Jobsites. Each
licensee or registrant conducting industrial radiography at a temporary
jobsite shall have the following records available at that site for
inspection by the Agency:

(a) appropriate license or certificate of registration or equivalent
document;

(b) operating and emergency procedures;

(c) applicable regulations;

(d) survey records required pursuant to E.303 and area survey records
required pursuant to D.401(b) of these regulations for the period of
operation at the site;

(e) daily pocket dosimeter records for the period of operation at the
site; and

(f) the latest instrument calibration and leak test records for specific
devices and sealed sources in use at the site. Acceptable records include
tags or labels which are affixed to the device or survey meter.

Sec. E.305 Specific Requirements for Radiographic Personnel Performing
Industrial Radiography.

(a) At a jobsite, the following shall be supplied by the licensee or

registrant:

(1) at least one operable, calibrated survey instrument; 0
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(2) a current whole body personnel monitor (TLD or film badge) for
each individual;

(3) an operable, calibrated pocket dosimeter with a range of 0 to

200 milliroentgens (5.16 x 10- 5 C/kg) for each worker; and

(4) the appropriate barrier ropes and signs.

(b) Industrial radiographic operations shall not be performed if any of the
items in E.305(a) are not available at the jobsite or are inoperable.

(c) Each licensee or registrant shall provide as a minimum two radiographic
personnel when sources of radiation are used at temporary jobsites. If one
of the personnel is a radiographer trainee, the other shall be a
radiographer instructor.

(d) No individual other than a radiographer or a radiographer trainee who
is under the personal supervision of a radiographer instructor shall
manipulate controls or operate equipment used in industrial radiographic
operations.

(e) No individual shall act as a radiographer instructor unless such

individual:

(1) has met the requirements of E.201(b);

(2) has 1 year of documented experience as a radiographer; and

(3) has been named as a radiographer instructor on the license or
registration certificate issued by the Agency.

[(f) During an inspection by the Agency, the Agency inspector may terminate
an operation if any of the items in E.305(a) are not available and operable
or if the required number of radiographic personnel are not present.
Operations shall not be resumed until such conditions are met.]

Sec. E.306 Special Requirements and Exemptions for Cabinet Radiography.

(a) Systems for cabinet radiography designed to allow admittance of
individuals shall:

(1) Comply with all applicable requirements of this part and D.105 of
these regulations. If such a system is a certified cabinet x-ray
system, it shall comply with all applicable requirements of this part
and 21 CFR 1020.40.

(2) Be evaluated at intervals not to exceed 1 year to assure
compliance with the applicable requirements as specified in
E.305(a)(1). Records of these evaluations shall be maintained for
inspection by the Agency for a period of 2 years after the evaluation.

(b) Certified cabinet x-ray systems designed to exclude individuals from
the interior of the cabinet are exempt from the requirements of this part
except that:
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(1) Operating personnel must be provided with either a film badge or a
thermoluminescent dosimeter, and reports of the results shall be
maintained for inspection by the Agency.

(2) No registrant shall permit any individual to operate a cabinet
x-ray system until such individual has received a copy of and
instruction in the operating procedures for the unit and has
demonstrated competence in its use. Records which demonstrate
compliance with this subparagraph shall be maintained for inspection by
the Agency until disposition is authorized by the Agency.

(3) Tests for proper operation of high radiation area control devices
or alarm systems, where applicable, shall be conducted, recorded, and
maintained in accordance with E.109.

(4) The registrant shall perform an evaluation, at intervals not to
exceed 1 year, to determine conformance with D.105 of these
regulations. If such a system is a certified cabinet x-ray system, it
shall be evaluated at intervals not to exceed 1 year to determine
conformance with 21 CFR 1020.40. Records of these evaluations shall be
maintained for inspection by the Agency for a period of 2 years after
the evaluation.

(c) Certified cabinet x-ray systems shall be maintained in compliance with
21 CFR 1020.40 unless prior approval has been granted by the Agency pursuant
to A.3(a) of these regulations.

Sec. E.307 Prohibitions. Industrial radiography performed with a sealed
source which is not fastened to or contained in a radiographic exposure
device, known as fishpole radiography, is prohibited unless specifically
authorized in a license issued by the Agency.
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Part E

APPENDIX A

SUBJECTS FOR INSTRUCTION OF RADIOGRAPHER TRAINEES

Training provided to qualify individuals as radiographer trainees in
compliance with E.201(a) shall be presented on a formal basis. The training
shall include the following subjects:

I. Fundamentals of Radiation Safety

A.
B.
C.

D.
E.

Characteristics of radiation
Units of radiation dose and quantity of radioactivity
Significance of radiation dose
1. Radiation protection standards
2. Biological effects of radiation
3. Case histories of radiography accidents
Levels of radiation from sources of radiation
Methods of controlling radiation dose
1. Working time
2. Working distances
3. Shielding

II. Radiation Detection Instrumentation to be Used

A. Use of radiation survey instruments
1. Operation
2. Calibration
3. Limitations

B. Survey techniques
C. Use of personnel monitoring equipment

1. Film badges
2. Thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLD's)
3. Pocket dosimeters

III. The Requirements of Pertinent Federal and State Regulations

IV. The Licensee's or Registrant's Written Operating and Emergency
Procedures

V. Radiographic Equioment to be Used

A.
B.

C.
D.
E.

Remote handling equipment
Operation and control of radiographic exposure devices and sealed
sources, including pictures or models of source assemblies
(pigtails)
Storage and transport containers, source changers
Operation and control of x-ray equipment
Collimators
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1988
Rationale for Revisions

Part E
Radiation Safety Requirements for Industrial Radiographic Operations

Introduction

The changes to Part E in this revision of the Suggested State Regulations
for Control of Radiation (SSRCR) were based upon changes to Louisiana and
Texas industrial radiography regulations since the last revision of the
SSRCR. Significant features relevant to improved radiation safety include
the "two-man" rule (E.305(c)) and the optional requirement for state or
third party testing of radiographers (E.201(b)(5)). The U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission is currently reevaluating its position with regard to
licensing of industrial radiographic operations. Nothing in these suggested
regulations should be interpreted as reflecting current or future U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission policy with regard to industrial radiographic
operations.

Specific Provisions

E.3 Definitions

"Cabinet x-ray system" (rev.). The definition of "cabinet x-ray system" was
made into several sentences for easier reading.

"Collimator" (new). The definition of "collimator" was added, with wording
identical to the American National Standard definition. The definition was
added because of the use of "collimator" in Appendix A.

"Enclosed radiography" (deleted). The definition of "enclosed radiography"
was deleted as the term is not used in this edition of the SSRCR. The terms
identified in the sub-definitions were retained and, in some cases, modified
for clarity.

"Industrial radiography" (rev.). The definition of "industrial radiography"
was changed to specifically indicate the use of ionizing radiation to
produce radiographic images. This was necessary so that non-destructive
testing using nonionizing radiation would be excluded and non-destructive
testing not producing an image such as pipe wall thickness gauges would be
excluded.

t'Lixiscope" (new). The definition of "lixiscope" was added because this
term is used in Section E.4.

"Personal supervision" (rev.). The definition of "personal supervision" was
changed to incorporate the ideas of guidance and instruction and to remove
reference to the radiographer's assistant.
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"Radiographer's assistant" (deleted). The definition of "radiographer's
assistant" was deleted as the term was misleading. An assistant is someone
who helps you accomplish a task not someone you are training to be a
radiographer.

"Radiographer instructor" (new). The definition of "radiographer
instructor" was added to specifically require that individuals providing
training be radiographers who have been authorized by the Agency.

"Radiographer trainee" (new). The definition of "radiographer trainee" was
added to more accurately define the training phase for a radiographer.

"Radiographic personnel" (new). The definition of "radiographic personnel"
was added as this term is used in Section E.305.

"Residential location" (new). A definition for "residential location" was
added because this term is used in Section E.103.

"Shielded-room radiography" (moved). The definition of "shielded-room
radiography" was moved to place it in alphabetical order.

"Storage area" (new). A definition for "storage area" was added for
consistency with 10 CFR 34.2.

"Storage container" (rev.). The definition of "storage container" was
changed to remove reference to transportation and the word "shielded" was
added to modify the word "device." This is a more accurate definition of
the term as used in industrial radiography.

"Transport container" (new). A definition for "transport container" was
added as reference to transportation was removed from the definition of
"storage container."

E.4 Exemptions. Section E.4 was added to insure that the requirements of
Part E were not applied to lixiscopes.

E.102 Locking of Sources of Radiation. A requirement for securing the
sealed source in its shielded position after each exposure was added. This
requirement is imposed upon the licensee through their operating and
emergency procedures at this time; therefore, this action is placing the
requirement into the regulations. There have been many overexposures
because the source was not secured in the shielded position and was
inadvertently moved to an unshielded position while moving the exposure
device from one location to another.

E.103 Storage Precautions. E.103(b), (c) and (d) were added to prevent the
permanent storage of radioactive material, in the large quantities used by
radiographers, in residential areas. The potential risk to the public from
such storage is believed to outweigh any benefit. Temporary storage at
residential locations such as a motel during transportation is allowed.
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E.104 Radiation Survey Instruments. E.104(b)(3) was expanded to give
better instructions for calibration as "two or more widely separated points"
is vague. Wording essentially identical to 10 CFR 39.33 was used. E.104(d)
was added to require an operational check of survey instruments prior to
use. This requirement was added because of the importance of an operating
survey instrument in industrial radiography.

E.105 Leak Testing, Repair, Tagging, Opening, Modification and Replacement
of Sealed Sources. E.105(e) was deleted as it refers to "fishpole
radiography" which is no longer done. Section E.307 was added to
specifically prohibit "fishpole radiography." A new E.105(e) was added as
requested by the SSRCR Technical Review Committee in the 1982 Rationale for
Part E.

E.106 Quarterly Inventory. Section E.106 was changed to better identify
the individual making the inventory and the sealed sources. An inventory of
radiography exposure devices was also added as requested in the comments to
the 1986 draft.

E.107 Utilization Logs. E.107(a) was changed to require a unique
identification instead of just a description as the same description could
fit almost all devices. Also, E.107(d) was added to require the dates each
source is removed and returned to storage.

E.108 Inspection and Maintenance. E.108(a) was changed to require
inspections at the beginning of each shift or day of use. E.108(b) was
changed to require a 2 year record retention. E.108(c) was changed to
require a label on defective equipment to insure that it is not used until
repaired.

E.109 Permanent Radiographic Installations. A requirement was added in
E.109(b) to label a defective control device or alarm system to insure that
radiography is not conducted until repairs are made. A 2 year record
retention was used to be consistent with other sections.

E.201 Training and Testing. Section E.201 was changed to improve the
training that an individual receives prior to use of sources of radiation.
The requirements for a radiographer's assistant have been deleted, and
requirements for a radiographer trainee are being substituted. The
radiographer's assistant was usually an individual who has received minimum
training and then, typically, allowed to use sealed sources and/or x-ray
machines under the supervision of a radiographer. However, experience has
revealed that the radiographer actually provided very little personal
supervision to these individuals during their day-to-day operations. The
radiographer used the radiographer's assistant as an assistant. Usually,
the radiographer's assistant actually manipulated the exposure device and
made surveys while the radiographer is in the darkroom developing and
interpreting film. The radiographer's assistant only sought help from the
radiographer after he had a serious problem. It seems reasonable that the
individual who is responsible for the manipulation of the sealed source
should have the benefit of complete training in radiation safety as outlined
in Appendix A of Part E. The radiographer trainee is required to use
sources of radiation, related handling tools or survey instruments under the
direct, personal supervision of a radiographer instructor.
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The radiographer trainee requirements were made paragraph (a) under Section
E.201 as this seemed to be a more logical progression making the trainee
requirments come before the radiographer requirements. In E.201(b), a
requirement for providing the Agency withdocumentation of training for all
radiographers was added. E.201(b)(5) was provided for those states that
might want to institute a third party testing program for radiographers.
Most of the training requirements are consistent with those currently in
place. The major change has been moving the basic training requirements
from the radiographer to the radiographer trainee.

E.203 Personnel Monitoring Control. Reference to the radiographer's
assistant in paragraph (a) of Section E.203 was changed to radiographer
trainee as the radiographer's assistant is no longer used. In paragraph
(c), a requirement for records of the pocket dosimeter check was added with
a 2 year retention time. It is believed that if the pocket dosimeter check
is to be required there should be some way of inspecting against the
requirement and a record seemed to be the most logical solution. Paragraph
(d) was expanded to give more detailed instruction as to the action required
in the case of an "off-scale" pocket dosimeter. The primary change was the
instruction that radiographic operations shall cease and that the individual
shall not return to work until a determination of his radiation exposure has
been made. This was done so that the regulations would specifically state
the action that is currently expected in the case of an "off-scale" pocket
dosimeter. Paragraph (f) was added to give instructions concerning the loss
of a TLD or film badge. This action was also taken to give specific
instructions as to theaction that is currently expected.

E.204 Supervision of Radiographer Trainee. The reference to radiographer's
assistant was changed to radiographer trainee and radiographer was changed
to radiographer instructor.

E.301 Security. The reference to radiographer's assistant was changed to
radiographer instructor or radiographer trainee.

E.303 Radiation Surveys and Survey Records. Paragraphs (b) and (c) of
Section E.303 were changed by adding a requirement for survey of the storage
area to be consistent with 10 CFR 34.43.

E.304 Documents and Records Required at Temporary Jobsites. Paragraph (d)
of Section E.304 was changed to also require a copy of the area survey
record.

E.305 Specific Requirements for Radiographic Personnel Performing
Industrial Radiography. E.305(a) was added to provide a concise listing of
safety equipment necessary before industrial radiography can be performed.
E.305(b) was added to make certain that everyone involved understands that
radiography shall not be performed if any of the necessary safety items are
not available. E.305(c) requires a two-person crew at each temporary
jobsite where sources of radiation are used. It is expected that the
two-person crew will provide better surveillance of the operation to protect
against unauthorized entry into a radiation area or high radiation area, as
required in Section E.301. This requirement is also intended to provide at
least one knowledgable person at a temporary jobsite in case of an accident
which might incapacitate an individual. E.305(d) was added to insure that
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everyone involved understands who can operate and who cannot operate
industrial radiographic equipment. E.305(e) was added to specifically give
the regulatory agency authorization to terminate an operation if the
necessary safety equipment or personnel are not available. E.305(f) was
added to give specific requirements for an individual acting as a
radiographer instructor. It requires that the instructor meet the minimum
requirements for a radiographer as specified in E.201(d) and should have had
at least 1 year of experience as a radiographer. In addition, it is
believed that the licensing agency should be notified of each individual
that will be providing training.

E.306 Special Requirements and Exemptions for Cabinet Radiography. This
section was renumbered from E.305 to E.306 and the title was changed from
"Special Requirements and Exemptions for Enclosed Radiography" to "Special
Requirements and Exemptions for Cabinet Radiography." The word "enclosed"
in paragraph (a) was also replaced with the word "cabinet." The move was
made to allow insertion of a new Section E.305, "Specific Requirements for
Radiographic Personnel Performing Industrial Radiography." The content of
this new section, which among other things, specifies the items necessary at
a temporary jobsite, and the necessity for a two-person crew at temporary
jobsites, seem to logically follow Section E.304 which specifies records
required at a temporary jobsite.

E.307 Prohibitions. Section E.307 was added to specifically prohibit
"fishpole radiography" as E.105(e) from the previous edition of the SSRCR
was deleted.

Matters for Future Consideration

1. Equipment standards contained in the American National Standard N432,
"Radiological Safety for the Design and Construction of Apparatus for Gamma
Radiography" (ANSI N432-1980), should be incorporated into Part E of the
SSRCR.

2. In the definition of "Residential location" in Section E.3, what about
multi-tenant office buildings? The definition appears to need some
refinement, particularly regarding the use of the words "area" (as in "area
where structures. . .") and "grounds" (as in "grounds on which such. .").

3. Paragraph (e) of Section E.105 (Leak Testing, Repair, Tagging, Opening,
Modification, and Replacement of Sealed Sources) only applies to radio-
graphic exposure devices. Unlike 10 CFR 34.25(e), the SSRCR E.1O5(e) does
not require sealed sources which are not fastened to or contained in a
radiographic exposure device to be labeled.

4. Under Section E.201 on Training and Testing, consideration should be
given to revising E.201(b)(2) to provide for a minimum of 90 days on-the-job
training in order to be in line with NRC policy.

5. Under Section E.203 on Personnel Monitoring Control, consideration
should be given to amending E.203(b) to include a requirement for the
retention of exposure records similar to the requirement in 10 CFR 34.33(b).
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1982
Rationale for Revisions

Part E
Radiation Safety Requirements for Industrial Radiographic Operations

Introduction

The changes made to Part E in this revision of the Suggested State
Regulations for Control of Radiation (SSRCR) were based on amendments to 10
CFR Part 34 (final rule: 44 FR 50805, August 30, 1979 - proposed rule: 43
FR 12715, March 27, 1978), and recommendations concerning the inclusion of
SI units. An effort has also been made to make the regulations more
readable and easier to enforce.

Specific Provisions

E.3 Definitions

A definition for "Permanent radiographic installation" was added for
consistency with 10 CFR 34.2(h).

The definition for "Personal supervision" was changed to be more compatible
with the new 10 CFR 34.44 requirement pertaining to supervision of
radiographer's assistants.

A definition for "Source changer" was added with wording essentially
identical to 10 CFR 34.2(g).

A definition for "Temporary job site" was added to this revision of Part E.

E.102(a) Locking of Sources of Radiation. The phrase "and source changer"
was added following the phrase "each storage container" so that E.102(a) is
compatible with 10 CFR 34.22(b).

E.102(b) Locking of Sources of Radiation. The-phrase "source changers" was
added following the phrase "Radiographic exposure devices" so that E.102(b)
is compatible with 10 CFR 34.22(b).

E.103 Storage Precautions. The phrase "source changers" was added
following the phrase "radiographic exposure devices" so that E.103 is
compatible with 10 CFR 34.22(b).

E.108 Inspection and Maintenance. Since the paragraphs in E.108 deal with
inspection and maintenance, the title was shortened to "Inspection and
Maintenance" rather than adding "source changers" to the previous title
(Inspection and Maintenance of Radiographic Exposure Devices and Storage
Containers) and making the title excessively long.

E.108(a) Inspection and Maintenance. A new E.108(a) was added to be
consistent with 10 CFR 34.28(a) except that management is allowed to
delegate daily checks of equipment through the use of more permissive
language.
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E.108(b) Inspection and Maintenance. This provision was moved from
E.108(a) and changed by adding the phrases "radiation machines" and "source
changers" to provide compatibility with the new E.108(a) and 10 CFR
34.28(b). (The previous E.108(b) provision was moved to E.108(c)).

E.109 Permanent Radiographic Installations. The title was changed from
"Inspection and Maintenance of High Radiation Area Control Devices or Alarm
Systems" as the provisions that follow include requirements other than
inspection and maintenance. In addition, the text of E.109 was rewritten to
provide better organization and to incorporate the provisions of 10 CFR
34.29. The working group elected to require the testing of control devices
and alarm systems "at the beginning of each period of use" rather than "at
intervals not to exceed 3 months" as specified in 10 CFR 34.29(c). Testing
at the beginning of each period of use appeared to be more appropriate from
an operational standpoint since failure could occur anytime and if tested
only every 3 months could go unnoticed for some time.

E.201 Training and Testing. The title was changed from "Limitations" to
"Training and Testing" as the provisions that follow concern training and
testing. In addition, the text was reorganized somewhat to better conform
with the provisions of 10 CFR 34.31. Finally, a new E.201(d) was added by
the working group that requires the licensee or registrant to conduct a
program of internal audit to ensure that license conditions and emergency
procedures are followed.

E.202(e) Operating and Emergency Procedures. This provision was revised to
be consistent with 10 CFR 34.32(e) and (k).

E.203(b)-(e) Personnel Monitoring Control. E.203(b) was split into three
separate provisions, E.203(b), (d), and (e), and a new E.203(c) was added
requiring that dosimeters, to be acceptable, read within plus or minus
30 percent of the true radiation exposure. These changes were made so that
E.203 is compatible with 10 CFR 34.33.

E.204 Supervision of Radiographer's Assistants. This is a new section,
added to be compatible with 10 CFR 34.44.

E.303(b) Radiation Surveys and Survey Records. This provision was changed
to be consistent with 10 CFR 34.43(b).

E.303(d)-(e) Radiation Surveys and Survey Records. E.303(d) was changed to
E.303(e) and a new E.303(d) was added requiring that a physical survey be
made after each radiographic exposure using radiation machines.

Appendix A. A new item VI, "Case Histories of Radiography Accidents," was
added to be consistent with Appendix A of 10 CFR 34.
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Matters for Future Consideration

1. Other industrial uses of radiation sources, such as fluoroscopes and
industrial gauges, should be considered for inclusion in future revisions of
the SSRCR.

2. Consideration should be given to establishing more meaningful and
descriptive language in E.104(b)(3) than the phrase "widely separated
points."

3. Acting on a request from the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, the
Technical Review Committee of the SSRCR elected to delete the following
E.105(f) requirement that was proposed by the Part E.Working Group for the
1978 revision of Part E.

(f) Each radiographic exposure device shall have permanently
attached to it a durable label which has, as a minimum, the
instruction: "Danger - Radioactive Material - Do Not Handle -
Notify Civil Authorities if Found."

The Technical Review Committee believed, however, that this requirement was
necessary and that the Conference of Radiation Control Program Directors
should forward this proposal to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission for
reconsideration.

4. The National Bureau of Standards expressed concern that the 1978 Edition
of the SSRCR treated the matter of instrument and source calibration for
absorbed doses and exposure in inconsistent terminology and recommended that
the CRCPD develop a single viewpoint concerning this issue. The related
matter of "traceability to national standards" has been referred to the
Part A working group for coordination.

5. In E.103 the phrase "physically secured to prevent tampering or removal
by unauthorized personnel" has been determined to be vague by a state. New
language is needed.

6. E.1I5(e) should be deleted as it refers to "fishpole radiography" only,
and this type of radiography is not being done any more.
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1978
Rationale for Revisions

Part E
Radiation Safety Requirements for Industrial Radiographic Operations

This rationale report documents the reasons for those significant changes
made to the 1970 Edition of Part E which was included virtually unchanged in
the 19 74 Edition of the Suggested State Regulations for Control of
Radiation.

General. Appropriate sentences were added throughout Part E concerning the
preservation of records to be consistent with the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission's final regulations as published in the FEDERAL REGISTER on
May 3, 1976 (41 FR 18300).

E.2 Scope. The phrase concerning the use of sources of radiation in the
healing arts was deleted from this section as Part E applies only to
industrial radiographic operations. The addition of the last sentence
regarding applicability of provisions in this part to both radiation
machines and sealed radioactive sources is self-explanatory.

E.3 Definitions.

(a) The general definition for "Enclosed radiography" was added so that
definitions for "Cabinet radiography," "Cabinet x-ray system," "Certified
cabinet x-ray system," and "Shielded room radiography" could be grouped
together for convenience and added clarity. The definitions for "Cabinet
radiography" and "Shielded room radiography" were modified *Such that the
definitions would be applicable to both sealed radioactive sources and
radiation machines. The defintions for "Cabinet x-ray system" and
"Certified cabinet x-ray system" were added to incorporate the provisions of
the Cabinet X-Ray Systems standard (21 CFR 1020.40).

(c) The definition for "Personal supervision" was added to eliminate the
ambiguity which exists on the supervision required for assistant
radiographers.

(d) The definition for "Radiographer" was modified to accommodate inclusion
of the definition for "Personal supervision" and to eliminate duplication of
phraseology.

(g) The definition for "Shielded position" was added as a result of a
comment that the phrase "shielded position" was used throughout Part E
without being defined.

E.102 Locking of Sources of Radiation.

(b) This paragraph was added to specify a requirement for locking exposure
devices between radiographic operations which require movement of the source
container. Investigations of incidents reveal that failure to lock exposure
devices prior to being moved from one location to another is a common source
of overexposure that may be eliminated simply without undue restrictions.
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E.104 FRadiation Survey Inst'ruments. This section was changed as a result
of the recommendations made by two Federal agencies to incorporate two
additional requirements related to calibration of radiation survey
instruments used in industrial radiographic operations, namely, E.104(b)(2)
and (3). The requirement that calibration records be maintained for
inspection by the Agency was added to aid in determining that properly
calibrated instruments were available.

E.108 Inspection and Maintenance of Radiographic Exposure Devices and
Storage Containers. The word "quarterly" was added to this section so that
radiographic exposure devices would be inspected at regular intervals to
insure their proper and safe function and their removal from service should
the inspection indicate an unsafe condition. A sentence was added in
E.108(a) to require that records be maintained of these inspections and
maintenance actions to aid the Agency in conducting its compliance program.
E.108(b) was added to prevent the continued use of damaged radiographic
exposure devices until appropriate repairs or replacements hbave been made.

E.109 Inspection and Maintenance of High Radiation Area Control Devices or
Alarm Systems. This section was added as a minimum requirement for the
testing of control devices or alarm systems is essential to insure that they
continue to function properly.

E.203 Personnel Monitoring Control. This section was changed to conform
with the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) amendment. to 10 CFR 34.33
as published in the Federal Register on May 6, 1976 (41 FR 18645). This
final rule allows the use of either thermoluminescent dosimeters or film
badges by radiographers and their assistants. The amendment requires that a
direct-reading pocket dosimeter be used, instead of allowing the use of a
pocket chamber that is indirect reading, in addition to the film badge or
thermoluminescent dosimeter. The Part E Working Group believes that the NRC
amendment is appropriate and timely and that such provisions should be
included in the Part E revision at this time.

E.303 Radiation Surveys and Survey Records. The word "condition" in lines
283 and 285 of the 1974 edition of the SSRCR was changed to "position" in
the revised E.303(b) and (c) as a result of the establishment of the
definition for "Shielded position."

E.304 Records Required at Temporary Job Sites. This section was added to
delineate, to the licensee or registrant, the specific records which must be
available at the industrial radiographic job site to provide the means for
the Agency to effectively inspect and evaluate the radiographic operation.

E.305 Special Requirements and Exemptions for Enclosed Radiography. The
E.304 section designation was changed to E.305 due to the addition of a new
E.304 as discussed above. The text and title were changed to include the
Cabinet X-Ray Systems standard (21 CFR 1020.40). The requirement that
certified cabinet x-ray systems shall be maintained in conformance with the
provisions of 21 CFR 1020.40 is necessary to provide the means for insuring
that the owner of such a system maintains it in a safe condition. The
registrant is required to conduct an evaluation of the system at least
annually to determine conformance with 21 CFR 1020.40. This, however, would
not preclude a state agency from providing an exemption to an owner
registrant (but not to a person engaged in the business of manufacturing,
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1978 Rationale for Part E

assembling or modifying cabinet x-ray systems) under A.3(a) of the SSRCR,
from the requirement that the cabinet x-ray system be maintained in
conformance with 21 CFR 1020.40. As those cabinet x-ray systems which can
be entered by personnel pose radiation safety problems similar to those
encountered in shielded room radiography, the Part E Working Group believes
that all such systems, whether certified or not, should comply with the
applicable provisions of Part E.

Appendix A

Part I.C. was changed to more clearly indicate that discussions of radiation
protection standards and the biological effects (both acute and chronic) of
radiation dose are to be included in the training courses for radiographers.

Part II.C. was changed by deleting "pocket chambers" and adding
"thermoluminescent dosimeters" for reasons stated in the rationale for
changes to Section E.203.

Matters for Future Consideration

1. Consideration should be given to establishing specific regulations for
governing the use of radiation sources in oil and gas well logging. Also,
the question of whether such regulations should be included in Part E, which
would need to be retitled, or whether a separate part of the SSRCR should be
established for well logging operations.

2. Other industrial uses of radiation sources such as fluoroscopes and
industrial gauges should be considered for inclusion in future revisions of
the SSRCR.

3. Consideration should be given to establishing more meaningful and
descriptive language in E.104(b)(3) than the phrase "widely separated
points."

4. Acting on a request from the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, the
Technical Review Committee of the SSRCR elected to delete the following
E.105(f) requirement that was proposed by the Part E Working Group:

(f) Each radiographic exposure device shall have permanently attached
to it a durable label which has, as a minimum, the instruction:
"Danger - Radioactive Material - Do Not Handle - Notify Civil
Authorities if Found."

The Technical Review Committee believes, however, that this requirement is
necessary and that the Conference of Radiation Control Program Directors
should forward this proposal to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission for
reconsideration.
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PART F

X RAYS IN THE HEALING ARTS

Sec. F.1 Scope. This part establishes requirements, for which a registrant
is responsible, for use of x-ray equipment by or under the supervision of an
individual authorized by and licensed in accordance with state statutes to
engage in the healing arts or veterinary medicine. The provisions of this
part are in addition to, and not in substitution for, other applicable
provisions of these regulations.

Sec. F.2 Definitions. As used in this part, the following definitions
apply:

"Accessible surface" means the external surface of the enclosure or housing
provided by the manufacturer.

"Added filtration" means any filtration which is in addition to the inherent
filtration.

"Aluminum equivalent" means the thickness of type 1100 aluminum alloy 1/
affording the same attenuation, under specified conditions, as the material
in question.

"Assembler" means any person engaged in the business of assembling,
replacing, or installing one or more components into an x-ray system or
subsystem. The term includes the owner of an x-ray system or his or her
employee or agent who assembles components into an x-ray system that is
subsequently used to provide professional or commercial services.

"Attenuation block" means a block or stack, having dimensions 20 centimeters
by 20 centimeters by 3.8 centimeters, of type 1100 aluminum alloy 1/ or
other materials having equivalent attenuation.

"Automatic exposure control" means a device which automatically controls one
or more technique factors in order to obtain at a preselected location(s) a
required quantity of radiation (See also "Phototimer").

"Barrier" (See "Protective barrier").

"Beam axis" means a line from the source through the centers of the x-ray
fields.

"Beam-limiting device" means a device which provides a means to restrict the
dimensions of the x-ray field.

"Beam monitoring system" means a system designed to detect and measure the
radiation present in the useful beam.

1/ The nominal chemical composition of type 1100 aluminum alloy is 99.00
percent minimum aluminum, 0.12 percent copper.
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"Cephalometric device" means a device intended for the radiographic
visualization and measurement of the dimensions of the human head.

"Certified components" means components of x-ray systems which are subject
to regulations promulgated under Public Law 90-602, the Radiation Control
for Health and Safety Act of 1968.

"Certified system" means any x-ray system which has one or more certified
component(s).

"Changeable filters" means any filter, exclusive of inherent filtration,
which can be removed from the useful beam through any electronic,
mechanical, or physical process.

"Coefficient of variation" or "C" means the ratio of the standard deviation
to the mean value of a population of observations. It is estimated using
the following equation:

n 1/2_s 1 (Xi-X)2
c- - n-1

where

s = Estimated standard deviation of the population.
X = Mean value of observations in sample.
Xi = ith observation in sample.
n = Number of observations in sample.

"Computed tomography" means the production of a tomogram by the acquisition
and computer processing of x-ray transmission data.

"Contact therapy system" means an x-ray system used for therapy with the
x-ray tube port placed in contact with or within 5 centimeters of the
surface being treated.

"Control panel" means that part of the x-ray control upon which are mounted
the switches, knobs, pushbuttons, and other hardware necessary for manually
setting the technique factors.

"Cooling curve" means the graphical relationship between heat units stored
and cooling time.

"CT" (See "Computed tomography").

"Dead-man switch" means a switch so constructed that a circuit closing
contact can be maintained only by continuous pressure on the switch by the
operator.

"Detector" (See "Radiation detector").

"Diagnostic source assembly" means the tube housing assembly with a beam-
limiting device attached.

"Diagnostic x-ray system" means an x-ray system designed for irradiation of
any part of the human body for the purpose of diagnosis or visualization.
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"Direct scattered radiation" means that scattered radiation which has been
deviated in direction only by materials irradiated by the useful beam (See
"Scattered radiation").

"Entrance exposure rate" means the exposure per unit time at the point where
the center of the useful beam enters the patient.

"Equipment" (See "X-ray equipment").

"Field emission equipment" means equipment which uses an x-ray tube in which
electron emission from the cathode is due solely to the action of an
electric field.

"Filter" means material placed in the useful beam to absorb preferentially
selected radiations.

"Fluoroscopic imaging assembly" means a subsystem in which x-ray photons
produce a fluoroscopic image. It includes the image receptor(s) such as the
image intensifier and spot-film device, electrical interlocks, if any, and
structural material providing linkage between the image receptor and
diagnostic source assembly.

"Focal spot" means the area projected on the anode of the x-ray tube by the
electrons accelerated from the cathode and from which the useful beam
originates.

"General purpose radiographic x-ray system" means any radiographic x-ray
system which, by design, is not limited to radiographic examination of
specific anatomical regions.

"Gonad shield" means a protective barrier for the testes or ovaries.

"Half-value layer" means the thickness of specified material which
attenuates the beam of radiation to an extent such that the exposure rate is
reduced to one-half of its original value. In this definition, the
contribution of all scattered radiation, other than any which might be
present initially in the beam concerned, is deemed to be excluded.

"Healing arts screening" means the testing of human beings using x-ray
machines for the detection or evaluation of health indications when such
tests are not specifically and individually ordered by a licensed
practitioner of the healing arts legally authorized to prescribe such x-ray
tests for the purpose of diagnosis or treatment.

"Heat unit" means a unit of energy equal to the product of the peak

kilovoltage, milliamperes, and seconds, i.e., kVp x mA x second.

"HVL" (See "Half-value layer").

"Image intensifier" means a device, installed in its housing, which
instantaneously converts an x-ray pattern into a corresponding light image
of higher energy density.
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"Image receptor" means any device, such as a fluorescent screen or
radiographic film, which transforms incident x-ray photons either into a
visible image or into another form which can be made into a visible image by
further transformations.

"Image receptor support" means, for mammographic systems, that part of the
system designed to support the image receptor in a horizontal plane during a
mammographic examination.

"Inherent filtration" means the filtration of the useful beam provided by
the permanently installed components of the tube housing assembly.

"Irradiation" means the exposure of matter to ionizing radiation.

"Kilovolts peak" (See "Peak tube potential"l.

"kV" means kilovolts.

"kVp" (See "Peak tube potential").

"kWs" means kilowatt second. It is equivalent to 103 kV'mA's, i.e.,

(A)kWs = (X)kV x (Y)mA x (Z)s x kWs = XYZ kWs
103kV x mA x s 103

"Lead equivalent" means the thickness of lead affording the same
attenuation, under specified conditions, as the material in question.

"Leakage radiation" means radiation emanating from the diagnostic or

therapeutic source assembly except for:

(1) the useful beam, and

(2) radiation produced when the exposure switch or timer is not
activated.

"Leakage technique factors" means the technique factors associated with the
diagnostic or therapeutic source assembly which are used in measuring
leakage radiation. They are defined as follows:

(1) For diagnostic source assemblies intended for capacitor energy
storage equipment, the maximum-rated peak tube potential and the
maximum-rated number of exposures in an hour for operation at the
maximum-rated peak tube potential with the quantity of charge per
exposure being 10 millicoulombs, i.e., 10 milliampere seconds, or the
minimum obtainable from the unit, whichever is larger.

(2) For diagnostic source assemblies intended for field emission
equipment rated for pulsed operation, the maximum-rated peak tube
potential and the maximum-rated number of x-ray pulses in an hour for
operation at the maximum-rated peak tube potential.
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(3) For all other diagnostic or therapeutic source assemblies, the
maximum-rated peak tube potential and the maximum-rated continuous tube
current for the maximum-rated peak tube potential.

"Light field" means that area of the intersection of the light beam from the
beam-limiting device and one of the set of planes parallel to and including
the plane of the image receptor, whose perimeter is the locus of points at
which the illumination is one-fourth of the maximum in the intersection.

"Linear attenuation coefficient" or "% " means the quotient of dN/N divided

by dl when dN/N is the fraction of uncharged ionizing radiation that
experience interactions in traversing a distance dl in a specified material.

"Line-voltage regulation" means the difference between the no-load and the
load line potentials expressed as a percent of the load line potential. It
is calculated using the following equation:

Percent line-voltage regulation = 100 (Vn-V1)/V 1
where
Vn = No-load line potential and
Vi = Load line potential.

"mA" means milliampere.

"mAs" means milliampere second.

"Maximum line current" means the root-mean-square current in the supply line
of an x-ray machine operating at its maximum rating.

"Mobile x-ray equipment" (See "X-ray equipment").

"Patient" means an individual subjected to healing arts examination,
diagnosis, or treatment.

"Peak tube potential" means the maximum value of the potential difference
across the x-ray tube during an exposure.

"Phantom" means a volume of material behaving in a manner similar to tissue
with respect to the attenuation and scattering of radiation.

"Phototimer" means a method for controlling radiation exposures to image
receptors by the amount of radiation which reaches a radiation monitoring
device(s). The radiation monitoring device(s) is part of an electronic
circuit which controls the duration of time the tube is activated (See
"Automatic exposure control").

"PID" (See "Position indicating device").

"Portable x-ray equipment" (See "X-ray equipment").

"Position indicating device" means a device on dental x-ray equipment used
to indicate the beam position and to establish a definite source-surface
(skin) distance. It may or may not incorporate or serve as a beam-limiting
device.
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"Primary dose monitoring system" means a system which will monitor the
useful beam during irradiation and which will terminate irradiation when a
pre-selected number of dose monitor units have been acquired.

"Primary protective barrier" (See "Protective barrier").

"Protective apron" means an apron made of radiation absorbing materials used

to reduce radiation exposure.

"Protective barrier" means a barrier of radiation absorbing material(s) used
to reduce radiation exposure. The types of protective barriers are as
follows:

(1) "Primary protective barrier" means the material, excluding
filters, placed in the useful beam, for protection purposes, to reduce
the radiation exposure.

(2) "Secondary protective barrier" means a barrier sufficient to
attenuate the stray radiation to the required degree.

"Protective glove" means a glove made of radiation absorbing materials used
to reduce radiation exposure.

"Qualified expert" means an individual who has demonstrated to the
satisfaction of the Agency that such individual possesses the knowledge and
training to measure ionizing radiation, to evaluate safety techniques, and
to advise regarding radiation protection needs.

"Radiation detector" means a device which in the presence of radiation
provides a signal or other indication suitable for use in measuring one or
more quantities of incident radiation.

"Radiation therapy simulation system" means a radiographic or fluoroscopic
x-ray system intended for localizing the volume to be exposed during
radiation therapy and confirming the position and size of the therapeutic
irradiation field.

"Radiograph" means an image receptor on which the image is created directly
or indirectly by an x-ray pattern and results in a permanent record.

"Radiographic imaging system" means any system whereby a permanent or semi-
permanent image is recorded on an image receptor by the action of ionizing
radiation.

"Radiological physicist" means an individual who,

(1) is certified by the American Board of Radiology in therapeutic
radiological physics, radiological physics, or x- and gamma-ray
physics; or

(2) has a bachelor's degree in one of the physical sciences or
engineering and three years full-time experience working in
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therapeutic radiological physics under the direction of a physicist
certified by the American Board of Radiology. The work duties shall
include duties involving the calibration and spot checks of a medical
accelerator or a sealed source teletherapy unit; or

(3) has a Master's or a Doctor's degree in physics, biophysics,
radiological physics, health physics, or engineering; has had 1 year's
full-time training in therapeutic radiological physics; and has had 1
year's full-time work experience Jn a radiotherapy facility where the
individual's duties involve calibration and spot checks of a medical
accelerator or a sealed source teletherapy unit.

"Rating" means the operating limits as specified by the component
manufacturer.

"Recording" means producing a permanent form of an image resulting from
x-ray photons.

"Response time" means the time required for an instrument system to reach 90
percent of its final reading when the radiation-sensitive volume of the
instrument system is exposed to a step change in radiation flux from zero
sufficient to provide a steady state midscale reading.

"Scattered radiation" means radiation that, during passage through matter,
has been deviated in direction (See "Direct scattered radiation").

"Secondary dose monitoring system" means a system which will terminate
irradiation in the event of failure of the primary system.

"Secondary protective barrier" (See "Protective barrier").

"Shutter" means a device attached to the tube housing assembly which can
totally intercept the useful beam and which has a lead equivalency not less
than that of the tube housing assembly.

"SID" (see "Source-image receptor distance").

"Source" means the focal spot of the x-ray tube.

"Source-image receptor distance" means the distance from the source to the
center of the input surface of the image receptor.

"Spot check" means a procedure which is performed to assure that a previous
calibration continues to be valid.

"Spot film" means a radiograph which is made during 'a fluoroscopic
examination to permanently record conditions which exist during that
fluoroscopic procedure.

"Spot-film device" means a device intended to transport and/or position a
radiographic image receptor between the x-ray source and fluoroscopic image
receptor. It includes a device intended to hold a cassette over the input
end of an image intensifier for~the purpose of making a radiograph.

"SSD" means the distance between the source and the skin of the patient.
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"Stationary x-ray equipment" (See "X-ray equipment").

"Stray radiation" means the sum of leakage and scattered radiation.

"Technique factors" means the following conditions of operation:

(1) For capacitor energy storage equipment, peak tube potential in kV
and quantity of charge in mAs;

(2) For field emission equipment rated for pulsed operation, peak tube
potential in kV, and number of x-ray pulses;

(3) For CT x-ray systems designed for pulsed operation, peak tube
potential in kV, scan time in seconds, and either tube current in mA,
x-ray pulse width in seconds, and the number of x-ray pulses per scan,
or the product of tube current, x-ray pulse width, and the number of
x-ray pulses in mAs;

(4) For CT x-ray systems not designed for pulsed operation, peak tube
potential in kV, and either tube current in mA and scan time in
seconds, or the product of tube current and exposure time in mAs and
the scan time when the scan time and exposure time are equivalent; and

(5) For all other equipment, peak tube potential in kV, and either
tube current in mA and exposure time in seconds, or the product of tube
current and exposure time in mAs.

"Termination of irradiation" means the stopping of irradiation in a fashion
which will not permit continuance of irradiation without the resetting of
operating conditions at the control panel.

"Tomogram" means the depiction of the x-ray attenuation properties of a
section through the body.

"Traceable to a national standard" means that a quantity or a measurement
has been compared to a national standard directly or indirectly through one
or more intermediate steps and that all comparisons have been documented.

"Tube" means an x-ray tube, unless otherwise specified.

"Tube housing assembly" means the tube housing with tube installed. It
includes high-voltage and/or filament transformers and other appropriate
elements when such are contained within the tube housing.

"Tube rating chart" means the set of curves which specify the rated limits
of operation of the tube in terms of the technique factors.

"Useful beam" means the radiation emanating from the tube housing port or
the radiation head and passing through the aperture of the beam limiting
device when the exposure controls are in a mode to cause the system to
produce radiation.

"Variable-aperture beam-limiting device" means a beam-limiting device which
has capacity for stepless adjustment of the x-ray field size at a given SID.
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"Visible area" means that portion of the input surface of the image receptor

over which incident x-ray photons are producing a visible image.

"Wedge filter" means an added filter effecting continuous progressive
attenuation on all or part of the useful beam.

"X-ray control" means a device which controls input power to the x-ray high-
voltage generator and/or the x-ray tube. It includes equipment such as
timers, phototimers, automatic brightness stabilizers, and similar devices,
which control the technique factors of an x-ray exposure.

"X-ray equipment" means an x-ray system, subsystem, or component thereof.
Types of x-ray equipment are as follows:

(1) "Mobile x-ray equipment" means x-ray equipment mounted on a
permanent base with wheels and/or casters for moving while completely
assembled.

(2) "Portable x-ray equipment" means x-ray equipment designed to be
hand-carried.

(3) "Stationary x-ray equipment" means x-ray equipment which is
installed in a fixed location.

"X-ray field" means that area of the intersection of the useful beam and any
one of the set of planes parallel to and including the plane of the image
receptor, whose perimeter is the locus of points at which the exposure rate
is one-fourth of the maximum in the intersection.

"X-ray high-voltage generator" means a device which transforms electrical
energy from the potential supplied by the x-ray control to the tube
operating potential. The device may also include means for transforming
alternating current to direct current, filament transformers for the x-ray
tube(s), high-voltage switches, electrical protective devices, and other
appropriate elements.

"X-ray system" means an assemblage of components for the controlled
production of x rays. It includes minimally an x-ray high-voltage
generator, an x-ray control, a tube housing assembly, a beam-limiting
device, and the necessary supporting structures. Additional components
which function with the system are considered integral parts of the system.
"X-ray subsystem" means any combination of two or more components of an
x-ray system.

"X-ray tube" means any electron tube which is designed to be used primarily
for the production of x rays.
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General Regulatory Provisions

Sec. F.3 General Requirements.

(a) Administrative Controls.

(1) Registrant. The registrant shall be responsible for directing the
operation of the x-ray system(s) under his administrative control. The
registrant or the registrant's agent shall assure that the requirements
of F.3(a)(1) are met in the operation of the x-ray system(s).

(i) An x-ray system which does not meet the provisions of these
regulations shall not be operated for diagnostic or therapeutic
purposes [if so directed by the Agency].

(ii) Individuals who will be operating the x-ray systems shall be
adequately instructed in the safe operating procedures and be
competent in the safe use of the equipment.

(iii) A chart shall be provided in the vicinity of the diagnostic
x-ray system's control panel which specifies, for all examinations
performed with that system, the following information:

(a) patient's anatomical size versus technique factors to
be utilized;

(b) type and size of the film or film-screen combination to

be used;

(c) type and focal distance of the grid to be used, if any;

(d) source to image receptor distance to be used; and

(e) type and location of placement of gonad shielding to be
used.

(iv) Written safety procedures shall be provided to each
individual operating x-ray equipment, including any restrictions of
the operating technique required for the safe operation of the
particular x-ray system. The operator shall be able to demonstrate
familiarity with these procedures.

(v) Except for patients who cannot be moved out of the room,
only the staff and ancillary personnel required for the medical
procedure or training shall be in the room during the radiographic
exposure. Other than the patient being examined:

(a) All individuals shall be positioned such that no part
of the body will be struck by the useful beam unless
protected by 0.5 millimeter lead equivalent. S
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(b) Staff and ancillary personnel shall be protected from
the direct scatter radiation by protective aprons or whole
body protective barriers of not less than 0.25 millimeter
lead equivalent.

(c) Patients who cannot be removed from the room shall be
protected from the direct scatter radiation by whole body
protective barriers of 0.25 millimeter lead equivalent or
shall be so positioned that the nearest portion of the body
is at least 2 meters from both the tube head and the nearest
edge of the image receptor.

(vi) Gonad shielding of not less than 0.25 millimeter lead
equivalent shall be used for patients, who have not passed the
reproductive age, during radiographic procedures in which the
gonads are in the useful beam, except for cases in which this would
interfere with the diagnostic procedure.

(vii) Individuals shall not be exposed to the useful beam except
for healing arts purposes and unless such exposure has been
authorized by a licensed practitioner of the healing arts. This
provision specifically prohibits deliberate exposure for the
following purposes:

(a) exposure of an individual for training, demonstration,
or other non-healing-arts purposes; and

(b) exposure of an individual for the purpose of healing
arts screening except as authorized by F.3(a)(1)(xi).

(viii) When a patient or film must be provided with auxiliary
support during a radiation exposure:

(a) mechanical holding devices shall be used when the
technique permits. The written safety procedures, required
by F.3(a)(1)(iv), shall list individual projections where
holding devices cannot be utilized;

(b) written safety procedures, as required by
F.3(a)(1)(iv), shall indicate the requirements for selecting
a holder and the procedure the holder shall follow;

(c) the human holder shall be protected as required by
F.3(a)(1)(v);

(d) no individual shall be used routinely to hold film or
patients; and

(e) in those cases where the patient must hold the film,
except during intraoral examinations, any portion of the
body other than the area of clinical interest struck by the
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useful beam shall be protected by not less than
0.5 millimeter lead equivalent material.

[(ix) Procedures and auxiliary equipment designed to minimize
patient and personnel exposure commensurate with the needed
diagnostic information shall be utilized.

(a) The speed of film or screen and film combinations shall
be the fastest speed consistent with the diagnostic
objective of the examinations.

(b) The radiation exposure to the patient shall be the
minimum exposure required to produce images of good
diagnostic quality.

(c) Portable or mobile x-ray equipment shall be used only
for examinations where it is impractical to transfer the
patient(s) to a stationary x-ray installation.

(d) X-ray systems subject to F.6 shall not be utilized in
procedures where the source to patient distance is less than
30 centimeters.]

(x) All individuals who are associated with the operation of an
x-ray system are subject to the requirements of D.101, D.102, and
D.202 of these regulations. In addition:

(a) When protective clothing or devices are worn on
portions of the body and a personnel monitoring device(s) is
required, at least one such monitoring device shall be
utilized as follows:

(1) When an apron is worn, the monitoring device shall
be worn at the collar outside of the apron.

(2) The dose to the whole body based on the maximum
dose attributed to the most critical organ shall be
recorded in the reports required by D.401 of these
regulations. If more than one device is used and a
record is made of the data, each dose shall be
identified with the area where the device was worn on
the body.

(b) Exposure of a personnel monitoring device to
deceptively indicate a dose delivered to an individual is
prohibited.

(xi) Healing Arts Screening. Any person proposing to conduct a
healing arts screening program shall not initiate such a program
without prior approval of the Agency. When requesting such
approval, that person shall submit the information outlined in
Appendix C of this part. If any information submitted to the
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Agency becomes invalid or outdated, the Agency shall be immediately
notified.

(2) Information and Maintenance Record and Associated Information. The
registrant shall maintain the following information for each x-ray
system for inspection by the Agency:

(i) maximum rating of technique factors;

(ii) model and serial numbers of all certifiable components;

(iii) aluminum equivalent filtration of the useful beam, including
any routine variation;

(iv) tube rating charts and cooling curves;

(v) records of surveys, calibrations, maintenance, and
modifications performed on the x-ray system(s) after the effective
date of F.3 with the names of persons who performed such services;

(vi) a scale drawing of the room in which a stationary x-ray
system is located with such drawing indicating the use of areas
adjacent to the room and an estimation of the extent of occupancy
by an individual in such areas. In addition, the drawing shall
include:

(a) the results of a survey for radiation levels present at
the operator's position and at pertinent points outside the
room at specified test conditions, or

(b) the type and thickness of materials, or lead
equivalency, of each protective barrier; and

(vii) a copy of all correspondence with this Agency regarding that
x-ray system.

(3) X-Ray Log. Each facility shall maintain an x-ray log containing
the patient's name, the type of examinations, and the dates the
examinations were performed. When the patient or film must be provided
with human auxiliary support, the name of the human holder shall be
recorded.

[(b) Plan Review.

(1) Prior to construction, the floor plans and equipment arrangement of
all new installations, or modifications of existing installations,
utilizing x rays for diagnostic or therapeutic purposes shall be
submitted to the Agency for review and approval. The required
information is denoted in Appendices A and B of this part.
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(2) The Agency may require the applicant to utilize the services of a
qualified expert to determine the shielding requirements prior to the
plan review and approval.

(3) The approval of such plans shall not preclude the requirement of
additional modifications should a subsequent analysis of operating
conditions indicate the possibility of an individual receiving a dose
in excess of the limits prescribed in D.101, D.104, and D.105 of these
regulations.]
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Diagnostic X-Ray Systems

Sec. F.4 General Requirements for All Diagnostic X-Ray Systems. In
addition to other requirements of this part, all diagnostic x-ray systems
shall meet the following requirements:

(a) Warning Label. The control panel containing the main power switch
shall bear the warning statement, legible and accessible to view: "WARNING:
This x-ray unit may be dangerous to patient and operator unless safe
exposure factors and operating instructions are observed."

(b) Battery Charge Indicator. On battery-powered x-ray generators, visual
means shall be provided on the control panel to indicate whether the battery
is in a state of charge adequate for proper operation.

(c) Leakage Radiation from the Diagnostic Source Assembly. The leakage
radiation from the diagnostic source assembly measured at a distance of
1 meter in any direction from the source shall not exceed 100 milliroentgens
(25.8 uC/kg) in 1 hour when the x-ray tube is operated at its leakage
technique factors. Compliance shall be determined by measurements averaged
over an area of 100 square centimeters with no linear dimension greater than
20 centimeters.

(d) Radiation from Components Other Than the Diagnostic Source Assembly.
The radiation emitted by a component other than the diagnostic source
assembly shall not exceed 2 milliroentgens (0.516 pC/kg) in 1 hour at
5 centimeters from any accessible surface of the component when it is
operated in an assembled x-ray system under any conditions for which it was
designed. Compliance shall be determined by measurements averaged over an
area of 100 square centimeters with no linear dimension greater than
20 centimeters.

(e) Beam Quality.

(1) Half-Value Layer.

(i) The half-value layer of the useful beam for a given x-ray
tube potential shall not be less than the values shown in Table I.
If it is necessary to determine such half-value layer at an x-ray
tube potential which is not listed in Table I, linear interpolation
or extrapolation may be made.
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Table I

Measured Half-valu7e
Design operating range potential layer (mm

(kVp) (kVp) of aluminum)

Below 50---------------------

50 to 70---------------------

Above 70---------------------

30
40
49

50
60
70

71
80
90

100
110
120
130
140
150

0.3
0.4
0.5

1.2
1.3
1.5

2.1
2.3
2.5
2.7
3.0
3.2
3.5
3.8
4.1
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(ii) The requirements of F.4(e)(1)(i) will be considered to have
been met if it can be demonstrated that the aluminum equivalent of
the total filtration in the primary beam is not less than that
shown in Table II.

Table II

Filtration Required vs. Operating Voltage

Total Filtration
(inherent plus added)

Operating Voltage (kVp) (mm aluminum equivalent)

Below 50 ----------------------------------- 0.5
50 - 70 ------------------------------------ 1.5
Above 70 ----------------------------------- 2.5

(iii) In addition to the requirements of F.4(e)(1)(i), all
intraoral dental radiographic systems manufactured on and after
December 1, 1980, shall have a minimum half-value layer not less
than 1.5 millimeters aluminum equivalent filtration permanently
installed in the useful beam.

(iv) Beryllium window tubes shall have a minimum of 0.5 millimeter
aluminum equivalent filtration permanently installed in the useful
beam.

(v) For capacitor energy storage equipment, compliance with the
requirements of F.4(e) shall be determined with the maximum
quantity of charge per exposure.

(vi) The required minimal aluminum equivalent filtration shall
include the filtration contributed by all materials which are
always present between the source and the patient.

(2) Filtration Controls. For x-ray systems which have variable kVp and
variable filtration for the useful beam, a device shall link the kVp
selector with the filter(s) and shall prevent an exposure unless the
minimum amount of filtration required by F.4(e)(1) is in the useful
beam for the given kVp which has been selected.

(f) Multiple Tubes. Where two or more radiographic tubes are controlled by
one exposure switch, the tube or tubes which have been selected shall be
clearly indicated prior to initiation of the exposure. This indication
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shall be both on the x-ray control panel and at or near the tube housing
assembly which has been selected.

(g) Mechanical Support of Tube Head. The tube housing assembly supports
shall be adjusted such that the tube housing assembly will remain stable
during an exposure unless tube housing movement is a designed function of
the x-ray system.

(h) Technique Indicators.

(1) The technique factors to be used during an exposure shall be
indicated before the exposure begins. If automatic exoosure controls
are used, the technique factors which are set prior to the exposure
shall be indicated.

(2) The requirement of F.4(h)(1) may be met by permanent markings on
equipment having fixed technique factors. Indication of technique
factors shall be visible from the operator's position except in the
case of spot films made by the fluoroscopist.
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Sec. F.5 Fluoroscopic X-Ray Systems Except for Computed Tomographv X-Ray
Systems. All fluoroscopic x-ray systems shall meet the Tollowing
requirements:

(a) Limitation of Useful Beam.

(1) Primary Barrier.

(i) The fluoroscopic imaging assembly shall be provided with a
primary protective barrier which intercepts the entire cross
section of the useful beam at any SID.

(ii) The x-ray tube used for fluoroscopy shall not produce x rays
unless the barrier is in position to intercept the entire useful
beam.

(2) X-Ray Field.

(i) The x-ray field produced by non-image-intensified
fluoroscopic equipment shall not extend beyond the entire visible
area of the image receptor. This requirement applies to field size
for both fluoroscopic procedures and spot filming procedures. In
addition:

(a) means shall be provided for stepless adjustment of the
field size;

(b) the minimum field size at the greatest SID shall be
equal to or less than 5 centimeters by 5 centimeters;

(c) for equipment manufactured after February 25, 1978, when
the angle between the image receptor and the beam axis of the
x-ray beam is variable, means shall be provided to indicate
when the axis of the x-ray beam is perpendicular to the plane
of the image receptor; and

(d) compliance with F.5(a)(2)(i) shall be determined with
the beam axis indicated to be perpendicular to the plane of
the image receptor.

(ii) For image-intensified fluoroscopic equipment, neither the
length nor the width of the x-ray field in the plane of the image
receptor shall exceed that of the visible area of the image
receptor by more than 3 percent of the SID. The sum of the excess
length and the excess width shall be no greater than 4 percent of
the SID. In addition:

(a) means shall be provided to permit further limitation of
the field. Beam-limiting devices manufactured after May 22,
1979, and incorporated in equipment with a variable SID
and/or a visible area of greater than 300 square centimeters
shall be provided with means for stepless adjustment of the
x-ray field;

(b) all equipment with a fixed SID and a visible area of 300
square centimeters or less shall be provided with either
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stepless adjustment of the x-ray field or with means to
further limit the x-ray field size at the plane of the image
receptor to 125 square centimeters or less. Stepless
adjustment shall, at the greatest SID, provide continuous
field sizes from the maximum obtainable to a field size of
5 centimeters by 5 centimeters or less;

(c) for equipment manufactured after February 25, 1978, when
the angle between the image receptor and beam axis is
variable, means shall be provided to indicate when the axis
of the x-ray beam is perpendicular to the plane of the image
receptor; and

(d) compliance shall be determined with the beam axis
indicated to be perpendicular to the plane of the image
receptor. For rectangular x-ray fields used with circular
image reception, the error in alignment shall be determined
along the length and width dimensions of the x-ray field
which pass through the center of the visible area of the
image receptor.

(iii) Spot-film devices which are certified components shall meet
the following additional requirements:

(a) means shall be provided between the source and the
patient for adjustment of the x-ray field size in the plane
of the film to the size of that portion of the film which has
been selected on the spot film selector. Such adjustment
shall be automatically accomplished except when the x-ray
field size in the plane of the film is smaller than that of
the selected portion of the film. For spot film devices
manufactured after June 21, 1979, if the x-ray field size is
less than the size of the selected portion of the film, the
means for adjustment of the field size shall be only at the
operator's option;

(b) it shall be possible to adjust the x-ray field size in
the plane of the film to a size smaller than the selected
portion of the film. The minimum field size at the greatest
SID shall be equal to, or less than, 5 centimeters by
5 centimeters;

(c) the center of the x-ray field in the plane of the film
shall be aligned with the center of the selected portion of
the film to within 2 percent of the SID; and

(d) on spot-film devices manufactured after February 25,
1978, if the angle between the plane of the image receptor
and beam axis is variable, means shall be provided to
indicate when the axis of the x-ray beam is perpendicular to
the plane of the image receptor, and compliance shall be
determined with the beam axis indicated to be perpendicular
to the plane of the image receptor.

(iv) If a means exists to override any of the automatic x-ray
field size adjustments required in F.5(a)(2), that means:
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(a) shall be designed for use only in the event of system
failure;

(b) shall incorporate a signal visible at the
fluoroscopist's position which will indicate whenever the
automatic field size adjustment is overridden; and

(c) shall be clearly and durably labeled as follows:

FOR X-RAY FIELD
LIMITATION SYSTEM FAILURE

(b) Activation of the Fluoroscooic Tube. X-ray production in the
fluoroscopic mode shall be controlled by a device which requires continuous
pressure by the fluoroscopist for the entire time of any exposure. When
recording serial fluoroscopic images, the fluoroscopist shall be able to
terminate the x-ray exposure(s) at any time, but means may be provided to
permit completion of any single exposure of the series in process.

(c) Exposure Rate Limits.

(1) Entrance Exposure Rate Allowable Limits.

(i) The exposure rate measured at the point where the center of
the useful beam enters the patient shall not exceed 10 roentgens
(2.58 mC/kg) per minute, except during recording of fluoroscopic
images or when provided with optional high level control.

(ii) Whnen provided with optional high level control, the equipment
shall not be operable at any combination of tube potential and
current which will result in an exposure rate in excess of
5 roentgens (1.29 mC/kg) per minute at the point where the center
of the useful beam enters the patient unless the high level control
is activated.

(a) Special means of activation of high level controls shall
be required. The high level control shall only be operable
when continuous manual activation is provided by the
operator.

(b) A continuous signal audible to the fluoroscopist shall
indicate that the high level control is being employed.

(iii) In addition to the other requirements of F.5, certified
systems which do not incorporate an automatic exposure rate control
shall not be operable at any combination of tube potential and
current which will result in an exposure rate in excess of
5 roentgens (1.29 mC/kg) per minute at the point where the center
of the useful beam enters the patient except during recording of
fluoroscopic images or when an optional high level control is
activated.

(iv) Compliance with the requirements of F.5(c) shall be
determined as follows:
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(a) Movable grids and compression devices shall be removed
from the useful beam during the measurement.

(b) If the source is below the table, exposure rate shall be
measured 1 centimeter above the tabletop or cradle.

(c) If the source is above the table, the exoosure rate
shall be measured at 30 centimeters above the tabletop with
the end of the beam-limiting device or spacer positioned as
closely as possible to the point of measurement.

(d) All C-arm fluoroscopes, both stationary and mobile,
shall meet the entrance exposure rate limits in F.5(c)(1)(i),
(ii), and (iii) 30 centimeters from the input surface of the
fluoroscopic imaging assembly with the source positioned at
any available SID provided that the end of the spacer
assembly or beam-limiting device is not closer than
30 centimeters from the input surface of the fluoroscopic
imaging assembly.

(v) Periodic measurement of entrance exposure rate shall be
performed as follows:

(a) Such measurements shall be made annually or after any
maintenance of the system which might affect the exposure
rate.

(b) Results of these measurements shall be posted where any
fluoroscopist may have ready access to such results while
using the fluoroscope and in the record required in
F.3(a)(2)(v). The measurement results shall be stated in
roentgens per minute and include the technique factors used
in determining such results. The name of the individual
performing the measurements and the date the measurements
were performed shall be included in the results.

(2) Personnel monitoring devices may be used to perform the
measurements required by F.5(c)(1)(v)(a), provided the
measurements are made as described in F.5(c)(1)(v)(d).

(d) Conditions of periodic measurement of entrance exposure
rate are as follows:

(1) the measurement shall be made under the conditions
that satisfy the requirements of F.5(c)(1)(iv);

(2) the kVp shall be the kVp typical of clinical use of
the x-ray system;

(1) the x-ray system(s) that incorporates automatic
exposure rate control shall have sufficient material
placed in the useful beam to produce a milliamperage
typical of the use of the x-ray system; and
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(4) x-ray system(s) that do not incorporate an
automatic exposure rate conThrol_ shall utilize a
milliamperage typical of the clinical use of the x-ray
system.2/

(d) Barrier Transmitted Radiation Rate Limits.

(1) The exposure rate due to transmission through the primary
protective barrier with the attenuarion block in the useful beam,
combined with radiation from the image intensifier, if provided, shall
not exceed 2 milliroentgens (0.516 pC/kg) per hour at 10 centimeters
from any accessible surface of the fluoroscopic imaging assembly beyond
the plane of the image receptor for each roentgen per minute of
entrance exposure rate.

(2) Measuring Compliance of Barrier Transmission.

(i) The exposure rate due to transmission through the primary
protective barrier combined with radiation from the image
intensifier shall be determined by measurements averaged over an
area of 100 square centimeters with no linear dimension greater
than 20 centimeters.

(ii) If the source is below the tabletop, the measurement shall be
made with the input surface of the fluoroscopic imaging assembly
positioned 30 centimeters above the tabletop.

(iii) If the source is above the tabletop and the SID is variable,
the measurement shall be made with the end of the beam-limiting
device or spacer as c'lose to the tabletop as it can be placed,
provided that it shall not be closer than 30 centimeters.

(iv) Movable grids and compression devices shall be removed from
the useful beam during the measurement.

(v) The attenuation block shall be positioned in the useful beam
10 centimeters from the point of measurement of entrance exposure
rate and between this point and the input surface of the
fluoroscopi.c imaging assembly.

(e) Indication of Potential and Current. During fluoroscopy and
cinefluorography the kV and the mA shall be continuously indicated.

(f) Source-to-Skin Distance. The SSD shall not be less than:

(1) 38 centimeters on stationary fluoroscopes installed after the
effective date of this regulation,

(2) 35.5 centimeters on stationary fluoroscopes which were in operation
prior to the effective date of these regulations,

(3) 30 centimeters on all mobile fluoroscopes, and

2/ Materials should be placed in the useful beam when conducting these
periodic measurements to protect the imaging system.
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(4) 20 centimeters for image intensified fluoroscopes used for specific
surg;.cal application. The written safety procedures must provide
precautionary measures to be adhered to during the use of this device.

(g) Fluoroscopic Timer.

(1) Means shall be provided to preset the cumulative on-time of the
fluoroscopic x-ray tube. The maximum cmulative time of the timing

devi.:e shall not exceed 5 minutes without resetting.

(2) A signal audible to the fluoroscopist shall indicate the completion
of any preset cumulative on-time. Such signal shall continue to sound
while x rays are produced until the timing device is reset.

(h) Mobile Fluoroscopes. In addition to the other requirements of F.5,
mobile fluoroscopes shall provide intensified imaging.

(i) Control of Scattered Radiation.

(1) Fluoroscopic table designs when combined with procedures utilized
shall be such that no unprotected part of any staff or ancillary
individual's body shall be exposed to unattenuated scattered radiation
which originates from under the table. The attenuation required shall
be not less than 0.25 millimeter lead equivalent.

(2) Equipment configuration when combined with procedures shall be such
that no portion of any staff or ancillary individual's body, except the
extremities, shall be exposed to the unattenuated scattered radiation
emanating from above the tabletop unless that individual:

(i) is at least 120 centimeters from the center of the useful
beam, or

(ii) the radiation has passed through not less than
0.25 millimeter lead equivalent material including, but not limited
to, drapes, Bucky-slot cover panel, or self-supporting curtains, in
addition to any lead equivalency provided by the protective apron
referred to in F.3(a)(1)(v).

[(3) The Agency may grant exemptions to F.5(i)(2) where a sterile field
will not permit the use of the normal protective barriers. Where the
use of prefitted sterilized covers for the barriers is practical, the
Agency shall not permit such exemption.]

(j) Radiation Therapy Simulation Systems. Radiation therapy simulation
systems shall be exempt from all the requirements of F.5(a), F.5(c), F.5(d),
and F.5(g) provided that:

(1) such systems are designed and used in such a manner that no
individual other than the patient is in the x-ray room during periods
of time when the system is producing x rays; and

(2) systems which do not meet the requirements of F.5(g) are provided
with a means of indicating the cumulative time that an individual
patient has been exposed to x rays. Procedures shall require in such
cases that the timer be reset between examinations.
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Sec. F.6 Radiographic Systems Other Than Fluoroscopic, Dental Intraoral,
Veterinarian, or Computed Tomography X-Ray Systems.

(a) Beam Limitation. The useful beam shall be limited to the area of

clinical interest.

(1) General Purpose Stationary and Mobile X-Ray SVystems.

(i) There shall be provided a means for stepless adjustment of
the size of the x-ray field.

(ii) A method shall be provided for visually defining the
perimeter of the x-ray field. The total misalignment of the edges
of the visually defined field with the respective edges of the
x-ray field along either the length or width of the visually
defined field shall not exceed 2 percent of the distance from the
source to the center of the visually defined field when the surface
upon which it appears is perpendicular to the axis of the x-ray
beam.

(iii) The Agency may grant an exemption on non-certified x-ray
systems to F.6(a)(1)(i) and (ii) provided the registrant makes a
written application for such exemption and in that application:

(a) demonstrates it is impractical to comply with
F.6(a)(1)(i) and (ii); and

(b) the purpose of F.6(a).(1)(i) and (ii) will be met by
other methods.

(2) Additional Requirements for Stationary General Purpose X-Ray
Systems. In addition to the requirements of F.6(a)(1), stationary
general purpose x-ray systems, both certified and noncertified, shall
meet the following requirements:

(i) A method shall be provided to indicate when the axis of the
x-ray beam is perpendicular to the plane of the image receptor, to
align the center of the x-ray field with respect to the center of
the image receptor to within 2 percent of the SID, and to indicate
the SID to within 2 percent;

(ii) The beam-limiting device shall indicate numerically the field
size in the plane of the image receptor to which it is adjusted;
and

(iii) Indication of field size dimensions and SID's shall be
specified in inches and/or centimeters, and shall be such that
aperture adjustments result in x-ray field dimensions in the plane
of the image receptor which correspond to those indicated by the
beam-limiting device to within 2 percent of the SID when the beam
axis is indicated to be perpendicular to the plane of the image
receptor.
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(3) X-Ray Systems Designed for One Image Receptor Size. Radiographic
equipment designed for only one image receptor size at a fixed SID
shall be provided with means to limit the field at the plane of the
image receptor to dimensions no greater than those of the image
receptor, and to align the center of the x-ray field with the center of
the image recept!or to within 2 percent of the SID, or shall be provided
with means to bcth size and align the x-ray field such that the x-ray
field at the plane of the image receptor does not extend beyond any
edge of the image receptor.

( 4 ) Systems Designed for or Provided with Special Attachments for
Mammography. Radiographic systems designed only for mammography and
general purpose radiographic systems, when special attachments for
mammography are in service, shall be provided with means to limit the
useful beam such that the x-ray field at the plane of the image
receptor does not extend beyond any edge of the image receptor at any
designated SID except the edge of the image receptor designed to be
adjacent to the chest wall where the x-ray field may not extend beyond
this edge by more than 2 percent of the SID. This requirement can be
met with a system which performs as prescribed in F.6(a)(5)(iii). When
the beam-limiting device and image receptor support device are designed
to be used to immobilize the breast during a mammographic procedure and
the SID may vary, the SID indication specified in F.6(a)(5)(iii)(a) and
(b) shall be the maximum SID for which the beam-limiting device or
aperture is designed. In addition, each image receptor support
intended for installation on a system designed only for mammography
shall have clear and permanent markings to indicate the maximum image
receptor size for which it is designed.

(5) X-Ray Systems Other Than Those Described in F.6(a)(1),(2),(3),
and (4).

(i) Means shall be provided to limit the x-ray field in the plane
of the image receptor so that such field does not exceed each
dimension of the image receptor by more than 2 percent of the SID
when the axis of the x-ray beam is perpendicular to the plane of
the image receptor.

(ii) Means shall be provided to align the center of the x-ray
field with the center of the image receptor to within 2 percent of
the SID,. or means shall be provided to both size and align the
x-ray field such that the x-ray field at the plane of the image
receptor does not extend beyond any edge of the image receptor.

(iii) F.6(a)(5)(i) and (ii) may be met with a system that meets the
requirements for a general purpose x-ray system as specified in
F.6(a)(1) or, when alignment means are also provided, may be met
with either:

(a) an assortment of removable, fixed-aperture,
beam-limiting devices sufficient to meet the requirement for
each combination of image receptor size and SID for which the
unit is designed with each such device having clear and
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permanent markings to indicate the image receptor size and
SID for which it is designed; or

(b) a beam-limiting device having multiple fixed apertures
sufficient to meet the requirement for each combination of
image receptor size and SID for which the unit is designed.
Permanent, clearly legible markings shall indicate the image
receptor size and SID for which each aperture is designed and
shall indicate which aperture is in position for use.

(b) Radiation Exposure Control Devices.

(1) Timers. Means shall be provided to terminate the exposure at a
preset time interval, preset product of current and time, a preset
number of pulses, or a preset radiation exposure to the image receptor.
In addition, it shall not be possible to make an exposure when the
timer is set to a "zero" or "off" position if either position is
provided.

(2) X-Ray Control.

(i) An x-ray control shall be incorporated into each x-ray system
such that an exposure can be terminated by the operator at any time
except for:

(a) exposure of one-half (1/2) second or less, or

(b) during serial radiography when means shall be provided
to permit completion of any single exposure of the series in
process.

(ii) Each x-ray control shall be located in such a way as to meet
the following requirements:

(a) stationary x-ray systems shall be required to have the
x-ray control permanently mounted in a protected area so that
the operator is required to remain in that protected area
during the entire exposure; and

(b) mobile and portable x-ray systems which are:

(1) used for greater than 1 week in the same location,
i.e., a room or suite, shall meet the requirements of
F.6(b)(2)(ii)(a);

(2) used for greater than 1 hour and less than 1 week
at the same location, i.e., a room or suite, shall meet
the requirement of F.6(b)(2)(ii)(b)(1) or be provided
with a 6.5 feet (1.98 m) high protective barrier which
is placed at least 6 feet (1.83 m) from the tube housing
assembly and at least 6 feet (1.83 m) from the patient;
or
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(3) used to make an exposure(s) of a patient at the use
location shall meet the requirement of F.6(b)(2)
(ii)(b)(1) or (2) or be provided with a method of x-ray
control which will permit the operator to be at least
12 feet (3.66 m) from the tube housing assembly during
an exposure.

(c) The x-ray control shall provide visual indication
observable at or from the operator's protected position
whenever x rays are produced. In addition, a signal audible
to the operator shall indicate that the exposure has
terminated.

(3) Automatic Exposure Controls. When an automatic exposure control is
provided:

(i) indication shall be made on the control panel when this mode
of operation is selected;

(ii) if the x-ray tube potential is equal to or greater than
50 kVp, the minimum exposure time for field emission equipment
rated for pulsed operation shall be equal to or less than a time
interval equivalent to 2 pulses;

(iii) the minimum exposure time for all equipment other than that
specified in F.6(b)(3)(ii) shall be equal to or less than
one-sixtieth (1/60) second or a time interval required to deliver
5 mAs, whichever is greater;

(iv) either the product of peak x-ray tube potential, current, and
exposure time shall be limited to not more than 60 kWs per
exposure, or the product of x-ray tube current and exposure time
shall be limited to not more than 600 mAs per exposure except that,
when the x-ray tube potential is less than 50 kVp, the product of
x-ray tube current and exposure time shall be limited to not more
than 2000 mAs per exposure; and

(v) a visible signal shall indicate when an exposure has been
terminated at the limits required by F.6(b)(3)(iv), and manual
resetting shall be required before further automatically timed
exposures can be made.

(4) Reproducibility. With a timer setting of 0.5 seconds or less, the

average exposure period (T) shall be greater than or equal to 5 times
the maximum exposure period (Tmax) minus the minimum exposure period
(Tmin) when 4 timer tests are performed:

T t5(T max-T min).

(c) Source-to-Skin Distance. All mobile or portable radiographic systems
shall be provided with means to limit the source-to-skin distance to equal
to or greater than 30 centimeters.
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(d) Exposure Reproducibility. The coefficient of variation of exposure
shall not exceed 0.10 when all technique factors are held constant. This
requirement shall be deemed to have been met if, when four exposures are
made at identical technique factors, the value of the average exposure (E)
is greater than or equal to 5 times the maximum exposure (E.) minus the
minimum exposure (E.):

EŽ5(E -E .).

(e) Radiation from Capacitor Energy Storage Equipment in Standby Status.
Radiation emitted from the x-ray tube when the exposure switch or timer is
not activated shall not exceed a rate of 2 milliroentgens (0.516 ýLC/kg) per
hour at 5 centimeters from any accessible surface of the diagnostic source
assembly, with the beam-limiting device fully open.

(f) Additional Requirements Applicable to Certified Systems Only.
Diagnostic x-ray systems incorporating one or more certified component(s)
shall be required to comply with the following additional requirement(s)
which relate to that certified component(s).

(1) Reproducibility. When the equipment is operated on an adequate
power supply as specified by the manufacturer in accordance with the
requirements of applicable Federal standards, the estimated coefficient
of variation of radiation exposures shall be no greater than 0.05, for
any specific combination of selected technique factors.

(2) Linearity. When the equipment allows a choice of x-ray tube
current settings and is operated on a power supply as specified by the
manufacturer in accordance with the requirements of applicable federal
standards, for any fixed x-ray tube potential within the range of 40 to
100 percent of the maximum rating, the average ratios of exposure to
the indicated milliampere-seconds product obtained at any 2 consecutive
tube current settings shall not differ by more than 0.10 times their
sum:

Ix1-X2  o.1o(X 1 + X),

where X, and X2 are the average mR/mAs (microcoulomb/kilogram per mAs)
values obtained at each of 2 consecutive tube current settings.

(3) Accuracy. Deviation of technique factors from indicated values
shall not exceed the limits specified for that system by its
manufacturer.

(4) Beam Limitation for Stationary and Mobile General Purpose X-Ray
Systems.

(i) There shall be provided a means of stepless adjustment of the
size of the x-ray field. The minimum field size at an SID of 100
centimeters shall be equal to or less than 5 centimeters by 5
centimeters.
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(ii) When a light localizer is used to define the x-ray field, it
shall provide an average illumination of not less than 160 lux or
15 footcandles at 100 centimeters or at the maximum SID, whichever
is less. The average illumination shall be based upon measurements
made in the approximate center of each quadrant of the light field.
Radiation therapy simulation systems manufactured on and after May
27, 1980, are exempt from this requirement.

(iii) The edge of the light field at 100 centimeters or at the
maximum SID, whichever is less, shall have a contrast ratio,
corrected for ambient lighting, of not less than 4 in the case of
beam-limiting devices designed for use on stationary equipment, and
a contrast ratio of not less than 3 in the case of beam-limiting
devices designed for use on mobile equipment. The contrast ratio
is defined as 1/12 where I, is the illumination 3 millimeters from
the edge of the light field toward the center of the field; and 12

is the illumination 3 millimeters from the edge of the light field
away from the center of the field. Compliance shall be determined
with a measuring instrument aperture of 1 millimeter in diameter.

(5) Beam Limitation for Portable X-Ray Systems. Beam limitation for
portable x-ray systems shall meet the beam limitation requirements of
F.6(a)(1) and F.6(f)(4).

(6) Field Limitation and Alignment on Stationary General Purpose X-Ray
Systems. For stationary, general purpose x-ray systems which contain a
tube housing assembly, an x-ray control, and, for those systems so
equipped, a table, all certified in accordance with 21 CFR 1020.30(c):

(i) Positive beam limitation (PBL) shall be provided whenever all
the following conditions are met:

(a) The image receptor is inserted into a permanently mounted
cassette holder;

(b) The image receptor length and width are each less than 50
centimeters;

(c) The x-ray beam axis is within plus or minus 3 degrees of
vertical and the SID is 90 centimeters to 130 centimeters
inclusive; or the x-ray beam axis is within plus or minus 3
degrees of horizontal and the SID is 90 centimeters to 205
centimeters inclusive;

(d) The x-ray beam axis is perpendicular to the plane of the
image receptor to within plus or minus 3 degrees;

(e) Neither tomographic nor stereoscopic radiography is being
performed; and

(f) The PBL system has not been intentionally overridden.
This override provision is subject to F.6(f)(6)(iii).
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(ii) Positive beam limitation (PBL) shall prevent the production
of x rays when:

(a) Either the length or width of the x-ray field in the
plane of the image receptor differs, except as permitted by
F.6(f)(6)(v), from the corresponding image receptor dimensions
by more than 3 percent of' the SID; or

(b) The sum of the length and width differences as stated in
F.6(f)(6)(ii)(a) without regard to sign exceeds 4 percent of
the SID.

(iii) If a means of overriding the positive beam limitation (PBL)
system exists, that means:

(a) Shall be designed for use only in the event of PBL system
failure or if the system is being serviced; and

(b) If in a position that the operator would consider it part
of the operational controls or if it is referenced in the
operator's manual or in other materials intended for the
operator,

(1) shall require that a key be utilized to defeat the
PBL;

(2) shall require that the key remain in place during
the entire time the PBL-system is overridden; and

(a) shall require that the key or key switch be clearly
and durably labeled as follows:

FOR X-RAY FIELD LIMITATION
SYSTEM FAILURE

(iv) Compliance with F.6(f)(6)(ii) shall be determined when the
equipment indicates that the beam axis is perpendicular to the
plane of the image receptor and the provisions of F.6(f)(6)(i) are
met. Compliance shall be determined no sooner than 5 seconds after
insertion of the image receptor.

(v) The positive beam limitation system shall be capable of
operation, at the discretion of the operator, such that the size of
the field may be made smaller than the size of the image receptor
through stepless adjustment of the field size. The minimum field
size at an SID of 100 centimeters shall be equal to or less than
5 centimeters by 5 centimeters.

(vi) The positive beam limitation system shall be designed such
that if a change in image receptor does not cause an automatic
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return to positive beam limitation function as described in
F.6(f)(6)(ii), then any change of image receptor size or SID must
cause the automatic return.

(7) Timers. Except for dental panoramic systems, termination of
exposure shall cause automatic resetting of the timer to its initial
setting or to "zero."

(8) Transmission Limit for Image Receptor Supporting Devices Used for
Mammography. For x-ray systems manufactured after September 5, 1978
which are designed only for mammography, the transmission of the
primary beam through any image receptor support provided with the
system shall be limited such that the exposure 5 centimeters from any
accessible surface beyond the plane of the image receptor supporting
device does not exceed 0.1 milliroentgen (25.8 nC/kg) for each
activation of the tube. Exposure shall be measured with the system
operated at the minimum SID for which it is designed. Compliance shall
be determined at the maximum rated peak tube potential for the system
and at the maximum rated product of tube current and exposure time
(mAs) for that peak tube potential. Compliance shall be determined by
measurements averaged over an area of 100 square centimeters with no
linear dimension greater than 20 centimeters.
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Sec. F.7 Intraoral Dental Radiographic Systems. in addition to the
provisions of F.3 and F.4, the requirements of F.7 apply to x-ray equipment
and associated facilities used for dental radiography. Requirements for
extraoral dental radiographic systems are covered in F.6.

(a) Source-to-Skin Distance. X-ray systems designed for use with an
intraoral image receptor shall be provided with means to limit source-to-
skin distance, to not less than:

(1) 18 centimeters if operable above 50 kVp, or

(2) 10 centimeters if not operable above 50 kVp.

(b) Field Limitation. Radiographic systems designed for use with an
intraoral image receptor shall be provided with means to limit the x-ray
beam such that:

(1) if the minimum source-to-skin-distance (SSD) is 18 centimeters or
more, the x-ray field, at the minimum SSD, shall be containable in a
circle having a diameter of no more than 7 centimeters; and

(2) if the minimum SSD is less than 18 centimeters, the x-ray field,
at the minimum SSD, shall be containable in a circle having a diameter
of no more than 6 centimeters.

(c) Timers. Means shall be provided to terminate the exposure at a preset
time interval, preset product of current and time, a preset number of
pulses, or a preset radiation exposure to the image receptor. In addition:

(1) It shall not be possible to make an exposure when the timer is set
to a "zero" or "off" position if either position is provided.

(2) Reproducibility. With a timer setting of 0.5 seconds or less, the
average exposure period (T) shall be greater than or equal to 5 times
the maximum exposure period (T a,) minus the minimum exposure period
(Tm) when 4 timer tests are performed:

T a5(T -T .in.M= min

(d) X-Ray Control.

(1) An x-ray control shall be incorporated into each x-ray system such
that an exposure can be terminated by the operator at any time, except
for exposures of one-half (1/2) second or less.

(2) Each x-ray control shall be located in such a way as to meet the
following requirements:

(i) stationary x-ray systems shall be required to have the x-ray
control permanently mounted in a protected area, so that the
operator is required to remain in that protected area during the
entire exposure; and
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(ii) mobile and portable x-ray systems which are:

(a) used for greater than 1 week in the same location, i.e.,
a room or suite, shall meet the requirements of F.7(d)(2)(i);

(b) used for greater than I hour and less than 1 week at the
same location, i.e., a room or suite, shall meet the
requirements of F.7(d)(2)(ii)(a) or be provided with a
6.5 feet (1.98 m) high protective barrier which is placed at
least 6 feet (1.83 m) from the tube housing assembly and at
least 6 feet (1.83 m) from the patient; or

(c) used to make an exposure(s) of a patient at the use
location shall meet the requirement of F.7(d)(2)(ii)(a) or
(b) or be provided with a method of x-ray control which will
permit the operator to be at least 12 feet (3.66 m) from the
tube housing assembly during an exposure.

(3) The x-ray control shall provide visual indication observable at or
from the operator's protected position whenever x rays are produced. In
addition, a signal audible to the operator shall indicate that the
exposure has terminated.

(e) Exposure Reproducibility. The coefficient of variation shall not
exceed 0.10 when all technique factors are held constant. This requirement
shall be deemed to have been met if, when 4 exposures are made at identical
technique factors, the value of the average exposure (E) is greater than or
equal to 5 times the maximum exposure (E..x) minus the minimum exposure( E ) :ti

E 5(Emx- Emi).

(f) Administrative Controls.

(1) Patient and film holding devices shall be used when the techniques
permit.

(2) The tube housing and the PID shall not be hand-held during an
exposure.

(3) The x-ray system shall be operated in such a manner that the useful
beam at the patient's skin does not exceed the requirements of
F.7(b)(1).

(4) Dental fluoroscopy without image intensification shall not be used.
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(g) Additional Requirements Applicable to Certified Systems Only. Only
diagnostic x-ray systems incorporating one or more certified component(s)
shall be required to comply with the following additional requirement(s)
which relate to that certified component(s).

(1) Reproducibility. When the equipment is operated on an adequate
power supply as specified by the manufacturer, the estimated
coefficient of variaticn of radiation exposures shall be no greater
than 0.05, for any specific combination of selected technique factors.

(2) Linearity. When the equipment allows a choice of x-ray tube
current settings and is operated on a power supply as specified by the
manufacturer in accordance with the requirements of applicable federal
standards, for any fixed x-ray tube potential within the range of 40 to
100 percent of the maximum rating, the average ratios of exposure to
the indicated milliampere-seconds product obtained at any 2 consecutive
tube current settings shall not differ by more than 0.10 times their
sum:

X1-X2 1:50.10(X I+ Xý,

where X, and X2 are the average mR/mAs values obtained at each of 2
consecutive tube current settings.

(3) Accuracy. Deviation of technique factors from indicated values
shall not exceed the limits specified for that system by its
manufacturer.

(4) Timers. Termination of exposure shall cause automatic resetting of
the timer to its initial setting or to "zero".

(5) Beam Quality. All certified dental x-ray systems manufactured on
and after December 1, 1980, shall have a minimum half-value layer not
less than 1.5 millimeters aluminum equivalent. Systems operating above
70 kVp are subject to the filtration requirements of F.4(e)(1).
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Therapeutic X-Ray Systems

See. F.8 Therapeutic X-Ray Systems of Less Than One MeV.

(a) Equipment Requirements.

(1) Leakage Radiation. When the tube is operated at its leakage
technique factors, the leakage radiation shall not exceed the value
specified at the distance specified for the classification of that
x-ray system.

(i) Contact Therapv Systems. Leakage radiation shall not exceed
100 milliroentgens (25.8 pC/kg) per hour at 5 centimeters from the
surface of the tube housing assembly.

(ii) 0-150 kVp Systems. Systems which were manufactured or
installed prior to [the effective date of F.8] shall have a leakage
radiation which does not exceed 1 roentgen (0.258 mC/kg) in 1 hour
at 1 meter from the source.

(iii) 0-150 kVp Systems. Systems which are manufactured on or
after [the effective date of F.8] shall have a leakage radiation
which does not exceed 100 milliroentgens (25.8 pC/kg) in 1 hour at
1 meter from the source.

(iv) 151 to 999 kVp Systems. The leakage radiation shall not
exceed 1 roentgen (0.258 mC/kg) in 1 hour at 1 meter from the
source except systems that operate in excess of 500 kVp may have a
leakage radiation at 1 meter from the source not to exceed
0.1 percent of the useful beam 1 meter from the source.

(2) Permanent Beam Limiting Devices. Permanent fixed diaphragms or
cones used for limiting the useful beam shall provide the same or a
higher degree of protection as required for the tube housing assembly.

(3) Removable and Adlustable Beam Limiting Devices.

(i) Removable beam limiting devices shall, for the portion of
the useful beam to be blocked by these devices, transmit not more
than 1 percent of the useful beam at the maximum kilovoltage and
maximum treatment filter. This requirement does not apply to
auxiliary blocks or materials placed in the useful beam to shape
the useful beam to the individual patient.

(ii) Adjustable beam limiting devices installed after [the
effective date of F.8] shall meet the requirements of F.8(a)(3)(i).

(iii) Adjustable beam limiting devices installed before [the
effective date of F.8] shall, for the portion of the x-ray beam to
be blocked by these devices, transmit not more than 5 percent of
the useful beam at the maximum kilovoltage and maximum treatment
filter.
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(4) Filter System. The filter system shall be so designed that:

(i) the filters cannot be accidentally displaced at any possible
tube orientation;

(ii) the radiation at 5 centimeters from the filter insertion
slot opening does not exceed 30 roentgens (7.74 mC/kg) per hour
under any operating conditions; and

(iii) each filter is marked as to its material of construction and
its thickness. For wedge filters, the wedge angle shall appear on
the wedge or wedge tray.

(5) Tube Immobilization. The tube housing assembly shall be capable of
being immobilized for stationary treatments.

(6) Focal Spot Marking. The tube housing assembly shall be so marked
that it is possible to determine the location of the focal spot to
within 5 millimeters, and such marking shall be readily accessible for
use during calibration procedures.

(7) Beam Block. Contact therapy tube housing assemblies shall have a
removable shield of at least 0.5 millimeter lead equivalency at 100 kVp
that can be positioned over the entire useful beam exit port during
periods when the beam is not in use.

(8) Beam Monitor System. Systems of greater than 150 kVp manufactured
after [the effective date of F.8] shall be provided with a beam monitor
system which:

(i) shall have the detector of the monitor system interlocked to
prevent incorrect positioning;

(ii) shall not allow irradiation until a pre-selected value of
exposure has been made at the treatment control panel;

(iii) shall independently terminate irradiation when the
preselected exposure has been reached;

(iv) shall be so designed that, in the event of a system
malfunction or electrical power failure, the dose administered to a
patient prior to the system malfunction or power failure can be
accurately determined;

(v) shall have a display at the control panel from which the
dose at a reference point in soft tissue can be calculated;

(vi) shall have a control panel display which maintains the
administered dose reading until intentionally reset to zero; and
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(vii) shall have a control panel display which does not have scale
multiplying factors and utilizes a design such that increasing dose
is displayed by increasing numbers.

(9) Timer.

(i) A timer which has a display shall be provided at the
treatment control panel. The timer shall have a pre-set time
selector and an elapsed time indicator.

(ii) The timer shall be a cumulative timer which activates with
the production of radiation and retains its reading after
irradiation is interrupted or terminated. After irradiation is
terminated and before irradiation can be reinitiated, it shall be
necessary to reset the elapsed time indicator to zero.

(iii) The timer shall terminate irradiation when a pre-selected
time has elapsed if any dose monitoring system present has not
previously terminated irradiation.

(iv) The timer shall permit accurate presetting and determination
of exposure times as short as 1 second.

(v) The timer shall not permit an exposure if set at zero.

(vi) The timer shall not activate until the shutter is opened

when irradiation is controlled by a shutter mechanism.

(10) Control Panel Functions. The control panel, in addition to the
displays required in other provisions of F.8, shall have:

(i) an indication of whether electrical power is available at

the control panel and if activation of the x-ray tube is possible;

(ii) an indication of whether x rays are being produced;

(iii) means for indicating x-ray tube potential and current;

(iv) means for terminating an exposure at any time;

(v) a locking device which will prevent unauthorized use of the

x-ray system; and

(vi) for x-ray systems manufactured after (the effective date of

F.8], a positive display of specific filter(s) in the beam.

(11) Multiple Tubes. When a control panel may energize more than one
x-ray tube:

(i) It shall be possible to activate only one x-ray tube at any
time.
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(ii) There shall be an indication at the control panel
identifying which x-ray tube is energized.

(iii) There shall be an indication at the tube housing assembly
when that tube is energized.

(12) Source-to-Skin Distance. There shall be means of determining the
SSD to within 1 centimeter.

(13) Shutters. Unless it is possible to bring the x-ray output to the
prescribed exposure parameters within 5 seconds, the beam shall be
automatically attenuated by a shutter having a lead equivalency not less
than that of the tube housing assembly. In addition,

(i) after the unit is at operating parameters, the shutter shall
be controlled electrically by the operator from the control panel;
and

(ii) an indication of shutter position shall appear at the
control panel.

(14) Low-Filtration X-Ray Tubes. Each x-ray system equipped with a
beryllium or other low-filtation window shall be clearly lableled as
such upon the tube housing assembly and at the control panel.

(b) Facility Design Requirements for X-Ray Systems Capable of Operating
Above 50 kVp.

(1) Aural Communication. Provision shall be made for two-way aural
communication between the patient and the operator at the control
panel. However, where excessive noise levels or treatment requirements
make aural communication impractical, other methods of communication
shall be used.

(2) Viewing Systems.

(i) Windows, mirrors, closed-circuit television, or an
equivalent system shall be provided to permit continuous
observation of the patient during irradiation and shall be so
located that the operator can observe the patient from the control
panel.

(ii) When the primary viewing system is by electronic means, an
alternate viewing system, which may be electronic, shall be
available for use in the event of failure of the primary viewing
system.

(3) Additional Requirements for X-Ray Systems Capable of Operation
Above 150 kVp.

(i) All protective barriers shall be fixed except for entrance
doors or beam interceptors.
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(ii) The control panel shall be located outside the treatment
room.

(iii) Entrance Interlocks. Interlocks shall be provided such that
all entrance doors must be closed before treatment can be initiated
or continued. If the radiation beam is interrupted by. any door
opening, it shall not be possible to restore the machine to
operation without closing the door and reinitiating irradiation by
manual action at the control panel.

(iv) When any door referred to in F.8(b)(3)(iii) is opened while
the x-ray tube is activated, the exposure at a distance of 1 meter
from the source shall be reduced to less than 100 milliroentgens
(25.8 -pC/kg) per hour.

(c) Surveys, Calibrations, Spot Checks, and Operating Procedures.

(1) Surveys.

(i) All new facilities, and existing facilities not previously
surveyed, shall have a survey made by, or under the direction of, a
qualified expert. In addition, such surveys shall be done after
any change in the facility or equipment which might cause a
significant increase in radiation hazard.

(ii) The registrant shall obtain a written report of the survey
from the qualified expert, and a copy of the report shall be
transmitted by the registrant to the Agency within 30 days of
receipt of the report.

(iii) The survey and report shall indicate all instances where the
installation, in the opinion of the qualified expert, is in
violation of applicable regulations.

(2) Calibrations.

Wi) The calibration of an x-ray system shall be performed at
intervals not to exceed 1 year and after any change or replacement
of components which could cause a change in the radiation output.

(ii) The calibration of the radiation output of the x-ray system
shall be performed by or under the direction of a qualified expert
who is physically present at the facility during such calibration.

(iii) Calibration of the radiation output of an x-ray system shall
be performed with a calibrated dosimetry system. The calibration
of such system shall be traceable to a national standard. The
system shall have been calibrated within the preceding 2 years.
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(iv) The calibrations shall be such that the dose at a reference
point in soft tissue can be calculated to within an uncertainty of
5 percent.

(v) The calibration of the x-ray system shall include, but not
be limited to, the following determinations:

(a) verification that the x-ray system is operating in
compliance with the design specifications;

(b) the exposure rates as a function of field size,
technique factors, filter, and treatment distance used;

(c) the degree of congruence between the radiation field
and the field indicated by the localizing device if such
device is present; and

(d) an evaluation of the uniformity of the largest
radiation field used.

(vi) Records of calibration shall be maintained by the registrant
for 5 years after completion of the calibration.

(vii) A copy of the most recent x-ray system calibration shall be
available at or in the area of the control panel.

(3) Spot Checks. Spot checks shall be performed on x-ray systems
capable of operation at greater than 150 kVp. Such spot checks shall
meet the following requirements:

(i) The spot-check procedures shall be in writing and shall have
been developed by a qualified expert. A copy of the procedures
shall be submitted to the Agency prior to its implementation.

(ii) If a qualified expert does not perform the spot-check
measurement, the results of the spot-check measurements shall be
reviewed by a qualified expert within 15 days.

(iii) The spot-check procedures shall specify the frequency at
which tests or measurements are to be performed. The spot-check
procedures shall specify that the spot check shall be performed
during the calibration specified in F.8(c)(2). The acceptable
tolerance for each parameter measured in the spot check when
compared to the value for that parameter determined in the
calibration specified in F.8(c)(2) shall be stated.

(iv) The cause for a parameter exceeding a tolerance set by the
qualified expert shall be investigated and corrected before the
system is used for patient irradiation.

(v) Whenever a spot check indicates a significant change in the
operating characteristics of a system, as specified in the
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qualified expert's spot-check procedures, the system shall be
recalibrated as required in F.8(c)(2).

(vi) Records of spot-check measurements shall be maintained by
the registrant for 2 years after completion of the spot-check
measurements and any necessary corrective actions.

(vii) Where a spot check involves a radiation measurement, such
measurement shall be obtained using a system satisfying the
requirements of F.8(c)(2) or which has been intercompared with a
system meeting those requirements within the previous year.

(4) Operating Procedures.

(i) X-ray systems shall not be left unattended unless the system
is secured against unauthorized use.

(ii) When a patient must be held in position for radiation
therapy, mechanical supporting or restraining devices shall be
used.

(iii) The tube housing assembly shall not be held by hand during
operation unless the system is designed to require such holding and
the peak tube potential of the system does not exceed 50 kVp. In
such cases, the holder shall wear protective gloves and apron of
not less than 0.5 mm lead equivalency at 100 kVp.

(iv) No individual other than the patient shall be in the
treatment room unless such individual is protected by a barrier
sufficient to meet the requirements of D.1O1 of these regulations.
No individual other than the patient shall be in the treatment room
during exposures from x-ray systems operating above 150 kVp.

(v) The x-ray system shall not be used in the administration of
radiation therapy unless the requirements of F.8(c)(2) and
F.8(c)(3)(v) have been met.
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Sec. F.9 X-Ray and Electron Therapy Systems with Energies of One MeV and
Above. Part I except 1.11(c) and 1.11(d) shall apply to medical facilities
using therapy systems with energies 1 MeV and above.

(a) Definitions. In addition to the definitions provided in F.2, the
following definitions shall be applicable to F.9:

"Applicator" means a structure which determines the extent of the treatment
field at a given distance from the virtual source.

"Beam scattering filter" means a filter used in order to scatter a beam of
electrons.

"Central axis of the beam" means a line passing through the virtual source
and the center of the plane figure formed by the edge of the first beam
limiting device.

"Dose monitoring system" means a system of devices for the detection,
measurement, and display of quantities of radiation.

"Dose monitor unit" means a unit response from the dose monitoring system
from which the absorbed dose can be calculated.

"Existing equipment" means therapy systems subject to F.9 which were
manufactured on or before January 1, 1985.

"Field-flattening filter" means a filter used to provide dose uniformity
over the area of a useful beam of x rays at a specified depth.

"Field size" means the dimensions along the major axes of an area in a plane
perpendicular to the specified direction of the beam of incident radiation
at the normal treatment distance and defined by the intersection of the
major axes and the 50 percent isodose line. Material shall be placed in the
beam such that dose maximum is produced at the normal treatment distance
when field size is being determined.

"Gantry" means that part of the system supporting and allowing possible
movements of the radiation head.

"Interruption of irradiation" means the stopping of irradiation with the
possibility of continuing irradiation without resetting of operating
conditions at the control panel.

"Isocenter" means a fixed point in space located at the center of the
smallest sphere through which the central axis of the beams passes in all
conditions.

"Moving beam therapy" means radiation therapy with relative displacement of
the useful beam and the patient during irradiation. It includes arc
therapy, skip therapy, and rotational therapy.
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"New equipment" means systems subject to F.9 which were manufactured after

January 1, 1985.

"Normal treatment distance" means:

(1) for electron irradiation, the virtual source to surface distance
along the central axis of the useful beam as specified by the
manufacturer for the apolicator.

(2) for x-ray irradiation, the virtual source to isocenter distance
along the central axis of the useful beam. For non-isocentric
equipment, this distance shall be that specified by the manufacturer.

"Radiation head" means the structure from which the useful beam emerges.

"Shadow tray" means a device attached to the radiation head to support
auxiliary beam limiting material.

"Stationary beam therapy" means radiation therapy without relative
displacement of the useful beam and the patient during irradiation.

"Target" means that part of a radiation head which by design intercepts a

beam of accelerated particles with subsequent emission of other radiation.

"Virtual source" means a point from which radiation appears to originate.

(b) Requirements for Equipment.

(1) Leakage Radiation to the Patient Area.

(i) New equipment shall meet the following requirements:

(a) For operating conditions producing maximum leakage
radiation, the absorbed dose in rads (grays) due to leakage
radiation, including x rays, electrons, and neutrons, at any
point in a circular plane of 2 meters radius centered on and
perpendicular to the central axis of the beam at the
isocenter or normal treatment distance and outside the
maximum useful beam size shall not exceed 0.1 percent of the
maximum absorbed dose in rads (grays) of the unattenuated
useful beam measured at the point of intersection of the
central axis of the beam and the plane surface.
Measurements excluding those for neutrons shall be averaged
over an area up to but not exceeding 100 square centimeters
at the positions specified. Measurements of the portion of
the leakage radiation dose contributed by neutrons shall be
averaged over an area up to but not exceeding 200 square
centimeters.

(b) For each system, the registrant shall determine or
obtain from the manufacturer the leakage radiation existing
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at the positions specified in F.9(b)(1)(i)(a) for the
specified operating conditions. Records on leakage
radiation measurements shall be maintained for inspection by
the Agency.

(ii) Existing equipment shall meet the following requirements:

(a) For operating conditions producing maximum leakage
radiation, the absorbed dose in rads (grays) due to leakage
radiation excluding neutrons at any point in a circular
plane of 2 meters radius centered on a perpendicular to the
central axis of the beam 1 meter from the virtual source,
and outside the maximum size useful beam, shall not exceed
0.1 percent of the maximum absorbed dose in rads (grays) of
the unattenuated useful beam measured at the point of
intersection of the central axis of the beam and the surface
of the circular plane. Measurements shall be averaged over
an area up to but not exceeding 100 square centimeters at
the positions specified.

(b) For each system, the registrant shall determine or
obtain from the manufacturer the leakage radiation existing
at the positions specified in F.9(b)(1)(ii)(a) for the
specified operating conditions. Records on radiation
leakage shall be maintained for inspection by the Agency.

[(2) Leakage Radiation Outside the Patient Area for New Equipment.

(i) The absorbed dose in rads (grays) due to leakage radiation
except in the area specified in F.9(b)(1)(i)(a) when measured at
any point 1 meter from the path of the charged particle, before the
charged particle strikes the target or window, shall not exceed
0.1 percent for x-ray leakage nor 0.05 percent for neutron leakage
of the maximum absorbed dose in rads (grays) of the unattenuated
useful beam measured at the point of intersection of the central
axis of the beam and the circular plane specified in
F.9(b)(1)(i)(a).

(ii) The registrant shall determine or obtain from the
manufacturer, the actual leakage radiation existing at the
positions specified in F.9(b)(2)(i) for specified operating
conditions. Radiation measurements excluding neutrons shall be
averaged over an area up to but not exceeding 100 square
centimeters. Neutron measurements shall be averaged over an area
up to but not exceeding 200 square centimeters.]

(3) Beam Limiting Devices. Adjustable or interchangeable beam limiting
devices shall be provided, and such devices shall transmit no more than
2 percent of the useful beam at the normal treatment distance for the
portion of the useful beam which is to be attenuated by the beam
limiting device. The neutron component of the useful beam shall not be
included in this requirement.
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(4) Filters.

(i) Each filter which is removable from the system shall be
clearly marked with an identification number. Documentation
available at the control panel shall contain a description of the
filter. For wedge filters, the wedge angle shall appear on the
wedge or wedge tray.

(ii) If the absorbed dose rate data required by F.9(b)(16)
relates exclusively to operation with a field flattening or beam
scattering filter in place, such filter shall be removable only by
the use of tools.

(iii) For new equipment which utilizes a system of wedge filters,
interchangeable field flattening filters, or interchangeable beam
scattering filters:

(a) irradiation shall not be possible until a selection of
a filter has been made at the treatment control panel;

(b) an interlock system shall be provided to prevent
irradiation if the filter selected is not in the correct
position;

(c) a display shall be provided at the treatment control
panel showing the filter(s) in use; and

(d) an interlock shall be provided to prevent irradiation
if any filter selection operation carried out in the
treatment room does not agree with the filter selection
operation carried out at the treatment control panel.

(5) Beam Quality. The registrant shall determine, or obtain from the
manufacturer, data sufficient to assure that the following beam quality
requirements are met:

(i) The absorbed dose resulting from x rays in a useful electron
beam at a point on the central axis of the beam 10 centimeters
greater than the practical range of the electrons shall not exceed
the values stated in Table III. Linear interpolation shall be used
for values not stated.
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Table III

Maximum Energy of Electron X-Ray Absorbed Dose as
Beam in MeV a Fraction of Maximum

Absorbed Dose

1 0.03
15 0.05
35 0.10
50 0.20

(ii) Compliance with F.9(b)(5)(i) shall be determined using:

(a) a measurement within a phantom with the incident
surface of the phantom at the normal treatment distance and
normal to the central axis of the beam;

(b) the largest field size available which does not exceed
15 by 15 centimeters; and

(c) a phantom whose cross-sectional dimensions exceed the
measurement radiation field by at least 5 centimeters and
whose depth is sufficient to perform the required
measurement.

(iii) The absorbed dose at a surface located at the normal
treatment distance, at the point of intersection of that surface
with the central axis of the useful beam during x-ray irradiation,
shall not exceed the limits stated in Table IV. Linear
interpolation shall be used for values not stated.

Table IV

Maximum Photon Energy Absorbed Dose at the Sur-
in MeV face as a Fraction of the

Maximum Absorbed Dose

1 0.80
2 0.70
5 0.60

15 0.50
35 0.40
50 0.20
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(iv) Compliance with F.9(b)(5)(iii) shall be determined by
measurements made:

(a) within a phantom using an instrument which will allow
extrapolation to the surface absorbed dose;

(b) using a phantom whose size and placement meet the
requirements of F.9(b)(5)(ii);

(c) after removal of all beam modifying devices which can
be removed without the use of tools, except for beam
scattering or beam flattening filters; and

(d) using the largest field size available which does not
exceed 15 by 15 centimeters.

(v) The registrant shall determine, or obtain from the
manufacturer, the maximum percentage absorbed dose in the useful
beam due to neutrons, excluding stray neutron radiation, for
specified operating conditions.

(6) Beam Monitors. All therapy systems shall be provided with
radiation detectors in the radiation head.

(i) New equipment shall be provided with at least two radiation
detectors. The detectors shall be incorporated into two separate
dose monitoring systems.

(ii) Existing equipment shall be provided with at least one
radiation detector. This detector shall be incorporated into a
primary dose monitoring system.

(iii) The detector and the system into which that detector is
incorporated shall meet the following requirements:

(a) Each detector shall be removable only with tools and
shall be interlocked to prevent incorrect positioning.

(b) Each detector shall form part of a dose monitoring
system from whose readings in dose monitor units the
absorbed dose at a reference point in the treatment volume
can be calculated.

(2) Each dose monitoring system shall be capable of
independently monitoring, interrupting, and terminating
irradiation.

(d) For new equipment, the design of the dose monitoring
systems shall assure that:

(1) The malfunctioning of one system shall not affect
the correct functioning of the second system; and
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(2) The failure of any element common to both systems
which could affect the correct function of both systems
shall terminate irradiation.

(e) Each dose monitoring system shall have a legible
display at the treatment control panel. For new equipment,
each display shall:

(1) maintain a reading until intentionally reset to
zero;

(2) have only one scale and no scale multiplying
factors;

(1) utilize a design such that increasing dose is
displayed by increasing numbers and shall be so
designed that, in the event of an overdosage of
radiation, the absorbed dose may be accurately
determined; and

(L) in the event of power failure, the dose monitoring
information required in F.9(b)(6)(iii)(e) displayed at
the control panel at the time of failure shall be
retrievable in at least one system for a 20-minute
period of time.

(7) Beam Symmetry. In new equipment inherently capable of producing
useful beams with asymmetry exceeding 5 percent, the asymmetry of the
radiation beam in two orthogonal directions shall be monitored before
the beam passes through the beam limiting device. Facilities shall be
provided so that, if the difference in dose rate between one region and
another region symmetrically displaced from the central axis of the
beam exceeds 5 percent of the central axis dose rate, indication of
this condition is made at the control panel; and if this difference
exceeds 10 percent, the irradiation is terminated.

(8) Selection and Display of Dose Monitor Units.

(i) Irradiation shall not be possible until a selection of a
number of dose monitor units has been made at the treatment control
panel.

(ii) The pre-selected number of dose monitor units shall be
displayed at the treatment control panel until reset manually for
the next irradiation.

(iii) After termination of irradiation, it shall be necessary to
reset the dosimeter display to zero before subsequent treatment can
be initiated.

(iv) For new equipment after termination of irradiation, it shall
be necessary to manually reset the pre-selected dose monitor units
before irradiation can be initiated.
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(9) Termination of Irradiation by the Dose Monitoring System or Systems
During Stationary Beam Therapy.

(i) Each primary system shall terminate irradiation when the
pre-selected number of dose monitor units has been detected by the
system.

(ii) If original design of the equipment included a second dose
monitoring system, that system shall be capable of terminating
irradiation when not more than 15 percent or 40 dose monitor units
above the pre-selected number of dose monitor units set at the
control panel has been detected by the second dose monitoring
system.

(iii) For new equipment, a second dose monitoring system shall be
present. That system shall be capable of terminating irradiation
when not more than 10 percent or 25 dose monitoring units above the
pre-selected number of dose monitor units set at the control panel
has been detected by the second dose monitoring system.

(iv) For new equipment, an indicator on the control panel shall
show which dose monitoring system has terminated irradiation.

(10) Interruption Switches. It shall be possible to interrupt
irradiation and equipment movements at any time from the operator's
position at the treatment control panel. Following an interruption, it
shall be possible to restart irradiation by operator action without any
reselection of operating conditions. If any change is made of a
preselected value during an interruption, irradiation and equipment
movements shall be automatically terminated.

(11) Termination Switches. It shall be possible to terminate
irradiation and equipment movements, or go from an interruption
condition to termination conditions, at any time from the operator's
position at the treatment control panel.

(12) Timer.

(i) A timer which has a display shall be provided at the
treatment control panel. The timer shall have a pre-set time
selector and an elapsed time indicator.

(ii) The timer shall be a cumulative timer which activates with
the production of radiation and retains its reading after
irradiation is interrupted or terminated. After irradiation is
terminated and before irradiation can be reinitiated, it shall be
necessary to reset the elapsed time indicator to zero.

(iii) For new equipment after termination of irradiation and
before irradiation can be reinitiated, it shall be necessary to
manually reset the preset time selector.
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(iv) The timer shall terminate irradiation when a pre-selected
time has elapsed if the dose monitoring systems have not previously
terminated irradiation.

(13) Selection of Radiation Type. Equipment capable of both x-ray
therapy and electron therapy shall meet the following additional
requirements:

(i) Irradiation shall not be possible until a selection of
radiation type has been made at the treatment control panel.

(ii) An interlock system shall be provided to insure that the
equipment can emit only the radiation type which has been selected.

(iii) An interlock system shall be provided to prevent irradiation
if any selected operations carried out in the treatment room do not
agree with the selected operations carried out at the treatment
control panel.

(iv) An interlock system shall be provided to prevent irradiation
with x rays except to obtain a port film when electron applicators
are fitted.

(v) An interlock system shall be provided to prevent irradiation
with electrons when accessories specific for x-ray therapy are
fitted.

(vi) The radiation type selected shall be displayed at the
treatment control panel before and during irradiation.

(14) Selection of Energy. Equipment capable of generating radiation
beams of different energies shall meet the following requirements:

(i) Irradiation shall not be possible until a selection of
energy has been made at the treatment control panel.

(ii) An interlock system shall be provided to prevent irradiation
if any selected operations carried out in the treatment room do not
agree with the selected operations carried out at the treatment
control panel.

(iii) The nominal energy value selected shall be displayed at the
treatment control panel before and during irradiation.

(iv) For new equipment, an interlock system shall be provided to
terminate irradiation if the energy of the electrons striking the
x-ray target or electron window deviates by more than 20 percent or
3 MeV, whichever is smaller, from the selected nominal energy.
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(15) Selection of Stationary Beam Therapy or Moving Beam Therapy.
Equipment capable of both stationary beam therapy and moving beam
therapy shall meet the following requirements:

(i) Irradiation shall not be possible until a selection of
stationary beam therapy or moving beam therapy has been made at the
treatment control panel.

(ii) An interlock system shall be provided to insure that the
equipment can operate only in the mode which has been selected.

(iii) An interlock system shall be provided to prevent irradiation
if any selected operations carried out in the treatment room do not
agree with the selected operations carried out at the treatment
control panel.

(iv) The mode of operation shall be displayed at the treatment
control panel.

(v) For new equipment, an interlock system shall be provided to
terminate irradiation if:

(a) movement of the gantry occurs during stationary beam
therapy; or

(b) movement of the gantry stops during moving beam therapy
unless such stoppage is a preplanned function.

(vi) Moving beam therapy shall be controlled to obtain the
selected relationships between incremental dose monitor units and
incremental angle of movement.

(a) For new equipment, an interlock system shall be
provided to terminate irradiation if the number of dose
monitor units delivered in any 10 degrees of arc differs by
more than 20 percent from the selected value.

(b) For new equipment, where gantry angle terminates the
irradiation in arc therapy, the dose monitor units shall
differ by less than 5 percent from the value calculated from
the absorbed dose per unit angle relationship.

(vii) Where the dose monitor system terminates the irradiation in
arc therapy, the termination of irradiation shall be as required by
F.9(b)(9).
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(16) Absorbed Dose Rate. For new equipment, a system shall be provided
from whose readings the absorbed dose rate at a reference point in the
treatment volume can be calculated.3/ In addition:

(i) The dose monitor unit rate shall be displayed at the
treatment control panel.

(ii) If the equipment can deliver under any conditions an
absorbed dose rate at the normal treatment distance more than
twice the maximum value specified by the manufacturer for any
machine parameters utilized, a device shall be provided which
terminates irradiation when the absorbed dose rate exceeds a value
twice the specified maximum. The value at which the irradiation
will be terminated shall be in a record maintained by the
registrant.

(17) Location of Virtual Source and Beam Orientation. The registrant
shall determine, or obtain from the manufacturer, the location with
reference to an accessible point on the radiation head of:

(i) The x-ray target or the virtual source of x rays; and

(ii) The electron window or the virtual source of electrons if
the system has electron beam capabilities.

(18) System Checking Facilities. Capabilities shall be provided so
that all radiation safety interlockscan be checked for correct
operation. When pre-selection of any of the operating conditions
requires action in the treatment room and at the treatment control
panel, selection at one location shall not give a display at the other
location until the requisite selected operations in both locations have
been completed.

(c) Facility and Shielding Requirements. In addition to Part D of these
regulations, the following design requirements shall apply:

(1) Protective Barriers. All protective barriers shall be fixed except
for entrance doors or beam interceptors.

(2) Control Panei. The control panel shall be located outside the

treatment room.

(3) Viewing Systems.

(i) Windows, mirrors, closed-circuit television, or an
equivalent system shall be provided to permit continuous
observation of the patient during irradiation and shall be so
located that the operator may observe the patient from the control
panel.

a/ The radiation detectors specified in F.9(b)(6) may form part of this
system.
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(ii) When the primary viewing system is by electronic means, an
alternate viewing system, which may be electronic, shall be 0
available for use in the event of failure of the primary viewing
system.

(4) Aural Communications. Provision shall be made for two-way aural
communication between the patient and the operator at the control
panel. However, where excessive noise levels or treatment requirements
makes aural communication impractical, other methods of communication
shall be used.

(5) Room Entrances. Treatment room entrances shall be provided with
warning lights in readily observable positions near the outside of all
access doors to indicate when the useful beam is "on".

(6) Entrance Interlocks. Interlocks shall be provided such that all
entrance doors must be closed before treatment can be initiated or
continued. If the radiation beam is interrupted by any door opening,
it shall not be possible to restore the machine to operation without
closing the door and reinitiating irradiation by manual action at the
control panel.

(d) Surveys, Calibrations, Spot Checks, and Operating Procedures.

(1) Surveys.

(i) All new facilities, and existing facilities not previously
surveyed, shall have a survey made by, or under the direction of, a
qualified expert. In addition, such surveys shall be done after
any change in the facility or equipment which might cause a
significant increase in radiation hazard.

(ii) The registrant shall obtain a written report of the survey
from the qualified expert, and a copy of the report shall be
transmitted by the registrant to the Agency within 30 days of
receipt of the report.

(iii) The survey and report shall indicate all instances where the
installation, in the opinion of the qualified expert, is in
violation of applicable regulations.

(2) Calibrations.

(i) The calibration of systems subject to F.9 shall be performed
in accordance with an established calibration protocol acceptable
to the Agency4/ before the system is first used for irradiation of
a patient and thereafter at time intervals which do not exceed

4/ The calibration protocol published by the American Association of
Physicists in Medicine is accepted as an established protocol. For other
protocols, the user shall submit that protocol to the Agency for concurrence
that the protocol is acceptable.
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12 months and after any change which might significantly alter the
calibration, spatial distribution, or other characteristics of the
therapy beam.

(ii) The calibration shall be performed under the direct
supervision of a radiological physicist who is physically present
at the facility during the calibration.

(iii) Calibration radiation measurements required by F.9(d)(2)(i)
shall be performed using a dosimetry system:

(a) having a calibration factor for cobalt-60 gamma rays
traceable to a national standard;

(b) which has been calibrated within the previous 2 years
and after any servicing that may have affected its
calibration;

(c) which has been calibrated in such a fashion that an
uncertainty can be stated for the radiation quantities
monitored by the system; and

(d) which has had constancy checks performed on the system
as specified by a radiological physicist.

(iv) Calibrations shall be in sufficient detail that the dose at
a reference point in soft tissue may be calculated to within an
uncertainty of 5 percent.

(v) The calibration of the therapy beam shall include but not be
limited to the following determinations:

(a) Verification that the equipment is operating in
compliance.with the design specifications concerning the
light localizer, side light, and back-pointer alignment with
the isocenter when applicable, variation in the axis of
rotation for the table, gantry, and jaw system, and beam
flatness and symmetry at the specified depth.

(b) the absorbed dose rate at various depths of water for
the range of field sizes used, for each effective energy,
that will verify the accuracy of the dosimetry of all
therapy procedures utilized with that therapy beam.

(c) the uniformity of the radiation field and any
dependency upon the direction of the useful beam.

(d) verification that existing depth-dose data and isodose
charts applicable to the specific machine continue to be
valid or are updated to existing machine conditions.
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(e) verification of transmission and electron buildup
factors for all accessories such as wedges, shadow trays,
and compensators.

(vi) Records of calibration measurements under F.9(d)(2)(i) and
dosimetry system calibrations under F.9(d)(2)(iii) shall be
maintained for 5 years after completion of the full calibration.

(vii) A copy of the latest calibration performed pursuant to
F.9(d)(2)(i) shall be available in the area of the control panel.

(3) Spot checks. Spot checks shall be performed on systems subject to
F.9 during calibrations and thereafter at intervals not to exceed
1 month. Such spot checks shall meet the following requirements:

(i) The spot-check procedures shall be in writing and shall have
been developed by a radiological physicist. A copy of the
procedure shall be submitted to the Agency prior to its
implementation.

(ii) If a radiological physicist does not perform the spot-check
measurements, the results of the spot-check measurements shall be
reviewed by a radiological physicist within 15 days.

(iii) The spot-check procedures shall specify the frequency at
which tests or measurements are to be performed and the acceptable
tolerance for each parameter measured in the spot check when
compared to the value for that parameter determined in the
calibration.

(iv) At intervals not to exceed 1 week, spot checks shall be made
of absorbed dose measurements at a minimum of 2 depths in a
phantom.

(v) Where a system has built-in devices which provide a
measurement of any parameter during irradiation, such measurement
shall not be utilized as a spot-check measurement.

(vi) The cause for a parameter exceeding a tolerance set by the
radiological physicist shall be investigated and corrected before
the system is used for patient irradiation.

(vii) Whenever a spot check indicates a significant change in the
operating characteristics of a system, as specified in the
radiological physicist's spot-check procedures, the system shall be
recalibrated as required in F.9(d)(2).

(viii) Records of spot-check measurements shall be maintained by
the registrant for a period of 2 years after completion of the
spot-check measurements and any necessary corrective actions.
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(ix) Where a spot check involves a radiation measurement, such
measurement shall be obtained using a system satisfying the
requirements of F.9(d)(2)(iii) or which has been intercompared with
a system meeting those requirements within the previous year.

(4) Operating Procedures.

(i) No individual other than the patient shall be in the
treatment room during treatment of a patient.

(ii) If a patient must be held in position during treatment,
mechanical supporting or restraining devices shall be used.

(iii) The system shall not be used in the administration of
radiation therapy unless the requirements of F.9(d)(1), (2), and
(3) have been met.
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Other Diagnostic X-Ray Systems

Sec. F.10 Veterinary Medicine Radiographic Installations.

(a) Equipment.

(1) The ý)rotective tube housing shall be equivalent to the requirements
of F.4(c).

(2) Diaphragms or cones shall be provided for collimating the useful
beam to the area of clinical interest and shall provide the same degree
of protection as is required of the housing.

(3) The total filtration permanently in the useful beam shall not be
less than 0.5 millimeters aluminum equivalent for machines operating up
to 50 kVp, 1.5 millimeters aluminum equivalent for machines operating
between 50 and 70 kVp, and 2.5 millimeters aluminum equivalent for
machines operating above 70 kVp.

(4) A device shall be provided to terminate the exposure after a preset
time or exposure.

(5) A dead-man type of exposure switch shall be provided, together with
an electrical cord of sufficient length, so that the operator can stand
out of the useful beam and at least 6 feet (1.83 m) from the animal
during all x-ray exposures.

(b) Structural Shielding. All wall, ceiling, and floor areas shall be
equivalent to or provided with applicable protective barriers to assure
compliance with D.101, D.104, and D.105 of these regulations.

(c) Operating Procedures.

(1) The operator shall stand well away from the useful beam and the
animal during radiographic exposures.

(2) No individual other than the operator shall be in the x-ray room
while exposures are being made unless such individual's assistance is
required.

(3) When an animal must be held in position during radiography,
mechanical supporting or restraining devices should be used. If the
animal must be held by an individual, that individual shall be
protected with appropriate shielding devices, such as protective gloves
and apron, and he shall be so positioned that no part of his body will
be struck by the useful beam. The exposure of any individual used for
this purpose shall be monitored.
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Sec. F.11 Computed Tomography X-Ray Systems.

(a) Definitions. In addition to the definitions provided in A.2 and F.2
of these regulations, the following definitions shall be applicable to F.11:

"Computed tomography dose index" means the integral from -7T to +7T of the
dose profile along a line perpendicular to the tomographic plane divided by
the product of the nominal tomographic section thickness and the number of
tomograms produced in a single scan, that is:

CTDI D(z) dz

where:

z = Position along a line perpendicular to the tomographic plane.
D(z) = Dose at position z.
T = Nominal tomographic section thickness.
n = Number of tomograms produced in a single scan.

This definition assumes that the dose profile is centered around z=O
and that, for a multiple tomogram system, the scan increment between
adjacent scans is nT.

"Contrast scale" means the change in the linear attenuation coefficient per
CTN relative to water, that is:

lix - 1.w
CS =

(CTN)x - (CTN)w

where:
ix = Linear attenuation coefficient of the material of interest.
pw = Linear attenuation coefficient of water.
(CTN)x = CTN of the material of interest.
(CTN)w = CTN of water.

"CS" (See "Contrast scale").

"CT conditions of operation" means all selectable parameters governing the
operation of a CT x-ray system including, but not limited to, nominal
tomographic section thickness, filtration, and the technique factors as
defined in F.2.

"CTDI" (See "Computed tomography dose index").

"CT gantry" means the tube housing assemblies, beam-limiting devices,
detectors, and the supporting structures and frames which hold these
components.

"CTN" (See "CT number").
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"CT number" means the number used to represent the x-ray attenuation
associated with each elemental area of the CT image.

k( vx- w
CTN =

1.w

where:
k = A constant 5/
Px = Linear attenuation coefficient of the material of interest.
Pw = Linear attenuation coefficient of water.

"Dose profile" means the dose as a function of position along a line.

"Elemental area" means the smallest area within a tomogram for which the
x-ray attenuation properties of a body are depicted. (See also "Picture
element").

"Multiple tomogram system" means a computed tomography x-ray system which
obtains x-ray transmission data simultaneously during a single scan to
produce more than one tomogram.

"Noise" means the standard deviation of the fluctuations in CTN expressed as
a percentage of the attenuation coefficient of water. Its estimate (Sn) is
calculated using the following expression:

Sn = 100 x CS x s
ýIw

where:

CS = Contrast scale
Pw = Linear attenuation coefficient of water.
s = Estimated standard deviation of the CTN of picture elements in a

specified area of the CT image.

"Nominal tomographic section thickness" means the full width at half-maximum
of the sensitivity profile taken at the center of the cross-sectional volume
over which x-ray transmission data are collected.

"Picture element" means an elemental area of a tomogram.

"Reference plane" means a plane which is displaced from and parallel to the
tomographic plane.

"Scan" means the complete process of collecting x-ray transmission data for
the production of a tomogram. Data can be collected simultaneously during a
single scan for the production of one or more tomograms.

5/ The constant has a normal value of 1,000 when the Houndsfield scale of
CTN is used.
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"Scan increment" means the amount of relative displacement of the patient
with respect to the CT x-ray system between successive scans measured along
the direction of such displacement.

"Scan sequence" means a preselected set of two or more scans performed
consecutively under preselected CT conditions of operation.

"Scan time" means the period of time between the beginning and end of x-ray
transmission data accumulation for a single scan.

"Single tomogram system" means a CT x-ray system which obtains x-ray
transmission data during a scan to produce a single tomogram.

"Tomographic plane" means that geometric plane which is identified as
corresponding -to the output tomogram.

"Tomographic section" means the volume of an object whose x-ray attenuation
properties are imaged in a tomogram.

(b) Requirements for Equipment.

(1) Termination of Exposure.

(i) Means shall be provided to terminate the x-ray exposure
automatically by either de-energizing the x-ray source or
shuttering the x-ray beam in the event of equipment failure
affecting data collection. Such termination shall occur within an
interval that limits the total scan time to no more than 110
percent of its preset value through the use of either a backup
timer or devices which monitor equipment function.

(ii) A visible signal shall indicate when the x-ray exposure has
been terminated through the means required by F.11(b)(1)(i).

(iii) The operator shall be able to terminate the x-ray exposure at
any time during a scan, or series of scans under CT x-ray system
control, of greater than one-half second duration.

(2) Tomographic Plane Indication and Alignment.

(i) For any single tomogram system, means shall be provided to
permit visual determination of the tomographic plane or a reference
plane offset from the tomographic plane.

(ii) For any multiple tomogram system, means shall be provided to
permit visual determination of the location of a reference plane.
This reference plane can be offset from the location of the
tomographic planes.

(iii) If a device using a light source is used to satisfy
F.11(b)(2)(i) or (ii), the light source shall provide illumination
levels sufficient to2:ermit visual determination of the location of
the tomographic plane or reference plane under ambient light
conditions of up to 500 lux.
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(3) Beam-On and Shutter Status Indicators and Control Switches.

(i) The CT x-ray control and gantry shall provide visual
indication whenever x rays are produced and, if applicable, whether
the shutter is open or closed.

(ii) Each emergency button or switch shall be clearly labeled as
to its function.

(4) Indication of CT Conditions of Operation. The CT x-ray system
shall be designed such that the CT conditions of operation to be used
during a scan or a scan sequence shall be indicated prior to the
initiation of a scan or a scan sequence. On equipment having all or
some of these conditions of operation at fixed values, this requirement
may be met by permanent markings. Indication of CT conditions of
operation shall be visible from any position from which scan initiation
is possible.

(5) Extraneous Radiation. When data are not being collected for image
production, the radiation adjacent to the tube port shall not exceed
that permitted by F.4(c).

(6) Maximum Surface CTDI Identification. The angular position where
the maximum surface CTDI occurs shall be identified to allow for
reproducible positioning of a CT dosimetry phantom.

(7) Additional Requirements Applicable to CT X-Ray Systems Containing a
Gantry Manufactured After September 3. 1985.

(i) The total error in the indicated location of the tomographic
plane or reference plane shall not exceed 5 millimeters.

(ii) If the x-ray production period is less than one-half second,
the indication of x-ray production shall be actuated for at least
one-half second. Indicators at or near the gantry shall be
discernible from any point external to the patient opening where
insertion of any part of the human body into the primary beam is
possible.

(iii) The deviation of indicated scan increment versus actual
increment shall not exceed plus or minus 1 millimeter with any mass
from 0 to 100 kilograms resting on the support device. The patient
support device shall be incremented from a typical starting
position to the maximum incremented distance or 30 centimeters,
whichever is less, and then returned to the starting position.
Measurement of actual versus indicated scan increment may be taken
anywhere along this travel.

(iv) Premature termination of the x-ray exposure by the operator
shall necessitate resetting of the CT conditions of operation prior
to the initiation- of another scan.
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(c) Facility Design Requirements.

(1) Aural Communication. Provision shall be made for two-way aural
communication between the patient and the operator at the control
panel.

(2) Viewing Systems.

(i) Windows, mirrors, closed-circuit television, or an equivalent
shall be provided to permit continuous observation of the patient
during irradiation and shall be so located that the operator can
observe the patient from the control panel.

(ii) When the primary viewing system is by electronic means, an
alternate viewing system (which may be electronic) shall be
available for use in the event of failure of the primary viewing
system.

(d) Surveys, Calibrations, Spot Checks, and Operating Procedures.

(1) Surveys.

(i) All CT x-ray systems installed after [insert the effective
date of the regulations] and those systems not previously surveyed
shall have a survey made by, or under the direction of, a qualified
expert. In addition, such surveys shall be done after any change
in the facility or equipment which might cause a significant
increase in radiation hazard.

(ii) The registrant shall obtain a written report of the survey
from the qualified expert, and a copy of the report shall be made
available to the Agency upon request.

(2) Radiation Calibrations.

Mi) The calibration of the radiation output of the CT x-ray
system shall be performed by, or under the direction of, a
qualified expert who is physically present at the facility during
such calibration.

(ii) The calibration of a CT x-ray system shall be performed at
intervals specified by a qualified expert and after any change or
replacement of components which, in the opinion of the qualified
expert, could cause a change in the radiation output.

(iii) The calibration of the radiation output of a CT x-ray system
shall be performed with a calibrated dosimetry system. The
calibration of such system shall be traceable to a national
standard. The dosimetry system shall have been calibrated within
the preceding 2 years.
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(iv) CT dosimetry phantom(s) shall be used in determining the
radiation output of a CT x-ray system. Such phantom(s) shall meet
the following specifications and conditions of use:

(a) CT dosimetry phantom(s) shall be right circular
cylinders of polymethyl methacrylate of density 1.19 plus or
minus 0.01 grams per cubic centimeter. The phantom(s) shall
be at least 14 centimeters in length and shall have diameters
of 32.0 centimeters for testing CT x-ray systems designed to
image any section of the body and 16.0 centimeters for
systems designed to image the head or for whole body scanners
operated in the head scanning mode.

(b) CT dosimetry phantom(s) shall provide means for the
placement of a dosimeter(s) along the axis of rotation and
along a line parallel to the axis of rotation 1.0 centimeter
from the outer surface and within the phantom. Means for the
placement of dosimeters or alignment devices at other
locations may be provided.

(c) Any effects on the doses measured due to the removal of
phantom material to accommodate dosimeters shall be accounted
for through appropriate corrections to the reported data or
included in the statement of maximum deviation for the values
obtained using the phantom.

(d) All dose measurements shall be performed with the CT
dosimetry phantom placed on the patient couch or support
device without additional attenuation materials present.

(v) The calibration shall be required for each type of head,

body, or whole-body scan performed at the facility.

(vi) Calibration shall meet the following requirements:

(a) The dose profile along the center axis of the CT
dosimetry phantom for the minimum, maximum, and midrange
values of the nominal tomographic section thickness used by
the registrant shall be measurable. Where less than three
nominal tomographic thicknesses can be selected, the dose
profile determination shall be performed for each available
nominal tomographic section thickness.

(b) The CTDI 6/ along the two axes specified in
F.11(d)(2(iv)(b) shall be measured. The CT dosimetry phantom
shall be oriented so that the measurement point
1.0 centimeter from the outer surface and within the phantom
is in the same angular position within the gantry as the
point of maximum surface CTDI identified. The CT conditions

6/ For the purpose of determining the CTDI, the manufacturer's statement as
to the nominal tomographic section thickness for that particular system may
be utilized.
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of operation shall correspond to typical values used by the
registrant.

(g) The spot checks specified in F.11(d)(3) shall be made.

(vii) Calibration procedures shall be in writing. Records of
calibrations performed shall be maintained for inspection by the
Agency.

(3) Spot Checks.

(i) The spot-check procedures shall be in writing and shall have
been developed by a qualified expert.

(ii) The spot-check procedures shall incorporate the use of a CT
dosimetry phantom which has a capability of providing an indication
of contrast scale, noise, nominal tomographic section thickness,
the resolution capability of the system for low and high contrast
objects, and measuring the mean CTN for water or other reference
material.

(iii) All spot checks shall be included in the calibration required
by F.11(d)(2) and at time intervals and under system conditions
specified by a qualified expert.

(iv) Spot checks shall include acquisition of images. obtained with
the CT dosimetry phantom(s) using the same processing mode and CT
conditions of operation as are used to perform calibrations
required by F.11(d)(2). The images shall be retained, until a new
calibration is performed, in two forms as follows:

(a) photographic copies of the images obtained from the
image display device; and

(b) images stored in digital form on a storage medium
compatible with the CT x-ray system.

(v) Written records of the spot checks performed shall be

maintained for inspection by the Agency.

(4) Operating Procedures.

(i) The CT x-ray system shall not be operated except by an
individual who has been specifically trained in its operation.

(ii) Information shall be available at the control panel regarding
the operation and calibration of the system. Such information
shall include the following:

(a) dates of the latest calibration and spot checks and the
location within the facility where the results of those tests
may be obtained;
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(b) instructions on the use of the CT dosimetry phantom(s)
including a schedule of spot checks appropriate for the
system, allowable variations for the indicated parameters, 0
and the results of at least the most recent spot checks
conducted on the system;

(c) the distance in millimeters between the tomographic
plane and the reference plane if a reference plane is
utilized; and

(d) a current technique chart available at the control panel
which specifies for each routine examination the CT
conditions of operation and the number of scans per
examination.

(iii) If the calibration or spot check of the CT x-ray system
identifies that a system operating parameter has exceeded a
tolerance established by the qualified expert, use of the CT x-ray
system on patients shall be limited to those uses permitted by
established written instructions of the qualified expert.

0

0
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[APPENDIX A]

[INFORMATION ON RADIATION SHIELDING REQUIRED FOR PLAN REVIEWS]

[In order for the Agency to provide an evaluation, technical advice, and
official approval on shielding requirements for a radiation installation,
the following information shall be submitted.

1. The plans should show, as a minimum, the following:

(a) The normal location of the x-ray system's radiation port; the
port's travel and traverse limits; general direction(s) of the useful
beam; locations of any windows and doors; the location of the
operator's booth; and the location of the x-ray control panel.

(b) The structural composition and thickness or lead equivalent of all
walls, doors, partitions, floor, and ceiling of the room(s) concerned.

(c) The dimensions of the room(s) concerned.

(d) The type of occupancy of all adjacent areas inclusive of space
above and below the room(s) concerned. If there is an exterior wall,
show distance to the closest area(s) where it is likely that
individuals may be present.

(e) The make and model of the x-ray equipment and the maximum
technique factors.

(f) The type of examination(s) or treatment(s) which will be performed

with the equipment.

2. Information on the anticipated workload of the x-ray system(s).

3. If the services of a qualified expert have been utilized to determine
the shielding requirements, a report, including all basic assumptions used,
shall be submitted with the plans.]
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[APPENDIX B]

[DESIGN REQUIREMENTS FOR AN OPERATOR'S BOOTH]

[1. Space Requirements:

(a) The operator shall be allotted not less than 7.5 square feet
(0.697 mi2 ) of unobstructed floor space in the booth.

(b) The operator's booth may be any geometric configuration with no
dimension of less than 2 feet (0.61 m).

(c) The space shall be allotted excluding any encumbrance by the x-ray
control panel, such as overhang, cables, or other similar
encroachments.

(d) The booth shall be located or constructed such that unattenuated
direct scatter radiation originating on the examination table or at the
wall cassette not reach the operator's station in the booth.

2. Structural Requirements:

(a) The booth walls shall be permanently fixed barriers of at least
7 feet (2.13 m) high.

(b) When a door or movable panel is used as an integral part of the
booth structure, it must have an interlock which will prevent an
exposure when the door or panel is not closed.

(c) Shielding shall be provided to meet the requirements of Part D of

these regulations.

3. X-Ray Control Placement:

The x-ray control for the system shall be fixed within the booth and:

(a) shall be at least 40 inches (1.02 m) from any open edge of the
booth wall which is nearest to the examining table.

(b) shall allow the operator to use the majority of the available
viewing windows.

4. Viewing System Requirements:

(a) Each booth shall have at least one viewing device which will:

(1) be so placed that the operator can view the patient during any
exposure, and
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(2) the device shall be so placed that the operator can have full
view of any occupant of the room and should be so placed that the
operator can view any entry into the room. If any door which
allows access to the room cannot be seen from the booth, then that
door must have an interlock controlling the exposure which will
prevent the exposure if the door is not closed.

(b) When the viewing system is a window, the following requirements

also apply:

(1) The viewing area shall be at least 1 square foot (0.0929 M2 ).

(2) The design of the booth shall be such that the operator's
expected position when viewing the patient and operating the x-ray
system is at least 18 inches (0.457 m) from the edge of the booth.

(3) The material constituting the window shall have the same lead
equivalence as that required in the booth's wall in which it is
mounted.

(c) When the viewing system is by mirrors, the mirror(s) shall be so
located as to accomplish the general requirements of Appendix B4.(a).

(d) When the viewing system is by electronic means:

(1) the camera shall be so located as to accomplish the general
requirements of Appendix B4.(a), and

(2) there shall be an alternate viewing system as a backup for the
primary system.]
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APPENDIX C

INFORMATION TO BE SUBMITTED BY PERSONS
PROPOSING TO CONDUCT HEALING ARTS SCREENING

Persons requesting that the Agency approve a healing arts screening program
shall submit the following information and evaluation:

1. Name and address of the applicant and, where applicable, the names and
addresses of agents within this state.

2. Diseases or conditions for which the x-ray examinations are to be used
in diagnoses.

3. A detailed description of the x-ray examinations proposed in the
screening program.

4. Description of the population to be examined in the screening program,
i.e., age, sex, physical condition, and other appropriate information.

5. An evaluation of any known alternate methods not involving ionizing
radiation which could achieve the goals of the screening program and why
these methods are not used instead of the x-ray examinations.

6. An evaluation by a qualified expert of the x-ray system(s) to be used
in the screening program. The evaluation by the qualified expert shall show
that such system(s) do satisfy all requirements of these regulations.

7. A description of the diagnostic film quality control program.

8. A copy of the technique chart for the x-ray examination procedures to
be used.

9. The qualifications of each individual who will be operating the x-ray
system(s).

10. The qualifications of the individual who will be supervising the
operators of the x-ray system(s). The extent of supervision and the method
of work performance evaluation shall be specified.

11. The name and address of the individual who will interpret the
radiograph(s).

12. A description of the procedures to be used in advising the individuals
screened and their private practitioners of the healing arts of the results
of the screening procedure and any further medical needs indicated.

13. A description of the procedures for the retention or disposition of the
radiographs and other records pertaining to the x-ray examinations.
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1988
Rationale for Revisions

Part F
X Rays in the Healing Arts

General

This edition of the SSRCR contains a new Section F.11 on Computed Tomography
X-Ray Systems in Part F. The federal standard for computed tomography (CT)
x-ray systems was published as a proposed rule on October 31, 1980 (45 FR
72204) with its rationale. The final rule was published in the Federal
Register on August 31, 1984 (49 FR 34698). This federal standard is not
applicable to the approximately 3,500 existing CT x-ray systems in the U.S.
manufactured before the effective date of the federal standard (September 3,
1985, except for selected provisions which became effective November 29,
1984) and does not address maintenance and operating procedures after
installation. Both certified and noncertified CT x-ray systems should meet
radiation safety equipment standards. In addition, all such systems should
meet maintenance and operating standards related to radiation safety. These
aspects are the responsibility of the state or local radiation control
program. The bases for the Sec. F.11 draft are the federal standard and the
format utilized in Sec. F.8 and F.9 of Part F. In addition to the inclusion
of and changes related to Section F.11, certain editorial and technical
changes were made throughout Part F for greater clarity and consistency with
the federal standard. The following is a description of the changes to Part
F and the rationale for these changes.

Specific Changes

F.2 Definitions. The general definitions added to Section F.2 are from the
federal standard with the exception of "Linear attenuation coefficient"
which is used but not defined in the federal standard. That definition is
from ICRU Report 33, Radiation Quantities and Units, of the International
Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements.

F.3 General Requirements and F.4 General Requirements for All Diagnostic
X-Ray Systems are not changed and will be applicable to CT x-ray systems.

F.5(c)(1)(iii) Entrance Exposure Rate Allowable Limits. The original
wording of this subdivision was as follows: "In addition to the other
requirements of F.5, certified systems which do not incorporate an automatic
exposure control shall not be operable at any combination of tube potential
and current which will result in an exposure rate in excess of 5 roentgens
(1.29 mC/kg) per minute at the point where the center of beam enters the
patient except during recording of fluoroscopic images or when provided with
an optional high level control." The subdivision was changed as this
original wording would permit an exposure rate in excess of 5 R/min if an
optional high level control was provided even though it was not activated.
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F.5(c)(1)(iv)(d) Entrance Exposure Rate Allowable Limits. This revised
subdivision incorporates the language in a March 24, 1986 letter from FDA to
manufacturers which makes clear how entrance exposure rate is to be measured
for systems employing a variable SID.

F.5(c)(1)(v)(d)(3) and (4) Entrance Exposure Rate Allowable Limits. The
word "rate" was added after "exposure" in both of these subdivisions as the
requirements apply to the exposure rate, not the exposure.

F.5 Fluoroscopic X-Ray Systems (previous edition) and F.6 Radiographic
Systems Other Than Fluoroscopic, Dental Intraoral, or Veterinarian Systems
(previous edition) regarding fluoroscopic and radiographic x rays have title
changes to exempt CT x-ray systems from the provisions of those sections.
The new titles are "Fluoroscopic X-Ray Systems Except for Computed
Tomography X-Ray Systems" for Section F.5 and "Radiographic Systems Other
Than Fluoroscopic, Dental Intraoral, Veterinarian, or Computed Tomography
X-Ray Systems" for Section F.6.

F.6(a)(2) Additional Requirements for Stationary General Purpose X-Ray
Systems. In the first sentence of this subparagraph, the word, "all" was
deleted and the words, "both certified and noncertified," were inserted
after "systems" so that the sentence now reads: "In addition to the
requirements of F.6(a)(1), stationary general purpose x-ray systems, both
certified and noncertified, shall meet the following requirements:" There
was some confusion as to which requirements apply to certified and
noncertified equipment; the adjectives were added for clarification.

F.6(a)(5) Special Purpose X-Ray Systems (previous edition). The heading of
this subparagraph was changed from "Special Purpose X-Ray Systems" to "X-Ray
Systems Other Than Those Described in F.6(a)(1), (2), (3) and (4)." The
term, "Special Purpose X-Ray Systems," is not defined, and the intent of
F.6(a)(5) is to cover all systems not previously covered in F.6(a)(1), (2),
(3), and (4).

F.11 Definitions. The definitions of terms found in Section F.11 are
identical to the definitions of the same terms within the federal standard
with the following exceptions:

"CT gantry" was not in the federal standard but was defined in an FDA
advisory bulletin to manufacturers. The F.11 definition is identical to
that advisory bulletin definition.

"CT number." A formula and footnote were added to the federal definition of
"CT number" for clarity. "CTN" was included in the list of definitions to
be used as an abbreviation for "CT number."

"CT dosimetry phantom" is not defined in F.11(a). The specifications which
are part of the federal standard are included in F.11(d)(2)(iv).

Definitions were included for the following items which are not defined in
the federal standard:

"Elemental area" -

"Reference plane"
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F.11(b)(1)(i) and (ii) Termination of Exposure. Not all units will meet
the requirements. However, a simple retrofit, such as the addition of a
cumulative timer and an indicator light, is not considered an unreasonable
requirement.

F.11(b)(1)(iii) Termination of Exposure. The ability to terminate an
exposure at any time parallels similar requirements for other x-ray systems.

F.11(b)(2) Tomographic Plane Indication and Alignment. Most existing CT
x-ray systems incorporate a means of indicating the tomographic plane
position. The accuracy of the indicators is questionable. The accuracy
statement was placed in F.11(b)(7) which covers additional requirements for
systems manufactured after September 3, 1985. The Part F Working Group was
advised that many systems constructed prior to September 3, 1985, could not
economically be altered to meet the criteria in F.11(b)(7).

F.11(b)(3) Beam-On and Shutter Status Indicators and Control Switches.
Exact federal wording is not used here, but the requirement is the same.
The federal requirement is divided with parts appearing in F.11(b)(3) and
(b)(7)(ii) and (iii). A provision was added in response to a comment to
label emergency buttons and switches.

F.11(b)(4) Indication of CT Conditions of Operation. Wording is the same
as in the federal standard.

F.11(b)(5) Extraneous Radiation. Although the federal CT x-ray systems
standard wording is not used in this subparagraph, the requirement is the
same. Leakage radiation is subject to F.4(c).

F.11(b)(6) Maximum Surface CTDI Identification. This is a rephrasing of
the federal standard. It allows placement of a dosimeter at the specified
point of maximum surface CTDI and is necessary for reproducible calibration.

F.11(b)(7) Additional Requirements Applicable to CT X-Ray Systems
Containing a Gantry Manufactured After September 3, 1985. These are federal
criteria for systems which are certified under 21 CFR 1020.33.

F.11(c) Facility Design Requirements. Generally applicable requirements
taken from See F.8 and F.9 are necessary for patient and operator safety.

F.11(d)(1) Surveys. The provisions are similar to those found in Sec. F.8
and F.9. The high work load of the units indicates that the associated
scatter dose rates need evaluation.

F.11(d)(2) Radiation Calibrations. The format used is similar to that
found in Sec. F.8 and F.9. The radiation dose delivered by these systems to
the patient justifies the requirements for continued calibrations. The
frequency that the full calibrations should be performed is not specified
but is addressed by requiring the qualified expert to state such intervals.
However, intervals of calibrations should include upon installation and
after major repair and should be based on knowledge of use conditions. The
calibration procedures have not incorporated the full equivalent of the CT
x-ray systems standard. The calibration procedure stated is applicable to
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all systems but does not include the sensitivity profile which the federal
standard requires the manufacturer to provide.

F.11(d)(2)(iv) Radiation Calibrations. This subdivision requires the use
of the phantom specified in the federal standard.

F.11(d)(2)(v) Radiation Calibrations. This subdivision requires
calibration for each type of scan performed.

F.11(d)(2)(vii) Radiation Calibrations. This subdivision requires that
records of calibrations be kept.

F.11(d)(3) Spot Checks. Subdivisions (i) and (iii) refer to procedure
development by a qualified expert and frequency of spot checks.
Subdivisions (ii) and (iv) use the wording of the federal standard regarding
quality assurance. Use conditions should indicate the extent and frequency
of spot checks to be performed; therefore, the qualified expert is given the
responsibility of developing the procedures for a given facility. This
generally parallels similar requirements and spots checks required in Sec.
F.8.

F.11(d)(4) Operating Procedures. Subdivision (i) requires that a trained
individual operate the system, and (ii) requires that the operator be
provided with information referring to that specific system. Subdivision
(iii) specifies conditions under which the system's use may be limited. All
these requirements are necessary to minimize patient radiation doses and
repeat examinations.

Matters for Future Consideration.

1. The requirement in F.11(b)(5) (Extraneous Radiation) of Part F is
redundant with the requirement of F.4(c) (Leakage Radiation from the
Diagnostic Source Assembly). Consideration should be given to deleting
F.11(b)(5).

2. Guidance should be provided for shielding requirements in the CT room.

3. The composition of dosimetry phantoms is spelled out and very
restrictive in both the SSRCR and the federal standard. Discussion should
include concern about insert costs and type of phantoms needed for
measurement.

4. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has issued radiation protection

guidance to federal agencies for diagnostic x rays (February 1, 1978 Part
IV). The 12 recommendations of this report should be considered for
addition to Sec. F.3 (General Requirements) of the SSRCR with emphasis on
item 10 relating to ESE guidelines.

5. The leakage radiation limit for therapy systems in F.9(b)(1) and (2) is
0.1 percent of the x-ray beam output. Some x-ray therapy units cannot meet
this requirement. Study is needed to see if this limit could be raised to
0.5 percent.
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6. Consideration should be given in F.11(d)(2)(i) (Radiation Calibrations)
to the interval required between calibrations of CT x-ray systems.

7. Consideration should be given for evaluation of CT systems containing a
gantry manufactured before September 3, 1985, to meet the requirements in
F.11(b)(7). This should include what modifications would be required to
meet F.11(b)(7) and at what cost.

8. The SSRCR Technical Review Committee recommends that the Part F Working
Group should evaluate the appropriateness that extraoral dental examinations
meet the requirements of See. F.6 (See page 10 of the 1974 Rationale for
Part F.)

9. The SSRCR Technical Review Committee recommends that consideration be
given to adding a statement to Section F.1 providing an option for the
states to adopt the federal diagnostic x-ray equipment performance standard
by reference (i.e., to maintain certified diagnostic x-ray equipment in
compliance with the federal standard, rather than incorporating those
provisions (as written in Part F) into their regulations). The statement
could be similar to the following: "Diagnostic x-ray systems containing one
or more certified components and their associated certified components
manufactured after August 1, 1974, shall be maintained in compliance with
the Regulations for the Administration and Enforcement of the Radiation
Control for Health and Safety Act of 1968 (21 CFR Part 1020). Diagnostic
x-ray systems and associated components manufactured prior to the effective
date of the federal regulations (August 1, 1974) shall meet the provisions
of this part [state code]. For x-ray systems consisting of both certified
components and components not certified by reason of a manufacturing date
earlier than the effective date of federal regulations, the x-ray systems
shall meet the provisions of this part [state code] except for the certified
components, which shall meet the applicable provisions of the federal
regulations."

10. Additional consideration should be given to leakage radiation through
beam limiting devices. Presently, there are no provisions addressing
leakage through such devices that are used with machines capable of large
area (area greater than 500 cm2 ) treatment fields.

11. Additional consideration should be given to the provisions for leakage
radiation outside the patient area. Applicability of such provisions should
be evaluated on the basis of patient protection (radiation scattered back
into the plane of the patient), environmental considerations, or public
health considerations.

12. Additional consideration should be given to the requirement that a
"radiological physicist," as defined in Section F.2, be the qualifications
as stated in the definition for performing said duties. Other individuals
may be equally but not specifically qualified.
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Added Rationale for Revisions

Part F
X Rays in the Healing Arts

Introduction

The x-ray beam limitation devices for radiographic and fluoroscopic x-ray
systems of the federal Diagnostic X-Ray Systems and Their Major Components
standard (21 CFR 1020.30, 1020.31, and 1020.32) were amended by publication
of a final rule in the Federal Register on November 5, 1982 (47 FR 50211)
and became effective December 1, 1983. Further background information on
the rationale for these amendments is contained in the proposed rule
published in the Federal Register on May 9, 1978 (43 FR 19879) and in the
final rule published on November 5, 1982. These amendments to the federal
diagnostic x-ray standard are being incorporated into Section F.5 and F.6.
In addition, F.7(b) and Appendix B are being revised.

Specific Provisions

F.5(a)(2) X-Ray Field. A subdivision (iv) was inserted to state provisions
for an override to any automatic field sizing. The equivalent provisions of
the federal standard are codified as 21 CFR 1020.32(b)(3) and 1020.31(g).
As written, F.5(a)(2)(iv) is applicable to both certified and non-certified
equipment.

F.6(f)(6) Field Limitation and Alignment on Stationary General Purpose
X-Ray Systems. Changes were made in both content and format to place the
requirements for positive beam limitation in agreement with the federal
diagnostic x-ray standard amendments. The changes include:
(a) rearrangement of the section in a more logical format; (b) incorporation
of interpretations that have been made with respect to this section; and
(c) relaxation of certain requirements where manufacturers have encountered
legitimate problems. These changes will not require modification of
existing units. F.6(f)(6) is applicable to only certified units. The
equivalent provisions of the federal standard are codified as 21 CFR
1020.31(e)(2). The only additional requirement in amended F.6(f)(6) is the
labeling of the user override key or key switch. This was required in the
amended federal standard to indicate the proper function of these switches
and to discourage their inappropriate use. The label is only required for
systems manufactured after November 30, 1983. F.6(f)(6)(i)(f) is not in the
federal diagnostic x-ray standard but was added for clarification and is
consistent with the federal standard.

F.7(b) Field Limitation. The provision for intraoral dental units to have
an open ended shielded position indicating device (PID) was removed
(F.7(b)(2) of the 1982 Edition). Federal studies indicated that the use of
an open ended shielded PID in conjunction with the bisecting-angle technique
may result in larger doses to patients than if a closed ended PID had been
used with this technique. Unless the paralleling technique were to become
predominant, the required use of an open ended shielded PID could actually
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lead to increased doses to patients. The studies are summarized in an FDA
draft analysis dated August 1, 1975 and transmitted to state radiation
contrc(l program directors by letter of August 12, 1975.

Appendix B4.(b) Viewing System Requirements. Wording was changed to remove
the 4.5-foot-limitation.



1982
Rationale for Revisions

Part F
X Rays in the Healing Arts

General

Sections F.1 through F.7 in the 1982 SSRCR have been changed from the 1978
version with the insertion of SI units, changes resulting from amendments to
the federal diagnostic x-ray standard, changes in x-ray log requirements,
and changes in dental x-ray beam quality. Section F.8 and F.9 have been
extensively rewritten. Many constructive comments were received, and these
comments have formed the basis of the 1982 Edition. In particular, the
standards for leakage radiation in Section F.9 were changed after the
National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements (NCRP) Scientific
Committee 3 and the Committee on Radiation Oncology Studies (CROS) stated
positions on the matter. Drafts of Section F.8 and F.9 have been widely
distributed, and the 1982 Edition of Section F.8 and F.9 reflect comments
received as a result of those drafts being circulated.

Specific Changes

F.1 Scope. The term "licensee" which was enclosed in brackets in the 1978
edition was eliminated. Few if any states are licensing x-ray facilities.
The number of bracketed terms should be minimized and reserved for areas
where a number of agencies would be affected.

F.2 Definitions. The alpha designators for each defined term are
eliminated. The alpha designators are not necessary to reference the terms.
A reference to F.2 is sufficient. Changes made in definitions include the
following:

"Assembler." The changes in 21 CFR 1020.30(b)(3) are incorporated into the
definition (44 FR 49667).

"Entrance exposure rate." Terminology was corrected by changing roentgen to
exposure.

"Exposure" (1978 Edition). The definition of exposure was removed from Part
F. The term is defined in Part A.

"Focal spot." Inserted and defined as a result of comments received. The
federal standard does not define focal spot.

"Full beam detector" (1978 Edition). The definition was eliminated as it is
no longer used in Section F.8 and F.9.
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"Interlock" (1978 Edition). The term is removed from Part F. It is defined
in Part A in the 1982 Edition.

"Leakage technique factors." The changes incorporated in 21 CFR
1020.30(b)(21) are incorporated in the definition (44 FR 29653).

"Mobile equipment" (1978 Edition). The defined term was changed to !'Mobile
x-ray equipment" for clarity.

"Portable x-ray equipment." The term was inserted and referred to the
definition of "X-ray equipment" where it is defined.

"Primary dose monitoring system." The phrase "quantity of radiation" was
changed to "useful beam" to improve the clarity of the meaning. This
definition was moved from Section F.9 to Section F.2.

"Radiation detector." The phrase "by direct or indirect means" was struck
as unnecessary.

"Radiation therapy simulation system." The term "radiographic" was inserted
to clarify the definition. An identical change was made in 21 CFR
1020.30(b)(50) (45 FR 27927).

"Radiological physicist." A definition of radiological physicist was
constructed for use in Section F.9. The term is not used in Section F.8
where "Qualified expert" continues to be used. The provisions of
subparagraphs (1), (2), and (3) parallel the requirements of 10 CFR 35.24.

"Recording." The example terms in the definition were struck as
unnecessary.

"Registrant" (1978 Edition). The term was removed from Section F.2. It is
defined in Part A.

"Spot check." The words "an abbreviated calibration" were eliminated from
the definition to delineate clearly the difference between "spot check" and
"calibration."

"SSD." The term is used in Part F and should be defined. The term was
inserted into Section F.2.

"Stationary x-ray equipment." The word "x-ray" was added to "stationary
equipment" for clarity.

"Traceable to a national standard." The phrase is defined for use in
Section F.8 and F.9. It is more general than the definition found in NCRP
Report No. 69, Dosimetry of X-Ray and Gamma-Ray Beams for Radiation Therapy
in the Energy Range 10 keV to 50 MeV (1981).

"Transmission detector" (1978 Edition). The term was deleted as it is not

used in the 1982 Edition.

"Treatment volume" (1978 Edition). The term was deleted as unnecessary.
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"Useful beam." The definition was modified to make it acceptable for use in
Section F.9. The modified wording does not change the meaning of useful
beam when it is used in reference to diagnostic x rays.

The following definitions were transferred from Section F.9 to Section F.2.
The reason for such transfer was to further consolidate definitions in
Section F.2.

1. Patient
2. Phantom
3. Secondary dose monitoring system
4. Termination of irradiation.

F.3(a)(1)(viii)(e) of the 1978 Edition. Holding of patients. The
subdivision was eliminated as unenforceable.

F.3(a)(1)(viii)(g) of the 1978 Edition and F.3(a)(3) X-Ray log. These
provisions have been rewritten and have simplified the requirements for the
x-ray log. The rewritten subparagraph is coded as F.3(a)(3) and
accomplishes the original intent of F.3(a)(1)(viii)(g) and F.3(a)(3) in the
1978 Edition.

F.3(a)(1)(ix) Patient exposure. A bracket was placed around the provisions
of (ix). It has been repeatedly questioned whether the provisions are
enforceable. The working group, however, deems them important where
practice diverges sharply from accepted practice.

F.3(a)(1)(x) Exposure'of personnel. A reference to the monitoring
requirements of D.202 was inserted. This was done for informational
purposes.

F.4(e)(1)(iii) Minimum filtration. A new minimum filtration is stated for
dental systems. The provision for at least 1.5 mm aluminum filtration is a
feasible requirement and reduces patient exposure. The requirement is
slightly less stringent than the requirements stated in 21 CFR 1020.30(m)
(44 FR 68822).

F.5(a)(2)(ii)(a) and (b) Fluoroscopic field size. The wording of 21 CFR
1020.32(b)(2)(iv) was inserted (44 FR 29653).

F.5(a)(2)(iii) Spot-film field size. The wording of 21 CFR 1020.31(g)(1)
was inserted in subdivision (a) (44 FR 29653).

F.5(c)(1)(v)(c) Periodic measurement of entrance exposure rate. The
language was simplified by eliminating the explanatory phrase and
substituting "personnel" monitoring devices.

F.5(f)(4) Source-to-skin distance. The phrase "user's operating manual"
was changed to "written safety procedures" to conform with the terminology
used in F.3(a)(1)(iv).

3
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F.6(f)(4) Beam Limitation for Stationary and Mobile General Purpose X-Ray
Systems. An exemption for radiation therapy simulation systems was inserted
in accordance with a change in the federal standard ( 4 5 FR 27927).

F.7(g)(5) Beam Ouality. The changes made in 21 CFR 1020.30(m) were
inserted (44 FR 68822).

F.8(a)(1) Leakage Radiation. Subdivision (iv) was changed to utilize
language used in F.9(b)(1) and (2).

F.8(a)(3) Removable and Adiustable Beam Limiting Devices. Wording was
inserted to clarify that auxiliary blocks are not considered as removable
beam limiting devices. Brackets were placed around "the effective date of
F.8" to note that additional consideration may be necessary.

F.8(a)(4)(iii) of the 1978 Edition. Filter system. The provision regarding
wedge filter orientation was eliminated. The practicability and useability
of such requirement initiated its deletion.

F.8(a)(4)(iii) Wedge filter marking. Additional wording was inserted to
permit the wedge angle to appear on the wedge tray. This provision was
coded as F.8(a)(4)(ii) in the 1978 Edition.

F.8(a)(8)(i) Beam monitor system. The requirements for the detector to be
a full beam detector were eliminated. The necessary radiation monitoring
can be accomplished by other type detectors.

F.8(b)(1) of the 1978 Edition. Warning lights. The subparagraph was
deleted from the 1982 Edition. Entry into high radiation areas is covered
by D.203.

F.8(b)(2) Viewing Systems. Language was inserted to clarify that the
backup viewing system may also be electronic.

F.8(b)(3)(iv) Additional requirements. F.8(b)(4)(iii) and F.8(b)(4)(v) of
the 1978 Edition have been combined into one requirement. Both 1978
requirements addressed the same topic.

F.8(b)(3)(iv) Additional requirements. F.8(b)(4)(iv) of the 1978 Edition
was rewritten because the requirement was impractical to measure.

F.8(c)(2)(iii) Calibrations. "Directly" of "directly traceable" was
deleted. See rationale of F.9(d)(2)(iii).

F.8(c)(2)(v)(d) Calibrations. The wording was simplified, and the portion
regarding tube orientation was eliminated. Due to tube head construction,
field uniformity will be independent of tube orientation. The greatest non-
uniformity will be represented by the largest field.

F.8(c)(2)(vi) Calibrations. The time period for record retention was
changed to 5 years to agree with the requirement made in Section F.9.
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F.8(c)(3)(i) Spot checks. The qualified expert is required to review spot
check results within 15 days if he does not actually perform the test.

F.8(c)(3)(iii) Spot checks. A requirement was inserted requiring that an
acceptable deviation from a nominal value be stated in the spot-check
procedures.

F.8(c)(3)(iv) Spot checks. A requirement was inserted requiring action
when the result of a spot check is not acceptable.

F.8(c)(3)(vii) Spot checks. A requirement was inserted for instrument
calibration. Radiation measurements should be performed with calibrated
instruments.

F.9(a) Definitions.

"Central axis of the beam." To make the definition correct technically, the
"first" rather than the "final" beam limiting device determines the central
axis of the beam.

"Dose monitoring system." The word "measurement" was added. The dose
monitoring system measures as well as detects and displays.

"Existing equipment." See "New equipment."

"Field-flattening filter." The word "homogenize" was eliminated. The words
"dose uniformity" were utilized in its place, and the words "at a specified
depth" were added. The new wording was added to make the definition
technically correct and more precise.

"Field size." The wording was changed to be more precise. Another sentence
was added to specify that field size at dose maximum includes radiation
buildup.

"Isocenter." The definition was changed to that given by the International
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC).

"Moving beam therapy." A sentence was added to give examples of moving beam
therapy.

"New equipment." The date was changed to January 1, 1985, to provide lead
time for manufacturers.

"Normal treatment distance." The definition was changed to agree with the
IEC wording.

Radiation treatment prescription" (1978 Edition). The definition was
eliminated as the term is not used in the 1982 Edition.

F.9(b)(1) and (2) Requirements for equipment. The concept stated by
Scientific Committee 3 of the NCRP was used as the basis for changing the
units from "rems" to "rads." The measurement area for neutrons was changed
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from 100 to 200 cm2 . Neutrons are unlikely to exist in narrow intense beams
under these conditions.

F.9(b)(2) Leakage Radiation. The subparagraph was made applicable to new
equipment. Existing equipment is not subject to the requirement but is
subject to provisions of Part D. Brackets were placed around F.9(b)(2)
because the Technical Review Committee questioned the regulatory
applicability of this provision.

F.9(b)(4) Filters. The requirements were rewritten to incorporate a new
and existing equipment concept. Cost and practicability of modifying
existing equipment to meet the requirements caused the subparagraph to be
modified. The requirement for indication of the orientation of the wedge
filter with regard to the field was eliminated entirely.

F.9(b)(6)(i) Beam monitors. The language of primary-primary, primary-
secondary was eliminated as unnecessary and confusing. The incorporated
wording requires two separate monitoring systems.

F.9(b)(6)(iii)(a) Beam monitors. The requirement for a detector to be a
full-beam transmission detector was eliminated. It was concluded that
safety did not require such a detector and that the type of detector should
be a manufacturer's decision.

F.9(b)(6)(iii)(e) Beam monitors. The majority of the subdivision regarding
display at the control panel was made applicable to new equipment only.
Costs of modifying existing equipment initiated the change. A concept of
retaining the dose monitoring information for 20 minutes in the event of
power failure was incorporated. This agrees with the IEC concept.

F.9(b)(7) Beam Symmetry. The requirement was reworded to give a more
general requirement. The rewording resulted from comments received after
circulation of the draft.

F.9(b)(8) Selection and Display of Dose Monitor Units. The subdivisions
have been rearranged from the 1978 Edition. A requirement is stated for new
equipment whereby the preset number of dose monitor units would have to be
reset manually after termination of irradiation, before irradiation can be
resumed. This is in agreement with the IEC publication 601-2-1.

F.9(b)(9) Termination of irradiation. The title of F.9(b)(9) was changed
to include "or Systems during stationary beam therapy." Termination during
moving beam therapy may conform to criteria stated in F.9(b)(15). Many
comments were received regarding F.9(b)(9). After discussion, it was
concluded that for new equipment, a leeway of 25 monitor units was practical
and feasible for a secondary system to terminate the useful beam. For
existing equipment, the figure of 40 monitor units, stated by the IEC was
accepted. The requirement for termination by the secondary system is stated
in terms-of original equipment design as existing equipment is not required
to have a second dose monitoring system. The termination requirement for
the secondary systems also incorporates a percentage of the preset dose
provisions. This method is acceptable, and the regulations should permit
it.
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F.9(b)(14) Selection of Energy. F.9(b)(14)(ii) of the 1978 Edition was
reworded and made a requirement for new equipment. The rewritten
subdivision designated as F.9(b)(14)(iv) states the same permitted
tolerances as does the IEC publication 601-2-1. The word "nominal" was
inserted before "energy" in F.9(b)(14)(iii) of the 1982 Edition
(F.9(b)(14)(iv) of the 1973 Edition) to clarify that measuring the radiation
energy is not being required.

F.9(b)(15) Moving beam therapy. F.9(b)(15)(v) of the 1982 Edition has been
rewritten to consider movement of the gantry during stationary treatment.
The provision is made applicable to new equipment only. F.9(b)(15)(vi) of
the 1982 Edition was rewritten to permit termination of the useful beam "by
angle" which is the preference of many radiotherapists.

F.9(b)(17) Location of Virtual Source and Beam Orientation.
F.9(b)(17)(iii) of the 1978 Edition was struck as unnecessary.

F.9(c)(3) Viewing Systems. The provision was rewritten to clarify that the
backup system may also be electronic.

F.9(d)(1) Surveys. F.9(d)(1)(ii) was amended to state a time period
limitation for transmitting the survey results to the Agency.

F.9(d)(2) Calibrations. In F.9(d)(2)(i), the time period was extended to
1 year which is in agreement with NCRP recommendations. A requirement that
the calibration protocol be acceptable to the Agency was added to allow
Agency evaluation. In F.9(d)(2)(ii), the term "radiological physicist" is
utilized. The hazard of the high energy accelerator justifies the
additional training and the presence of the individual supervising the
calibration of the system. F.9(d)(2)(iii) was rewritten and states
"traceable" rather than "directly traceable." "Traceable to a national
standard" is defined in F.2. A constancy check is also specified for the
instrument. The radiological physicist specifies what constancy checks are
necessary to assure that the instrument retains its calibration. This is in
agreement with recommendations found in NCRP Report No. 69.

F.9(d)(2)(v) Calibrations. In (b), the phrase "dose rate in air" was
eliminated as unnecessary. In (d), calibration should include review of
tables and charts utilized with the therapy beam.

F.9(d)(2)(vi) Calibrations. The record retention period was changed from
2 years to 5 years. This is in agreement with the NRC policy stated in
10 CFR 35.25. The requirement is applicable to both the instrument
calibration and the therapy unit calibration.

F.9(d)(2)(vii) Calibrations. The wording was inserted such that a copy of
the calibration is available in the area of the control panel for use should
the need arise.
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F.9(d)(3) Spot checks. Spot checks are stated to be part of the
calibration and shall be performed at intervals not to exceed one month
thereafter. NCRP Report No. 69 recommends both weekly and monthly checks.
F.9(d)(3)(ii) and (iii) require the radiological physicist to develop the
spot-check procedure and to state a time period for the performance of spot
checks. It is anticipated that the previous requirements of F.9(d)(2)(v)(c)
of the 1978 Edition will be incorporated in the spot-check procedures, This
will allow a flexibility in daily, weekly, and monthly spot checks. In
F.9(d)(3)(ii), the radiological physicist is not required to perform the
spot checks but must review the measurements within 15 days. This parallels
10 CFR 35.22. In F.9(d)(3)(iii), procedures are required to specify a range
of acceptable values for a particular spot check. If the physicist is not
performing the test, the person performing the test must be provided with
guidance as to what the physicist would regard as an acceptable value. This
will avoid unnecessary system "shut down." In F.9(d)(3)(iv), requirements
for absorbed dose measurements were added as recommended by NCRP Report No.
69. In F.9(d)(3)(v), the language was changed to clarify that a spot check
is an independent measurement. In F.9(d)(3)(viii), records of spot checks
are to be maintained for a period of 2 years. This is in agreement with the
NRC policy for sealed-source teletherapy units stated in 10 CFR 35.25. In
F.9(d)(3)(ix), a requirement is stated for calibration of a system used to
perform spot-check radiation measurements. The requirement parallels 10 CFR
35.23.

Matters for Future Consideration.

1. Additional consideration should be given to leakage radiation through
beam limiting devices. Presently, there are no provisions addressing
leakage through such devices that are used with machines capable of large
area (area greater than 500 cm2 ) treatment fields.

2. Additional consideration should be given to the provisions for leakage
radiation outside the patient area. Applicability of such provisions should
be evaluated on the basis of patient protection (radiation scattered back
into the plane of the patient), environmental considerations, or public
health considerations.

3. Additional consideration should be given to the requirement that a
"radiological physicist," as defined in Section F.2, be the qualifications
as stated in the definition for performing said duties. Other persons may
be equally but not specifically qualified.

8



1978
Rationale for Revisions

Part F
X Rays in the Healing Arts

Introduction

Part F as published in 1974 has been modified in response to changes in the
federal x-ray standard, comments received, and changes in therapeutic x-ray
sections. The reasons for significant changes are outlined below. Many
editorial and grammatical changes have also been made which will not be
contained in this rationale.

Specific Provisions

F.2 Definitions. Definitions were inserted or changed to incorporate
changes in the federal standard or to utilize the federal wording:

(k) "Cephalometric device"
(ac) "Fluoroscopic imaging assembly"
(ak) "Image intensifier"
(am) "Image receptor support
(an) "Inherent filtration"
(aw) "Leakage technique factors"
(bn) "Radiation therapy simulation system"
(cc) "Spot-film device"
(cn) "Visible area"
(cp) "X-ray control"

Definitions were added because of need or changed to provide
clarification:

(b) "Added filtration"
(p) "Contact therapy system"
(af) "Gonad shield"

(ah) "Healing arts screening"
(ai) "Heat unit"
(ao) "Interlock"
(ar) "kV"'
(at) "kWs"
(az) "mA"

(ba) "mAs"
(bf) "PID"
(bw) "Shutter"
(cv) "X-ray tube"
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Definitions which were not utilized were deleted:

"Density (D)"
"Line pair"
"Repair person (Service person)"
"Therapeutic-type protective tube housing"
"X-ray equipment, transportable"

Definitions were added for use in therapeutic x-ray sections:

(j) "Beam monitoring system"
(t) "Detector"
(ad) "Full beam detector"
(ap) "Irradiation"
(bm) "Radiation detector"
(ca) "Spot check"
(cg) "Transmission detector"
(ch) "Treatment volume"
(co) "Wedge filter"

F.3 General Requirements

F.3(a)(1)(i) Administrative Controls, Registrant. Brackets are inserted
around the phrase "if so directed by the Agency." The effect of the phrase
if included is to negate to a considerable extent the effect of the
regulations.

F.3(a)(1)(iii) Administrative Controls, Registrant. Editorial and format
changes are made. "Gonadal" changed to "gonad."

F.3(a)(1)(v)(d) of the 1974 SSRCR was eliminated as maximum personnel
exposures are covered by Part D and F.3(a)(1)(v)(b).

F.3(a)(1)(vi) Administrative Controls, Registrant. "Useful beam" is
utilized rather than "direct beam" as direct beam is not defined.

F.3(a)(1)(vii) Administrative Controls, Registrant. Editorial and format
changes together with changes to incorporate F.3(a)(1)(xi).

F.3(a)(1)(viii) Administrative Controls, Registrant. Editorial and format
changes.

F.3(a)(1)(ix) Administrative Controls, Registrant. Italics removed and a
provision added regarding minimum source to patient distance. The last
change is related to a change in F.6(c).

F.3(a)(1)(x) Administrative Controls, Registrant. Editorial changes.

F.3(a)(1)(xi) Administrative Controls, Registrant. A requirement for
healing arts screening was inserted in response to comments received.
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F.3(a)(2) Information and Maintenance Record and Associated Information.
The subparagraph was revised in response to comments received to allow for
either a radiation survey or a description of the barriers.

F.3(a)(3) X-Ray Log. Changes have been made in response to comments
received regarding legality and practicality. The italics have been removed
from the rewritten requirement.

F.3(c) of the 1974 SSRCR regarding image reception devices has been deleted.
The working group was of the opinion that the major points described in the
"Concepts for Resolution" of 1974, will be better incorporated in quality
control programs.

F.4 General Requirements for All Diagnostic X-Ray Systems. Editorial
changes are made and the codings for focal spot indication and accuracy of
technique factors are eliminated. Sufficient information to construct a
regulatory requirement is not available.

F.5 Fluoroscopic X-Ray Systems

F.5(a) Limitation of Useful Beam. A number of changes are made to
incorporate better language and format, changes in the federal standard and
the concept of a minimum field size.

F.5(c)(1)(v) Entrance Exposure Rate Allowable Limits. Changes are
editorial except in (d) where the concept is changed from monitoring at peak
values to monitoring at clinical techniques. This change was made in
response to comments received, to guard against tube damage, and to provide
useable data to the facility.

F.5(0) Radiation Therapy Simulation Systems. This paragraph was added to
incorporate changes in the federal standard.

F.6 Radiographic Systems Other Than Fluoroscopic, Dental Intraoral, or
Veterinarian Systems

F.6(a)(1)(i) of the 1974 SSRCR. The requirement for a minimum field size of
5 centimeters by 5 centimeters was shifted to F.6(f)(4)(i) in this revision
of Part F.

F.6(a)(1)(iii) Beam Limitation, General Purpose Stationary and Mobile X-Ray
Systems. The exemption to the requirement for a variable aperture
collimator was inserted in consideration of low workload facilities where
the cost of a PBL system would be prohibitive.

F.6(b)(1) of the 1974 SSRCR. The provision for automatic resetting of
timers to initial settings or to zero was transferred to F.6(f)(7) in this
revision. Costs of modifying existing timers to meet this provision was the
primary reason for the change.
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F.6(b)(2) X-Ray Control. Grammatical changes.

F.6(b)(3) Automatic Exposure Controls. Grammatical changes.

F.6(b)(4) Reproducibility. This subparagraph was formerly coded as
F.6(b)(5). The subpararaph is reworded but the intent remains the same.
The coding of the 1974 SSRCR regarding timer accuracy is eliminated at this
time.

F.6(c) Source-to-Skin Distance. The paragraph was reworded to agree with
the federal wording. The intent of the paragraph to provide at least a
30 centimeter source to patient distance is incorporated in this paragraph
and F.3(a)(1)(ix)(d). The coding reserved for determining receptor distance
is eliminated at this time.

F.6(d) Exposure Reproducibility. The paragraph regarding reproducibility
is reworded. The intent was changed slightly by inserting the language "or
equal to."

F.6(e) Radiation from Capacitor Energy Storage Equipment in Standby Status.
The title was changed to better describe the subject of the paragraph.

F.6(f) Additional Requirements Applicable to Certified Systems Only.
Changes are made in this paragraph to reflect changes made in other
paragraphs regarding minimum use of the x-ray field and timers.

F.7 Intraoral Dental Radiographic Systems

F.7(c) of the 1974 SSRCR. The resetting of the timer to zero after an
exposure was shifted to the paragraph regarding special requirements for
certified units. The cost of modifying existing timers was the primary
reason for this change. The coding for timer accuracy was eliminated.

F.7(g) Additional Requirements Applicable to Certified Systems Only.
Resetting of the timer which was eliminated in F.7(c) was added to this
paragraph.

F.8 Therapeutic X-Ray Systems of Less Than One MeV

This section was constructed to consider existing x-ray therapy systems and
new x-ray therapy systems. Principal references cited will be the 1970
SSRCR, NCRP Report No. 33, (Medical X-Ray and Gamma-Ray Protection for
Energies Up to 10 MeV - Equipment Design and Use - 1968) and comments
received on initial draft.

(a) Equipment Requirements

(1) Leakage Radiation. Reference to 1970 SSRCR. Standards
stated parallel requirements of the 1970 SSRCR, except in
the case of new x-ray therapy systems having a kVp of 150
or less. It appears practical that machines in this kVp
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range meet the diagnostic x-ray tube housing standard.
Copies of the proposed regulation were furnished to known
manufacturers with no return answer.

(2) Permanent Beam Limiting Devices. Reference F.8(a)(2) of
the 1970 SSRCR.

(3) Removable and Adjustable Beam Limiting Devices. A more
stringent standard was written for these beam limiting
devices. The inadequacy of the 5% transmission figure has
been noted in the ICRP Committee 3, Publication 15 (November
1969). Dodson in "The Use of Electron Linear Accelerators
in Medical Radiation Therapy" on Page 55 of Overview
Report No. 1 states that manufacturers have noted the
problem caused by 5% transmission and have reduced their
transmission values to less than 0.5% (on accelerators).
Copies of the proposed regulation were furnished to
manufacturers with no response.

(4) Filter System. The requirements stated appear in different
language in the 1970 SSRCR. The principal addition is the
inclusion of marking of wedge angles and of wedge filter
orientation.

(5) Tube Immobilization. Reference F.8(a)(6) of 1970 SSRCR.

(6) Focal Spot Marking. Reference 3.4.1(f) of NCRP Report
No. 33. A criteria for the accuracy of such marking is stated.

(7) Beam Block (Contact Therapy). Reference 3.4.3(f) of NCRP
Report No. 33 and F.9(b)(2) of 1970 SSRCR.

(8) Beam Monitor System. This requirement is applicable to
only new equipment having a kVp greater than 150. NBS
Handbook No. 41 published in 1949 recommended a beam
monitor. Subsequent publications have also recommended
such a monitor. The subparagraph was written to parallel
the beam monitor requirements which had been written for
accelerators, in response to a comment noting that therapy
requirements for the dosimetric system for ortho-voltage x-ray
systems should parallel that required for accelerators.

(9) Timer. Comments and paralleling requirements of other
sections indicated the format and language used. Reference
3.4.1(j) of NCRP No. 33. A provision is included to prevent
exposure when the timer is set at zero. A provision is
also included to state when the timer shall begin operation,
when the exposure is controlled by a shutter.

(10) Control Panel Functions. The subparagraph was written to
parallel similar requirements in F.9. The items stated are
necessary for radiation safety. The requirement for a
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display of filters present in the useful beam for new equipment
was suggested by a comment.

(11) Multiple Tubes. Requirements are stated which will identify
which tube may be activated.

(12) Source-to-Patient Distance. Patient safety indicates the
need to identify this parameter.

(13) Shutters. Reference F.8(a)(8) of 1970 SSRCR and 3.4.1(k)
of NCRP No. 33. Comments received indicated expansion of
the wording to provide clarification.

(14) Low Filtration X-Ray Tubes. The marking of tube head
assemblies containing low filtration windows was suggested
by a comment.

(b) Facility Design Requirements for Systems Capable of Operating

Above 50 kVp

(1) Warning Lights. Reference F.8(b)(8) of 1970 SSRCR.

(2) Voice Communication. Reference F.8(b)(7) of 1970 SSRCR.
Reworded to reflect comments.

(3) Viewing Systems. Reference F.8(b)(6) of 1970 SSRCR. A
back-up system is required if the viewing system is electronic.

(4) Additional Requirements (for Systems Capable of Operating
Above 150 kVp)

(i) Fixed Shields. Reference F.8(b)(3) of 1970 SSRCR.
The 1970 version used 50 kVp as a point where fixed
barriers would be required.

(ii) Control Panel. Reference F.8(b)(4) of 1970 SSRCR.

(iii) Interlocked Doors. Reference F.8(b)(5) of 1970
SSRCR.

(iv) Machine Shutdown. Reference F.8(b)(5) of 1970 SSRCR.
The requirement was relaxed somewhat by eliminating the
2 mR/hr average and using the high radiation area level
stated in Part D. A statement is made for how fast the
radiation field must be reduced. It was the working group's
opinion that if a machine shut down within a second of
a door opening to 100 mR/hr, that no significant exposure
could occur before other action could be taken.

(v) Reinitiating Treatment. Reference F.8(b)(5) of
1970 SSRCR.
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(c) Surveys, Calibrations, Spot Checks, and Operating Procedures

(1) Surveys. Reference F.8(c)(1) of 1970 SSRCR.

(2) Calibrations. The calibration subparagraph was written to
parallel that constructed for the accelerator section in response
to a comment. Many constructive comments were received
regarding calibrations.

(3) Spot Checks. The subparagraph was constructed to require
that the qualified expert specify what the spot check would
entail and how often they would be performed for a particular
machine.

(4) Operating Procedures

(i) Securing of the system

(ii) Holding of patients

(iii) Holding of tube housing. Reference F.9(b)(4) of
1970 SSRCR and 3.4.3(f) of NCRP Report No. 33.

(iv) Persons in treatment room. Reference 3.4.3(e) of
NCRP No. 33. As opposed to the reference the requirement
does not permit patient holding when the kVp exceeds 150.

F.9 X-Ray and Electron Therapy Systems with Energies of One MeV and Above

The regulations in Section F.8, Therapeutic X-Ray Installations, of the 1970
Edition of the SSRCR were designed primarily for radiation therapy in energy
ranges well below 1 MeV. During the years since most of the regulations
were first written, the design and use of therapy equipment above 1 MeV has
proliferated, and has presented radiation safety problems which are not
adequately covered by the old regulations. As a result, the working group
has divided the therapy regulations into two sections - Section F.8 on
therapy use below 1 MeV and Section F.9 on therapy use at 1 MeV and above.

The regulations for use of therapy machines at 1 MeV and above were
developed by the working group after consultation with standards from
numerous organizations, such as the National Council on Radiation Protection
and Measurements, the American Association of Physicists in Medicine, the
International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC), and the Bureau of
Radiological Health, as well as individual experts in the field. Most of
the regulations on equipment are based upon IEC draft recommendations or are
modified versions of the IEC recommendations.
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In developing the model regulations which will apply to megavoltage medical
therapy machines, the working group has attempted to achieve the greatest
safety consistent with practicality and reasonable expense. With this in
mind, those standards which are likely to provide substantial safety and can
be achieved with reasonable expense are made applicable to both existing and
new equipment. Conversely, those standards which involve considerable
expense or inconvenience are made applicable only to equipment manufactured
after the effective date of the regulations.

Rationale for Applying Part I to Medical Therapy Machines. The regulations
in Part I were developed to cover all types of particle accelerators,
including those used on humans. Where a section in Part I is not
appropriate for human use accelerators, the section is worded to exclude
applicability to human use. Exceptions are 1.11(c) and 1.11(d) which
require, at the control panel and entrances to the treatment room,
continuous readout of high radiation levels in the room. Such independent
readout systems at each entrance are considered unnecessary as all doors are
already interlocked and there is a warning light at each entrance indicating
radiation is being produced. A readout of patient exposure at the control
panel is provided for in Section F.9. The working group has therefore
specified that all applicable sections of Part I shall apply to human use
accelerators except 1.11(c) and 1.11(d).

(b) Requirements for Equipment

(1) Leakage Radiation to the Patient Area. The concept of providing
greater protection from leakage radiation for the patient (i.e., plane
circular surface of 2 meters radius) than for other areas is taken from
a draft of the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) Sections
6.2 and 6.3. However, these SSRCR standards do not allow as much
latitude on leakage levels as do the IEC standards. The ICRP (No. 15,
1969) has set a leakage standard of 0.1% of the useful beam for high
energy therapy machines. The working group believes that this standard
should not be compromised without very good cause.

The neutron problem in equipment operating above 13 MeV can pose a very
serious problem in meeting the 0.1% leakage standard. At the same
time, neutrons can be a serious hazard for the patient. In the present
state of the art there is insufficient knowledge of the magnitude,
nature, and effects of the neutrons from high energy machines. The
working group feels that the established maximum leakage level of 0.1%
should not be exceeded until the ICRP addressess the problem. However,
the working group recognizes that some existing high energy
accelerators cannot meet the 0.1% criteria and has opted to insert a
standard for these machines which does not consider the neutron
component of the leakage radiation.

(2) Leakage Radiation Outside the Patient Area. The maximum x-ray
leakage of 0.1% outside of the patient area is required because it is
not excessively difficult to achieve in design and it establishes a
reasonable level upon which shielding around the therapy room can be
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designed. Leakage of 0.5% for neutrons outside the patient area is
achievable.

(3) Beam Limiting Devices. A maximum leakage of 5% through adjustable
collimators can result in a very substantial integral dose (defined by
the product of dose times volume of tissue irradiated) to the patient.
Under typical conditions of a small treatment rield using a unit with a
large maximum field size capability, the integral dose to the patient
due to transmission through the collimators can approach or exceed the
integral dose due to the useful beam. This high potential for patient
exposure plus good shielding feasibility are reasons for lowering the
maximum permissible collimator leakage.

(4) Filters. The standards for fixed and removable filters are based
upon the IEC recommendations.

(5) Beam Quality. Because of the high potential for stray radiation
in the useful beam at high energies, it is necessary to specify maximum
contamination levels. Neutron exposures can be significant at high
energy therapy and must be known. These standards are essentially from
the IEC recommendations.

(6) Beam Monitors. The high dose rates of high energy therapy
machines require that the delivered dose be known accurately for each
treatment. To help ensure this, particularly during and following
conditions of equipment failure, or beam interruption, two independent
monitoring systems with accumulated response retention capabilities are
required. A backup timer switch is also required. ICRP recommends one
exposure meter plus a timer, while the British Code of Practice
requires two separate dose integrating systems plus a backup timer.
The standards for new beam monitoring are based upon IEC draft
recommendations.

(7) Beam Symmetry. The requirement for new equipment is similar to
the language utilized in IEC drafts.

(8) Selection and Display of Dose Monitor Units. These standards are
from IEC recommendations.

(9) Termination of Irradiation by the Dose Monitoring System. The
requirement is similar to IEC recommendations but differs in that a
secondary system is required to terminate irradiation when 102% of the
pre-set dose monitor units has been reached rather than 115%.

(10) Interruption Switches. From IEC recommendations.

(11) Termination Switches. From IEC recommendations.

(12) Timer. See rationale for F.9(b)(6) Beam Monitors. It differs
from IEC recommendations where a timer is only a suggested device.

-9-
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(13) Selection of Radiation Type. This standard is required to help
ensure against accidental use of the wrong type of irradiation and is
taken from IEC recommendations.

(14) Selection of Energy. Parallels IEC recommendations.

(15) Selection of Stationary Beam Therapy or Moving Beam Therapy. From
IEC recommendations.

(16) Absorbed Dose Rate. Parallels IEC draft recommendations. A
portion of the last IEC draft regarding a device to terminate
irradiation if the dose rate exceeds 10 times maximum was not
incorporated.

(17) Location of Focal Spot and Beam Orientation. From IEC

recommendations.

(18) System Checking Facilities. Parallels IEC draft recommendations.

(19) Shadow Trays. A comment suggested this provision.

(c) Facility and Shielding Requirements

(1) Shielding Barriers. Portable barriers are not considered to offer
adequate protection for high energy, high dose rate therapy
installations.

(2) Control Station Shielding. The high dose rates involved indicate
that the operator should be provided with maximum security.

(3) Viewing System. Continuous observation of the patient is
essential, and a backup viewing system is required to ensure continuity
of this function in the event of electronic failure.

(4) Aural Communication With Patient. Aural communication with the
patient is necessary to allow instructions to the patient before,
during, and after treatment, as necessary, and to help avoid premature
beam interruption or termination due to lack of communication.

(5) Warning Lights. The warning lights are required to warn persons
not to enter a treatment room during beam-on conditions and cause an
unnecessary beam interruption.

(6) Interlocked Doors. Radiation protection of persons other than the

patient requires this provision.

(d) Surveys, Calibrations, Spot Checks, and Operating Procedures

(1) All new and revised therapy facilities should be surveyed for
safety by a qualified expert to help ensure against unplanned exposures
from accelerator operation. The findings of the survey must be
reported in writing to the facility and the Agency. Requiring the
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qualified expert to indicate the areas of noncompliance provides
valuable information to the facility and to the Agency in locating and
correcting safety deficiencies.

(2) Calibrations. Calibrations must be performed by or under the
direct supervision of a qualified expert. Direct supervision as used
here means that the supervising qualified expert is present at the
facility and is readily available to give consultation or assistance to
the person doing the actual calibration. The British Code of Practice
recommends monthly recalibrations while the NCRP recommends annual
recalibrations. The working group has selected an interim period and
required full recalibrations once each six months, providing periodic
spot checks indicate stable output. Many determinations are needed for
a complete calibration. The items.of calibration listed in this
subparagraph are not intended to be a complete list of all necessary
determinations, but to specify the major items of calibration and to
indicate the scope of calibration. Many constructive comments were
received regarding calibrations.

(3) Spot Checks. For megavoltage units, periodic spot checks are
considered necessary to assure that the dose is unchanged from what it
was at calibration.

(4) Operating Procedures. The provisions prohibit persons from being
in the treatment room during irradiation. The procedures also disallow
operation of the accelerator if the calibrations are not current.

Appendix A. Information on Radiation Shielding Required for Plan Reviews.
Language changes but no change of intent. Brackets are added.

Appendix B. Suggested Design Requirements for an Operator's Booth. Language
and format changes. 4(b)(1) changes 5 feet to 4.5 feet.

Appendix C, Information to be Submitted by Persons Proposing to Conduct
Healing Arts Screening. Added for use in mass screening programs.
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1974
Rationale for Revisions

Part F
X Rays in the Healing Arts

A draft of the Suggested State Regulations, Part F was distributed by the
Bureau of Radiological Health in cooperation with the Conference of
Radiation Control Program Directors to the states in February, 1973 and
comments were solicited. Over 200 separate comments were received. These
comments reflected opinions which both affirmed portions of the draft and
pointed out deficiencies. Many comments were directed to areas which were
totally omitted. Some items had comments both pro and con. Following a
meeting between the Bureau and the Executive Committee of the Conference of
Radiation Control Program Directors, an ad hoc Task Force was appointed by
the Conference to consider the comments received and to make appropriate
revisions in Part F, as well as to assure compatibility of the model
regulations with the federal performance standards.

To clarify the bases for inclusion by the task force of certain of the new
provisions in Part F, this rationale is submitted along with the revised
Part F. The general philosophy of the task force is to reduce unnecessary
radiation wherever it is possible and by whatever means practicable. We
recognize that this is synonymous with the goals of radiation protection
practice. The differences and discussions result from the degree to which
regulations are to be used to accomplish these goals. The more
"controversial" concepts were very carefully considered by the task force
and discussed with the Bureau of Radiological Health. In the section
entitled Concepts for Resolution are listed problem areas recommended by the
task force for consideration by the Bureau and which eventually may lead to
amendments to the federal diagnostic x-ray standard.

Several areas of concern to the task force which have not met with the
accord of the Bureau at least in application are concepts involving gonadal
shielding and film and screen information. The final application of the
model regulation will in any case be dependent upon its applicability by the
individual state.

Areas such as film development are included in the appendix because of the
need for a standard by which the state can more accurately determine if
excessive exposure, repeats, etc. occur. This same principle prompted the
requirement of the patient log. While it is evident that additional record
keeping is time consuming, it is equally true that failure to adjust
operating techniques for the individual patient results in unnecessary
exposure and the need for repeat exposures.

The general concept used within Sections F.4, F.5 and F.6 was to develop one
standard rather than two standards. Where the federal standard stated the
criteria which in the task force's opinion could be made applicable to all
units, it was incorporated into the draft. Where it was the consensus that
the federal requirement could not reasonably be met by all units, it was

1
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included as an additional requirement for "certified" units. While these
sections were being assembled consideration was given to the cost and
feasibility of applying a given new equipment standard to existing
equipment. The task force recognizes that some of the provisions included
in the draft are going to require a phase-in period. However, no phase-in
period was included within the suggested draft, as it was the consensus that
each state should take the model regulations and further adapt them to their
own use and purposes.

For the purposes of this document the phrase "federal wording" means wording
found in 21 CFR 1020.30, .31, or .32. The initials SSRCR means Suggested
State Regulations for Control of Radiation as amended in 1970.

Much discussion has accompanied many of the regulations incorporated in the
model. The following is an attempt to relate some of the reasons the task
force chose the specific regulation in the form found in the model.

Sec. F.1 Scope

Because some states may wish to license (rather than register) an x-ray
system, both terms are used.

Sec. F.2 Definitions

The terms defined here were those used in the main body (Sec. F.3 - F.9)
which for clarity's sake were deemed necessary by the task force. In
general, they should all be self-explanatory. For definition (az)
"Qualified expert," each Agency may wish to add more specific requirements
for a qualified expert.

Sec. F.3 General Requirements

Comments regarding the general safety provisions contained in Section F.3 of
the February 1973 draft were reviewed by the task force for content. About
45 comments were submitted regarding the content of that section. After.
review, it was the task force's opinion that the entire section should be
rewritten.

The views of commenters on the 1973 draft were used as partial guidelines in
assembling the section. An effort was made throughout to construct the
provisions such that enforcement would be practical. Because this is not
always possible some provisions are included which can be enforced only in
the case of a flagrantly poor procedure.

The revised Part F does not propose any alternates within Section F.3 and
does not reference any other standards. The scope is far wider than
previous draft versions. Thus a point-by-point comparison with the February
1973 draft would serve no purpose.

(a) Administrative Controls - The subparagraphs within the paragraph state
general procedures which may be applicable to management and others. The
role of administrative personnel in radiation protection is clarified.

2
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(1) Registrant - The subparagraph states provisions which management
must provide, adhere to, authorize, oversee, etc.

(i) Conformance to the Regulations - The Agency must have
authority to forbid the operation of a system that does not meet
the regulations. The registrant must be responsible for assuring
that maintenance is performed in accord with manufacturer's
instructions.

(ii) Instruction of Personnel - It is a responsibility of the
registrant or his delegate to ascertain that personnel are aware of
the hazards of radiation and competent to perform the necessary
work. It is similar to SSRCR F.3(a)(1). States wanting to license
personnel may wish to administratively interpret "adequately
instructed" as requiring licensing.

(iii) Technique Chart - This chart is generally available within
x-ray departments, but not to the extent called for in this
subdivision. The need was felt to assure availability of these
charts at the time of operation. This requirement is interrelated
to the requirement for a patient log.

(iv) Written Safety Procedures - Administrative personnel must
have procedures established which will provide guidelines to all
personnel for additional safety procedures which are not
universally accepted criteria, but will be in effect at that
facility. The requirement is somewhat similar to SSRCR F.3(a)(2).

(v) Persons in the X-Ray Room - The exposure of persons to
scattered radiation should be minimized. The exposure of other
patients in a hospital ward or infants in a nursery was of
particular interest to the task force. The requirement parallels
SSRCR F.5(c)(2).

(vi) Gonadal Protection - The task force wrote more explicit and
stringent regulations on gonadal shielding. However, the Bureau
expressed concern that the proposed regulations would hamper the
program the Bureau is initiating. The gonadal shielding regulation
in the model is the same as in the previous SSRCR.

(vii) Authorization of Exposures - These provisions were written
after discussing exposures for training and mass screening. Note
that screening is not prohibited, but does require approval by the
Agency. This regulation is also intended to deter practitioners
from ordering an examination unless each of the exposures is
specifically intended. The initial statement requiring authoriza-
tion parallels the requirement made in SSRCR F.1.

3
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(viii) Patient or Film Holding - This subdivision was constructed
to incorporate the ideas stated in SSRCR F.5(c)(1). A record is
required of the fact that the patient or film was held. It was the
task force's opinion that without such a record, enforcement would
not be practical and even the facility may not have a good concept
of the amount of holding which occurs. The use of lead gloves and
apron in no way is meant to preclude the use of adequate
collimation.

(ix) Minimizing Exposures - The provisions of this subdivision
are probably not enforceable except in the case of flagrantly poor
procedures. The subdivision was included for use in those cases.

(x) Personnel Monitoring - The requirement is in agreement with
a Conference workshop report. Portions of this requirement are
already found in Part D. However, additional clarification on
location for wearing the film badge, critical organ and whole body
dose is required. Until such time as this information can be found
in Part D or other appropriate section, it was included here.

(2) Machine Record - This information is needed to allow both the
registrant and the Agency to evaluate an x-ray system. Part of the
information required is also required by federal. regulations in
1020.30(h) to be furnished by the manufacturer to the user.

(3) Patient Log - A record should exist of the fact that an x-ray
examination occurred. This will enable the facility as well as the
Agency a method to determine the number of exposures an individual has
received at that facility. When the examinations are routine, a
minimum of additional record keeping is required. However, repeat
exposures and non-routine techniques will have to be recorded. The
required log is interrelated to the technique chart and will provide
workload data for evaluation of the facility shielding.

(b) Plan Review - It is not anticipated that all states would elect to
adopt such a provision. It was placed in Part F on the stipulation that the
rationale note that no state is obligated to adopt any portion of the model.
This section is regarded as unpractical for some states at this time. There
is no question as to the appropriateness of including the provision in
radiation protection regulations, but the question is monies and staff to
conduct such a program. A convincing argument for including the section was
that with such a provision in a national model, underfunded programs may be
enabled to make a more successful effort obtaining monies for such a
program. Note that the provisions are applicable only to new installations
or facilities being remodeled. The booth requirements were included after
discussions emphasizing that the booth was intended to protect personnel and
not the x-ray console.

(c) Image Reception Devices - Provisions for information on image receptors
were debated. The BRH has projects initiated which should make
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incorporation of regulatory provisions feasible in the future, but not at
this time. The coding was left for future usage. There are many factors
concerning film, screens, etc. that will require future regulation.

(d) Processing of Film - The subparagraph on film processing was put in the
appendix because several states expressed difficulties with enforcement.
The principal addition to standard recommendations regarding film processing
are the required maintenance provisions for automatic processors and the
periodic evaluation of a test film. The task force originally specified
weekly on the test film evaluation but after further consultation concluded
that daily would be appropriate on manual developing systems. Note that a
full size film is not required for test purposes.

The task force also considered processing chemicals but deferred action at
this time by placing the item in the concepts section. It was readily
agreed that some regulation of these factors is necessary. However, it is
premature to regulate these portions until more of the on-going research
provides substantiating data.

Sec. F.A General Requirements for All Diagnostic X-Ray Systems

(a) Warning Label - The wording is identical to that found in 1020.30.
There is no equivalent SSRCR requirement. It is feasible to apply this
requirement to all units.

(b) Battery Charge Indicator - The wording is that found in 1020.30(o).
There is no current equivalent SSRCR requirement. This requirement is
needed to prevent retakes. The cost to modify a unit which does not
presently comply is not excessive.

(c) Leakage Radiation from the Diagnostic Source Assembly - This is the
wording found in 1020.30(k) which is a restatement of the present SSRCR
requirement in F.2(f).

(d) Radiation from Components Other Than the Diagnostic Source Assembly -

This is the wording used in 1020.30(1). The SSRCR covers this subject in
Section B.2 although it is somewhat indirect.

(e) Beam Quality

(1) Half-Value Layer

(i) The wording used is that found in 1020.30(m).

(ii) This subdivision permits use of the SSRCR criteria for
useful beam filtration to be used to show compliance to (i) above.

(iii) This requirement on beryllium window tubes is applicable
only to diagnostic units. It is equivalent to a recommendation
made by BRH. To the task force's knowledge, it shouldn't interfere
with any diagnostic procedure. A question might exist in regard to
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mammography; however, references can be found in the literature
showing that using a tungsten target tube the optimum aluminum
equivalent filtration is between a half millimeter and
0.75 millimeter aluminum equivalent.

(iv) This is a note on compliance monitoring. It is identical to
the wording used in 1020.30(m)(2).

(v) This is a note on compliance monitoring and is a
clarification statement.

Special Note:

The federal requirement found in 1020.30(n) regarding
aluminum equivalence of material between patient and image
receptor is not included any place within the revised Part
F. The difficulties of determining this aluminum
equivalence in the practitioner's office is the primary
reason the requirement was not included.

(2). Filtration Controls - This is a requirement which is stated in
1020.30(m)(1). Conclusion was reached after discussion that this is a
requirement that should be applied to all units. X-ray service
companies were contacted during the discussion and it was concluded
that the cost of complying with this requirement was not excessive.

(f) Multiple Tubes - This wording is that contained in 1020.31(j) which is
applicable only to radiographic equipment. In the revised Part F draft this
is applicable to all equipment, both radiographic and fluoroscopic. The
operator should always be aware of which x-ray tube is being activated.

(g) Mechanical Support of Tube Head - A requirement regarding tube
stability is found in the current SSRCR F.7(a)(8), which was applicable only
to dental equipment. The paragraph regarding mechanical stability found in
the revised Part F draft is applicable to all equipment. The question of
how stable was asked. The task force's response is that this is normally a
question of the inspector's judgment. If a legitimate question did arise,
the final determination could be made using a resolution plate.

(h) Focal Spot Indication - This was deferred for future action as the
Bureau of Radiological Health personnel felt that this would be a more
restrictive equipment requirement than appears presently within federal
regulations.

(i) Technique Indicators - This uses the wording of 1020.31(a)(1) which in
the case of the federal regulations is applicable only to radiographic
equipment. In the revised Part F draft this is applicable to both
radiographic and fluoroscopic equipment. The requirement is similar to a
requirement made in the present SSRCR which is applicable to radiographic
installations in F.5(a)(6). The question of whether this requirement should
be made applicable to both radiographic and fluoroscopic equipment was

0
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discussed at length. The conclusion was that it was not unreasonable to
require rheostat or switch settings on fluoroscope consoles to be labeled.

Sec. F.5 Fluoroscopic X-Ray Systems

(a) Limitation of the Useful Beam - The requirements made in this paragraph
are also made in 1020.32(a) and (b). The coding and arrangement has been
changed allowing the coding to refer to a specific requirement.

(1) The wording used is found within 1020.32(a)(1). A similar
requirement is found in SSRCR F.4(a)(4).

(2) The wording used is found within 1020.32(a)(1). The requirement is
also found in SSRCR F.4(a)(4).

(3) Minimum Field Size - The BRH is considering this as a possible
amendment to existing federal regulations. However, it was requested
that this not be included within the revised Part F at this time. The
subparagraph was placed in the Concepts for Resolution.

(4) Limitation to the Imaging Surface

(i) Nonimage-Intensified Fluoroscopy and Spot Filming - The
wording is made in SSRCR F.4(a)(4)(ii). As stated it applies to
both the x-ray field used during fluoroscopy and the x-ray field
used during spot film procedures. Note that this is a different
requirement than is made for the x-ray field during spot filming
procedures in the federal x-ray regulations. (See (iii) below.)

(ii) Image-Intensified Fluoroscopy and Spot Filming

(a) This is identical to a rewritten federal provision under
consideration as a future amendment. Numerous comments had
been submitted regarding the previous version and the
difficulty of interpretation.

(b) States the standard for compliance.

(iii) Spot Film Device Certified Equipment Only - The wording
utilized here is the wording found in 1020.31(g) and includes
subparagraphs (1), (3), and (4). Subparagraph (2) of 1020.31(g) is
covered in (ii) above.

(b) Activation of the Fluoroscopic Tube - The wording used for this
requirement is found in 1020.32(c). A similar requirement is found in the
existing SSRCR F.4(a)(5).

(c) Exposure Rate Limits

(1) Entrance Exposure Rate Allowable Limits - This subparagraph
generated a lengthy discussion involving the federal requirements
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regarding this subject, the requirement made in the SSRCR, and the lack
of any upper limit for the exposure rate within the federal
regulations. The need for exposure rates which would exceed 10 R per
minute for special procedure units was also discussed. As a result of
these discussions, the BRH did agree to undertake studies of the need
to set upper limit exposure rate limits on fluoroscopes and also to
develop manufacturing standards for special procedures units. The
wording used for entrance exposure rate allowable limits in the draft
comes from 1020.32(d). For this subparagraph in Part F, the wording
has been rearranged such that there is a requirement stated for all
fluoroscopic units and a special requirement for certified equipment
which does not incorporate automatic brightness control. Subdivision
(v) requires that the entrance exposure rate be periodically monitored
and would allow the user to use a commercially available dosimeter to
perform this measurement. Since the user is permitted to make the
measurement, conditions of measurements are stated within this section.

(d) Barrier Transmitted Radiation Rate Limits - The wording used in this
paragraph is found in 1020.32(a)(1) and (2). A similar requirement is found
in SSRCR F.4(a)(4)(i).

(e) Indication of Potential and Current - The wording utilized is found in
1020.32(e).

(f) Source-Skin Distance - This paragraph uses two standards for source to
panel top spacing. Units newly installed would be required to have a 15-
inch source to panel top distance. Units which are presently ih operation
would be permitted to have a 14-inch target to panel top distance. The task
force felt that the majority of presently existing fluoroscopes could meet
the 14-inch requirement. Units which could not meet the 14-inch requirement
and that a state felt should continue in operation should be handled under a
special exemption. The requirement of a 12-inch source-skin distance on
mobile fluoroscopes is found both in the federal regulations and the
existing SSRCR regulation. The requirement for surgical fluoroscopes comes
from the federal regulations.

(g) Fluoroscopic Timer - The wording used is found in 1020.32(g). The
format was changed to allow reference to specific requirements. This
requirement parallels a similar requirement in the SSRCR F.4(a)(6).

(h) Mobile Fluoroscopes - The requirement for image intensification is made
in both the federal regulations in 1020.32(h) and in the SSRCR F.5
(a)(11)(ii).

(i) Control of Scattered Radiation - Because of the varied equipment
configurations (over the table tubes, under the table tubes), the task force
has incorporated requirements which do differ from previous existing
requirements contained in the SSRCR which were designed to control exposure
of personnel to scatter radiation. Rather than stating requirements for
individual items such as Bucky slot covers, protective drapes, or sliding
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panels, a generalized performance standard for exposure to scatter radiation
is stated.

Sec. F.6 Radiographic Systems Other Than Fluoroscopic, Dental Intraoral, or
Veterinary Systems

(a) Beam Limitation - The generalized statement here, which is also
contained in the present version of the SSRCR, is probably not enforceable.
Consideration was given to generally requiring evidence of collimation to
appear on each x-ray film. The Concepts for Resolution section contains the
task force's thoughts on the subject.

(1) General Purpose X-Ray Systems - This subparagraph does require that
a variable aperture collimator or the equivalent be provided on every
general purpose x-ray unit. No phase-in period is stated. Individual
states may wish to further tailor this requirement to their own needs.
The language found in 1020.31(d)(1) and (2) was used in writing this
requirement. The further requirement for light field intensities found
in the federal regulations was not included in this subparagraph, which
is applicable to all x-ray units.

(2) Additional Requirements for Stationary General Purpose X-Ray
Systems - It was deemed feasible to make these federal requirements for
indication of alignment and x-ray field size applicable to all
stationary x-ray units.

(3) X-Ray Systems Designed for One Image Receptor Size - The wording of
1020.31(f)(2) was utilized for this requirement. Photofluorographic
x-ray units would be subject to this provision.

(4) Special Purpose X-Ray Systems - The requirement and wording closely

follows 1020.31(f)(3).

(b) Radiation Exposure Control Devices

(1) Timers - The wording utilized may be found in 1020.31(a)(2) and
(3). However, the federal regulations cover both timers and exposure
switches. In the draft, requirements which are applicable to timers
are stated in this subparagraph.

(2) X-Ray Control (Exposure Switch) - This subparagraph contains the
requirements from the federal regulations for x-ray control switches
contained in the 1020.31(a)(2). It was questioned whether this
exposure switch should not be a dead-man type switch; a paragraph to
this effect is found in the concepts section. Requirements for the
placement of exposure switches for mobile and portable systems are also
contained in this subparagraph. The requirements made represent the
task force's thoughts on this subject. These would be difficult to
enforce rigorously but are far better than saying "routinely" as in the
current SSRCR. The requirement for a control which would permit the
operator to be 12 ft. from the tube head assembly was made to permit
the operator to be outside a room during an exposure.

9.1
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(4) Accuracy - A paragraph was placed in the concepts section regarding
timer accuracy.

(5) Reproducibility - The criteria stated allow a coefficient of

variation of around 10%.

(c) -Source to Skin or Receptor Distance

(1) Limitation - The requirement here of a 12-inch source to skin
distance spacing is made for all units where previously it was stated
only for mobile x-ray equipment. There is no equivalent federal
requirement.

(d) Exposure Reproducibility - This requirement is applicable to all units.
The formula stated will allow a fairly rapid determination of whether an
x-ray system could meet the required reproducibility. It was recognized
that at times the monitoring instrument may not accurately record the true
exposure. Where a system does not meet the stated criteria for compliance a
more complete determination of the coefficient of variation is going to be
necessary. This requirement is also related to the power supply
capabilities. Although discussed at length, no power supply requirements
were stated in the task force's draft.

(e) Standby Radiation from Capacitor Energy Storage Equipment - The
language utilized here can be found in 1020.31(k). The federal statement
regarding compliance was not incorporated in this requirement.

(f) Additional Requirements Applicable to Certified Systems Only -

Requirements stated in 1020.30, .31, and .32 which are not requirements
applicable to all x-ray systems are stated in this paragraph as requirements
for certified components or certified systems except as otherwise noted in
this rationale.

Special Note:

The task force discussed at length whether all x-ray units should meet
one standard at a future date (1 9 84 was proposed). Good arguments were
presented on both sides of the question. The provision was not
included in the final draft.

Sec. F.7 Intraoral Dental Radiographic Systems

This section is intended to cover x-ray equipment designed and used for
intraoral dental radiography. All dental x-ray systems used for extraoral
examinations should be required to meet the provisions for radiographic
systems in Section F.6.

(a) Source to Skin Distance - These SSD's are approximately the same as in
the SSRCR F.7(a)(3).
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(b) Field Limitation

(1) Even though the beam shall be containable within a circle of 7 cm
diameter or 6 cm diameter, it may be rectangular or other acceptable
geometric configuration.

(2) Any state implementing this concept of open ended shielded position
indicating device (see F.2 Definitions (au)) as a requirement, should
allow an adequate time span for compliance with the requirement.

(c) Timers - The words in the introductory sentence of paragraph (c) and in
subparagraphs (1) and (2) are identical to the federal standard. In
subparagraph (4), the presumptive test on reproducibility of the timer is
the same requirement as stated for radiographic systems in Section F.6.

(d) X-Ray Control (Exposure Switch)

(1) This is similar to the general requirement in Section F.6, except
for deletion of the provision relating to serial radiography
(F.6(b)(2)(i)).

(2) This is similar to the switch placement requirements in Section
F.6, although more latitude is intended in implementation of this
requirement as indicated by the example and deletion of the reference
to Appendix B (see rationale for F.6(b)(2)).

(3) This subparagraph is identical to the provision in
F.6(b)(2)(ii)(c).

(e) Exposure Reproducibility - This is identical to the requirement in

Section F.6 (see rationale for F.6(d)).

(f) Operating Controls

(1) Film holding devices should be available and used when possible
rather than the patient holding the film. This subparagraph is also
intended to cover the provision in SSRCR F.7(c)(1)(i) regarding the
dentist, assistant, etc., holding the film or patient. The requirement
to list individual projections where holding devices cannot be utilized
should be of benefit in both the compliance and educational aspects of
the radiation control program.

(2) This subparagraph is similar to the provision in SSRCR F.7(c)(4).

(3) This is a further delineation of the beam restriction requirements
in F.7(b)(1).

(4) This subparagraph relates to the SSRCR F.7(c)(5); however, the
SSRCR prohibits the use of fluoroscopy in dental examinations, whereas
this draft prohibits dental fluoroscopy without image intensification.
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(g) Additional Requirements Applicable to Certified Systems Only - These
are provisions of the federal standard applicable to certified radiographic
systems, including dental, that have not been stated as requirements
applicable to all dental x-ray systems earlier in this Section F.7. These
provisions are identical to those in F.6(g).
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Part G

USE OF RADIONUCLIDES IN THE HEALING ARTS

Sec. G.1 Purpose and Scope. This part establishes requirements and
provisions for the use of radionuclides in the healing arts and for issuance
of licenses authorizing the medical use of this material. These
requirements and provisions provide for the protection of the public health
and safety. The requirements and provisions of this part are in addition
to, and not in substitution for, others in these regulations. The
requirements and provisions of these regulations apply to applicants and
licensees subject to this part unless specifically exempted.

Sec. G.2 Definitions. As used in this part, the following definitions
apply:

"Area of use" means a portion of a physical structure that has been set
aside for the purpose of receiving, using, or storing radioactive material.

"ALARA" (as low as reasonably achievable) means making every reasonable
effort to maintain exposures to radiation as far below the dose limits as is
practical:

(1) Consistent with the purpose for which the licensed activity is
undertaken;

(2) Taking into account the sbate of technology, the economics of
improvements in relation to benefits to the public health and safety,
and other societal and socioeconomic considerations; and

(3) In relation to utilization of nuclear energy in the public
interest.

"Authorized user" means a practitioner of the healing arts who is identified
as an authorized user on an Agency[, Agreement State, Licensing State or
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission] license that authorizes the medical use
of radioactive material.

"Brachytherapy" means a method of radiation therapy in which sealed sources
are utilized to deliver a radiation dose at a distance of up to a few
centimeters, by surface, intracavitary, or interstitial application.

"Dedicated check source" means a radioactive source that is used to assure
the constant operation of a radiation detection or measurement device over
several months or years. This source may also be used for other purposes.

"Management" means the chief executive officer or that individual's
designee.

"Medical institution" means an organization in which several medical
disciplines are practiced.

"Medical use" means the intentional internal or external administration of
radioactive material, or the radiation therefrom, to humans in the practice
of the healing arts.
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"Misadministration" means the administration of:

(1) A radiopharmaceutical or radiation from a sealed source other
than the one intended;

(2) A radiopharmaceutical or radiation to the wrong patient;

(3) A radiopharmaceutical or radiation by a route of administration
other than that intended by the prescribing physician;

(4) A diagnostic dosage of a radiopharmaceutical differing from the
prescribed dosage by more than 50 percent;

(5) A therapeutic dosage of a radiopharmaceutical differing from the
prescribed dosage by more than 10 percent; or

(6) A therapeutic radiation dose from a sealed source such that
errors in the source calibration, time of exposure, and treatment
geometry result in a calculated total treatment dose differing from
the final prescribed total treatment dose by more than 10 percent.

"Mobile nuclear medicine service" means the transportation and medical use
of radioactive material.

"Output" means the exposure rate, dose rate, or a quantity related in a
known manner to these rates from a teletherapy unit for a specified set of
exposure conditions.

"Teletherapy physicist" means an individual identified as the qualified
teletherapy physicist on an Agency license.

"Teletherapy" means therapeutic irradiation in which the source of radiation
is at a distance from the body.

"Visiting authorized user" means an authorized user who is not identified on
the license of the licensee being visited.

General Regulatory Requirements

Sec. G.3 License Required.

(a) No person shall manufacture, produce, acquire, receive, possess, use,
or transfer radioactive material for medical use except in accordance with a
specific license issued pursuant to these regulations.

(b) Unless prohibited by license condition, an individual may receive,
possess, use, or transfer radioactive material in accordance with the
regulations in this part under the supervision of an authorized user as
provided in G.10.

Sec. G.A License Amendments. A licensee shall apply for and receive a
license amendment:

(a) Before using radioactive material for a method or type of medical use
not permitted by the license issued under this part;
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(b) Before permitting anyone, except a visiting authorized user described
in G.11, to work as an authorized user under the license;

(c) Before changing a Radiation Safety Officer or Teletherapy Physicist;

(d) Before receiving radioactive material in excess of the amount
authorized on the license;

(e) Before adding to or changing the areas of use or address or addresses
of use identified in the application or on the license; and

(f) Before changing statements, representations, and procedures which are
incorporated into the license.

Sec. G.5 Notifications. A licensee shall notify the Agency in writing
within 30 days when an authorized user, Radiation Safety Officer, or
Teletherapy Physicist, permanently discontinues performance of duties under
the license.

Additional Requirements

Sec. G.6 ALARA Program.

(a) Each licensee shall develop and implement a written program to maintain
radiation doses and releases of radioactive material in effluents to
unrestricted areas as low as reasonably achievable in accordance with D.1(b)
of these regulations.

(b) To satisfy the requirement of G.6(a):

(1) The management, Radiation Safety Officer, and all authorized users
shall participate in the establishment, implementation, and operation
of the program as required by these regulations or the Radiation Safety
Committee; or

(2) For licensees that are not medical institutions, management and all
authorized users shall participate in the program as required by the
Radiation Safety Officer.

(c) The ALARA program shall include an annual review by the Radiation
Safety Committee for licensees that are medical institutions, or management
and the Radiation Safety Officer for licensees that are not medical
institutions, of summaries of the types and amounts of radioactive material
used, occupational dose reports, and continuing education and training for
all personnel who work with or in the vicinity of radioactive material. The
purpose of the review is to ensure that individuals make every reasonable
effort to maintain occupational doses, doses to the general public, and
releases of radioactive material as low as reasonably achievable, taking
into account the state of technology, and the cost of improvements in
relation to benefits.
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(d) The licensee shall retain a current written description of the ALARA
program for the duration of the license. The written description shall
include:

(1) A commitment by management to keep occupational doses as low as
reasonably achievable;

(2) A requirement that the Radiation Safety Officer brief management
once each year on the radiation safety program;

(3) Personnel exposure investigational levels as established in
accordance with G.8(b)(8) that, when exceeded, will initiate an
investigation by the Radiation Safety Officer of the cause of the
exposure; and

(4) Personnel exposure investigational levels that, when exceeded, will
initiate a prompt investigation by the Radiation Safety Officer of the
cause of the exposure and a consideration of actions that might be
taken to reduce the probability of recurrence.

Sec. G.7 Radiation Safety Officer.

(a) A licensee shall appoint a Radiation Safety Officer responsible for
implementing the radiation safety program. The licensee, through the
Radiation Safety Officer, shall ensure that radiation safety activities are
being performed in accordance with approved procedures and regulatory
requirements in the daily operation of the licensee's radioactive material
program.

(b) The Radiation Safety Officer shall:

(1) Investigate overexposures, accidents, spills, losses, thefts,
unauthorized receipts, uses, transfers, and disposals, and other
deviations from approved radiation safety practice and implement
corrective actions as necessary;

(2) Implement written policy and procedures for:

(i) Authorizing the purchase of radioactive material;

(ii) Receiving and opening packages of radioactive material;

(iii) Storing radioactive material;

(iv) Keeping an inventory record of radioactive material;

(v) Using radioactive material safely;

(vi) Taking emergency action if control of radioactive material
is lost;

(vii) Performing periodic radiation surveys;
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(viii) Performing checks and cdiibrations of survey instruments and
other safety equipment;

(ix) Disposing of radioactive material;

(x) Training personnel who work in or frequent areas where
radioactive material is used or stored; and

(xi) Keeping a copy of all records and reports required by the
Agency regulations, a copy of these regulations, a copy of each
licensing request and license and amendments, and the written
policy and procedures required by the regulations; and

(3) For medical use not sited at a medical institution, approve or
disapprove radiation safety program changes with the advice andconsent
of management prior to submittal to the Agency for licensing action; or

(4) For medical use sited at a medical institution, assist the
Radiation Safety Committee in the performance of its duties.

Sec. G.8 Radiation Safety Committee. Each medical institution licensee
shall establish a Radiation Safety Committee to oversee the use of
radioactive material.

(a) The Committee shall meet the following administrative requirements:

(1) Membership must consist of at least 3 individuals and shall include
an authorized user of each type of use permitted by the license, the
Radiation Safety Officer, a representative of the nursing service, and
a representative of management who is neither an authorized user nor a
Radiation Safety Officer. Other members may be included as the
licensee deems appropriate.

(2) The Committee shall meet at least once each calendar quarter.

(3) To establish a quorum and to conduct business, one-half of the
Committee's membership shall be present, including the Radiation Safety
Officer and the management's representative.

(4) The minutes of each Radiation Safety Committee meeting shall

include:

(i) The date of the meeting;

(ii) Members present;

(iii) Members absent;

(iv) Summary of deliberations and discussions;

(v) Recommended actions and the numerical results of all
ballots; and

(vi) Document any reviews required in G.6(c) and G.8(b).
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(5) The Committee shall provide each member with a copy of the meeting
minutes, and retain one copy until the Agency authorizes its
disposition.

(b) To oversee the use of licensed material, the Committee shall:

(1) Be responsible for monitoring the institutional program to maintain
occupational doses as low as reasonably achievable;

(2) Review, on the basis of safety and with regard to the training and
experience standards of this part, and approve or disapprove any
individual who is to be listed as an authorized user, the Radiation
Safety Officer, or Teletherapy Physicist before submitting a license
application or request for amendment or renewal;

(3) Review on the basis of safety and approve or disapprove each
proposed method of use of radioactive material;

(4) Review on the basis of safety, and approve with the advice and

consent of the Radiation Safety Officer and the management
representative, or disapprove procedures and radiation safety program
changes prior to submittal to the Agency for licensing action;

(5) Review quarterly, with the assistance of the Radiation Safety
Officer, occupational radiation exposure records of all personnel
working with radioactive material;

(6) Review quarterly, with the assistance of the Radiation Safety
Officer, all incidents involving radioactive material with respect to
cause and subsequent actions taken;

(7) Review annually, with the assistance of the Radiation Safety
Officer, the radioactive material program; and

(8) Establish a table of investigational levels for occupational dose
that, when exceeded, will initiate investigations and considerations of
action by the Radiation Safety Officer.

Sec. G.9 Statement of Authorities and Responsibilities.

(a) A licensee shall provide sufficient authority and organizational
freedom to the Radiation Safety Officer and the Radiation Safety Committee
to:

(1) Identify radiation safety problems;

(2) Initiate, recommend, or provide solutions; and

(3) Verify implementation of corrective actions.

(b) A licensee shall establish in writing the authorities, duties,
responsibilities, and radiation safety activities of the Radiation Safety
Officer and the Radiation Safety Committee.
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Sec. G.10 Supervision.

(a) A licensee who permits the receipt, possession, use, or transfer of
radioactive material by an individual under the supervision of an authorized
user as allowed by G.3 shall:

(1) Instruct the supervised individual in the principles of radiation
safety appropriate to that individual's use of radioactive material;

(2) Review the supervised individual's use of radioactive material,
provide reinstruction as needed and review records kept to reflect this
use;

(3) Require the authorized user to be immediately available to
communicate with the supervised individual;

(4) Require the authorized user to be able to be physically present and
available to the supervised individual [on 1 hours notice];i/ and

(5) Require that only those individuals specifically trained, and
designated by the authorized user, shall be permitted to administer
radionuclides or radiation to patients.

(b) A license shall require the supervised individual receiving,

possessing, using or transferring radioactive material under G.3 to:

(1) Follow the instructions of the supervising authorized user;

(2) Follow the procedures established by the Radiation Safety
Officer; and

(3) Comply with these regulations and the license conditions with
respect to the use of radioactive material.

Sec. G.11 Visiting Authorized User.

(a) A licensee may permit any visiting authorized user to use licensed
material for medical use under the terms of the licensee's license for 60
days each year if:

(1) The visiting authorized user has the prior written permission of
the licensee's management and, if the use occurs on behalf of an
institution, the institution's Radiation Safety Committee;

(2) The licensee has a copy of an Agency[, Agreement State, Licensing
State or U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission] license that identifies
the visiting authorized user by name as an authorized user for medical
use; and

1/ The supervising authorized user need not be present for each use of
radioactive material.
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(3) Only those procedures for which the visiting authorized user is
specifically authorized by an Agency[, Agreement State, Licensing State
or U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission] license are performed by that
individual.

(b) A licensee need not apply for a license amendment in order to permit a
visiting authorized user to use licensed material as described in G.11(a).

(c) A licensee shall retain copies of the records specified in G.11(a) [for
5 years from the date of the last visit].

Sec. G.12 Mobile Nuclear Medicine Service Administrative Requirements.

(a) The Agency will only license mobile nuclear medicine services in
accordance with this part and other applicable requirements of these
regulations to serve clients who do not have an Agency license.

(b) Mobile nuclear medicine service licensees shall retain for the duration
of service a letter signed by the management of each location where services
are rendered that authorizes use of radioactive material.

(c) A mobile nuclear medicine service shall not have radioactive material
delivered directly from the manufacturer or the distributor to the client's
address of use.

Sec. G.13 Records and Reports of Misadministrations.

(a) When a misadministration involves any therapy procedure, the licensee
shall notify the Agency. The licensee shall also notify the referring
physician of the affected patient and the patient or a responsible relative
or guardian, unless the referring physician agrees to inform the patient or
believes, based on medical judgment, that telling the patient or the
patient's responsible relative or guardian would be harmful to one or the
other, respectively. These notifications must be made within 24 hours after
the licensee discovers the misadministration. If the referring physician,
patient, or the patient's responsible relative or guardian cannot be reached
within 24 hours, the licensee shall notify them as soon as practicable. The
licensee is not required to notify the patient or the patient's responsible
relative or guardian without first consulting the referring physician;
however, the licensee shall not delay medical care for the patient because
of this.

(b) Within 15 days after an initial therapy misadministration report to the
Agency, the licensee shall report, in writing, to the Agency and to the
referring physician, and furnish a copy of the report to the patient or the
patient's responsible relative or guardian if either was previously notified
by the licensee as required by G.13(a). The written report shall include
the licensee's name; the referring physician's name; a brief description of
the event; the effect on the patient; the action taken to prevent
recurrence; whether the licensee informed the patient or the patient's
responsible relative or guardian, and if not, why not. The report shall not
include the patient's name or other information that could lead to
identification of the patient.
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(c) When a misadministration involves a diagnostic procedure, the Radiation
Safety Officer shall promptly investigate its cause, make a record for
Agency review, and retain the record as directed in G.13(d). The licensee
shall also notify the referring physician and the Agency in writing on Form
S within 15 days if the misadministration involved the use of radioactive
material not intended for medical use, administration of dosage five-fold
different from the intended dosage, or administration of radioactive
material such that the patient is likely to receive an organ dose greater
than 2 rems (0.02 Sv) or a whole body dose greater than 500 millirems
(5 mSv). Licensees may use dosimetry tables in package inserts, corrected
only for amount of radioactivity administered, to determine whether a report
is required.

(d) Each licensee shall retain a record of each misadministration for 10
years. The record shall contain the names of all individuals involved in
the event, including the physician, allied health personnel, the patient,
and the patient's referring physician, the patient's social security number
or identification number if one has been assigned, a brief description of
the event, the effect on the patient, and the action taken, if any, to
prevent recurrence.

(e) Aside from the notification requirement, nothing in G.13(a) through (d)
shall affect any rights or duties of licensees, and physicians in relation
to each other, patients, or responsible relatives or guardians.

Sec. G.14 Suppliers. A licensee shall use for medical use only:

(a) Radioactive material manufactured, labeled, packaged, and distributed
in accordance with a license issued pursuant to these regulations or the
equivalent regulations of another Agreement State, a Licensing State or the
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission; and

(b) Reagent kits that have been manufactured, labeled, packaged, and
distributed in accordance with an approval issued by the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration.

(c) Teletherapy sources manufactured and distributed in accordance with a
license issued pursuant to these regulations, or the equivalent regulations
of another Agreement State, a Licensing State, or the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission.

Specific Requirements

rSec. G.15 Quality Control of Imaging Equipment. Each licensee shall
establish written quality control procedures for all equipment used to
obtain images from radionuclide studies. As a minimum, the procedures shall
include quality control procedures recommended by equipment manufacturers or
procedures which have been approved by the Agency. The licensee shall
conduct quality control procedures in accordance with written procedures.]
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Sec. G.16 Possession, Use, Calibration, and Check of Dose Calibrators.

(a) A medical use licensee authorized to administer radiopharmaceuticals
shall possess a dose calibrator and use it to measure the amount of activity
administered to each patient.

(b) A licensee shall:

(1) Check each dose calibrator for constancy with a dedicated check
source at the beginning of each day of use. To satisfy the requirement
of this section, the check shall be done on a frequently used setting
with a sealed source of not less than 10 microcuries (370 kBq) of
radium-226 or 50 microcuries (1.85 MBq) of any other photon-emitting
radionuclide with a half-life greater than 90 days;

(2) Test each dose calibrator for accuracy upon installation and at
intervals not to exceed 12 months thereafter by assaying at least 2
sealed sources containing different radionuclides, the activity of
which the manufacturer has determined within 5 percent of the stated
activity, with minimum activity of 10 microcuries (370 kBq) for
radium-226 and 50 microcuries (1.85 MBq) for any other photon-emitting
radionuclide, and at least one of which has a principal photon energy
between 100 keV and 500 keV;

(3) Test each dose calibrator for linearity upon installation and at
intervals not to exceed 3 months thereafter over the range of use
between 10 microcuries (370 kBq) and the highest dosage that will be
administered; and

(4) Test each dose calibrator for geometry dependence upon installation
over the range of volumes and volume configurations for which it will
be used. The licensee shall keep a record of this test for the
duration of the use of the dose calibrator.

(c) A licensee shall mathematically correct dosage readings for any
geometry or linearity error that exceeds 10 percent if the dosage is greater
than 10 microcuries (370 kBq) and shall repair or replace the dose
calibrator if the accuracy or constancy error exceeds 10 percent.

(d) A licensee shall also perform checks and tests required by G.16(b)
following adjustment or repair of the dose calibrator.

(e) A licensee shall retain a record of each check and test required by
G.16 for 2 years. The records required by G.16(b) shall include:

(1) For G.16(b)(1), the model and serial number of the dose calibrator,
the identity and calibrated activity of the radionuclide contained in
the check source, the date of the check, the activity measured, the
instrument settings, and the initials of the individual who performed
the check;
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(2) For G.16(b)(2), the model and serial number of the dose calibrator,
the model and serial number of each source used and the identity of the
radionuclide contained in the source and its activity, the date of the
test, the results of the test, the instrument settings, and the
signature of the Radiation Safety Officer;

(3) For G.16(b)(3), the model and serial number of the dose calibrator,
the calculated activities, the measured activities, the date of the
test, and the signature of the Radiation Safety Officer; and

(4) For G.16(b)(4), the model and serial number of the dose calibrator,
the configuration and calibrated activity of the source measured, the
activity of the source, the activity measured and the instrument
setting for each volume measured, the date of the test, and the
signature of the Radiation Safety Officer.

Sec. G.17 Calibration and Check of Survey Instruments.

(a) A licensee shall ensure that the survey instruments used to show
compliance with this part have been calibrated before first use, annually,
and following repair.

(b) To satisfy the requirements of G.17(a), the licensee shall:

(1) Calibrate all required scale readings up to 1000 millirems (10 mSv)
per hour with a radiation source;

(2) For each scale that shall be calibrated, calibrate two readings
separated by at least 50 percent of scale rating; and

(3) Conspicuously note on the instrument the apparent dose rate from a
dedicated check source as determined at the time of calibration, and
the date of calibration.

(c) To satisfy the requirements of G.17(b), the licensee shall consider a
point as calibrated if the indicated exposure rate differs from the
calculated exposure rate by not more than 20 percent, and shall
conspicuously attach a correction chart or graph to the instrument.

(d) A licensee shall check each survey instrument for proper operation with
the dedicated check source before each use. The licensee is not required to
keep records of these checks.

(e) The licensee shall retain a record of each calibration required in

G.17(a) for 2 years. The record shall include:

(1) A description of the calibration procedure; and
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(2) A description of the source used and the certified dose rates from
the source, and the rates indicated by the instrument being calibrated,
the correction factors deduced from the calibration data, the signature
of the individual who performed the calibration, and the date of
calibration.

(f) To meet the requirements of G.17(a), (b), and (c), the licensee may
obtain the services of individuals licensed by the Agency, the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, an Agreement State, or a Licensing State to perform
calibrations of survey instruments. Records of calibrations which contain
information required by G.17(e) shall be maintained by the licensee.

Sec. G.18 Assay of Radiopharmaceutical Dosages. A licensee shall:

(a) Assay, [within 30 minutes] before medical use, the activity of each
radiopharmaceutical dosage that contains more than 10 microcuries (370 kBq)
of a photon-emitting radionuclide;

(b) Assay, before medical use, the activity of each radiopharmaceutical
dosage with a desired activity of 10 microcuries (370 kBq) or less of a
photon-emitting radionuclide to verify that the dosage does not exceed 10
microcuries (370 kBq); and

(c) Retain a record of the assays required by G.18(a) and (b) for 2 years.
To satisfy this requirement, the record shall contain the:

(1) Generic name, trade name, or abbreviation of the radiopharma-

ceutical, its lot number, and expiration dates and the radionuclide;

(2) Patient's name, and identification number if one has been assigned;

(3) Prescribed dosage and activity of the dosage at the time of assay,
or a notation that the total activity is less than 10 microcuries
(370 kBq);

(4) Date and time of the assay and administration; and

(5) Initials of the individual who performed the assay.

Sec. G.19 Authorization for Calibration and Reference Sources. Any person
authorized by G.3 for medical use of radioactive material may receive,
possess, and use the following radioactive material for check, calibration
and reference use:

(a) Sealed sources manufactured and distributed by persons specifically
licensed pursuant to Part C of these regulations or equivalent provisions of
the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Agreement State or Licensing State
and that do not exceed 15 millicuries (555 MBq) each;

0
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(b) Any radioactive material [listed in G.30 or G.32] with a half-life of
100 days or less in individual amounts not to exceed 15 millicuries
(555 MBq);

(c) Any radioactive material [listed in G.30 or G.32] with a half life
greater than 100 days in individual amounts not to exceed 200 microcuries
(7.4 MBq) each; and

(d) Technetium-99m in individual amounts not to exceed 50 millicuries
(1.85 GBq).

Sec. G.20 Requirements for Possession of Sealed Sources and Brachytherapy
Sources.

(a) A licensee in possession of any sealed source or brachytherapy source
shall follow the radiation safety and handling instructions supplied by the
manufacturer or equivalent instructions approved by the Agency and shall
maintain the instructions for the duration of source use in a legible form
convenient to users.

(b) A licensee in possession of a sealed source shall assure that:

(1) The source is tested for leakage before its first use unless the
licensee has a certificate from the supplier indicating that the source
was tested within 6 months before transfer to the licensee; and

(2) The source is tested for leakage at intervals not to exceed
6 months or at intervals approved by the Agency, another Agreement
State, a Licensing State or the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

(c) To satisfy the leak test requirements of G.20(b), the licensee shall
assure that:

(1) Leak tests are capable of detecting the presence of 0.005 micro-
curie (185 Bq) of radioactive material on the test sample, or in the
case of radium, the escape of radon at the rate of 0.001 microcurie
(37 Bq) per 24 hours;

(2) Test samples are taken from the source or from the surfaces of the
device in which the source is mounted or stored on which radioactive
contamination might be expected to accumulate; and

(3) Test samples are taken when the source is in the "off" position.

(d) A licensee shall retain leak test records for 5 years. The records
shall contain the model number, and serial number, if assigned, of each
source tested, the identity of each source radionuclide and its estimated
activity, the measured activity of each test sample expressed in microcuries
(becquerels), a description of the method used to measure each test sample,
the date of the test, and the signature of the Radiation Safety Officer.
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(e) If the leak test reveals the presence of 0.005 microcurie (185 Bq) or
more of removable contamination, the licensee shall:

(1) Immediately withdraw the sealed source from use and store it in
accordance with the requirements of these regulations; and

(2) File a report with the Agency within 5 days bf receiving the leak
test results with the Agency describing the equipment involved, the
test results, and the action taken.

(f) A licensee need not perform a leak test on the following sources:

(1) Sources containing only radioactive material with a half-life of
less than 30 days;

(2) Sources containing only radioactive material as a gas;

(3) Sources containing 100 microcuries (3.7 MBq) or less of beta or
photon-emitting material or 10 microcuries (370 kBq) or less of alpha-
emitting material; [and]

(4) Seeds of iridium-192 encased in nylon ribbon[; and

(5) Sources stored and not being used. The licensee shall, however,
test each such source for leakage before any use or transfer unless it
has been tested for leakage within 6 months before the date of use or
transfer].

(g) A licensee in possession of a sealed source or brachytherapy source
shall conduct a physical inventory of all such sources at intervals not to
exceed 3 months. The licensee shall retain each inventory record for 5
years. The inventory records shall contain the model number of each source,
and serial number if one has been assigned, the identity of each source
radionuclide and its estimated activity, the location of each source, date
of the inventory, and the signature of the Radiation Safety Officer.

(h) A licensee in possession of a sealed source or brachytherapy source
shall survey with a radiation survey instrument at intervals not to exceed 3
months all areas where such sources are stored. This does not apply to
teletherapy sources in teletherapy units or sealed sources in diagnostic
devices.

(i) A licensee shall retain a record of each survey required in G.20(h) for
2 years. The record shall include the date of the survey, a sketch of each
area that was surveyed, the measured dose rate at several points in each
area expressed in millirems (microsieverts) per hour, the model number and
serial number of the survey instrument used to make the survey, and the
signature of the Radiation Safety Officer.

Sec. G.21 Syringe Shields.

(a) A licensee shall keep syringes that contain radioactive material to be
administered in a radiation shield.
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(b) A licensee shall require each individual who prepares 6r administers
radiopharmaceuticals to use a syringe radiation shield unless the use of the
shield is contraindicated for that patient.

Sec. G.22 Syringe Labels. Unless utilized immediately, a licensee shall
conspicuously label each syringe, or syringe radiation shield that contains
a syringe with a radiopharmaceutical, with the radiopharmaceutical name or
its abbreviation, the type of diagnostic study or therapy procedure to be
performed, or the patient's name,

Sec. G.23 Vial Shields. A licensee shall require each individual preparing
or handling a vial that contains a radiopharmaceutical to keep the vial in a
vial radiation shield.

Sec. G.24 Vial Shield Labels. A licensee shall conspicuously label each
vial radiation shield that contains a vial of a radiopharmaceutical with the
radiopharmaceutical name or its abbreviation.

Sec. G.25 Surveys for Contamination and Ambient Radiation Dose Rate.

(a) A licensee shall survey with a radiation detection survey instrument at
the end of each day of use all areas where radiopharmaceuticals are
routinely prepared for use or administered.

(b) A licensee shall survey with a radiation detection survey instrument at
least once each week all areas where radiopharmaceuticals or radioactive
wastes are stored.

(c) A licensee shall conduct the surveys required by G.25(a) and (b) so as
to able to measure dose rates as low as 0.1 millirem (1 pSv) per hour.

(d) A licensee shall establish dose rate action levels for the surveys
required by G.25(a) and (b) and shall require that the individual performing
the survey immediately notify the Radiation Safety Officer if a dose rate
exceeds an action level.

(e) A licensee shall survey for removable contamination each day of use all
areas where radiopharmaceuticals are routinely prepared for use or
administered and each week where radioactive materials are stored.

(f) A licensee shall conduct the surveys required by G.25(e) so as to be
able to detect contamination on each wipe sample of 2000 disintegrations per
minute (33.3 Bq).

(g) A licensee shall establish removable contamination action levels for
the surveys required by G.25(e) and shall require that the individual
performing the survey immediately notify the Radiation Safety Officer if
contamination exceeds action levels.
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(h) A licensee shall retain a record of each survey required by G.25 (a),
(b), and (e) for 2 years. The record must include the date of the survey, a
sketch of each area surveyed, action levels established for each area, the
measured dose rate at several points in each area expressed in millirems
(microsieverts) per hour or the removable contamination in each area
expressed in disintegrations per minute (becquerels) per 100 square
centimeters, the serial number and the model number of the instrument used
to make the survey or analyze the samples, and the initials of the
individual who performed the survey.

Sec. G.26 Release of Patients Containing Radiopharmaceuticals or Permanent
Implants.

(a) A licensee shall not authorize release from confinement for medical
care any patient administered a radiopharmaceutical until either:

(1) The dose rate from the patient is less than 5 millirems (50 VSv)
per hour at a distance of 1 meter; or

(2) The activity in the patient is less than 30 millicuries (1.11 GBq).

(b) A licensee shall not authorize release from confinement for medical
care any patient administered a permanent implant until the dose rate from
the patient is less than 5 millirems (50 PSv) per hour at a distance of
1 meter.

Sec. G.27 Mobile Nuclear Medicine Service Technical Requirements. A
licensee providing mobile nuclear medicine service shall:

(a) Transport to each address of use only syringes or vials containing
prepared radiopharmaceuticals or radiopharmaceuticals that are intended for
reconstitution of radiopharmaceutical kits;

(b) Bring into each location of use all radioactive material to be used
and, before leaving, remove all unused radioactive material and associated
radioactive waste;

(c) Secure or keep under constant surveillance and immediate control all
radioactive material when in transit or at a location of use;

(d) Check survey instruments and dose calibrators as required in
G.16(b)(1), G.16(d), G.16(e) and G.17(d), and check all other transported
equipment for proper function before medical use at each location of use;

(e) Carry a calibrated survey meter in each vehicle that is being used to
transport radioactive material, and, before leaving a client location of
use, survey all areas of radiopharmaceutical use with a radiation detection
survey instrument to ensure that all radiopharmaceuticals and all associated
radioactive waste have been removed; and
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(f) Retain a record of each survey required by G.27(e) for 2 years. The.
record must include the date of the survey, a plan of each area that was
surveyed, the measured dose rate at several points in each area of use
expressed in millirems (microsieverts) per hour, the model and serial number
of the instrument used to make the survey, and the initials of the
individual who performed the survey.

Sec. G.28 Storage of Volatiles and Gases.

(a) A licensee shall store volatile radiopharmaceuticals and radioactive
gases in the shippers' radiation shield and container.

(b) A licensee shall store and use a multidose container in a properly
functioning fume hood.

Sect. G.29 Decay-In-Storage.

(a) A licensee shall hold radioactive material for decay-in-storage before
disposal in ordinary trash and is exempt from the requirements of D.301 of
these regulations if the licensee:

(1) Holds radioactive material for decay a minimum of 10 half-lives;

(2) Monitors radioactive material at the container surface before
disposal as ordinary trash and determines that its radioactivity cannot
be distinguished from the background radiation level with a radiation
detection survey instrument set on its most sensitive scale and with no
interposed shielding;

(3) Removes or obliterates all radiation labels; and

(4) Separates and monitors each generator column individually with all
radiation shielding removed to ensure that its contents have decayed to
background radiation level before disposal.

(b) For radioactive material disposed in accordance with G.29(a), the
licensee shall retain a record of each disposal for 2 years. The record
must include the date of the disposal, the date on which the radioactive
material was placed in storage, the radionuclides disposed, the model and
serial number of the survey instrument used, the background dose rate, the
radiation dose rate measured at the surface of each waste container, and the
name of the individual who performed the disposal.

Specific Requirements for the Use of Radiopharmaceuticals for
Uptake, Dilution, or Excretion Studies

Sec. G.30 Use of Radiopharmaceuticals for Uptake, Dilution, or Excretion
Studies.

(a) A licensee may use [the following prepared radiopharmaceuticals for
diagnostic studies involving the measurement of uptake, dilution, or
excretion:
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(1) Iodine-131 as sodium iodide, iodinated human serum albumin (IHSA),
labeled rose bengal, or sodium iodohippurate;

(2) Iodine-125 as sodium iodide or iodinated human serum albumin
(IHSA);

(3) Cobalt-57 as labeled cyanocobalamin;

(4) Cobalt-58 as labeled cyanocobalamin;

(5) Cobalt-60 as labeled cyanocobalamin;

(6) Chromium-51 as sodium chromate or labeled human serum albumin;

(7) Iron-59 as citrate;

(8) Technetium-99m as pertechnetate;

(9)] Any radioactive material in a radiopharmaceutical for a diagnostic
use involving measurements of uptake, dilution, or excretion for which
the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has accepted a "Notice of
Claimed Investigational Exemption for a New Drug" (IND) or approved a
"New Drug Application" (NDA).

(b) A licensee using a radiopharmaceutical specified in G.30(a) for a
clinical procedure other than one specified in the product label or package
insert instructions shall comply with the product label or package insert
instructions regarding physical form, route of administration and dosage
range.

Sec. G.31 Possession of Survey Instrument. A licensee authorized to use
radioactive material for uptake, dilution, and excretion studies shall
possess a portable radiation detection survey instrument capable of
detecting dose rates over the range 0.1 millirem (1.0 uSv) per hour to
50 millirems (500 uSv) per hour. The instrument shall be operable and
calibrated in accordance with G.17.

Specific Requirements for the Use of Radiopharmaceuticals, Generators,
and Reagent Kits for Imaging and Localization Studies

Sec. G.32 Use of Radiopharmaceuticals, Generators, and Reagent Kits for
Imaging and Localization Studies.

(a) A licensee may use [the following radiopharmaceuticals, generators, and
reagent kits for imaging and localization studies:

(1) Molybdenum-99/technetium-99mm generators for the elution or extrac-
tion of technetium-99m as pertechnetate;

(2) Technetium-99m as pertechnetate;
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(3) Prepared radiopharmaceuticals and reagent kits for the preparation
of the following technetium-99m labeled radiopharmaceuticals:

(i) Sulfur colloid,

(ii) Pentetate sodium,

(iii) Human serum albumin microspheres,

(iv) Polyphosphate,

(v) Macroaggregated human serum albumin,

(vi) Etidronate sodium,

(vii) Stannous pyrophosphate,

(viii) Human serum albumin,

* (ix) Medronate sodium,

(x) Gluceptate sodium,

(xi) Oxidronate sodium,

(xii) Disofenin, and

(xiii) Succimer;

(4) Iodine-131 as sodium iodide, iodinated human serum albumin, macro-
aggregated iodinated human serum albumin, colloidal (macroaggregated)
iodinated human serum albumin, rose bengal, or sodium iodohippurate;

(5) Iodine-125 as sodium iodide or fibrinogen;

(6) Chromium-51 as human serum albumin;

(7) Gold-198 in colloidal form;

(8) Mercury-197 as chlormerodrin;

(9) Selenium-75 as selenomethionine;

(10) Strontium-85 as nitrate;

(11) Ytterbium-169 as pentetate sodium;

(12) Gallium-67 as citrate;

(13) Indium-111 as chloride or DTPA;

(14) Tin-113/indium-113m generators for the elution of indium-113m as
chloride;
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(15) Yttrium-87/strontium-87m generators for the elution of
strontium-87m;

(16) Thallium-201 as chloride;

(17) Iodine-123 as sodium iodide or iodohippurate;

(18)]Any radioactive material in a diagnostic radiopharmaceutical,
except aerosol or.gaseous form, or any generator or reagent kit for
preparation and diagnostic use of a radiopharmaceutical containing
radioactive material for which the Food and Drug Administration has
accepted a "Notice of Claimed Investigational Exemption for a New Drug"
(IND) or approved a "New Drug Application" (NDA).

(b) A licensee using radiopharmaceuticals [specified in G.32(a)] for
clinical procedures shall comply with the product label or package insert
regarding physical form, route of administration, and dosage range.

(c) A licensee shall elute generators in compliance with G.33 and prepare
radiopharmaceuticals from kits in accordance with the manufacturer's
instructions.

(d) Technetium-99m pentetate as an aerosol for lung function studies is not
subject to the restrictions in G.32(b):

(e) Provided the conditions of G.34 are met, a licensee shall use radio-
active aerosols or gases only if specific application is made to and
approved by the Agency. 0
Sec. G.33 Permissible Molybdenum-99 Concentration.

(a) A licensee shall not administer a radiopharmaceutical containing more
than 0.15 microcurie of molybdenum-99 per millicurie of technetium-99m
(0.15 kilobecquerel of molybdenum-99 per megabecquerel of technetium-99m).

*(b) A licensee preparing technetium-99m radiopharmaceuticals from
molybdenum-99/technetium-99m generators shall measure the molybdenum-99
concentration in each eluate or extract.

(c) A licensee who must measure molybdenum concentration shall retain a
record of each measurement for 2 years. The record shall include, for each
elution or extraction of technetium-99m, the measured activity of the
technetium expressed in millicuries (megabecquerels), the measured activity

.of molybdenum expressed in microcuries (kilobecquerels), the ratio of the
measures expressed as microcuries of molybdenum per millicurie of technetium
(kilobecquerels of molybdenum per megabecquerel of technetium), the date of
the test, and the initials of the individual who performed the test.

(d) A licensee shall report immediately to the Agency each occurrence of
molybdenum-99 concentration exceeding the limits specified in G.33(a).

am
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Sec. G.34 Control of Aerosols and Gases.

(a) A licensee who administers radioactive aerosols or gases shall do so
with a system that will keep airborne concentrations within the limits
prescribed by D.103 and D.106 of these regulations.

(b) The system shall either be directly vented to the atmosphere through an
air exhaust or provide for collection and decay or disposal of the aerosol
or gas in a shielded container.

(c) A licensee shall only administer radioactive gases in rooms that are at
negative pressure compared to surrounding rooms.

(d) Before receiving, using, or storing a radioactive gas, the licensee
shall calculate the amount of time needed after a release to reduce the
concentration in the area of use to the occupational limit listed in
Appendix A of Part D of these regulations. The calculation shall be based
on the highest activity of gas handled in a single container and the
measured available air exhaust rate.

(e) A licensee shall post the time calculated in G.34(d) at the area of use
and require that, in case of a gas spill, individuals evacuate the room
until the posted time has elapsed.

(f) A licensee shall check the operation of collection systems monthly and
measure the ventilation rates in areas of use at intervals not to exceed
6 months. Records of these checks and measurements shall be maintained for
2 years.

(g) A copy of the calculations required in G.34(d) shall be recorded and
retained for the duration of the license.

Sec. G.35 Possession of Survey Instruments. A licensee authorized to use
radioactive material for imaging and localization studies shall possess a
portable radiation detection survey instrument capable of detecting dose
rates over the range of 0.1 millirem (1 uSv) per hour to 50 millirems
(500 uSv) per hour, and a portable radiation measurement survey instrument
capable of measuring dose rates over the range 1 millirem (10 pSv) per hour
to 1000 millirems (10 mSv) per hour. The instruments shall be operable and
calibrated in accordance with G.17.

Specific Requirements for the Use of Radiopharmaceuticals for Therapy

Sec. G.36 Use of Radiopharmaceuticals for Therapy. A licensee may use [the
following prepared radiopharmaceuticals:

(a) Iodine-131 as iodide for treatment of hyperthyroidism, cardiac
dysfunction, and thyroid carcinoma;

(b) Phosphorus-32 as soluble phosphate for treatment of polycythemia vera,
leukemia, and bone metastases;
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(c) Phosphorus-32 as colloidal chromic phosphate for intracavitary
treatment of malignant effusions;

(d) Gold-198 as colloid for intracavitary treatment of malignant effusions;

(e)] Any radioactive material in a radiopharmaceutical and for a therapeutic
use for which the Food and Drug Administration has accepted a "Notice of
Claimed Investigational Exemption for a New Drug" (IND), or approved a "New
Drug Application" (NDA). The licensee shall comply with the package insert
instructions regarding indications and method of administration.

Sec. G.37 Safety Instruction.

(a) A licensee shall provide oral and written radiation safety instruction
for all personnel caring for patients undergoing radiopharmaceutical
therapy. Refresher training shall be provided at intervals not to exceed
1 year.

(b) To satisfy G.37(a), the instruction shall describe the licensee's
procedures for:

(1) Patient control;

(2) Visitor control;

(3) Contamination control;

(4) Waste control;

(5) Notification of the Radiation Safety Officer or authorized user in
case of the patient's death or medical emergency; and

(6) Part J training requirements.

(c) A licensee shall keep a record of individuals receiving instruction
required by G.37(a), a description of the instruction, the date of
instruction, and the name of the individual who gave the instruction. Such
record shall be maintained for inspection by the Agency for 2 years.

Sec. G.38 Safety Precautions.

(a) For each patient receiving radiopharmaceutical therapy and hospitalized
for compliance with G.26, a licensee shall:

(1) Provide a private room with a private sanitary facility;

(2) Post the patient's door with a "Caution: Radi6active Material" sign
and note on the door or on the patient's chart where and how long
visitors may stay in the patient's room;

(3) Authorize visits by individuals under 18 years of age only on a
case-by-case basis with the approval of the authorized user after
consultation with the Radiation Safety Officer;
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(4) Promptly after administration of the dosage, measure the dose rates
in contiguous restricted and unrestricted areas with a radiation
measurement survey instrument to demonstrate compliance with the
requirements of D.105 of these regulations and retain for 2 years a
record of each survey that includes the time and date of the survey, a
plan of the area or list of points surveyed, the measured dose rate at
several points expressed in millirems per hour, the instrument used to
make the survey, and the initials of the individual who made the
survey;

(5) Either monitor material and items removed from the patient's room
to determine that any contamination cannot be distinguished from the
natural background radiation level with a radiation detection survey
instrument set on its most sensitive scale and with no interposed
shielding, or handle these materials and items as radioactive waste;

(6) Provide the patient with radiation safety guidance that will help
to keep radiation dose to household members and the public as low as
reasonably achievable before authorizing release of the patient;

(7) Survey the patient's room and private sanitary facility for
removable contamination with a radiation detection survey instrument
before assigning another patient to the room. The room must not be
reassigned until removable contamination is less than
200 disintegrations per minute (3.33 Bq) per 100 square centimeters;
and

(8) Measure the thyroid burden of each individual who helped prepare or
administer a dosage of iodine-131 within 3 days after administering the
dosage, and retain for the period required by D.401(c)(1) of these
regulations a record of each thyroid burden measurement, date of
measurement, the name of the individual whose thyroid burden was
measured, and the initials of the individual who made the measurements.

(b) A licensee shall notify the Radiation Safety Officer or the authorized
user immediately if the patient dies or has a medical emergency.

Sec. G.39 Possession of Survey Instruments. A licensee authorized to use
radioactive material for radiopharmaceutical therapy shall possess a
portable radiation detection survey instrument capable of detecting dose
rates over the range 0.1 millirem (1 uSv) per hour to 50 millirems(500 pSv)
per hour, and a portable radiation measurement survey instrument capable of
measuring dose rates over the range 1 millirem (10 pSv) per hour to
1000 millirems (10 mSv) per hour. The instruments shall be operable and
calibrated in accordance with G.17.
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Specific Requirements for the Use of Sealed Sources for Diagnosis

Sec. G.40 Use of Sealed Sources for Diagnosis. A licensee shall use the
following sealed sources in accordance with the manufacturer's radiation
safety and handling instructions:

(a) Iodine-125 as a sealed source in a device for bone mineral analysis;

(b) Americium-241 as a sealed source in a device for bone mineral analysis;

(c) Gadolinium-153 as a sealed source in a device for bone mineral
analysis; and

(d) Iodine-125 as a sealed source in a portable device for imaging.

Sec. G.41 Availability of Survey Instrument. A licensee authorized to use
radioactive material as a sealed source for diagnostic purposes shall have
available for use a portable radiation detection survey instrument capable
of detecting dose rates over the range 0.1 millirem (1 USv) per hour to
50 millirems (500 PSv) per hour or a portable radiation measurement survey
instrument capable of measuring dose rates over the range 1 millirem
(10 uSv) per hour to 1000 millirems (10 mSv) per hour. The instrument shall
be operable and calibrated in accordance with G.17.

Specific Requirements for the Use of Sources for Brachytherapy

Sec. G.42 Use of Sources for Brachytherapy. A licensee shall use the
following sources in accordance with the manufacturer's radiation safety and
handling instructions:

(a) Cesium-137 as a sealed source in needles and applicator cells for
topical, interstitial, and intracavitary treatment of cancer;

(b) Cobalt-60 as a sealed source in needles and applicator cells for
topical, interstitial, and intracavitary treatment of cancer;

(c) Gold-198 as a sealed source in seeds for interstitial treatment of
cancer;

(d) Iodine-125 as a sealed source in seeds for interstitial treatment of
cancer;

(e) Iridium-192 as seeds encased in nylon ribbon for interstitial treatment
of cancer;

(f) Radium-226 as a sealed source in needles or applicator cells for
topical, interstitial, and intracavitary treatment of cancer;

(g) Radon-222 as seeds for interstitial treatment of cancer;

(h) Strontium-90 as a sealed source in an applicator for treatment of
superficial eye conditions; and

(i) Palladium-103 as a sealed source in seeds for the interstitial
treatment of cancer.
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Sec. G.43 Safety Instruction.

(a) The licensee shall provide oral and written radiation safety
instruction to all personnel caring for a patient receiving implant therapy.
Refresher training shall be provided at intervals not to exceed 1 year.

(b) To satisfy G.43(a), the instruction shall describe:

(1) Size and appearance of the brachytherapy sources;

(2) Safe handling and shielding instructions in case of a dislodged
source;

(3) Procedures for patient control;

(4) Procedures for visitor control;

(5) Procedures for notification of the Radiation Safety Officer or
authorized user if the patient dies or has a medical emergency; and

(6) Part J training requirements.

(c) A licensee shall maintain a record of individuals receiving instruction
required by G.43(a), a description of the instruction, the date of
instruction, and the name of the individual who gave the instruction for
2 years.

Sec. G.44 Safety Precautions.

(a) For each patient receiving implant therapy a licensee shall:

(1) Not place the patient in the same room with a patient who is not
receiving radiation therapy unless the licensee can demonstrate
compliance with the requirement of D.105(a) of these regulations at a
distance of 1 meter from the implant;

(2) Post the patient's door with a "Caution: Radioactive Materials"
sign and note on the door or the patient's chart where and how long
visitors may stay in the patient's room;

(3) Authorize visits by individuals under 18 years of age only on a
case-by-case basis with the approval of the authorized user after
consultation with the Radiation Safety Officer;

(4) Promptly after implanting the sources, survey the dose rates in
contiguous restricted and unrestricted areas with a radiation
measurement survey instrument to demonstrate compliance with D.105(a)
of these regulations and retain for 2 years a record of each survey
that includes the time and date of the survey, a sketch of the area or
list of points surveyed, the measured dose rate at several points
expressed in millirems (uSv) per hour, the instrument used to make the
survey, and the initials of the individual who made the survey; and
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(5) Provide the patient with radiation safety guidance that will help
keep the radiation dpse to household members and the public as low as
reasonably achievable before releasing the patient if the patient was
administered a permanent implant.

(b) A licensee shall notify the Radiation Safety Officer or authorized user
immediately if the patient dies or has a medical emergency.

Sec. G.45 Brachytherapy Sources Inventory.

(a) Each time brachytherapy sources are returned to an area of storage from
an area of use, the licensee shall immediately count or otherwise verify the
number returned to ensure that all sources taken from the storage area have
been returned.

(b) A licensee shall make a record of brachytherapy source utilization

which includes:

(1) The names of the individuals permitted to handle the sources;

(2) The number and activity of sources removed from storage, the room
number of use and patient's name, the time and date they were removed
from storage, the number and activity of sources in storage after the
removal, and the initials of the individual who removed the sources
from storage; and

(3) The number and activity of sources returned to storage, the room
number of use and patient's name, the time and date they were returned
to storage, the number and activity of sources in storage after the
return, and the initials of the individual who returned the sources to
storage.

(c) Immediately after implanting sources in a patient and immediately after
removal of sources from a patient, the licensee shall make a radiation
survey of the patient and the area of use to confirm that no sources have
been misplaced. The licensee shall make a record of each survey.

(d) A licensee shall maintain the records required in G.45(b) and (c) for
2 years.

Sec. G.46 Release of Patients Treated With Temporary Implants.

(a) Immediately after removing the last temporary implant source from a
patient, the licensee shall perform a radiation survey of the patient with a
radiation detection survey instrument to confirm that all sources have been
removed. The licensee shall not release from confinement for medical care a
patient treated by temporary implant until all sources have been removed.

0
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(b) A licensee shall maintain a record of patient surveys which demonstrate
compliance with G.46(a) for 2 years. Each record shall include the date of
the survey, the name of the patient, the dose rate from the patient
expressed as millirems (microsieverts) per hour and measured within 1 meter
from the patient, and the initials of the individual who made the survey.

Sec. G.47 Possession of Survey Instruments. A licensee authorized to use
radioactive material for implant therapy shall possess a portable radiation
detection survey instrument capable of detecting dose rates over the range
0.1 millirem (1 VSv) per hour to 50 millirems (500 PSv) per hour, and a
portable radiation measurement survey instrument capable of measuring dose
rates over the range 1 millirem (10 USv) per hour to 1000 millirems (10 mSv)
per hour. The instruments shall be operable and calibrated in accordance
with G.17.

Specific Requirements for the Use of a Sealed Source in Teletherapy

Sec. G.48 Use of a Sealed Source in a Teletherapy Unit. A licensee shall
use cobalt-60 or cesium-137 as a sealed source in a teletherapy unit for
medical use in accordance with the manufacturer's radiation safety and
operating instructions.

Sec. G.49 Maintenance and Repair Restrictions. Only a person specifically
licensed by the Agency, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, or an
Agreement State to perform teletherapy unit maintenance and repair shall
install, relocate, or remove a teletherapy sealed source or a teletherapy
unit that contains a sealed source or maintain, adjust, or repair the source
drawer, the shutter or other mechanism of a teletherapy unit that could
expose the source, reduce the shielding around the source, or result in
increased radiation levels.

Sec. G.50 Amendments. In addition to the requirements specified in GA4, a
licensee shall apply for and receive a license amendment before:

(a) Making any change in the treatment room shielding;

(b) Making any change in the location of the teletherapy unit within the
treatment room;

(c) Using the teletherapy unit in a manner that could result in increased
radiation levels in areas outside the teletherapy treatment room;

(d) Relocating the teletherapy unit; or

(e) Allowing an individual not listed on the licensee's license to perform
the duties of the teletherapy physicist.
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Sec. G.51 Safety Instruction.

(a) A licensee shall conspicuously post written instructions at the
teletherapy unit console. These instructions shall inform the operator of:

(1) The procedure to be followed to ensure that only the patient is in
the treatment room before turning the primary beam of radiation "on" to
begin a treatment or after a door interlock interruption;

(2) The procedure to be followed if the operator is unable to turn the
primary beam of radiation "off" with controls outside the treatment
room or any other abnormal operation occurs; and

(3) The names and telephone numbers of the authorized users and
Radiation Safety Officer to be immediately contacted if the teletherapy
unit or console operates abnormally.

(b) A licensee shall provide instruction in the topics identified in
G.51(a) to all individuals who operate a teletherapy unit and shall provide
appropriate refresher training to individuals at intervals not to exceed
1 year.

(c) A licensee shall maintain a record of individuals receiving instruction
required by G.51(b), a description of the instruction, the date of
instruction, and the name of the individual who gave the instruction for
2 years.

Sec. G.52 Doors, Interlocks, and Warning Systems.

(a) A licensee shall control access to the teletherapy room by a door at
each entrance.

(b) A licensee shall equip each entrance to the teletherapy room with an
electrical interlock system that shall:

(1) Prevent the operator from turning the primary beam of radiation
"on" unless each treatment room entrance door is closed;

(2) Turn the beam of radiation "off" immediately when an entrance door
is opened; and

(3) Prevent the primary beam of radiation from being turned "on"
following an interlock interruption until all treatment room entrance
doors are closed and the beam on-off control is reset at the console.

(c) A licensee shall equip each entrance to the teletherapy room with a
conspicuously visible beam condition indicator light.
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Sec. G.53 Possession of Survey Instrument. A licensee authorized to use
radioactive material in a teletherapy unit shall possess either a portable
radiation detection survey instrument capable of detecting dose rates over
the range 0.1 millirem (1 uSv) per hour to 50 millirems (500 PSv) per hour
or a portable radiation measurement survey instrument capable of measuring
dose rates over the range 1 millirem (10 VSv) per hour to 1000 millirems
(10 mSv) per hour. The instruments shall be operable and calibrated in
accordance with G.17.

Sec. G.54 Radiation Monitoring Device.

(a) A licensee shall have in each teletherapy room a permanent radiation
monitor capable of continuously monitoring beam status.

(b) Each radiation monitor shall be capable of providing visible notice of
a teletherapy unit malfunction that results in an exposed or partially
exposed source. The visible indicator of high radiation levels shall be
observable by an individual entering the teletherapy room.

(c) Each radiation monitor shall be equipped with a backup power supply
separate from the power supply to the teletherapy unit. This backup power
supply may be a battery system.

(d) A radiation monitor shall be checked with a dedicated check source for
proper operation each day before the teletherapy unit is used for treatment
of patients.

(e) A licensee shall maintain a record of the check required by G.54(d) for
2 years. The record shall include the date of the check, notation that the
monitor indicates when the source is exposed, and the initials of the
individual who performed the check.

(f) If a radiation monitor is inoperable, the licensee shall require any
individual entering the teletherapy room to use a survey instrument or
audible alarm personal dosimeter to monitor for any malfunction of the
source exposure mechanism. The instrument or dosimeter shall be checked
with a dedicated check source for proper operation at the beginning of each
day of use. The licensee shall keep a record as described in G.54(e).

(g) A licensee shall promptly repair or replace the radiation monitor if it
is inoperable.

Sec. G.55 Viewing System. A licensee shall construct or equip each
teletherapy room to permit continuous observation of the patient from the
teletherapy unit console during irradiation.
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Sec. G.56 Dosimetry Equipment.

(a) A licensee shall have a calibrated dosimetry system available for use.
To satisfy this requirement, one of the following two conditions shall be
met:

(1) The system shall have been calibrated by the National Institute of
Standards and Technology or by a calibration laboratory accredited by
the American Association of Physicists in Medicine. The calibration
shall have been performed within the previous 2 years and after any
servicing that may have affected system calibration; or

(2) The system shall have been calibrated within the previous 4 years;
18 to 30 months after that calibration, the system shall have been
intercompared at an intercomparison meeting with another dosimetry
system that was calibrated within the past 24 months by the National
Institute of Standards and Technology or by a calibration laboratory
accredited by the American Association of Physicists in Medicine. The
intercomparison meeting shall be sanctioned by a calibration laboratory
or radiologic physics center accredited by the American Association of
Physicists in Medicine. The results of the intercomparison meeting
must have indicated that the calibration factor of the licensee's
system had not changed by more than 2 percent. The licensee shall not
use the intercomparison result to change the calibration factor. When
intercomparing dosimetry systems to be used for calibrating cobalt-60
teletherapy units, the licensee shall use a teletherapy unit with a
cobalt-60 source. When interc6mparing dosimetry systems to be used for
calibrating cesium-137 teletherapy units, the licensee shall use a
teletherapy unit with a cesium-137 source.

(b) The licensee shall have available for use a dosimetry system for
spot-check measurements. To meet this requirement, the system may be
compared with a system that has been calibrated in accordance with G.56(a).
This comparison shall have been performed within the previous year and after
each servicing that may have affected system calibration. The spot-check
system shall be the same system used to meet the requirement in G.56(a).

(c) The licensee shall maintain a record of each calibration,
intercomparison, and comparison for the duration of the license. For each
calibration, intercomparison, or comparison, the record shall include the
date, the model numbers and serial numbers of the instruments that were
calibrated, intercompared, or compared as required by G.56(a) and (b), the
correction factors that were determined, the names of the individuals who
performed the calibration, intercomparison, or comparison, and evidence that
the intercomparison meeting was sanctioned by a calibration laboratory or
radiologic physics center accredited by the American Association of
Physicists in Medicine.

Sec. G.57 Full Calibration Measurements.

(a) A licensee authorized to use a teletherapy unit for medical use shall
perform full calibration measurements on each teletherapy unit:
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(1) Before the first medical use of the unit;

(2) Before medical use under the following conditions:

(i) Whenever spot-check measurements indicate that the output
differs by more than 5 percent from the output obtained at the last
full calibration corrected mathematically for radioactive decay;

(ii) Following replacement of the source or following
reinstallation of the teletherapy unit in a new location; and

(iii) Following any repair of the teletherapy unit that includes
removal of the source or major repair of the components associated
with the source exposure assembly; and

(3) At intervals not exceeding 1 year.

(b) To satisfy the requirement of G.57(a), full calibration measurements
shall include determination of:

(1) The output within 3 percent for the range of field sizes and for
the distance or range of distances used for medical use;

(2) The coincidence of the radiation field and the field indicated by
the light beam localizing device;

(3) The uniformity of the radiation field and its dependence on the

orientation of the useful beam;

(4) Timer accuracy, constancy, and linearity;

(5) "On-off" error; and

(6) The accuracy of all distance measuring and localization devices in
medical'use.

(c) A licensee shall use the dosimetry system described in G.56 to measure
the output for one set of exposure conditions. The remaining radiation
measurements required in G.57(b)(1) may then be made using a dosimetry
system that indicates relative dose rates.

(d) A licensee shall make full calibration measurements required by G.57(a)
in accordance with either the procedures recommended by the Scientific
Committee on Radiation Dosimetry of the American Association of Physicists
in Medicine that are described in Physics in Medicine and Biology Vol. 16,
No. 3, 1971, pp. 379-396, or by Task Group 21 of the Radiation Therapy
Committee of the American Association of Physicists in Medicine that are
described in Medical Physics Vol. 10, No. 6, 1983, pp. 741-771, and Vol. 11,
No. 2, 1984, p.213.

(e) A licensee shall correct mathematically the outputs determined in
G.57(b)(1) for physical decay for intervals not exceeding 1 month for
cobalt-60 and intervals not exceeding 6 months for cesium-137.
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(f) Full calibration measurements required by G.57(a) and physical decay
corrections required by G.57(e) shall be performed by a teletherapy
physicist named on the licensee's license or authorized by a license issued
by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission or an Agreement State to perform
such services.

(g) A licensee shall maintain a record of each calibration for the duration
of the license. The record shall include the date of the calibration, the
manufacturer's name, model number, and serial number for both the
teletherapy unit and the source, the model numbers and serial numbers of the
instruments used to calibrate the teletherapy unit, tables that describe the
output of the unit over the range of field sizes and for the range of
distances used in radiation therapy, a determination of the coincidence of
the radiation field and the field indicated by the light beam localizing
device, the measured timer accuracy for a typical treatment time, the
calculated "on-off" error, the estimated accuracy of each distance measuring
or localization device, and the signature of the teletherapy physicist.

Sec. G.58 Periodic Spot Checks.

(a) A licensee authorized to use teletherapy units for medical use shall
perform output spot checks on each teletherapy unit at intervals not to
exceed 1 month.

(b) To satisfy the requirement of G.58(a), spot checks shall include
determination of:

(1) Timer constancy and timer linearity over the range of use;

(2) "On-off" error;

(3) The coincidence of the radiation field and the field indicated by
the light beam localizing device;

(4) The accuracy of all distance measuring and localization devices
used for medical use;

(5) The output for one typical set of operating conditions; and

(6) The difference between the measurement made in G.58(b)(5) and the
anticipated output, expressed as a percentage of the anticipated output
(i.e., the value obtained at last full calibration corrected
mathematically for physical decay).

(c) A licensee shall use the dosimetry system described in G.56 to make the
spot check required in G.58(b)(5).

(d) A licensee shall perform spot checks required by G.58(a) in accordance
with procedures established by the teletherapy physicist. The teletherapy
physicist does not need to actually perform the output spot-check
measurements.
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(e) A licensee shall have the teletherapy physicist review the results of
each output spot check within 15 days. The teletherapy physicist shall
promptly notify the licensee in writing of the results of each output spot
check. The licensee shall keep a copy of each written notification for
2 years.

(f) A licensee authorized to use a teletherapy unit for medical use shall
perform safety spot checks of each teletherapy facility at intervals not to
exceed 1 month.

(g) To satisfy the requirement of G.58(f), safety spot checks shall assure
proper operation of:

(1) Electrical interlocks at each teletherapy room entrance;

(2) Electrical or mechanical stops installed for the purpose of
limiting use of the primary beam of radiation restriction of source
housing angulation or elevation, carriage or stand travel, and
operation of the beam "on-off" mechanism;

(3) Beam condition indicator lights on the teletherapy unit, on the

control console, and in the facility;

(4) Viewing systems;

(5) Treatment room doors from inside and outside the treatment room;
and

(6) Electrically assisted treatment room doors with the teletherapy
unit electrical power turned "off".

(h) A licensee shall lock the control console in the "off" position if any
door interlock malfunctions. No licensee shall use the unit until the
interlock system is repaired unless specifically authorized by the Agency.

(i) A licensee shall promptly repair any system identified in G.58(g) that
is not operating properly. The teletherapy unit shall not be used until all
repairs are completed.

(j) A licensee shall maintain a record of each spot check required by
G.58(a) and (f) for 2 years. The record shall include the date of the spot
check, the manufacturer's name, model number, and serial number for both the
teletherapy unit, and source, the manufacturer's name, model number and
serial number of the instrument used to measure the output of the telether-
apy unit, the timer constancy and linearity, the calculated "on-off" error,
a determination of the coincidence of the radiation field and the field
indicated by the light beam localizing device, the timer constancy and
linearity for a typical treatment time, the calculated "on-off" error, the
estimated accuracy of each distance measuring or localization device, the
difference between the anticipated output and the measured output, notations
indicating the operability of each entrance door electrical interlock, each
electrical or mechanical stop, each beam condition indicator light, the
viewing system and doors, and the signature of the individual who performed
the periodic spot check.
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See. G.59 Radiation Surveys for Teletherapy Facilities.'

(a) Before medical use, after each installation of a teletherapy source,
and after making any change for which an amendment is required by G.50, the
licensee shall perform radiation surveys with an operable radiation
measurement survey instrument calibrated in accordance with G.17 to verify
that:

(1) The maximum and average radiation levels at 1 meter from the
teletherapy source with the source in the "off" position and the
collimators set for a normal treatment field do not exceed 10 millirems
(100 uSv) per hour and 2 millirems (20 uSv) per hour, respectively; and

(2) With the teletherapy source in the "on" position with the largest
clinically available treatment field and with a scattering phantom in
the primary beam of radiation, that:

(i) Radiation levels in restricted areas are not likely to cause
personnel exposures in excess of the limits specified in D.101 of
these regulations; and

(ii) Radiation levels in unrestricted areas do not exceed the
limits specified in D.105(a) of these regulations.

(b) If the results of the surveys required in G.59(a) indicate any
radiation levels in excess of the respective limit specified in that
paragraph, the licensee shall lock the control in the "off" position and not
use the unit:

(1) Except as may be necessary to repair, replace, or test the
teletherapy unit, the teletherapy unit shielding, or the treatment room
shielding; or

(2) Until the licensee has received a specific exemption from the
Agency.

(c) A licensee shall maintain a record of the radiation measurements made
following installation of a source for the duration of the license. The
record shall include the date of the measurements, the reason the survey is
required, the manufacturer's name, model number and serial number of the
teletherapy unit, the source, and the instrument used to measure radiation
levels, each dose rate measured around the teletherapy source while in the
"off" position and the average of all measurements, a plan of the areas
surrounding the treatment room that were surveyed, the measured dose rate at
several points in each area expressed in millirems (microsieverts) per hour,
the calculated maximum level of radiation over a period of 1 week for each
restricted and unrestricted area, and the signature of the Radiation Safety
Officer.

Sec. G.60 Safety Spot Checks for Teletherapy Facilities.

(a) A licensee shall promptly check all systems listed in G.58(g) for
proper function after each installation of a teletherapy source and after
making any change for which an amendment is required by G.50.
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(b) If the results of the safety spot checks required in G.60(a) indicate
*the malfunction of any system specified in G.58, the licensee shall lock the

econtrol console in the "off" position and not use the unit except as may be
necessary to repair, replace, or check the malfunctioning system.

(c) A licensee shall maintain a record of the safety spot checks following
installation of a source for 2 years. The record shall include notations
indicating the operability of each entrance door interlock, each electrical
or mechanical stop, each beam condition indicator light, the viewing system,
doors, and the signature of the Radiation Safety Officer.

Sec. G.61 Modification of Teletherapy Unit or Room Before Beginning a
Treatment Program. If the survey required by G.59 indicates that an
individual in an unrestricted area may be exposed to levels of radiation
greater than those permitted by D.105(a) of these regulations, before
beginning the treatment program the licensee shall:

(a) Either equip the unit with stops or add additional radiation shielding
to ensure compliance with D.105(a) of these regulations;

(b) Perform the survey required by G.59 again; and

(c) Include in the report required by G.62 the results of the initial
survey, a description of the modification made to comply with G rWa), and
the resu.ts ut the second survey; or

*(d) Request and receive a license amendment under D.105(b) of these
regulatioris thaL authorizes radiation levels in unrestricted areas greater
than those permitted by D.105(a) of these regulations.

Sec. G.62 Reports of Teletherapy Surveys, Checks, Tests, and Measurements.
A licensee shall furnish a copy of the records required in G.59, G.60, G.61
and the output from the teletherapy source expressed as rems (sieverts) per
hour at 1 meter from the source as determined during the full calibration
required in G.57 to the Agency within 30 days following completion of the
action that initiated the record requirement.

Sec. G.63 Five-Year Inspection.

(a) A licensee shall have each teletherapy unit fully inspected and
serviced during teletherapy source replacement or at intervals not to exceed
5 years, whichever comes first, to assure proper functioning of the source
exposure mechanism.

(b) This inspection and servicing shall only be performed by persons
specifically licensed to do so by the Agency, an Agreement State, or the
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
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(c) A licensee shall maintain a record of the inspection and servicing for
the duration of the license. The record shall contain the inspector's name,
the inspector's license number, the date of inspection, the manufacturer's
name and model number and serial number for both the teletherapy unit and
source, a list of components inspected, a list of components serviced and
the type of service, a list of components replaced, and the signature of the
inspector.

Specific Requirements for Training

Sec. G.64 Radiation Safety Officer. Except as provided in G.65, an
individual fulfilling the responsibilities of the Radiation Safety Officer
as provided in G.7 shall:

(a) Be certified by the:

(1) American Board of Health Physics in Comprehensive Health Physics;

(2) American Board of Radiology in Radiological Physics, Therapeutic
Radiological Physics, or Medical Nuclear Physics;

(3) American Board of Nuclear Medicine;

(4) American Board of Science in Nuclear Medicine, or

(5) Board of Pharmaceutical Specialties in Nuclear Pharmacy or Science;
or

(b) Have had 200 hours of classroom and laboratory training as follows:

(1) Radiation physics and instrumentation;

(2) Radiation protection;

(3) Mathematics pertaining to the use and measurement of radioactivity;

(4) Radiation biology;

(5) Radiopharmaceutical chemistry; and

(6) 1 year of full time experience in radiation safety at a medical
institution under the supervision of the individual identified as the
Radiation Safety Officer on an Agency, Agreement State, Licensing
State, or U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission license that authorizes
the medical use of radioactive material;

(c) Be an authorized user for those radioactive material uses that come
within the Radiation Safety Officer's responsibilities.
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Sec. G.65 Training for Experienced Radiation Safety Officer. An individual
identified as a Radiation Safety Officer on an Agency, Agreement State,
Licensing State, or U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission license on [insert
effective date of rule] who oversees only the use of radioactive material
for which the licensee was authorized on that date need not comply with the
training requirements of G.64.

Sec. G.66 Training for Uptake, Dilution, or Excretion Studies. Except as
provided in G.74 and G.75, the licensee shall require the authorized user of
a radiopharmaceutical listed in G.30 to be a physician who:

(a) Is certified in:

(1) Nuclear medicine by the American Board of Nuclear Medicine;

(2) Diagnostic radiology by the American Board of Radiology;

(3) Diagnostic radiology or radiology within the previous five years by
the American Osteopathic Board of Radiology; or

(4) Nuclear Medicine by the American Osteopathic Board of Nuclear
Medicine; or

(b) Has completed 40 hours of instruction in basic radionuclide handling
techniques applicable to the use of prepared radiopharmaceuticals, and
20 hours of supervised clinical experience.

(1) To satisfy the basic instruction requirement, 40 hours of classroom
and laboratory instruction shall include:

(i) Radiation physics and instrumentation;

(ii) Radiation protection;

(iii) Mathematics pertaining to the use and measurement of
radioactivity;

(iv) Radiation biology; and

(v) Radiopharmaceutical chemistry.

(2) To satisfy the requirement for 20 hours of supervised clinical
experience, training must be under the supervision of an authorized
user at a medical institution and shall include:

(i) Examining patients and reviewing their case histories to
determine their suitability for radionuclide diagnosis,
limitations, or contraindications;

(ii) Selecting the suitable radiopharmaceuticals and calculating
and measuring the dosages;

(iii) Administering dosages to patients and using syringe radiation
shields;
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(iv) Collaborating with the authorized user in the interpretation
of radionuclide test results; and

(v) Patient followup; or

(c) Has successfully completed a 6 month training program in nuclear
medicine as part of a training program that has been approved by the
Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education and that included
classroom and laboratory training, work experience, and supervised clinical
experience in all the topics identified in G.66(b).

Sec. G.67 Training for Imaging and Localization Studies. Except as
provided in G.74 or G.75, the licensee shall require the authorized user of
a radiopharmaceutical, generator, or reagent kit specified in G.32 to be a
physician who:

(a) Is certified in:

(1) Nuclear medicine by the American Board of Nuclear Medicine;

(2) Diagnostic radiology by the American Board of Radiology;

(3) Diagnostic radiology or radiology within the previous 5 years by
the American Osteopathic Board of Radiology; or

(4) Nuclear Medicine by the American Osteopathic Board of Nuclear

Medicine; or

(b) Has completed 200 hours of instruction in basic radionuclide handling
techniques applicable to the use of prepared radiopharmaceuticals,
generators, and reagent kits, 500 hours of supervised work experience, and
500 hours of supervised clinical experience.

(1) To satisfy the basic instruction requirement, 200 hours of

classroom and laboratory training shall include:

(i) Radiation physics and instrumentation;

(ii) Radiation protection;

(iii) Mathematics pertaining to the use and measurement of
radioactivity;

(iv) Radiopharmaceutical chemistry; and

(v) Radiation biology.

(2) To satisfy the requirement for 500 hours of supervised work
experience, training shall be under the supervision of an authorized
user at a medical institution and shall include:

(i) Ordering, receiving, and unpacking radioactive materials
safely and performing the related radiation surveys;

(ii) Calibrating dose calibrators and diagnostic instruments and
performing checks for proper operation of survey meters;
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(iii) Calculating and safely preparing patient dosages;

(iv) Using administrative controls to prevent the
misadministration of radioactive material;

(v) Using emergency procedures to contain spilled radioactive
material safely and using proper decontamination procedures; and

(vi) Eluting technetium-99m from generator systems, assaying and
testing the eluate for molybdenum-99 and alumina contamination, and
processing the eluate with reagent kits to prepare technetium-99m
labeled radiopharmaceuticals.

(3) To satisfy the requirement for 500 hours of supervised clinical
experience, training shall be under the supervision of an authorized
user at a medical institution and shall include:

(i) Examining patients and reviewing their case histories to
determine their suitability for radionuclide diagnosis,
limitations, or contraindications;

(ii) Selecting the suitable radiopharmaceuticals and calculating
and measuring the dosages;

(iii) Administering dosages to patients and using syringe radiation
shields;

(iv) Collaborating with the authorized user in the interpretation
of radionuclide test results; and

(v) Patient followup; or

(c) Has successfully completed a 6 month training program in nuclear
medicine that has been approved by the Accreditation Council for Graduate
Medical Education and that included classroom and laboratory training, work
experience, and supervised clinical experience in all the topics identified
in G.67(b).

Sec. G.68 Training for Therapeutic Use of Radiopharmaceuticals. Except as
provided in G.74, the licensee shall require the authorized user of a radio-
pharmaceutical listed in G.36 for therapy to be a physician who:

(a) Is certified by:

(1) The American Board of Nuclear Medicine; or

(2) The American Board of Radiology in radiology, therapeutic
radiology, or radiation oncology; or
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(b) Has completed 80 hours of instruction in basic radionuclide handling
techniques applicable to the use of therapeutic radiopharmaceuticals, and
has had supervised clinical experience.

(1) To satisfy the requirement for instruction, 80 hours of classroom
and laboratory training shall include:

(i) Radiation physics and instrumentation;

(ii) Radiation protection;

(iii) Mathematics pertaining to the use and measurement of
radioactivity; and

(iv) Radiation biology;

(2) To satisfy the requirement for supervised clinical experience,
training shall be under the supervision of an authorized user at a
medical institution and shall include:

(i) Use of iodine-131 for diagnosis of thyroid function and the
treatment of hyperthyroidism or cardiac dysfunction in ten
individuals;

(ii) Use of soluble phosphorus-32 for the treatment of ascites,
polycythemia vera, leukemia, or bone metastases in three
individuals;

(iii) Use of iodine-131 for treatment of thyroid carcinoma in three
individuals; and

(iv) Use of colloidal chromic phosphorus-32 or of colloidal
gold-198 for intracavitary treatment of malignant effusions in
three individuals.

Sec. G.69 Training for Therapeutic Use of Brachytherapy Sources. Except as
provided in G.74, the licensee shall require the authorized user using a
brachytherapy source specified in G.42 for therapy to be a physician who:

(a) Is certified in:

(1) Radiology, therapeutic radiology, or radiation oncology by the
American Board of Radiology;

(2) Radiation oncology by the American Osteopathic Board of Radiology;

(3) Radiology, with a specialization in radiotherapy, as a British
"Fellow of the Faculty of Radiology" or "Fellow of the Royal College of
Radiology"; or

(4) Therapeutic radiology by the Canadian Royal College of Physicians
and Surgeons; or
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(b) Is in the active practice of therapeutic radiology, has completed
200 hours of instruction in basic radionuclide handling techniques
applicable to the therapeutic use of brachytherapy sources and 500 hours of
supervised work experience and a minimum of 3 years of supervised clinical
experience.

(1) To satisfy the requirement for instruction, 200 hours of classroom
and laboratory training shall include:

(i) Radiation physics and instrumentation;

(ii) Radiation protection;

(iii) Mathematics pertaining to the use and measurement of
radioactivity; and

(iv) Radiation biology.

(2) To satisfy the requirement for 500 hours of supervised work
experience, training shall be under the supervision of an authorized
user at a medical institution and shall include:

(i) Ordering, receiving, and unpacking radioactive materials

safely and performing the related radiation surveys;

(ii) Checking survey meters for proper operation;

(iii) Preparing, implanting, and removing sealed sources;

(iv) Using administrative controls to prevent the
misadministration of radioactive material; and

(v) Using emergency procedures to control radioactive material.

(3) To satisfy the requirement for a period of supervised clinical
experience, training shall include 1 year in a formal training program
approved by the Residency Review Committee for Radiology of the
Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education or the Committee
on Postdoctoral Training of the American Osteopathic Association, and
an additional 2 years of clinical experience in therapeutic radiology
under the supervision of an authorized user at a medical institution.
The supervised clinical experience shall include:

(i) Examining individuals and reviewing their case histories to
determine their suitability for brachytherapy treatment, and any
limitations or contraindications;

(ii) Selecting the proper brachytherapy sources, dose, and method

of administration;

(iii) Calculating the dose; and

(iv) Post-administration followup and review of case histories in
collaboration with the authorized user.
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Sec. G.70 Training for Ophthalmic Use of Strontium-90. Except as provided
in G.74, the licensee shall require the authorized user using only
strontium-90 for opthalmic radiotherapy to be a physician who:

(a) Is certified in radiology, therapeutic radiology, or radiation oncology
by the American Board of Radiology; or

(b) Is in the active practice of therapeutic radiology or ophthalmology,
and has completed 24 hours of instruction in basic radionuclide handling
techniques applicable to the use of strontium-90 for ophthalmic
radiotherapy, and a period of supervised clinical training in ophthalmic
radiotherapy.

(1) To satisfy the requirement for instruction, the classroom and
laboratory training shall include:

(i) Radiation physics and instrumentation;

(ii) Radiation protection;

(iii) Mathematics pertaining to the use and measurement of
radioactivity; and

(iv) Radiation biology.

(2) To satisfy the requirement for a period of supervised clinical
training in ophthalmic radiotherapy, training shall be under the
supervision of an authorized user at a medical institution and shall
include the use of strontium-90 for the ophthalmic treatment of five
individuals that includes:

(i) Examination of each individual to be treated;

(ii) Calculation of the dose to be administered;

(iii) Administration of the dose; and

(iv) Followup and review of each individual's case history.

Sec. G.71 Training for Use of Sealed Sources for Diagnosis. Except as
provided in G.74, the licensee shall require the authorized user using a
sealed source in a device specified in G.40 to be a physician, dentist, or
podiatrist who:

(a) Is certified in:

(1) Radiology, diagnostic radiology with special competence in nuclear
radiology, therapeutic radiology, or radiation oncology by the American
Board of Radiology;

(2) Nuclear medicine by the American Board of Nuclear Medicine; or
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(3) Diagnostic radiology or radiology by the American Osteopathic Board
of Radiology; or

(b) Has completed 8 hours of classroom and laboratory instruction in basic
radionuclide handling techniques specifically applicable to the use of the
device.

(1) To satisfy the requirement for instruction, the training shall
include:

(i) Radiation physics, mathematics pertaining to the use and
measurement of radioactivity, and instrumentation;

(ii) Radiation biology; and

(iii) Radiation protection and training in the use of the device
for the purposes authorized by the license.

Sec. G.72 Training for Teletherapy. Except as provided in G.74, the
licensee shall require the authorized user of a sealed source specified in
G.48 in a teletherapy unit to be a physician who:

(a) Is certified in:

(1) Radiology, therapeutic radiology, or radiation oncology by the
American Board of Radiology;

(2) Radiation oncology by the American Osteopathic Board of Radiology;

(3) Radiology, with specialization in radiotherapy, as a British
"Fellow of the Faculty of Radiology" or "Fellow of the Royal College of
Radiology"; or

(4) Therapeutic radiology by the Canadian Royal College of Physicians
and Surgeons; or

(b) Is in the active practice of therapeutic radiology, and has completed
200 hours of instruction in basic radionuclide techniques applicable to the
use of a sealed source in a teletherapy unit, 500 hours of supervised work
experience, and a minimum of 3 years of supervised clinical experience.

(1) To satisfy the requirement for instruction, the classroom and
laboratory training shall include:

(i) Radiation physics and instrumentation;

(ii) Radiation protection;
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(iii) Mathematics pertaining to the use and measurement of
radioactivity; and

(iv) Radiation biology.

(2) To satisfy the requirement for supervised work experience, training
shall be under the supervision of an authorized user at an institution
and shall include:

(i) Review of the full calibration measurements and periodic spot
checks;

(ii) Preparing treatment plans and calculating treatment times;

(iii) Using administrative controls to prevent misadministrations;

(iv) Implementing emergency procedures to be followed in the event
of the abnormal operation of a teletherapy unit or console; and

(v) Checking and using survey meters.

(3) To satisfy the requirement for a period of supervised clinical
experience, training shall include 1 year in a formal training program
approved by the Residency Review Committee for Radiology of the
Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education or the Committee
on Postdoctoral Training of the American Osteopathic Association and an
additional 2 years of clinical experience in therapeutic radiology
under the supervision of an authorized user at a medical institution.
The supervised clinical experience shall include:

(i) Examining individuals and reviewing their case histories to
determine their suitability for teletherapy treatment, and any
limitations or contraindications;

(ii) Selecting the proper dose and how it is to be administered;

(iii) Calculating the teletherapy doses and collaborating with the
authorized user in the review of patients' progress and
consideration of the need to modify originally prescribed doses as
warranted by patients' reaction to radiation; and

(iv) Post-administration followup and review of case histories.
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Sec. G.73 Training for Teletherapy Physicist. The licensee shall require
the teletherapy physicist to:

(a) Be certified by the American Board of Radiology in:

(1) Therapeutic radiological physics;

(2) Roentgen-ray and gamma-ray physics;

(3) X-ray and radium physics; or

(4) Radiological physics; or

(b) Hold a master's or doctor's degree in physics, biophysics, radiological
physics, or health physics, and have completed 1 year of full time training
in therapeutic radiological physics and also 1 year of full time work
experience under the supervision of a teletherapy physicist at a medical
institution. To meet this requirement, the individual shall have performed
the tasks listed in G.20, G.57, G.58, and G.59 under the supervision of a
teletherapy physicist during the year of work experience.

Sec. G.74 Training for Experienced Authorized Users. Practitioners of the
healing arts identified as authorized users for the human use of radioactive
material on an Agency, [NRC or Agreement State or Licensing State] license
on [insert effective date of rule] who perform only those methods of use for
which they were authorized on that date need not comply with the training
requirements of G.64 through G.76.

Sec. G.75 Physician Training in a Three-Month Program. A physician who,
before July 1, 1984, began a 3-month nuclear medicine training program
approved by the Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education and has
successfully completed the program, is exempted from the requirements of
G.66 or G.67.

Sec. G.76 Recentness of Training. The training and experience specified in
G.64 through G.73 shall have been obtained within the 5 years preceding the
date of application or the individual shall have had continuing applicable
experience since the required training and experience was completed.
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1988
Rationale for Revisions

Part G
Use of Radionuclides in the Healing Arts

Introduction

Although Part G, Use of Sealed Radioactive Sources in the Healing Arts, had
been part of the Suggested State Regulations for Control of Radiation
(SSRCR), this revision of Part G merged the requirements for sealed sources
in therapy with nuclear medicine. With the revision of the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission's 10 CFR Part 35, the SSRCR working groups for Part G
and Part L (Nuclear Medicine) were combined in order to merge the
requirements of the old Part G and a new Part L into a single document as
Part G, Use of Radionuclides in the Healing Arts.

Major changes and additions result from revisions in U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) regulations. The basic purpose of the revision is to
clarify and consolidate all essential radiation safety requirements into a
single source of requirements related specifically to the medical use of
radioactive materials. Previously, the radiation safety requirements were
contained in the regulations, license conditions, regulatory guides, and NRC
staff positions.

On July 26, 1985, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission published in the
Federal Register (50 FR 30616) the draft revison of 10 CFR Part 35. On
October 16, 1986, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission published in the
Federal Register (51 FR 36932) the final revision of 10 CFR Part 35, which
became effective on April 1, 1987. Part G is patterned after 10 CFR Part
35, and further background information on specific changes can be found in
the October 16, 1986 Federal Register, except as noted below. The rationale
for specific changes different from 10 CFR Part 35 are as follows.

Specific Provisions

G.4 License Amendments. The Part G Working Group unanimously rejected the
flexibility provision which allows NRC licensees to make changes in their
day-to-day radiation safety procedures without prior approval of the Agency.
Accordingly, licensees will have to apply for and receive specific approval
prior to changing their radiation safety procedures.

G.15 Quality Control of Imaging Equipment. Quality control of
radiopharmaceuticals and nuclear medicine instrumentation is essential to
obtain optimum results.

G.17(b)(2) Calibration and Check of Survey Instruments. The Working Group
recommended a numerical value of 50 percent separating the points on the
scales for calibration.

G.25(e) Surveys for Contamination and Ambient Radiation Dose Rate. The
Working Group recommended that surveys for removable contamination be
performed each day instead of once a week as required by 10 CFR 35.70.
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1988 Rationale for Part G

G.30 Use of Radiopharmaceuticals for Update, Dilution, or Excretion
Studies. G.30(a)(1) through (8) is an optional listing of approved
radiopharmaceuticals if the regulatory agency would prefer a listing.

G.30(b) Use of Radiopharmaceuticals for Update, Dilution, or Excretion
Studies. G.30(b) is a provision not found in 10 CFR Part 35 that allows a
licensee to use a radiopharmaceutical listed in G.30(a) for procedures other
than those listed in the product label or package insert instructions under
specific conditions.

G.31 Possession of Survey Instrument. The Working Group recommended
authorizing survey instruments with ranges of 0.1 millirem per hour to
50 millirems per hour to allow the use of meters with lower ranges. The
meters with the lower ranges are adequate to meet the requirements of the
regulations.

G.32 Use of Radiopharmaceuticals, Generators, and Reagent Kits for Imaging
and Localization Studies. G.32(a)(1) through (17) is an optional listing of
approved radiopharmaceuticals or generators if the regulatory agency would
prefer a listing.

G.32(b) Use of Radiopharmaceuticals, Generators, and Reagent Kits for
Imaging and Localization Studies. G.32(b) is a provision not found in
10 CFR Part 35 that allows a licensee to use a radiopharmaceutical listed in
G.32(a) for procedures other than those listed in the product label or
package insert instructions under specific conditions.

G.35 Possession of Survey Instruments. The Working Group recommended
authorizing survey instruments with ranges of 0.1 millirem per hour to
50 millirems per hour to allow the use of meters with lower ranges. The
meters with the lower ranges are adequate to meet the requirements of the
regulations.

G.39 Possession of Survey Instruments. The Working Group recommended
authorizing survey instruments with ranges of 0.1 millirem per hour to
50 millirems per hour to allow the use of meters with lower ranges. The
meters with the lower ranges are adequate to meet the requirements of the
regulations.

G.41 Availability of Survey Instrument. The Working Group recommended
authorizing survey instruments with ranges of 0.1 millirem per hour to
50 millirems per hour to allow the use of meters with lower ranges. The
meters with the lower ranges are adequate to meet the requirements of the
regulations.

G.47 Possession of Survey Instruments. The Part G Working Group
recommended authorizing survey instruments with ranges of 0.1 millirem per
hour to 50 millirems per hour to allow the use of meters with lower ranges.
The meters with the lower ranges are adequate to meet the requirements of
the regulations.

0
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G.53 Possession of Survey Instrumdnt. The Working Group recommended
authorizing survey instruments with ranges of 0.1 millirem per hour to
50.millirems per hour to allow the use of meters with lower ranges. The
meters with the lower ranges are adequate to meet the requirements of the
regulations.

G.59 Radiation Surveys for Teletherapy Facilities. The word "operable" was
inserted before radiation measurement survey instrument to add clarity.

G.64(c) Radiation Safety Officer. This provision allows an authorized user
to be the Radiation Safety Officer for the material under the license for
which the user is authorized.

Compatibility Requirements

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission considers the adoption of a
regulation equivalent to 10 CFR 35.33, Records and Reports of
Misadministrations, a matter of compatibility for all Agreement States.
Therefore, Sec. G.13 Records and Reports of Misadministrations, is the
equivalent regulation to 10 CFR 35.33.

Matters for Future Consideration

1. Consideration should be given to the inclusion of requirements for the
calibration of brachytherapy sources into this part. The extent to which
recommendations and requirements are made needs to be studied. NCRP,
federal agencies, and interest groups should be available to provide further
input.

2. Consideration should be given to the issue of preparation of
radiopharmaceuticals by a pharmacist which does not fall within the
jurisdiction of the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) regarding New
Drug Applications (NDAs) and Investigational New Drug Applications (INDs).

3. Consideration should be given to the regulation of veterinarians as part
of the medical community with regard to Part G requirements.

4. Consideration should be given to the provisions of F.8(b)(1) and (2) as
additional requirements for Sec. G.55 on Viewing System.

5. Section G.2 of the SSRCR does not define "address of use" although this
term is used in G.4(e) and G.12(c). Also, Section G.27 uses the term
"location of use" in lieu of the term "address of use." The term "address
of use" is used in 10 CFR 35.80 which is the provision in NRC regulations
which parallels Section G.27 of the SSRCR. Consideration should be given to
including a definition of the term "address of use" in Section G.2 of Part G
of the SSRCR.

6. Consideration should be given as to whether the text of G.4(d) of Part G
should conform more closely to that used in 10 CFR 35.13(d) of NRC
regulations. In particular, should the word "receiving" used in GA(d) be
replaced by the word "ordering?"
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7. Consideration should be given as to whether G.9(b) of Part G of the
SSRCR should be amended to include the requirement in -10 CFR 35.23(b)
relating to the retention of the current edition of the statements.

8. Consideration should be given to eliminating discrepancy between G.12(b)
of the SSRCR and 10 CFR 35.29(b) concerning the time period during which the
management letter authorizing the performance of nuclear medicine services
must be retained.

9. For purposes of clarification, consideration should be given to revising
G.29(a) by inserting the words "with a physical half-life of less than 65
days" immediately following the word "material."

10. In the context of Section G.62 on Reports of Teletherapy Surveys,
Checks, Tests, and Measurements, it is preferable to use the expression
"roentgens or rads per hour at one meter from the source."



1984
Added Rationale for Revisions

Part G
Use of Sealed Radioactive Sources in the Healing Arts

Section G.4 of Part G is modified by revising the existing G.4(h) and
renumbering it as G.4(j) Records; by adding a new G.4(h) Requirements to
Install a Permanent Radiation Monitor in Teletherapy Rooms and to Use
Portable Survey Instruments or Audible Alarm Dosimeters; and by adding a new
G.4(i) Inspection and Servicing of the Source Exposure Mechanism. These
added provisions on teletherapy room radiation monitors and inspection and
servicing of teletherapy source exposure mechanisms are based on amendments
to U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) regulations in Part 35 of Title
10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR).

Amendments to NRC regulations reflecting these new or revised Sections
35.25, 35.26, and 35.27 of 10 CFR Part 35 were published as a final rule in
the Federal Register on January 18, 1983 (48 FR 2115) and became effective
March 4, 1983. Further background information on these amendments is
contained in the proposed rule published in the Federal Register on April
28, 1982 (47 FR 18131).
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1982
Rationale for Revisions

Part G
Use of Sealed Radioactive Sources in the Healing Arts

Major changes and additions are due to revision of U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) regulations. The rationale for these changes is as
follows:

G.2 Definitions. As a result of comments during the review of Parts A and
G, it was decided to add definitions to this part for brachytherapy and
teletherapy. These definitions were placed in this part rather than in
Part A because they are only used here. These definitions were created from
similar definitions appearing in NCRP Report No. 48 and a 1975 document of
the American College of Radiology, "A Standard Nomenclature for the Conduct
of a Course of Radiation Therapy."

G.3(a),(b), and (c) Interstitial, Intracavitary, and Superficial
Applications. G.3(a),(b), and (c) have been amended to incorporate all
requirements pertaining to brachytherapy sources in one section.
Requirements that were previously in C.26(c)(2)(v) have been moved to
Part G. In addition, G.3(c) has been amended to incorporate recent changes
to NRC regulations effective August 1, 1980 in 10 CFR Part 35.

G.3(a)(2) Accountability, Storage, and Transit. The NRC requires a
quarterly inventory of all sealed sources and devices, according to 10 CFR
Part 35 effective August 1, 1980. The working group felt the frequency was
not reasonable and present experience indicates it caused compliance
problems with licensees and has not increased radiation safety requirements.

G.3(c)(3) Radiation Surveys. This subparagraph does not exist in the
1978 Edition of the SSRCR. The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission adopted
this regulation on November 14, 1978, and the Agreement States have been
advised that they must adopt the regulation for continued compatibility.
Source counting before and after use is regular hospital practice. NRC,
however, states that iridium-192 seeds are particularly difficult to count
and sometimes become dislodged from their nylon encasement. The radiation
survey should be a suitable backup for inaccurate source counting.

G.4(d) through (h) Sealed Source Teletherapy. These paragraphs do not
exist in the 1978 Edition of the SSRCR and are considered to be matters of
compatibility with NRC regulations. (Federal Register, Vol 44, No. 5 -
Monday, January 8, 1979). The 1982 SSRCR tracks the NRC's regulations with
one exception. The reference to the procedures of the Scientific Committee
on Radiation Dosimetry of the American Association of Physicists in Medicine
has not been included. This was not considered needed for a number of
reasons. If the qualified expert meets the requirements in this section, he
should know these procedures. The procedures were developed in 1971 and
probably will be updated, thus requiring a revision of the regulations. In
some states, all references such as this included in the regulations must be
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1982 Rationale for Part G

filed with the Secretary of State and must be made available to licensees.
Finally, the inclusion of guides by reference in the regulations really
makes them regulations which negates the intent of guides.

Matters for Future Consideration

1. Further evaluation should be given to the leakage radiation limit value
of 0.1 percent of the useful beam exposure rate measured at 1 meter from the
teletherapy source in G.4(a)(2).

2. Consideration should be given to the inclusion of requirements for the
calibration of brachytherapy sources into this part. The extent to which
recommendations and requirements are made needs to be studied. NCRP,
federal, and interest groups should be available to provide further input.

3. Consideration should be given to the use of the term, "radiation level,"
in G.3(c). The use of this term in this part appears to be consistent.
More properly, the term "exposure rate" should be used.
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Rationale for Revisions

Part G
Use of Sealed Radioactive Sources in the Healing Arts

Introduction

A number of editorial changes were made in Part G to be consistent with
other parts of the Suggested State Regulations for Control of Radiation
(SSRCR). The specific changes from Part G of the 1974 SSRCR and their
rationale are as indicated below.

Specific Provisions

G.2(b)(1) Testing Sealed Sources for Leakage and Contamination. In
subparagraph (1) of G.2(b), the phrase "unless otherwise authorized" was
added at the end of the first sentence after the word "months" to read as
follows: "All sealed sources with a half-life greater than 30 days and in
any form other than gas shall be tested for leakage and/or contamination
prior to initial use and at intervals not to exceed 6 months, unless
otherwise authorized." The rationale for this change is to accommodate
exemptions for permanently stored and infrequently used sources.

G.3(a)(2) TeletheraPv Equipment. Subparagraph (2) of G.3(a) previously set
the leakage radiation limit for teletherapy equipment (at one meter from the
source when the beam control mechanism is in the "on" position) at one
roentgen per hour or 0.1 percent of the useful beam exposure rate. The
phrase "one roentgen per hour" was deleted from this subparagraph in this
revision of the SSRCR. The rationale for this change is that the earlier
provision allowed the Agency to enforce one roentgen per hour as the upper
limit, which is too restrictive. The radiation exposure rate limit of one
roentgen per hour would be impractical for many units and inconsistent with
NCRP recommendations. Note that this provision includes the qualifying
phrase, "For teletherapy equipment installed after the effective date of
these regulations..."

G.3(a)(3) Teletherapy Equipment. The words "exposure rate" in G.3(a)(3) on
line 122 of the 1974 SSRCR were deleted. The rationale for this change is
for clarification and correction of this sentence in that "exposure rate" is
not transmitted but rather only the useful beam.

G.3(b) Operation of Teletherapy Equipment. In G.3(b), the qualifying
phrase "who is occupationally exposed to radiation" was removed from the
first sentence not allowing an individual to be in the treatment room during
irradiation (unless that individual is the patient). The second sentence of
this paragraph (i.e. "No other individual shall be there except when it is
clinically necessary.") was deleted and replaced with the following
sentence: "Mechanical restraining or supporting devices shall be used for
positioning the patient, if necessary." The rationale for these changes is
based on objections to any individual being present in the room during
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treatment except for the patient. There should be a requirement of informed
consent for "others" exposed to radiation and any necessary exemptions can
be handled by Section A.3. With this change, the paragraph is more
consistent with other related provisions of the SSRCR.

Matters for Future Consideration

1. In the next revision of the Suggested State Regulations for Control of
Radiation (SSRCR), it is suggested that definitions be included for
"brachytherapy," "brachytherapy source," and "teletherapy."

2. The Technical Review Committee of the SSRCR suggests that in the next
revision of Part G consideration be given to information provided in NCRP
Reports No. 37 and 40; BRH/NBS and NRC surveys on teletherapy equipment; and
NRC modifications to license requirements on teletherapy.

3. It is suggested that further consideration be given to the leakage
radiation limit value of 0.1 percent of the useful beam exposure rate
measured at 1 meter from the teletherapy source in G.3(a)(2).

4. Consultation and input should be obtained also from the Bureau of
Medical Devices and Diagnostic Products/FDA in the next revision of Part G
of the SSRCR.

5. A preliminary draft of Part G has been developed for consideration by
the Working Group in the next revision of the SSRCR.
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Rationale for Revisions

Part G
Use of Sealed Radioactive Sources in the Healing Arts

G._1

Present Sec. G.1 Scope. The provisions of this part apply to all
licensees who use sealed sources in the healing arts and are in
addition to, and not in substitution for, other applicable
provisions of these regulations.

Revised Sec. G.1 Scope. The provisions of this part apply to all
licensees [or registrants]* who use sealed sources in the
healing arts and are in addition to, and not in substitution
for, other applicable provisions of these regulations.

*For states which desire to regulate radium but which do not
issue licenses.

Rationale: G.1 The phrase "or registrants" added in brackets, with
asterisked footnote, to provide those states which desire to
regulate radium, but which do not issue licenses, with specific
regulations for such purpose.

G.2(a)

Present Sec. G.2 Interstitial, Intracavitary and Superficial
Applications.

(a) Accountability, Storage and Transit.

(1) Except as otherwise specifically authorized by the
Agency, each licensee shall provide accountability of
sealed sources and shall keep a record of the issue and
return of all sealed sources. A physical inventory
shall be made at least every six months and a written
record of the inventory maintained.

(2) When not in use, sealed sources and applicators
containing sealed sources shall be kept in a protective
enclosure of such material and wall thickness as may be
necessary to assure compliance with the provisions of
Sections D.101, D.104, and D.105.
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Revised Sec. G.2 Interstitial, Intracavitary and Superficial
Applications

(a) Accountability, Storage and Transit

(1) Except as otherwise specifically authorized by the
Agency each licensee shall provide accountability of sealed
sources and shall keep a record of the issue and return of
all sealed sources. A physical inventory shall be made at
least every six (6) months and a written record of the
inventory maintained.

(2) When not in use, sealed sources and applicators
containing sealed sources shall be kept in a protective
enclosure of such material and wall thickness as may be
necessary to assure compliance with the provisions of
D.101, D.104, and D.105.

Rationale: G.2(a) The Working Group felt that the language of the 1970
Edition of the Suggested State Regulations for Control of
Radiation (SSRCR) was appropriate with editorial modifications.

G.2(b)(2)

Present (2) Leak tests shall be capable of detecting the presence of
0.005 microcurie of radioactive material on the test sample or,
in the case of radium, the escape of radon at the rate of
0.001 microcurie per 24 hours. Any test conducted pursuant to
Section G.2(b)(1) which reveals the presence of 0.005 microcurie
or more of removable contamination or, in the case of radium,
the escape of radon at the rate of 0.001 microcurie or more
per 24 hours shall be considered evidence that the sealed source
is leaking. The licensee shall immediately withdraw the source
from use and shall cause it to be decontaminated and repaired
or to be disposed of in accordance with applicable provisions
of Part C.

Revised (2) Leak tests shall be capable of detecting the presence of
0.005 microcurie of radioactive material on the test sample or,
in the case of radium, the escape of radon at the rate of
0.001 microcurie per 24 hours. Any test conducted pursuant to
G.2(b)(1) which reveals the presence of 0.005 microcurie or
more of removable contamination or, in the case of radium, the
escape of radon at the rate of 0.001 microcurie or more per
24 hours shall be considered evidence that the sealed source is
leaking. The licensee shall immediately withdraw the source
from use and shall cause it to be decontaminated and repaired
or to be disposed of in accordance with applicable provisions
of Part D.
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Rationale: G.2(b)(2) The Working Group felt that the language of the 1970
Edition of SSRCR was appropriate with editorial modification.
"Part C" was changed to "Part D" in the last line of this
subparagraph.

G.2(b)(3)

Present

Revised

This subparagraph does not exist in present text.

(3) Leak test results shall be recorded in units of
microcuries and maintained for inspection by the Agency.

G.2(b)(3) The Working Group accepted proposal to add this new
subparagraph as being appropriate and consistent with similar
requirements in other parts of SSRCR.

Rationale:

G.2(c)

Present

Revised

This paragraph does not exist in present text.

(c) Radiation Surveys

(1) The maximum radiation level at a distance of one
meter from the patient in whom brachytherapy sources have
been inserted shall be determined by measurement or
calculation and preferably by both. This radiation level
shall be entered on the patient's chart and other signs as
required under G.2(d).

(2) The radiation levels in the patient's room and the
surrounding area shall be determined, recorded, and
maintained for inspection by the Agency.

G.2(c)(1) The Working Group accepted proposal to add this new
subparagraph, with modification, as being appropriate and
necessary, especially for use by states which do not issue
licenses (licensing states could handle this by licensing
conditions) (see footnote to G.1). Rather than use "exposure
rate" or "dose rate," which terms have varying definitions, the
Working Group decided to use "radiation level" to avoid problems
associated with variously used definitions of "exposure" and
"dose."

G.2(c)(2) The Working Group accepted proposal to add this new
subparagraph, with modifications, for reasons contained in
applicable rationale under G.2(b)(3) and G.2(c)(1).

Rationale:
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G.2(d)

Present This paragraph does not exist in present text.

Revised (d) Signs and Records

(1) In addition to the requirements of D.203, the bed,
cubicle, or room of the hospital brachytherapy patient
shall be marked with a sign indicating the presence of
brachytherapy sources. This sign shall incorporate the
radiation symbol and specify the radionuclide, the
activity, date, and the individual(s) to contact for
radiation safety instructions. The sign is not required
provided the exception in D.204(b) is met.

(2) The following information shall be included in the
patient's chart:

(i) The radionuclide administered, number of
sources, activity in millicuries, and time and date of
administration;

(ii) The exposure rate at 1 meter, the time the
determination was made, and by whom;

(iii) The radiation symbol; and

(iv) The precautionary instructions necessary to
assure that the exposure of individuals does not
exceed that permitted under D.101.

Rationale: G.2(d) The Working Group accepted proposal to add this new
paragraph, with modifications, for reasons contained in
applicable rationale under G.2(b)(3) and G.2(c)(1).

G.3(b)

Present (b) Operation. No individual who is occupationally exposed to
radiation shall be in the treatment room during irradiation
unless he is the patient. No other individual shall be there
except when it is clinically necessary.

Revised (b) Operation. No individual who is occupationally exposed to
radiation shall be in the treatment room during irradiation
unless that individual is the patient. No other individual
shall be there except when it is clinically necessary.

Rationale: G.3(b) The "he" was changed to "that individual" as being
appropriate editorial modification.

0
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Present

Revised

Rationale:

(c) Testing for Leakage and Contamination. Teletherapy
sources shall be tested for leakage and contamination in
accordance with the procedures described in paragraph G.2(b)
except that the leak tests shall be capable of detecting
0.05 microcurie of removable contamination, and a source shall
be considered to be leaking if the test reveals the presence of
0.05 microcurie or more of removable contamination. Tests of
leakage may be made by wiping accessible surfaces of the
housing port or collimator while the source is in the "off"
position and measuring these wipes for transferred
contamination.

(c) Testing for Leakage and Contamination. Teletherapy
sources shall be tested for leakage and contamination in
accordance with the procedures described in G.2(b). Tests of
leakage may be made by wiping accessible surfaces of the
housing port or collimator while the source is in the "off"
position and measuring these wipes for transferred
contamination.

G.3(c) The Working Group accepted a proposal to change level of
detection from "0.05" to "0.005" as the latter value is
generally used in practice and the technology is available to
reach this detection level. As this is consistent with the
values in G.2(b)(2) and reference is made to G.2(b) in this
paragraph, these levels for detection and leakage were not
repeated in G.3(c).
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PART H

RADIATION SAFETY REQUIREMENTS FOR ANALYTICAL X-RAY EQUIPMENT

Sec. H.1 Purpose and Scope. This part provides special requirements for
analytical x-ray equipment. The requirements of this part are in addition
to, and not in substitution for, applicable requirements in other parts of
these regulations.

Sec. H.2 Definitions. As used in this part, the following definitions
apply:

"Analytical x-ray equipment" means equipment used for x-ray diffraction or
fluorescence analysis.

"Analytical x-ray system" means a group of components utilizing x or gamma
rays to determine the elemental composition or to examine the microstructure
of materials.

"Fail-safe characteristics" mean a design feature which causes beam port
shutters to close, or otherwise prevents emergence of the primary beam, upon
the failure of a safety or warning device.

"Local components" mean part of an analytical x-ray system and include areas
that are struck by x rays such as radiation source housings, port and
shutter assemblies, collimators, sample holders, cameras, goniometers,
detectors, and shielding, but do not include power supplies, transformers,
amplifiers, readout devices, and control panels.

"Normal operating procedures" mean step-by-step instructions necessary to
accomplish the analysis. These procedures shall include sample insertion
and manipulation, equipment alignment, routine maintenance by the registrant
for licensee], and data recording procedures, which are related to radiation
safety.

"Open-beam configuration" means an analytical x-ray system in which an
individual could accidentally place some part of his body in the primary
beam path during normal operation.

"Primary beam" means radiation which passes through an aperture of the
source housing by a direct path from the x-ray tube or a radioactive source
located in the radiation source housing.

General Regulatory Provisions and Specific Requirements

Sec. H.3 Equipment Requirements.

(a) Safety Device. A device which prevents the entry of any portion of an
individual's body into the primary x-ray beam path or which causes the beam
to be shut off upon entry into its path shall be provided on all open-beam
configurations. A registrant [or licensee] may apply to the Agency for an
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exemption from the requirement of a safety device. Such application shall
include:

(1) a description of the various safety devices that have been

evaluated;

(2) the reason each of these devices cannot be used; and

(3) a description of the alternative methods that will be employed to
minimize the possibility of an accidental exposure, including
procedures to assure that operators and others in the area will be
informed of the absence of safety devices.

(b) Warning Devices.

(1) Open-beam configurations shall be provided with a readily
discernible indication of:

(i) x-ray tube "on-off" status located near the radiation source
housing, if the primary beam is controlled in this manner; and/or

(ii) shutter "open-closed" status located near each port on the
radiation source housing, if the primary beam is controlled in this
manner.

(2) An.easily visible warning light labeled with the words "X-RAY ON",
or words having a similar intent, shall be located:

(i) near any switch that energizes an x-ray tube and shall be
illuminated only when the tube is energized; or

(ii) in the case of a radioactive source, near any switch that
opens a housing shutter and shall be illuminated only when the
shutter is open.

(3) Warning devices shall be labeled so that their purpose is easily
identified. On equipment installed after [effective date of this
regulation], warning devices shall have fail-safe characteristics.

(c) Ports. Unused ports on radiation source housings shall be secured in
the closed position in a manner which will prevent casual opening.

(d) Labeling. All analytical x-ray equipment shall be labeled with a
readily discernible sign or signs bearing the radiation symbol and the
words:

(1) "CAUTION - HIGH INTENSITY X-RAY BEAM", or words having a similar
intent, on the x-ray source housing; and

(2) "CAUTION RADIATION - THIS EQUIPMENT PRODUCES RADIATION WHEN
ENERGIZED", or words having a similar intent, near any switch that
energizes an x-ray tube if the radiation source is an x-ray tube; or
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(3) "CAUTION - RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL", or words having a similar
intent, on the source housing in accordance with D.203 of these
regulations if the radiation source is a radionuclide.

(e) Shutters. On open-beam configurations installed after [effective date
of this regulation], each port on the radiation source housing shall be
equipped with a shutter that cannot be opened unless a collimator or a
coupling has been connected to the port.

(f) Radiation Source Housing. Each radiation source housing shall be
subject to the following requirements:

(1) Each x-ray tube housing shall be equipped with an interlock that
shuts off the tube if it is removed from the radiation source housing
or if the housing is disassembled.

(2) Each radioactive source housing or port cover or each x-ray tube
housing shall be so constructed that, with all shutters closed, the
radiation measured at a distance of 5 centimeters from its surface is
not capable of producing a dose in excess of 2.5 millirems (0.025 mSv)
in one hour. For systems utilizing x-ray tubes, this limit shall be
met at any specified tube rating.

(g) Generator Cabinet. Each x-ray generator shall be supplied with a
protective cabinet which limits leakage radiation measured at a distance of
5 centimeters from its surface such that it is not capable of producing a
dose in excess of 0.25 millirem (2.5 PSv) in one hour.

Sec. HA4 Area Requirements.

(a) Radiation Levels. The local components of an analytical x-ray system
shall be located and arranged and shall include sufficient shielding or
access control such that no radiation levels exist in any area surrounding
the local component group which could result in a dose to an individual
present therein in excess of the dose limits given in D.105 of these
regulations. For systems utilizing x-ray tubes, these levels shall be met
at any specified tube rating.

(b) Surveys.

(1) Radiation surveys, as required by D.201 of these regulations, of
all analytical x-ray systems sufficient to show compliance with H.4(a)
shall be performed:

(i) upon installation of the equipment, and at least once every 12
months thereafter;

(ii) following any change in the initial arrangement, number, or
type of local components in the system;

(iii) following any maintenance requiring the disassembly or
removal of a local component in the system;

(iv) during the performance of maintenance and alignment procedures
if the procedures require the presence of a primary x-ray beam when
any local component in the system is disassembled or removed;
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(v) any time a visual inspection of the local components in the
system reveals an abnormal condition; and

(vi) whenever personnel monitoring devices show a significant
increase over the previous monitoring period or the readings are
approaching the limits specified in D.101 of these regulations.

(2) Radiation survey measurements shall not be required if a
registrant [or licensee] can demonstrate compliance with H.4(a) to the
satisfaction of the Agency.

(c) Posting. Each area or room containing analytical x-ray equipment shall
be conspicuously posted with a sign or signs bearing the radiation symbol
and the words "CAUTION - X-RAY EQUIPMENT" or words having a similar intent
in accordance with D.203 of these regulations.

Sec. H.5 Operating Requirements.

(a) Procedures. Normal operating procedures shall be written and available
to all analytical x-ray equipment workers. No individual shall be permitted
to operate analytical x-ray equipment in any manner other than that
specified in the procedures unless such individual has obtained written
approval of the radiation safety officer.

(b) Bypassing. No individual shall bypass a safety device or interlock
unless such individual has obtained the approval of the radiation safety
officer. Such approval shall be for a specified period of time. When a
safety device or interlock has been bypassed, a readily discernible sign
bearing the words "SAFETY DEVICE NOT WORKING", or words having a similar
intent, shall be placed on the radiation source housing.

(c) Repair or Modification of X-Ray Tube Systems. Except as specified in
H.5(b), no operation involving removal of covers, shielding materials or
tube housings or modifications to shutters, collimators, or beam stops shall
be performed without ascertaining that the tube is off and will remain off
until safe conditions have been restored. The main switch, rather than
interlocks, shall be used for routine shutdown in preparation for repairs.

(d) Radioactive Source Replacement, Testing, or Repair. Radioactive source
housings shall be opened for source replacement, leak testing, or other
maintenance or repair procedures only by individuals authorized to
specifically conduct such procedures under a license issued by the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, an Agreement State, or a Licensing State.

Sec. H.6 Personnel Requirements.

(a) Instruction. No individual shall be permitted to operate or maintain
analytical x-ray equipment unless such individual has received instruction
in and demonstrated competence as to:

(1) identification of radiation hazards associated with the use of the
equipment;
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(2) significance of the various radiation warning, safety devices, and
interlocks incorporated into the equipment, or the reasons they have
not been installed on certain pieces of equipment and the extra
precautions required in such cases;

(3) proper operating procedures for the equipment;

(4) recognition of symptoms of an acute localized exposure; and

(5) proper procedures for reporting an actual or suspected exposure.

(b) Personnel Monitoring.

(1) Finger or wrist dosimetric devices shall be provided to and shall
be used by:

(i) analytical x-ray equipment workers using systems having an
open-beam configuration and not equipped with a safety device; and

(ii) personnel maintaining analytical x-ray equipment if the
maintenance procedures require the presence of a primary x-ray beam
when any local component in the analytical x-ray system is
disassembled or removed.

(2) Reported dose values shall not be used for the purpose of
determining compliance with D.101 of these regulations unless evaluated
by a qualified expert.
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1988
Rationale for Revisions

Part H
Radiation Safety Requirements for Analytical X-Ray Equipment

Introduction

The SSRCR Part H Working Group has carefully considered the items in the
Matters for Future Consideration (MFC) of the last edition of Volume I
(Ionizing Radiation) of the Suggested State Regulations for Control of
Radiation (SSRCR). MFC No. 1 suggested that "chirper" type personal
dosimeters be used by users of analytical x-ray units as warning devices.
Tests of one such device and a review of the operating specifications of
others suggests that these units are not suitable for this purpose. Item
1.b. suggested the use of leaded glasses be required. Although visual
alignment techniques are sometimes used with analytical x-ray units, our
knowledge of accident history indicates that most accidental exposures
affect primarily the extremities, especially the fingers and hands. Item
1.c. regarding the use of leaded gloves was also considered. The Working
Group does not know of any leaded gloves which would not interfere with the
safe operation and/or adjustment of analytical x-ray units. In review of
MFC No. 2, the Part H Working Group felt that the phrase "or words having
similar intent" in H.3(f)(1) of the last SSRCR edition allows an appropriate
substitute for "X-RAY ON" when radioactive materials are used. The Part H
Working Group members are not aware of any situation where the words "X-RAY
ON" were used inappropriately. The other suggestions in MFC No. 2 were
either incorporated in Part H as indicated below, or were retained as a
Matter for Future Consideration.

Specific Changes

1. H.3(b) and H.3(f) were combined as they address the same matter.

2. Some paragraphs and a subparagraph of Section H.3 were redesignated for
continuity.

Specific Provisions

H.3(b) Warning Devices was amended to include specific warning lights under
warning devices. The new provision combines requirements for warning
devices into the same paragraph.

H.3(f) Warning Lights (previous edition). The provisions of H.3(f) were
incorporated into H.3(b) as stated above.

H.3(g) Radiation Source Housing (previous edition) was redesignated as
H.3(f) for continuity.

H.3(h) Generator Cabinet (previous edition) was redesignated as H.3(g) for
continuity.
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Matter for Future Consideration

1. The SSRCR Technical Review Committee recommends that the Part H Working I
Group consider removal of all references to radioactive material so that
Part H relates to machine-produced radiation only.

0
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1982
Rationale for Revisions

Part H
Radiation Safety Requirements for Analytical X-Ray Equipment

Introduction

An intensive series of meetings during October 1979 was held at Rockville,
Maryland, to discuss indicated changes as a result of comments by Part H
Working Group members and others. An outcome of that session and further
discussion has resulted in several changes detailed below; editorial changes
have not been listed.

Specific Changes

1. Where "[licensee]*" has appeared following reference to a registrant in
the past versions, a change to "[or licensee]" has been made. Rationale:
Such a change makes the language universally adaptable to either machine or
radioactive material sources and eliminates the use of any footnotes.

2. The word "interlock" appears for the first time in Part A of the 1982
Edition of the SSRCR and denotes a specific type of safety device.
Interlocks are applicable to other parts of these regulations and the
definition, therefore, was included in Part A.

Specific Provisions

H.3(R) Radiation Source Housing was reworded to specify an interlock to
shut off an x-ray tube when removed from its housing or the housing
disassembled (H.3(g)(1)). The dose rate allowable at 5 cm from the surface
of any radiation source housing was kept the same as for x-ray tube
housings, 2.5 mrem in one hour (H.3(g)(2)). Rationale: There have been
reports of individuals removing x-ray tubes from their housings, when
energized, and holding them in their naked hands. Virtually, the new
language is the same language that was included as one of the only two
changes in the April 1978 revision of NBS Handbook 111 (American National
Standard "Radiation Safety for X-Ray Diffraction and Fluorescence Analysis
Equipment"). Additionally, the same dose rate at 5 cm from the housing of
both x-ray tubes and radioactive material sources was considered to be valid
as the tubes are energized for protracted periods of time, simulating
radioactive source conditions and presenting virtually identical dose
potential.

H.5(c) Repair or Modification of X-Ray Tube Systems. This is a new
paragraph to emphasize the importance of using the main instrument switch to
prevent accidental exposure during repair or modification operations.
Rationale: The new paragraph is almost identical in wording to the language
contained in one of only two changes in the April 1978 revision of NBS
Handbook 111.
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H.5(d) Radioactive Source Replacement, Testing, or Repair. This new
paragraph requires that such operations be conducted only under a license
from the NRC, an Agreement State, or a Licensing State. Rationale: This
paragraph was added to provide specific safety considerations for
radioactive material source apparatus maintenance operations comparable to
what H.5(c) does for x-ray tube apparatus.

Matters for Future Consideration

1. A suggestion recommended that an area monitor having an audio readout be
provided in rooms where analytical x-ray equipment is used. Such an audible
warning should alert a person entering the room to an exposed beam condition
and could be added to H.6(b). The testing of this suggestion has not been
completed. In addition, the following allied matters have been conceived
and should also be tested for applicability:

a. The use of a suitable chirper device to be worn by personnel in lieu
of the area monitor recommended.

b. The wearing of protective glasses or goggles having leaded glass
lenses.

c. The wearing of protective gloves supple enough so as not to hinder
operation of the analytical equipment.

2. The Technical Review Committee (TRC) felt the provisions of H.3(b) and
(f) should be combined as they are addressing the same matters.
Additionally, H.3(f)(1)(ii) addresses radioactive material, and the TRC
questions the applicability of the warning lights labeled "X-RAY ON" without
other qualifications.
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1978
Rationale for Revisions

Part H
Radiation Safety Requirements for Analytical X-Ray Equipment

Introduction

Part H was first made a part of the Suggested State Regulations for Control
of Radiation (SSRCR) in the October 1974 Edition. On November 15, 1976, the
Part H Working Group met with the Technical Review Committee of the SSRCR to
present the Working Group's recommendations for this revision. The
rationale for changes which were adopted are presented below. It should be
noted that there were many proposals presented to the Working Group which
were excellent in nature, but which were not adopted because it was felt
that they were either unenforceable or involved a concept which could not be
written in precise legal terminology.

Specific Changes

H.2 Definitions

"Local components" has been defined due to concern that reference to "local
components" in Section H.4 may not be accurately interpreted and could
result in the lack of intended safety precautions.

"Analytical x-ray system" was modified to reflect the addition of the
definition of "local components."

"Normal operating procedures" was altered to reflect the intent that all
day-to-day procedures used by the operator should be included in the
definition. The routine removal and replacement of shielding and barriers
by the operator is meant to be included but not disassembly which would
normally be performed by a maintenance person. Emergency radiation
considerations were eliminated from this definition because it was not
intended that bypassing interlocks should be considered to be a normal
operating procedure. The revised definition includes "routine maintenance
by the registrant" with the intent that normal troubleshooting which is
performed by the operator should be a consideration. Thus, written normal
operating procedures which are required in H.5(a) are intended to include
such actions as simple alignment and elimination of vacuum loss if these are
performed by the operator.

H.4(b)(1)(i) Surveys. Requirements for radiation surveys were expanded to
provide for a minimum frequency of at least one survey every 12 months.
This provision was added to guard against changes in radiation levels which
result from unauthorized equipment alterations.

H.(5)(b) Bypassing. Bypassing of safety devices may create a serious
potential for injury, thus bypassing should never become a routine operating
procedure. It is required that the safety device may not be bypassed
without the approval of the radiation safety officer. A further restriction
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has been added which will require that the approval be for a designated time
period. This requirement is intended to discourage leaving a safety device
in the bypass mode for unreasonable periods of time. For example, in
certain situations it may not be reasonable to leave the safety device
bypassed overnight.

Matter for Future Consideration

1. With reference to the bracketed material in H.3(g) on Radiation Source
Housing (i.e., [If radioactive sources are used, corresponding dose limits
shall not exceed per hour.]), it was suggested by the Technical
Review Committee of the SSRCR that the Part H Working Group for the next
revision develop a dose rate limit value related to leakage radiation from
the source housing when radioactive sources are used for inclusion in this
paragraph.
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1974
Rationale

Part H
Radiation Safety Requirements for Analytical X-Ray Equipment

Introduction and General Approach

X-ray diffraction and fluorescence analysis equipment are major tools in
research, teaching, and quality control programs. It is estimated that
there may be on the order of 5000 such units now in use. During the past
few years the hazards associated with the use of this type equipment have
been well documented. The high levels of radiation produced within this
equipment and the lack of built-in safety features, particularly in older
units, have frequently resulted in serious radiation injuries.

In 1972, the American National Standards Institute published the American
National Standard "Radiation Safety for X-Ray Diffraction and Fluorescence
Analysis Equipment" under the sponsorship of the National Bureau of
Standards. The document establishes voluntary standard practices for this
equipment. This ANSI Standard has been followed, where practical, in the
preparation of Part H. In particular, the radiation levels established by
the ANSI document and in Part H are essentially the same. However, the
approach to determining the applicability of these radiation levels to a
certain situation is quite different in this draft of Part H from that taken
by ANSI. This deviation was deemed necessary in order to produce a
regulation which is legally enforceable, whereas the ANSI document was
intended as a voluntary guide of good practice. Part H is intended to be
applicable to existing installations as well as to new installations.

It is intended that the operator of analytical x-ray equipment be considered
to be an occupationally exposed individual and subject to the radiation dose
limits specified in Sec. D.101. Other individuals in the vicinity of the
analytical x-ray equipment shall not be considered to be occupationally
exposed individuals and are, therefore, subject to the provisions of Sec.
D.105, as indicated in H.4(a).

Due to the great complexity of this equipment and variety of operational
modes, it is difficult to write specific safety engineering requirements
which do not overly restrict the use for which the equipment is intended.
For this reason, provision is given in H.3(a) to allow the registrant or
licensee to apply to the regulatory Agency for an exemption from the safety
device requirements in Part H. It is intended that such exemptions be
granted only after all reasonable alternatives have been eliminated.

There are other types of analytical x-ray equipment (e.g., equipment
employing absorption phenomenon) that could be included in this part along
with x-ray diffraction and fluorescence analysis equipment; however, the
potential radiation exposure and radiation protection problems associated
with the use of this equipment need further study. Therefore, the present
provisions of this part are limited to x-ray equipment used in x-ray
diffraction and fluorescence analysis.
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Specific Provisions

H.2(d) Definitions. Emergency radiation safety considerations have been
included in the definition of "normal operating procedures." This is to
avoid confusion in interpreting the difference between "routine" and
"emergency." Such confusion could arise when an emergency procedure, such
as bypassing of interlocks, must be undertaken on a frequent basis.

H.3(a) Safety Device. It is recognized that conditions may exist in which
it may be extremely difficult to contain the primary beam without submitting
the user to impractical limitations. This paragraph of Part H allows the
registrant or licensee to apply for relief from this requirement provided he
can show that all reasonable alternative engineering approaches have been
considered and that the alternatives suggested seem feasible to the
regulatory Agency.

H.3(b)(2) Warning Devices. Current analytical x-ray equipment normally
utilizes warning devices provided with fail-safe characteristics. It is
desirable to encourage this feature through purchase of modern equipment or
retrofit safety devices; however, the effective requirement date is left to
the discretion of the regulatory Agency.

H.3(e) Shutters and (f) Warning Lights. The rationale for requirements on
shutters and warning lights is the same as that for warning devices
H.3(b)(2).

H.3(g) Radiation Source Housing and (h) Generator Cabinet. Leakage
radiation limits for the x-ray tube housing and the x-ray generator cabinet
are consistent with those of the ANSI standard. Corresponding dose limits
for leakage radiation from equipment using radioactive sources are left to
the option of the regulatory Agency.

H.4(a) Radiation Levels. The approach taken for limiting area radiation
levels is different from that used in the ANSI Standard; but upon careful
analysis, it may be seen that the limits using either approach are similar.
The ANSI limits which are specified for various classes of x-ray systems are
all traceable to the same values established by the National Council on
Radiation Protection and Measurements and published in their NCRP Report
No. 39 on Basic Radiation Protection Criteria. These values have not been
adopted as yet by the Federal Radiation Council for use by all federal
agencies, and the radiation dose limits in Part D are based upon applicable
federal regulations. Therefore, rather than using the Maximum Permissible
Dose Equivalent Values (Table 1), and other radiation dose limits as
specified in area requirements of the ANSI standard, reference is made in
H.4(a) to the appropriate section in Part D. An approach different from
that taken by ANSI was used because the ANSI approach seemed more applicable
to new equipment and installations, whereas Part H is written to be
applicable to new as well as existing equipment and installations.
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H.4(c) Posting. Provisions in Section D.203 regarding radiation areas and
high radiation areas may also be applicable in lieu of the posting
requirement ("Caution - X-Ray Equipment") in H.4(c).

There is no requirement in Part H for routine medical examinations because
such a requirement seems impractical when considering types of injuries
which have been caused by analytical x-ray equipment. In addition to the
possibility of genetic damage, there is the possibility of exposure of the
lens of the eye to large radiation doses resulting in cataracts and other
opacities. Although the damage from these types of injuries are not
apparent or may not become apparent until years later, the majority of
injuries from use of analytical x-ray equipment are apparent within a short
time subsequent to the exposure, and would be followed up by a special
medical examination, as compared to a periodic (routine) medical
examination. An opthalmological examination, with particular reference to
the lens of the eye would be useful. However, the majority of injuries
resulting through use of analytical x-ray equipment are superficial and
local in nature, and would not be detected by the usual tests included in a
medical examination for ionizing radiation workers (e.g., blood cell
examination).
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PART I

RADIATION SAFETY REQUIREMENTS FOR PARTICLE ACCELERATORS

Sec. I.1 Purpose and Scope.

(a) This part establishes procedures for the registration [or licensing]
and the use of particle accelerators.

(b) In addition to the requirements of this part, all registrants [or
licensees] are subject to the requirements of Parts A, B, [C,] D, and J of
these regulations. Registrants [and licensees] engaged in industrial
radiographic operations are subject to the requirements of Part E of these
regulations, and registrants [and licensees] engaged in the healing arts are
subject to the requirements of Parts F and G of these regulations.
Registrants [or licensees] whose operations result in the production of
radioactive material are subject to the requirements of Part C of these
regulations.

Registration [or License] Procedure

Sec. 1.2 Registration [or License] Requirements. No person shall receive,
possess, use, transfer, own, or acquire a particle accelerator except as
authorized in a registration [or license] issued pursuant to Part[s] B [or
C] of these regulations.

Sec. 1.3 General Requirements for the Issuance of a Registration [or
License] for Particle Accelerators. In addition to the requirements of
Part[s] B [or C] of these regulations, a registration [or license]
application for use of a particle accelerator will be approved only if the
Agency determines that:

(a) the applicant is qualified by reason of training and experience to use
the accelerator in question for the purpose requested in accordance with
this part and Parts D and J of these regulations in such a manner as to
minimize danger to public health and safety or property;

(b) the applicant's proposed or existing equipment, facilities, and
operating and emergency procedures are adequate to protect health and
minimize danger to public health and safety or property;

(c) the issuance of the registration [or license] will not be inimical to
the health and safety of the public, and the applicant satisfies any
applicable special requirement in 1.4;

(d) the applicant has appointed a radiation safety officer;

(e) the applicant and the applicant's staff has substantial experience in
the use of particle accelerators and training sufficient for application to
its intended uses;
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(f) the applicant has established a radiation safety committee to approve,
in advance, proposals for uses of particle accelerators, whenever deemed
necessary by the Agency; and

(g) the applicant has an adequate training program for operators of
particle accelerators.

Sec. 1.4 Human Use of Particle Accelerators. In addition to the
requirements of Part B of these regulations, a registration [or license] for
use of a particle accelerator in the healing arts will be issued only if:

(a) the applicant has appointed a medical committee of at least three
members to evaluate all proposals for research, diagnostic, and therapeutic
use of a particle accelerator whenever deemed necessary by the Agency.
Membership of the committee should include physicians expert in internal
medicine, hematology, therapeutic radiology, and a person experienced in
depth dose calculations and protection against radiation;

(b) the individuals designated on the application as the users have
substantial training and experience in deep therapy techniques or in the use
of particle accelerators to treat humans; and

(c) the individual designated on the application as the user is a
physician.

Radiation Safety Requirements for the Use of Particle Accelerators

Sec. 1.5 Reserved.

Sec. 1.6 Limitations.

(a) No registrant [or licensee] shall permit any individual to act as an
operator of a particle accelerator until such individual:

(1) has been instructed in radiation safety and shall have
demonstrated an understanding thereof;

(2) has received copies of and instruction in this part and the
applicable requirements of Parts D and J of these regulations,
pertinent registration [or license] conditions and the registrant's [or
licensee's] operating and emergency procedures, and shall have
demonstrated understanding thereof; and

(3) has demonstrated competence to use the particle accelerator,
related equipment, and survey instruments which will be employed.

(b) The radiation safety committee or the radiation safety officer shall
have the authority to terminate the operations at a particle accelerator
facility if such action is deemed necessary to minimize danger to public
health and safety or property.
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Sec. 1.7 Shielding and Safety Design Requirements.

(a) A qualified expert, acceptable to the Agency, shall be consulted in the
design of a particle accelerator installation and called upon to perform a
radiation survey when the accelerator is first capable of producing
radiation.

(b) Each particle accelerator installation shall be provided with such
primary and secondary barriers as are necessary to assure compliance with
D.1O1 and D.105 of these regulations.

Sec. 1.8 Particle Accelerator Controls and Interlock Systems.

(a) Instrumentation, readouts, and controls on the particle accelerator
control console shall be clearly identified and easily discernible.

(b) Each entrance into a target room or other high radiation area shall be
provided with a safety interlock that shuts down the machine under
conditions of barrier penetration.

(c) Each safety interlock shall be on a circuit which shall allow it to
operate independently of all other safety interlocks.

(d) All safety interlocks shall be designed so that any defect or component
failure in the safety interlock system prevents operation of the
accelerator.

(e) When a safety interlock system has been tripped, it shall only be
possible to resume operation of the accelerator by manually resetting
controls at the position where the safety interlock has been tripped and,
lastly, at the main control console.

(f) A scram button or other emergency power cutoff switch shall be located
and easily identifiable in all high radiation areas. Such a cutoff switch
shall include a manual reset so that the accelerator cannot be restarted
from the accelerator control console without resetting the cutoff switch.

Sec. 1.9 Warning Devices.

(a) Each location designated as high radiation area, and each entrance to
such location, shall be equipped with easily observable warning lights that
operate when, and only when, radiation is being produced.

(b) Except in facilities designed for human exposure, each high radiation
area shall have an audible warning device which shall be activated for 15
seconds prior to the possible creation of such high radiation area. Such
warning device shall be clearly discernible in all high radiation areas.

(c) Barriers, temporary or otherwise, and pathways leading to high
radiation areas shall be posted in accordance with D.203 of these
regulations.
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Sec. I.10 Operating Procedures.

(a) Particle accelerators, when not in operation, shall be secured to
prevent unauthorized use.

(b) The safety interlock system shall not be used to turn off the
accelerator beam except in an emergency.

(c) All safety and warning devices, including interlocks, shall be checked
for proper operation at intervals not to exceed 3 months. Results of such
tests shall be maintained at the accelerator facility for inspection by the
Agency.

(d) Electrical circuit diagrams of the accelerator and the associated
safety interlock systems shall be kept current and maintained for inspection
by the Agency and shall be available to the operator at each accelerator
facility.

(e) If, for any reason, it is necessary to intentionally bypass a safety
interlock or interlocks, such action shall be:

(1) authorized by the radiation safety committee or radiation safety
officer;

(2) recorded in a permanent log and a notice posted at the accelerator
control console; and

(3) terminated as soon as possible.

(f) A copy of the current operating and the emergency procedures shall be

maintained at the accelerator control panel.

Sec. 1.11 Radiation Monitoring Requirements.

(a) There shall be available at each particle accelerator facility
appropriate portable monitoring equipment which is operable and has been
appropriately calibrated for the radiations being produced at the facility.
Such equipment shall be tested for proper operation daily and calibrated at
intervals not to exceed 1 year and after each servicing and repair.

(b) A radiation protection survey shall be performed and documented by a

qualified expert, acceptable to the Agency, when changes have been made in
shielding, operation, equipment, or occupancy of adjacent areas.

(c) Radiation levels in all high radiation areas shall be continuously
monitored. The monitoring devices shall be electrically independent of the
accelerator control and safety interlock systems and capable of providing a
readout at the control panel.

(d) All area monitors shall be calibrated at intervals not to exceed 1 year
and after each servicing and repair.
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(e) Whenever applicable, periodic surveys shall be made to determine the
amount of airborne particulate radioactivity present.

(f) Whenever applicable, periodic smear surveys shall be made to determine
the degree of contamination.

(g) All surveys shall be made in accordance with the written procedures
established by a qualified expert, acceptable to the Agency, or the
radiation safety officer.

(h) Records of all radiation protection surveys, calibrations, and
instrumentation tests shall be maintained at the accelerator facility for
inspection by the Agency.

Sec. 1.12 Ventilation Systems.

(a) Ventilation systems shall be provided to ensure that personnel entering
any area where airborne radioactivity may be produced will not be exposed to
airborne radioactive material in excess of those limits specified in Part D,
Appendix A, Table I of these regulations.

(b) A registrant [or licensee], as required by D.106 of these regulations,
shall not vent, release, or otherwise discharge airborne radioactive
material to an unrestricted area which exceeds the limits specified in Part
D, Appendix A, Table II of these regulations, except as authorized pursuant
to D.302 or D.106(b) of these regulations. For purposes of 1.12(b),
concentrations may be averaged over a period not greater than 1 year. Every
effort should be made to maintain releases of radioactive material to
unrestricted areas as far below these limits as is reasonably achievable.
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1988
Rationale for Revisions

Part I
Radiation Safety Requirements for Particle Accelerators

There were no major amendments to Part I for this edition of Volume I
(Ionizing Radiation) of the Suggested State Regulations for Control of
Radiation (SSRCR). The Technical Review Committee made some editorial
changes to Part I for consistency with regulatory language and with the
other parts of the SSRCR (e.g., revision of certain provisions with "and/or"
as part of the sentence structure).

Matters for Future Consideration

1. Specifications should be provided for the frequency, accuracy,
precision, and traceability of calibrations.

2. In reference to 1.8(c), whether both the interlocks and their indicators
of status should be required to be on the same independent circuits should
be reviewed and appropriate changes made.
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1982
Rationale for Revisions

Part I
Radiation Safety Requirements for Particle Accelerators

Introduction

Since publishing of the 1978 revision of the SSRCR, several comments were
received requiring consideration for amendment. Additionally, several
editorial amendments were made to clarify the intent of the regulation.

Specific Changes

1. Reference to Part C was included in brackets in the second line of
1.1(b), the third line of 1.2, and third line of 1.3 to be consistent with
the use of the terms license or licensee in brackets.

2. The insertion of the word "safety" in front of the word "interlock" was
included to clarify which interlocks were being referenced.

3. The words "acceptable to" have been inserted, replacing the phrase
"specifically approved by" to preclude unnecessary documentation of
authorizations as to who is a qualified expert.

Specific Provisions

1.1(b) Purpose and Scope. The last sentence was amended by the
substitution of the phrase "whose operations result" for the word "engaged"
clarifying that licensing may be required where radioactive material may
have been produced incidental to the main purpose of use.

1.5 General Provisions (1978 SSRCR). This item was deleted in its entirety
as being non-substantive when considered in context of the other parts of
the SSRCR and 1.1(b). The item is held "reserved" for future use and to
denote an intentional deletion.

1.6(b) Limitations. The phrase "protect health and" was deleted as
superfluous and to make the language consistent with the other parts of the
SSRCR.

1.9 Warning Devices. The requirement for "flashing or rotating" warning
lights in 1.9(a) has been deleted to be consistent with other parts of the
SSRCR. The requirement of 1.9(b) to be discernible in "all radiation areas"
has been deleted to be consistent with other parts of the SSRCR.
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1982 Rationale for Part I

1.11 Radiation Monitoring Requirements. The requirements of 1.11(c) have
been revised to be consistent with 1.9 and other parts of the SSRCR. The
language of 1.11(h) was modified to be consistent with the other parts of
the SSRCR regarding inspection of records by the Agency.

1.12(b) Ventilation Systems. The word "uncontrolled" was replaced by the
word "unrestricted" due to the presence of a definition for the term in
Part A and for consistency with other parts of the SSRCR. Also, the ALARA
phraseology was used rather than the ALAP terminology used in the past.

Matters for Future Consideration

1. Specifications should be provided for the frequency, accuracy,
precision, and traceability of calibrations.

2. In reference to 1.8(d) in the 1978 SSRCR (I.8(c) in the 1982 SSRCR),
whether both the interlocks and their indicators of status should be
required to be on the same independent circuits should be reviewed and
appropriate changes made. There was inadequate time available for
consideration of necessary changes to implement this comment for the 1982
SSRCR.
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1978
Rationale for Revisions

Part I
Radiation Safety Requirements for Particle Accelerators

Introduction

A number of editorial and format changes were made in Part I to be
consistent with other parts of the Suggested State Regulations for Control
of Radiation (SSRCR). The other specific changes from Part I of the 1974
SSRCR and their rationale are as indicated below.

Specific Provisions

I.3(b) General Requirements for the Issuance of a Registration. In
paragraph (b) of Section 1.3, the words "or existing" were added following
the word "proposed" to read as follows: "The applicant's proposed or
existing equipment, facilities, operating and emergency procedures are
adequate to protect health and minimize danger to public health and safe.ty
or property." The rationale for this change was included in a comment
received which indicated that the facility will predate the regulations in
some cases. Therefore, statements about existing facilities are needed as
well as reference to proposed equipment, facilities, etc.

I.3(e) General Requirements for the Issuance of a Registration. In
paragraph (e) of Section 1.3, the phrase "and training sufficient for
application to its" was added after the words "particle accelerators" to
read as follows: "The applicant and/or the applicant's staff has
substantial experience in the use of particle accelerators and training
sufficient for application to its intended uses." The rationale for this
change is based on a concern expressed by a commenter that requiring
"substantial experience in the use of particle accelerators for the intended
uses" (emphasis added) could prevent the development of new facilities or
new applications. With the rewording of this paragraph, training would be
required for the intended uses; however, the particle accelerator experience
required would not need to be specific for the intended use and could be
obtained generally in other areas. Therefore, with specific particle
accelerator training in the intended use area, a registration could be
issued whereby personnel could obtain experience in that use area on the job
as long as they had other substantial particle accelerator experience. This
revised approach then should not tend to hinder development of new
applications of particle accelerators.

1.10(b) Operating Procedures. In paragraph (b) of Section I.10, the
following sentence was deleted: "Only a switch on the accelerator control
console shall be routinely used to turn the accelerator beam on and off."
The rationale for deletion of this first sentence is that it is unduly
restrictive and appears to prohibit beam turn on and turn off by users or by
data-taking computers, which are normal modes of operation for research
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1978 Rationale for Part I

accelerators. As pointed out by a commenter, the meaning of this paragraph
is adequately given by the second sentence alone which remains as the entire
paragraph in the revision as follows: "The safety interlock system shall
not be used to turn off the accelerator beam except in an emergency."

1.11(d) Radiation Monitoring Requirements. In paragraph (d) of Section
1.11, the word "quarterly" has been replaced by the phrase "at intervals not
to exceed one year and after each servicing and repair." Paragraph (d) now
reads as follows: "All area monitors shall be calibrated at intervals not
to exceed one year and after each servicing and repair." The rationale for
this change is based on experience which indicates that the permanently
installed area monitors are generally more reliable than portable monitoring
equipment and do not necessarily require calibration on a quarterly basis.
Annual calibration of area monitoring equipment at particle accelerator
facilities appears to be adequate.

1.12(a) Ventilation Systems. In paragraph (a) of Section 1.12, the
provision from the 1974 SSRCR was deleted and the following new sentence was
included as a replacement: "Means shall be provided to ensure that
personnel entering any area where airborne radioactivity may be produced
will not be exposed to airborne radioactive material in excess of those
limits specified in Part D, Appendix A, Table I of these regulations." The
rationale for this change is that there are other acceptable and commonly
used methods of handling airborne radioactive material. Ventilation may be
required if personnel are to be entering the area. However, in other
situations, it may be preferable to seal and isolate the area in which the
activity is present for some time after its production. This practice can
be employed when the dominant activities are short lived. The new provision
has been qualified by indicating that it refers to situations where
personnel may be entering the area. In addition, more flexibility is
allowed by reference to keeping exposure of personnel to airborne
radioactive material within limits of Part D, without specifying the exact
methods which must be used.

Matters for Future Consideration

1. In the next revision of the Suggested State Regulations for Control of
Radiation (SSRCR), it is suggested that the Part I Working Group include in
Section 1.4 a reference to Section F.9 on X-Ray and Electron Therapy Systems
with Energies of One MeV and Above.

2. It is suggested that the Working Groups for Part I and Part A consider
the possibility of defining the term "calibration" as used in I.11(h) and
other provisions for inclusion in the next revision of the SSRCR.

3. The Working Groups for Part I, Part A, and Part F should consider
developing a definition of "interlock" related to its use in Part I (e.g.,
Sec. 1.8 and Sec. I.10), Part F, and in other parts for the next revision of
the SSRCR (Note definition of "interlock" in Section F.2 of this revision of
the SSRCR).
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1 974~
Rationale

Part I
Radiation Safety Requirements for Particle Accelerators

Introduction

It has been estimated that there are over 1,200 particle accelerators in use
in the United States. These machines are employed for a variety of
purposes, including radiation therapy, production of radionuclides,
teaching, and research. Several hundred particle accelerators are being
used for medical purposes and are becoming increasingly popular in medicine.
A particular type of accelerator, the "Linac," is gaining widespread
acceptance in medical therapy, and is therefore increasing in number.

Two particular aspects of the present situation are especially important in
evaluation of the hazards associated with particle accelerators. First,
many of these machines are capable of producing extremely high levels of
radiation, and therefore, if a radiation accident occurs, injuries may be
quite severe. Second, particle accelerators have advanced to the stage
where they are no longer confined to research applications. Small units for
industrial and medical use are now commercially available to persons whose
technical background may not equip them to properly assess the hazards
associated with their operation.

Due to the great variety of particle accelerators in existence, their
complexity and the vast spectrum of uses for which they are employed,
maintaining radiation safety at these facilities is a particularly difficult
task. In addition, a single machine may be used for a variety of purposes
such as research, teaching, and therapy. Regulations governing the design
and operation of particle accelerators must therefore be sufficiently broad
in scope to include the variety of types and uses of these machines, yet
sufficiently specific to insure radiation safety.

General Approach

The following approach has been applied in attempting to deal with the above
situation:

1. Registration of particle accelerator facilities. The registration
mechanism will enable state radiation control authorities to assess the
qualifications of individuals seeking to operate particle accelerators.

2. Registration requirements for specific uses. Individuals seeking to
operate particle accelerators for a specific use such as medical therapy are
subject to additional requirements necessitated by the special hazards
associated with this activity.

1



1974 Rationale for Part I

3. Design requirements. General requirements for shielding, interlocks and
warning devices are outlined. Responsibility for application of these
requirements to specific situations rests with the state radiation control
authority.

4. Operating procedure requirements. General requirements for operating
procedures, including radiation surveys and maintenance of monitoring
equipment are stated. An effort has been made to simplify the document by
referring to other parts of the Suggested State Regulations for Control of
Radiation. This is necessary because provisions dealing with such areas as
registration procedures, records and violations must be uniform throughout
the regulations. References to these other parts are included at points in
the document where they apply.

Specific Provisions

1.1 Purpose and Scope. The definition of the term "particle accelerator"
is included in Part A with other definitions of relevance to the
regulations. The definition is intended to exclude medical diagnostic x-ray
units from the scope of this part. It should be noted that users of
particle accelerators for production of radioactive material must apply for
a radioactive material license in accordance with Part C. Additional
requirements such as detailed operating procedures and qualifications were
not deemed possible or appropriate. 0
1.2 Registration Requirements. The intent here is that users or those
responsible for the operation of particle accelerators be registered with
the appropriate state radiation control authority. The procedures for the
registration of particle accelerator facilities are included in Part B, as
particle accelerators are considered radiation machines. Provisions dealing
with exemptions, expirations, renewals and changes are included in Part A
and/or Part B.

1.3 General Requirements for Registration. Particle accelerators are now
commercially available to persons whose background may not equip them to
properly assess the hazards associated with these units. Therefore, general
requirements are designated on use of these radiation machines.

1.4 Human Use of Particle Accelerators. Individuals designated as users of
particle accelerators on humans are required to have substantial training
and experience in deep therapy techniques or in their use to treat humans.
Also, a particle accelerator facility intended for use in the healing arts
normally should maintain individuals with relatively divergent backgrounds
in fields such as engineering, physical sciences and medicine on its staff.
In order to insure proper use of a facility when humans are deliberately
exposed to radiation all programs must be evaluated by a medical committee,
as determined necessary by the Agency.
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1974 Rationale for Part I

1.6 Limitations. Additional requirements concerning posting of written
operating and emergency instructions are stated in Section 1.11.

1.7 Shielding and Safety Design Requirements. It would have been desirable
to include equipment specifications similar to those stated for therapeutic
x-ray units and teletherapy equipment. However, due to the variety of
particle accelerators, their complexity and the vast spectrum of uses for
which they are employed, this is not possible.

1.8 Particle Accelerator Controls and Interlock Systems. The American
National Standards Institute's definition of an interlock as "a device which
shuts down a machine under conditions of system malfunction or barrier
penetration" applies to this section. Interlocks provided at entrances to
target room areas are required to shut down the machine under conditions of
barrier penetration. They should be such as to prevent entrance when high
radiation intensities are present in these areas.

1.8(c) Particle Accelerator Controls and Interlock Systems. The intent of
paragraph (c) of this section is to prevent immediate production of
radiation when an interlock to a high radiation area has been tripped. When
an individual must return to the main control console to resume operation he
is removed from the hazardous area.

1.8(d) Particle Accelerator Controls and Interlock Systems. The intent of
paragraph (d) is to prevent a malfunction in one interlock from interfering
with the operation of another. A scram button or emergency cutoff switch is
required in all high radiation areas, and the accelerator cannot be
restarted without resetting this switch.

1.10 Operating Procedures. Because the operating and safety systems must
interface at some point it is impossible to keep them totally separate.
However, operators should not use the safety system for routinely turning
the machine on and off. It is not necessary that a state agency be notified
every time a safety interlock is intentionally bypassed. However, such
procedures should be authorized by the radiation safety committee and/or
radiation safety officer and recorded in the log. State radiation control
authorities will be able to assess the safety of such procedures during
inspections.

1.11 Radiation Monitoring Requirements. Yearly calibration of portable
monitoring equipment and quarterly calibration of area monitoring equipment
is required. These calibrations should be sufficiently accurate to insure
adequate personnel protection. The intent was to make the 1.11(c) provision
rather rigorous.
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PART J

NOTICES, INSTRUCTIONS, AND REPORTS TO WORKERS; INSPECTIONS

Sec. J.1 Purpose and Scope. This part establishes requirements for
notices, instructions and reports by licensees or registrants to individuals
engaged in activities under a license or registration and options available
to such individuals in connection with Agency inspections of licensees or
registrants to ascertain compliance with the provisions of the Act and
regulations, orders, and licenses issued thereunder regarding radiological
working conditions. The regulations in this part apply to all persons who
receive, possess, use, own, or transfer sources of radiation registered with
or licensed by the Agency pursuant to Parts B and C of these regulations.

General Regulatory Provisions and Specific Requirements

Sec. J.11 Posting of Notices to Workers.

(a) Each licensee or registrant shall post current copies of the following
documents:

(1) the regulations in this part and in Part D of these regulations;

(2) the license, certificate of registration, conditions or documents
incorporated into the license by reference and amendments thereto;

(3) the operating procedures applicable to activities under the
license or registration; and

(4) any notice of violation involving radiological working conditions,
proposed imposition of civil penalty, or order issued pursuant to
Part A of these regulations, and any response from the licensee or
registrant.

(b) If posting of a document specified in J.11(a)(1), (2), or (3) is not
practicable, the licensee or registrant may post a notice which describes
the document and states where it may be examined.

(c) Agency Form X "Notice to Employees" shall be posted by each licensee or
registrant as required by these regulations.

(d) Agency documents posted pursuant to J.11(a)(4) shall be posted within
5 working days after receipt of the documents from the Agency; the
licensee's or registrant's response, if any, shall be posted within
5 working days after dispatch from the licensee or registrant. Such
documents shall remain posted for a minimum of 5 working days or until
action correcting the violation has been completed, whichever is later.
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J. 11-J. 13

(e) Documents, notices, or forms posted pursuant to J.11 shall appear in a
sufficient number of places to permit individuals engaged in work under the
license or registration to observe them on the way to or from any particular
work location to which the document applies, shall be conspicuous, and shall
be replaced if defaced or altered.

Sec. J.12 Instructions to Workers.

(a) All individuals working in or frequenting any portion of a restricted
area:

(1) shall be kept informed of the storage, transfer, or use of sources
of radiation in such portions of the restricted area;

(2) shall be instructed in the health protection problems associated
with exposure to radiation or radioactive material, in precautions or
procedures to minimize exposure, and in the purposes and functions of
protective devices employed;

(3) shall be instructed in, and instructed to observe, to the extent
within the worker's control, the applicable provisions of these
regulations and licenses for the protection of personnel from exposures
to radiation or radioactive material occurring in such areas;

(4) shall be instructed of their responsibility to report promptly to
the licensee or registrant any condition which may constitute, lead to,
or cause a violation of the Act, these regulations, and licenses or
unnecessary exposure to radiation or radioactive material;

(5) shall be instructed in the appropriate response to warnings made
in the event of any unusual occurrence or malfunction that may involve
exposure to radiation or radioactive material; and

(6) shall be advised as to the radiation exposure reports which
workers shall be furnished pursuant to J.13.

(b) The extent of these instructions shall be commensurate with potential
radiological health protection problems in the restricted area.

Sec. J.13 Notifications and Reports to Individuals.

(a) Radiation exposure data for an individual and the results of any
measurements, analyses, and calculations of radioactive material deposited
or retained in the body of an individual shall be reported to the individual
as specified in J.13. The information reported shall include data and
results obtained pursuant to these regulations, orders, or license
conditions, as shown in records maintained by the licensee or registrant
pursuant to D.401(a) and (c) of these regulations. Each notification and
report shall:

0
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J.13

(1) be in writing;

(2) include appropriate identifying data such as the name of the
licensee or registrant, the name of the individual, and the
individual's social security number;

(3) include the individual's exposure information; and

(4) contain the following statement:

"This report is furnished to you under the provisions of [cite
appropriate Agency regulations] Part J. You should preserve this
report for further reference."

(b) Each licensee or registrant shall advise each worker annually of the
worker's exposure to radiation or radioactive material as shown in records
maintained by the licensee or registrant pursuant to D.401(a) and (c) of
these regulations.

(c) Each licensee or registrant shall furnish to each worker a report of
the worker's exposure to radiation or radioactive material upon termination
of employment. Such report shall be furnished within 30 days from the time
of termination of employment or within 30 days after the exposure of the
individual has been determined by the licensee or registrant, whichever is
later. The report shall cover each calendar quarter in which the worker's
activities involved exposure to sources of radiation and shall include the
dates and locations of work under the license or registration in which the
worker participated.

(d) When a licensee or registrant is required pursuant to D.405 of these
regulations to report to the Agency any exposure of an individual to
radiation or radioactive material, the licensee or the registrant shall also
provide the individual a report on the exposure data included therein. Such
reports shall be transmitted at a time not later than the transmittal to the
Agency.

(e) At the request of a worker who is terminating employment in a given
calendar quarter with the licensee or registrant in work involving radiation
dose, or of a worker who, while employed by another person, is terminating
assignment to work involving radiation dose in the licensee's or
registrant's facility in that calendar quarter, each licensee or registrant
shall provide to each such worker, or to the worker's designee, at
termination, a written report regarding the radiation dose received by that
worker from operations of the licensee or registrant during that
specifically identified calendar quarter or fraction thereof, or provide a
written estimate of that dose if the finally determined personnel monitoring
results are not available at that time. Estimated doses shall be clearly
indicated as such.
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J. 14-J. 15

Sec. J.14 Presence of Representatives of Licensees or Registrants and
Workers During Inspection.

(a) Each licensee or registrant shall afford to the Agency at all
reasonable times opportunity to inspect materials, machines, activities,
facilities, premises, and records pursuant to these regulations.

(b) During an inspection, Agency inspectors may consult privately with
workers as specified in J.15. The licensee or registrant may accompany
Agency inspectors during other phases of an inspection.

(c) If, at the time of inspection, an individual has been authorized by the
workers to represent them during Agency inspections, the licensee or
registrant shall notify the inspectors of such authorization and shall give
the workers' representative an opportunity to accompany the inspectors
during the inspection of physical working conditions.

(d) Each workers' representative shall be routinely engaged in work under
control of the licensee or registrant and shall have received instructions
as specified in J.12.

(e) Different representatives of licensees or registrants and workers may
accompany the inspectors during different phases of an inspection if there
is no resulting interference with the conduct of the inspection. However,
only one workers' representative at a time may accompany the inspectors.

(f) With the approval of the licensee or registrant and the workers'
representative, an individual who is not routinely engaged in work under
control of the licensee or registrant, for example, a consultant to the
licensee or registrant or to the workers' representative, shall be afforded
the opportunity to accompany Agency inspectors during the inspection of
physical working conditions.

(g) Notwithstanding the other provisions of J.14, Agency inspectors are
authorized to refuse to permit accompaniment by any individual who
deliberately interferes with a fair and orderly inspection. With regard to
areas containing information classified by an agency of the U.S. Government
in the interest of national security, an individual who accompanies an
inspector may have access to such information only if authorized to do so.
With regard to any area containing proprietary information, the workers'
representative for that area shall be an individual previously authorized by
the licensee or registrant to enter that area.

Sec. J.15 Consultation with Workers During Inspections.

(a) Agency inspectors may consult privately with workers concerning matters
of occupational radiation protection and other matters related to applicable
provisions of these regulations and licenses to the extent the inspectors
deem necessary for the conduct of an effective and thorough inspection.

0
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J. 15-J. 17

(b) During the course of an inspection, any worker may bring privately to
the attention of the inspectors, either orally or in writing, any past or
present condition which the worker has reason to believe may have
contributed to or caused any violation of the Act, these regulations, or
license condition, or any unnecessary exposure of an individual to sources
of radiation under the licensee's or registrant's control. Any such notice
in writing shall comply with the requirements of J.16(a).

(c) The provisions of J.15(b) shall not be interpreted as authorization to

disregard instructions pursuant to J.12.

Sec. J.16 Requests by Workers for Inspections.

(a) Any worker or representative of workers believing that a violation of
the Act, these regulations, or license conditions exists or has occurred in
work under a license or registration with regard to radiological working
conditions in which the worker is engaged may request an inspection by
giving notice of the alleged violation to the [Radiation Control Program].
Any such notice shall be in writing, shall set forth the specific grounds
for the notice, and shall be signed by the worker or representative of the
workers. A copy shall be provided to the licensee or registrant by the
[Radiation Control Program] no later than at the time of inspection except
that, upon the request of the worker giving such notice, such worker's name
and the name of individuals referred to therein shall not appear in such
copy or on any record published, released, or made available by the Agency,
except for good cause shown.

(b) If, upon receipt of such notice, the [Radiation Control Program]
determines that the complaint meets the requirements set forth in J.16(a),
and that there are reasonable grounds to believe that the alleged violation
exists or has occurred, an inspection shall be made as soon as practicable
to determine if such alleged violation exists or has occurred. Inspections
pursuant to J.16 need not be limited to matters referred to in the
complaint.

(c) No licensee, registrant, or contractor or subcontractor of a licensee
or registrant shall discharge or in any manner discriminate against any
worker because such worker has filed any complaint or instituted or caused
to be instituted any proceeding under these regulations or has testified or
is about to testify in any such proceeding or because of the exercise by
such worker on behalf of such worker or others of any option afforded by
this part.

Sec. J.17 Inspections Not Warranted; Informal Review.

(a) (1) If the [Radiation Control Program] determines, with respect to a
complaint under J.16, that an inspection is not warranted because there
are no reasonable grounds to believe that a violation exists or has
occurred, the [Radiation Control Program] shall notify the complainant
in writing of such determination. The complainant may obtain review of
such determination by submitting a written statement of position with
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the [cite appropriate state agency*]. Such agency will provide the
licensee or registrant with a copy of such statement by certified mail,
excluding, at the request of the complainant, the name of the
complainant. The licensee or registrant may submit an opposing written
statement of position with the [cite appropriate state agency*]. Such
agency will provide the complainant with a copy of such statement by
certified mail.

(2) Upon the request of the complainant, the [cite appropriate state
agency*] may hold an informal conference in which the complainant and
the licensee or registrant may orally present their views. An informal
conference may also be held at the request of the licensee or
registrant, but disclosure of the identity of the complainant will be
made only following receipt of written authorization from the
complainant. After considering all written and oral views presented,
the [cite appropriate state agency*] shall affirm, modify, or reverse
the determination of the [Radiation Control Program] and furnish the
complainant and the licensee or registrant a written notification of
the decision and the reason therefor.

(b) If the [Radiation Control Program] determines that an inspection is not
warranted because the requirements of J.16(a) have not been met, the
complainant shall be notified in writing of such determination. Such
determination shall be without prejudice to the filing of a new complaint
meeting the requirements of J.16(a).

*The agency cited here should be the agency which under state administrative
procedures has the power to review decisions made by the Radiation Control
Program.
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1988
Rationale for Revisions

Part J
Notices, Instructions, and Reports to Workers; Inspections

Introduction

Part J of the Suggested State Regulations for Control of Radiation (SSRCR)
is based on 10 CFR Part 19, which is intended to provide options to workers
concerning inspections of working conditions comparable to those provisions
provided for inspections pursuant to the Occupational Safety and Health Act.
The specific changes from Part J of the previous edition of the SSRCR and
their rationale are as indicated below.

Specific Provisions

J.16(a) Requests by Workers for Inspections. Substitute the words "such
worker's" for "his" in the tenth line of the paragraph to avoid the use of
the personal pronoun "his."

J.16(c) Request by Workers for Inspections. Substitute the words "such
worker" for "himself" in the sixth line of the paragraph in order to avoid
the use of the personal pronoun "himself."
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1982
Rationale for Revisions

Part J
Notices, Instructions, and Reports to Workers; Inspections

Introduction

Part J of the Suggested State Regulations for Control of Radiation (SSRCR)
is based on 10 CFR Part 19, which is intended to provide options to workers
concerning inspections of working conditions comparable to those provisions
provided for inspections pursuant to the Occupational Safety and Health Act.
The changes included in this revision of Part J are based on amendments to
10 CFR Part 19. Other changes were made for editorial, format, and
clarification purposes. The specific changes from Part J of the 1978 SSRCR
and their rationale are given below.

Specific Provisions

J.11(c) Posting of Notices to Workers. J.11(c) was revised to reflect
amendments to 10 CFR Part 19 published in the Federal Register on July 14,
1982 (47 FR 30452) and maintain compatibility with NRC regulations by adding
the words, "as required by these regulations," to the end of the paragraph
following the word "registrant.", The proposed rule was published in the
Federal Register on March 10, 1980 (45 FR 15184).

J.12(a)(4) Instructions to Workers. J.12(a)(4) was revised to acknowledge
that workers should be trained to recognize and report not only conditions
which may lead to violations but also to existing conditions of
noncompliance. This was accomplished by inserting the word "constitute"
between the words "may" and "lead" in the second line.

J.13(a) Notifications and Reports to Individuals. In order to be
consistent with J.13(b), a specific reference to the regulations was
included in the seventh line of J.13(a) with the insertion of "D.401(a) and
(c) of" between the words "to" and "these."

J.13(e) Notifications and Reports to Individuals. A new paragraph (e) was
added to J.13 for compatibility with 10 CFR 19.13(e) as added by a final
rule on Control of Radiation Exposure to Transient Workers published in the
Federal Register on June 6, 1979 (44 FR 32349). A Notice of proposed
rulemaking including the amendment to 10 CFR Part 19 was published in the
Federal Register on February 6, 1978 (43 FR 4865) and was designed to
minimize the possibility of overexposure of transient and moonlighting
workers. The new 10 CFR 19.13(e) (J.13(e) of the SSRCR) would provide to a
worker, upon request, an estimate of the dose received during the
terminating calendar quarter. The estimate is intended to be the best
exposure information available when provided at termination and, if
practicable, the final determination.

1
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J.15(b) Consultation with Workers During Inspections. This paragraph was
reworded in order to avoid the use of the personal pronoun "he." In the
third line of the paragraph, "he" was replaced with the words, "the worker."

J.16(a) and (b) Requests by Workers for Inspections. Paragraphs (a) and
(b) of J.16 were reworded in order to avoid the use of the personal pronoun
"he" and the interrogative pronoun "who." In the first line of J.16(a), the
words "who believes" were replaced with "believing." In the fourth line of
J.16(b), the phrase "an inspection shall" was substituted for the phrase "he
shall cause an inspection to."

J.16(c) Requests by Workers for Inspections. J.16(c) was expanded to
include workers of contractors or subcontractors of a licensee or
registrant. This revision was to reflect amendments to 10 CFR Part 19
published in the Federal Register as a final rule on July 14, 1982
(47 FR 30452). The proposed rule was published in the Federal Register on
March 10, 1980 (45 FR 15184).

J.17(a) and (b) Inspections Not Warranted; Informal Review. Paragraphs (a)
and (b) of J.17 were reworded in order to avoid use of the pronouns "who"
and "he." In line 7 and line 11 of J.17(a)(1), the word "who" is replaced
with the words "such agency." In the second line of J.17(b), the personal
pronoun "he" is eliminated by rewording the sentence.

Matter for Future Consideration

J.14(f) states in part that "With the approval of the licensee or registrant
and the workers' representative, an individual who is not routinely engaged
in work under control of the licensee or registrant, for example, a
consultant to the licensee or registrant or to the workers' representative,
shall be afforded the opportunity to accompany Agency inspectors...." This
would appear to preclude a licensee or registrant from being represented by
a consultant during inspections without approval of the workers'
representative. A question was raised concerning whether this requirement
was appropriate. The Technical Review Committee decided that the question
should be addressed and a determination made that (1) the requirement is
appropriate and intentional pursuant to 10 CFR Part 19; and (2) there is a
provision in the regulations that would preclude the above interpretation;
or (3) the paragraph be changed to make it clear that approval of the
workers' representative is not required for a licensee's or registrant's
consultant to accompany Agency inspectors.

2



1978
Rationale for Revisions

Part J
Notices, Instructions, and Reports to Workers; Inspections

Introduction

Part J of the Suggested State Regulations for Control of Radiation (SSRCR)
is based on 10 CFR Part 19, which is intended to provide options to workers
concerning inspections of working conditions comparable to those provisions
provided for inspections pursuant to the Occupational Safety and Health Act.
Some editorial and format changes were made in this revision of Part J to
enhance the clarity and to be consistent with other parts of the SSRCR. The
specific changes from Part J of the 1974 SSRCR and their rationale are as
indicated below.

Specific Provisions

J.1 Purpose and Scope. In the last sentence of this section, the words
"sources of radiation" were substituted for the word "material," to read as
follows: "The regulations in this part apply to all persons who receive,
possess, use, own or transfer sources of radiation licensed by or registered
with the Agency pursuant to Parts B and C of these regulations." The
rationale for this change is to expand the scope of Part J from "material"
users to all radiation workers - i.e., to apply to users of all "sources of
radiation."

J.11(a) Posting of Notices to Workers. The format of this paragraph was
changed by indenting subparagraphs (1) - (4) for greater ease of reading.

J.11(c) Posting of Notices to Workers. The wording "wherever individuals
work in or frequent any portion of a restricted area" in J.11(c) of the 1974
SSRCR was deleted, to now read as follows: 'Agency Form X "Notice to
Employees" shall be posted by each licensee or registrant.' The rationale
for this change is that there are situations where "restricted areas" do not
exist; however, a potential radiation exposure hazard exists. It is best to
require all registrants and licensees to post "Notices."

J.11(d) Posting of Notices to Workers. Paragraph (d) of Section J.11,
which was transposed from J.11(e) of the 1974 SSRCR, was changed by
increasing the time period for posting of Agency documents from 2 to
5 working days after receipt of the documents from the Agency. Also, the
time period for posting the licensee's or registrant's response was
increased from 2 to 5 working days after dispatch from the licensee or
registrant. The rationale for this change is that facilities with multiple
field offices or with crews in the field at great distances from the home
office cannot always meet posting requirements within 2 days.
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J.12 Instructions to Workers. The format of Section J.12 was revised by
designating it as two separate paragraphs, and six subparagraphs within
J.12(a). The rationale for this change is for greater ease of reading and
interpretation.

J.12(a)(1) Instructions to Workers. The words "radioactive material or of
radiation" in Section J.12 of the 1974 SSRCR were changed to "sources of
radiation" in J.12(a)(1) to read as follows: "shall be kept informed of the
storage, transfer, or use of sources of radiation in such portions of the
restricted area." The rationale for this change is for consistency with use
of the term in J.1 and for conciseness.

J.12(a)(6) Instructions to Workers. The words "may request" in Section
J.12 of the 1974 SSRCR were changed to "shall be furnished" in J.12(a)(6) as
follows: "shall be advised as to the radiation exposure reports which
workers shall be furnished pursuant to J.13." The rationale for this change
is for consistency with the changes made to J.13(b) and (c).

J.13(a) Notifications and Reports to Individuals. The format of this
paragraph was changed by specifying subparagraphs (1) - (4) for greater ease
of reading and interpretation.

J.13(b) Notifications and Reports to Individuals. In paragraph (b) of
J.13, the phrase "at the request of any worker" was deleted, and the word
"such" was replaced by "all" to now read as follows: "Each licensee or
registrant shall advise all workers annually of the worker's exposure to
radiation or radioactive material as shown in records maintained by the
licensee or registrant pursuant to D.401(a) and (c) of these regulations."
The rationale for this change is that an employee should be made aware of
his recorded exposure to radiation without having to request this
information.

J.13(c) Notifications and Reports to Individuals. In the first sentence of
J.13(c), the phrase "at the request of a worker formerly engaged in work
controlled by the licensee or the registrant" was deleted and the paragraph
was revised to read as follows: "Each licensee or registrant shall furnish
to each worker a report of the worker's exposure to radiation or radioactive
material upon termination of employment. Such report shall be furnished
within 30 days from the time of termination of employment or within 30 days
after the exposure of the individual has been determined by the licensee or
registrant, whichever is later. The report shall cover each calendar
quarter in which the worker's activities involved exposure to sources of
radiation and shall include the dates and locations of work under the
license or registration in which the worker participated." The rationale
for the major revision of this paragraph is that a radiation worker
following termination of employment should be made aware of his radiation
exposure records during that period of employment without having to request
them.
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Other changes reflected in the revised J.13(c) include: (1) The term
"sources of radiation" was used in place of "radiation from radioactive
material licensed by, or radiation machines registered with the Agency" for
greater simplicity and for consistency with its use in J.1 and later
sections; (2) The phrase "during this period" was deleted from the last line
of J.13(c) as it did not add to the meaning of the sentence.

J.15(b) Consultation with Workers During Inspections. The phrase
"radiation from licensed radioactive material or a registered radiation
machine" in J.15(b) was changed to "sources of radiation" for greater
conciseness and consistency with use of the term in J.1 and in later
sections of this part.

J.17(a) Inspections Not Warranted: Informal Review. The format of J.17(a)
was revised by designation of two separate subparagraphs in order to provide
greater ease of reading and interpretation.

Matters for Future Consideration

1. In the next revision of the Suggested State Regulations for Control of
Radiation (SSRCR), it is suggested that consideration be given in J.13(c) to
a change in the 30 day notification requirement, based on proposed
amendments to Title 10, CFR.

2. It is suggested that consideration also be given to a study to determine
whether new or revised methods of reporting exposure at the time a worker
terminates employment should be looked into with respect to J.13(c), based
on proposed amendments to Title 10, CFR.

3. The Technical Review Committee of the SSRCR also suggests that an item
in J.17(a)(2) be given priority consideration in the next revision. This is
with respect to the second sentence in that subparagraph: "An informal
conference may also be held at the request of the licensee or registrant,
but disclosure of the identity of the complainant will be made only
following receipt of written authorization from the complainant." The
matter to be taken up is how to reword J.17(a)(2) so that disclosure of the
identity of the complainant may be kept secret, if that is wanted, and still
have a representative of the complainant at the informal conference - i.e.,
rather than being a two party review, the regulatory agency and the
licensee, it would be a three party review with the addition of a
representative of the complainant. The Technical Review Committee feels
that this matter probably should be worked out between the legal staffs of
OSHA and NRC.
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Rationale

Part J
Notices, Instructions, and Reports to Workers; Inspections

On September 17, 1973, the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) adopted a new
regulation (10 CFR Part 19), the provisions of which are comparable to those
provided by the U.S. Department of Labor for inspections pursuant to the
Occupational Safety and Health Act.

The basic purpose of Part 19 of Title 10 CFR is to provide options to
workers concerning inspections of working conditions regulated by the AEC
comparable to those afforded for working conditions regulated by the U.S.
Department of Labor.

A new Part J is hereby added to the Suggested State Regulations for Control
of Radiation to conform to the amendments to AEC regulations. In addition
to the new Part J, appropriate amendments are also made to other parts of
the regulations. The amendments would in part transfer from Part D certain
sections that would be incorporated in the new Part J. Other amendments,
particularly to Part C, add Part J where each reference to a transferred
section of Part D is made.

1





PART M

LICENSING REQUIREMENTS FOR LAND DISPOSAL OF RADIOACTIVE WASTE

Sec. M.1 Purpose and Scope.

(a) The regulations in this part establish procedures, criteria, and terms
and conditions upon which the Agency issues licenses for the land disposal
of wastes received from other persons. [Applicability of the requirements
in this part to Agency licenses for waste disposal facilities in effect on
the effective date of this regulation will be determined on a case-by-case
basis and implemented through terms and conditions of the license or by
orders issued by the Agency.] The requirements of this part are in addition
to, and not in substitution for, other applicable requirements of these
regulations.

(b) The regulations in this part do not apply to disposal of byproduct
material as defined in definition (2) of "Byproduct material" in A.2 of
these regulations in quantities greater than 10,000 kilograms containing
more than 5 millicuries of radium-226 or disposal of radioactive material as
provided for in Part D of these regulations.

(c) This part establishes procedural requirements and performance
objectives applicable to any method of land disposal. It establishes
specific technical requirements for near-surface disposal of radioactive
waste which involves disposal in the uppermost portion of the earth.

Sec. M.2 Definitions. As used in this part, the following definitions
apply:

"Active maintenance" means any significant activity needed during the period
of institutional control to maintain a reasonable assurance that the
performance objectives in M.19 and M.20 are met. Such active maintenance
includes ongoing activities such as the pumping and treatment of water from
a disposal unit or one-time measures such as replacement of a disposal unit
cover. Active maintenance does not include custodial activities such as
repair of fencing, repair or replacement of monitoring equipment,
revegetation, minor additions to soil cover, minor repair of disposal unit
covers, and general disposal site upkeep such as mowing grass.

"Buffer zone" means a portion of the disposal site that is controlled by the
licensee and that lies under the disposal units and between the disposal
units and the boundary of the site.
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"Commencement of constructio6" means any clearing of land, excavation, or
other substantial action that would adversely affect the environment of a
land disposal facility. The term does not mean disposal site exploration,
necessary roads for disposal site exploration, borings to determine
foundation conditions, or other preconstruction monitoring or testing to
establish background information related to the suitability of the disposal
site or the protection of environmental values.

"Custodial agency" means an agency of the government designated to act on
behalf of the government owner of the disposal site.

"Disposal" means the isolation of wastes from the biosphere inhabited by man
and his food chains by emplacement in a land disposal facility.

"Disposal site" means that portion of a land disposal facility which is used
for disposal of waste. It consists of disposal units and a buffer zone.

"Disposal unit" means a discrete portion of the disposal site into which
waste is placed for disposal. For near-surface disposal, the unit is
usually a trench.

"Engineered barrier" means a man-made structure or device that is intended
to improve the land disposal facility's ability to meet the performance
objectives in this part.

"Hydrogeologic unit" means any soil or rock unit or zone which by virtue of
its porosity or permeability, or lack thereof, has a distinct influence on
the storage or movement of groundwater.

"Inadvertent intruder" means a person who might occupy the disposal site
after closure and engage in normal activities, such as agriculture, dwelling
construction, or other pursuits in which an individual might be unknowingly
exposed to radiation from the waste.

"Intruder barrier" means a sufficient depth of cover over the waste that
inhibits contact with waste and helps to ensure that radiation exposures to
an inadvertent intruder will meet the performance objectives set forth in
this part, or engineered structures that provide equivalent protection to
the inadvertent intruder.

"Land disposal facility" means the land, buildings, and equipment which is
intended to be used for the disposal of wastes into the subsurface of the
land.

"Monitoring" means observing and making measurements to provide data to
evaluate the performance and characteristics of the disposal site.

"Near-surface disposal facility" means a land disposal facility in which
waste is disposed of within approximately the upper 30 meters of the earth's
surface.
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"Site closure and stabilization" means those actions that are taken upon
completion of operations that prepare the disposal site for custodial care
and that assure that the disposal site will remain stable and will not need
ongoing active maintenance.

"Stability" means structural stability.

"Surveillance" means monitoring and observation of the disposal site for
purposes of visual detection of need for maintenance, custodial care,
evidence of intrusion, and compliance with other license and regulatory
requirements.

General Regulatory Provisions

Sec. M.3 License Required.

(a) No person may receive, possess, and dispose of waste received from
other persons at a land disposal facility unless authorized by a license
issued by the Agency pursuant to this part, and Part C of these regulations.

(b) Each person shall file an application with the Agency pursuant to C.24
of these regulations and obtain a license as provided in this part before
commencement of construction of a land disposal facility. Failure to comply
with this requirement may be grounds for denial of a license.

Sec. M.4 Reserved.

Sec. M.5 Content of Application. In addition to the requirements set forth
in C.25 of these regulations, an application to receive from others,
possess, and dispose of wastes shall consist of general information,
specific technical information, institutional information, and financial
information as set forth in M.6 through M.1O.

Sec. M.6 General Information. The general information shall include each
of the following:

(a) Identity of the applicant including:

(1) The full name, address, telephone number, and description of the
business or occupation of the applicant;

(2) If the applicant is a partnership, the name and address of each
partner and the principal location where the partnership does business;

(3) If the applicant is a corporation or an unincorporated
association, (i) the state where it is incorporated or organized and
the principal location where it does business, and (ii) the names and
addresses of its directors and principal officers; and

(4) If the applicant is acting as an agent or representative of
another person in filing the application, all information required
under M.6(a) must be supplied with respect to the other person.
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(b) Qualifications of the applicant:

(1) The organizational structure of the applicant, both offsite and
onsite, including a description of lines of authority and assignments
of responsibilities, whether in the form of administrative directives,
contract provisions, or otherwise;

(2) The technical qualifications, including training and experience,
of the applicant and members of the applicant's staff to engage in the
proposed activities. Minimum training and experience requirements for
personnel filling key positions described in M.6(b)(1) must be
provided.

(3) A description of the applicant's personnel training program; and

(4) The plan to maintain an adequate complement of trained personnel
to carry out waste receipt, handling, and disposal operations in a safe
manner.

(c) A description of:

(1) The location of the proposed disposal site;

(2) The general character of the proposed activities;

(3) The types and quantities of waste to be received, possessed, and
disposed of;

(4) Plans for use of the land disposal facility for purposes other
than disposal of wastes; and

(5) The proposed facilities and equipment.

(d) Proposed schedules foe construction, receipt of waste, and first
emplacement of waste at the proposed land disposal facility.

Sec. M.7 Specific Technical Information. The specific technical
information shall include the following information needed for demonstration
that the performance objectives and the applicable technical requirements of
this part will be met:

(a) A description of the natural and demographic disposal site
characteristics as determined by disposal site selection and characteriza-
tion activities. The description shall include geologic, geochemical,
geotechnical, hydrologic, ecologic, archaelogic, meteorologic, climatologic,
and biotic features of the disposal site and vicinity.

(b) A description of the design features of the land disposal facility and
the disposal units. For near-surface disposal, the description shall
include those design features related to infiltration of water; integrity of
covers for disposal units; structural stability of backfill, wastes, and
covers; contact of wastes with standing water; disposal site drainage; dis-
posal site closure and stabilization; elimination to the extent practicable
of long-term disposal site maintenance; inadvertent intrusion; occupational
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exposures; disposal site monitoring; and adequacy of the size of the buffer
zone for monitoring and potential mitigative measures.

(c) A description of the principal design criteria and their relationship
to the performance objectives.

(d) A description of the design basis natural events or phenomena and their
relationship to the principal design criteria.

(e) A description of codes and standards which the applicant has applied to
the design and which will apply to construction of the land disposal
facilities.

(f) A description of the construction and operation of the land disposal
facility. The description shall include as a minimum the methods of
construction of disposal units; waste emplacement; the procedures for and
areas of waste segregation; types of intruder barriers; onsite traffic and
drainage systems; survey control program; methods and areas of waste
storage; and methods to control surface water and groundwater access to the
wastes. The description shall also include a description of the methods to
be employed in the handling and disposal of wastes containing chelating
agents or other non-radiological substances that might affect meeting the
performance objectives of this part.

(g) A description of the disposal site closure plan, including those design
features which are intended to facilitate disposal'site closure and to
eliminate the need for ongoing active maintenance.

(h) An identification of the known natural resources at the disposal site,
whose exploitation could result in inadvertent intrusion into the wastes
after removal of active institutional control.

(i) A description of the kind, amount, classification and specifications of
the radioactive material proposed to be received, possessed, and disposed of
at the land disposal facility.

(j) A description of the quality control program for the determination of
natural disposal site characteristics and for quality control during the
design, construction, operation, and closure of the land disposal facility
and the receipt, handling, and emplacement of waste. Audits and managerial
controls must be included.

(k) A description of the radiation safety program for control and
monitoring of radioactive effluents to ensure compliance with the
performance objective in M.19 and occupational radiation exposure to ensure
compliance with the requirements of Part D of these regulations and to
control contamination of personnel, vehicles, equipment, buildings, and the
disposal site. Both routine operations and accidents shall be addressed.
The program description must include procedures, instrumentation,
facilities, and equipment.
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(1) A description of the environmental monitoring program to provide data
to evaluate potential health and environmental impacts and the plan for
taking corrective measures if migration is indicated.

(m) A description of the administrative procedures that the applicant will
apply to control activities at the land disposal facility.

Sec. M.8 Technical Analyses. The specific technical information shall also
include the following analyses needed to demonstrate that the performance
objectives of this part will be met:

(a) Pathways analyzed in demonstrating protection of the general population
from releases of radioactivity shall include air, soil, groundwater, surface
water, plant uptake, and exhumation by burrowing animals. The analyses
shall clearly identify and differentiate between the roles performed by the
natural disposal site characteristics and design features in isolating and
segregating the wastes. The analyses shall clearly demonstrate that there
is reasonable assurance that the exposures to humans from the release of
radioactivity will not exceed the limits set forth in M.19.

(b) Analyses of the protection of individuals from inadvertent intrusion
shall include demonstration that there is reasonable assurance the waste
classification and segregation requirements will be met and that adequate
barriers to inadvertent intrusion will be provided.

(c) Analyses of the protection of individuals during operations shall
include assessments of expected exposures due to routine operations and
likely accidents during handling, storage, and disposal of waste. The
analyses shall provide reasonable assurance that exposures will be
controlled to meet the requirements of Part D of these regulations.

(d) Analyses of the long-term stability of the disposal site and the need
for ongoing active maintenance after closure shall be based upon analyses of
active natural processes such as erosion, mass wasting, slope failure,
settlement of wastes and backfill, infiltration through covers over disposal
areas and adjacent soils, and surface drainage of the disposal site. The
analyses shall provide reasonable assurance that there will not be a need
for ongoing active maintenance of the disposal site following closure.

Sec. M.9 Institutional Information. The institutional information
submitted by the applicant shall include:

(a) A certification by the Federal or State agency which owns the disposal
site that the Federal or State agency is prepared to accept transfer of the
license when the provisions of M.16 are met and will assume responsibility
for institutional control after site closure and post-closure observation
and maintenance.

(b) Where the proposed disposal site is on land not owned by the Federal or
a State government, the applicant shall submit evidence that arrangements
have been made for assumption of ownership in fee by the Federal or a State
agency before the Agency issues a license.
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Sec,. M.10 Financial Information. The financial information- shall be
sufficient to demonstrate that the financial qualifications of the applicant
are adequate to carry out the activities for which the license is sought and
meet other financial assurance requirements of this part.

Sec. M.11 Requirements for Issuance of a License. A license for the
receipt, possession, and disposal of waste containing or contaminated with
radioactive material will be issued by the Agency upon finding that:

(a) The issuance of the license will not constitute an unreasonable risk to
the health and safety of the public;

(b) The applicant is qualified by reason of training and experience to
carry out the disposal operations requested in a manner that protects health
and minimizes danger to life or property;

(c) The applicant's proposed disposal site, disposal design, land disposal
facility operations, including equipment, facilities, and procedures,
disposal site closure, and post-closure institutional control are adequate
to protect the public health and safety in that they provide reasonable
assurance that the general population will be protected from releases of
radioactivity as specified in the performance objective in M.19;

(d) The applicant's proposed disposal site, disposal site design, land
disposal facility operations, including equipment, facilities, and
procedures, disposal site closure, and post-closure institutional control
are adequate to protect the public health and safety in that they will
provide reasonable assurance that individual inadvertent intruders are
protected in accordance with the performance objective in M.20;

(e) The applicant's proposed land disposal facility operations, including
equipment, facilities, and procedures, are adequate to protect the public
health and safety in that they will provide reasonable assurance that the
standards for radiation protection set out in Part D of these regulations
will be met;

(f) The applicant's proposed disposal site, disposal site design, land
disposal facility operations, disposal site closure, and post-closure
institutional control are adequate to protect the public health and safety
in that they will provide reasonable assurance that long-term stability of
the disposed waste and the disposal site will be achieved and will eliminate
to the extent practicable the need for ongoing active maintenance of the
disposal site following closure;

(g) The applicant's demonstration provides reasonable assurance that the
applicable technical requirements of this part will be met;

(h) The applicant's proposal for institutional control provides reasonable
assurance that such control will be provided for the length of time found
necessary to ensure the findings in M.11(c) through (f) and that the
institutional control meets the requirements of M.28; and

(i) The financial or surety arrangements meet the requirements of this
part.
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Sec. M.12 Conditions of Licenses.

(a) A license issued under this part, or any right thereunder, may be
transferred, assigned, or in any manner disposed of, either voluntarily or
involuntarily, directly or indirectly, through transfer of control of the
license to any person, only if the Agency finds, after securing full
information, that the transfer is in accordance with the provisions of the
Act and gives its consent in writing in the form of a license amendment.

[(b) The licensee shall submit written statements under oath upon request of
the Agency, at any time before termination of the license, to enable the
Agency to determine whether the license should be modified, suspended, or
revoked.]

(c) The license will be terminated only on the full implementation of the
final closure plan as approved by the Agency, including post-closure
observation and maintenance.

(d) The licensee shall be subject to the provisions of the Act now or
hereafter in effect, and to all rules, regulations, and orders of the
Agency. The terms and conditions of the license are subject to amendment,
revision, or modification, by reason of amendments to, or by reason of
rules, regulations, and orders issued in accordance with the terms of the
Act.

(e) Each person licensed by the Agency pursuant to the regulations in this
part shall confine possession and use of materials to the locations and
purposes authorized in the license.

(f) The licensee shall not dispose of waste until the Agency has inspected
the land disposal facility and has found it to be in conformance with the
description, design, and construction described in the application for a
license.

(g) The Agency may incorporate in any license at the time of issuance, or
thereafter, by appropriate rule, regulation or order, additional
requirements and conditions with respect to the licensee's receipt,
possession, and disposal of waste as it deems appropriate or necessary in
order to:

(1) Protect health or to minimize danger to life or property;

(2) Require reports and the keeping of records, and to provide for
inspections of activities under the license that may be necessary or
appropriate to effectuate the purposes of the Act and regulations
thereunder.

(h) The authority to dispose of wastes expires on the date stated in the
license. Any expiration date on a license applies only to the above ground
activities and to the authority to dispose of waste. Failure to renew the
license shall not relieve the licensee of responsibility for implementing
site closure, post-closure observation, and transfer of the license to the
site owner
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(i) Each licensee shall notify the Agency in writing immediately following
the filing of a voluntary or involuntary petition for bankruptcy under any
Chapter of Title 11 (Bankruptcy) of the United States Code by or against:

(1) the licensee;

(2) an entity (as that term is defined in 11 U.S.C. 101(14))
controlling the licensee or listing the license or licensee as property
of the estate; or

(3) an affiliate (as that term is defined in 11 U.S.C. 101(2)) of the
licensee.

(j) The notification specified in M.12(i) shall indicate the bankruptcy
court in which the petition for bankruptcy was filed and the date of the
filing of the petition.

See. M.13 Application for Renewal or Closure.

(a) An application for renewal or an application for closure under M.14
must be filed at least 90 days prior to license expiration.

(b) Applications for renewal of a license must be filed in accordance with
M.5 through M.10. Applications for closure must be filed in accordance with
M.14. Information contained in previous applications, statements, or reports
filed with the Agency under the license may be incorporated by reference if
the references are clear and specific.

(c) In any case in which a licensee has filed an application in proper form
for renewal of a license, the license does not expire until the Agency has
taken final action on the application for renewal.

(d) In determining whether a license will be renewed, the Agency will apply
the criteria set forth in M.11.

See. M.14 Contents of Application for Site Closure and Stabilization.

(a) Prior to final closure of the disposal site, or as otherwise directed
by the Agency, the applicant shall submit an application to amend the
license for closure. This closure application shall include a final
revision and specific details of the disposal site closure plan included as
part of the license application submitted under M.7(g) that includes each of
the following:

(1) Any additional geologic, hydrologic, or other data pertinent to
the long-term containment of emplaced wastes obtained during the
operational period.

(2) The results of tests, experiments, or any other analyses relating
to backfill of excavated areas, closure and sealing, waste migration
and interaction with emplacement media, or any other tests,
experiments, or analysis pertinent to the long-term containment of
emplaced waste within the disposal site.
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(3) Any proposed revision of plans for:

(i) Decontamination and/or dismantlement of surface facilities;

(ii) Backfilling of excavated areas; or

(iii) Stabilization of the disposal site for post-closure care.

(4) Any significant new information regarding the environmental impact
of closure activities and long-term performance of the disposal site.

(b) Upon review and consideration of an application to amend the license
for closure submitted in accordance with M.14(a), the Agency shall issue an
amendment authorizing closure if there is reasonable assurance that the
long-term performance objectives of this part will be met.

Sec. M.15 Post-Closure Observation and Maintenance. The licensee shall
observe, monitor, and carry out necessary maintenance and repairs at the
disposal site until the site closure is complete and the license is
transferred by the Agency in accordance with M.16. Responsibility for the
disposal site must be maintained by the licensee for 5 years. A shorter or
longer time period for post-closure observation and maintenance may be
established and approved as part of the site closure plan, based on
site-specific conditions.

Sec. M.16 Transfer of License. Following closure and the period of post-
closure observation and maintenance, the licensee may apply for an amendment
to transfer the license to the disposal site owner. The license shall be
transferred when the Agency finds:

(a) That the closure of the disposal site has been made in conformance with
the licensee's disposal site closure plan, as amended and approved as part
of the license;

(b) That reasonable assurance has been provided by the licensee that the
performance objectives of this part are met;

(c) That any funds and necessary records for care will be transferred to
the disposal site owner;

(d) That the post-closure monitoring program is operational for
implementation by the disposal site owner; and

(e) That the Federal or State agency which will assume responsibility for
institutional control of the disposal site is prepared to assume
responsibility and ensure that the institutional requirements found
necessary under M.11(h) will be met.

Sec. M.17 Termination of License.

(a) Following any period of institutional control needed to meet the
requirements found necessary under M.11, the licensee may apply for an
amendment to terminate the license.
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(b) This application will be reviewed in accordance with the provisions of
C.24 of these regulations.

(c) A license shall be terminated only when the Agency finds:

(1) That the institutional control requirements found necessary under
M.11(h) have been met;

(2) That any additional requirements resulting from new information
developed during the institutional control period have been met; and

(3) That permanent monuments or markers warning against intrusion have
been installed.

General Performance Objectives

Sec. M.18 General Requirement. Land disposal facilities shall be sited,
designed, operated, closed, and controlled after closure so that reasonable
assurance exists that exposures to individuals are within the requirements
established in the performance objectives in M.19 through M.22.

Sec. M.19 Protection of the General Population from Releases of
Radioactivity. Concentrations of radioactive material which may be released
to the general environment in ground water, surface water, air, soil,
plants, or animals shall not result in an annual dose exeeding an equivalent
of 25 millirems (0.25 mSv) to the whole body, 75 millirems (0.75 mSv) to the
thyroid, and 25 millirems (0.25 mSv) to any other organ of any member of the
public. Reasonable effort should be made to maintain releases of
radioactivity in effluents to the general environment as low as is
reasonably achievable.

Sec. M.20 Protection of Individuals from Inadvertent Intrusion. Design,
operation, and closure of the land disposal facility shall ensure protection
of any individual inadvertently intruding into the disposal site and
occupying the site or contacting the waste at any time after active
institutional controls over the disposal site are removed.

Sec. M.21 Protection of Individuals During Operations. Operations at the
land disposal facility shall be conducted in compliance with the standards
for radiation protection set out in Part D of these regulations, except for
releases of radioactivity in effluents from the land disposal facility,
which shall be governed by M.19. Every reasonable effort should be made to
maintain radiation exposures as low as is reasonably achievable.

Sec. M.22 Stability of the Disposal Site After Closure. The disposal
facility shall be sited, designed, used, operated, and closed to achieve
long-term stability of the disposal site and to eliminate, to the extent
practicable, the need for ongoing active maintenance of the disposal site
following closure so that only surveillance, monitoring, or minor custodial
care are required.
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Technical Requirements for Land Disposal Facilities

Sec. M.23 Disposal Site Suitability Requirements for Land Disposal.

(a) Disposal Site Suitability for Near-Surface Disposal. The primary
emphasis in disposal site suitability is given to isolation of wastes and to
disposal site features that ensure that the long-term performance objectives
are met.

(1) The disposal site shall be capable of being characterized,
modeled, analyzed and monitored.

(2) Within the region where the facility is to be located, a disposal
site should be selected so that projected population growth and future
developments are not likely to affect the ability of the disposal
facility to meet the performance objectives of this part.

(3) Areas shall be avoided having known natural resources which, if
exploited, would result in failure to meet the performance objectives
of this part.

(4) The disposal site shall be generally well drained and free of
areas of flooding or frequent ponding. Waste disposal shall not take
place in a 100-year flood plain, coastal high-hazard area or wetland,
as defined in Executive Order 11988, "Floodplain Management
Guidelines."

(5) Upstream drainage areas shall be minimized to decrease the amount
of runoff which could erode or inundate waste disposal units.

(6) The disposal site shall provide sufficient depth to the water
table that ground water intrusion, perennial or otherwise, into the
waste will not occur. The Agency will consider an exception to this
requirement to allow disposal below the water table if it can be
conclusively shown that disposal site characteristics will result in
molecular diffusion being the predominant means of radionuclide
movement and the rate of movement will result in the performance
objectives being met. In no case will waste disposal be permitted in
the zone of fluctuation of the water table.

(7) The hydrogeologic unit used for disposal shall not discharge
ground water to the surface within the disposal site.

(8) Areas shall be avoided where tectonic processes such as faulting,
folding, seismic activity, or vulcanism may occur with such frequency
and extent to significantly affect the ability of the disposal site to
meet the performance objectives of this part or may preclude defensible
modeling and prediction of long-term impacts.

(9) Areas shall be avoided where surface geologic processes such as
mass wasting, erosion, slumping, landsliding, or weathering occur with
such frequency and extent to significantly affect the ability of the
disposal site to meet the performance objectives of this part, or may
preclude defensible modeling and prediction of long-term impacts.
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(10) The disposal site must not be located where nearby facilities or
activities could adversely impact the ability of the site to meet the
performance objectives of this part or significantly mask the
environmental monitoring program.

(b) Reserved.

Sec. M.24 Disposal Site Design for Land Disposal.

(a) Disposal Site Design for Near-Surface Disposal.

(1) Site design features shall be directed toward long-term isolation

and avoidance of the need for continuing active maintenance after site
closure.

(2) The disposal site design and operation shall be compatible with
the disposal site closure and stabilization plan and lead to disposal
site closure that provides reasonable assurance that the performance
objectives will be met.

(3) The disposal site shall be designed to complement and improve,
where appropriate, the ability of the disposal site's natural
characteristics to assure that the performance objectives will be met.

(4) Covers shall be designed to minimize to the extent practicable
water infiltration, to direct percolating or surface water away from
the disposed waste, and to resist degradation by surface geologic
processes and biotic activity.

(5) Surface features shall direct surface water drainage away from
disposal units at velocities and gradients which will not result in
erosion that will require ongoing active maintenance in the future.

(6) The disposal site shall be designed to minimize to the extent
practicable the contact of water with waste during storage, the contact
of standing water with waste during disposal, and the contact of
percolating or standing water with wastes after disposal.

(b) Reserved.

Sec. M.25 Land Disposal Facility Operation and Disposal Site Closure.

(a) Near-Surface Disposal Facility Operation and Disposal Site Closure.

(1) Wastes designated as Class A pursuant to D.307 of these
regulations shall be segregated from other wastes by placing in
disposal units which are sufficiently separated from disposal units for
the other waste classes so that any interaction between Class A wastes
and other wastes will not result in the failure to meet the performance
objectives of this part. This segregation is not necessary for Class A
wastes if they meet the stability requirements in D.308(b) of these
regulations.
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(2) Wastes designated as Class C pursuant to D.307 of these
regulations shall be disposed of so that the top of the waste is a
minimum of 5 meters below the top surface of the cover or must be
disposed of with intruder barriers that are designed to protect against
an inadvertent intrusion for at least 500 years.

(3) Except as provided in M.25(a)(12), only waste classified as Class
A, B, or C shall be acceptable for near-surface disposal. All waste
shall be disposed of in accordance with requirements of M.25(a)(4)
through (11).

(4) Wastes shall be emplaced in a manner that maintains the package
integrity during emplacement, minimizes the void spaces between
packages, and permits the void spaces to be filled.

(5) Void spaces between waste packages shall be filled with earth or
other material to reduce future subsidence within the fill.

(6) Waste shall be placed and covered in a manner that limits the
radiation dose rate at the surface of the cover to levels that at a
minimum will permit the licensee to comply with all provisions of D.105
of these regulations at the time the license is transferred pursuant to
M.16.

(7) The boundaries and locations of each disposal unit shall be
accurately located and mapped by means of a land survey. Near-surface
disposal units shall be marked in such a way that the boundaries of
each unit can be easily defined. Three permanent survey marker control
points, referenced to United States Geological Survey (USGS) or
National Geodetic Survey (NGS) survey control stations, shall be
established on the site to facilitate surveys. The USGS or NGS control
stations shall provide horizontal and vertical controls as checked
against USGS or NGS record files.

(8) A buffer zone of land shall be maintained between any buried waste
and the disposal site boundary and beneath the disposed waste. The
buffer zone shall be of adequate dimensions to carry out environmental
monitoring activities specified in M.26(c) and take mitigative measures
if needed.

(9) Closure and stabilization measures as set forth in the approved
site closure plan shall be carried out as each disposal unit is filled
and covered.

(10) Active waste disposal operations shall not have an adverse effect
on completed closure and stabilization measures.

(11) Only wastes containing or contaminated with radioactive material
shall be disposed of at the disposal site.

(12) Proposals for disposal of waste that is not generally acceptable
for near-surface disposal because the waste form and disposal methods
must be different and, in general, more stringent than those specified
for Class C waste, may be submitted to the Agency for approval.

(b) Reserved.
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Sec. M. 26 Environmental Monitoring.

(a) At the time a license application is submitted, the applicant shall
have conducted a preoperational monitoring program to provide basic
environmental data on the disposal site characteristics. The applicant
shall obtain information about the ecology, meteorology, climate, hydrology,
geology including geophysics and geotechnical engineering, geochemistry, and
seismology of the disposal site. For those characteristics that are subject
to seasonal variation, data must cover at least a 12-month period.

(b) During the land disposal facility site construction and operation, the
licensee shall maintain an environmental monitoring program. Measurements
and observations must be made and recorded to provide data to evaluate the
potential health and environmental impacts during both the construction and
the operation of the facility and to enable the evaluation of long-term
effects and the need for mitigative measures. The monitoring system must be
capable of providing early warning of releases of waste from the disposal
site before they leave the site boundary.

(c) After the disposal site is closed, the licensee responsible for post-
operational surveillance of the disposal site shall maintain a monitoring
system based on the operating history and the closure and stabilization of
the disposal site. The monitoring system must be capable of providing early
warning of releases of waste from the disposal site before they leave the
site boundary.

(d) The licensee shall have plans for taking corrective measures if the
environmental monitoring program detects migration of waste which would
indicate that the performance objectives may not be met.

Sec. M.27 Alternative Requirements for Design and Operations. The Agency
may, upon request or on its own initiative, authorize provisions other than
those set forth in M.24 through M.26 for the segregation and disposal of
waste and for the design and operation of a land disposal facility on a
specific basis, if it finds reasonable assurance of compliance with the
performance objectives of this part.

Sec. M.28 Institutional Requirements.

(a) Land Ownership. Disposal of waste received from other persons may be
permitted only on land owned in fee by the Federal or a State government.

(b) Institutional Control. The land owner or custodial agency shall
conduct an institutional control program to physically control access to the
disposal site following transfer of control of the disposal site from the
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disposal site operator. The institutional control program shall also
include, but not be limited to, conducting an environmental monitoring
program at the disposal site, periodic surveillance, minor custodial care,
and other requirements as determined by the Agency; 'and administration of
funds to cover the costs for these activities. The period of institutional
controls will be determined by the Agency, but institutional controls may
not be relied upon for more than 100 years following transfer of control of
the disposal site to the owner.

Sec. M.29 Alternative Requirements for Waste Classification and
Characteristics. The Agency licensing a low-level disposal facility may,
upon request or on its own initiative, authorize other provisions for the
classification and characteristics of waste on a specific basis, if, after
evaluation of the specific characteristics of the waste, disposal site,
method of disposal, it finds reasonable assurance of compliance with the
performance objectives specified in this part.

Financial Assurances

Sec. M.30 Applicant Qualifications and Assurances. Each applicant shall
show that it either possesses the necessary funds or has reasonable
assurance of obtaining the necessary funds, or by a combination of the two,
to cover the estimated costs of conducting all licensed activities over the
planned operating life of the project, including costs of construction and
disposal.

Sec. M.31 Funding for Disposal Site Closure and Stabilization.

(a) The applicant shall provide assurances prior to the commencement of
operations that sufficient funds will be available to carry out disposal
site closure and stabilization, including: (1) decontamination or
dismantlement of land disposal facility structures; and (2) closure and
stabilization of the disposal site so that following transfer of the
disposal site to the site owner, the need for ongoing active maintenance is
eliminated to the extent practicable and only minor custodial care,
surveillance, and monitoring are required. These assurances shall be based
on Agency-approved cost estimates reflecting the Agency-approved plan for
disposal site closure and stabilization. The applicant's cost estimates
must take into account total costs that would be incurred if an independent
contractor were hired to perform the closure and stabilization work.

(b) In order to avoid unnecessary duplication and expense, the Agency will
accept financial sureties that have been consolidated with earmarked
financial or surety arrangements established to meet requirements of Federal
or other State agencies [and/or local governmental bodies] for such
decontamination, closure, and stabilization. The Agency will accept these
arrangements only if they are considered adequate to satisfy the
requirements of M.31 and that the portion of the surety which covers the
closure of the disposal site is clearly identified and committed for use in
accomplishing these activities.

0
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(c) The licensee's financial or surety arrangement shall be submitted
annually for review by the Agency to assure that sufficient funds will be
available for completion of the closure plan.

(d) The amount of the licensee's financial or surety arrangement shall
change in accordance with changes in the predicted costs of closure and
stabilization. Factors affecting closure and stabilization cost estimates
include inflation, increases in the amount of disturbed land, changes in
engineering plans, closure and stablization that has already been
accomplished, and any other conditions affecting costs. The financial or
surety arrangement shall be sufficient at all times to cover the costs of
closure and stabilization of the disposal units that are.expected to be used
before the next license renewal.

(e) The financial or surety arrangement shall be either open-ended or be
written for a specified period of time and shall be automatically renewed
unless the person who issues the surety notifies the Agency, the beneficiary
(the site owner), and the principal (the licensee) not less than 90 days
prior to the renewal date of its intention not to renew. In such a
situation, the licensee must submit a replacement surety within 30 days
after notification of cancellation. If the licensee fails to provide a
replacement surety acceptable to the Agency, the beneficiary may collect on
the original surety.

(f) Proof of forfeiture shall not be necessary to collect the surety so
that, in the event that the licensee could not provide an acceptable
replacement surety within the required time, the surety shall be
automatically collected prior to its expiration. The conditions described
above shall be clearly stated on any surety instrument.

(g) Financial or surety arrangements generally acceptable to the Agency
include surety bonds, cash deposits, certificates of deposit, deposits of
government securities, escrow accounts, irrevocable letters or lines of
credit, trust funds, and combinations of the above or such other types of
arrangements as may be approved by the Agency. Self-insurance, or any
arrangement which essentially constitutes self-insurance, will not satisfy
the surety requirement for private sector applicants.

(h) The licensee's financial or surety arrangement shall remain in effect
until the closure and stabilization program has been completed and approved
by the Agency, and the license has been transferred to the site owner.

Sec. M.32 Financial Assurances for Institutional Controls.

(a) Prior to the issuance of the license, the applicant shall provide for
Agency approval, a binding arrangement, between the applicant and the
disposal site owner that ensures that sufficient funds will be available to
cover the costs of monitoring and any required maintenance during the
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institutional control period. The binding arrangement shall be reviewed
periodically by the Agency to-ensure that changes in inflation, technology,
and disposal facility operations are reflected in the arrangements.

(b) Subsequent changes to the binding arrangement specified in M.32(a)
relevant to institutional control shall be submitted to the Agency for prior
approval.

Records, Reports, Tests, and Inspections

Sec. M.33 Maintenance of Records, Reports, and Transfers.

(a) Each licensee shall maintain any records and make any reports in
connection with the licensed activities as may be required by the conditions
of the license or by the rules, regulations, and orders of the Agency.

(b) Records which are required by these regulations or by license
conditions shall be maintained for a period specified by the appropriate
regulations or by license condition. If a retention period is not otherwise
specified, these records must be maintained and transferred to the officials
specified in M.33(d) as a condition of license termination unless the Agency
otherwise authorizes their disposition.

(c) Records which shall be maintained pursuant to this part may be the
original or a reproduced copy or microfilm if this reproduced copy or
microfilm is capable of producing copy that is clear and legible at the end
of the required retention period.

(d) Notwithstanding M.33(a) through (c), copies of records of the location
and the quantity of wastes contained in the disposal site must be
transferred upon license termination to the chief executive of the nearest
municipality, the chief executive of the county in which the facility is
located, the county zoning board or land development and planning agency,
the State governor, and other State, local and Federal governmental agencies
as designated by the Agency at the time of license termination.

(e) Following receipt and acceptance of a shipment of waste, the licensee
shall record the date of disposal of the waste, the location in the disposal
site, the condition of the waste packages as received, any discrepancies
between materials listed on the manifest and those received, and any
evidence of leaking or damaged packages or radiation or contamination levels
in excess of limits specified in U.S. Department of Transportation and
Agency regulations. The licensee shall briefly describe any repackaging
operations of any of the waste packages included in the shipment, plus any
other information required by the Agency as a license condition.

(f) Each licensee authorized to dispose of waste received from other
persons shall file a copy of its financial report or a certified financial
statement annually with the Agency in order to update the information base
for determining financial qualifications.
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(g) (1) Each licensee authorized to dispose of waste received from other
persons, pursuant to this part, shall submit annual reports to the
Agency. Reports shall be submitted by the end of the first calendar
quarter of each year for the preceding year.

(2) The reports shall include:

(i) specification of the quantity of each of the principal
contaminants released to unrestricted areas in liquid and in
airborne effluents during the preceding year,

(ii) the results of the environmental monitoring program,

(iii) a summary of licensee disposal unit survey and maintenance
activities,

(iv) a summary, by waste class, of activities and quantities of
radionuclides disposed of,

(v) any instances in which observed site characteristics were
significantly different from those described in the application for
a license, and

(vi) any other information the Agency may require.

(3) If the quantities of waste released during the reporting period,
monitoring results, or maintenance performed are significantly different
from those predicted, the report must cover this specifically.

Sec. M.34 Tests on Land Disposal Facilities. Each licensee shall perform,
or permit the Agency to perform, any tests the Agency deems appropriate or
necessary for the administration of the regulations in this part, including,
but not limited to, tests of:

(a) Wastes;

(b) Facilities used for the receipt, storage, treatment, handling or
disposal of wastes;

(c) Radiation detection and monitoring instruments;

(d) Other equipment and devices used in connection with the receipt,
possession, handling, treatment, storage, or disposal of waste; or

(e) Environmental sampling or testing.
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Sec. M.35 Agency Inspections of Land Disposal Facilities.

(a) Each licensee shall afford to the Agency at all reasonable times
opportunity to inspect waste not yet disposed of, and the premises,
equipment, operations, and facilities in which wastes are received,
possessed, handled, treated, stored, or disposed of.

(b) Each licensee shall make available to the Agency for inspection, upon
reasonable notice, records kept by it pursuant to these reguations.
Authorized representatives of the Agency may copy and take away copies of,
for the Agency's use, any record required to be kept pursuant to these
regulations.
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1984
Rationale

Part M
Licensing Requirements for Land Disposal of Radioactive Waste

Part M is concerned with the issuance of licenses authorizing the disposal
of low-level radioactive waste by means of land burial. This part is needed
to provide specific standards and performance objectives for siting, design,
operations and closure procedures for near surface disposal facilities;
provide institutional requirements, financial requirements, administrative
and procedural requirements for licensing a low-level radioactive waste
disposal system. Currently, low-level radioactive waste disposal sites are
licensed pursuant to Section D.302 of Part D and the general provisions of
Part C. All existing sites were licensed on an ad hoc basis by the U.S.
Atomic Energy Commission (now the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission - NRC)
or an Agreement State. With the advent of the Low-Level Radioactive Waste
Policy Act and the regional compact concept development, a specific
regulatory framework for licensing low-level radioactive waste disposal
sites which codifies existing practices, reflects the collective experience
with existing sites, and establishes new standards, is a necessary addition
to-the Suggested State Regulations.

Compatibility Requirements

In addition to the above rationale, the NRC has promulgated 10 CFR Part 61
requirements for licensing of radioactive waste disposal sites, which are in
Part M of the SSRCR. Part 61 also contains sections on waste
classification, waste characteristics, and labeling which are in the changes
to Part D of the SSRCR.

NRC has adopted regulations requiring a manifest system which has been
incorporated as Section 20.311 in 10 CFR Part 20. This manifest system
regulation is included in Section D.311 of Part D.

These NRC regulations were published as a final rule in the Federal Register
on December 27, 1982 (47 FR 57446) and became effective December 27, 1983.
Further background information on these amendments is contained in the
proposed rule published in the Federal Register on July 24, 1981 (46 FR
38081). The NRC considers the adoption of a regulation equivalent to 10 CFR
20.311 a matter of compatibility for all Agreement States. Further, any
Agreement State that plans to license a radioactive waste disposal site will
be expected to adopt regulations equivalent to 10 CFR Part 61. States with
existing sites will be handled on a case-by-case basis. Part M and related
changes to Part D are compatible with 10 CFR Part 61 and 10 CFR Part 20.
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1984 Rationale for Part M

Matters for Future Consideration

1. In the present draft of these regulations, the site operator must
determine from the manifest whether Class A waste is stabilized.
Consideration should be given to requiring a different label, e.g., Class
A-S for stabilized Class A waste, to be placed on packages of waste by the
generator.

2. There is a requirement to segregate Class A (non-stabilized) waste from
Class B and C wastes by putting the Class A waste in a different disposal
unit than the disposal unit used for Class B and C waste. A quantity of
dirt sufficient to prevent interaction between Class A and other wastes
should be determined so that Class A waste could be buried in the same
disposal unit as other wastes but be separated from them by a dirt barrier.

3. While repackaging of waste may be of value from the standpoint of volume
reduction, the prohibition of repackaging procedures should be considered if
indicated by studies of package deformation from compacting with attendant
potential leakage of contents and the potential hazardous exposures of
personnel to radiation and toxic chemicals from opening packages of waste.



1988
Rationale for Revisions

Part M
Licensing Requirements for Land Disposal of Radioactive Waste

Introduction

Part M was added to Volume I (Ionizing Radiation) of the Suggested State
Regulations for Control of Radiation (SSRCR) in 1984 as a new part
concerning the issuance of licenses authorizing the disposal of low-level
radioactive waste by means of land burial. In connection with the addition
of Part M, the manifest system compatible to Section 20.311 in 10 CFR Part
20 was included in Section D.311 of Part D. Several definitions that were
included in the original Part M should have been placed in Part A as these
terms are used in both Part D and Part M and, in several cases, only in
Part D.

Specific Provisions

M.2 Definitions. The following terms have been deleted from Part M and
placed in Part A: "Chelating agent," "Explosive material," "Hazardous
waste," "Pyrophoric liquid," and "Waste." Except for the definition of
"waste," these terms are only used in Section D.311.

M.12 Conditions of Licenses. New paragraphs (i) and (J) have been added to
Section M.12 that require the licensee to notify the Agency following
bankruptcy as a result of amendments to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) regulations published in the Federal Register on January
12, 1987 (52 FR 1292) and became effective on February 11, 1987.

M.25(a)(8) Near-Surface Disposal Facility Operation and Disposal Site
Closure. The reference to M.26(d) in this subparagraph of Part M of the
SSRCR Interim Revision was corrected to M.26(c) for this edition of the
SSRCR.

M.26(a) Environmental Monitoring. Paragraph (a) of Section M.26 was
revised for this edition of the SSRCR by adding "including geophysics and
geotechnical engineering" following the word "geology" so that the second
sentence of M.26(a) now reads as follows: "The applicant shall obtain
information about the ecology, meteorology, climate, hydrology, geology
including geophysics and geotechnical engineering, geochemistry, and
seismology of the disposal site."

M.31(e) Funding for Disposal Site Closure and Stabilization. M.31(e) of
Part M in the SSRCR Interim Revision required that financial or surety
arrangements "shall be written for a specified period of time and shall be
automatically renewed.... " This did not include the provision of 10 CFR
61.62(e) that allows such arrangements to be open-ended. As this is a
general requirement that applies to all allowable financial arrangements,
including trust agreements and escrow accounts as well as surety bonds, the
open-ended provision is needed. Thus, the first sentence of this paragraph
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was revised by adding the wording "either open-ended or be" so that the
sentence now reads: "The financial and surety arrangements shall be either
open-ended or be written for a specified period of time and automatically
renewed .... "

M.32(a) Financial Assurances for Institutional Controls. M.32(a) in the
Interim Revision of Volume I (Ionizing Radiation) of the SSRCR required that
binding arrangements for financial assurance during the institutional
control period shall be reviewed annually by the Agency. The requirement in
10 CFR 61.63 is for periodic review. NRC believes that an annual review may
be unnecessary and burdensome in many cases. The second sentence of
paragraph (a) of Section M.32 was revised by replacing the word "annually"
with the word "periodically" so that this provision would conform to 10 CFR
61.63 and only unspecified periodic review would be required.

M.34 Tests on Land Disposal Facilities. A new paragraph (e) was added to
Section M.34 as follows: "(e) Environmental sampling or testing."
Editorial changes were made to paragraphs (c) and (d) of Section M.34 as a
result of the addition of the new paragraph (e).

Matters for Future Consideration

1. NRC noted that in the Table of Contents, Sections M.30 and M.32 are
subtitled "Financial Assurances" while equivalent Sections U.24 and U.25 of
Part U (Licensing Requirements for Source Material Milling Facilities) are
subtitled "Financial Assurance Specific Criteria." To be consistent, they
suggest that both subtitles be renamed "Financial Assurance."

2. In M.25(a)(1) under Near-Surface Disposal Facility Operation and
Disposal Site Closure, it is suggested that the word "placing" in the second
line of that subparagraph be replaced by the word "placement."

3. Under Section M.31 on Funding for Disposal Site Closure and
Stabilization, the first sentence of M.31(a) states, "The applicant shall
provide assurances prior to the commencement of operations that sufficient
funds will be available.... " Because it is possible that a State agency
could receive an application for transfer of a license for an operating
facility, NRC suggests that this sentence be amended to read, "The applicant
shall provide assurances prior to the commencement of operations or transfer
of the operating license that sufficient funds will be available .... "

0
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PART T

TRANSPORTATION OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL

See. T.1 Purpose and Scope. The regulations in this part establish
requirements for packaging, preparation for shipment, and transportation of
radioactive material and apply to any person who transports radioactive
material or delivers radioactive materia] to a carrier for transport.

Sec. T.2 Definitions. As used in this part, the following definitions
apply:

"Carrier" means a person engaged in the transportation of passengers or
property by land or water as a common, contract, or private carrier, or by
civil aircraft.

"Closed transport vehicle" means a transport vehicle equipped with a
securely attached exterior enclosure that during normal transportation
restricts the access of unauthorized persons to the cargo space containing
the radioactive material. The enclosure may be either temporary or
permanent but shall limit access from top, sides, and ends. In the case of
packaged materials, it may be of the "see-through" type.

"Exclusive use" means the sole use of a conveyance by a single consignor and
for which all initial, intermediate, and final loading and unloading are
carried out in accordance with the direction of the consignor or
consignee. I/

"Fissile material" means any special nuclear material consisting of or
containing one or more fissile radionuclides. Fissile radionuclides are
plutonium-238, plutonium-239, plutonium-241, uranium-233, and uranium-235.
Neither natural nor depleted uranium is fissile material. 2/

(1) Fissile Class I: A package which may be transported in unlimited
numbers and in any arrangement, and which requires no nuclear
criticality safety controls during transportation. A transport index
is not assigned for purposes of nuclear criticality safety but may be
required because of external radiation levels.

(2) Fissile Class II: A package which may be transported together with
other packages in any arrangement but, for criticality control, in
numbers which do not exceed an aggregate transport index of 50. These
shipments require no other nuclear criticality safety control during
transportation. Individual packages may have a transport index not
less than 0.1 and not more than 10.

1/ The term "exclusive use" is used interchangeably with the terms "sole
use" or "full load" in other regulations, such as Title 49 of the Code of
Federal Regulations.

2/ Agency jurisdiction extends only to special nuclear material if
quantities are not sufficient to form a critical mass as defined in Part A
of these regulations.
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"Low specific activity material" means any of the following:

(1) Uranium or thorium ores and physical or chemical concentrates of
those ores;

(2) Unirradiated natural or depleted uranium or unirradiated natural
thorium;

(3) Tritium oxide in aqueous solutions provided the concentration does
not exceed 5.0 millicuries (185 MBq) per milliliter;

(4) Material in which the radioactivity is essentially uniformly
distributed and in which the estimated average concentration per gram
of contents does not exceed:

(i) 0.0001 millicurie (3.7 kBq) of radionuclides for which the A2
quantity in Appendix A of this part is not more than 0.05 curie
(1.85 GBq);

(ii) 0.005 millicurie (185 kBq) of radionuclides for which the A2
quantity in Appendix A of this part is more than 0.05 curie
(1.85 GBq) but not more than 1 curie (37 GBq); or

(iii) 0.3 millicurie (11.1 MBq) of radionuclides for which the A2
quantity in Appendix A of this part is more than 1 curie (37 GBq).

(5) Objects of nonradioactive material externally contaminated with
radioactive material, provided that the radioactive material is not
readily dispersible, and the surface contamination, when averaged over
an area of 1 square meter, does not exceed 0.0001 millicurie per square
centimeter (3.7 kBq/cm2 ) of radionuclides for which the A2 quantity in
Appendix A of this part is not more than 0.05 curie (1.85 GBq) or
0.001 millicurie per square centimeter (37 kBq/cm2 ) for other
radionuclides.

"Normal form radioactive material" means radioactive material which has not
been demonstrated to qualify as special form radioactive material.

"Packaging" means the assembly of components necessary to ensure compliance
with the packaging requirements of this part. It may consist of one or more
receptacles, absorbent materials, spacing structures, thermal insulation,
radiation shielding, and devices for cooling or absorbing mechanical shocks.
The vehicle, tie-down system, and auxiliary equipment may be designated as
part of the packaging.

"Regulations of the U.S. Department of Transportation" means the regulations
in 49 CFR Parts 100-189.

"Specific activity" of a radionuclide means the radioactivity of a
radionuclide per unit mass of that nuclide. The specific activity of a
material in which the radionuclide is essentially uniformly distributed is
the radioactivity per unit mass of the material.
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"Transport index" means the dimensionless number, rounded up to the first
decimal place, placed on the label of a package to designate the degree of
control to be exercised by the carrier during transportation. The transport
index is the number expressing the maximum radiation level in millirem per
hour at 1 meter from the external surface of the package.

"Type A quantity" means a quantity of radioactive material, the aggregate
radioactivity of which does not exceed A, for special form radioactive
material or A2 for normal form radioactive material, where A, and A2 are given
in Appendix A of this part or may be determined by procedures described in
Appendix A of this part.

"Type B package" means a Type B packaging together with its radioactive
contents. a/

"Type B packaging" means a packaging designed to retain the integrity of
containment and shielding when subjected to the normal conditions of trans-
port and hypothetical accident test conditions set forth in 10 CFR Part 71.

"Type B quantity" means a quantity of radioactive material greater than a
Type A quantity.

General Regulatory Provisions

Sec. T.3 Requirement for License. No person shall transport radioactive
material or deliver radioactive material to a carrier for transport except
as authorized in a general or specific license issued by the Agency or as
exempted in T.4.

Sec. T.A Exemptions.

(a) Common and contract carriers, freight forwarders, and warehousemen
which are subject to the requirements of the U.S. Department of
Transportation in 49 CFR 170 through 189 or the U.S. Postal Service in the
Postal Service Manual (Domestic Mail Manual), Section 124.3 incorporated by
reference, 39 CFR 111.11 (1974), and the U.S. Postal Service are exempt from
the requirements of this part to the extent that they transport or store
radioactive material in the regular course of their carriage for others or
storage incident thereto. Common and contract carriers who are not subject
to the requirements of the U.S. Department of Transportation or U.S. Postal
Service are subject to T.3 and other applicable requirements of these
regulations.

a/ A Type B package design is designated as B(U) or B(M). B(U) refers to
the need for unilateral approval of international shipments; B(M) refers to
the need for multilateral approval. There is no distinction made in how
packages with these designations may be used in domestic transportation. To
determine their distinction for international transportation, refer to
49 CFR Part 173. A Type B package approved prior to September 6, 1983 was
designated only as Type B. Limitations on its use are specified in T.8.
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(b) Any licensee is exempt from the requirements of this part to the extent
that the licensee delivers to a carrier for transport a package containing
radioactive material having a specific activity not greater than
0.002 microcurie per gram (74 Bq/gm).

(c) With the exception of T.5 and T.16, a licensee is exempt from all
requirements of.this part, with respect to shipment or carriage of the
following:

(1) A package containing no more than a Type A quantity of radioactive
material if the package contains no fissile material; or

(2) Packages transported between locations within the United States
which contain only americium or plutonium in special form with an
aggregate radioactivity not to exceed 20 curies (740 GBq).

Sec. T.5 Transportation of Licensed Material.

(a) Each licensee who transports licensed material outside of the confines
of the licensee's plant or other place of use, or who delivers licensed
material to a carrier for transport, shall:

(1) comply with the applicable requirements, appropriate to the mode of
transport, of the regulations of the U.S. Department of Transportation;
and

(2) assure that any special instructions needed to safely open the
package are sent to or have been made available to the consignee.

(b) If, for any reason, the regulations of the U.S. Department of
Transportation are not applicable to a shipment of licensed material, the
licensee shall conform to the standards and requirements of those
regulations to the same extent as if the shipment was subject to the
regulations.

General Licenses

Sec. T.6 General Licenses for Carriers.

(a) A general license is hereby issued to any common or contract carrier
not exempt under T.4 to receive, possess, transport, and store radioactive
material in the regular course of their carriage for others or storage
incident thereto, provided the transportation and storage is in accordance
with the applicable requirements, appropriate to the mode of transport, of
the U.S. Department of Transportation insofar as such requirements relate to
the loading and storage of packages, placarding of the transporting vehicle,
and incident reporting. 4/

4/ Any notification of incidents referred to in those U.S. Department of
Transportation requirements shall be filed with, or made to, the Agency.
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(b) A general license is hereby issued to any private carrier to transport
radioactive material, provided the transportation is in accordance with the
applicable requirements, appropriate to the mode of transport, of the U.S.
Department of Transportation insofar as such requirements relate to the
loading and storage of packages, placarding of the transporting vehicle, and
incident reporting. 4/

(c) Persons who transport radioactive material pursuant to the general
licenses in T.6(a) or (b) are exempt from the requirements of Parts D and J
of these regulations to the extent that they transport radioactive material.

Sec. T.7 General License: Approved Packages.

(a) A general license is hereby issued to any licensee of the Agency to
transport, or to deliver to a carrier for transport, licensed material in a
package for which a license, certificate of compliance, or other approval
has been issued by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

(b) This general license applies only to a licensee who:

(1) Has a copy of the specific license, certificate of compliance, or
other approval of the package and has the drawings and other documents
referenced in the approval relating to the use and maintenance of the
packaging and to the actions to be taken prior to shipment;

(2) Complies with the terms and conditions of the license, certificate,
or other approval, as applicable, and the applicable requirements of
this part;

(3) Prior to the licensee's first use of the package, has registered
with the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission; and

(4) Has a quality assurance program required by T.20 and approved by
the Agency.

(c) The general license in T.7(a) applies only when the package approval
authorizes use of the package under this general license.

(d) For previously approved Type B packages which are not designated as
either B(U) or B(M) in the Certificate of Compliance, this general license
is subject to additional restrictions of T.8.

Sec. T.8 General License: Previously Approved Type B Packages.

(a) A Type B package previously approved by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, but not designated as B(U) or B(M) in the Certificate of
Compliance, may be used under the general license of T.7 with the following
additional limitations:

(1) Fabrication of the packaging was satisfactorily completed before
August 31, 1986, as demonstrated by application of its model number in
accordance with U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission regulations; and

4/ Any notification of incidents referred to in those U.S. Department of
Transportation requirements shall be filed with, or made to, the Agency.
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(2) The package may not be used for a shipment to a location outside
the United States after August 31, 1986, except approved under special
arrangement in accordance with 49 CFR 173.471.

See. T.9 General License: Specification Container.

(a) A general license is issued to any licensee of the Agency to transport,
or to deliver to a carrier for transport, licensed material in a
specification container for a Type B quantity of radioactive material as
specified in 49 CFR Parts 173 and 178.

(b) This general license applies only to a licensee who has a quality

assurance program required by T.20 and approved by the Agency.

(c) This general license applies only to a licensee who:

(1) Has a copy of the specification; and

(2) Complies with the terms and conditions of the specification and the
applicable requirements of this part.

(d) The general license in T.9(a) is subject to the limitation that the
specification container may not be used for a shipment to a location outside
the United States after August 31, 1986 except approved under special
arrangements in accordance with 49 CFR 173.472.

Sec. T.1O General License: Use of Foreign Approved Package.

(a) A general license is issued to any licensee of the Agency to transport,
or to deliver to a carrier for transport, licensed material in a package the
design of which has been approved in a foreign national competent authority
certificate which has been revalidated by the U.S. Department of
Transportation as meeting the applicable requirements of 49 CFR 171.12.

(b) This general license applies only to international shipments.

(c) This general license applies only to a licensee who:

(1) Has a copy of the applicable certificate, the revalidation, and the
drawings and other documents referenced in the certificate relating to
the use and maintenance of the packaging and to the actions to be taken
prior to shipment; and

(2) Complies with the terms and conditions of the certificate and

revalidation and with the applicable requirements of this part.

See. T.11 General License: Type A. Fissile Class II Package.

(a) A general license is hereby issued to any licensee to transport fissile
material, or to deliver fissile material to a carrier for transport, if the
material is shipped as a Fissile Class II package.
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(b) This general license applies only when a package contains no more than
a Type A quantity of radioactive material, including only one of the
following:

(1) Up to 40 grams of uranium-235; or

(2) Up to 30 grams of uranium-233; or

(3) Up to 25 grams of the fissile radionuclides of plutonium,-except
that for encapsulated plutonium-beryllium neutron sources in special
form, an A, quantity of plutonium may be present; or

(4) A combination of fissile radionuclides in which the sum of the
ratios of the amount of each radionuclide to the corresponding maximum
amounts in T.11(b)(1), (2), and (3) does not exceed unity.

(c) (1) Except as specified in T.11(c)(2), this general license applies
only when a package containing more than 15 grams of fissile
radionuclides is labeled with a transport index not less than the
number given by the following equation:

Minimum Transport Index = (0.4x + 0.67y + z) (1 - 15
x+y+z

where the package contains x grams of uranium-235, y grams of
uranium-233, and z grams of the fissile radionuclides of plutonium.

(2) For a package in which the only fissile material is in the form of
encapsulated plutonium-beryllium neutron sources in special form, the
transport index based on criticality considerations may be taken as
0.026 times the number of grams of the fissile radionuclides of
plutonium in excess of 15 grams.

(3) In all cases, the transport index must be rounded up to one decimal
place and may not exceed 10.0.

Sec. T.12 General License: Restricted, Fissile Class II Package.

(a) A general license is hereby issued to any licensee to transport fissile
material, or to deliver fissile material to a carrier for transport, if the
material is shipped as a Fissile Class II package.

(b) This general license applies only when all of the following
requirements are met.

(1) The package contains no more than a Type A quantity of radioactive
material.

(2) Neither beryllium nor hydrogenous material enriched in deuterium is
.present.

(3) The total mass of graphite present does not exceed 150 times the
total mass of uranium-235 plus plutonium.
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(4) Substances having a higher hydrogen density than water are not
present, except that polyethylene may be used for packing or wrapping.

(5) Uranium-233 is not present, and the amount of plutonium does not
exceed 1 percent of the amount of uranium-235.

(6) The amount of uranium-235 is limited as follows:

(i) If the fissile radionuclides are not uniformly distributed,
the maximum amount of uranium-235 per package may not exceed the
value given in the following table:

Table 1

Uranium enrichment in
weight percent of
uranium-235 not exceeding

Permissible maximum grams
of uranium-235 per package

24
20
15
11
10
9.5
9
8.5
8
7.5
7
6.5
6
5.5
5
4.5
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1 .35
1
0.92

40
42
45
48
51
52
54
55
57
59
60
62
65
68
72
76
80
88

100
120
164
272
320
680*

1200'

*Pursuant to the Agency's agreement with the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, jurisdiction extends only to 350 grams of uranium-235.
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(ii) If the fissile radionuclides are distributed uniformly, the
maximum amount of uranium-235 per package may not exceed the value
given in the following table:

Table 2

Uranium enrichment in
weight percent of Permissible maximum grams
uranium-235 not exceeding of uranium-235 per package

4 84
3.5 92
3 112
2.5 148
2 240
1.5 560*
1.35 800*

(7) The transport index of each package based on criticality
considerations is taken as 10 times the number of grams of uranium-235
in the package divided by the maximum allowable number of grams per
package in accordance with Table 1 or 2 above as applicable.

Operating Controls and Procedures

Sec. T.13 Fissile Material: Assumptions as to Unknown Properties. When
the isotopic abundance, mass, concentration, degree of irradiation, degree
of moderation, or other pertinent property of fissile material in any
package is not known, the licensee shall package the fissile material as if
the unknown properties had credible values that would cause the maximum
nuclear reactivity.

Sec. T.14 Preliminary Determinations. Prior to the first use of any
packaging for the shipment of radioactive material:

(a) The licensee shall ascertain that there are no defects which could
significantly reduce the effectiveness of the packaging;

(b) Where the maximum normal operating pressure will exceed 34.3 kilopascal
(5 psi) gauge, the licensee shall test the containment system at an internal
pressure at least 50 percent higher than the maximum normal operating
pressure to verify the capability of that system to maintain its structural
integrity at that pressure;

(c) The licensee shall determine that the packaging has been fabricated in
accordance with the design approved by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission; and

(d) The licensee shall conspicuously and durably mark the packaging with
its model number, gross weight, and a package identification number assigned
by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

*Pursuant to the Agency's agreement with the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, jurisdiction extends only to 350 grams of uranium-235.
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Sec. T.15 Routine Determinations. Prior to each shipment of licensed
material, the licensee shall determine that:

(a) The package is proper for the contents to be shipped;

(b) The package is in unimpaired physical condition except for superficial
defects such as marks or dents;

(c) Each closure device of the packaging, including any required gasket, is
properly installed and secured and free of defects;

(d) Any system for containing liquid is adequately sealed and has adequate
space or other specified provision for expansion of the liquid;

(e) Any pressure relief device is operable and set in accordance with
written procedures;

(f) The package has been loaded and closed in accordance with written
procedures;

(g) Any structural part of the package which could be used to lift or tie
down the package during transport is rendered inoperable for that purpose
unless it satifies design requirements specified by the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission;

(h) (1) The level of removable radioactive contamination on the external
surfaces of each package offered for shipment is as low as reasonably
achievable. The level of removable radioactive contamination may be
determined by wiping an area of 300 square centimeters of the surface
concerned with an absorbent material, using moderate pressure, and
measuring the activity on the wiping material. Sufficient measurements
must be taken in the most appropriate locations to yield a
representative assessment of the removable contamination levels.
Except as provided in T.15(h)(2), the amount of radioactivity measured
on any single wiping material, when averaged over the surface wiped,
must not exceed the limits given in Table 3 below at any time during
transport. Other methods of assessment of equal or greater efficiency
may be used. When other methods are used, the detection efficiency of
the method used must be taken into account and in no case may the
removable contamination on the external surfaces of the package exceed
10 times the limits listed in Table 3.
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Table 3
Removable External Radioactive Contamination Wipe Limits

Maximum Permissible
Limits

Contaminant UCi/cm2 * dpm/cm2

Beta-gamma emitting radionuclides;
all radionuclides with half-lives less than
ten days; natural uranium; natural thorium;
uranium-235; uranium-238; thorium-232;
thorium-228 and thorium-230 when contained in
ores or physical concentrates .................... 10.5 22

All other alpha emitting radionuclides ........... 10- 2.2

(2) In the case of packages transported as exclusive use shipments by
rail or highway only, the removable radioactive contamination at any
time during transport must not exceed 10 times the levels prescribed in
T.15(h)(1). The levels at the beginning of transport must not exceed
the levels in T.15(h)(1);

(i) External radiation levels around the package and around the vehicle, if
applicable, will not exceed 200 millirems per hour (2 mSv/h) at any point on
the external surface of the package at any time during transportation. The
transport index shall not exceed 10;

(J) For a package transported in exclusive use by rail, highway or water,
radiation levels external to the package may exceed the limits specified in
T.15(i) but shall not exceed any of the following:

(1) 200 millirems per hour (2 mSv/h) on the accessible external surface
of the package unless the following conditions are met, in which case
the limit is 1000 millirems per hour (10 mSv/h);

(i) The shipment is made in a closed transport vehicle,

(ii) Provisions are made to secure the package so that its
position within the vehicle remains fixed during transportation,
and

(iii) There are no loading or unloading operations between the
beginning and end of the transportation.

*To convert microcuries (uCi) to SI units of megabecquerels, multiply the
values by 37.
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(2) 200 millirems per hour (2 mSv/h) at any point on the outer surface
of the vehicle, including the upper and lower surfaces, or, in the case
of a flat-bed style vehicle, with a personnel barrier*, at any point on
the vertical planes projected from the outer edges of the vehicle, on
the upper surface of the load [or enclosure, if used], and on the lower
external surface of the vehicle;

(3) 10 millirems per hour (0.1 mSv/h) at any point 2 meters from the
vertical planes represented by the outer lateral surfaces of the
vehicle, or, in the case of a flat-bed style vehicle, at any point
2 meters from the vertical planes projected from the outer edges of the
vehicle; and

(4) 2 millirems per hour (0.02 mSv/h) in any normally occupied
positions of the vehicle, except that this provision does not apply to
private motor carriers when persons occupying these positions are
provided with special health supervision, personnel radiation exposure
monitoring devices, and training in accordance with J.12 of these
regulations; and

(k) A package must be prepared for transport so that in still air at
100 degrees fahrenheit (38 degrees Celsius) and in the shade, no accessible
surface of a package would have a temperature exceeding 122 degrees
fahrenheit (50 degrees Celsius) in a nonexclusive use shipment or
180 degrees fahrenheit (82 degrees Celsius) in an exclusive use shipment.
Accessible package surface temperatures shall not exceed these limits at any
time during transportation.

See. T.16 Air Transport of Plutonium. Notwithstanding the provisions of
any general licenses and notwithstanding any exemptions stated directly in
this part or included indirectly by citation of the U.S. Department of
Transportation regulations, as may be applicable, the licensee shall assure
that plutonium in any form is not transported by air, or delivered to a
carrier for air transport, unless:

(a) The plutonium is contained in a medical device designed for individual
human application; or

(b) The plutonium is contained in a material in which the specific activity
is not greater than 0.002 microcuries per gram (74 Bq/gm) of material and in
which the radioactivity is essentially uniformly distributed; or

(c) The plutonium is shipped in a single package containing no more than an
A2 quantity of plutonium in any isotope or form and is shipped in accordance
with T.5; or

(d) The plutonium is shipped in a package specifically authorized for the
shipment of plutonium by air in the Certificate of Compliance for that
package issued by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

*A flat-bed style vehicle with a personnel barrier shall have radiation

levels determined at vertical planes. If no personnel barrier, the package
cannot exceed 200 millirems per hour (2 mSv/h) at the surface.
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Sec. T.17 Shipment Records. Each licensee shall maintain for a period of
2 years after shipment a record of each shipment of licensed material not
exempt under TA, showing, where applicable:

(a) Identification of the packaging by model number;

(b) Verification that there were no significant defects in the packaging,
as shipped;

(c) Volume and identification of coolant;

(d) Type and quantity of licensed material in each package, and the total
quantity of each shipment;

(e) Date of the shipment;

(f) Name and address of the transferee;

(g) Address to which the shipment was made; and

(h) Results of the determinations required by T.15.

Sec. T.18 Reports. The licensee shall report to the Agency within 30 days:

(a) Any instance in which there is significant reduction in the
effectiveness of any authorized packaging during use; and

(b) Details of any defects with safety significance in the packaging after
first use, with the means employed to repair the defects and prevent their
recurrence.

See. T.19 Advance Notification of Transport of Nuclear Waste.

(a) Prior to the transport of any nuclear waste outside of the confines of
the licensee's facility or other place of use or storage, or prior to the
delivery of any nuclear waste to a carrier for transport, each licensee
shall provide advance notification of such transport to the governor, or
governor's designee, a/ of each state through which the waste will be
transported.

(b) Advance notification is required only when:

(1) The nuclear waste is required to be in Type B packaging for
transportation;

(2) The nuclear waste is being transported to, through, or across state
boundaries to a disposal site or to a collection point for transport to
a disposal site; and

a/ A list of the mailing addresses of the governors and governors' designees
is available upon request from the Director, State Programs, Office of
Governmental and Public Affairs, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
Washington, D.C. 20555.
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(3) The quantity of licensed material in a single package exceeds;

Wi) 5,000 curies (185 TBq) of special form radionuclides;

(ii) 5,000 curies (185 TBq) of uncompressed gases of argon-41,
krypton-85m, krypton-87, xenon-131m, or xenon-135;

(iii) 50,000 curies (1.85 PBq) of argon-37, or of uncompressed
gases of krypton-85 or xenon-133, or of hydrogen-3 as a gas, as
luminous paint, or absorbed on solid material;

(iv) 20 curies (740 GBq) of other non-special form radionuclides
for which A2 is less than or equal to 4 curies (148 GBq); or

(v) 200 curies (7.4 TBq) of other non-special form radionuclides
for which A2 is greater than 4 curies (148 GBq).

(c) Each advance notification required by T.19(a) shall contain the
following information:

(1) The name, address, and telephone number of the shipper, carrier,
and receiver of the shipment;

(2) A description of the nuclear waste contained in the shipment as
required by 49 CFR 172.202 and 172.203(d);

(3) The point of origin of the shipment and the 7-day period during
which departure of the shipment is estimated to occur;

(4) The 7-day period during which arrival of the shipment at state
boundaries is estimated to occur;

(5) The destination of the shipment, and the 7-day period during which
arrival of the shipment is estimated to occur; and

(6) A point of contact with a telephone number for current shipment
information.

(d) The notification required by T.19(a) shall be made in writing to the
office of each appropriate governor, or governor's designee, and to the
Agency. A notification delivered by mail must be postmarked at least 7 days
before the beginning of the 7-day period during which departure of the
shipment is estimated to occur. A notification delivered by messenger must
reach the office of the governor, or governor's designee, at least 4 days
before the beginning of the 7-day period during which departure of the
shipment is estimated to occur. A copy of the notification shall be
retained by the licensee for 1 year.
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(e) The licensee shall notify each appropriate governor, or governor's
designee, and the Agency of any changes to schedule information provided
pursuant to T.19(a). Such notification shall be by telephone to a
responsible individual in the office of the governor, or governor's
designee, of the appropriate state or states. The licensee shall maintain
for 1 year a record of the name of the individual contacted.

(f) Each licensee who cancels a nuclear waste shipment, for which advance
notification has been sent, shall send a cancellation notice to the
governor, or governor's designee, of each appropriate state and to the
Agency. A copy of the notice shall be retained by the licensee for 1 year.

Quality Assurance

Sec. T.20 Quality Assurance Requirements.

(a) Each licensee shall establish, maintain, and execute a quality
assurance program to verify by procedures such as checking, auditing, and
inspection that deficiencies, deviations, and defective material and
equipment relating to the shipment of packages containing radioactive
material are promptly identified and corrected.

(b) The licensee shall identify the material and components to be covered
by the quality assurance program.

(c) Each licensee shall document the quality assurance program by written
procedures or instructions and shall carry out the program in accordance
with those procedures throughout the period during which packaging is used.

(d) Prior to the use of any package for the shipment of radioactive
material, each licensee shall obtain approval by the Agency of its quality
assurance program.

(e) The licensee shall maintain sufficient written records to demonstrate
compliance with the quality assurance program. Records of quality assurance
pertaining to the use of a package for shipment of radioactive material
shall be maintained for a period of 2 years after shipment.
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Part T

APPENDIX A

DETERMINATION OF A, AND A,

I. Single Radionuclides.

1. For a single radionuclide of known identity, the values of A, and A2 are
taken from Table I if listed there. The values A, and A2 in Table I are also
applicable for the radionuclide contained in (a,n) or (y,n) neutron sources.

2. For any single radionuclide whose identity is known but which is not
listed in Table I, the value of A, and A2 are determined according to the
following procedure:

(a) If the radionuclide emits only one type of radiation, A, is
determined according to the following method. For radionuclides
emitting different kinds of radiation, A, is the most restrictive value
of those determined for each kind of radiation. However, in either
case, A, is restricted to a maximum of 1000 curies (37 TBq). If a
parent nuclide decays into a shorter lived daughter with a half-life
not greater than 10 days, A, is calculated for both the parent and the
daughter, and the more limiting of the two values is assigned to the
parent nuclide.

(1) For gamma emitters, A, is determined by the expression:

A, 2 curies
r

where r is the the gamma-ray constant, corresponding to the dose in
roentgens per curie-hour at 1 meter, and the number 9 results from
the choice of 1 rem per hour at a distance of 3 meters as the
reference dose-equivalent rate.

(2) For x-ray emitters, A, is determined by the atomic number of
the nuclide:

for Z : 55, A, = 1000 Ci (37 TBq); and

for Z > 55, A, = 200 Ci (7.4 TBq)

where Z is the atomic number of the nuclide.

(3) For beta emitters, A, is determined by the maximum beta energy
(E..) according to Table II; and

(4) For alpha emitters, A1 is determined by the expression:

A, = 1000 As

where As is the value listed in Table III;
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(b) A2 is the more restrictive of the following two values:

(1) The corresponding A,; and

(2) The value As obtained from Table III.

3. For any single radionuclide whose identity is unknown, the value of A, is
taken to be 2 Ci (74 GBq) and the value of A2 is taken to be 0.002 Ci
(74 MBq). However, if the atomic number of the radionuclide is known to be
less than 82, the value of A, is taken to be 10 Ci (370 GBq) and the value of
A2 is taken to be 0.4 Ci (14.8 GBq).

II. Mixtures of Radionuclides, Including Radioactive Decay Chains.

1. For mixed fission products, the activity limit may be assumed if a
detailed analysis of the mixture is not carried out,

A, = 10 Ci (370 GBq)

A2 = 0.4 Ci (14.8 GBq)

2. A single radioactive decay chain is considered to be a single
radionuclide when the radionuclides are present in their naturally occurring
proportions and no daughter nuclide has a half-life either longer than
10 days or longer than that of the parent nuclide. The activity to be taken
into account and the A1 or A2 value from Table I to be applied are those
corresponding to the parent nuclide of that chain. When calculating A1 or A,
values, radiation emitted by daughters must be considered. However, in the
case of radioactive decay chains in which any daughter nuclide has a half-
life either longer than 10 days or greater than that of the parent nuclide,
the parent and daughter nuclides are considered to be mixtures of different
nuclides.

3. In the case of a mixture of different radionuclides, where the identity
and activity of each radionuclide are known, the permissible activity of
each radionuclide R,, R2 . . . R,. is such that F1 + F2 + • . F. is not
greater than unity, where:

F, = Total activity of R,
Aj( R,)

F2 = Total activity of R9
Aj(R 2 )

F, = Total activity of R& and
A1(R.)

A, (RI, R2 . . . R.) is the value of A, or A2 as appropriate for the nuclide R,,
R2 . . R..
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4. When the identity of each radionuclide is known but the individual
activities of some of the radionuclides are not known, the formula given in
paragraph 3. is applied to establish the values of A, or A2 as appropriate.
All the radionuclides whose individual activities are not known (their total

activity will, however, be known) are classed in a single group and the most
restrictive value of A, and A2 applicable to any one of them is used as the
value of A, or A2 in the denominator of the fraction.

5. Where the identity of each radionuclide is known but the individual
activity of none of the radionuclides is known, the most restrictive value
of A, or A2 applicable to any one of the radionuclides present is adopted as
the applicable value.

6. When the identity of none of the nuclides is known, the value of A, is
taken to be 2 Ci (74 GBq) and the value of A2 is taken to be 0.002 Ci
(74 MBq). However, if alpha emitters are known to be absent, the value of A2
is taken to be 0.4 Ci (14.8 GBq).

0

9
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Table I
A, and A2 Values for Radionuclides

(See Footnotes at end of Table)

Symbol of Element and A1 (Ci) A2 (Ci) Specific
radionuclide atomic number Activity

(Ci/l)

Ac-227

Ac-228

Ag- 105

Ag-1 10m

Ag-111

Am-241

Am-243

Ar-37 (compressed or
uncompressed)*

Ar-41 (uncompressed)*

Ar-41 (compressed)*

As-73

As-74

As-76

As-77

At-211

Au-193

Au-196

Au-198

Au-199

Ba-131

Ba-133

Ba-140

Be-7

Actinium (89)

Silver (47)

Americium (95)

Argon (18)

Arsenic (33)

Astatine (85)

Gold (79)

Barium (56)

Beryllium (4)

1000

10

40

7

100

8

8

1000

20

1

1000

20

10

300

200

200

30

40

200

40

40

20

300

0.003

4

40

7

20

0.008

0.008

1000

20

1

400

20

10

20

7

200

30

20

25

40

40

20

300

3.2

1.9 x

1.0 x

4.3 x

4.3 x

2.4 x

1.0 x

1.6 x

1.1 x

2.1 x

9.3 x

1.2 x

2.5 x

2.1 x

8.7 x

4.0 x

7.3 x

3.5 x

10-1

1015

107

107

104

105

106

10,

106

105

105

105

105

104

102

104

105

7.2 x 10'

2.2 x 106

3.1 x 10'

4.7 x I03

1.6 x 10'
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Table I (Continued-2)

Symbol of Element and A1 (Ci) A2 (Ci) Specific
radionuclide atomic number Activity

(Ci/g)

Bi-206

Bi-207

Bi-210 (RaE)

Bi-212

Bk-249

Br-77

Br-82

C-11

C-14

Ca-45

Ca-47

Cd- 109

Cd-1 15m

Cd- 115

Ce- 139

Ce- 141

Ce-143

Ce- 144

Cf -249

Cf -250

Cf -252

Cl-36

Cl-38

Cm-242

Cm-243

Bismuth (83)

Berkelium (97)

Bromine (35)

Carbon (6)

Calcium (20)

Cadmium (48)

Cerium (58)

Californium (98)

Chlorine (17)

Curium (96)

5

I0

100

6

1000

70

6

20

1000

1000

20

1000

30

80

100

300

60

10

2

7

2

300

10

200

9

5

10

4

6

1

25

6

20

60

25

20

70

30

20

100

25

20

7

0.002

0.007

0.009

10

10

0.2

0.009

9.9 x

2.2 x

1.2 x

1.5 x

1.8 x

7.1 x

1.1 x

8.4 x

4.6

1.9 x

5.9 x

2.6 x

2.6 x

5.1 x

6.5 x

2.8 x

6.6 x

3.2 x

3.1

1.3 x

6.5 x

3.2 x

1.3 x

3.3 x

4.2 x

104

102

105

107

10,

105

106

I08

104

105

103

104

105

103

10"

105

103

102

102

10-1

101,

103

10,
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Table I (Continued-3)

Symbol of Element and A,(Ci) A2 (Ci)
radionuclide atomic number

Cm-244

Cm-245

Cm-246

Co-56

Co-57

Co-58m

Co-58

Co-60

Cr-51

Cs- 129

Cs- 131

Cs-134m

Cs- 134

Cs-135

Cs- 136

Cs-137

Cu-64

Cu-67

Dy- 165

Dy-166

Er-169

Er- 171

Eu- 152m

Eu- 152

Eu-i154

Cobalt (27)

Chromium (24)

Cesium (55)

Copper (29)

Dysprosium (66)

Erbium (68)

Europium (63)

10

6

6

5

90

1000

20

7

600

40

1000

1000

10

1000

7

30

80

200

100

1000

1000

50

30

20

10

0.01

0.006

0.006

5

90

1000

20

7

600

40

1000

10

10

25

7.

10

25

25

20

200

25

20

30

10

5

Specific
Activity

(Cilg)

8.2 x 10'

1.0 x 10-1

3.6 x 10-'

3.0 x 104

8.5 x 103

5.9 x 106

3.1 x 10"

1.1 X 103

9.2 x 104

7.6 x 10i

1.0 x 105

7.4 x 106

1.2 x 10i

8.8 x 101

7.4 x 104

9.8 x 101

3.8 x 100

7.9 x 105

8.2 x 106

2.3 x 10-

8.2 x 104

2.4 x 106

2.2 x 106

1.9 x 102

1.5 x 102
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Table I (Continued-4)

Symbol of Element and A,(Ci) A2(Ci) Specific
radionuclide atomic number Activity

(Ci/g)

Eu- 155

F- 18

Fe-52

Fe-55

Fe-59

Ga-67

Ga-68

Ga-72

Gd-153

Gd- 159

Ge-68

Ge-71

H-3

Hf-181

Hg-197m

Hg- 197

Hg-203

Ho- 166

1-123

1-125

1-126

1-129

1-131

1-132

1-133

Fluorine (9)

Iron (26)

Gallium (31)

Gadolinium (64)

Germanium (32)

Hydrogen (1) see

Hafnium (72)

Mercury (80)

Holmium (67)

Iodine (53)

400

20

5

1000

10

100

20

7

200

300

20

1000

T-Tritium

30

200

200

80

30

50

1000

40

1000

40

7

30

60

20

5

1000

10

100

20

7

100

20

10

1000

1.4 x 1o0

9.3 x 10'

7.3 x 106

2.2 x 103

4.9 x 10Q

6.0 x 10'

4.0 x 101

3.1 x 10'

3.6 x 101

1.1 x 106

7.0 x 101

1.6 x 105

25

200

200

25

30

50

70

10

2

10

7

10

1.6

6.6

2.5

1.4

6.9

1.9

1.7

7.8

1.6

1.2

1.1

1.1

x 10,

x 10,

x 10,

x 104

x 10l

x 106

x 104

x 104

x 10,

x 10,

x 107

x 106
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Table I (Continued-5)

Symbol of Element and AI(Ci) A2 (Ci)
radionuclide atomic number

1-134

1-135

In-111

In-1 13m

In- 114m

In-1 15m

Ir-190

Ir-192

Ir-194

K-42

K-43

Kr-85m (uncompressed)*

Kr-85m (compressed)*

Kr-85 (uncompressed)*

Kr-85 (compressed)*

Kr-87 (uncompressed)*

Kr-87 (compressed) *

La- 140

Lu- 177

MFP

Mg-28

Mn-52

Mn-54

Mn-56

Mo-99

Indium (49)

Iridium (77)

Potassium (19)

Krypton (36)

Lanthanum (57)

Lutetium (71)

Mixed Fission
products

Magnesium (12)

Manganese (25)

Molybdenum (42)

8

10

30

60

30

100

10

20

10

10

20

100

3

1000

5

20

0.6

30

300

10

6

5

20

5

100

8

10

25

60

20

20

10

10

10

10

10

100

3

1000

5

20

0.6

30

25

0.4

6

5

20

5

20

Specific
Activity

(ci/g)

2.7 x 10'

3.5 x 10'

4.2 x 10'

1.6 x 101

2.3 x 10'

6.1 x 106

6.2 x 104

9.1 x 10'

8.5 x 10'

6.0 x 106

3.3 x 108

8.4 x 106

8.4 x 106

4.0 x 102

4.0 x 102

2.8 x 10'

2.8 x 101

5.6 x 101

1.1 x 10'

5.2 x

4.4 x

8.3x

2.2. x

4.7 x

106

105

103

107

105
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Table I (Continued-6)

Symbol of Element and A1 (Ci) A2 (Ci)
radionuclide atomic number

N- 13

Na-22

Na-24

Nb-93m

Nb-95

Nb-97

Nd-i147

Nd-i149

Ni-59

Ni-63

Ni-65

Np-237

Np-239

Os-185

Os-191

Os-191m

Os-193

P-32

Pa-230

Pa-231

Pa-233

Pb-201

Pb-210

Pb-212

Pd- 103

Nitrogen (7)

Sodium (11)

Niobium (41)

Neodymium (60)

Nickel (28)

Neptunium (93)

Osmium (76)

Phosphorus (15)

Protactinium (91)

Lead (82)

Palladium (46)

20

8

5

1000

20

20

100

30

1000

1000

10

5

200

20

600

200

100

30

20

2

100

20

100

6

1000

10

8

5

200

20

20

20

20

900

100

10

0.005

25

20

200

200

20

30

0.8

0.002

100

20

0.2

5

700

Specific
Activity

(Ci/g)

1.5 x 101

6.3 x 103

8.7 x 106

1.1 X 103

3.9 x 10'

2.6 x 107

8.0 x 104

1.1 x 10,

8.1 x 10-2

4.6 x 10'

1.9 x 10,

6.9 x 104

2.3 x 105

7.3 x 103

4.6 x 104

1.2 x 106

5.3 x 105

2.9 x 101

3.2 x 104

4.5 x 10"1

2.1 x 104

1.7 x 106

8.8 x 101

1.4 x 106

7.5 x 104
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Table I (Continued-7)

Symbol of Element and A,(Ci) A2 (Ci)
radionuclide atomic number

Pd- 109

Pm-147

Pm- 149

Po-210

Pr- 142

Pr- 143

Pt- 191

Pt- 193m

Pt- 197m

Pt- 197

Pu-238

Pu-239

Pu-240

Pu-241

Pu-242

Ra-223

Ra-224

Ra-226

Ra-228

Rb-81

Rb-86

Rb-87

Rb (natural)

Re-186

Re-187

Re-188

100

Promethium (61) 1000

100

Polonium (84) 200

Praseodymium (59) 10

300

Platinum (78) 100

200

300

300

Plutonium (94) 3

2

2

1000

3

Radium (88) 50

6

10

10

Rubidium (37) 30

30

Unlimited

Unlimited

Rhenium(75) 100

Unlimited

10

20

25

20

0.2

10

20

100

200

20

20

0.003

0.002

0.002

0.1

0.003

0.2

0.5

0.05

0.05

24

30

Unlimited

Unlimited

20

Unlimited

10

Specific
Activity(ci/g)

2.1 x 106

9.4 x 102

4.2 x 10'

4.5 x 10'

1.2 x 10'

6.6 x 10'

2.3 x 10'

2.0 x 10'

1.2 x 10"

8.8 x 10'

1.7 x 10'

6.2 x 10'

2.3 x 10'

1.1 x 102

3.9 x 10.'

5.0 x 10'

1.6 x 10l

1.0

2.3

8.2

8.1

6.6

1.8

1.9

3.8

1.0

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

102

106

104

10-8

10"

105

10-8

106
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Table I (Continued-8)

Symbol of Element and A,(Ci) A2 (Ci)
radionuclide atomic number

Re (natural)

Rh-103m

Rh-105

Rn-222

Ru-97

Ru-103

Ru-105

Ru-106

S-35

Sb-122

Sb-124

Sb-125

Sc-46

Sc-47

Sc-48

Se-75

Si-31

Sm-147

Sm-151

Sm-153

Sn-113

Sn-119m

Sn-125

Sr-85m

Sr-85

Sr-85m

Rhodium (45)

Radon (86)

Ruthenium (44)

Sulphur (16)

Antimony (51)

Scandium (21)

Selenium (34)

Silicon (14)

Samarium (62)

Tin (50)

Strontium (38)

Unlimited

1000

200

10

80

30

20

10

1000

30

5

40

8

200

5

40

100

Unlimited

1000

300

60

100

10

80

30

50

Unlimited

1000

25

2

80

25

20

7

60

30

5

25

8

20

5

40

20

Unlimited

90

20

60

100

10

80

30

50

Specific
Activity

(Ci/ )

2.4 x 10-

3.2 x 101

8.2 x 105

1.5 x 105

5.5 x 101

3.2 x 104

6.6 x 10l

3.4 x lo0

4.3 x 104

3.9 x 105

1.8 x 104

1.4 x 103

3.4 x 104

8.2 x 105

1.5 x 106

1.4 x 104

3.9 x 10'

2.0 x 10-8

2.6 x 101

4.4 x 105

1.0 x 104

4.4 x 103

1.1 x 105

3.2 x 10"

2.4 x 104

1.2 x 101
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Table I (Continued-9)

Symbol of Element and A,(Ci) A2 (Ci) Specific
radionuclide atomic number Activity

(Ci/z)

Sr-89

Sr-90

Sr-91

Sr-92

T (uncompressed)*

T (compressed)*

T (activated luminous
paint)

T (adsorbed on solid
carrier)

T (tritiated water)

T (other forms)

Ta-182

Tb-160

Tc-96m

Tc-96

Tc-97m

Tc-97

Tc-99m

Tc-99

Te-125m

Te-127m

Te-127

Te-129m

Te-129

Te-131m

Tritium (1)

Tantalum (73)

Terbium (65)

Technetium (43)

Tellurium (52)

100

10

10

10

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

20

20

20

1000

6

1000

1000

100

1000

1000

300

300

30

100

10

10

0.4

10

10

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

20

20

10

1000

6

200

400

100

25

100

20

20

10

20

10

9.7

9.7

6.2

1.1

3.8

3.2

1.5

1.4

5.2

1.7

1.8

4.0

2.6

2.5

2.0

8.0

x 103

x 10,

x 103

x 104

x 107

x 10'

x 104

x 10-3

x 106

x 10-2

x 104

x 104

x 106

X 104

x 10'

x 105

2.9 x 104

1.5 x 102

3.6 x 106

1.3 x 10'

9.7 x I01

9.7 x I01

9.7 x 103

9.7 x 103
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Table I (Continued-10)

Symbol of Element and AI(Ci) A2 (Ci) Specific
radionuclide atomic number Activity

(Ci/g)

Te-132

Th-227

Th-228

Th-230

Th-231

Th-232

Th-234

Th (natural)

Th (irradiated)**

Tl-200

Tl-201

Tl-202

Tl-204

Tm-170

Tm-171

U-230

U-232

U-233

U-234

U-235

U-236

U-238

U (natural)

Thorium (90)

Thallium (81)

Thulium (69)

Uranium (92)

7

200

6

3

1000

Unlimited

10

Unlimited

20

200

40

300

300

1000

100

30

100

100

100

200

Unlimited

Unlimited

Unlimited

tO00

7

0.2

0.008

0.003

25

Unlimited

10

Unlimited

20

200

40

10

10

100

0.1

0.03

0.1

0.1

0.2

0.2

Unlimited

Unlimited

Unlimited

0.1

3.1 x 10"

3.2 x 104

8.3 x 102

1.9 x 10-2

5.3 x 10'

1.1 x 10-7

2.3 x 10'

2.2 x 10-7

5.8 x 10'

2.2 x 10'

5.4 x 104

4.3 x 102

6.0 x 101

1.1 x 103

2.7 x 10'

2.1 x 101

9.5 x 10-'

6.2 x 10'

2.1 x 10'

6.3 x 10'

3.3 x 10'-

(see Table
IV)

(see Table
IV)

(see Table
IV)

U (enriched) < 20%

20% or greater
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Table I (Continued-t1)

Symbol of Element and AI(Ci) A2 (Ci) Specific
radionuclide atomic number Activity

(Ci/ )

U (depleted)

U (irradiated)***

V-48 Vanadium (

W-181 Tungsten (

W-185

W-187

Xe-127 (uncompressed)* Xenon (54)

Xe-127 (compressed)*

Xe-131m (compressed)*

Xe-131m (uncompressed)*

Xe-133 (uncompressed)*

Xe-133 (compressed)*

Xe-135 (uncompressed)*

Xe-135 (compressed)*

Y-87 Yttrium (3

Y-90

Y-91m

Y-91

Y-92

Y-93

Yb-169 Ytterbium

Yb-175

Zn-65 Zinc (30)

Zn-69m

Zn-69

23)

74)

Unlimited

6

200

1000

40

70

5

10

100

1000

5

70

2

20

10

30

30

10

10

80

400

30

40

300

Unlimited

6

100

25

20

70

5

10

100

1000

5

70

2

20

10

30

30

10

10

80

25

30

20

20

(see Table IV)

1.7

5.0

9.7

7.0

2.8

2.8

1.0

1.0

1.9

1.9

2.5

2.5

4.5

2.5

4.1

2.5

9.5

3.2

2.3

1.8

8.0

3.3

5.3

x 105

x 103

x 10-3

X 105

x 10,

x 10'

X 105

x 105

X 105

x 10,

x 105

x 105

x 10'

X 105

X 107

x 10,

x 106

x 106

x 10,

x 105

X 103

x 106

x 10,

9)

(70)
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Table I (Continued-12)

Symbol of Element and A1 (Ci) A2 (Ci) Specific
radionuclide atomic number Activity

(Ci/R)

Zr-93 Zirconium (40) 1000 200 3.5 x 10-1

Zr-95 20 20 2.1 x 104

Zr-97 20 20 2.0 x 106

For the purpose of Table I, compressed gas means a gas at a pressure
which exceeds the ambient atmospheric pressure at the location where
the containment system was closed.

** The values of A, and A2 must be calculated in accordance with the
procedure specified in Appendix A, paragraph II 3., taking into account
the activity of the fission products and of the uranium-233 in addition
to that of the thorium.

*** The values of A, and A2 must be calculated in accordance with the
procedure specified in Appendix A, paragraph II 3., taking into account
the activity of the fission products and plutonium isotopes in addition
to that of the uranium.

Table II
Relationship Between A. and E., for Beta Emitters

Emax(MeV) A,(Ci)

< 0.5 1000

0.5 - < 1.0 300

1.0- < 1.5 100

1.5- < 2.0 30

a 2.0 10
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Table III
Relationship Between A. and the Atomic Number

of the Radionuclide

A3

Atomic Half-life less Half-life 1000 days Half-life greater
Number than 1000 days to 106 years than 106 years

1 to 81 3 Ci 0.05 Ci 3 Ci

82 and above 0.002 Ci 0.002 Ci 3 Ci

Table IV
Activity-Mass Relationships for Uranium/Thorium

Thorium and
Uranium Enrichment* Specific Activity
wt % U-235 present

Ci/g g/Ci

0.45 5.0 x 10-1 2.0 x 106

0.72 (natural) 7.06 x 10-7 1.42 x 101

1.0 7.6 x 10" 1.3 x 106

1.5 1.0 x 10, 1.0 x 106

5.0 2.7 x 10- 3.7 x 105

10.0 4.8 x 10- 2.1 x 101

20.0 1.0 x 10.1 1.0 x 105

35.0 2.0 x 10-5 5.0 x 104

50.0 2.5 x 10" 4.0 x 104

90.0 5.8 x 10. 1.7 x 104

93.0 7.0 x 10- 1.4 x 104

95.0 9.1 x 10, 1.1 x 104

Natural Thorium 2.2 x 10- 4.6 x 106

*The figures for uranium include representative values for the activity of
the uranium-234 which is concentrated during the enrichment process. The
activity for thorium includes the equilibrium concentration of thorium-228.
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1988
Rationale

Part T
Transportation of Radioactive Material

Need for a New Part in the SSRCR

Part T of the Suggested State Regulations for Control of Radiation (SSRCR)
is concerned with the requirements for packaging, preparation for shipment,
and transportation of radioactive material and applies to any person who
transports radioactive material or delivers radioactive material to a
carrier for transport. Part C (Licensing of Radioactive Material) of the
SSRCR is already a very large document in itself, which is to be generally
applicable to all U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) Agreement States
and Naturally Occurring and Accelerator-Produced Radioactive Material (NARM)
Licensing States. With adoption of the revision of U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission's regulations for the transportation of radioactive material to
make them compatible with those of the International Atomic Energy Agency,
it was deemed appropriate to consolidate all transportation requirements in
a separate part of the SSRCR. These regulations were published as a final
rule in the Federal Register on August 5, 1983 (48 FR 35600) and became
effective September 6, 1983. With the addition of Part T, the requirements
for transportation are now located in a specific part of the SSRCR and have
been removed from Part C.

Compatibility Requirements

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission considers the adoption of a
regulation equivalent to 10 CFR Part 71 a matter of compatibility for all
Agreement States. On August 17, 1979, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission published in the Federal Register (44 FR 48234) a proposed
revision of 10 CFR Part 71 of its regulations pertaining to the
transportation of radioactive material. Based on the public comments and
other consideration, the NRC adopted the proposed revision with
modifications as set forth in 48 FR 35600.

The revision, in combination with a corresponding amendment of Title 49 of
the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) by the U.S. Department of
Transportation, brought the U.S. regulations into accord with relevant
portions of the International Atomic Energy Agency design and performance
requirements to the extent considered feasible, thereby making U.S.
regulations compatible with the domestic regulations of most of the
international community.

One important change was in the system used to specify the quantities of
radioactive material permitted in packages (designated Type A packages) not
required to survive severe transportation accidents. Since 1966, these
quantities, derived from criteria limiting individual radiation exposure
resulting from transportation accidents, have been based on grouping all
radionuclides in seven transport groups and limiting all radionuclides in
the group according to the toxicity of the most hazardous member. In
addition, there was a "special form" category for radioactive materials
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1988 Rationale for Part T

which are not dispersible because of their inherent physical form or because
of suitable encapsulations. This system was unnecessarily restrictive when
applied to the less toxic group members, which in some cases are less than
one-tenth as toxic as other group members. The revision eliminated the
transport groups and instead assigned to each radionuclide two values, -A, and
A2, which are the maximum quantity of that radionuclide permitted in Type A
packages in special form and non-special form, respectively. Further
background information on this revision is contained in the final rule
published in the Federal Register on August 5, 1983 (48 FR 35600).
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PART W

RADIATION SAFETY REQUIREMENTS FOR WIRELINE
SERVICE OPERATIONS AND SUBSURFACE TRACER STUDIES

Sec. W.1 Purpose. The regulations in this part establish radiation safety
requirements for using sources of radiation for wireline service operations
including mineral-logging, radioactive markers, and subsurface tracer
studies. The requirements of this part are in addition to, and not in
substitution for, the requirements of Parts A, B, C, D, and J of these
regulations.

Sec. W.2 Scope. The regulations in this part apply to all licensees or
registrants who use sources of radiation for wireline service operations
including mineral-logging, radioactive markers, or subsurface tracer
studies.

Sec. W.3 Definitions. As used in this part, the following definitions
apply:

"Field station" means a facility where radioactive sources may be stored or
used and from which equipment is dispatched to temporary jobsites.

"Injection tool" means a device used for controlled subsurface injection of
radioactive tracer material.

"Logging assistant" means any individual who, under the personal supervision
of a logging supervisor, handles sealed sources or tracers that are not in
logging tools or shipping containers or who performs surveys required by
W.401.

"Logging supervisor" means the individual who uses sources of radiation or
provides personal supervision of the utilization of sources of radiation at
the well site.

"Logging tool" means a device used subsurface to perform well-logging.

"Mineral logging" means any logging performed for the purpose of mineral
exploration other than oil or gas.

"Personal supervision" means guidance and instruction by the supervisor who
is physically present at the jobsite and watching the performance of the
operation in such proximity that contact can be maintained and immediate
assistance given as required.

"Radioactive marker" means radioactive material placed subsurface or on a
structure intended for subsurface use for the purpose of depth determination
or direction orientation.

"Source holder" means a housing or assembly into which a radioactive source
is placed for the purpose of facilitating the handling and use of the source
in well-logging operations.

"Subsurface tracer study" means the release of a substance tagged with
radioactive material for the purpose of tracing the movement or position of
the tagged substance in the well-bore or adjacent formation.
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W.3-W. 103

"Temporary jobsite" means a location where radioactive materials are present
for the purpose of performing wireline service operations or subsurface
tracer studies.

"Uranium sinker bar" means a weight containing depleted uranium used to pull
a logging tool down toward the bottom of a well.

"Well-bore" means a drilled hole in which wireline service operations or
subsurface tracer studies are performed.

"Well-logging" means all operations involving the lowering and raising of
measuring devices or tools which may contain sources of radiation into well-
bores or cavities for the purpose of obtaining information about the well or
adjacent formations.

"Wireline" means a cable containing one or more electrical conductors which
is used to lower and raise logging tools in the well-bore.

"Wireline service operation" means any evaluation or mechanical service
which is performed in the well-bore using devices on a wireline.

Prohibition

Sec. W.4 Prohibition. NQ licensee shall perform wireline service
operations with a sealed source(s) unless, prior to commencement of the
operation, the licensee has a written agreement with the well-operator,
well-owner, drilling contractor, or land owner that:

(a) in the event a sealed source is lodged downhole, a reasonable effort at
recovery will be made; and

(b) in the event a decision is made to abandon the sealed source downhole,
the requirements of W.501(c) [and the name of any other State Agency having
applicable regulations] shall be met.

Equipment Control

Sec. W.101 Limits on Levels of Radiation. Sources of radiation shall be
used, stored, and transported in such a manner that the transportation
requirements of Part T and the dose limitation requirements of Part D of
these regulations are met.

Sec. W.102 Storage Precautions.

(a) Each source of radiation, except accelerators, shall be provided with a
storage or transport container. The container shall be provided with a
lock, or tamper seal for calibration sources, to prevent unauthorized
removal of, or exposure to, the source of radiation.

(b) Sources of radiation shall be stored in a manner which will minimize
danger from explosion or fire.

Sec. W.103 Transport Precautions. Transport containers shall be physically
secured to the transporting vehicle to prevent accidental loss, tampering,
or unauthorized removal.
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Sec. W.104 Radiation Survey Instruments.

(a) The licensee or registrant shall maintain sufficient calibrated and
operable radiation survey instruments at each field station to make physical
radiation surveys as required by this part and by D.201 of these
regulations. Instrumentation shall be capable of measuring
0.1 milliroentgen (25.8 nanocoulombs/kg) per hour through at least
50 milliroentgens (12.9 microcoulombs/kg) per hour. Survey instruments
acquired before [insert the effective date of this part] and capable of
measuring 0.1 milliroentgen (25.8 nanocoulombs/kg) per hour through at least
20 milliroentgens (5.16 microcoulombs/kg) per hour also satisfies this
requirement [insert date 5 years after the effective date of this part].

(b) Each radiation survey instrument shall be calibrated:

(1) at intervals not to exceed 6 months and after each instrument
servicing;

(2) for linear scale instruments, at two points located approximately
s and - of full-scale on each scale; for logarithmic scale instruments,
at midrange of each decade, and at two points of at least one decade;
and for digital instruments, at appropriate points; and

(3) so that accuracy within 20 percent of the true radiation level can
be demonstrated on each scale.

(c) Calibration records shall be maintained for a period of 2 years for
inspection by the Agency.

Sec. W.105 Leak Testing of Sealed Sources.

(a) Requirements. Each licensee using sealed sources of radioactive
material shall have the sources tested for leakage. Records of leak test
results shall be kept in units of microcuries (Bq) and maintained for
inspection by the Agency for 6 months after the next required leak test is
performed or until transfer or disposal of the sealed source.

(b) Method of Testing. Tests for leakage shall be performed only by
persons specifically authorized to perform such tests by the Agency, the
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, an Agreement State, or a Licensing
State. The test sample shall be taken from the surface of the source,
source holder, or from the surface of the device in which the source is
stored or mounted and on which one might expect contamination to accumulate.
The test sample shall be analyzed for radioactive contamination, and the
analysis shall be capable of detecting the presence of 0.005 microcurie
(185 Bq) of radioactive material on the test sample.

(c) Interval of Testing. Each sealed source of radioactive material shall
be tested at intervals not to exceed 6 months. In the absence of a
certificate from a transferor indicating that a test has been made prior to
the transfer, the sealed source shall not be put into use until tested. If,
for any reason, it is suspected that a sealed source may be leaking, it
shall be removed from service immediately and tested for leakage as soon as
practical.

(d) Leaking or Contaminated Sources. If the test reveals the presence of
0.005 microcurie (185 Bq) or more of leakage or contamination, the licensee
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shall immediately withdraw the source from use and shall cause it to be
decontaminated, repaired, or disposed of in accordance with these
regulations. A report describing the equipment involved, the test results,
and the corrective action taken shall be filed with the Agency within 5 days
of receiving the test results.

(e) Exemptions. The following sources are exempted from the periodic leak

test requirements of W.105(a) through (d):

(1) hydrogen-3 sources;

(2) sources of radioactive material with a half-life of 30 days or
less;

(3) sealed sources of radioactive material in gaseous form;

(4) sources of beta- or gamma-emitting radioactive material with an
activity of 100 microcuries (3.7 MBq) or less; and

(5) sources of alpha-emitting radioactive material with an activity of
10 microcuries (0.370 MBq) or less.

Sec. W.106 Quarterly Inventory. Each licensee or registrant shall conduct
a quarterly physical inventory to account for all sources of radiation.
Records of inventories shall be maintained for 2 years from the date of the
inventory for inspection by the Agency and shall include the quantities and
kinds of sources of radiation, the location where sources of radiation are
assigned, the date of the inventory, and the name of the individual
conducting the inventory.

Sec. W.107 Utilization Records. Each licensee or registrant shall maintain
current records, which shall be kept available for inspection by the Agency
for 2 years from the date of the recorded event, showing the following
information for each source of radiation:

(a) make, model number, and a serial number or a description of each source
of radiation used;

(b) the identity of the well-logging supervisor or field unit to whom

assigned;

(c) locations where used and dates of use; and

(d) in the case of tracer materials and radioactive markers, the
utilization record shall indicate the radionuclide and activity used in a
particular well.

Sec. W.108 Design, Performance, and Certification Criteria for Sealed
Sources Used in Downhole Operations.

(a) Each sealed source, except those containing radioactive material in
gaseous form, used in downhole operations and manufactured after [insert a
date 1 year after the effective date of this part] shall be certified by the
manufacturer, or other testing organization acceptable to the Agency, to
meet the following minimum criteria:
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(1) be of doubly encapsulated construction;

(2) contain radioactive material whose chemical and physical forms are
as insoluble and non-dispersible as practical; and

(3) has been individually pressure tested to at least 24,656 pounds
per square inch absolute (170 MN/m 2 ) without failure.

(b) For sealed sources, except those containing radioactive material in
gaseous form, acquired after [insert a date 1 year after the effective date
of this part], in the absence of a certificate from a transferor certifying
that an individual sealed source meets the requirements of W.108(a), the
sealed source shall not be put into use until such determinations and
testing have been performed.

(c) Each sealed source, except those containing radioactive material in
gaseous form, used in downhole operations after [insert a date 2 years after
the effective date of this part] shall be certified by the manufacturer, or
other testing organization acceptable to the Agency, as meeting the sealed
source performance requirements for oil well-logging as contained in the
American National Standard N43.6, "Classification of Sealed Radioactive
Sources," (formerly N542, ANSI/NBS 126) in effect on [insert the effective
date of this part].

(d) Certification documents shall be maintained for inspection by the
Agency for a period of 2 years after source disposal. If the source is
abandoned downhole, the certification documents shall be maintained until
the Agency authorizes disposition.

Sec. W.109 Labeling.

(a) Each source, source holder, or logging tool containing radioactive
material shall bear a durable, legible, and clearly visible marking or
label, which has, as a minimum, the standard radiation caution symbol,
without the conventional color requirement, and the following wording:

DANGER 1/
RADIOACTIVE

This labeling shall be on the smallest component transported as a separate
piece of equipment.

(b) Each transport container shall have permanently attached to it a
durable, legible, and clearly visible label which has, as a minimum, the
standard radiation caution symbol and the following wording:

DANGER 1/
RADIOACTIVE

NOTIFY CIVIL AUTHORITIES [OR NAME OF COMPANY]

1/ or CAUTION
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Sec. W.110 Inspection and Maintenance.

(a) Each licensee or registrant shall conduct, at intervals not to exceed
6 months, a program of inspection and maintenance of source holders, logging
tools, source handling tools, storage containers, transport containers, and
injection tools to assure proper labeling and physical condition. Records
of inspection and maintenance shall be maintained for a period of 2 years
for inspection by the Agency.

(b) If any inspection conducted pursuant to W.110(a) reveals damage to
labeling or components critical to radiation safety, the device shall be
removed from service until repairs have been made.

(c) If a sealed source is stuck in the source holder, the licensee shall
not perform any operation, such as drilling, cutting, or chiseling, on the
source holder unless the licensee is specifically approved by the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, an Agreement State, or a Licensing State to
perform this operation.

(d) The repair, opening, or modification of any sealed source shall be
performed only by persons specifically authorized to do so by the Agency,
the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, an Agreement State, or a Licensing
State.

Requirements for Personnel Safety

Sec. W.201 Training Requirements.

(a) No licensee or registrant shall permit any individual to act as a
logging supervisor as defined in this part until such individual has:

(1) received, in a course recognized by the Agency, the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, an Agreement State, or a Licensing State,
instruction in the subjects outlined in Appendix A of this part and
demonstrated an understanding thereof;

(2) read and received instruction in the regulations contained in this
part and the applicable sections of Parts A, D, and J of these
regulations or their equivalent, conditions of appropriate license or
certificate of registration, and the licensee's or registrant's
operating and emergency procedures, and demonstrated an understanding
thereof; and

(3) demonstrated competence to use sources of radiation, related
handling tools, and radiation survey instruments which will be used on
the job.

(b) No licensee or registrant shall permit any individual to assist in the
handling of sources of radiation until such individual has:

(1) read or received instruction in the licensee's or registrant's
operating and emergency procedures and demonstrated an understanding
thereof; and

(2) demonstrated competence to use, under the personal supervision of
the logging supervisor, the sources of radiation, related handling
tools, and radiation survey instruments which will be used on the job.
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(c) The licensee or registrant shall maintain employee training records for
inspection by the Agency for 2 years following termination of the
individual's employment.

Sec. W.202 Operating and Emergency Procedures. The licensee's or
registrant's operating and emergency procedures shall include instructions
in at least the following:

(a) handling and use of sources of radiation to be employed so that no
individual is likely to be exposed to radiation doses in excess of the
standards established in Part D of these regulations;

(b) methods and occasions for conducting radiation surveys;

(c) methods and occasions for locking and securing sources of radiation;

(d) personnel monitoring and the use of personnel monitoring equipment;

(e) transportation to temporary jobsites and field stations, including the
packaging and placing of sources of radiation in vehicles, placarding of
vehicles, and securing sources of radiation during transportation;

(f) minimizing exposure of individuals in the event of an accident;

.(g) procedure for notifying proper personnel in the event of an accident;

(h) maintenance of records;

(i) use, inspection and maintenance of source holders, logging tools,
source handling tools, storage containers, transport containers, and
injection tools;

(j) procedure to be followed in the event a sealed source is lodged
downhole;

(k) procedures to be used for picking up, receiving, and opening packages
containing radioactive material;

(1) for the use of tracers, decontamination of the environment, equipment,
and personnel;

(m) maintenance of records generated by logging personnel at temporary
jobsites;

(n) notifying proper persons in the event of an accident; and

(o) actions to be taken if a sealed source is ruptured, including actions
to prevent the spread of contamination and minimize inhalation and ingestion
of radioactive material and actions to obtain suitable radiation survey
instruments as required by W.1O04.

Sec. W.203 Personnel Monitoring.

(a) No licensee or registrant shall permit any individual to act as a
logging supervisor or to assist in the handling of sources of radiation
unless each such individual wears either a film badge or a thermoluminescent
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dosimeter (TLD). Each film badge or TLD shall be assigned to and worn by
only one individual. Film badges must be replaced at least monthly and TLDs
replaced at least quarterly. After replacement, each film badge or TLD must
be promptly processed.

(b) Personnel monitoring records shall be maintained for inspection until
the Agency authorizes disposition.

Precautionary Procedures in Logging and Subsurface Tracer Studies

Sec. W.301 Security. During each logging or tracer application, the
logging supervisor or other designated employee shall maintain direct
surveillance of the operation to protect against unauthorized or unnecessary
entry into a restricted area, as defined in Part A of these regulations.

Sec. W.302 Handling Tools. The licensee shall provide and require the use
of tools that will assure remote handling of sealed sources other than low-
activity calibration sources.

Sec. W.303 Subsurface Tracer Studies.

(a) Protective gloves and other appropriate protective clothing and
equipment shall be used by all personnel handling radioactive tracer
material. Precautions shall be taken to avoid ingestion or inhalation of
radioactive material.

(b) No licensee shall cause the injection of radioactive material into
potable aquifers without prior written authorization from the Agency [and
any other appropriate state agency].

Sec. W.304 Particle Accelerators. No licensee or registrant shall permit
above-ground testing of particle accelerators, designed for use in well-
logging, which results in the production of radiation, except in areas or
facilities so controlled or shielded that the requirements of D.101 and
D.105 of these regulations, as applicable, are met.

Radiation Surveys and Records

Sec. W.401 Radiation Surveys.

(a) Radiation surveys or calculations shall be made and recorded for each
area where radioactive materials are used and stored.

(b) Radiation surveys shall be made and recorded for the radiation levels
in occupied positions and on the exterior of each vehicle used to transport
radioactive material. Such surveys shall include each source of radiation
or combination of sources to be transported in the vehicle.

(c) If the sealed source assembly is removed from the logging tool before
departing the jobsite, the logging tool detector shall be energized, or a
survey meter used, to assure that the logging tool is free of contamination.
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(d) Radiation surveys shall be made and recorded at the jobsite or well-
head for each tracer operation, except those using hydrogen-3, carbon-14,
and sulfur-35. These surveys shall include measurements of radiation levels
before and after the operation.

(e) Records required pursuant to W.401(a) through (d) shall include the
dates, the identification of individual(s) making the survey, the
identification of survey instrument(s) used, and an exact description of the
location of the survey. Records of these surveys shall be maintained for
inspection by the Agency for 2 years after completion of the survey.

Sec. W.402 Documents and Records Required at Field Stations. Each licensee
or registrant shall maintain, for inspection by the Agency, the following
documents and records for the specific devices and sources used at the field
station:

(a) appropriate license, certificate of registration, or equivalent

document(s);

(b) operating and emergency procedures;

(c) applicable regulations;

(d) records of the latest survey instrument calibrations pursuant to W.104;

(e) records of the latest leak test results pursuant to W.105;

(f) records of quarterly inventories required pursuant to W.106;

(g) utilization records required pursuant to W.107;

(h) records of inspection and maintenance required pursuant to W.110;

(i) survey records required pursuant to W.401; and

(j) training records required pursuant to W.201.

Sec. W.403 Documents and Records Required at Temporary Jobsites. Each
licensee or registrant conducting operations at a temporary jobsite shall
have the following documents and records available at that site for
inspection by the Agency:

(a) operating and emergency procedures;

(b) survey records required pursuant to W.401 for the period of operation
at the site;

(c) evidence of current calibration for the radiation survey instruments in
use at the site;

(d) when operating in the state under reciprocity, a copy of the appro-
priate license, certificate of registration, or equivalent document(s); and

(e) shipping papers for the transportation of radioactive material.
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Notification

Sec. W.501 Notification of Incidents, Abandonment, and Lost Sources.

(a) Notification of incidents and sources lost in other than downhole
logging operations shall be made in accordance with appropriate provisions
of Part D of these regulations.

(b) Whenever a sealed source or device containing radioactive material is
lodged downhole, the licensee shall:

(1) monitor at the surface for the presence of radioactive
contamination with a radiation survey instrument or logging tool during
logging tool recovery operations; and

(2) notify the Agency immediately by telephone and subsequently,
within 30 days, by confirmatory letter if the licensee knows or has
reason to believe that a sealed source has been ruptured. This letter
shall identify the well or other location, describe the magnitude and
extent of the escape of radioactive material, assess the consequences
of the rupture, and explain efforts planned or being taken to mitigate
these consequences.

(c) When it becomes apparent that efforts to recover the radioactive source
will not be successful, the licensee shall

(1) advise the well-operator of (insert the regulations of the
appropriate state agency regarding abandonment and] an appropriate
method of abandonment, which shall include:

(i) the immobilization and sealing in place of the radioactive

source with a cement plug,

(ii) the setting of a whipstock or other deflection device, and

(iii) the mounting of a permanent identification plaque at the
surface of the well, containing the appropriate information
required by W.501(d);

(2) notify the Agency by telephone, giving the circumstances of the
loss, and request approval of the proposed abandonment procedures; and

(3) file a written report with the Agency within 30 days of the
abandonment. The licensee shall send a copy of the report to (insert
appropriate state agency] that issued permits or otherwise approved of
the drilling operation. The report shall contain the following
information:

(i) date of occurrence;

(ii) a description of the well logging source involved, including
the radionuclide and its quantity, chemical, and physical form;

(iii) surface location and identification of the well;
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(iv) results of efforts to immobilize and seal the source in
place;

(v) a brief description of the attempted recovery effort;

(vi) depth of the source;

(vii) depth of the top of the cement plug;

(viii) depth of the well;

(ix) any other information, such as a warning statement,
contained on the permanent identification plaque; and

(x) the names of state agencies receiving a copy of this report.

(d) Whenever a sealed source containing radioactive material is abandoned
downhole, the licensee shall provide a permanent plaque2/ for posting the
well or well-bore. This plaque shall:

(1) be constructed of long-lasting material, such as stainless steel
or monel; and

(2) contain the following information engraved on its face:

(i) the word "CAUTION";

(ii) the radiation symbol without the conventional color
requirement;

(iii) the date of abandonment;

(iv) the name of the well-operator or well-owner;

(v) the well name and well identification number(s) or other
designation;

(vi) the sealed source(s) by radionuclide and activity;

(vii) the source depth and the depth to the top of the plug; and

(viii) an appropriate warning, depending on the specific
circumstances of each abandonment.j/

(e) The licensee shall immediately notify the Agency by telephone and
subsequently by confirming letter if the licensee knows or has reason to
believe that radioactive material has been lost in or to an underground

2/ An example of a suggested plaque is shown in Appendix B of this part.

a/ Appropriate warnings may include: (a) "Do not drill below plug-back
depth"; (b) "Do not enlarge casing"; or (c) "Do not re-enter the hole",
followed by the words, "before contacting the [insert the name of the
radiation control Agency]".
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potable aquifer. Such notice shall designate the well location and shall
describe the magnitude and extent of loss of radioactive material, assess
the consequences of such loss, and explain efforts planned or being taken to
mitigate these consequences.
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Part W

APPENDIX A

SUBJECTS TO BE INCLUDED IN TRAINING COURSES
FOR LOGGING SUPERVISORS

I. Fundamentals of Radiation Safety

A. Characteristics of radiation
B. Units of radiation dose and quantity of radioactivity
C. Significance of radiation dose

I. Radiation protection standards
2. Biological effects of radiation dose

D. Levels of radiation from sources of radiation
E. Methods of minimizing radiation dose

1. Working time
2. Working distances
3. Shielding

F. Radiation safety practices including prevention of contamination
and methods of decontamination

II. Radiation Detection Instrumentation To Be Used

A. Use of radiation survey instruments
1. Operation
2. Calibration
3. Limitations

B. Survey techniques
C. Use of personnel monitoring equipment

III. Equipment to be Used

A. Handling equipment
B. Sources of radiation
C. Storage and control of equipment
D. Operation and control of equipment

IV. The Requirements of Pertinent Federal and State Regulations

V. The Licensee's or Registrant's Written Operating and Emergency
Procedures

VI. The Licensee's or Registrant's Record Keeping Procedures
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Part W

APPENDIX B

EXAMPLE OF PLAQUE FOR IDENTIFYING WELLS CONTAINING SEALED SOURCES
CONTAINING RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL ABANDONED DOWNHOLE

0 0
[COMPANY NAME]

[WELL IDENTIFICATION]

,6& CAUTION 6&
0

ONE 2 CURIE CS-137 RADIOACTIVE
SOURCE ABANDONED 3-3-75 AT

8400 FT. PLUG BACK DEPTH 8200 FT.
DO NOT RE-ENTER THIS WELL BEFORE

CONTACTING

[RADIATION CONTROL AGENCY].

0 0

The size of the plaque should be convenient for use on active or inactive
wells, e.g., a 7-inch square. Letter size of the word "CAUTION" should be
approximately twice the letter size of the rest of the information, e.g.,
1/2-inch and 1/4-inch letter size, respectively.
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1988
Rationale for Revisions

Part W
Radiation Safety Requirements for Wireline

Service Operations and Subsurface Tracer Studies

Introduction

The changes to Part W in this revision of the Suggested State Regulations
for Control of Radiation (SSRCR) were made to maintain compatibility with
10 CFR Part 39 and to address the Matters for Future Consideration from the
Part W Rationale of the last edition of the SSRCR.

Specific Provisions

W.1 Purpose. In the first sentence of Section W.1, the word "persons" was
taken out as Part W also addresses equipment.

W.3 Definitions

"Logging assistant" (new). The definition of "logging assistant" from
10 CFR Part 39 was added to part W to become compatible with the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) regulations.

"Logging supervisor". The definition of "logging supervisor" was revised to
become compatible with NRC regulations in 10 CFR Part 39.

"Temporary jobsite". The definition of "temporary jobsite" was revised to
become compatible with NRC regulations in 10 CFR Part 39.

"Uranium sinker bar" (new). The definition of "uranium sinker bar" from
10 CFR Part 39 was added to Part W to become compatible with the NRC
regulations.

"Well-logging". The definition of "well-logging" was revised to become
compatible with the definition in 10 CFR Part 39.

W.104 Radiation Survey Instruments. W.104(b)(2) was expanded to give
better instructions for calibration, as the statement "at energies and
radiation levels appropriate for "use" is vague. Wording identical to
10 CFR 39.33(c)(2) was used.

W.105 Leak Testing of Sealed Sources. The last sentence of W.105(d) was
revised for compatibility with NRC regulations in 10 CFR 39.35(d)(2).

W.110 Inspection and Maintenance. W.110(c) was added to give specific
instructions for licensees not to perform any operation such as drilling,
cutting, or chiseling on source holders. The wording is compatible with
10 CFR 39.43(d).

- 1 -



1988 Rationale for Part W

W.202 Operating and Emergency Procedures. The word "use" was added to
W.202(i) to require licensees to provide instructions in the use of source
holders, logging tools, source handling tools, storage containers, transport
containers, and injection tools. This change was made to maintain
compatibility with 10 CFR Part 39. In addition, paragraphs W.202(I), (m),
(n), and (o) were added. The wording is identical to 10 CFR 39.63(i), (J),
(n), and (o).

W.203 Personnel Monitoring. Two additional sentences were added at the end
of W.203(a) for compatibility with Section 39.65 of 10 CFR Part 39.

W.401 Radiation Surveys. W.401(a) of the SSRCR was reworded to maintain
compatibility with 10 CFR 39.67(a).

W.401 Radiation Surveys. W.401(b) of the SSRCR was revised for
compatibility with NRC regulations in 10 CFR 39.67 by deleting
"calculations."

W.401 Radiation Surveys. W.401(c) was reworded to maintain compatibility
with 10 CFR 39.67(c).

W.402 Documents and Records Required at Field Stations. W.402(j) requiring
training records was added to maintain compatibility with 10 CFR 39.73(i).

W.403 Documents and Records Required at Temporary Jobsites. W.403(e)
requiring shipping papers for the transportation of radioactive material was
added to maintain compatibility with 10 CFR 39.75(d).

W.501 Notification of Incidents, Abandonment, and Lost Sources.
W.501(b)(2) was changed to be compatible with 10 CFR 39.77(a). W.501(c)(3)
was changed to be compatible with 10 CFR 39.77(d).

Appendix A Subjects to be Included in Training Courses for Logging
Supervisors. Under "I. Fundamentals of Radiation Safety," another training
course subject was added as "F." to require instruction on radiation safety
practices including prevention of contamination and methods of
decontamination. This change was made for compatibility with 10 CFR
39.61(e)(1)(vi).

Matters for Future Consideration

1. In reference to W.104(a), additional discussion is needed regarding the
necessity for survey meters at temporary jobsites.

2. In reference to Section W.102 on Storage Precautions, concern was
expressed that there are no security or storage precautions on accelerators
and that they might be clandestinely activated.

3. "Calibration sources" are not defined under Section W.3 Definitions. It
appears to be needed based on Section W.102 on Storage Precautions.

4. In reference to Section W.108, certification documents may be difficult
to be produced by the user.
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.1988 Rationale for Part W

5. In Section W.302, a low-activity calibration source should be defined
(e.g., less than or equal to 1 millicurie).

6. Under the subpart heading, Precautionary Procedures in Logging and
Subsurface Tracer Studies, there appears to be no coverage of mineral
logging and radioactive marker applications (e.g., mineral logging might
have precautionary notation on aquifer zone penetration and radioactive
marker on well-hole record keeping).

7. In Section W.401, if the logging tool detector can be used in lieu of a
survey meter, consideration should be given to the effect that this might
have on W.104(a).

8. Section W.403 should be clarified to indicate whether sealed source leak
tests and certification records are required at temporary jobsites.

9. In Appendix B, it is suggested that consideration be given to revising
the wording on the plaque similar to the following: Contact the "Radiation
Control Agency" before any attempt to reenter well.

10. Should the portion of the definition of "Logging supervisor" in 10 CFR
39.2 which reads "...and who is responsible to the licensee for assuring
compliance with the requirements of the Commission's regulations and the
conditions of the license..." be added to the definition of "Logging
supervisor" in Section W.3 of the SSRCR?

11. Section WA on Prohibition of the SSRCR does not contain all of the
requirements of 10 CFR 39.15. Should Section W.A contain comparable
requirements as 10 CFR 39.15?

12. Should Section W.104 (Radiation Survey Instruments) of the SSRCR
include a paragraph which parallels (b) of 10 CFR 39.33 which reads as
follows?

"(b) The licensee shall have available additional calibrated and operable
radiation detection instruments sensitive enough to detect the low radiation
and contamination levels that could be encountered if a sealed source
ruptured. The licensee may own the instruments or may have a procedure to
obtain them quickly from a second party."

13. Should Section W.110 of the SSRCR on Inspection and Maintenance contain
certain provisions of 10 CFR 39.43 that are currently deleted? Examples
include requirements to keep records of equipment defects and actions taken
to correct those defects and requirements to develop and obtain approval of
written procedures for the removal and maintenance of sealed sources.

14. Section W.201 (Training Requirements) does not require logging
supervisors or logging assistants to successfully complete written tests.
Also, Section W.201 does not require licensees to provide safety reviews for
logging supervisors and logging assistants at least once during each
calendar year. The equivalent parts of 10 CFR 39 require the above. Should
Part W of the SSRCR include these requirements?
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1988 Rationale for Part W

15. Section W.202 on Operating and Emergency Procedures of the SSRCR does
not specifically require written operating and emergency procedures. 10 CFR
39.63 requires written operating and emergency procedures. Should Part W of
the SSRCR include this requirement?

16. Section W.401 (Radiation Surveys) does not include a provision
comparable to 10 CFR 39.67(d) which reads:

"(d) If the licensee has reason to believe that, as a result of any
operation involving a sealed source, the encapsulation of the sealed source
could be damaged by the operation, the licensee shall conduct a radiation
survey, including a contamination survey, during and after the operation."

Should Section W.401 include a comparable provision?

- 4 -



1982
Rationale

Part W
Radiation Safety Requirements for Wireline

Service Operations and Subsurface Tracer Studies

Need for a New Part in the SSRCR

Sources of radiation are frequently used in wireline service operations,
mineral exploration and subsurface tracer studies. It is therefore
necessary that measures be taken so that radiation exposures to individuals
who work with or near such radiation sources, as well as the general public,
are kept "as low as is reasonably achievable."

The following needs for radiation safety regulations for well-logging
operations were established:

1. There exists, among the states, considerable non-uniformity of
regulations and enforcement of radiation protection standards for these
operations.

2. Because of a lack of comprehensive or uniform regulations, radiation
control is accomplished largely through determining compliance with license
conditions and operating procedures.

3. Difficulty exists in determining exactly which requirements of the
Suggested State Regulations for Control of Radiation (SSRCR) are applicable
to these operations. For example, it would be inappropriate to cite
violations of the provisions of Part E that are germane to industrial
radiography.

4. Mishandling of sources of radiation used in these operations has
resulted in loss of sources, road contamination, and excessive radiation
exposure.

Rationale for Specific Requirements

W.1 Purpose. Surface tracer studies were not included in this section, as
it was developed primarily for the regulation of well-logging companies
which do little, if any, surface tracing. Also, this topic seems to be
better handled on a case-by-case basis. The requirements of Part B were
included, because some states may register neutron generators which are used
down-hole.

W.3 Definitions. Included in this section are definitions which are unique
to well-logging operations. The rationale for certain of these definitions
follows:

1
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"Logging supervisor" is used rather than the (perhaps) more common "'logging
engineer" to avoid difficulty with organizations which license professional
engineers.

"Mineral logging." It is the working group's opinion that mineral
exploration can be interpreted to include exploration for water.

"Personal supervision." This definition was basically taken from Part E of
the 1978 Edition of the SSRCR. The working group believes that the
modifications made in the Part W definition more adequately define what is
meant by the term "personal supervision."

"Radioactive marker." These markers are usually in the microcurie range and
therefore should be distinguished from the higher activity sealed sources
used down-hole in well-logging.

"Source holder." The source holder is usually the part which is inserted
into the logging tool and the part on which the sealed source information is
engraved.

"Well-logging." Cavities were mentioned in this definition to include
logging that is done in salt domes, etc.

"Wireline." The word "wireline" was used as opposed to "slick line" because
slick lines do not contain electrical conductors.

W.A Prohibition. This section was added as a result of a draft proposal by
the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) that was published in the
September 28, 1978 Federal Register (43 FR 44547).

W.101 Limits on Levels of Radiation. Section C.100 of the SSRCR deals with
transportation requirements. D.1(b) sets forth the ALARA concept. Sections
D.101 and D.105 define "Radiation Dose Standards for Individuals in
Restricted Areas" and "Permissible Levels of Radiation from External Sources
in Unrestricted Areas," respectively. States adopting these regulations
should check to see whether or not- other sections of their regulations
should be referenced here.

W.102 Storage Precautions

(a) This requirement is considered necessary as investigations of incidents
involving sources of radiation have revealed that failure to lock transport
and storage containers is a common cause of unnecessary exposure to
personnel and/or the loss or theft of these sources. Tamper seals may be
used instead of locks for calibration sources. The requirement that
transport and/or storage containers be locked should reduce risks without
imposing undue restrictions.

(b) This provision is considered necessary to reduce the probability of
damage to sources of radiation stored in the proximity of explosives
frequently used in well-logging operations and in the event of fire.

2
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W.103 Transport Precautions. This provision is considered necessary to
prevent the loss or theft of sources of radiation during transport.

W.1I04 Radiation Survey Instruments

(a) The range of 0.1 - 20 mR/hr was selected as it is consistent with
instrumentation currently being used in the industry and which has proven to
be adequate for assessing radioactive contamination levels and performing
routine radiation surveys.

(b) The 6-month calibration interval and method of calibration for
radiation survey instruments is consistent with the calibration practices
presently being required in licenses for well-logging activities. The
W.104(b)(2) and (3) provisions are consistent with those contained in
E.104(b) of the SSRCR and with the advice of the SSRCR Technical Review
Committee.

W.105 Leak Testing of Sealed Sources

(a) through (d). These provisions are consistent with those contained in
10 CFR 34.25, E.105 of the SSRCR, and most current radioactive material
licenses.

(e) These sources of radiation have been exempted from the leak testing
requirements as they present minimal health hazards.

W.106 Quarterly Inventory. These provisions are consistent with 10 CFR
34.26 and are essentially identical to E.106 of the SSRCR. They are
appropriate also for well-logging operations because sources of radiation
are frequently transported to and from temporary job sites, as is the case
with radiographic operations.

W.107 Utilization Records. These provisions are consistent with 10 CFR
34.27 and E.107 of the SSRCR. They are appropriate also for well-logging
operations to maintain control of sources of radiation used at temporary job
sites. The word "record" has been used instead of "log" so as not to imply
a requirement that a specific log be maintained. Other records normally
kept on sources of radiation would appear to be adequate if they contain the
information required by W.107. The W.107(d) provision was added to provide
similar controls for tracer materials and radioactive markers.

W.108 Design, Performance, and Certification Criteria for Sealed Sources
Used in Down-hole Operations. It was the consensus of the Part W Working
Group that there should be provision in these regulations to encourage
improvement in the quality of sealed radioactive sources used in the well-
logging industry. It appears that using sealed radioactive sources which
meet the W.108 provisions would significantly lessen the probability of
radioactive contamination, thereby improving the radiation safety aspects of
well-logging operations. It should be noted that the ANSI requirements
pertain to prototype testing. The working group has incorporated only those
requirements that it felt would not result in decreased sealed source
integrity or which would increase the probability of excessive radiation
exposure during the process of manufacture.
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W.108(a) is applicable to new sealed sources manufactured after a date
specified and is designed to serve notice on the manufacturers that the
sealed sources they manufacture for down-hole operations will require
additional individual testing before the sale. It is the working group's
understanding that most manufacturers are already meeting the criteria
specified. W.108(a)(1) is specified to minimize chances of leakage; (a)(2)
provides guidance for both the manufacturer and the regulatory agency; and
(a)(3) requires that each individual sealed radioactive source be pressure
tested in the same manner as the testing of a prototype submitted to the NRC
or an Agreement or Licensing State for evaluation.

The purpose of W.108(b) is to place the requirement on the licensee that new
sealed sources, which the licensee acquires after 1 year following the
effective date of the regulations, be sources that have been certified by
the manufacturer to meet the criteria of W.108(a). This is the same date as
that placed on the manufacturer to provide such sources to their customers.

W.108(c) allows continued use of sealed radioactive sources, already owned
or leased by the licensee, in down-hole operations for a period of 2 years
after the effective date of the regulations. During that period, the
licensee may seek to have the sealed source certified by a manufacturer or
other testing agency acceptable to the licensing agency; otherwise, the
source will have to be disposed of after the end of the two-year period.
This will effectively phase out the use of sub-standard sources and cause
upgrading of sources that are allowed to continue to be used.

In W.108(d), the loss and subsequent abandonment of a radioactive source
down-hole constitutes disposal for record-keeping purposes of this section,
in the opinion of the working group. However, there are other record-
keeping requirements for individual sources in Part W which will still
apply.

W.109 Labeling. The phrase in brackets in W.109(b) "or name of company"
was added to the warning label in the belief that the finder of a lost
sealed source would be more apt to notify the owner of the sealed source
than civil authorities. Also notification of the owner of the lost source
would appear to stimulate a more direct response on the part of the owner to
retrieve the source. The words "DO NOT HANDLE" were omitted from the
labeling required on the shipping container as it is necessary to handle the
container in the course of transportation.

W.110 Inspection and Maintenance

(a) The inspection and maintenance period was set at 6 months in order that
inspection and maintenance could be accomplished at the same time the
sources of radiation are leak tested.

(b) This provision is necessary to prevent the continued use of damaged
components.
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W.201 Training Requirements. These provisions are to clarify subjects to
be covered during training and are consistent with the intent of the
requirements of Section J.12 of the SSRCR. Acceptable training courses
could be handled as they now are for industrial radiography.

The requirement in W.201(b)(1) that an individual be able to read was
changed to an "either-or" situation on advice from the well-logging
companies to avoid difficulty with Equal Employment Opportunity
requirements.

W.202 Operating and Emergency Procedures. These provisions are consistent
with good health physics practices and are comparable to other parts of the
SSRCR requiring operating and emergency procedures. W.202(i) and (j) were
added as requirements unique to well-logging operations and appear to be
self-explanatory.

W.203 Personnel Monitoring. These provisions are consistent with Section
D.202 of the SSRCR.

W.301 Security. In well-logging and in subsurface tracer operations, a
restricted area usually exists for only a relatively short period of time,
i.e., during the loading of the tool and insertion into the hole.

W.302 Handling Tools. The requirement is considered necessary to reduce
the probability that personnel involved in well-logging operations might
handle sources of radiation with their hands as an expediency rather than
using remote handling tools.

W.303 Subsurface Tracer Studies. These provisions are consistent with good
health physics practices. The licensee should take all necessary
precautions to protect potable aquifers.

W.304 Particle Accelerators. This provision is consistent with good health
physics practices.

W.401 Radiation Surveys. The provisions of this section are consistent
with Section D.201 of the SSRCR except that the provision for calculating
radiation levels has been pointed out as an acceptable alternate to actual
radiation surveys using survey instruments, particularly where neutron
sources are employed. This is consistent with the definition of "survey" in
Section A.2 of the SSRCR. The Part W Working Group believes that such
calculations involving neutron sources are at least as accurate as actual
radiation survey measurements, considering the inadequacy of existing
portable, field-use neutron survey instruments.

The requirement in W.401(c) was added because the NRC's 1975 draft licensing
guide provided that the logging tool and well-site be surveyed for
contamination with a survey meter when the logging tool is removed from the
hole. The working group believes, however, that a survey of only the
logging tool is adequate because if found to be free of contamination it is
unlikely that the well-head is contaminated. If, however, the logging tool
were found to be contaminated, the company's operating and emergency
procedures further delineate the procedures for handling the situation. The
working group has purposefully not placed a requirement in the regulations
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for the use of a survey meter to determine if the logging tool is
contaminated as this could be accomplished using the logging tool detector,
particularly as it is more sensitive than most survey meters. W.401(c)
does, however, permit the use of a survey meter as an option. The exact
manner in which this survey is performed is left as a licensing matter for
the initial license or upon renewal.

W.402 Documents and Records Required at Field Stations and W.403 Documents
and Records Required at Temporary Job Sites. These provisions are
consistent with the intent of the requirements of the SSRCR. Well-logging
companies frequently have one or more field stations, in addition to the
home office, in a single state. These sections were included to clarify
what records should be maintained at field stations and at temporary job
sites and to provide adequate information for uniform requirements that are
especially important in reciprocity situations. Other records required by
the regulations are to be maintained at the home office unless otherwise
dictated in the licensing process (application or license condition).

W.501 Notification of Incidents, Abandonment, and Lost Sources

W.501(a) refers to the loss of sources due to inadequate security and refers
to the notification requirements found in Part D of the SSRCR.

The remainder of the section deals with sources lost down-hole in routine
logging operations. The requirements for each set of circumstances cannot
be completely specified. These are general requirements, and each state,
prior to adoption, should discuss its own requirements with the agency(s) in
that state which regulate drilling operations, leasing, etc. Some
flexibility in allowable abandonment procedures is highly desirable.

Each state should bear in mind that the well-logging company is the licensee
which is usually not the drilling company or well operator. Consequently,
requirements placed on the logging company are passed on as suggestions to
their customer (the well operator). The state radiation regulatory agency
may need the backing of the oil and gas regulatory agency to enforce its
regulations.

In W.501(c)(3)(i), the description of recovery attempts need not be
detailed, but it is believed that the Agency should document the attempts
made against future inquiries.

In W.501(d), the location (section, range, township, or whatever method is
used) is not required, as the person who reads the plaque likely knows where
he is. If not, he cango back to the well records and find out. Some
leeway may be given in the requirements to attach a plaque if the state
permits cutting off the well head 3 feet or so below plow depth, below the
mud-line or below the surface at lowest tide if off-shore.
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Appendix A. These requirements are considered to be the minimum topics to
be covered, and the working group feels that 16 hours or so should be
adequate for the type persons employed in this industry. No time
requirement has been made here, however.

Appendix B. This is an artist's rendering of a typical plaque which could
be used.

Matters for Future Consideration

1. W.104(b). Some additional work regarding traceability of standards for
calibration appears to be needed for use in several parts of the
regulations.

2. W.108(a)(3). The specification for pressure testing could be improved.

3. W.201. The working group is considering tighter specifications for
training courses for well logging.

4. W.501(b). The working group is considering setting a time limit for

notification on "lost" sources.

5. The question of requiring well-head surveys for sealed sources after use
down-hole has not been fully resolved.

6. One company has requested an exemption from the permanent abandonment
procedures outlined in Section W.501 as they use a 7/8" diameter source for
annular insertion into the wellbore. The source is 2 curies of thulium-170
with a 125 - 134 day half-life and 84 keV gamma rays. It has a high risk of
loss (about 6% at present), but because of short half-life, it can be
allowed to decay before proceeding to do additional work in the well. This
request has merit in the opinion of the working group but will require
additional study.

7. Additional review of tracer operations is necessary to determine if
additional regulations are needed.

8. Abandoned sources used in mineral logging (e.g., coal) possibly could be
excavated by strip mining. A restriction of distance from the abandoned
source in strip mining or coal digging operations may be worthy of
consideration.
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Agency Form R
(date)

(AGENCY]

RADIOGRAPHER RADIATION SAFETY TRAINING CERTIFICATION

Instructions - If the individual has completed the radiographer trainee
training program, fill out sections I, II, and V. If the individual has
completed the radiographer training program, fill out sections I, II.B, III,
and V. If the individual has previously been trained and approved as a
radiographer, fill out Sections I, II.B., IV, and V. SUBMIT TWO COPIES TO
THE AGENCY, PROVIDE ONE COPY TO THE RADIOGRAPHER OR TRAINEE, AND RETAIN ONE
COPY FOR YOUR RECORDS.

I. PERSONAL DATA

Radiographer's or Radiographer Trainee's Name:

Date of Birth Social Security No.

Date Employed (Month/Day/Year)

II. DOCUMENTATION OF TRAINING TO BECOME A RADIOGRAPHER TRAINEE (E.201(a))

A. The above named individual has satisfactorily completed this
firm's radiographer trainee training program and has received
radiation safety training and testing as specified below.

The above named individual completed (number of hours)
of classroom instruction on the topics outlined in Appendix A of
Part E on (date). The class was taught by

(Instructor's Name).

B. The above named individual has received a copy of this firm's
radioactive material license and/or certificate of registration,
this firm's approved operating and emergency procedures, Part E
and appropriate portions of Parts A, D, J, and T of the (CITE
AGENCY'S REGULATIONS) and has demonstrated an understanding of
them by passing a written test of at least 50 questions on these
documents.

Test Score Date:

III. DOCUMENTATION OF TRAINING TO BECOME A RADIOGRAPHER (E.201(b))

A. Received - months of on-the-job training as a radiographer
trainee under the direct supervision of a qualified radiographer
trainer(s) from (date)
to (date) using:

= radioactive materials = x-ray machines = both



R2

RADIOGRAPHER RADIATION SAFETY TRAINING CERTIFICATION (Continued)

B. He/She demonstrated competence in the use of this firm's
radiographic equipment on (date).

C. Issuance date of current [CITE APPROPRIATE AGENCY] I.D. card
(date).

IV. DOCUMENTATION OF PREVIOUS TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE

A. The above named individual was employed as a fully trained
radiographer by the following companies:

From To
Company Name and Address Date Date

From To

Company Name and Address Date Date

From To

Company Name and Address Date Date

From To
Company Name and Address Date Date

B. Issuance date of current [CITE APPROPRIATE AGENCY] I.D. card
(date).

V. CERTIFICATION

Signature of Radiographer or Signature of Radiation Safety
Radiographer Trainee Officer (RSO)

Name of Firm Printed Name of RSO

Date Agency License Number or
Certificate of Registration
Number



Agency Form S
(Date) [AGENCY]

DIAGNOSTIC MISADMINISTRATION REPORT

SEE AME LICENSE NUMBER

CrIrT STATE EVENT DATE REPORT DATE

month day year month day year

(N7) TYPE OF MISADMINISTRATION DID THE MISADMINISTRATION INVOLVE AN NUMBER OF PATIENTS WHO RECEIVED A
W NG ISOTOPE OF IODINE? MISADMINISTRATION UNDER THIS REPORT

RADIOPHARMACEUTICAL FROM PRESCRIBED BY 50%

WRONG PATIENT WRONG ROUTE YES NO

INTENDED INTENDED GIVEN

NO CLINICAL PROCEDURE ULTRASOUND STUDY MILLICURIES ISOTOPE CHEMICAL CHEMICAL STUDYFORM STUDY MILLICURIES ISOTOPE FORM STD
NUCLEAR MEDICINE STUDY CT STUDY

(Complete INTENDED and 
I

GIVEN NMR STUDY

X-RAY STUDY OTHER:

PRECIPITATOR

REFERRING PHYSICIAN i AUTHORIZED USER HOT LAB TECHNOLOGIST

WARD NURSE IMAGING TECHNOLOGIST

WARD CLERK CLINIC RECEPTIONIST

NUCLEAR PHARMACY SCHEDULING TECHNOLOGIST

NAME OF NUCLEAR PHARMACY CITY STATE [ PATIENT

OTHER:

ERROR

HOT LAB REFERRAL ADMINISTRATION OTHER

MISLABELED A SYRINGE _ SELECTED WRONG VIAL WHEN MISUNDERSTOOD SELECTED WRONG Specify
DRAWING DOSAGE REFERRING PHYSICIAN'S PATIENTMISLABELED A VIAL OR REQUEST

VIAL SHIELD ANSWERED WAITING
SET DOSE CALIBRATOR REQUESTED WRONG ROOM PAGE INTENDED

RECONSTITUTED WRONG IMPROPERLY -:- STUDY FOR OTHER PATIENT
REAGENT KIT ___________

MISREAD DOSE REQUESTED STUDY B• ROUGHT WRONG

CALIBRATOR FOR WRONG PATIENT PATIENT TO CLINIC
PLACED RECONSTITUTED VIAL

IN WRONG SHIELD MISUNDERSTOOD SELECTED WRONG
RADIOPHARMACEUTICAL SYRINGE FROM DOSAGE

__________________ OR DOSAGE ORDER PCART

CONTRIBUTING FACTORS ACTION TAKEN TO PREVENT RECURRENCE

STUDENT TECHNOLOGIST REQUISITION NOT CHECKED IMPLEMENT NEW PROCEDURES FOR IMPROVE SUPERVISION

NEW EMPLOYEE PATIENT CHART VERIFICATION OF REQUEST OF PERSONNEL
NOT CHECKED RADIOPHARMACEUTICAL

FOREIGN LANGUAGE LABELING AND HANDLING NO ACTION

PATIENT INCOHERENT OR NEW PROCEDURE VERIFICATION OF PATIENT OTHER
UNCONSCIOUS IDENTIFICATION

HEAVY WORKLOAD

ID BRACELET NOT CHECKED OTHER REINSTRUCT PERSONNEL

REPRIMAND PERSONNEL

EFFECT ON PATIENTS NONE APPARENT SEE ABSTRACT

ABSTRACT (If more space is required, attach additional sheet.)

RADIATION OFFICER (Printed Name) SIGNATURE jTELEPHONE DATE



Agency Form T [AGENCY]
(Date) CERTIFICATE-DISPOSITION OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS

(All items MUST be completed, please print)

LICENSEE NAME AND ADDRESS LICENSE NUMBER

LICENSE EXPIRATION DATE

THE LICENSEE OR ANY INDIVIDUAL EXECUTING THIS CERTIFICATE ON BEHALF OF THE LICENSEE CERTIFIES THAT (Check and/or complete the appropriate
item(s) below):

A. MATERIALS DATA (Check one and complete, as necessary)

1. NO MATERIALS HAVE EVER BEEN POSSESSED OR PROCURED BY THE LICENSEE UNDER THIS LICENSE.

OR

2. ALL MATERIALS PROCURED AND/OR POSSESSED BY THE LICENSEE UNDER THE LICENSE NUMBER CITED ABOVE HAVE BEEN TRANSFERRED ON

DATE TO

WHICH HAS NRC LICENSE NUMBER

OR

3. ALL MATERIALS PROCURED AND/OR POSSESSED BY THE LICENSEE UNDER THE LICENSE NUMBER CITED ABOVE HAVE BEEN TRANSFERRED ON

DATE TO

WHICH HAS LICENSE NUMBER ISSUED BY THE STATE OF

AN AGREEMENT STATE PURSUANT TO SECTION 274 OF THE ATOMIC ENERGY ACT OF 1954, AS AMENDED, AND THE ENERGY REORGANIZATION ACT OF 1974.

OR
4. MATERIALS HAVE BEEN DISPOSED OF IN THE FOLLOWING MANNER (Describe specific disposal procedures-if additional space is needed, use the reverse of this

form, or provide attachments):

B. OTHER DATA

1. OUR LICENSE HAS NOT YET EXPIRED; PLEASE TERMINATE IT.

2. WAS A RADIATION SURVEY CONDUCTED TO CONFIRM THE ABSENCE OF LICENSED RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS AND TO DETERMINE WHETHER ANY
CONTAMINATION REMAINS ON THE PREMISES COVERED BY THE LICENSE? (Check one)

NO

YES, THE RESULTS (Check one)

ARE ATTACHED, OR

WERE FORWARDED TO THE [AGENCYI ON (Date)

3. THE PERSON TO BE CONTACTED REGARDING THE INFORMATION PROVIDED ON THIS FORM

NAME ITELEPHONE NUMBER

4. MAIL ALL FUTURE CORRESPONDENCE REGARDING THIS LICENSE TO

RETURN TO: CERTIFYING OFFICIAL

SIGNATURE DATE

[AGENCY NAME AND ADDRESS]

PRINTED NAME AND TITLE



Agency Form V
(date)

[AGENCY]

CERTIFICATE - IN VITRO TESTING

WITH RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL UNDER GENERAL LICENSE

Paragraph C.22(i) of Part C of the Agency Radiation Control Regulations
establishes a general license authorizing physicians, veterinarians,
clinical laboratories, and hospitals to possess certain small quantities of
radioactive material for in vitro clinical or laboratory tests not involving
the internal or external administration of the radioactive material or the
radiation therefrom to human beings or animals. Possession of radioactive
material under C.22(i) is not authorized until the physician, veterinarian,
clinical laboratory, or hospital has filed Agency Form V and received from
the Agency a validated copy of Agency Form V with certification number.

INSTRUCTIONS

Submit this form [in triplicate] to

A certification number will be assigned and a validated copy of Agency
Form V will be returned.

1. Please print or type within the dotted lines, below, the name and
address (including ZIP Code) of the physician, veterinarian, clinical
laboratory, or hospital for whom or for which this form is filed.

2. I hereby apply for a certification
pursuant to C.22(i) of Part C for use
of radioactive material for (Please
check one):

a. Myself, a duly licensed physician
[authorized to dispense drugs] in
the practice of medicine.

3. To be completed by the Agency.

Certification number:

b. The above-named clinical
laboratory.

c. The above-named hospital.

d. Myself, a duly licensed veterinarian.

(Leave this space blank--number
to be assigned by Agency.)
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4. If place of use is different from address in Item 1, please give complete
address:

5. Certification:
I hereby certify that:

a. All information in this certification is true and complete.
b. Appropriate radiation measuring instruments are available to carry

out the tests for which radioactive material will be used under the
general license of C.22(i) of Part C. The tests will be performed
only by personnel competent in the use of the instruments and in the
handling of the radioactive material.

C. I understand that Agency regulations require that any change in the
information furnished on this certificate be reported to the Agency,
within 30 days from the effective date of such change.

d. I have read and understand the provisions of Paragraph C.22(i) of
Part C; and I understand that compliance with those provisions is
required as to all radioactive material which is received, acquired,
possessed, used, or transferred under the general license for which
this Certificate is filed with the Agency.

Date By

(Signature of person filing form)

(Printed name and title of position of person filing form)
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CONDITIONS AND LIMITATIONS OF GENERAL LICENSE C.22(i)

C.22(i) General License for Use of Radioactive Material for Certain
In Vitro Clinical or Laboratory Testing.

(1) A general license is hereby issued to any physician, veterinarian,
clinical laboratory or hospital to receive, acquire, possess, transfer
or use, for any of the following stated tests, in accordance with the
provisions of C.22(i)(2), (3), (4), (5), and (6), the following
radioactive materials in prepackaged units for use in in vitro clinical
or laboratory tests not involving internal or external administration
of radioactive material, or the radiation therefrom, to human beings or
animals:

(i) Carbon-14, in units not exceeding 10 microcuries (370 kBq)
each.

(ii) Cobalt-57, in units not exceeding 10 microcuries (370 kBq)
each.

(iii) Hydrogen-3 (tritium), in units not exceeding 50 microcuries
(185 MBq) each.

(iv) Iodine-125, in units not exceeding 10 microcuries (370 kBq)
each.

(v) Mock Iodine-125 reference or calibration sources, in units
not exceeding 0.05 microcurie (1.85 kBq) of iodine-129 and
0.005 microcurie (1.85 Bq) of americium-241 each.

(vi) Iodine-131, in units not exceeding 10 microcuries (370 kBq)
each.

(vii) Iron-59, in units not exceeding 20 microcuries (740 kBq)
each.

(viii) Selenium-75, in units not exceeding 10 microcuries (370 kBq)
each.

(2) No person shall receive, acquire, possess, use or transfer
radioactive material pursuant to the general license established by
C.22(i)(1) until he has filed Agency Form V, "Certificate - In Vitro
Testing with Radioactive Material Under General License," with the
Agency and received from the Agency a validated copy of Agency Form V
with certification number assigned. The physician, veterinarian,
clinical laboratory or hospital shall furnish on Agency Form V the
following information and such other information as may be required by
that form:
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(i) Name and address of the physician, veterinarian, clinical
laboratory or hospital;

(ii) the location of use; and

(iii) a statement that the physician, veterinarian, clinical
laboratory or hospital has appropriate radiation measuring
instruments to carry out in vitro clinical or laboratory tests with
radioactive material as authorized under the general license in
C.22(i)(1) and that such tests will be performed only by personnel
competent in the use of such instruments and in the handling of the
radioactive material.

(3) A person who receives, acquires, possesses or uses radioactive
material pursuant to the general license established by C.22(i)(1)
shall comply with the following:

(i) The general licensee shall not possess at any one time,
pursuant to the general license in C.22(i)(1), at any one location
of storage or use, a total amount of iodine-125, iodine-131,
selenium-75, iron-59, and/or cobalt-57 in excess of 200 microcuries
(7.4 MBq).

(ii) The general licensee shall store the radioactive material,
until used, in the original shipping container or in a container
providing equivalent radiation protection.

(iii) The general licensee shall use the radioactive material only
for the uses authorized by C.22(i)(1).

(iv) The general licensee shall not transfer the radioactive
material to a person who is not authorized to receive it pursuant
to a license issued by the Agency, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, any Agreement State or Licensing State, nor transfer
the radioactive material in any manner other than in the unopened,
labeled shipping container as received from the supplier.

(v) The general licensee shall dispose of the Mock Iodine-125
reference or calibration sources described in C.22(i)(1)(viii) as
required by D.301 of these regulations.

(4) The general licensee shall not receive, acquire, possess, or use
radioactive material pursuant to C.22(i)(1):

(i) Except as prepackaged units which are labeled in accordance
with the provisions of an applicable specific license issued
pursuant to C.28(h) or in accordance with the provisions of a
specific license issued by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
any Agreement State or Licensing State which authorizes the
manufacture and distribution of iodine-125, iodine-131, carbon-14,
hydrogen-3 (tritium), iron-59,
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selenium-75, cobalt-57, or Mock Iodine-125 to persons generally
licensed under C.22(i) or its equivalent, and

(ii) unless one of the following statements, as appropriate, or a
substantially similar statement which contains the information
called for in one of the following statements, appears on a label
affixed to each prepackaged unit or appears in a leaflet or
brochure which accompanies the package:

(a) This radioactive material shall be received, acquired,
possessed, and used only by physicians, veterinarians,
clinical laboratories or hospitals and only for in vitro
clinical or laboratory tests not involving internal or
external administration of the material, or the radiation
therefrom, to human beings or animals. Its receipt,
acquisition, possession, use, and transfer are subject to the
regulations and a general license of the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission or of a State with which the Commission
has entered into an agreement for the exercise of regulatory
authority.

Name of manufacturer

(b) This radioactive material shall be received, acquired,
possessed, and used only by physicians, veterinarians,
clinical laboratories or hospitals and only for in vitro
clinical or laboratory tests not involving internal or
external administration of the material, or the radiation
therefrom, to human beings or animals. Its receipt,
acquisition, possession, use and transfer are subject to the
regulations and a generil license of a Licensing State.

Name of manufacturer

(5) The physician, veterinarian, clinical laboratory or hospital possessing
or using radioactive material under the general license of C.22(i)(1) shall
report in writing to the Agency, any changes in the information furnished by
him in the "Certificate - In Vitro Testing with Radioactive Material Under
General License," Agency Form V. The report shall be furnished within 30
days after the effective date of such change.

(6) Any person using radioactive material pursuant to the general license
of C.22(i)(1) is exempt from the requirements of Parts D and J of these
regulations with respect to radioactive material covered by that general
license, except that such persons using the Mock Iodine-125 described in
C.22(i)(1)(viii) shall comply with the provisions of D.301, D.402 and D.403
of these regulations.
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NOTE

If larger quantites or other forms of radioactive material than those
specified in the general license of C.22(i) are required, an "Application
for Radioactive Material License," Agency Form should be
filed to obtain a specific radioactive material license. Copies of
application and certification forms may be obtained from



Agency Form W
(date)

(AGENCY]

CERTIFICATE - USE OF DEPLETED URANIUM
UNDER GENERAL LICENSE

Paragraph C.21(e) establishes a general license authorizing the use of
depleted uranium contained in industrial products or devices for mass-
volume applications. This Form W shall be submitted within 30 days after
the first receipt or acquisition of such depleted uranium.

3. 1 hereby file Form W pursuant
to C.21(e), for use of depleted
uranium contained in industrial
products or devices for mass-
volume applications.

4. To be completed by the Agency.

INSTRUCTIONS FILE NUMBER:

1. Submit this form [in triplicate] to

[Agency name and address]

(Leave this space blank - num-
ber to be assigned by Agency)

2. Please print or type the name and
address (including ZIP code) of the
general licensee for whom this form is
filed. Position the first letter of
the address below the left dot and do
not extend the address beyond the
right dot. (A file number will be
assigned and a copy of Form W will be
returned.)

5. Name and title, address, and telephone number of the individual duly
authorized to act for and on behalf of the general licensee in
supervising the procedures identified in C.21(e).
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6. Certification

I hereby certify that:

a. All information in this certificate is true and complete.

b. The general licensee has developed and will maintain procedures
designed to establish physical control over the depleted uranium
described in C.21(e) and designed to prevent transfer of such depleted
uranium in any form, including metal scrap, to persons not authorized
to receive the depleted uranium.

c. I understand that Agency regulations require that any changes in
information furnished by a general licensee on this certificate be
reported in writing to the Agency within 30 days after the effective
date of such change.

d. I understand that the general licensee is required to comply with the
provisions of C.21(e) (reprinted as part of this form) with respect to
all depleted uranium which he receives, acquires, uses, or transfers
under the general license for which this certificate is filed with the
Agency.

DATE: BY:
(Signature of person filing form)

(Printed name and title of person filing form)
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C.21(e) Depleted Uranium in Industrial Products and Devices.

(1) A general license is hereby issued to receive, acquire,
possess, use, or transfer, in accordance with the provisions of
C.21(e)(2), (3), (4) and (5), depleted uranium contained in
industrial products or devices for the purpose of providing a
concentrated mass in a small volume of the product or device.

(2) The general license in C.21(e)(1) applies only to industrial
products or devices which have been manufactured either in
accordance with a specific license issued to the manufacturer of
the products or devices pursuant to C.28(m) or in accordance with a
specific license issued to the manufacturer by the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission or an Agreement State which authorizes
manufacture of the products or devices for distribution to persons
generally licensed by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission or an
Agreement State.

(3) (i) Persons who receive, acquire, possess, or use depleted
uranium pursuant to the general license established by
C.21(e)(1) shall file Agency Form W "Certificate - Use of
Depleted Uranium Under General License," with the Agency. The
form shall be submitted within 30 days after the first receipt
or acquisition of such depleted uranium. The general licensee
shall furnish on Agency Form W the following information and
such other information as may be required by that form:

(a) name and address of the general licensee;

(b) a statement that the general licensee has developed
and will maintain procedures designed to establish
physical control over the depleted uranium described in
C.21(e)(1) and designed to prevent transfer of such
depleted uranium in any form, including metal scrap, to
persons not authorized to receive the depleted uranium;
and

(q) name and title, address, and telephone number of the
individual duly authorized to act for and on behalf of the
general licensee in supervising the procedures identified
in C.21(e)(3)(i)(b).

(ii) The general licensee possessing or using depleted uranium
under the general license established by C.21(e)(1) shall report
in writing to the Agency any changes in information furnished by
him in Agency Form W "Certificate - Use of Depleted Uranium
Under General License." The report shall be submitted within 30
days after the effective date of such change.



(4) A person who receives, acquires, possesses, or uses depleted
uranium pursuant to the general license established by C.21(e)(1):

(i) shall not introduce such depleted uranium, in any form,
into a chemical, physical, or metallurgical treatment or
process, except a treatment or process for repair or
restoration of any plating or other covering of the depleted
uranium;

(ii) shall not abandon such depleted uranium;

(iii) shall transfer or dispose of such depleted uranium only
by transfer in accordance with the provisions of C.40. In the
case where the transferee receives the depleted uranium
pursuant to the general license established by C.21(e)(1), the
transferor shall furnish the transferee a copy of this
regulation and a copy of Agency Form W. In the case where the
transferee receives the depleted uranium pursuant to a general
license contained in the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission's
or Agreement State's regulation equivalent to C.21(e)(1), the
transferor shall furnish the transferee a copy of this
regulation and a copy of Agency Form W accompanied by a note
explaining that use of the product or device is regulated by
the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission or Agreement State under
requirements substantially the same as those in this
regulation;

(iv) within 30 days of any transfer, shall report in writing
to the Agency the name and address of the person receiving the
depleted uranium pursuant to such transfer; and

(v) shall not export such depleted uranium except in
accordance with a license issued by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission pursuant to 10 CFR Part 110.

(5) Any person receiving, acquiring, possessing, using, or
transferring depleted uranium pursuant to the general license
established by C.21(e)(1) is exempt from the requirements of Parts
D and J of these regulations with respect to the depleted uranium
covered by that general license.

'0



Agency Form X
(Date)

[AGENCY]

NOTICE TO EMPLOYEES

STANDARDS FOR PROTECTION AGAINST RADIATION; NOTICES,
INSTRUCTIONS AND REPORTS TO WORKERS; INSPECTIONS

IN [CITE APPROPRIATE REGULATIONS], [CITE APPROPRIATE AGENCY] HAS
ESTABLISHED STANDARDS FOR YOUR PROTECTION AGAINST RADIATION HAZARDS.
IN [CITE APPROPRIATE REGULATIONS], [CITE APPROPRIATE AGENCY] HAS
ESTABLISHED CERTAIN PROVISIONS FOR THE OPTIONS OF WORKERS ENGAGED IN
WORK UNDER AN AGENCY LICENSE OR REGISTRATION.

YOUR EMPLOYER'S RESPONSIBILITY

Your employer is required to--

1. Apply these regulations to work involving sources of radiation.

2. Post or otherwise make available to you a copy of the [cite appropriate
Agency] regulations, and the operating procedures which apply to work you
are engaged in, and explain their provisions to you.

3. Post Notice of Violation involving radiological working conditions,
proposed imposition of civil penalties and orders.

YOUR RESPONSIBILITY AS A WORKER

You should familiarize yourself with those provisions of the [cite
appropriate Agency] regulations, and the operating procedures which apply to
the work you are engaged in. You should observe their provisions for your
own protection and protection of your co-workers.

WHAT IS COVERED BY THESE REGULATIONS

1. Limits on exposure to radiation and radioactive material in restricted
and unrestricted areas;

2. measures to be taken after accidental exposure;

3. personnel monitoring, surveys, and equipment;

4. caution signs, labels, and safety interlock equipment;

5. exposure records and reports;

6. options for workers regarding Agency inspections; and

7. related matters.
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REPORTS ON YOUR RADIATION EXPOSURE HISTORY

1. The (cite appropriate Agency] regulati
give you a written report if you receive ai
applicable limit as set forth in the regul
basic limits for exposure to employees are
D.103, and D.104 of the regulations. Thes
exposure to radiation and expos-ure to conc
in air.

ons require that your employer
n exposure in excess of any
ations or in the license. The
set forth in Sections D.1O1,

e sections specify limits on
entrations of radioactive.materi-!l]7,•2

w

_ 2. _If you work where personnel monitoring is required, and if you request..
information on your radiation exposures,;

(a) your employer must give you a written report, upon termination of
your employment, of your radiation exposures, and

(b) your employer must advise you annually of your exposure to
radiation.

INSPECTIONS

All licensed or registered activities are subject to inspection by
representatives of [cite appropriate Agency]. In addition, any worker or
representative of workers who believes that there is a violation of the
[cite appropriate Radiation Control Act], the regulations issued thereunder,
or the terms of the employer's license or registration with regard to
radiological working conditions in which the worker is engaged, may request
an inspection by sending a notice of the alleged violation to the [cite
appropriate State Agency]. The request must set forth the specific grounds
for the notice, and must be signed by the worker as the representative of'
the workersi. During inspections, Agency inspectors may confer privately
with workers, and any worker may bring to the attention of the inspectors
an. a p-ast-o-r-pest cridition wnich he believs§-roffftibuted to or caused any"....'
violation as..described.above_. .

POSTING REQUIREMENT

COPIES OF THIS NOTICE MUST BE POSTED IN A SUFFICIENT NUMBER OF PLACES IN
EVERY ESTABLISHMENT WHERE EMPLOYEES ARE EMPLOYED IN ACTIVITIES LICENSED OR
REGISTERED, PURSUANT TO PART B OR PART C, BY THE [CITE APPROPRIATE AGENCY],
TO PERMIT EMPLOYEES WORKING IN OR FREQUENTING ANY PORTION OF A RESTRICTED
AREA TO OBSERVE A COPY ON THE WAY TO OR FROM THEIR PLACE OF EMPLOYMENT.

3L--
:*--v~ ~

...................
3~q~ aw

l-I- It'll?:

171'l~C U
..--.. - ~'~~f;5; "7.



Agency Form Y [AGENCY]
(Date) -.(t OCCUPATIONAL EXTERNAL RADIATION EXPOSURE HISTORY

(See instructions attached)

IDENTIFICATION .'.

E (PRINT-LAST. FIRST, AND MIDDLE) 2. SOCIAL SECURITY NO.
• - " " "................. ............. ... ...-"' ...... . '.-" .,..:." ",. """" J "'.'"..'._ .. c.....

" ". -' "I .-.. . . -'. .. . .. ..... , '

3. DATE OF BIRTH (MONTH, DAY, YEAR) 4. AGE IN FULL YEARS (N)

OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE-PREVIOUS HISTORY

5 PREVIOUS EMPLOYMENTS INVOLVING RADIATION 6. DATES OF EMPLOYMENT . " PREVIOUS DOSE HISTORY.
EXPOSURE-LIST NAME AND ADDRESS OF EMPLOYER (FROM-TO) 7. P7RIODS OF EXPOSURE 8- WHOLE BODY 9. RECORD OR CALCULATED

... ......... . _(REM) (INSERT ONE)

- ..:3 • : ,: L '.: . -" . .. 2 : " = " "" . .I . " : a .

•.- . .. . _ I

,-.. . .... ......

10. REMARKS 11.CMLTDOCPAINLDS-Oý

12. C C A N P I I "_00: 8"E.'" - " " : -.. . . .I -C I . ... '" ', I - COLUMS. 5,6

A 7 ' IS "R .. ..... "" " T " OF4 MY "L AND "" E

. . . . . .. . . . .... ... . . .. -. ,. . . . ...•- : .. :.. .. ' .- .,-.,-. .. .? ', . ... ..... . •.......

~~~~~~~~~~. .. . . . . . . . ., . •. . - ....... _..:.. ... c- . . .. ..- VI . :

WHOLE BODY:

(A) PERMISSIBLE ACCUMULATED DOSE =5(N-1B8) REM

EMPLOYEE'S SIGNATURE DATE
IQTAL EXPOSURE TO DATE (FROM ITEM 11) =_ _______ REM

14. NAME OF LICENSEE OR REGISTRANT
(C) UNUSED PART OF REM______

PERMISSIBLE ACCUMULATED- _ REM
DOSE (A-B)
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-INSTRUCTIONS FOR:PREPARATIOWZOF AGENCY'FORM Y_

This form or a clear and legible record containing all the information
required on this form must be prepared by each licensee or registrant of the.-ý__:
(cite appropriate Agency] who, pursuant to Section D.101, proposes to expose

-of the-arrioun'-s specified-,in
an individual to a radiation doselin.:excess L,
Paragraph D.101(a) of the regulations in Part D, "Standards for Protection
Against Radl-atift." -The requitement-for-'completion'of-this form isý:-'
contained in Section D.102 of that regulation. The information contained in
this form is used for estimating the external accumulated occupational dose
of the individual for whom the form is completed. A separate AgencyForkD'_Y!',ý3_"-
shall be completed for each individual to be exposed to a radiation dose in
excess of-the limits:specified inPara'raph D.-101(a) of Part D of the [CU6 rnc-Uý
appropriate Agency] regulations.*ý-

Listed below by item are instructions and additional information
directly pertinent to completing this form:

Identification

Item7:1.ý-' Self-explanatory.

Item-2l..;"--Sel-'."-exp'Lanatory except that, if individual-has no'.social'isecurity
-number, the word "none"-,shall be-inserted.-.'1-

Item 3.. ýSelf-explanatory.,:---E
tem 4 Enter -.:the age in-'full years.-:: Thi8,ý iS.ýcalled. . .

-'IN" when.used in
calculating the Permissible Dose. N is equal to the humber-of
years of age of the individual on his last birthday.

-:4 Ta
Occuipational Exposure

Item 5. List the name and address of each previous employer and the address
of employment. Start with the most recent employer and work back.
Include only those periods of employment since the eighteenth
birthday involving occupational exposure to radiation. For periods
of self-employment, insert the word "self-employed."

Item 6. Give the dates of employment.

Item 7. List periods during which occupati onal exposure to radiation
occurred.

Item 8. List the dose recorded for each period of exposure from records of
previous occupational exposure of the individual as calculated
under Section D.102. Dose is to be given in rein. "Dose to the
whole body" shall be deemed to include any dose to the whole body,
gonads, active blood-forming organs, head and trunk, or lens of
eye.

*This form requires the signature of the employee concerned.
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Item 9. After each entryitrIl.em.i8ý. ifdicate ,in):Item,:9,whetb1er-,dose is
obtained from records or calculated in accordance with Section
D. 102.

:. -" -- -: "...":., [" ; : •-.*.- '.• - • .• •. -' -:'; ;< •

Item.-,1O. •Self-exp~anatory.i.,-.--.!: ::,• •: ,-: : ..• • •. :.,: ~ ; -::÷• ~

Total Accumulated'Opcupatonal- Dose (Whole-Bodv,,: ..... - -"

Item 11. The-,total-fQr:-the-.,whole body:is obtajned by summation.,(f::ajl values..-',

Certification: -. -.. . , c. - " - ., .
-- ' -' -. " -' . . . '. . . .• • " • ' ' '.

.. . . " '- -' ? ' • -, .. U - • .'• 5 - -. . .. •. . •. ,. : = . . 1. . . . . . . .

Item 42.•.Upon completion.of• he-report,. ••.e-.employee must--.certify that the
information in Columns 5, 6, and 7 is2accurate and complete to the-
best of his knowledge. The date is the date of his signature.

-' -/!;,•', - .. -.". ' ." -r '•.• ,L•y ;i : . .:• c c ;•t .: .:-_

Calculations • :. ...

Item 13. The lifetime accumulated occupational dose for each individual and-,:.-:-
the permissible dose under Paragraph D.101(b) are obtained by
carrying out the-following steps: The value for.•- shiould be taken,:-:-
from Item 4. Subtract 18 from N and multiply the difference by

•,c: ~-5 rem.. -(For example,;, John Smith j zage 732; VN :-32 PAD.: 5(32-18)c{ :'e.,
70 rem.) Enter tota.l,-expQsure to,-date-rom Item - .Subtiract (b)
from (a) and enter the difference under (c). The value in (c)
represents the unused part of the permissible-,a cuzul]ated-dose. - .
This value for permissible dose is to be carried forward to Agency
.Form.Z, ntCurrentrOecupationa3, External Ra iation;Exposure:;(ýWhole.

Item 14. Self-explanatory.

........-.. ' ...I• .•c .- n...

, --:- -. :• a i. • :.[-'• UV_ '2 : - " '. " -•C -• " " V ' " ' • .' -

-'0'. V .

ýC L'

""... ......... •:. -- - . ... -. .: "•': • • .9• ....-. •9:":o?' :• . ,, .. . ,,- .2.. 'D•.:~~~~~~~~~~~~~ I- "C' " ., . ... i ,}t- - 2 ... . '

" • • ';: . .. - , .- . £ •.: _gT. . ý7•r r • , ' - ': C .. ,J

. .. ... .... .~~T ýj, 0 l:'s •c .
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Agency Form Z [AGENCY]
(Date) CURRENT OCCUPATIONAL EXTERNAL RADIATION EXPOSURE

(See instructions attached)

IDENTIFICATION

W E (PRINT-LAST. FIRST, AND MIDDLE) 2. SOCIAL SECURITY NO.

3. DATE OF BIRTH (MONTH, DAY, YEAR) 4. NAME OF LICENSEE OR REGISTRANT

OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE

5. DOSE RECORDED FOR (Specify: Whole body; skin of 6. WHOLE BODY DOSE STATUS 7. METHODOF MONITORING (e.g., Film Badge-FB; Pocket Chamber-PC,
whole body: or hands and forearms, feet and ankles) (rem) Calculations-Calc.)

X OR GAMMA BETA_

NEUTRONS_

8. PERIOD OF EXPOSURE DOSE FOR THE PERIOD (rem) 13. RUNNING TOTAL FOR CALEN.
(From-to) DAR QUARTER (remi)

9. X OR GAMMA 10. BETA 11. NEUTRON 12. TOTAL

LIFETIME ACCUMULATED DOSE

US TOTAL (rem) 15. TOTAL QUARTERLY DOSE 16. TOTAL ACCUMULATED 17. PERM. ACC. DOSE 5(N-18) (rem) 18. UNUSED PART OF PERMISSIBLE
date rem DOSE (rem) ACCUMULATED DOSE (rem)
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-. • J•STRUtTIONS FOR MkRE'ARTf1TON OF AGENCY- P0H Z

The preparation and safekeeping of this form or a clear and legible
record-i cotioain ing--ald t! i 6 iirmdtienf u d th'i& f6rhv-is• requinred - ? _
pursuaLtt-• to :Sect•,6nrD. •0O-1ý. "Stahdapdsffor• ProtectIon Agalin. adia.t.on,"
Part D, as a current record of oediioabiofiAl exteifial-d1-iati'oopsui'es.
Such a record must be maintained for each individual for whom personnel
monitbriflg- i -eiOeQul undee sectioi,-D.2O2, .ote- that a. e te-'Ag-ncy . m
Form ZC is~rt&2 be~fi~edefl: r:• di•Pd'•n•'•tfiat- e~~i~ii~-ie to• (1)• tha. -ho-( body;

(2) skan dweo- or lf4-eetL-and- "nk-l§, as
provided' byt Item.,536elowC --. '• ` L -- .

__1- 7-. f7 I-.- -71,%L;Ff, r
£•.L; /.1 . ri • "••...r:r. - '• . . . ..- ' .-

-Liated below b•Witerfi"-aý&i •nstrudtins' and!&ddltionl lnforma.i.•n
dir~Cbtly- peftiýfitt- cmltnhs C zI .f ~ .

• " .~~~......... • ......- '-. -.. "£.-..",Z .•. .gS

Item 1. Slf -expplnadtbry. - ?- I c-..... ..

Item 2. Self-explanatory exeeptkthnt•ýrf- indi!Vidual has n6 bocila"ecurity
number, the word "none" shall be inserted.

,'? •-. - -•2~i , .... . J '. .- . .-. .. .• -:." J .•,£:,D O

Item 4Lr Self-explnyat.ryý v: , .-. v.--

Occaoational Exp6sui-0.-, i•: ' ,

Item 5. "Dose to the whole body" shall be d6emdd t :ifi1uae-any db~e to the
whole body, gonads, active blood-forming organs, head and trunk, or
lens- o£ •eye .. gnSess the4.-enses -of- .E-ei 6-ees.'a'r@.p9rteted h-' 9e

-.shre6d; doe 6reede•-ds Whole-bod d' .e"Ohot d-' include-týh dose
delivered through a- 'i.sue.:°euivi -en.•..,absdrbe• haVz-g a.thickness
of 300 mg/cm2 or less. When the lenses of the eyes are prqtected

- with eye- shiel-ds'vig a.-giue ýeqiivalent- thi ckbe•i.bf at lea'st
.700 c-gfc•?, dod recoi'do•eda.S: whole b6dy dos-e hild . id'iidV the:dose --d@ Ieeed"thr6dh aT,-tikSiue -&•uiv!ieiit r

thickness of 1,000 mg/cm2 br ess. •. . .-
Dose recorded as dose to the skiný V-2thew4h•bh.•e--body,.lh a s-a 'E-i:

forearms, or feet and ankles should include the dose delivered ,
'f- -- thnrougn a-T g e • eathickness of 7m'g bm

J. le s.MThe- dose .or tH6 I-gkffii hof : the -who'fIeb -ody-, hand-ad -
fe~ms~~ffedt1a3i nkes ld recor e&d on t6_'

an~les'smtI ddse~io tHos6e peUCbf'1thibedý hi'ý been friblud~d J:
dosýe to ehOio bY~& a-Co mainta~ri'd-'otr 'eobriding'-w~hoie""
body exposure.

Item 6. This item need be completed only when the sheet is used to record
whole body exposures and the licensee or registrant is exposing the
individual under the provisions of Paragraph D°101(b) which allows
up to 3 rems per quarter to the whole body. Enter in this item the
unused part of permissible accumulated dose taken from previous
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records of - Pe.s 3p•,.D.A ,!q' t- -. g•d ,gency Form Z
or Item 13 of Agency Form Y if the individual's exposure during
employment with the licensee begins with this record.

Item 7. eusd r [otnit•rig iA•-vrii.vda• !_ r
" tot e•b ype9. zgd.atipn tqowheh .i exposed. jn.teii u -pf,- j

Item 8. .... Dpses.rireived oveaaIpiod-9og {ep• •a § a Leýuýr4r -, i,

which have not as yet been entered on the form _T;be pd . "
exposure should specify the day the measurement of that exposure
was initiated -nd e-day.onahic;,was. rrmi~t~d. t:or exa.p.e,
if only quarterly doses are. foq.tho
first calendar quarter of 1962 might be taken as running from
Monday, January 1, 1962 through Friday, March 30, 1962, •.-•e•d--.:
be indicated in this item as Jan. 1, 1962 - Mar. 30, 1962. If
weekly doses are entered, a film badge issue d•Moqaqy m•r g,
January 1, 1962, and picked up Friday, January 5, 1962 would be

Items 9, Self-explanatory. The values are to be given in rem. All
10 and measurements are to be interpreted in the be.t-•:e,ýýomdp,.knoqw.n-and. J n-:-',
11. accordance with the definition in Section A.2. Where calculations

are made to determine dose, a copy of such ca@guiat! ns-isto be•. r'e. :
maintained in conjunction with this record. In any case where the
dose for a calendar quarter is less than 10% of the• • _ pe.d
in Paragraph D.101(a), the phrase "less than 10%" may be entered in
•_ieu of a ..nu e i al da u .. .ii " • o n_ .-• •" .•••-;.....- ..

. exposureand• odqqd,the i J eAeiguaý4ng ýte,-."Teýa4ý!.-_,ny
g . ntry, "less,,than. y;........... . u* '~ •tha : !iZ m':,e ~s ega ded.E.: -t:.- :."'• .... -'.

Item I,3 Tqe r4ningotalis.,o-..e.maita.ned,9kn .he.•b•.s•.of -calendar
.- q14art•rs. .q ioies..calen• -quartq.i•, N.,:et'ry,-.need be
piade -nýthis,sý~ Ueip ajyj~Qalerarqadaindo~e
recorded in Items 9,, 10, 11,and- , 0C' ..

Lifetime. Accumulated. Dosý.Wpole4 Bodv)i:.i gn n 0 so 0.. te

SOTý: If the -1icens ee. r,. ,.g i atra .chios e to.:: kee& p e c i~d~al ' s
exposure, belw• that .spe eO , tern s thr'ough
do.,ee'd:;notbb comB.•eý@.q, •gw~ytbj,,ip. .age-the •et•.t,..whl@lýebody
dope fpr each clend g t re Iem-,12: •f
quarterldosg,-are, en t@.d n.t 2! T dnt ceeed , em

_5 O u _..7 . ' " . - B 2 F -., E,.:. t o d;•: o '-4..'. . . .
Z. w- 0ec Sr ~e~I ~r

eworiL K--". '' ." ': i . 2j." i2 .

..........:~ 2 ~ L• t5.. .;- 2 £; : : L [T"? : ... - . Z'' " S?..J '.
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If an individual is exposed under the provisions of Paragraph D.101(b),
complete Items 14 through 18 at the end of each calendar quarter and when
the sheet is filled. Values in Item 13, when in the middle of a calendar
quarter, and values in Item 18, must be brought forward to next sheet for
each individual.

Item 14. Enter the previous total accumulated dose from previous dose
records for the individual (e.g., from Item 16 of Agency Form Z or
Item 11 of Agency Form Y). The total occupational radiation dose
received by the individual must be entered in this item, including
any occupational dose received from sources of radiation not
licensed or registered by the Agency. If the individual was
exposed to sources of radiation not licensed or registered by the
Agency during any calendar quarter after completing Agency Form Y
and personnel monitoring equipment was not worn by the individual,
it should be assumed that the individual received a dose of 14 rems
during each such quarter.

Item 15. Enter the total calendar quarter dose from Item 13 (or from Item 12
if quarterly doses are entered in Item 12) and the date designating
the end of the calendar quarter in which the dose was received
(e.g., March 30, 1962).

Item 16. Add Item 14 and Item 15 and enter that sum.

Item 17. Obtain the Permissible Accumulated Dose (PAD) in rem for the WHOLE
BODY. "N" is equal to the number of years of age of the individual
on his last birthday. Subtract 18 from N and multiply the
difference by 5 rem (e.g.,John Smith, age 32; N ='32, PAD =
5(32-18) = 70 rem).

Item 18. Determine the unused part of the PAD by subtracting Item 16 from
Item 17. The unused part of the PAD is that portion of the
Lifetime Accumulated Dose for the individual remaining at the end
of the period covered by this sheet.
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